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REPORT.

The Managers of the American Sunday-school Union, in

compliance with the constitution, respectfully submit to the So-
ciety, a report of their proceedings during the year.

The patrons and conductors of Sunday-schools rest their

assurance of the Divine favour, not only upon the constructive

testimony of providence in their behalf, which, up to this day,

has been unbroken, but upon the surer warrant of inspiration :

*' Gather the people together, men and women, and children,

and thy stranger that is within thy gates, that they may hear,

and that they may learn, and fear the Lord your God, and ob-

serve to do all the words of this law; and that their children

which have not known any thing, may hear and learn to fear

the Lord your God, as long as ye live." In the spirit of this pre-

cept, the Board have considered themselves as addressed in the

fact of their appointment, both by you and by Him, to whose
serv'ice and glory you are devoted, and they regard the present

occasion as a call from both, for a faithful account of the man-
ner in which they have fulfilled the commission. They are not

aware that they misconceive your true design, when they state,

that while your benevolent purposes chiefly respect the rising

generation, they comprehend the best interests not of one, but of

every class and rank

—

men and women, and children, and stran-

gers icithin the gates ; within a field of labour, extending from
Florida to Michigan, and from ocean to ocean. Nor can they
suppose that you have been unimpressed with the animating con-

ception, that among the instruments by which this vast region is

to be clothed with moral verdure and luxuriance,.the littje nur-

series of knowledge and piety under your care, are to hold a
prominent, if not the highest place.

Having alluded to the extent to which your enterprise pro-

poses to exert itself, it is natural op the first anniversary of the

American Sunday-school Union, to advert to the circumstances
connected with the recent organization of this Institution. The
idea of a National Society had for several years engaged the

thoughts of the friends of Sunday-schools in various parts of the

country, and fifter correspondence on the subject, and a print-

ed plan had been distributed for consideration, and the attend-

ance of delegates from various and distant societies had been
sohcited, a meeting was held on the 11th of December, 1823,
in the city of Philadelphia, when the expediency of forming a
National Society was determined on ; and the whole subject
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referred to the ensuing annual meeting of the Philadelphia Sun-
day and Adult School Union. Accordingly, on the 25th of

May, 1824, after the celebration of the Seventh Anniversary of
the Sunday and Adult School Union, the constitution of the

American Sunday-school Union was considered and adopted,

and all the property of the Sunday and Adult School Union,
amounting to upwards of five thousand dollars, was transferred

by unanimous vote to the new institution.

The infancy of this Society has thus far liberally enjoyed
His gracious protection, whose wisdom and goodness gave it

birth. During the lapse of the year, not a single circumstance
has occurred to discourage your most exalted hope, or in the

least abate the ardour of your zeal. The plans which have
been projected for the advancement of the cause, have to a
great extent, received the prompt and efficient approbation of
the public ; and as far as we have ascertained, the voice of the

nation is unanimous in your favour. Some schools indeed have
been hindered by circumstances from attaching themselves to

the Society; but for the most part, these circumstances they
themselves lament: and we think it cannot be long before the

advantages of a connexion with the American Sunday-school
Union will be solicited by every Sabbath-school in the land.

One of the first acts of your Board was the establishment of

the "American Sunday School Magazine;"* a monthly pro-

duction, devoted to the interests of the Society. The patronage

of this work has not, perhaps, been so extensive as some have
expected ; its number of subscribers being little more than one
thousand;—but expectation in regard to its success, should

have been moderated by recollecting, that a thoughtful public

are not disposed to encourage a religious publication, until

they have had opportunity to know its nature and appreci-

ate its importance; and that the public attention had been to a

great degree pre-occupied by other periodical works.

In connexion with this subject, your Board, under deep con-

viction that a Sunday-school Magazine, properly conducted
and supported, would exert an influence on the interests of the

Society, scarcely inferior injjsefulness to any other that can be

thought of, cannot refrain from expressing the hope that there

will be no want of encouragement to this undertaking, among
the friends of Sabbath schools. As a vehicle of intelligence, of

counsel, and of persuasion ;—as a repository of useful and able

discussions of subjects connected with Sunday-echool opera-

tions ;—as affording opportunities to distant friends of the com-
mon cause, who are never to see each other in the flesh, for

* Now a semi-monthly periodical, in newspaper form, called the *' Sunday
School Journal," and put at the low price of twentt-fiyx cbjtts a year

—

four

copies to one address.



suggesting plans, comparing views, and holding affectionate

conference;—and as a witness to all whose eye it perchance
may meet, of what the Christian world is doing by means of

Sabbath-schools;—what advantage it may yield by cementing
union, by increasing moral and physical strength,—it were im-

possible to either calculate or imagine. It can be easily conceiv-

ed, however, that a number of our humble Magazine, falling into

the hand of some benevolent Christian, living among a com-
munity of scoffers and Sabbath-breakers, in some unevange-
lized region of our country, may speak to his heart with such
energy and effect, that shaking off his spiritual apathy, he shall

begin to exert himself in our way of doing good ; and Sabbath
schools, ere the unchristian people are aware, shall begin to

banish infidelity out of the place, and spread the loveliness of
evangelical principle and purity over the face of the Society.

In short so strong is the conviction of your Board of the impor-
tance of this work, that they cannot but recommend it to the

Society's most unequivocal and unrestrained encouragement.
It has been but little more than three months since your

Board began to issue another monthly publication called the
" Teacher's Offering,"* specially designed for Sabbath scho-

lars; and they have the pleasure to state, that there are already
more than two thousand subscribers to this little work, and that

the numbers are augmenting daily and rapidly. The merits

and usefulness of this Magazine, they are intent to promote to

the uttermost, confidently expecting, that it will become a very
efficient support to the cause of JSabbalh schools; and be ex-

tensively beneficial also, in circles of childhood and youth, not
included within our peculiar sphere of labour. Besides these

periodical works the Board have published during the year

—

42,500 Reward Books,
51,000 Tracts,

10,000 Decalogue,
500 Minute Books,

4,000 Catechisms,

10,000 Christian Almanac,
10,000 Spelling Books,

726,000 Tickets,

25,000 Hymn Books,
1,000 Plan of Proceeding,
2,000 Hymns in Sheets,

650 Receiving Books,
11,000 Alphabetical Cards,

3,500 Seventh Annual report of the Sunday and
Adult School Union,

• Now known under the title of the "Youth's Friend."
1*



amounting in all to 1,082,650. In regard to the publications of
the past year, it may be proper to state : that the Board at

their first meeting appointed a Committee of Publication, con-
sisting of five persons of ditibrent Christian denominations, and
that all the works which have been issued from the Society's

press, have passed under their careful revision.

The large demand for the Society's publications has induced
the Board to adopt the use of stereotype plates, of which they
have now about one thousand pages.

Having found their former Depository too small for the aug-
mented business of the Society, the Board on the 1st of Janu-
ary rented the entire house, No. 13 North Fourth street, which,
for the present, affords convenient room for the Depository,
the meetings of the Managers and the necessary officers.

To accommodate your auxiliaries with books, your Board
have established Depositories in the cities of New York, Alba-
ny, New Haven, Hartford, Norwich and Baltimore, and in

Utica.

Further to promote the objects of the Society, your Board
have granted to those who become life members by the payment
of thirty dollars at once, or annual members by the subscrip-

tion of three dollars, the privilege of purchasing books at the

reduced prices, and of receiving the Sunday-school Magazine
without charge.

Impressed with the importance of well-directed missionary

labours, and the formation of a separate missionary fund having
from the beginning entered into their scheme of operations,

your Board, during the year, have had in their employ for dif-

ferent portions of time, six missionaries, whose instructions re-

quired them to establish new Sabbath-schools, visit old ones,

revive, animate and encourage such as icere languishing, or-

ganize auxiliary unions, explain the objects of the Society, and
by all proper means extend its influence and usefulness. And
in proportion to the money and labour expended, no measure
has been adopted by your Board with more signal success than

these missionary appointments.

Having thus briefly hinted at the proceedings in which their

own agency has been direct, your Board now pass with a high

degree of pleasure to a rapid review of the operations of Sun-
day-schools in different parts of the United States, especially of

the branches of the American Sunday-school Union.

And following geographical arrangement, they begin with

MAINE.
Here, it is perhaps matter of regret that they have to say,

that the Society has not a single auxiliary. Reports from this



state, however, were solicited, and to some extent have been ob-

tained ; and from tfiem we learn that in Bluchill, Sabbath
schools were established in 1811), and with various success have
been continued to the present time there, and in several neigh-

bouring towns ; that in Sullivan, there are four schools with 140

scholars and twenty-two teachers; of whom, nine of the for-

mer, and two of the latter, have, since their connexion with the

schools, made a public profession of religion ; and that there is

the strongest reason to think, that missionary labours in this

State, under the appointment of your Board, would be eminently-

successful. At a meeting of the General Association of

NEW HAMPSHIRE,
On the 9th of September, 1824, attended by the Rev. Dr.

Spring of New York, as the representative of your Board, was
organized the First State Sunday-school Uniov., in this country;

and a committee for each of the seven counties of the state,

was appointed to carry the plan of the state Union into effect.

In the state of

VERMONT,
There are no schools auxiliary to the Union ; it is known, how-
ever, that this section of the country is no stranger to the la-

bours and advantages of Sunday-school instruction. There
are schools in various parts of the state, and a report- informs

us, that in 1823 there were five in one town of 1526 inhabi-

tants ; and that in one of these schools seven teachers had,

since their connexion with it, publicly professed religion. Your
Board have a missionary now labouring in this slate, and ex-

pect the happiest results from his exertions in their service. In

MASSACHUSETTS,
The Society have one auxiliary in the town of Salem, consist-

ing of six schools,one hundred and twent3^-eight teachers, and six

hundred and thirty scholars. In Newburyport, Sabbath schools

were established in 1817, and now contain seven hundred and
eighty scholars, under the care of ninety-six teachers. The in-

teresting reports which relates these facts, informs us that in

the neighbouring towns also, Sabbath schools are in vigorous
and successful operation. A report from Boston states that

there are in that city, twenty-three schools, containing twenty-
one hundred scholars, under the care of three hundred teachers;

of whom fifty-two have joined the church, and seven are preach-
ers of the gospel, one of them a missionary at the Sandwich
Islands. Of the scholars, fourteen have professed religion with-



in the last three months, and two are in a course of prepara-

tion for the holy office. Though but few schools in Massachu-
setts have hitherto been connected with this Society, yet your
Board have the pleasure to say, that a meeting was appointed

to be held in Boston at this very hour, for the purpose of form-

ing an auxiliary state Union.

RHODE ISLAND
Contains a considerable number of schools, but there are none
in connexion with this Society except four in the town of Pro-
vidence, containing six hundred and twenty-one scholars.
" The Providence Sabbath-school Union" have taken mea-
sures for increasing the number of schools in that state; and
in the month of November last, six schools were established by
the minister of Warwick, in that place and its vicinity; con-
taining upwards of five hundred scholars; and we have reason
to expect the speedy formation of an auxiliary State Union in

Rhode Island. In

CONNECTICUT,
During the year, a Sunday-school Union, embracing the whole
state, has been organized, and forms the second state union in

connexion with this Society. It already nunibers thirty aux-

iliaries, and promises to become a very important and efficient

supporter of your cause. In the state of

NEW YORK,
Ten Societies have become auxiliaries to the American Sun-
day School Union; of which the most important, whether we
regard their location or their magnitude, are two in the city of

New York, the " Female Union Society for the promotion of

Sabbath Schools," einbr-dcAng thirty-eight schools, w'lih five hun-

dred and twenty-eight teachers, and three thousand and filty-

two scholars; and the "Sunday-school Union Society," which
reports fifty-eight schools, six hundred and sixteen conductors,

and four thousand four hundred and thirty scholars. Among
other expressions of their approbation of your Society, each of

these auxiliaries paid fifty dollars into your treasury at joining

the Union. The other eight auxiliaries in this state, are " Guil-

ford Sabbath-school Association," "Painted Post Female
Sabbath-school," "Columbia and Green County Sunday-school
Union," "Albany Union Sunday-school Society," "Geneva
Sabbath-school Union," "Oneida County Sabbath-school

Union," " Washingtonville Sabbath-school/' and " Newburgh



Sabbath-school Society." The ten auxiliaries have under
their care one hundred and seventy schools embracing eighteen

hundred and eighty-seven teachers, and twelve thousand seven
hundred and eighty-six scholars. In an account of a revival of

religion in this state, it is said that of thirty-five persons hope-

fully converted, twenty-seven belonged to the Sabbath schools

of the place; and that of one hundred who joined the church
in the course of the year, ninety-eight had enjoyed the benefit

of Sabbath school instruction. There are in

NEW JERSEY
Forty-six auxiliaries, thirty of which report one hundred
schools, one thousand and seventy-two teachers, and eight

thousand and fourteen scholars. From Somerville we learn,

that about one hundred young persons have been united to the

church, who were either as teachers or scholars connected
with the Sabbath schools of the congregation ; and we are con-

vinced, adds the report, that the knowledge imparted in these

schools was a great means, in the hands of the Lord, of enlight-

ening society generally, and preparing the way for the great

revival of 1822, when upwards of two hundred persons were
added to the church. And of a single school in Newark, it is

said, that within the last six months, twenty-five teachers and
twenty scholars have become hopefully pious. From

PENNSYLVANIA,
Which numbersone hundred and seventy auxiliaries, the reports

of one hundred and eleven give account of two hundred and
eighty-nine schools, two thousand five hundred and seventy-

five teachers, and twenty thousand two hundred and thirty-five

scholars. In the city of Philadelphia there are eight thousand

four hundred and fifty-three scholars, of whom seven thousand

four hundred and ninety-nine belong to this Society. The to-

tal number of schools in this state under your care is three hun-

dred and ninety-seven, containing three thousand seven hundred

and forty-two teachers, and twenty-eight thousand two hundred
and twenty-eight scholars. The stale of

DELAWARE
Reports thirteen auxiliaries, embracing twenty-seven schools,

one hundred and eightv-nine teachers, and one thousand seven

hundred and thirty-six scholars. Sunday schools in this state,

by legislative provision, receive twenty cents a year for each
white scholar.
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MARYLAND
Contains fourteen auxiliaries, including forty-one schools, five

hundred and ninety-one teachers, and three thousand and ninety-

six scholars. There are many flourishing Sunday schools in

Maryland, not connected with the American Sunday-school
Union. We rejoice in their prosperity, and hope the day is

not distant, when they will all have the advantages of member-
ship in your body.

VIRGINIA
Has twenty-four auxiliaries, embracing forty-five schools, four

hundred and seventy-six teachers, and three thousand four hun-
dred and seventy-six scholars. Your Board have a missionary
now labouring in this state, which presents a wide and inte-

resting field for Sunday school exertions. In

NORTH CAROLINA
You have nine auxiliaries, thirty-seven schools, two hundred
and eighty-nine teachers, two thousand two hundred and ninety-

two scholars : in

SOUTH CAROLINA,
•Four auxiliaries, with twenty-one schools, one hundred and
eighty-nine teachers, and one thousand three hundred and eleven

scholars : and in

GEORGIA,
Franklin county, one auxiliary, containing fourteen schools,

one hundred and twenty-four teachers, and eight hundred and

eleven scholars. By a report from the " Savannah Sabbath-

school Teacher's Society," not yet an auxiliary, your Board
are informed that they have one school of eighteen teachers,

and one hundred and seventy scholars, and that measures have

been taken to form a "Georgia Sunday-school Union," to be

auxiliary to this Society.

A jL A B A M A
Has one auxiliary at Huntsville, from which no report has been
received. We have been informed, that there are Sunday
schools at Mobile, and in various parts of the state. In

MISSISSIPPI
There are two auxiliaries, containing three schools, twenty-

four teachers, and one hundred and sixty-three scholars. In a
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school at Natchez, of fourteen teachers, seven have become
hopefully pious during the last year. Your auxiliary at the

Chickasaw station has two schools containing sixty-three scho-

lars, in successful operation, and the establishment of others is

contemplated.

LOUISIANA
Has no auxiliary, but some schools; of which the information

of your Board is too vague to present a definite account. In

TENNESSEE
There are two auxiliaries, three schools, thirty-six teachers, and
two hundred and eighty-one scholars:—schools have been es-

tablished at Greenville College, Poplar Creek, Jonesborough,
and many other places; but we have no definite information

except from Knoxville, where a school was commenced in 1817,

which is now confined to coloured persons, and taught by them.

Reports from

KENTUCKY
Inform us, that there are many schools in that state; but there

are only four auxiliaries, embracing six hundred and forty-one

scholars, and seventy-seven teachers. We are gratified to

learn that there is a prospect of the speedy formation of a State

Union in Kentucky.

OHIO
Contains five auxiliaries, four of which report fifteen schools,

two hundred and eight teachers, and one thousand four hun-
dred and forty scholars ; from the Sunday-school Union of
the " Western Reserve," recently instituted, no report has been
received. It deserves distinct mention, that the auxiliary in

Cincinnati, a town of 13,000 inhabitants, embraces eight schools

and nine hundred scholars. Your Board have a missionary

now labouring in this state, who has recently established seven
unions to be enrolled on the list of your auxiliaries.

INDIANA
Has one auxiliary of one hundred and thirty-four scholars and
eighteen teachers. The general Sunday-school Union for

MISSOURI AND ILLINOIS,
Was organized at St. Louis on the 6th of March, 1825, chiefly

by the instrumentality of a gentleman, now one of your mis-
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sionaries. This Union ennbraces fifty-six schools, one hundred
and eighty-eight teachers, and one thousand five hundred and
sixty-seven scholars. These, and indeed all the western states,

present a very encouraging field of labour; and it is nnost

earnestly to be desired, that the rapidly increasing population

in this fertile and extensive part of our country should share as

largely as possible the advantages of the Sunday-school sys-

tem. Thus terminates a sketch of your operations in the twen-
ty-four United Slates. In our newly acquired

TERRITORY OF FLORIDA,
At St. Augustine, a school was commenced in 1823, and mea-
sures have been taken to form an auxiliary Union. The

TERRITORY OF MICHIGAN
Has one auxiliary of eighteen teachers and one hundred and
forty-three scholars ; and from the active zeal of its patrons we
have reason to expect a large increase. There are in the

DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
Three auxiliaries, embracing twenty-six schools, four hundred

and thirty-seven teachers, and two thousand six hundred and
five scholars.

On the whole, according to the information received by your
Board, at the time of preparing this report, there are in con-

nexion with this Society three hundred and twenty-one auxilia-

ries, one thousand one hundred andfifty schools, eleven thousand

two hundred and ninety-five teachers, and eighty-two thousand

six hundred and ninety-seven scholars. The whole amount of

teachers and scholars who have become hopefully pious during

the year has not been ascertained, many of the reports having

omitted to give the numbers; but we have authority to an-

nounce more than two thousand of the former, and more than

one thousand of the latter, as having joined the church since

their connexion with the Sunday-schools. Of Sunday scholars

not connected with the American Sunday-school Union, there

are in our country, according to the best estimate we have

been able to form, about forty-five thousand, which, added to

the eighty-two thousand under your care, make the total amount
one hundred and twenty-seven thousand Sunday scholars in the

United States of America.

Passing beyond the boundary of the United States into

BRITISH AMERICA,
We are still gratified to find Sunday schools in successful ope-
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ration. Montreal is the seat of a Sunday-school Union, which

proposes to extend its influence over both the Canadas, and

there are ah-eady four thousand scholars; chiefly belonging to

this establishment. In the province of Kova Scotia, there is a

Sunday-school Union of four hundred and fifty-eight scholars;

and the schools o{ JVeirfoundland number not less than eight

hundred and fifty-eight: besides which, there are in British

America other schools, containing, together with those which
liave been mentioned, about seven thousand scholars. Pro-

ceeding with our survey to the

WEST INDIA ISLANDS,
Your Board have the pleasure to announce, that through the

agency of a friend who visited Haijti, Sunday-schools have
been founded at several places in that island, and furnished with

books from your Depository: that in twenty-four of the islands

there are six thousand nine hundred and twenty-three scholars,

and that the whole number of scholars in the West Indies is

not less than nine thousand. In

SOUTH AMERICA,
At Buenos Ayres, a Sunday-school \#iich has been in operation

since March last, has been supplied with books from your De-
pository. Time must disclose the good which shall result from
this small beginning, in this vast and populous country, which
perhaps as much as any part of the globe, invites the labours

of Sabbath schools. In

EUROPE,
Excepting Great Britain and Ireland, there are in a population
of one hundred and eighty millions, not more than ten thousand
Sunday scholars. But the exception here mentioned, relieves,

in some degree, the darkness of the scene : for in these islands,

justly styled " the land of Sunday-schools," there are seven
thousand five hundred and thirty-seven schools, seventy-four

thousand six hundred and fourteen teachers, and eight hundred
and twelve thousand three hundred and five scholars. In

ASIA,
The missionaries have founded numerous schools of a religions
character, but not strictly embraced in our system. There
are, however, many Sunday schools in this continent and its

isles, estimated as containing not less than fifteen thousand
scholars. In

2
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AFRICA,
There are Sunday-schools at Liberia, Sierra Leone, Capetown
and the vicinity, and in the adjacent islands, all containing
about three thousand scholars : besides which there are many
others not strictly Sunday-schools, connected with the several
missions. In

AUSTRALASIA
There are at New South Wales, and Van Dieman's Land,
several Sunday-schools supposed to contain about one thousand
scholars: and in

POLYNESIA,
With which we conclude this statistical view, the Sunday-
schools established by the missionaries in the Society and Sand-
wich Islands, include not less than one thousand five hundred
scholars, and are in a prosperous condition.

The number of Sunday scholars therefore on whom your
system is at this moment exerting a direct influence, may be

safely estimated at more than one million.

Animating as it is to contemplate the growing number and
zeal of the friends of SabRith schools, yet as they depend for

success on the blessing of God, it is a fact entitled to thankful

recognition, that there is an agreement among Sabbath-school

teachers in different parts of the country, to meet on the second

Monday evening of each month, for the purpose of united pray-

er to the Father of mercies, in behalf of Sunday-schools through-

out the world. Let this CONCERT become general, and the

period will not fail to arrive, when instead of one million, there

will be more than one hundred millions in training for heaven,

by means of Sabbath-schools.

Among our motives to increased diligence, is the recollec-

tion, that during the year, not a few of the ardent and devoted

friends of our cause, have c«ased from their labours and their

prayers, by reason of death. Of the number, your Board can-

not refrain from the reverential mention of one, than whom
perhaps there survive few superiors in zeal and usefulness.

The memory of Bethune deserves to be embalmed in the best

affections of our hearts : a Christian whose life and whose death

were such as became the gospel, and whose early and unre-

mitted exertions in behalf of Sunday schools, now that they are

ended, call for our devout lamentations, and teach us at once
our dependence on God, and our obligation to abound yet more
and more in these labours of love.

To this report, which from its necessary brevity, gives but an
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inadequate view of the operations of the year, your Board have
subjoined an appendix containing, with other nnatters, the de-

tails out of which these summary statements have been formed.

Jn conclusion, may your Board be permitted to remark, as

the lesson chiefly impressed by the foregoing review, that

whatever Sunday-schools may have already achieved, their

work is but little more than just begun !—If there be nine hun-
dred millions of men, and if but one out of nine, fall within

their province, there remains to be possessed by them, of the

moral desert of the world, one hundred times more than that

which they have already cultivated. In the United States of
America, instead of 100,000, there should be at the lowest cal-

culation more than 1,000,000, now receiving instruction in

Sabbath-schools. But our population doubles itself in twenty-

five years, and "if no change takes place in the course of na-

ture^shOur country will contain, before the children of some now
living will, die, two hundred millions of inhabitants."* How
rapidly must Sabbath-schools multiply, in order just to main-
tain the proportion now existing between what is, and what
ought to be done? When there shall be 200,000,000 of inhabi-

tants in this country, there must be two millions of Sunday
scholars, or the proportion will sink : and no feeble efforts must
be made, to increase our present number twenty fold in about

100 years. But if instead of 100,000, there should now be at

least ten times that number, there ought then to be, instead of

two, twenty millions of Sunday-scholars. And were it only

for the spiritual benefit of these twenty millions, that the Ameri-
can Sunday-school Union began its labours, the importance of

that institution were unmeasurably great. But the advantages
of the Sabbath-school system are but partially considered by
those who confine their view to the benefit which it imparts in

the school room. While it there blesses both the teachers and
the taught, it makes them blessings to the world ;—and of

those who would otherwise have signalized themselves in the

ranks of impiety and crime, the Sunday-school has been the

avenue, not only to worldly respectability and comfort, but to

the communion table and the pulpit—to the bar and the hall of

legislation. Enjoying decisively the high patronage of God,
it has peculiar claims to the countenance and co-operation of

men; and its claims begin to be extensively acknowledged.
Among the benevolent institutions of this interesting age, Sun-
day-schools are admitted to an honourable rank, and their

cause is eloquently pleaded by patriots, philanthropists, states-

men and ministers of religion. But they more successfully

plead their own cause. Their usefulness is ascertained by their

• Dr. Rice's sermon, " Charity at Home."
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fruits. They have restrained and banished immorality: they
have introduced order and happiness into families, where dis-

cord and vice once reigned : of thousands they have instrumen-

tally eflected the eternal salvation :—upon them the influences

of the Holy Spirit have descended, and are resting at this mo-
ment with power and great glory :—they are laying obligations

on generations to be born : and are contributing in no imper-

ceptible degree to the bringing to pass that promised day,
" when they shall teach no more every man his neighbour, and
every man his brother, saying, know the Lord ; for they shall

know me, from the least of them to the greatest of them, saith

the Lord." Wherefore, beloved brethren, let us be stead-

fast, IMMOVEABLE, ALWAYS ABOUNDING I\ THE WORK OF THE LORD,

FORASMUCH AS WE KNOW THAT OUR LABOUR IS NOT IN VAIN IN THE
LORD.

TREASURER'S REPORT.

Dr. Hugh Dehaven.jun. Treasurer, in

American Sunday-school

account iciih the Cr.

Union.

203 00

1824—May 20.

1 o balance, § 5^0 52
Cash. Amount of sales, 5,563 93
Do. A.dm*ss;onfeesof

S. S. Societies.

Do. N. Y. S. S. Un. Soc. 50 00
Do. An'ual subscriptions, 126 00
Do. Life subscriptions, 544 62
Do. Donations, 103 50
Do. Sun. So. Mag-azine, 929 54
Do- Teacher's Ofrering-, 341 87
Do, Loan obtained

from J. Furr,
1400 00

By Cash.

Do.
. Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Do.
Do.

Do.

Do.

Do.
Do.

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

Paper, §

Printing-,

Binding,
Stitching,

Engravings,
Stereotype plates,

AVilderScCamb-"!
bell for trans-

fer ofsubscrip.

of N. Y. Mag.
Ed. of Magazine,
Alexander Hen-"^

ry, Esq. in full !

of loan made in
f

year 1821, J
J.Farr on acco'nt

loan

of last

Books & station-^

ery for sale, 5
Sundries,

Incidental Ex-
penses of store,

Interest,

Rent,

Insurance,''

Agent,
Balance in hands 7

of Treasurer,. 5

on acco'nt"^

ofS1400,C
Lst year, j

151 74,

444 65
710 83
279 35
133 00
448 42

100 00

719 98

400 OO

400 00

100 00

88 18

513 31

17 33
81 25
16 67

625 00

623 27

$9,852 98 $9,852 98

Balance in the hands of tlie Treasurer, May 20th, 1825, $623 27.

The Treasurer states that there is due a loan of one thousand dollars to Mr.
Jxjhn Varr, obtained at an interest of five per cent, per annum.
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We certify that we have examined and compared the above
account with the vouchers, and find it correct, and that there

is a balance of six hundred and twenty-three dollars and twen-
ty-seven cents in the hands of the treasurer, due the Society.

JOSEPH L. INGLIS,
WILIAM A. BUDD,

Philadelphia, May 21, 1825.

Committee,

Dr. Hugh De Haven,jun, in account with the Missiona-

ry Fund.
Cr.

1823.

July 17. To cash from Saving"

Bank, $100 00

Nov. 15. Summerville, Sun-
day S. Society, 3 00

1824.

June 14. From Saving" Bank,
1825. Interest from do,

Marcli 19. For Wagon sold,

Jan. 14 Monthly Concert,
Nov. Do.
Feb. 14. Do.
March 14. Do.
April 11. Do.

Do.
Do.
Do.
Do.

145 00
9 59

38 00
5 56
3 67
8 94

10 00
7 00

1823.

June 6. By cash, A. Henry, Esq.
for Mr. Alden, $25 00

July 5. Mr. Remly, 50 00
July 18. R. Piggot, 35 00
1824.

March 18. Rev. T. Allen, 20 00
May 18. Do. 40 00
May 19. A. Claxton, 15 00
June 4. Rev. T. Allen, for carri-

age on box, 7 48
Feb. 8. Jackson's bill, 26 00
April 14. Rev. T. Allen, 50 00

$268 48
$330 76

Balance in the hands of the Treasurer, May 20, 1825, $62 28.

We have examined the *above account and find it correct,

and that there is a balance of sixty-two dollars twenty-eight
cents in the hands of Hugh Dehaven, Jun. due the Missionary
Fund.

JOSEPH L. INGLIS, ) ^
WILLIAM A. BUDD, \

^^^^'^^'^^

Philadelphia, May 21, 1825.

FIRST ANNIVERSARY

OF THE

AMERICAN SUNDAY-SCHOOL UNION.

The first anniversary of this Institution was celebrated on
Tuesday, May 24, in the First Presbyterian church, Washing-
ton Square. The chair was taken by the President of the So-
ciety, Alexander Henry, Esq. at a little past 7 o'clock, and
the exercises were introduced with singing a part of the 72d
hymn of the Union Hymn Book, and prayer by the Rev.

2*
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Joshua T. Russel, of the Presbyterian Church, Newark, N. J.

The Annual Report of the Board of Managers was read by
the Rev. Gregory T. Bedell, of the Episcopal church, Phila-
delphia. After the report was concluded,

On motion of the Rev. J. S. Christmas, of the Presbyterian
churckj Monirealj L. C. seconded by the Rev. James Keyte, of
the Methodist Episcopal church, St. Louis, Missouri,

Resolved, That the report just read be accepted and adopted,
and published under the direction of the Board of Managers.

On motion of Peter Hawes, Esq. Vice President of the city

of JVew York; seconded by the Rev. William Staughton, D. D.
of the Baptist church, President of CoIu?nbian College, Wash-
ington city,

Resolved, That the experience of the past year, as exhibited
in the report, furnishes the most gratifying evidence of the ad-
vantages of the National Institution, which, by concentrating
the exertions of every district of our country, diffuses most
happily the salutary influence of Sunday-school instruction.

On motion of the Rev. Joseph Holdich, of the Methodist Epis-
copal church of Philadelphia, seconded by the Rev. Howard
Malcolm, of the Baptist church of Hudson, New York,

Resolved, That the Society contemplate with high satisfac-

tion, the increasing interest manifested by the ministers of the

Gospel in the prosperity of Sunday-schools.

On motion of the Rev. JoHx\ Rre^kexridge, of the Presbyte-

rian church of Lexins:ton, Kentucky, seconded by Mr. Timothy
D. Williams, Vice President, of J\'ew Haven, Connecticut,

Resolved, That the objects of this Society are alike interest-

ing to the Christian and the Patriot, the permanency of our re-

ligious and civil institutions being inseparably connected with

the character of the rising generation.

With the exception of the Rev. Mr. Keyte, who had just ar-

rived in the city as a delegate from the " General Sunday-
school Union of Missouri and Illinois," and Mr. W^illiams, the

delegate from the Connecticut auxiliary Union, who offered

but a few remarks, each of the gentlemen who moved and
seconded the resolutions, addressed the meeting.

At the conclusion of the addresses, the Rev. Mr. Bedell read
the following ode, written for the occasion, by Mr. W. B. Tap-
pan, of this city, which was sung by the choir, and afier the

benediction was pronounced by the Rev. Matthew Brown-,

D. D. President of Jefferson College, Pa. the Society proceeded
to the election of twelve managers to fill the places of those

whose term of service had expired.
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ODE
SUNG AT THE FIRST ANNIVERSARY OF THE AMERICAN

SUNDAY-SCHOOL UNION,

May 24, 1825.

The angel ranks that gird the throne

Of Majesty, stand not alone ;

To mortals disenlhrall'd, 'tis given

To join the choral hynnn of heaven.

Hark! even now, a richer strain

Comes floating o'er th' eternal plain ;

To infant choirs those harps belong.

And children's voices swell that song.

Gabriel ne'er touch'd a sweeter string,

His legions listen as they sing;

O whence those cherub minstrels,—say,

—

Clad in Immanuel's bright array?
In scenes where thoughtless worldlings dwell.

Their lot was cast, w hose lyres now swell

The thrilling melody above.

Thine be the praise, O God of love.

The Sunday-school ! Earth has no name
Worthier to fill the breath of fame

—

The untold blessings it hath shed
Shall be reveal'd when w^orlds have fled.

O Thou of Beth'lem ! once a child,

Jesus ! coQjpassionate and mild,

Approve thy work—be this the sum
Of ail our toil

—

"Thy kingdom come."

Every arrangement had been made to accommodate the

greatest number which the spacious house was capable of con-

taining, and yet a very large number were obliged to retire

for want of room. A platform was erected in front of the

pulpit for the accommodation of the officers, delegates from
auxiliary unions, and gentlemen who took part in the exercises

;

the Rev. Moder-ator and members of the General Assembly,
then in session in this city, having been invited to attend, occu-
pied the nave of the church, the venerable Pastor of the church,
and Drs. Brown and Brownlee, and the Rev. Messrs. Russell

and Bedell were in the pulpit. Although the exercises con-

tinued nearly three ht^urs, ifie attention and stillness of the audi-

ence manifested the deep interest which was felt in the whole
proceedings.
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OFFICERS AND MANAGERS OF THE AMERICAN SUNDAY-SCHOOL UNION.

President.

ALEXANDER HENRY, Philadelphia.

Vice-Presidkwts.

THOMAS LATIMER, Philadelphia,

JOSEPH L. INGLIS, Philadelphia.

PETER HAWES, New York City.

TIMOTHY D. WILLIAMS, Connecticut.

CHARLES F. MERCEK, Virginia.

JOHN BROWNLEE, South Carolina.

DAVID L. MORRIL, New Hampshire.

FREDERICK W. PORTER, Corresponding Secretary.
ABRAHAM MARTIN, Recording Secretary.
HUGH DE HAVEN, Jun. Treasurer.

Maxagers.

For one year. *

WILLIAM ALEXANDER, JOHN S. HENRY,
JOHN ANDREWS, E. W. SEELEY,
WILLL\M A. BUDD, ABEL VINTON,
JOHN D. GEORGE, AMBROSE WHITE,

ANDREW ADGATE, Maryland.
SAMUEL BAYARD, New Jersey.

GEORGE W. COE, Georgia.

FRANCIS S. KEY, District of Columbia.

For two years.

GEORGE B. CLAXTON, JOHN M'xMULLIN,
JOSEPH H. DULLES, JOHN W. PETERS,
FREDEUICK EKRINGER^ SAMUEL J. ROBBINS,
AARON KILLIE, WILLIAM H. RICHARDS.

SAMUEL HUBBARD, Massachusetts.

JAMES HARPER, Kentiichy.

SAMUEL THOMPSON, Pittsburg, Pa.
JOSIAH VINTON, Jun. Massachusetts.

For three years.

JOHN M. ATWOOD, JAMES B. LONGACRE,
SOLOMON ALLEN, JOSEPH NAGLEE,
JOHN FARR, JOHN OWEN,
ISRAEL KINSMAN, JOHN C. PECHIN,

T. S. GOODMAN, Ohio.

GEORGE HUNTINGTON, Homey N. Y.

JAMES H. PECK, Missouri.

THOMAS STOKES, New York City.

The MA:yAGEHs meet at the Society's House, No. 13 North Fourth Street,

the Second Tuesday in every month, and at other limes on their own adjourn-
ment.

The Committee of Pcblicatio- meet at the same place every Tuesday
and Friday evening-.

* By a provision of the Constitution, the Board of Managers are "divided
into three classes, whose term of service shall be oiie, two and three years,

one third of whom shall go out of office each year, but may be re-elected.



APPENDIX.
I.

ADDRESS,

To the Conductor^ and Friends of Sunday-schools in the United

States of America.

The American Sunday-school Union was formed with a view
of uniting all who are engaged in the delightful work of Sab-

bath teaching ; and by enabling them to act wisely and simul-

taneously, to render their labours more efficient in enlarging

the number and increasing the usefulness of Sunday-schools.

With the same view the Board of Managers now address you
on the subject of organizing Unions in the states where you
respectively reside. * They invite you to co-operate with them
in their endeavours to place the means of learning to read and
understand the Sacred Scriptures within the reach of every in-

dividual in our country. The united force and combined zeal

of all the teachers and other friends of Sunday-sc^hools in our
land, followed by the Divine blessing, (without which all human
efforts are vain,) will be required to accomplish this most no-

ble purpose.

The anlicipatlons of the early friends of a National Sunday-
school Institution have been more than realized in the success

which has attended the American Sunday-school Union since

its formation in the city of Philadelphia, on the 25th of May,
1824. There are now in connexion with this Society, three

hundred and twenty-one auxiliaries, one thousand one hundred
and fifty schools, eleven thousand two hundred and ninety-five

teachers, eighty-two thousand six hundred and ninety-seven

scholars. During the first year more than one million copies

of various Sunday-school books have been issued from the

General Depository, and circulated in parts of every state in

the Union, to aid in spreading the blessings of education and
virtue over the dark and rude minds of the ignorant and de-

praved, or ministering to the improvement of the more enlight-

ened. The Managers are not able to state the precise number
of pupils in the Sabbath-schools in the United States, not con-

* In some part of the country. Unions have been organized embracing"
whole states. This plan, in many instances, ]s doubtless the best; but in those

states near the seat of the American SuncSl^school Union, the formation of
county Unions, to be directly auxUiary to the National Society, is, on the whole,

considered most judicious.
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nected with the American Sunday-school Union, but they be-

lieve it exceeds forty-five thousand, making a total of more
than one hundred and twenty-seven thousand in the United
States of America. They most earnestly desire that this num-
ber may be greatly increased to diffuse the rich and enlivening
rays of wisdom and piety into the deathless minds of milhons
who are now ignorant of God's Holy Word, and his great sal-

vation ; and thus bestow the aid of our labours and prayers to

conduct them to a blissful immortality. This is an object

worthy the severest efforts of the church of Christ, whose pros-

perity has been greatly augmented by the institution of Sunday-
schools, and still depends much on the manner in which the

rising generation are trained ; it is an object too from which
the teachers and friends of Sunday-schools cannot turn with
indiflerence.

By uniting the schools in a large district under the manage-
ment of one general board, with smaller associations in the

several smaller districts, you will be able to concentrate that

information which, however valuable, would otherwise be lost,

or certainly unavailable to the benefit of the common cause.

The advantages which flow from union are those which will

naturally occur to you, as the result of sympathy of feeling and
concert of action among those who are engaged in any com-
mon object of Christian benevolence, and these are indeed truly

great and very desirable. Besides these advantages, which
will be alike experienced in the local connexions and operations

of the Unions proposed to be formed, there are m*ny which
will result from the connexion of these Unions with the Nation-

al Society. This institution will be able to furnish all the Sun-

day-schools in the United States with those publications neces-

sary for them, at the very low^est prices at which they can be

published ; and arrangements have been made for transporting

books, ordered by the schools, to every part of the continent.

The pecuniary advantages afforded in the purchase of books

by a connexion with the American Sunday-school Union, may
be known by a reference to the Union's Catalogue ; and these

advantages are increased by the duty imposed on the Agent to

serve all orders with despatch and without charge. The Board
have established a Monthly Magazine, w^hich serves as a centre,

and channel of communication, and places within the reach of

every Sunday-school teacher all the improvements in the sys-

tem, and presents incentives to action and general information

on subjects which may render their labours easy and efficient.
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REPORT.

On the second anniversary of the American Sunday-school

Union, it becomes the duty of its Managers to submit to the

Society, and with its approbation, to the Christian pubHc, tiie

annual report of their proceedings.

It is a duty to the discharge of which they come with a deep
sense of their responsibihty to God and their countrymen ; and
with gratitude that so many have been found to aid them in

their arduous labours, and that heaven, with approving kind-

ness, has given to those labours some proofs of present, and
some pleasing earnest of future success.

In their report they are to erect a memorial which shall en-

dure so long as the objects of this Society remain to be ac-

complished ; and they would therefore make it a faithful record

of past labours, and a pledge which cannot be withdrawn, of

future exertion. By these means, they know that while they

afford encouragement to those friends of Zion who are in-

terested in their cause, they must stand committed never to

remit their exertions, but to extend and increase them as they

shall receive the support of the patriotic and Christian com-
munity.

At the commencement of the past year, your Board felt more
deeply than ever the immensity of their work: and they have
striven, as they were able, to proportion their exertions to the

wants of our growing country. \Vhile they look on what they
have been assisted to do, their hearts in gratitude exclaim.

Hitherto hath the Lord helped us; but when the spiritual wants
of 12,000,000 of people come before them, they feel that they

are engaged in a great work which is only commenced. They
have felt that the 82,000 scholars which they, at the last an-

niversary, reported as being in connexion with this Society, are
but a small portion of the 3,000,000, who, in our country, stand

in need of Sabbath-school instruction. These 3,000,000 the

fact of your organization as a National Society, brings before

your Board as the subjects of their immediate labours. To
arouse public attention to the welfare of these; to awaken
Christians, who are asleep, to exertions for their instruction;

and to furnish means for such instruction, we feel to be a work
to which our endeavours are equal, only as they shall be second-
ed by the co-operation of the good, and the blessing of our
heavenly Father. But to these objects, great as they truly are,

Ihe attention of your Board has not been confined. The past



operations of the Society, and the responsibilities assumed at its

formation, have led us to suppose that any judicious system of
operations, suited to promote the religious education of the

young, would be sanctioned by the general design of this so-

ciety, and should be so far encouraged by us, as is compatible
with entire faithfulness on our part to the specific object we
have in view, viz : the promotion of Sabbath-sghool instruction.

If, then, we can create and meet a demand for books adapted
to improve the heart of the young, we are called to do so by
the design of your Society—that of training up the child in the

way he should go, that when he is old he may not depart from
it. For your Board are aware that there is an adaptation in

the means to produce the ends they are designed to accomplish,

and if proper care is taken to place before youth none but fair

examples, and to put into their hands only those books which
will store the mind with useful knowledge, and convej to it

religious truth, with the blessing of God, they will grow up
with a character respectable and virtuous.

The demands of your Society on the labours of its Managers
are of so varied a character, that we have felt it necessary to

appoint committees from our own number, in order to conduct
its business with greater precision and despatch.

The Committee of PublicatioiV, which came into existence

with the Philadelphia Sunday and Adult School Union, has a

large and important field of exertion allotted to it in the opera-

tions of your Board. Fifteen hundred copies of the American
Sunday-school Magazine, issued under the superintendence of

this committee, have been published monthly during the past

year. The subscriptions to this work entirely cover its expense,

and would, if increased to the extent its utility justifies, become
a source of considerable income to the Society. Though on
account of the pressure of our business, this publication has not

been prepared with that attention which its importance de-

mands, we have abundant reason to believe its influence has

been great and salutary. It has been the means of diffusing a
knowledge of Sabbath-school exertions; of leading, in several

instances, to the formation of new schools and auxiliaries ; and
of advancing, in various ways, the interests of your Society.

Your Managers have observed with regret, that improper books

are too generally placed in the hands of youth—books abounding

w^ith foolishness, vulgarity and falsehood, or otherwise deficient

in relation to their moral influence. And the experience of the

civilized world demonstrates that the character of the man is built

on the principles instilled into the mind of the child. Your Board
have felt desirous, therefore, not only of furnishing their own
schools with suitable books; but of introducing such books into

schools of a different description, and of rendering ihem so abun-



dant as to force out of circulation those which tend to mislead
the mind, and to fill it with what must be injurious to it in sub-

sequent life. This object they think of an importance equalled

only by the value of character in this world, and the soul's

everlastinpf welfare in the next. Feeling thus, they have en-

deavoured to increase the number and size, and to elevate the

character of their publications.

In pursuing this department of their labours, your Board havd
been able to find but few books, which, without alteration, are

suitable to be placed in the hands of children. They have not

been backward therefore to assume the high responsibility of

revising and altering the books they have published, wherever
alterations seemed necessary. They have chosen to do this

rather than tamely issue sentiments which in their consciences,

they believe to be false, or inconsistent with the purity of divine

truth.

The title of the little magazine alluded to in the last report,

under the name of " Teacher's Offering," has been changed to

Youth's Friend. It was commenced in January, 1825, with
an edition of 3000 copies, and less than ffty subscribers. In

August of the same year the edition was increased to 5000
and the back numbers reprinted. In April of the present year,

the edition was increased to 7000, and subsequently to 10,000.

This little publication is eagerly sought for by the children of
our schools, and finds its w\iy into families of diflferent per-

suasions. Were the rapidity, with which it has gone into cir-

culation, a sure test of its utility, that utility would be almost
unexampled. Two thousand copies are subscribed for, in this

city alone, and exertions will be made to circulate it in other
places.

A Primer has been compiled by a member of your Board
and presented to the Society, with the stereotype plates from
which it is printed; on condition that twenty-five cents on
every hundred copies sold, be appropriated to the Missionary
Fund.

Besides the periodical works, the following books have been
published by your Board during the year.

201,500 Reward Books,
46,000 Tracts,

5,2{^6 Decalogues,
14,000 Catechisms,

9,000 Spelling Books,
460,000 Tickets,
• 18,500 Hymn Books,

2,000 Appendix to Hymn Book,
11,000 Alphabetical Cards,

8,500 Catalogues,

A*
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4,000 Adult Spelling Books,
2,250 Primers,

3,000 First Annual Report,

27,807 Other Publications,

amounting in all to 904,403.

Besides these your Board have received from the London
Sunday-school Union a donation of upwards of *300 premium
and other books, for which they most heartily thank that So-
ciety, not only on account of its intrinsic value to us, but
because it is a pledge of their countenance and brotherly
affection.

The stereotype plates of your Society have increased from
1000 pages to 3181 in the past year.

At the last anniversary, the Depositories for the sale of your
publications, amounted to seven : their number has been in-

creased to forty-seven. Their multiplication seems indispensa-

bly connected with the prosperity of the Sabbath-school cause.

We would therefore recommend the establishment of Deposi-
tories to the attention of your auxiliaries, and can safely assure

them, that their contril)Utions cannot be expended in a manner
better calculated to promote the object of this Society.

During the year your Board have organized a Committee of
Missions, within their own body. Under their direction, thirty

one missionaries have been employed. In reports of schools in

connexion with your Society, we have unequivocal testimony

that missionary labours WTjuld be gratefully received and at-

tended with signal success. They are called for by the neces-

sity which exists of rousing Christians to Sabbath-school exer-

tions, and directing their early endeavours; by the ignorance

of your plans which too widely prevails ; and by the importance

of reviving some schools now languishing, and of modifying

others which may not be in all respects judiciously conducted.

Missionaries seem to your Board well nigh indispensable,

whether we consider the prosperity of schools now existing, or

the necessity of a further execution of your projects.

Impressed w^ilh this belief, we have resolved that the sums
paid by societies, when becoming auxiliary, shall be appro-

priated to the Missionary Fund. We have also observed, with

pleasure, that some associations of teachers have made a simi-

lar appropriation of tlieir collections at the Sunday-school Con-

cert of Prayer; and we would recommend their example to

the imitation of all teachers of schools in connexion wath this

Union.
But, w ithout a very considerable augmentatij^n of our annual

income, we shall be compelled, not only to refrain from those

extensive operations, absolutely necessary to complete success

in our undertaking, but to relinquish many promising plans, the



execution of which is already commenced. This is sufficiently

evident from the fact, that your treasury is in debt to the

amount of four thousand dollars.

Your Board have felt that while such was the state of your
treasury, it behooved them, either entirely to suspend their

operations, or to take most vigorous measures for tne purpose
of increasing their funds. Accordingly, in October last, they
appointed a committee "whose duty it should be to devise, and
as far as practicable execute, with the consent of tiie Board,
plans for increasing the funds of the Union." At the recom-
mendation of this committee, your Board determined to appoint
a general agent, who shall obtain subscriptions to the Society
and its magazine; form auxiliaries ; visit and establish Sunday-
schools; correspond with individuals favourable to our cause;
awaken interest, and obtain funds in our principal cities and
towns; and employ such, and so many persons, as your Board
shall approve, to aid him in his labours.

Your Board have appointed a person, in whom they, can re-

pose entire confidence, to this responsible and arduous office.

This Board confidently expect that the labours of their com-
mittee and agent will be attended with such success as entirely

to relieve them from their embarrassments. They cannot be-

lieve that a generous and Christian public, feeling the import-

ance to this country and the world, of the religious education

of youth, can suffer this society to languish through want of

that pecuniary support which can be so easily furnished. We
trust men who love their country, and Christians to whom the

welfare of souls ready to perish is dear, will so far encourage
us with their contributions as to give to our operations a wider
scope and freer progress.

During the year, a bindery for your Society's publications

has been established under the same roof with the General
Depositor}^ The necessity of having the whole business

of the Board conducted under its immediate superintendence,

and the increasing amount of that business, render it indis-

pensable, in the view of your Board, that some suitable build-

ing should be erected in this city for the accommodation
of the Society. They are desirous of drawing the attention

of the citizens of Philadelphia to this object, believing that

they would willingly afford that aid to the only charitable

society strictly naiional, having its seat here, which the in-

habitants of a neighbouring city have so nobly furnished to two
of our national societies located among them.

In givinij a brief view of the stare of the schools in connexion
with ihis Union, we shall pursue the arrangement adopted in

our last report, beginning with



MAINE.
Early in the present year, a State Union, auxiliary to this

Society, was formed at Portland, under favourable auspices;

but on account of its recent organization, the particulars in re-

lation to all its schools have not been ascertained. But from
the report we judge there cannot be less than one hundred
schools, thirteen hundred teachers, and six thousand scholars

in the state. The system observed in the school at Gorham
merits particular attention. In this school the customary sys-

tem of rewards is dispensed with, and the use of the library

substituted in its place. A depository of your books has been
established at Portland, which, if judiciously managed, cannot
fail to advance the cause of Sabbath-schools, already flourish-

ing in the state of Maine. During the past year, Sabbath-
schools in

NEW HAMPSHIRE
have greatly increased in number, and the subject of Sabbath-

school instruction is beginning to receive the attention which
its importance demands. The first anniversary of the New
Hampshire Union, celebrated at Lyme, was attended by two
clergymen, who were delegates from your Society. From
actual returns, there are in this state sixty-six schools, four

hundred and ninety teachers, and five thousand scholars. But,

from more recent information, we judge there cannot be less

than one hundred and thirty-two schools, fourteen hundred
teachers, and eight thousand scholars.

VERMONT,
during the past year, has organized a State Union. It em-
braces, according to our estimate, sixty schools, four hundred
teachers, and four thousand eight hundred scholars. A mis-

sionary in your employ succeeded in forming, in this state, ten

smaller societies auxiliary to the American Sunday-school
Union, having in their connexion twenty-five schools, one hun-
dred and thirty-eight teachers, and nine Itundred and twenty-
three scholars; making in this state eighty-five schools, five

hundred and thirty-two teachers, and five thousand seven hun-
dred and twenty-three scholars. In the state of

MASSACHUSETTS,
where education is so generally diffused, Sabbath-schools are

not thought unnecessary by the friends of youth. On the

evening of our last anniversary, a State Union was formed in

Boston, auxiliary to this Society. This Union reports eighty-



one schools, eight hundred and thirty-five teachers, and six

thousand and seventy-eight scholars. Your Board are aware
that this account exhibits but a part of the Sabbath-school

operations of this state. They are happy in learning that the

managers of the State Union have now in their employ agents,

whose duty it is to visit the towns in Massachusetts, for the

purpose of forming Sabbath-schools to be united with their So-

ciety. You have also an auxiliary at Salem, from which no
report has been received. The two societies in

RHODE ISLAND,
reported last year as auxiliaries, are now embraced in a State

Union, which was organized at Providence in July last. A
missionary has been appointed by your Board to labour within
its bounds. The returns from this society are too imperfect to

enable us to state the exact number of schools or scholars.

But we suppose there cannot be less than twenty-eight of the

former, and seventeen hundred of the latter, under the care of
two hundred and eighty teachers. The

CONNECTICUT
State Union reports fifty-four schools, twelve hundred and forty-

one teachers, and seven thousand and eighty-three scholars.

In the state of

NEW YORK
fourteen auxiliaries have been organized during the past year,

principally through the efforts of missionaries appointed by
your Board. Next to the two auxiliaries in the city of New
York, the most important, perhaps, is the Western Sunday-
school Union. Your Board w^ould mention as a fact of pecu-

liar interest, that, during the past year, fifty teachers, and two
hundred scholars, in connexion with that society, have made a
public profession of religion. The Female Union of New^ York
city, have thirty-five schools, four hundred and eight teachers,

two thousand six hundred and forty-two scholars: twenty-three

teachers and eighty-eight scholars have made a public profes-

sion of religion since your last anniversary, and since the

formation of this society in 1816, five hundred and sixy-three

teachers and scholars have united with the visible church.
The Male Union in the same city has sixty schools, seven
hundred and seventy-four teachers, five thousand and one
scholars: forty-six teachers, and thirteen scholars have pro-

fessed religion during the past year, which, added to those be-

fore reported, make four hundred and thirteen scholars and
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teachers, who, since the formation of this Society, have united
themselves with the people of God. In this state there are
twenty-two auxiliaries, three hundred and forty-one schools,

three thousand two hundred and ninety-five teachers, and
twenty-two thousand eight hundred and eleven scholars, and
Sunday-school libraries containing in all 415S volumes. Dur-
ing the year a total of one hundred and twenty-eight teachers
and three hundred and nineteen scholars, have made a public

profession of their attachment to Christ.

NEW JERSEY
has forty-seven auxiliaries.; one which was in existence last

3'ear has been dissolved ; three have been united with the Essex
County Union, and five new ones formed. These forty-seven

auxiliaries embrace two hundred and ninety-three schools, two
thousand and twenty-five teachers, and thirteen thousand seven
hundred and ten scholars. One hundred and seventeen teach-

ers, and forty-four scholars have professed religion during the

past year. It is stated, in the report of the Essex County
Union, that the late revival in Newark commenced in a Sab-
bath-school concert of prayer. At the time of making our last

annual report, there were, in the state of

PENNSYLVANIA,
one hundred and seventy auxiliaries. Of these one has been
discontinued; five have been connected with auxiliary unions;

nineteen new auxiliaries have been formed, making the present

number one hundred and eighty-three. These auxiliaries, ex-

clusive of those in the city, have under their patronage four

hundred and sixty-eight schools, three thousand six hundred
and twenty-eight teachers, and twenty-five thousand one hun-

dred and fifty-seven scholars. In the city of Philadelphia and
its immediate suburbs, there are eighty-nine schools, twelve

hundred and fifteen teachers, and eleven thousand two hundred
and forty scholars ; being an increase during the last two years

of four thousand scholars. In the whole state there are five

hundred and fifiy-seven schools, four thousand eight hundred
and forty-three teachers, and thirty-six thousand three hundred
and ninety-nine scholars in connexion with your Society. In

MARYLAND
there are forty-five schools, four hundred and sixteen teachers,

and three thousand one hundred and fifty-eight scholars. Nine-
teen teachers and ten scholars have made public profession of

religion within the past year. In the state of
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DELAWARE
are twenty-seven schools, one hundred and eighty-seven teach-

ers, one thousand six hundred and forty-one scholars. Eleven
teachers, and twenty-seven scholars have professed religion

during the past year. The Sabbath-schools now existing in

this state expend only about one third of the appropriation

made by the legislature for the support of such schools. Six

new auxiliaries have been formed in

VIRGINIA,
making the present number fifty-six. Under their care are

fifty-six schools, six hundred and five teachers, and four thou-

sand five hundred and eighty-eight scholars.

NORTH CAROLINA
contains forty-six schools, three hundred and fifty-two teachers,

two thousand six hundred and forty-eight scholars. Some
missionary service has been performed in this state during the

past year which has been attended with success.

SOUTH CAROLINA
has tw^enty-nine schools, two hundred and seventy-nine teach-

ers, and one thousand nine hundred and twenty-five scholars.

In

GEORGIA,
there are thirty-three schools, two hundred and fifty-four teach-

ers, one thousand nine hundred and eighty scholars. A de-

pository has been established at Augusta which is conducted
with spirit and is highly useful. In

ALABAMA
are four schools, thirty-nine teachers, three hundred and fifty-

two scholars. Your Board have a depository at Mobile, and
a missionary labouring in this state.

MISSISSIPPI
has tliree schools, twenty-four teachers, and one hundred and
seventy-two scholars.

LOUISIANA,
one auxiliary, one school, five teachers and fifty scholars; and
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TENNESSEE,
one auxiliary, three schools, thirty-five teachers, two hundred
and sixty-one scholars. We regret to say that the two schools

at Nashville in this state have been discontinued. In

KENTUCKY
there are eight schools, eighty-two teachers, seven hundred and
thirty-two scholars. A depository has been established at

Louisville.

OHIO
reports sixty schools, three hundred and thirty-nine teachers,

two thousand nine hundred and twenty-nine scholars. De-
positories have been established at Cincinnati and Warren in

this state.

INDIANA
has several auxiliaries, one of which is a State Union. But the

accounts we have received from it are too imperfect to enable

us to state the number of schools and scholars with precision.

The schools in the state of

MISSOURI AND ILLINOIS
are connected under one general union. By the labours of

your missionary they have been increased in the past ^^ear to

one hundred and six schools, instructed by four hundred and
seventy-two teachers, and containing three thousand six hun-

dred and ninety-seven scholars. Of the teachers and scholars

seventy-one have made a profession of religion since our last

annual report. In the

ARKANSAS TERRITORY
you have one auxiliary connected with the interesting mission

at Dwight in the Cherokee nation. In the

TERRITORY OF FLORIDA
you have one auxiliary, from w'hicli no report has been re-

ceived. In the *

TERRITORY OF MICHIGAN
you have one auxiliary, two schools, twenty-nine teachers, two
hundred and eighty scholars: And in the
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DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
there are twenty-two schools, two hundred and seventy-five

teachers, two thousand four hundred and fifty-two scholars.

According to the accounts received by your Board during

the year, we are able to state that there are, in connexion with
your society, /owr hundred auxiliaries, two thousand one hundred
and thirty-one schools, nineteen thousand two hundred and nine-

ty-eight teachers, and one hundred and thirty-five thousand and
seventy-four scholars. Your axiliaries report four hundred and
sixty-eight teachers, and five hundred and thirty-two scholars,

as having become hopefully pious since the last anniversary.

These added to the amount reported, according to the estimate

your Board wer« at that time able to make, give a grand total

of four thousand. But we have reason to believe that the re-

ports of your auxiliaries embrace not more than one half of

those who have become christians since their connexion with
your schools. The increase of Sabbath scholars in connexion
with your society, during the past year, is forty-two thousand
three hundred and seventy-seven. Estimating the number of
Sunday scholars in the United States not connected with this

union, at forty-four thousand nine hundred and twenty-six,

gives a grand total of one hundred and eighty thousand who
in this country actually receive the benefit of Sabbath-school
instruction.

In the last report, your managers presented a general survey
of Sunday-schools throughout the world so far as information
could be obtained, and their number, exclusive of those in the
United Stales, was supposed to be eight hundred and fifty-seven

thousand nine hundred and five. Our information concerning
foreign countries has not since that period, been greatly aug-
mented, though we are able to state that Great Britain and
Ireland report an increase of one hundred and ninety-four

schools, six hundred and seventy teachers, and twenty-five
thousand seven hundred and twenty-two scholars. If the pre-
sent number of scholars in foreign countries is nine hundred
thousand, and your board think the number cannot be less, and
if the number in the United States not connected with this so-

ciety be, as before stated, the one hundred and thirty-five thou-
sand and seventy-four under your care being added, will give
a grand total of one million and eighty thousand Sabbath
scholars in the world. But this sum, though large, is only the
one thousand and fiftieth part of that portion of the population
of this earth, who, were proper means employed, might be
brought under the influence of Sabbath-school instruction.

We are happy in being able to report, that there have been
both in this country and Great Britain, manifest improvements

B
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in the mode of conducting Sabbath-schools. One of these, in

which your Managers cannot refrain from expressing their

most hearty concurrence, is the limitation of Scripture lessons

and the allotment of the same lesson to the class or classes

which may be engaged in the study of the sacred Scriptures.

Though your Board are pleased with the dih"gence which is

exhibited in committing many passages of the word of God to

memory, they cannot refrain from saying that they consider

the number of verses recited no unequivocal evidence of the

advancement of your scholars in divine knowledge. The words
which are learned to day may be forgotten to-morrow ; but

what is clearly understood and forcibly felt, may remain to en-

lighten the mind and purify the heart forever. Your Bo|Lrd

would therefore recommend to their teachers, and they would
urge it as a matter of first importance, tliat they discourage,

as far as they can safely do so, the reciting of Scripture lessons

by rote, merely for the sake of repeating a great number of

verses : and that they endeavour to make their scholars under-

stand and apply to themselves the truth of revelation. For we
would wish it to be distinctly understood, that your object is to

hasten, by the most judicious systems of Instructing the rising

generation in religious truth, the fulfilment of ihat prophecy
which says the earth shall he full of the knowledge of the Lord. In

this endeavour it is in the power of your clerical brethren to

render you much assistance by explaining to the teachers, in

Bible classes or otherwise, during the week, the lesson to be
recited on the succeeding Sabbath.

Another improvement, the good effects of which are too ob-

vious to be overlooked, is the establishment of juvenile libraries

in connexion with Sabbath-schools. In some schools the privi-

lege of using the library is the only reward of merit, and the

forfeiture of that privilege the only punishment inflicted. But
the benefit of the library is by no means confined to the scholars.

By it a taste for reading is created in the older inhabitants of

a neighbourhood, and religious knowledge, communicated in

the most instructing way, finds an entrance into families to

which it could gain access by no other means. The mother
of one of our boys, says the tenth report of the New York
Union, will ever have cause to praise God for the institution of

the Sabbath-school library. The Life of Mrs. Graham, obtained

at school by her son, was the means which God blessed to the

saving of her soul.

In a few of your schools, another improvement has been in-

troduced worthy of general imitation. It is the formation of

those into Bible classes who have enjoyed, for some time, the

common advantages of religious instruction, which Sabbath-

schools aflibrd, and have arrived at a suitable age. By means
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of tiiese, youth, when they have become too old willingly to

submit to the usual exercises of the school, may yet receive

the benefit and be subject to the restraints of religious instruc-

tion. The promotion of Bible classes in connexioa with their

other operations has come before your Board as a subject of

liigh interest. Facts too numerous and well attested to be

doubted for a moment, speak of the value of Bible class in-

struction ; and your Board feel constrained, by the design of

their organization, to take such measures as are consistent with

their other duties, for its extension, and do therefore recom-
mend it to the earnest adoption of every friend of their cause.

We are able to say that your society has made a decided

progress during the past year in the favour of the wise and
good. The number of its friends is greater, and their concur-

rence in its plans more earnest and hearty than at any pre-

ceding time. Among them more of system and union exists.

Acquaintance has been formed between those who pursued

their benevolent labours at a distance froni each other, and
they have co-operated in the work of training the young in the

way they should go. One of the means which has operated to

produce this result, is the circulation of your Magazine ; another

is the Sunday-school Concert of Prayer, held on the second
Monday evening in the month. This meeting, though it met
at first with some opposition, has been extensively observed,

and followed by results greater and happier than your Board
dared to anticipate.

In conclusion, though your Board claim not for your society

a rank the highest in the scale of christian charity, they do
claim that it holds a place distinct and peculiar, and that its

object is one in behalf of which the church, with its united

energies, and the patriot, with his most disinterested services,

should eagerly enlist. That it consults the interest as well of
the poor as of the rich, and that its operations are silent and
unobtrusive, and consist in great part of minuteness and detail,

do by no means diminish its utility and importance. If, from
the young the church is to look chiefly for its increase, then is

your society consulting the best interest of the church, and de-

serves the countenance of all who can say to Zion, feace he

within thy walls, and prosperity within thy palaces. If the virtue

of a people depend on the principles imbibed in youth, and if,

in a government like ours, the prosperity of the nation depend,
as without controversy it does, on the virtue of the people, then
is your society, in common with other causes, laying the foun-
dation of our nation's prosperity. It is implanting in the hearts

of the people those principles which alone can qualify them to

be good citizens, and can preserve the nation from that ruin

with which it will be overwhelmed, should vice and infidelity
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loosen the restraints of virtue, and make our population a turbu-

lent mass of moral pollution. Other societies have urged the un-

paralleled increase of our country as a reason why their objects

should hold a prominent place in public estimation. We have
done so also, and repeat this plea only because we w^oGld have
it rest with tenfold weight and urgency on the minds of every
member of this society. For it is a fact which it is not the

part of wisdom to contradict,—that an increase of population

is no unequivocal evidence of national prosperity, unless it can
also be shown that moral restraints increase in their due pro-

portion. But we have sad evidence to fear, that, in relation to

our own country, this is not the fact. The increase of popula-

tion far outstrips the extension of christian knowledge. But,

divesting themselves as far as they are able, of any undue par-

tiality for this society, your Board see in it an engine, which,
wiien put into full operation, will work with great and unex-

ampled power. When it has extended itself to every hamlet
where teachers can be obtained, and has spread itself over the

whole ground of the religious education of youth, its operations

will keep pace with every increase of our population ; it will

be the means of training up a people comparatively virtuous;

it will fill our vacant pulpits with preachers of righteousness,

furnish missionaries for the Pagan world, and people the de-

serted tents of Zion. Already many who were your scholars

are preparing for the ministry, some are proclaiming the un-

searchable riches of Christ, one is preaching the gospel in a

heathen land ; and, by persisting in the course you have com-
menced, unless providence in its operations ceases to he im-

mutable, you will hasten the day so strikingly portrayed in

that Scripture which your Board has adopted as its moito and
siu^net, when the passions of men represented under the figure

of wild beasts, shall be tamed, when the wolf shall dwell
WITH THE LAMB, AND THE LEOPARD SHALL LIE DOWN WITH THE
KID ; AND THEY SHALL NOT HURT NOR DESTROY IN ALL MY HOLY
MOUNTAIN : FOR THE EARTH SHALL BE FULL OF THE KNOWLEDGE
OF THE LORD.
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TREASURER'S REPORT.

Dr. Hugh De Haven, Treasurer, in account with the Cr.

American Sunday-School Union,

1825—May 20.

To Balance, $ 623 27 By Cash. Paper, S5,889 29
Cash. Amount ofsales'^ Do. Printing-, 2,728 43

received from the C 8,399 07 Do. Stereot}pe plates. 1,671 91
ag-ent. j) Do. Binding-, 1,727 39

Do. Life subscriptions, 1,120 00 Do. Stitching-, 752, 46
Do. Annual subscrip's. 417 00 Do. Rent, 325 00
Do. Initiatory fee of ^

S. S. Societies, 5
48 00

Do. Missionary fund. 48 00
Do. Incidental Ex-^

Do. Donations, 947 49 penses of the )

7o5 74Do. Youth's Friend, 546 55 Depository &
f

Do. S. S. Mag-azine, 981 05 Com. Rooms. J
Do. Collected by a 7

missionary, ^
15 25

Do. Editor and Cor- ~>

respond. Sec. 5
700 00

Do. Rent of back room , 25 00 Do. Ag-ent, 550 00
Do. Loans, 3,100 00 Do. Books and staO

tionery acc't. 5
200 00

Do. Wilbur's Testa-

7

ment, 5
76 40

Do. Engravings, 400 2,7

Do. Collector, 130 00
Do. Interest on Loans, 82 50
Do. Insurance on ~)

stock of §5000, 5
13 2,3

Do. Sundries, 133 59
Do. Balance, 57 27

$16,222 68
j

SI 6,222 68

Balance in the hands of the Treasurer, May 22, 1826, $57 27.

There was due to John Farr, at the Annuill Meeting of May,
1825, one thousand dollars. The following loans have been
procured during the past year, viz:

John Farr, fifteen hundred dollars.

Alexander Henry, seven hundred and fifty dollars.

Asheton Claxton, seven hundred and fifty dollars.

The New York Female Union, one hundred dollars.

Making the whole debt four thousand one hundred dollars.
Four thousand dollars bearing an interest of six per cent, per
annum, and one hundred from the New York Female Union
Society without interest.

B2
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We certify that we have examined and compared the above
account with the vouchers, and find it correct, and that there

is a balance in the hands of the Treasurer, of fifty-seven dol-

ars and twenty-seven cents due to the Society.

JOSEPH L. INGLIS,
WILIAM A. BUDD,

Philadelphia, May 22, 1826.

Committee,

Dr. Hugh De Haven, in account with the Missionary Cr.

Fund.

6 00

1825.

May 20, To Balance, $62 28
Cash, New Haven ">

concert ofprayer, 3
Do. Utica, do'. 13 00
Do. Boston, do. 12 40
Do. Phila. do. 118 37
Do. Life subscription, 30 00
Do. Donation, 58 o7
Do. Am. S. S. Union, 48 00
Do. Initiatory fee of > ^ oq ^^

S.S.Societies.5^^^
°^

1825.

By cash. Abner Morse, $50 00
Do. Jos. Myers, 25 00
Do. Low Finlow, 5 00
Do. A. Henry for^

am'nt advan- !

cedforamis-
f

25 00

sionary. J
Do. A. Claxton, 4 50
Do. do. 43 50
Do. T. Alden, 20 00
Do. H. Wilbur, 50 00
Do. Jas. Crawford, 25 00
Do. John W. Peck, 66 50
Do. do. 8 50
Do. T. Alden. 30 00
Balance, 133 42

$486 42

Balance in the hands of the Treasurer, $133 42.

$486 42

We have examined the above account and find it correct,

and that there is a balance in the hands of the Treasurer of

one hundred and thirty-three dollars and forty-two cents due
the Missionary Fund.

JOSEPH L. INGLIS, )

WILLIAM A. BUDD,
J

Philadelphia, May 22, 1825.

Committee,



SECOND ANNIVERSARY

AMERICAN SUNDAY-SCHOOL UNION.

The second anniversary of this institution was celebrated in

Philadelphia on Tuesday the 23d of May inst. in the First Pres-

byterian church, Washington^quare. Alexander Henry, Esq.

President, took the chair at half-past seven o'clock, P. M. and
the throne of grace was addressed by the Rev. James Laurie,

D. D. of the Presbyterian church, Washington City. The Rev.

George Boyd, of the Episcopal church, Philadelphia, read the

Ode written for the occasion by Mr. W. B. Tappan, which
having been sung to the tune "/i(a/?/," that- inimitable compo-
sition of Sacchini, the Treasurer's report was read by Silas E.

WiER, Esq. Vice President. The annual report of the Board
of Managers was then read by the Rev. George Howe, of the

Theological Seminary, Andover, by whom it was written.

On motion of the Rev. William Hawley, of the Episcopal
church, of Washington Cityj seconded by Mr. Josiah Bissell,

Jun. of Rochester, JVew York,

Resolved, That the Report just read be accepted and adopted,

and published under the direction of the Board of Managers.

On motion of the Rev. W. T. Brantly, of the Baptist Church,
{late of Georgia,) of Philadelphia, seconded by William H. Max-
well, Esq. of J\orfolk, Virginia,

Resolved, That the retrospect of the past year affords the most
animating encouragement to the friends of the American Sun-
day-school Union ; and that the blessing it has conferred on
our country demands a return of the cordial support and liberal

patronage of every christian and patriot.

On motion of J. K. Mitchell, M. D. of Philadelphia, second-

ed by Samuel Wilson, M. D. of Philadelphia,

Resolved, That the location of this National Institution in Phi-

ladelphia has been a signal blessing to her population as evi-

denced by the great increase of Sabbath-scholars; and that it

is both the duty and privilege of her citizens to furnish the
managers with ample means to prosecute the important objects
of the Society.

On motion of the Rev. S. Merwin, of the Methodist Episcopal
church, of Philadelphia, seconded by the Ctrresponding Secre-
tary,

i
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Resolved, That the facts stated in the report, furnish unequi-

vocal evidence of the increasing prosperity of Sabbath-schools,

and call for the expression of devout gratitude to God for the

special favour with which he has crowned the labours of his

servants in this interesting sphere of Christian benevolence.

On motion of the Rev. B. B. Wisner, of the Congregational

church, of Boston, Massachusetts, seconded by the Rev. Z. S. Bar-
STOw, of the Presbyterian church, JVew Hampshire,

Resolved, That this meeting view with the liveliest interest

the missionary enterprise as connected with this society, in pro-

moting the formation of new schools and auxiliaries to the

American Sunday-school Union, and that it be recommended to

the managers to prosecute this department of their labours to

the utmost possible extent.

On motion of the Rev. JohiV Chester, D. D. of the Presbyterian

church, of Albany, JVew York, seconded by the Rev. Justix Ed-
wards, of the Congregational church, Andover, Massachusetts,

Resolved, That the rapidly increasing population of our coun-
try calls upon the friends of Sabbath-schools, and upon minis-

ters of the Gospel especially, to employ their greatest efforts in

promoting the number and efficiency of these benevolent insti-

tutions in every part of our land.

The question having been taken on the last resolution, the

exercises w-ere concluded with the benediction, pronounced by
the Ilev^ Thomas M'Auley, D. D. LL. D. of New York, Mo-
derator of the General Assembly ; and the Society proceeded to

consider some amendments of the Constitution, which had been
recommended by the managers, and these having been adopted,

twelve managers w^ere elected to fill the vacancies of those

whose term of service had expired.

In moving and seconding the above resolutions, the follow-

ing gentlemen addressed the meeting, viz : Rev. Messrs. Haw-
ley, Brantley, Merwin, Wisner, the Rev. Dr. Chester, and Dr.

Mitchell, and Messrs. Bissel and Maxwell, the substance of

whose remarks are preparing for the press.

The following gentlemen attended as delegates from auxiliary

societies, viz

:

Rev. B. B. Wisner, Massachusetts Sunday-school Union.
Mr. Harvey Fisk, AYestern Sunday-school Union.
Rev. Z. S. Barstow% New Hampshire Sunday-school Union.

Rev! J^xMUson; i

^^^"'' ^^""'y Sunday-school Union.

Mr. Josiah Bissell, Jr. Monroe County Sunday-school Union.
Rev. John Chester, D. D. ^ . lu r^ o o tt •

Rev. H. R. Weed, |

^''"^"y ^°- ^- ^- ^ "'°"-
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Rev. Norris Bull, Livingston County Sunday-school Union.

James H. Handy, Esq. ^

Rev. James Laurie, D. D. > District Columbia S. S. Union.

Rev. Reuben Post, )

Rev. Mr. Vernon, Rhode Island Sunday-school Union.

Rev. Charles A. Boardman,
} f<^ ^ ,. , . q q tt^;^«

Jeremy L. Cross, Esq. (
Connecl.cut S.-S. Union.

Joshua W. Raynsford, Esq. Susquehanna Co. S. S. Union.

Every arrangement was made for the accommodation of the

audience which the spacious house would afford, but many
hundreds who came to the doors were unable to obtain seats.

ODE
SUNG AT THE SECOND ANNIVERSARY OF THE AMERICAN

SUNDAY-SCHOOL UNION,

May 23, 1826.

If this low vale of strife and tears

Were never sunn'd by Mercy's beam,
Where gladness now, O God, appears,

How dark would thy creation seem !

Reveal'd in splendours was thy name,
When morn her banners first unfurl'd ;

Yet lovelier is the Light that came.
Shedding redemption o'er a world.

To this high impulse man has bow'd,
And frigid hearts have learned to love;

The fierce are humbled, on the proud
Sits meekness like a peaceful dove

;

Now are the mighty of the earth

Workers with God—now hoary age
Pants to partake the second birth,

Now children are his heritage.

Earth has a theme allied to heaven,
And joys like those that linger there,

When to these lisping ones is given
The artless eloquence of prayer;
They waken too, a trembling string,

—While holy rapture warms and thrills,

With hymns as sweet as seraphs sing

Upon those everlasting hills.
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Our hearts rejoice—our bosoms glow

—

This hour what cheering visions rise

!

These children nurtured thus below
Shall swell the assemblies of the skies !

Glorious will be his diadem,
And songs and ecstasies unknown,
Who forms for God one beauteous gem
To sparkle on th' eternal throne !

OFFICERS OF THE AMERICAN SUNDAY-SCHOOL UNION. 1826-27.

Presidext.

ALEXANDER HENRY, Philadelphia,

Vice-Presidexts.

JOSEPH L. INGLTS, Philadelphia.

SILAS E. WEIR, Philadelphia.

PAUL BECK, Jr. Philadelphia.

PETER HAWES, Esq. New York City.
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. REPORT

In the year which terminates with this anniversary, the

American Sunday-school Union have pubUshed 11,000 Tracts,

1,000 sheets of Hymns in sheets, 3,000 Teacher's Manual,
6,500 Select Scripture Lessons, 10,000 Alphabetical Cards,

2,500 Class Books, 2,000 Bible Questions, 484,000 Premium
Books, 2,000 Teacher's Hvmn Books, 23,000 Sunday-school

Magazines, 2,000 Teacher*'s Guide, 4,000 Testaments, 2,000

Reference Testaments, 2,500 Reports, 11,500 Decalogues,

006,000 Tickets, 17,000 Primers, 4,000 Catalogues, 10,000

Spelling Books, 2,250 Regulations, 48,000 Catechisms, 35,000

Hymn Books, and 289,250 other publications, making 1,616,796

publications, which, added to those issued by the Society in the

two preceding years, make a grand total of 3,741,849.

The circulation of the American Sunday-school Magazine
has much increased, and the edition now consists of 2,500

copies monthly. Of the smaller magazine, 10,000 copies are

still published ; and did the limits of this report admit of details,

your Board could furnish most interesting proofs of the bene-

ficent influence of this Httle publication.

To meet the great and unexampled demand for books, from
every quarter, your Board have adopted the most systematic

and vigorous exertions. They are now reaping the advantages
of their early attention to stereotyping the various works, and
are happy to announce that the " American Sunday-school
Union" is, by the blessing of God, most efficiently accomplish-

ing the great objects expected from a national institution. Of
the character of the publications it is not improper to assert,

that they convey the most important truths in a pleasing form;
that they are adapted to the minds of young people; and have
been read with avidity by thousands of persons who have little

taste for any other religious books. We have known some of

them to have been read aloud in family circles on the evening
of the Sabbath, and the whole group, consisting of father and
mother, son and daughter, men servants and maid servants,

have wept, and wept, until the piece was ended, and the scene
closed with prayer. How much good has been done by them,
and will yet be accomplished, none can say; for they have al-

ready diffused to milHons of readers large portions of that

blessed truth by which the world is to be sanctified. In the

days of our fathers, and even in the childhood of some middle

aged persons among us, entertaining and instructive little books



of a religious tendency were few indeed, and when a youth
had perused Janeway's Token for Children, the Pilgrim's Pro-
gress, and the Holy War, where could he have found another
volume, besides the Bible, in which experimental religion is

attractively exhibited in the forms of colloquy and narrative?

Now, our sons and daughters have fifty volumes calculated to

engage their attention and their best affections at the same
time, where their parents had one.

There are now established in different parts of the United
States, in whole or in part on the capital of this Union, 67 de-

positories for the sale and distribution of the Society's publica-

tions.

MAINE

Sabbath-school Union reports 16 auxiliaries, from which, and
other sources, they have been able to enumerate 1,300 teachers

and 6000 scholars, in about 100 schools; but this forms so

small a portion of the whole number of Sabbath-schools in the

state, that the Managers cannot make a probable estimate of

the total amount of the instructers and pupils employed in them.
" The Managers of the Maine Sabbath-school Union have to

regret that neither the anticipations of the public, nor their own,
with regard to the good to be effected by their exertions, have
been fully realized." Still the Managers have full confidence in

the ultimate success of the great object which they have in

view, for they are determined to persevere ; and they perceive

a general spirit of inquiry in relation to this important sub-

ject; a readiness to adopt all the improved methods of instruc-

tion which have been found successful in other places; and a
very commendable and promising diligence in distributing the

good seed, in the confident persuasion that He who is Lord of

the sower, the soil, and the seed, will, in due season, bring for-

ward the harvest.

NEW HAMPSHIRE
has a Sunday-school Union, embracing 70 schools, from which
they have received returns, and in which 649 teachers instruct

5000 scholars.

VERMONT
Sabbath-school Union embraces 161 schools, 1,196 superinten-

dents and teachers, and 6,767 scholars. Of these, the estimated

number not connected with their State Union are 80 schools,

600 superintendents and teachers, and 3,500 scholars.



MASSACHUSETTS
State Union contains 200 schools, 2,765 teachers, and 20,714
scholars, being an increase during the year of 119 schools,

1,930 teachers, and 14,636 scholars. The whole number of
schools auxiliary in this state is 210, containing 2,933 teachers,

and 21,944 scholars. This auxiliary circulates a very large

number of the Parent Society's publications ; and some portion

of the year they have employed 24 agents to visit the towns in

the state, and form schools.

RHODE ISLAND
Sunday-school Union embraces 16 auxiliary societies, 40
schools, 183 teachers, and 2,409 scholars. This auxiliary has
adopted new and vigorous measures to extend the schools to

every part of the state. The

CONNECTICUT
Sabbath-school Union reports 81 schools, 1,610 teachers, and
10,100 scholars. During the last year 141 of the teachers, and
127 of the scholars, have made a public profession of religion.

Your Board have established three depositories in this state for

the sale and distribution of books.

NEW YORK
contains 31 auxiliaries to the general Union. Of these, the

New York Sunday-school Union Society reports 64 schools,

995 teachers, and 6,796 scholars; showing an increase during
the last year of 12 schools, 321 instructors, and 1,795 pupils.

In the same time, there have been gathered into the church, 84
teachers, and 54 scholars ; which, added to those of former
years, make 380 teachers, and 192 scholars,—total 572. With
the exception of a few schools, a general want of teachers is

apparent to the Managers of this Union ; but in all, the atten-

dance of the scholars is numerous, regular, and punctual, to

such a degree, that only 25 of the schools employ visiters of
absentees. To produce a sutficient number of well qualified

teachers, " the plan has been suggested of opening a school for

teachers on some week day or Sabbath evening," in which, a
thorough acquaintance with the best plan of teaching a class,

and a uniform system of instruction, as far as is practicable,

may be communicated.
The New York Female Union Society return 40 schools,

354 teachers, and 3,553 scholars. Of these, 37 teachers, and
24 scholars have, in the judgment of charity, during the last

year, passed from death in sin to life eternal ; making a total

1*
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of .hopeful converts, in connexion with this society, 1816, of

026.

Tiie Western Sunday-school Union of the state of New
York, includes 13 county societies, which embrace 275 schools,

1,900 teachers, and 15,000 scholars. We extract from the re-

port of this most efficient and active auxiliary, the following

most cheering statement.
" We come now with the liveliest sensations of pleasure, and

we humbly trust, with heartfelt gratitude, to speak of the con-
versions, which, during the late revivals of religion in Oneida
county, have taken place in our schools. Accoiding to the

most moderate computation, the number of hopeful converts
among the children of the Sabbath-school, is rouR hundred in

this single county, and of Sabbath-school teachers not less

than ONE HUNDRED. What is the number in other counties, we
have not ascertained. We have abundant reason for joy, that

God has thus far vouchsafed to us what should always be the

ultimate object of our labours. Abundant reason have we for

devout and humble thanksgiving, that the imperfection of our
faith, that the feebleness of our endeavours, have not frustrated

the grace of God. So many lambs of the lost flock, has the

the Good Shepherd, we have reason to hope, sought and
brought home to the safe fold. So many has he rescued from
the paw of the lion. " His be the glory, our's the boundless

bliss
"

From twenty other reports of societies in the state of New
York, we learn they preside over the interests of 272 schools,

1,331 teachers, and 12,190 scholars.

These give us a total in the state of New York, in connexion
with the American Union, of 732 schools, 6,113 teachers, and
43,912 scholars. Of these teachers, 212, and of these scholars,

290, making a total of, 652 have been returned as the hopeful

converts in these schools, during the last year. Many more
are confidently believed to have been born of the Spirit through

the truth, whose cases have not been numbered on earth, though

registered in heaven.

NEW JERSEY
has reported 33 auxiliaries ; a smaller number than last year;

but this must be imputed, as in many other cases, to the com-
prehension of several in a more extensive union. Thus, Essex
County Sahhath-School Union has 28 auxiliary societies, embrac-
ing 67 schools, 795 teachers, and 5,032 scholars; of which, 58

teachers, and 18 pupils, have, during the last year, made a public

profession of religion. Six schools, in the same county, are

not connected with the union ; and their pupils would make the



aggregate amount of 6,000, who now enjoy this blessed kind of
instruction, which our God has dehghted to honour.

The other 32 auxiharies in New Jersey, report 120 schools,

910 teachers, and 6,647 scholars; with 45 teachers, and 46
pupils, hopefully converted during the last year.

The total amount for New Jersey, is 307 schools, 2,669
teachers, 20,524 scholars.

PENNSYLVANIA.
Your Managers regret that the imperfect returns from the

auxiliaries in Pennsylvania, oblige them to state the numbers
much below what they really are. A considerable number of
new auxiliaries have been formed; and many of them now
embrace several, in each, whose names were before on our list

;

so that the present number is 150, being 33 less than the num-
ber reported last year. In Philadelphia and vicinity, three

unions have been formed,—one embraces the city, one em-
braces all south of the city and north of the junction of the

Delaware and Schuylkill rivers, and the other a large district of
the county north of the city. Neither of these unions have be-

come so completely organized, as to present a satisfactory

statement of the numbers taught; owing, principally, to the

change from the immediate relationship which the respective

schools formerly sustained to the parent Society, to its larger

auxiliaries. We hope that before the close of another year, all

the schools in the city and suburbs, will become connected with
one or another of these auxiliaries, by which means the cause
might be promoted, and more exact information in respect to

Sunday-school instruction, be obtained. The whole number of
scholars in Philadelphia, is not less than 12,000, and probably
exceeds that number. The estimate for this state, in connexion
with the Union, is 480 schools, 4,459 teachers, and 34,261
scholars.

DELAWARE
contains 17 auxiliaries, 29 schools, 226 teachers, 1,835 scholars

;

and reports 10 hopeful converts during the last year, of whom
4 were teachers and 6 scholars.

MARYLAND
reports 14 auxiliaries, 40 schools, 416 teachers, 2,816 scholars;
and 7 of these teachers lately made wise unto salvation. We
are happy to announce, that the Maryland State Union has re-

cently connected itself with our National Society.



DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
has 3 auxiliaries, 25 schools, 338 teachers, and 2,813 scholars.

During the last year, 27 of the teachers, and 3 of the pupils,

have made a profession of experimental religion. From

VIRGINIA
we have received reports from 19, only, of our 27 auxiliaries.

In that state there are 46 schools, in which are 520 teachers,

3,640 scholars. Six of the teachers, and 9 of the scholars,

have lately professed saving knowledge of Jesus Christ.

NORTH CAROLINA
has 12 auxiliaries, containing 45 schools, 379 teachers, 2,407

scholars ; 6 teachers and 9 scholars are thought to have be-

come pious during the year.

SOUTH CAROLINA
Sunday-School Union comprehends 14 schools, but only 7 have
reported to their state auxiliary. These seven schools have
130 teachers, and 914 scholars. "There is much, even in

these few reports," say the Managers, *' to cheer the heart of

every friend of Sabbath schools, and every lover of Zion."

The whole number of schools connected with the National

Society in this state is 20, containing 174 teachers, and 1260
scholars.

GEORGIA
reports 7 auxiliaries, 32 schools, 236 teachers, and 1920 scho-

lars. Fourteen of the teachers, and 12 of their pupils, have;

within the year, turned unto the Lord, apparently, with their

whole heart.

ALABAMA
has reported 4 auxiliaries, containing 4 schools, 40 teachers,

and 412 scholars; several of whom appear to have derived

saving benefit, either from teaching, or being taught. In

MISSISSIPPI
are 2 auxiliaries; one of which, at Natchez, reports I school,

22 teachers, and 150 scholars. In this state are 3 schools, 32
teachers, and 213 scholars.

LOUISIANA.
There is a Sabbath school at New Orleans, of 13 teachers,



{three of whom, within a year, have made a public profession

of religion,) and 55 scholars. In the

TERRITORY OF ARKANSAS,
is the Dwight Mission Sunday-School, having 8 teachers, and
G7 scholars. One of these teachers has lately professed faith

in Christ. From

TENNESSEE
we have no returns, since the publication of the last Report, in

which were enumerated 3 schools, 35 teachers, and 261 scho-

lars. From

KENTUCKY
we are pleased to acknowledge returns from 6 auxiliaries,

which comprehend 6 schools, 69 teachers, and 597 scholars;

besides 6 other schools not connected with our Union, which
contain upwards of 560 pupils. There are auxiliary in this

state, 9 schools, 113 teachers, 722 scholars. The

MISSOURI AND ILLINOIS
General Sunday-School Union, by the Report of 1826, em-
braced 106 schools, 472 teachers, 3697 scholars. They inform
us, by their annual report of April 2d, 1827, that more schools

are now in operation, containing more teachers and scholars

than at any former time, but the precise numbers are not given.

It is much to be regretted, that "through the inattention of
societies, and of the conductors of schools, reports to this Union
have been few and partial. Those which have been received,"

say the Managers, "are highly satisfactory, and commend the

zeal and ability with which the teachers and superintendents
have discharged the high trust reposed in them."

INDIANA
has a State Union; but our only returns are from the school at

Indianapolis, which consists of 26 teachers, and 208 scholars.

Two of these teachers, and one scholar, have, within the last

year, been joined to the Lord. There are about 62 schools,

394 teachers, and 3342 scholars, auxiliary in this state. From

OHIO,
we have returns from 6 auxiliaries, of 13 schools, 204 teachers,

and 1263 scholars. The whole number of schools auxiliary-

are 36, containing 315 teachers, and 2367 scholars. The
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TERRITORY OF MICHIGAN
has one auxiliary, and one school, with 22 teachers, and 220
scholars.

On a "review of the preceding we are able to stale, that
during the past year, 63 auxiliaries have been added to our list,

making 463 auxiliaries recognized by the Board. Of these,

101 have either been discontinued, or united with larger aux-
iliaries. There are now connected with the American Sunday-
School Union, 362 auxiliaries, 2600 schools, 24,307 teachers,
and 174,191 scholars; showing an increase of 279 schools,
5009 teachers, and 39,117 scholars. During the last year, 723
teachers, in these schools, and 758 pupils, giving a total of
1481 persons, have made a profession of religion. This num-
ber exceeds the amount of converts in the preceding year, by
481. If we add 1481 to the 4000 before returned, as the first

fruits unto God of our Sabbath-schools in the United States, we
shall have the glorious total of 5481.

In the last report presented by your Board, they took notice of
the inconvenience sustained in their various business operations,

from the want of a more suitable building; in which, by con-
centrating the different departments of their business, greater
advantage, as well as security, would accrue to the property
of the society. They at the same time expressed their wishes,

that the attention of the citizens of Philadelphia could be di-

rected to this object; for however apparent they deemed the

necessity of such a measure, the sacred obligations which they

could not but feel in reference to \he actual funds of the insti-

tution, was suflicient to prevent the adoption of any measure,
which by any possible fortuity, might compromise its future

usefulness. It is, therefore, with feelings of peculiar satisfac-

tion, they are now able to inform you, that their wishes have
been met in a manner, most eminently calculated to encourage
their labours.

In the very partial appeal that has been made to the liberality

of their fellow citizens, they have, with few exceptions, evinced

by their munificent donations, the lively interest with which
they regard the well-being of an institution that has grown up

among themselves for the benefit of a nation.

From these donations, already amounting to $14,000, your
Board have been enabled to purchase a lot of ground, with

buildings thereon, in a measure suited to their purpose for the

location of their Bookstore, situated in Chestnut street between
Sixth and Seventh streets, on which they are now erecting a

building for the accommodation of their stereotype founder,

printing office, bindery, &c., the whole expense of which, when
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completed, including the amount of the original purchase, is

estimated at $36,000.

It is calculated that the rents arising from the different parts

of these buildings, will leave their Bookstore unincumbered
with the expense of rent.

The General Agent, in discharging his duties, has already

travelled, more than three thousand miles, and has collected

$3,856 87, of w^hich $1500 have been left with the managers
of local Depositories. And besides, his labours have been
eminently successful in awakening a new and lively interest in

the cause of Sunday-schools in all the places he has visited,

and the improved methods of conducting these establishments

have been rendered familiar to thousands by his pulpit addresses

and personal inspection of the schools.

The great benefits to the cause of Sunday-schools, which
have followed the employment of missionaries under the direc-

tion of the Board, have induced the Managers to continue their

attention to this important part of their duty; with a firm pur
pose to omit no feasible measures to extend the benefits of our
system to every part of the land.

The Sabbath-school Concert of Prayer continues to be at-

tended with lively interest in places in which it was formerly
observed, and has been commenced in a large number of towns
and congregations during the past year.

It is now common for Sabbath-schools to enjoy the benefits

of an interesting and instructive Library; and to contain Bible

Classes, composed of the best informed pupils, or the highest

class of scholars, who prove and defend the great doctrines of
the Scriptures, by the quotation of appropriate texts. To be
admitted into one of these classes is an honourable distinction;

and in this connexion, more than in any other way, we appre-

hend Bible Classes are likely to be perpetuated, for the edifica-

tion of the rising generation, in knowledge and true holiness.

Indeed, we have been surprised and charmed to find, that chil-

dren of these Bible Classes in Sabbath-schools, have been more
eager to attend on the instructions of their teachers, and to be

prepared with the most apposite quotations, than to enjoy their

necessary food.

Let us dig deep, and lay the living stones on the sure foun-

dation. Let pious parental care, or infant schools for the little

ones, conducted by wise and tender matrons, prepare the way
for Sabbath-schools. Let Bible Societies furnish the word of

God to be read ; while our schools give a taste for reading the

best things, and teach all in early life to search the sacred

Scriptures. Let Missionary Societies send forth the heralds

of the gospel with these Bibles in their hands, to be explained

and applied to those who in Sabbath-schools have become
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familiarly acquainted with them ; and finally, let all Christians

do their duty in supplicating the influences of the Holy Spirit,

in their convincing, enlightening, vivifying, and purifying power,
and in promoting all these means of grace, and then, the whole
world of mankind ,will soon be converted to God—find their

names recorded in the Lamb's book of hfe, and receive the

gracious rewards of those who,* know and do the wil^ of their

Father in heaven.

We are unwilling to close this report without again advert-

ing to the success with which it has pleased the Almighty to

c^own the exertions of this year, in behalf of Sabbath-schools.

It would argue blindness beyond hope of cure, not to discern

the mighty power of God in the signal prosperity we have
enjoyed. The prayer of faith and united supplication has, in-

deed, ascended ip fervency of spirit ; the unwearied toil, the

patient endurance of teachers and superintendents have efl^ected

much—the influence of the National Society has beea felt in

its fostering and active efficiency throughout our borders, but

the blessing of God has gone far beyond them all, even beyond
the limits of our own sanguine hopes. Let confidence, for the

future, mingle then with our grateful recollections of the past,

and our efl^orts never cease until heaven shall cease to bless.
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STATEMENT
OF

'Receipts and Expenditures of the American Sunday-ScJwol Union,

from May 20, 1826, to ^pril 30, 1827, inclusive.

Dr. Cr.

Balance, . ...
Merchandise, . , .

Donations, Life and An-
nual Subscriptions,

Loans,

$ 57 27
19,018 53

3,376 93

5,300 00

$27,752 7i

Cash paid for Paper, . $6,381 42
« Printing- 4,463 36
« Binding-, .... 5,991 36
« Stereotype Plates, . 1,766 54
« Rent, 325 00
'* Commission for collecting, 128 77
« Salary Cor. Sec. Edito "^

and Assistant Editor*
j

from May 20, 1826, >-l,045 20
to April 30, 1827,

j

inclusive, ... J
General Agent,

Aug, 1,1826, to April

30, 1827, inclusive,

late Agent, May^
20, 1826, to Oct. 21, 5

Clerk to Cor. Sec."^

May 20, 1826, to C
April 30, 1827, . 3—— Book-keeper, Oc-^
tober 23, 1826, toC
April 30, 1827, . ^

Salesman, Dec. 21,")

1826, to April 30, C
1827, . . . . S
two Boys, in

pository, . .- Porter, Oct.

1826, to April

1827, .... 3
Cash Loan, ...... 750 00
" Travelling Expenses

General Agent, .

« Interest, . \ . . . 183 30
« Merchandise, . . , 3,402 06
" Expense (incidental)

. 642 56
« Postage, ..... 221 06
« in hands of Cor. Sec. . 616 45
« do. Treasurer, 30 22

De-

24,-

30,

750 00

260 67

189 00

155 76

107 38

138 69

77 48

126 45

$27,752 73

Amount of loans of 1825 and 1826 unpaid.
During the past year the Society have procured the

following loans: from William Howe,
John Farr,

H. Malcom,
Building Committee,

$1,300 00
1,600 00
400 00

2,000 00

$3,250 00

5,300 00

$8,550 00
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Making" the w hole debt eig-lit thousand five hundred and fifty dollars, bear-
ing an interest of six per cent, per annum.

The above statement we have examined and compared with
the vouchers and find it correct, and that there is a balance
in the hands of the Corresponding Secretary of six hundred
and sixteen dollars and forty-five cents, and in the hands of the

Treasurer thirty dollars and Iwenty-two cents.

ABEL VINTON,
E. W. SEELEY,

Committee of Accounts,

Dr. Hugh De Haven in account with Missionary Fund, Cr.

To Balance,
Cash received admitting")

Auxiliaries, . . >
" Donations,
" Life Subscription, . ,

" Philad. Concert ofPrayer,
" New Haven do.
" Connecticut do,
" Boston do.
" Winchester do.

April 30, 1827. Balance in the hands of Treasurer, $254 42.

We have examined the Treasurer's account Missionary
Fund, and find it correct, and that there is a balance in his

hands of two hundred fifty-four dollars forty-two cents.

ABEL VINTON,
E. W. SEELEY,

Committee of Accounts,

THIRD ANNIVERSARY

$133 42

161 00

155 72
43 00

, 132 51
12 00
20 00
46 54
7 00

$711 19

By Cash, Low Finlow, . § 5 00
" J. M. Gordon, . . . 88 86
" Thomas L. Janeway, . 50 00
'« J. B. M'Creary, . 50 00
" James Crawford, . 25 00
« Oren Hyde, . . . . . 8 33
« Charles W^hitehead, . 166 66
« J. B. Robinson, . . 50 00
« Armstrong & Wallace, . 12 92
Balance, .... . 254 42

$711 19

AMERICAN SUNDAY-SCHOOL UNION.

The Third Anniversary of this institution was celebrated on
Tuesday, 22d May, in the church on Washington Square, in

the presence of a large and attentive assembly:

—

Alexander Henry, Esq. President of the Society, took the

chair at four o'clock, P. M. The Throne of Grace was fer-

vently addressed by the Rev. Dr. Hillyer, of the Presbyterian

Church of Orange, New Jersey ; after which, ihe following ode,
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written for the occasion by W. B. Tappan, was read by the

Rev. Mr. Dougherty, of the Methodist Church of this city, and
sung by the congregation.

ODE.

God, our God, his power revealing,

In this latter harvest time

—

Bids his Sun, with wings of healing,

Rise on each benighted clime

:

See ! o'er vale and humbled mountain,
Rolls his conquering car to-day;

See ! his brightness like a fountain,

Flooding all the glad highway.

By the Mission Ships that wander.
Messengers to every sea,

—

By his servants toiling yonder,

Where stern idols claim the knee,

—

Bibles, news of peace declaring.

To the wretch by sin undone,
. Tracts, obedient missives, bearing

Liberty to thraldom's son

:

By the tender mercies glowing,

Where reign'd hatred and misrule;
And the thousand blessings flowing
From his chosen Sunday-school;

He is error's night dispelling.

Bidding grace in rivers flow,

From Antarctic, to the dwelling

Of the lowly Esquimaux.

Wake the harp, ye angels! ever
Warble, ye melodious choirs

!

Sweet your minstrelsy, yet never
With Redemption thrill those wires:

'Tis our song, and all your glory,

Starry crowns and hymns above,

Fade, while children hsp the story

Of a Saviour's dying love.

The report of the Treasurer was read by Silas E. Weir, Esq.

Vice President of the Society.

The annual report of the Board of Managers was then read

by the Rev. Dr. Ely, of the Third Presbyterian Church, by
whom it was written. Whereupon the subjoined resolutions

were proposed and adopted.
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On motion of the Rev. John L.' Dagg, of the Baptist Church
in Sansom street, seconded by the Hon. Heman Lincoln, of
Boston, Massachusetts,

Resolved, That the annual report be printed, and distributed

under the direction of the Board of Managers.
On motion of the Rev. Dr. Rice of the Presbyterian Church,

Virginia, seconded by George S. Wilson, Esq. of Utica, New
York,

Resolved, That the thanks of this Society be presented to its

numerous auxiliaries and friends, for their exertions in the

establishment and support of Sunday-schools, and that they be
earnestly solicited to increase their efforts until all the children

and youth of our country partake of their highest benefits.

On motion of the Rev. G. W. Ridgeley, of the Episcopal
church, Philadelphia, seconded by the Rev. Wm. Yates, Baptist

Missionary from Calcutta,

Resolved, That while the Society feel a deep and lively sense

of gratitude to Almighty God, for the extensive accommoda-
tions provided for them, they would also present their unfeigned

acknowledgments to their fellow citizens, who have so liberally

contributed to this object.

On motion of Dr. Meigs, of Philadelphia, seconded by the

Rev. Mr. Merwin, of the Methodist church, Philadelphia,

Resolved, That the concurrence of public sentiment in the

design and execution of the Sunday-school plan of instruction,

is highly encouraging as the warrant of its ultimate triumph

in the United States, and th© world.

On moving and seconding the above resolutions, addresses

were delivered by all the gentlemen above named, excepting

the Hon. Mr. Lincoln.

The subjoined hymn, also written for the occasion by Mr.
Tappan, was then sung with much spirit and effect by the

children, who thronged the galleries.

HYMN.
Union prevails in heaven, from him
Who all its spangled sheet unroU'd,

Down to the flaming cherubim
That veils his face with wings of gold.

Union is wTitten on each star.

That walks in music as it shines;

And the dim w^orlds that float afar,

Reveal it, trac'd in living lines.

In Union have our fathers plac'd

The stone that God will not forbid,
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Polish'd and sure—whereon is bas'd

The Sunday-school's fair pyramid.

In Union went the cloud of prayer,

Their embassy to yonder skies;

Falt'ring, and yet accepted there,

For God approved the sacrifice.

O, Thou ! that sendest blessings down.
The hearing and the answering One

!

• Smile on their toil, and give the crown,

And give the world to Christ thy Son.

The Rev. Dr. Ashbel Green, of this city, then closed the

exercises with the Apostohc Benediction.
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RECAPITULATION.

At the time of publishing the last Report, there were in con-

nexion with the Union 400 auxiUaries; during the last year 63
have been added ; making a total of 4G3. Within the year,

101 of these have been dissolved, or united with larger aux-

iliaries, leaving the present number of auxiliaries 362, being a

decrease of 38 since the last report.

Schools. Teachers. Scholars.

Returns for 1827, 2,600 24,307 174,191
1826, 2,321 19,298 135,074

Increase, 279 5,000 39,117
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REPORT

With feelings of devout gratitude to God, the Managers of

the American Sunday-school Union present to the Society their

Fourth Annual Report. The salutary influence of this Institu-

tion has been felt and acknowledged in every state and territo-

ry of our country, and the labours of the year have been crown-
ed with signal success. Its unexampled prosperity and increas-

ing importance have excited peculiar interest; its claims to

the support of the Christian community have been investigated,

and as far as its design has been fully understood, the confi-

dence and patronage of the wise and good have been secured.

A summary report of what has been done will now be given,

commencing with an account of the

SOCIETY'S BUILDINGS.

The operations of the Union made it very soon obvious,

that in order to prosecute fairly the great work they had un-

dertaken, it was necessary that the Society should enjoy per-

manent possession of a property where they might gather

about them, and keep under their immediate observance, the

various artificers employed in making books. The lot, with a
part of the buildings now occupied, was bought in March 1827,

for the sum of 828,000. The buildings on Chestnut street have
been altered to suit the purposes of the Society, and its various

tenants; and an extensive Printing Office has been built, to-

gether vi'ith a fire-proof ware-house. The expense of all the im-

provements is 813,764 79. The entire cost of the whole property,

including a perpetual insurance on 818,000, is 842,654. The
amount received in donations from the citizens of Philadelphia

for this building, is 815,381 94 ; and in order to raise the requi-

site funds to meet the payments, the property has been mort-

gaged to the amount of 820,000, and a temporary loan has

been made for 86,388 33.

In addition to the room used by the Society, and that rented
to the Mercantile Library Company, Loud & Brothers, and J.

B. Longacre, the premises are occupied by Printers, Stereo-
type-founders, Bookbinders and Engravers, each paying their

separate rents, and holding no other connexion with the So-
ciety than giving them the preference in the work to be done,
at the current rates in the city. By means of this arrange-



ment, the utmost facility is given to the operations of the

Union.
It is of the greatest importance that this property, the pos-

session of which is so essential to the well-being of the Society,

should be free from any incumbrance; and that the entire

revenue of the building should go to increase the general fund,

which at present is far too limited for the operations of the

Society under the pressing demand for its publications. The
whole amount of donations for the building, viz., 815,381 94,

has been given by 246 persons, leaving a very large number
of our citizens the opportunity of contributing their means to

establish a permanent institution, from which may flow, as

from a fountain, streams of light and knowledge, to fertilize

the many thousand nurseries of the church of God, which are

springing up in every section of the land.

SOCIETY'S PUBLICATIONS.

The following table exhibits the number and character of

the Society's publications during the fourth year of its opera-

tions.

Alphabetical Cards, m . 13,500

Spe ling Books, - - 22,000

Decalogues, - - - 19,500

Primers, - - 18,150

Hymn Books, - - 50,000

Sheets of Hymns in sheets, 1,000

Teachers' Hymn Booksh 2,000

Catechisms, - 51,500

Teachers' Guide, - . 1,500

Teachers' Manual, - 1,000

Sunday-school Magazines, 30,000

Youth's Friend, (small magazine,) 156,000

Class Books, . . 6,960

Premiums, . . 929,000

Tracts, . . 18,000

Testaments, . - 18,250

Catalogues, - . . 250

Judson's Questions, - . 36,000

Reports, . . 2,500

Other Publications, - - 85,000

Making a total in the fourth year, (exclusive of 1,007,500

Picture Reward Tickets) of 1,462,960 publications, which,

added to those issued in the preceding three years, makes a

total of 5,204,909 copies of works printed by the Society.

The number of stereotyped pages has been increased to



10,591. From these details, may be gathered the most em-
phatic illustration of the mighty influence, which this Institu-

tion is daily and hourly exerting on the destinies of our beloved

country. This increase of publications is but a natural and ne-

cessary consequence of an increased demand, while the tempo-
rary supply becomes in its turn the most efficient means of creat-

ing a new and greater thirst for knowledge and improvement.
"What limits may be assigned to this department of labour it is

useless to inquire. We have long since passed the boundaries

which the expectations of the most sanguine originally assigned

to our exertions, and the prospect is still spreading wider and
wider as we advance. In the preparation of the various works
for the press, there has been an invariable adherence to the

principles adopted at the formation of the Society. No book
has received the imprint but with the consent of at least three

different denominations of Christians; and in no instance has a
publication been ordered against a single dissenting voice.

Nor has this harmony been preserved with difficulty, and only

by the aid of imposed restraints on the freedom of thought and
discussion. It has flowed from an union of feeling, arising from
the influence of common motives, and the impulse of a common
aim. The experience of your Board, in all the history of their

official connexion, has satisfactorily demonstrated that the grand
and leading principle on which this national association of the

friends of Sabbath-schools was originally based—an union of
the great and cardinal points of Christian belief, is as practi-

cable in operation, as it is noble in principle; arid time has but

the more firmly cemented that bond whose early rupture was
so confidently predicted.

Of the "American Sunday-school Magazine" '2500 copies

are published monthly. Your Board are in possession of proofs

of the healthful influence of this Journal on the cause of Sunday-
schools, as conclusive as they are interesting.

It may be briefly stated, that while in its extensive circula-

tion it has cheered and assisted the labours of the teacher in

his self-denying task, by the expression of kindred sympathy and
the assurance of energetic co-operation ; by the details of the

history and results of varied experiments, and the accumulated
evidences of gratifying success, the Magazine has in other

quarters diffused a salutary knowledge of the design and pro-

gress of this great enterprise in which you are enlisted, and
has effectually identified the Sunday-school system, as a most
important part of the great moral machinery, whose gigantic

operations are signalizing the age in which we live, as a new
and marked era, from which may be here dated the dawning
of brighter prospects for a fallen world.

The " Youth's Friend" is also still attended with increasing



popularity, and il has been found necessary to enlarge the edi-

tion to 13,000 copies. This favourite little Magazine finds its

way into some circles where it is almost the sole herald of gospel

truth, and we indulge a hope, which we believe neither chimeri-

cal nor unwarranted, that its circulation will be the means of

blessings hereafter to be richly developed in the fruits of future

piety.

Eighty-four depositories have been established by the Parent
and Auxiliary Societies for the sale of Sunday-school publica-

tions. Of these, there are on

the capital of the Parent Society 17

do. of Auxiliaries 61

and of Individuals 6

Total, 64

Several of the depositories attached to* the larger auxiliaries,

are under the charge of agents whose time is exclusively de-

voted to their management. The increase of establishments of
this character, forms one of the most prominent features in the

history of the last years progress, and is especially gratifying,

as it indicates a growth of that systematic and vigorous exer-

tion whichxan scarcely fail of ultimate success.

During the past year a portion of our attention has been
given to

THE MISSIONARY DEPARTMENT,
.

and thirty-five persons of eight difiierent denominations, have
been commissioned by the Board, and twenty-eight of them
have performed in the aggregate three hundred and sixty-six

weeks' services, in establishing schools, and otherwise pro-

motinor the general interest of the Union in fourteen states; of
the other seven, three did not enter upon the duties of their

appointment, and four rendered gratuitous services. The
amount of money received into the Missionary Fund during
the year, from initiatory subscriptions, collections at the Sun-
day-school Concerts of Prayer, and donations, is S760 53.

The amount paid is 884S 18; leaving a deficiency of 8S7 iSb;

which has been supplied by loan. Including this deficiency,

the demands upon this fund to meet present engagements amount
to more than one thousand dollars.

The advantage which the Managers have found to result

from the labours of Missionaries, are such as to prompt them
to appeal to the liberality of the Christian public, for funds
sufficient to enable them to prosecute this department of their

duties to a far greater extent.

Since our last report a change has taken place in the

WM W I



GENERAL AGENCY,

by the resignation of the Rev. Howard Malcom, to take charge
of a church in the city of Boston, and the appointment of the

Rev. George Boyd, who entered on the duties of the office on
the first of January last. During the year, twelve other agents

have been employed by the Board, who have laboured in more
than sixteen of the United States, to collect funds and dissemi-

nate information, and these efforts have been instrumental in

awakening attention to the subject of Sunday-schools, and the

formation of a number of Unions, some of which have become
auxiliary to the Parent Society.

DONATIONS.

The amount of life and annual subscriptions, and dona-
tions to the general fund received during the year, principally

through the General, and other agents, is $3342 87, to which
if we add $760 53, received into the Missionary Fund, and
$15,381 94 received for the buildings, makes a total of dona-
tions made to the Society in the fourth year, of $19,484.

AUXILIARIES.

The number of auxiliaries to this Society at our last report
was 362; during the year, 59 have been added, 2 have with-

drawn, 5 have been dissolved, 20 have been united with county
unions, leaving the present number 394. These auxiliaries

have under their care 3,760 schools, 32,806 teachers, and
259,656 scholars, showing an increase of 32 auxiliaries, 1,160
schools, 8,499 teachers, and 85,465 scholars.

The following table exhibits at one view the number of
schools, teachers and scholars, connected with the Union in

the respective states; also the number of teachers and scholars,

who, after their connexion with the school, have made a pub-
lic profession of religion during the past year, sofar asreported,

and the number of volumes in the libraries. We hope that

every auxiliary will, next April, furnish us with the most exact

information on these subjects that can be obtained.
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Maine, 230 1,700 11,600 244 28 4,609
New Hampshire, 310 3,100 12,319 22 44 1,871
Vermont, 224 1,362 8,946 5 5 2,590
Massachusetts, 321 5,041 36,501 180 162 58,420
Rhode Island, 27 322 3,085 10 10 • 1,799
Connecticut, 90 1,920 12,000 41 46 5,114
New York, 958 10,288 80,755 365 248 32,048
New Jersey, 306 2,803 19,880 47 23 4,055
Pennsylvania, 525 4,522 38,114 138 142 8,317
Delaware, :^5 346 2,787 6 6 1,037
Maryland, 71 676 5,646 150
Virginia, 55 656 4,397 35 10 1,570
North Carolina, 45 392 2,457 6 3 505
South Carolina, 16 142 1,080

Georg-ia, 42 167 2,397 688
Alabama, 10 93 723 8 5 500
Mississippi, 6 46 298
Louisiana, 3 34 255
Tennessee, 7 83 564
Kentucky, 13 189 1,355 19 29 150
Ohio, 43 399 2,749 1 1,120
Indiana, 80 577^ 4,438 2 2 200
Illinois, 1 3 40
Missouri and Illinois, 106 472 3,697 175
Arkansas, 2 14 99 100
Michig^an Territory, 1 22 220 100
Florida, 1 12 110
District of Columbia, 29 351 2,924 40 14 1,024
State not specified,

•Total,

3 24 220

126,1423,560 32,756 259,656 1,169 777

If the increase of schools not auxiliary to this Society, has

been in the same ratio during two years past, the total number
of children receiving Sabbath-school instruction in the United
States, may be estimated at 345,000, or about one-seventh of

that portion of our population which is between the ages of 5

and 15 years.

The most recent accounts from foreign countries enable us

to estimate the present number of Sunday-scholars in the world,

at one million three hundred and fifty thousand.

* The number of teachers and scholars professing-, should be 1269 of the
former, and 909 of the latter, as stated on page 10.



RESULTS.

It is much regretted that very few of the reports received

from auxiliaries, mention the number of teachers and scholars

who have made a profession of religion in the past year: the

number of the former actually reported is 12(19, and of the latter

909; which being added to those before reported, makes 7659;
but we believe this is not one fourth of the teachers and pupils,

who, after their connexion with Sabbath-schools, have been
taught by the Holy Spirit, and publicly professed their faith in

the Lord Jesus Christ. These are the fruits of Sunday-schools,

for which the Christian offers his grateful thanks; these are the

trophies of that victory over the world, the flesh, and the

devil, which excites the envy, hatred, and opposition of the

wicked, but is the song of praise and thanksgiving of all the re-

deemed, and swells the notes of joy among the angels of heaven.

OPPOSITION.

But while Sunday-schools have thus been shedding their

benign hght abroad, and the evidence of their salutary efficacy

was coming up from every quarter; while in view of their

peaceful but powerful influence, the heart of the Christian

swelled high with the hope of a new and brighter era in the his-

tory of man—this was the hour which infidelity chose to assail

their character with the bitterness of a virulent and unsparing

malice. There were found men, who, masking the motives of

their deadly hostility under a feigned regard for religious liberty,

have endeavoured to arrest the progress of a system, which
by its own perpetuity would securely guarantee both civil and
religious freedom down to the remotest generation.

It was neither hoped nor expected, that this hostility to SaU
bath-schools, should spare a Society identified with their pros-

perity, and whose undivided energies are directed to increase

their efficiency and extend their influence. Accordingly, the

views and objects of your association, have been the favourite

subject of untiring misrepresentation and abuse. Charges the

most absurd and incongruous have been alleged, the belief of
which would suppose a degree of credulity, little flattering to

that public on whom they were designed to impose. Among
these, your Board of Managers, selected by your votes from
different churches, and embracing six distinct denominations
of Christians, have been strangely accused of a mutual com-
bination to advance the predominance of an individual sect,

over the rights and interest of the rest. But to notice and
repel these unfounded imputations is not the present object of

your Board, nor would it become this solemn occasion, when
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our sole emotion should be gratitude to that Being, who, as

this report has manifested, has so richly smiled upon the exer-

tiofis of the past year in this peculiar walk of beneficence.

Thus much only they may say, in justice to their own cha-
racter and the American Sunday-school Union, that they have
never lent themselves to schisms of political advancement, or
sectarian ascendency, nor has this Society any other objects,

than those which have ever been most freely and frankly dis-

closed, which have been exemplified in all its operations and
in all its bearings on the community. To extend to every town
and hamlet of our extensive country, the blessings of early

instruction in virtue and knowledge—to circulate as widely as

possible, a class of publications designed to illustrate by ex-

ample, and to enforce by precept, those plain and simple gospel
truths, which are peculiar to NO sect, but of vital importance
to ALL ; these are the objects, and to accomplish these will be
the glory of the American Sunday-school Union.

DECEASED OFFICERS.

In the midst of that unbroken chain of prosperity, which has
marked the course of the American Sunday-school Union
through its varied and extensive operations, there is one cause
of deep and painful sorrow: the arm of the destroyer has

visited our ranks, and within the past year the well known and
venerated Phillips of Massachusetts, Adgate, the zealous and
pious advocate of Sunday-schools in Maryland, and the lament-

ed governor Worthington of Ohio, three distinguished patrons

and officers of the Union, have been removed from their la-

bours; and their example is left a legacy to their country. The
Lord has come even into the midst of us, and for the first time,

since the existence of the Society, we are called upon to lament

the loss of a resident Manager. Our zealous, active, enter-

prising, generous and beloved Weir, is taken from us, and his

place is vacant. When we contemplate the melancholy event,

and remember him who but a few days since was exerting the

energies of his benevolent mind in the service of the Union,

our loss appears great and irreparable.

As a man, Mr. Weir was universally known throughout our
city, and as decidedly respected. The ardent attachment of

those who enjoyed his familiar intercourse was peculiar, and
the number of those who claim him as their best and earliest

friend, is far greater than could be imagined by any who did

not know the benevolence of his heart. There was no enter-

prise, whether of public usefulness or charity, in which his

generous co-opei ation was not with certainty relied upon. His
exertions were ever on the side of virtue, and in open defiance.
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of vice. No man doubted the ground on which he would stand

in the conflict, and every gospel institution in the land has lost

a powerful advocate and support.

As an officer of the American Sunday-school Union, he was
active and energetic. In all the departments of its operations

he took a lively interest, and to his labours and liberality, is the

institution largely indebted for that distinguished prosperity

which it now enjoys. He saw and felt its great happy influence,

and in the feeling of a Christian and a patriot, he strenuously

laboured in its cause. His work with us has ceased, but not

until he had rendered services invaluable, and we owe the live-

liest gratitude to that gracious God, who raised him up an
instrument of so much usefulness, and spared him to us so

long.

He has left a world of anxiety and trials for one of safety

and bliss. He has ascended to that happy region, whence he
may perhaps be permitted to look down upon us and share the

triumphs of this day, when a voice from 259,000 immortal souls

proclaim the benefits of this Society, and the rapid progress of

that light which is preparing the way of the Lord. He has

ascended from a field of victory.

That this Society should have shared in so large a measure,
the time, the talents and the labours of a man so pure in prin-

ciple, so exalted in public estimation, and on whose care
every public institution laid its claims,—a man so capable of
seeing into all its operations, and judging of all its consequences,

is evidence of its intrinsic value, that pleads more loudly in its

favour than words can speak. Notwithstanding these afflictive

dispensations, and the opposition of some, and the indifference

of many to this glorious cause, the Sunday-school will hasten

the time, when " the ransomed of the Lord shall return and
come to Zion with songs and everlasting joy upon their heads;
they shall obtain joy and gladness; and sorrow and sighing

shall flee away"—for we hear a voice—" Arise, shine, for thy

light is come, and the glory of the Lord is risen upon thee."

FOURTH .ANNIVERSARY

OF THE

AMERICAN SUNDAY-SCHOOL UNION.

The fourth anniversary of the American Sunday-school
Union was celebrated on Tuesday, the 20lh day of May, 1828,

at 4 o'clock, P. M. in the Rev. Dr. Wilson's Church, in Wash-
ington Square, Philadelphia.
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The chair was taken by Alexander Henry, Esq. the Presi-

dent, and prayer was oflfered by the Rev. Gilbert R. Living-

ston, of the Reformed Dutch Church, of Philadelphia. A hymn,
written for the occasion, by W. B. Tappan, read by the Rev.
John V. E. Thorn, of the Episcopal Church, of Carlisle, Pa.

was sung by about one hundred youths of both sexes, who are
members of a Bible Class.

Where warrior feet once pressed the soil,

And Freedom led her thousands on,

Hath knowledge gather'd goodly spoil,

And meek Religion trophies won.

O'er valleys where repose the brave.

Her lovely stars hath Peace unfurl'd

;

And harvests on the hill-tops wave.
Where once the cloud of battle curl'd.

There bow'd the hostile ranks in death

—

There bent our sires the willing knee,

And from that ground, Lord God ! the breath

Of glad thanksgiving rose to Thee.

Thou who didst nerve their dauntless hosts,

And gave them victory on that field.

From deadlier foemen guard these coasts,

From sin, O God ! the children shield.

Thou went'st before them. King of kings

!

And on their camp thy power shone out

;

O, that the shadow of thy wings.

Might ever compass these about.

Make thou this land a heritage

Refresh'd by kindly sun and shower

—

Whose youth shall bloom, from age to age.

Thy right-hand plants of fairest flower.

Thy smiles they need, their care to crown.

Who watch the gate or build the dome

;

Lord ! on our toil send unction down.
To gather these immortals home.

And be the pearls of lustre ours.

The gems that heaven might seek to wear-
Children array'd in yonder bowers.

Led by our tears and watchings there.
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The Treasurer, Paul Beck, Jr. Esq., read his annual report;

and an abstract of the annual report of the Board of Managers
was read by the Rev. William T. Brantley, of the Baptist

Church, of Philadelphia ; after which, the following resolutions

were proposed to a very large and respectable audience, col-

lected from nearly, if not quite, every state in the Union, and
unanimously adopted.

On motion of the Rev, Gregory T. Bedell, of the Episcopal

Church, of Philadelphia, seconded hy William Williams, Esq
of JVorwich, Connecticut,

Resolved, That the annual report of the Managers be ac-

cepted and published under their direction.

On motion of the Rev. Job F. Halsey, of the Presbyterian

Church of JVew Jersey, and seconded hy William Darling, Esq.

of Reading, Penn.
Resolved, That the members of this meeting pledge them-

selves individually that something more efficient shall be done
to extend the influence of the American Sunday-school Union
during the present year.

On motion of the Rev. Lyman Beecher, D. D. of the Congre-
gational Church, of Boston, Mass. seconded hy the Rev. John
Frost, of the Presbyterian Church, of Whiteshorough, JV. Y.

Resolved, That this meeting regard this Institution with high
satisfaction, as eminently adapted to promote the intellectual

and moral culture of the nation, to perpetuate our republican

and religious institutions, and to reconcile eminent national

prosperity with moral purity and future blessedness.

The gentlemen who made the above motions, and Mr. J. B.

Longacre, addressed the meeting, and the exercises were con-

cluded with the benediction by the Rev. Charles Walker, of

Vermont, and singing the following hymn, written by Mr.
Tappan.

O, God! this universal frame,

Reveals the splendour of thy Name,
And on the heavens that thou hast spanned,

Its characters in beauty stand.

Of Thee, redeemed ones sweetly sing,

Where errand-angels plume their wing;
That mellow music bursts and dies,

Ever along those upper skies.

Yet nobler than this matchless frame,
Or heaven of heavens where dwells thy Name,
Is he who once this footstool trod,

A sufferer—risen Son of God

!
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And richer is his word of love,

Than notes that shake the throne above,
When he invites his children home.
Saying " Forbid them not to come."

MEETING OF THE BOARD WITH THE DELEGATES.
On Monday, the 19th of May, the Board of Managers met

the delegates from auxiliary societies, at the Society's house,

at 4 o'clock, P. M. ; Mr. Beck, Vice President, in the chair.

—

The meeting was opened with prayer by the Rev. Charles

Walker, Secretary, and delegate from the Vermont State

Union.. The following gentlemen were delegates from auxilia-

ry societies, and most of them were present, viz:

Rev. D. C. Lansing, D. D. Rev. E. D. Wells, Rev. John Ses-

sions, Rev. Samuel C. Aiken, Rev. John Frost, Rev. Noah Coe,
Western Sunday-school Union, N. Y.

F. A. Packard, Esq. Hampden county, (Mass.) Sunday-
school Union.

Liberty Knowles, Esq. St. Lawrence county, (N. Y.) Sunday-
school Union.

Mr. John Smith, Maryland Sunday-school Union.

Rev. T. P. Gillet, Rev. Z. Swift, Connecticut Sunday-school

Union.
Wm. Darling, Esq. Elijah Dechert, Esq. Berks and Schuyl-

kill county. Pa. Sunday-school Union.

Rev. Joseph Penney, Joel Parker, Genesee Sunday-school
Union, N. Y.

Rev. John Stockton, Cross Roads Sunday-school, Pa.

Rev. James M. Brown, Rev. J. Beecher, Jefferson and Berk-

ley county, (Va.) Sunday-school Union.

Mr. J. B. Loring, Rev. A. Judson, Mr. John J. Labagh, New
York Sunday-school Union.

Rev. Ezra Fisk, D.D. Goshen, (N. Y.) Sunday-school.

Rev. Chas. Walker, Vermont Sunday-school Union.

Rev. L. Halsey, Rev. Samuel Miller, D. D. Rev. Robt. Baird,

Princeton and Trenton, N. J. Sunday-school Union.

The following persons being present, were invited to take a
part in the discussions.

Rev. Robert Cathcart, D. D. York, Pa.

Rev. Benjamin Tappan, Augusta, Me.
Rev. Mr. Scovell, Woodbury, N. J.

William Williams, Jr. Esq. Norwich, Conn.

Mr. Jones, Louisville, Ky.
Dr. Frederick A. Waldo, Cincinnati, Ohio.

Rev. Giles H. Cowles, D. D. Rev. Edson Hart, Western Re-
serve, Ohio.
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Rev. Job F. Halsey, Central Sunday-school Union, Albany,

N. Y.
Rev. Lyman Beecher, D. D. Boston, Ma^s.

Rev. John L. Grant, Philad. City Sunday-school LFnion.

Benjamin Naglee, Mr. Huggins, Northern Sunday-school

Union, Philadelphia county.

A. J. Dallas, Southern Sunday-school, Philadelphia county.

The meeting was addressed by the following'gentlemen, viz:

Frederick A. Packard, Esq. Wm. Williams, Esq. Professor

Halsey, Rev. Messrs. Crane, Walker, Gilbert, J. F. Halsey,

Baird, Smith, Judson, and Dr. Cathcart, and several others, and
much important information communicated. The meeting, on
the whole, was one of intense interest, and we doubt not, of

much profit. May the feehngs it excited continue to animate

us all to greater diligence in our own work during the new
Sabbath-school year upon which we have entered, and may
those who shall assemble in this place at the close of it, hear

still more wonderful results of Sunday-school instruction.

MEETING OF THE DELEGATES.

After the adjournment of the meeting- on Monday, a desire

was expressed by many of the representatives of auxiliary

societies, " to have a meeting of delegates alone, to confer upon
the state of the Union,- and devise, if possible, some means of

promoting its interest." We have been furnished with the fol-

lowing minute of their proceedings, which we take great plea-

sure in laying before the auxiliary societies, and the friends of

Sunday-schools generally.

Accordingly, on Tuesday at 8 o'clock, P. M. after the anni-

versary of the Society had been celebrated, a large and highly

respectable meeting of the delegates was held at the Union's
House, composed of delegates from Auxiliaries in the follow-

ing states :—Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts,
Rhode-Island, Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, Pennsyl-
vania, Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, Ohio, and Kentucky.
The Rev. Robert Cathcart, D. D. of York, Pa. was called to

the Chair; and the Rev. Elias.W. Crane, of Jamaica, Long-
Island, was elected Secretary. After prayer by the Chairman,
the meeting proceeded to business; and having continued their

session until a late hour, they adjourned until Wednesday at 9
o'clock, A. M. and then continued their session for several

hours. With a view of learning fully the operations of the

Society and its Board of Managers, it was unanimously resolv-

ed to request the Corresponding Secretary of the Society,

Frederick W. Porter, to meet with the delegates.

At these meetings of the delegates, upon mature deliberation,
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and after a minute and careful investigation of the affairs of the

Society, the following resolutions were unanimously adopted.

The delegates feeling deeply that it is of great importance
that the operations of the American Sunday-school Union
should not be embarrassed for want of funds

—

Resolved, That they will urge upon the Societies which they
represent, always to send remittances of money for the books
which they order from the Depository of the Union, at the time

of sending the order; and that they recommend, and they

hereby do most earnestly recommend, that all the other auxili-

aries pursue, as far as practicable, the same course.

Resolved, That each member of this delegation will exert his

influence to have collections made at the monthly Sabbath-
school Concert, in the Union to which he belongs, for the pro-

motion of the cause of Sabbath-schools.

Resolved, That it is, in the opinion of this meeting, the duty
of every Society auxiliary to the American Sunday-school
Union, to make special and immediate exertion to raise and for-

w^ard to the Treasurer, the money now due to this Institution.

Resolved, That, in the opinion of this meeting, the time has
come when the American Sunday-school Union is called upon
by the Christian community, greatly to enlarge its operations in

the preparation and publication of suitable books for the Sun-
day-schools of our country ; to establish more extensively Sab-
bath-schools among our German population, and to commence
the translation of their publications into the German language;
to establish Sabbath-schools among our seamen and other

classes of people, who are not yet brought under the influence

of the Sabbath-school system ; and to employ an increased

number of energetic agents, with a view to raise the necessary
funds, and accomplish these measures. And that the delegates

composing this meeting will use their influence to induce the

auxiliaries which they represent, to aid in procuring the means
necessary to accomplish these objects.

Resolved, That it be recommended to the Board to make an
urgent appeal forthwith, to the friends of Sabbath-schools in

the principal cities and towns of our country, to obtain funds to

be immediately applied to extend with renewed zeal and energy,

the benefits of this Institution.

Resolved, That this meeting recommend to the Board, the

importance of adopting measures to excite in the minds of the

Officers and Managers of this Union not resident in this city,

a greater interest in the operations of this Institution, and a
greater sense of the responsibility which their official connexion
with this Union imposes upon them.

Resolved, That this meeting, deeply impressed with the im-

portance of more decided attention to our still greatly neglected
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seamen, rccomtncnd to the Board, the immediate establishment

of JSabbath-schools for adult seamen belonging to all the sea-

ports of our country.

Resolved, That this meeting recommend to the Board, the

employment of one or more men of suitable qualifications and
attainments, to aid the Publishing Committee in their continu-

ally increasing labours.

Resolved, That it be recommended to the Board to offer suit-

able premiums, for the purpose of enlisting more pens, to

increase the number of the publications of this Union.

Resolved, That this meeting, after having possessed and em-
ployed the most ample means of investigating the proceedings
of the American Sunday-school Union, do cordially and unan-
imously approve of the open and undisguised manner in which
its affairs have been conducted, and hereby express their high
commendation of the zeal, discretion, self-denial, and diligence

of its Board of Managers.
Signed by order of the meeting,

ROBERT CATHCART, Chairman,
ELIAS W. CRANE, Secretary.

Philadelphia, May 21, 1828.

SPECIAL MEETING.

The Delegates appointed to represent the Auxiliaries at the

fourth anniversary of the American Sunday-school Union, the

Managers of the said Union and several of the citizens of the

city of Philadelphia, assembled at the house of the American
Sunday-schoof Union on the evening of the 26th May, 1828.

Thomas Bradford Jr. Esq. was appointed Chairman, and Sam-
uel J. Robbins, Secretary.

The proceedings of the meeting of the Delegates on the 20th
and 21st inst. was read by the Corresponding Secretary. It

was on motion,

Resolved, That the Corresponding Secretary of the Ameri-
can Sunday-school Union be requested to inform this meeting,

of the state of the Society's means and its operations during
the past year. Whereupon the Corresponding Secretary gave
a view of the Society's operations and its wants.

He stated that the Union now has auxiliaries in each of the

United States and Territories, embracing under their care
259,000 Sunday-scholars, being an increase during the past
year of 85,000. That the amount of books issued from the

depository in the first year was
$4000

Second year 9000
Third year 19,250

Fourth year 63,650
B*
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That the Society commenced in 1824 with a capital, contri-

buted by the citizens of Philadelphia, of less than $5000. At
the close of the third year, the capital of the Society amounted
to $20,000, and it is now probably less than $25,000, exclusive

of the buildings. Of this sum the citizens of Philadelphia have
contributed nearly $20,000, besides $15,000 for the Society's

buildings, and loans to the amount of $35,000, making the total

sum of $70,000, the half of which is of course to be repaid

when the Society is able to do so. Besides this debt of $35,000,

the Society is indebted for paper, &c. to a large amount; yet

it should be here remarked that the debts due by the Society to

persons employed, (not less than 200 in number,) are punctually

paid at maturity. There is now due to the Society from aux-

iliary societies and individuals for books, about $20,000. The
demand for the Society's publications, and the large stock

which it is necessary to keep on hand to meet the demand
promptly, requires that the Society should have a capital larger,

by many thousands, than it now possesses. In conclusion, he
remarked that it was the intention of the Board, to charge such
prices on the books as would cover all the cost and charges, or

expenses of carrying on the business, and no more; and that

a large reduction in prices has been made during the past year.

The meeting was then addressed by the Rev. Lyman Beech-
er, D. D. of Boston, after which the Rev. Robert Baird offered

the following preamble and resolution

:

PREAMBLE.

Whereas, this meeting deems the success of the American
Sunday-school Union, to be intimately connected with the uni-

versal establishment, and predicted prosperity of the kingdom
of the Lord Jesus Christ upon the earth, and considers the

present time as highly auspicious for a far greater extension of
its operations, in order to meet the wants of our increasing

population, and the widening and ripening fields of usefulness

now presented to it, on which it may diffuse the blessing of the

Sabbath-school system among many classes that have not yet

experienced its blessings : And whereas, this meeting rejoice

to learn that the Delegates from Auxiliary Unions who attend-

ed the recent anniversary, have recommended that efforts

should be forthwith made to raise means in every part of our
country, to enable the Society to carry on its operations in a
manner, and to an extent, corresponding in some measure to

the magnitude and excellence of the object which it aims at

accomplishing; therefore

Resolved, That the American Sunday-school Union ought to

take immediate measures to establish, or cause, or procure to
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be established, Sabbath-schools in every place in the United
States and Territories, where there is a suflicieiit population.

Resolved, That with a view of accomplishing the objects set

forth in the preceding preamble and resolution, that a subscrip-

tion be now circulated in this meeting, and that we will pay to

the Treasurer of the American Sunday-school Union, on or
before the 1st day of April, 1829, the sums attached to our re-

spective names.
Remarks w^ere made by the Rev. Joel Parker, Delegate from

Genesee Union, Rev. Samuel Miller, D. D. Professor, &c. Dele-

gate from Princeton, New Jersey, Sunday-school Union ; Rev.
Dr. Cathcart, of York, Pennsvlvania ; Rev. John Sessions, of
Jefferson Co. New York, and Delegate from Western Sunday-
school Union ; Rev. Job F. Halsey, of New Jersey ; William
Williams, Esq. of Norwich, Connecticut ; Mr. Harvey Fiske,

of New Jersey, and several other gentlemen.

The preamble and resolution, having been unanimously
adopted, papers were then circulated, and subscriptions were
made to the amount of 84760, and referred to the Board to

solicit further aid ; and the meeting adjourned.

THOMAS BRADFORD, Jun. Chairman.

SAMUEL J. BOBBINS, Secretary.

Philadelphia^ May 2Qth, 1828.
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OFFICERS OF THE AMERICAN SUNDAY-SCHOOL UNION.—1828-29.

Fhesidekt.

ALEXANDER HENRY, Philadelphia.

Vice Phesidewts.

JOSEPH L. INGLTS, Philadelphia.

PAUL BECK, Jr. Philadelphia.

CHARLES CHAUNCEY, Philadelphia.

LEVI GARRETT, Philadelphia.

PETER HAWES, Esq. New York City.

Hox. CHARLES F. MERCER, Loudon, Virginia.

Hox. DAVID LAWRENCE MORRIL, Goffstoiun, New Hampshire.
Hon. CHARLES MARSH, Woodstock, Vermont.
Hon. NICHOLAS BROWN, Providence, Rhode Island.

TIMOTHY DWIGHT, Esq. New Haven, Connecticut.

Hox. STEPHEN VAN RENSSALAER, LL.D. Albany, New York.
GERRIT SMITH, Esq. Peterborough, New York.
Hon. THEODORE FRELINGHUYSEN, Newark, New Jersey.

ROBERT OLIVER, Esq. Baltimore, Maryland.
Dk. GEORGE JONES, Savannah, Georgia.

ALFRED HENEN, Esq. New Orleans, Louisiana.
Hon. JAMES H. PECK, Judge of the U. S. District Court, St. Louis, Mssouri.
Hox. EDWARD COLES, Vandalia, Illinois.

Hon. BUSHROD WASHINGTON, Justice of the Supreme Court of the United
States, Mount Vernon.

RICHARD DURYEE, Jr. Esq. New Brunswick, New Jersey.

WILLIAM ATKINSON, Esq. Rochester, New York.

CoL. GEORGE LOVE, Fauquier Co. Virginia.

Hon. WILLIAM REED, Marblehead, Massachusetts.

THOMAS CUMMINGS, Esq. Augusta, Georgia.

THOMAS NAPIER, Esq. Charleston, South Carolina.

WILLIAM KIRKPATRICK, Esq. Lancaster, Pennsylvania.

Hon. ALEXANDER THOMPSON, President JudgCy Uc. Chambersburg,
Pennsylvania.

Hon. ISAAC DAVIS, Smyrna, Delaware.

Hon. HENRY POTTER, Fayetteville, North Carolina.

Tbeasureb.

PAUL BECK, Jr. Philadelphia.

Sechitabies.

FREDERICK W. PORTER, Corresponding Secretary.

ABRAHAM MARTIN, Recording Secretary.
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Maitagers.

For one Year,

WILLIAM A. BUDD, E. W. SEELEY,
JOHN CLARK, CORNELIUS STEVENSON,
JOHN GODDARD, ABEL VINTON,
LEVI GARRETT, AMBROSE WHITE,

TIMOTHY D. WILLIAMS, New York City.

ROBERT ARMSTRONG, Baltimore^ Maryland.
GEORGE W. COE, Savannah, Georgia.

WILLIAM MAXWELL, Hew York City.

For two years.

HUGH DE HAVEN, THOMAS LATIMER,
JOSEPH H. DULLES, JOHN W. PETERS,
FREDERICK ERRINGER, SAMUEL J. ROBBINS,
JOSEPH P. ENGLES, WILLIAM H. RICHARDS.

WILLARD HALL, Wilmington, Del.

JOHN TAFPAN, Boston, Mass.

FRANCIS HALL, New York City.

THOMAS FLEMMING, Charleston, S. C.

For three Years.

JOHN M. ATWOOD, ALEXANDER COOK,
SOLOMON ALLEN, JOHN OWEN,
JOHN FARR, JOHN C. PECHIN,
JAMES B. LONGACRE, JOSEPH S. WALTER,

THOMAS STOKES, of fhe City ofNew York.
GEORGE BURNETT, Cincinnaiiy Ohio.

THEODORE SPENCER, Jubum, Nm Y&rh.
GEORGE HEAD, Soston^ Mm,
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TREASURER'S REPORT.

The Treasurer of the American Sunday-school Union respect-

fully reports—that from the 1st of May, 1827, to the 1st of

May, 1828, he has received and paid the following amounts,
VIZ.

1827, Mav, Rec
<( June, *

(( July,
t( August, *

(( Sept. «<

(C Oct. '

tc Nov. *

n Dec.
1829 Jan. *•

(( Feb.
(( March, *'

(( April,

GENERAL FUND.

Rec'd, from F. W. Porter, Cor. Sec. §3,000 00
2,200 00

« 7,500 00
« 6,400 00
« 7,500 00
» 7,500 00
« 4,700 00
« 6,500 00
« 7,400 00
«* 7,200 00
« 4,800 00
«* 6,900 00

for check short paid at bank, 44

Paid from 1st of May, 1827, to 1st of May, 1828,
No. 1 to 481=481 orders, amounting' to

Paid 10 orders dated April, 1827,

71,600 44

69,907 15
1,208 65

-71,115 80

MISSIONARY FUND.

Received from F. W. Porter, from 1st of May, 1827,
to 1st May, 1828,

Paid 19 orders, L to Z, and A a to D d.

900 00
848 18

484 64

51 82

'Fhiladelphiay May 1, 1828.

Balance on hand 1st of May, 1828, §536 46

PAUL BECK, Jr., Treasurer.

The Committee of Accounts have examined the Annual Re-
port of Paul Beck, Jr., Esq., Treasurer of the American Sun-
day-school Union, and compared the same with the vouchers,

and find it correct, exhibiting a balance in his hands on account

of the general fund, of four hundred eighty-four dollars sixty-

four cents, and a balance of fifty-one dollars eighty-tw^o cents

on account of the Missionary Fund.
ABLE VINTON,
E. W. SEELEY,
JOHN CLARKE,

Committee of Accounts.
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ANNUAL REPORT.

The stones which were taken out of the midst of Jordan,

when its waters were cut off, so that the ark and the priests

and the people of God might pass over,—were to serve as a

memorial unto the children of Israel for ever—to remind them
that it was the Lord their God who dried up the waters, and
who caused the heart of all the kings of the land to melt, so

that there was spirit in them no more. For a like purpose,

your Board of Managers present a summary of the last year's

proceedings, as well to excite your gratitude, as to give new
impulse to your efforts.

The number of publications has been as follows

:

To supply Sunday-school libraries, - - - Vols. 447,000
Other publications, such as Bibles, Testaments,

Question-books, Catechisms, Hymn-books,
and apparatus for Sunday and Infant schools, - 237,740

Copies of the Magazine, 36,250

Copies of the Youth's Friend, . - - . 157,000

Amounting to 877,990

publications, (exclusive of 462,600 reward
tickets,) and making the whole number of

copies of works printed by the Society dur-

ing the five years, - 6,098,89f)

The principles on which the business of this department of

our labour is conducted, were fully disclosed in our last Report.

They are those of charity and good will to all who " love our

Lord Jesus Christ in sincerity.'^ So long as this blessed bond
is preserved inviolate, we trust, no weapon formed against us

wmII be suffered to prosper ; but that we shall be so guided by
the wisdom which cometh from above, as to deserve the confi-

dence and answer the reasonable expectations of the commu-
nity.

The supply of Sunday-school books, of course, increases the

demand for them, and the manner of reading them often dimin-

ishes their usefulness'. It is to be expected, that in the gradual
improvement of the system, teachers will learn to select books
with more discrimination, and to make the reading of them
more profitable. There is danger that an appetite for new books

because they are new, will be made more eager by indulgence,



and the only way of obviating the evil, without losing the good,
is to make every child read every book in a thorough and in-

telligent manner.
The broad impress which we wish all our books to bear, is

that of vital, active, elevated piety,—leading children to the

knowledge and fear of God, and to a cheerful observance of all

His commands. And, blessed be His name, He has not left us

without evidence that some of them, in connexion with faithful,

gospel instruction, have been instrumental in making many
children wise unto salvation. To what extent this has been the

case, we may know when time shall be no more.
It cannot, however, be supposed that this desirable character

and tendency will be possessed in an equal degree by every
publication ; nor is it reasonable to expect that the present wide
and urgent demand would be satisfied, at once, with such as are

in all respects unexceptionable.

The prospect of an ultimate supply of true Sunday-school
books has never been so flattering as it is at this moment, and
measures are in progress to ensure all that the friends of the

Institution, in any section of the country, can ask at your
hands.

Among other measures, the Board recently authorized the

Committee of Publication to offer premiums for such books, as

in their opinion, will advance the moral and religious education

of the young. This course has already produced encouraging
results.

The Society's Magazine continues to enjoy the confidence of

those for whose use it is published. Though there are no means
of ascertaining the extent of its circulation among Sunday-
school teachers, it is probably altogether disproportioned to their

number. Hereafter, it will be made more entirely what its title

indicates—a Magazine for Sunday-school teachers. Much ex-

pense has just been incurred by your Board, in obtaining for it

exclusive editorial care, and it is hoped, that a wider circulation

will not only ensure its support, but make it the means of giving

more character, intelligence, and system, to all .the Sunday-
school operations of our country.

There is now due on the subscription book of this periodical,

the sum of 82737, and the largest sum due from any one in-

dividual is probably less than six dollars. Such a weight of

embarrassment as this delinquency occasions, would sink it for

ever, were it not upheld by those who feel its importance.

Besides the " Youth's Friend," which we believe is truly what
its title denotes, we have commenced the publication of a smal-

ler work, the " Infants' Mapazine." These, if not means of

revenue, are, as we have reason to believe, means of extensive

good. Humble and unpretending as they are, and difficult as



is the art of preparing food for babes in knowledge, we,trust
they have caused many infant hearts to feel desires and forna

resolutions which shall have a happy bearing on their eternal

destinies.

There have been employed fourteen Sunday-school mission-

aries, belonging to five different denominations. We know not

but all of them have faithfully served their master in this voca-
tion.

We have paid for their labour and expenses, - - $2,995 90
Towards balancing which, there has been received

in donations and from auxiliary societies, on ad-

mission, the sutn of, - - - 8044 32
From Sunday-school Monthly Concert

collections, 103 92 748 24

Leaving the missionary fund in arrear, - - $2,247 66

and showing that your Board have been compelled to withdraw
from their general fund (though every dollar of it is needed in

their ordinary business) nearly three-fourths of the whole
amount expended for the support of this department.

The success which has attended this branch of our business

is full of encouragement, and the receptron of the missionaries

by those to whom they have been sent, affords abundant evi-

dence that they were needed. In the western and southern
states particularly, their progress has been marked by the kind-

ness, liberality, and co-operation of the community, and the

warmest gratitude has been expressed to your Board for such
acceptable tokens of their remembrance.
Never has the demand for missionaries been more imperious,

—never has their reception been more cordial,—never has their

labour been crowned with more abundant success, than during
the past year. Shall it be again said, that the total amount re-

ceived from all sources for your missionary fund, is less than
eight hundred dollars '(

The Rev. Mr. Boyd, who has so acceptably to the Board, and
to the community, occupied the post of General Agent, for

eighteen months, has signified his desire to be discharged after

the first of July, when the Rev. Robert Baird, who has been
elected to fill the vacancy, will enter upon the duties of that

important office.

Besides the General Agent, the Board have authorized the

appointment of three other persons, one of whom has been
labouring in Maryland, another has met with most encouraging
success in Georgia, and the third, the Rev. Mr. Eveleth, of the

Baptist denomination, after a short season of judicious, concil-

iating, and successful labour, has been taken from us, and we
1*



shall see his face no more. The memory of such a man is

among our most precious treasures.

The amount received in donations, &c. has been 85,964 22
and a considerable amount in the form of pledges and subscrip-

tions is yet to be realized.

Our general intelligence furnishes us with new evidence, that

in the economy of God's grace, Sunday-schools and revivals of
religion are closely connected. An examination of the returns

of auxiliaries shows the whole number of schools to be 5,901 ;

of teachers, 52,663 ; of scholars, 349,202 ; of teachers profess-

ing religion, 930 ; of scholars professing religion, 1,169; and
234,587 volumes in Sunday-school libraries. Showing an in-

crease during the year of 19,907 teachers, and 89,546 scholars.

TABLE,
Showing the items of which the above totals are constituted, and which is as com*

plete as our imperfect returns nvill enable us to make it.

NAMES OF STATES.
'0

'0

2 2^ « bo

n«
Ui Ui Cfi 02 k:

>

Maine, 250 2,000 .13,000 23 157 tl,000
New Hampshire, 310 3,100 12,391 1,871

Vermont, 284 1,793 11,688 23 139 3,400
* Massachusetts, 321 5,041 36,501 58,420
Rhode Island, 29 446 3,728 17 t5,000
Connecticut, 161 3,792 20,450 3 58 5,414
New York, 2,512 18,662 114,410 381 380 7. ,833
New Jersey, 298 2,8 6 20,752 27 4 1

' ,459
Pennsylvania, 620 5,283 44,192 144 158 14,669
Delaware, 67 462 4,136 7 9 3,890
Maryland, 157 1,695 14,371 8 2 6,200
Virginia, 94 1,224 7,630 53 47 3,494
North Carolina, 52 503 2,938 9 1 2,238
South Carolina, * SO 328 2,095

4,433

20 15 t),5J0

Georg-ia, 90 697 30 22 2.9^7
Alabama, 26 230 1,558 19 14 1,459
Mississippi, . 9 47 316
Louisiana, 6 .36 570
Tennessee, 43 339 2,942 5 25 850
Kentucky, 20 253 1,697 18 8 1,321
Ohio, 276 2,313 16,910 67 95 14,547
Indiana, 100 741 5,651 6 8 6,990
Illinois and>
Missouri, 3

106 472 3,697 15,000

Arkansas, 2 18 146 5 150
Michigan Territory, 1 23 160 1 1 390
Florida, 2 11 111
District of Columbia,

Total,

28 348 2,729 62 26 1,855

5,901 52.66:-) 349,202 930 1,169 234,587

* No returns. t Estimated numbers.



The latest intelligence from abroad authorizes us to estimate

the whole number of children in Christendom, now receiving

Sunday-school instruction, at 1,567,000.

The report of the treasurer shows the amount of our annual

receipts to have been S76,800 GO
And the expenditures have amounted to - 76,574 69

The total amount^of sales during the year has been '58,273 57
And so great has been the reduction of the prices of books,

which the Board have authorized, that the business of the

Society during the year, will be barely sufficient to pay current

expenses and cover probable losses.

The Society's buildings remain in the same state as when
the last annual report was made, and the accounts show a re-

duction of the debt amounting to $2,796 96, leaving $23,400,

still on loan and mortgage.
The amount of donations to the building during the year, has

been $1,643, making the whole amount received for this pur-

pose 817,024 94. If the present rents continue, the debt now
due will not be absorbed by any existing means, in much less

than eleven years; and it seems important to us, that this long

period should be abridged. It may be done by a single eftbrt,

and when done, will add much to the stability and efficiency of

our plans.

Our auxiliaries, whose various success will be found detailed

in the appendix, are moving onward with steady steps, to the

accomplishment of their high purpose. Many of the town and
count}' societies, which once went to swell our catalogue, have
associated under some more extensive organization; but our
relation to them, though changed in form, remains unchan ed
in all that unites Christian hearts in Christian enterprises. We
cannot think of the fifteen Sunday-school periodicals now issued

in our country, and of the missionaries and agents who ate
traversing its various districts, to make know^n the worth, and
promote the establishment of Sunday-schools, without strong
feelings of gratitude and encouragement.

This review of our operations connects itself with the contem-
plation o[w/iat is to be done. And, it is obvious that the collection

of the large amount due to the Society for books, periodicals,

&c., and the incumbrance still existing upon its property, will

require vigilant attention.

Teachers, in whose fitness and success we cannot but feel a
deep interest, must be awakened to a more just sense of their

responsibilities. To this end, their improvement in the science
of teaching must become a more distinct and prominent object
of tthe Board. We must look more directly and steadily at

their defects and hinderances; and in dependence upon God's
blessing, must seek the enlargement and elevation of their



views, and their Encouragement in their labour of love. In the

use of all the means aflbrded by Sabbath-school periodicals,

which record the opinions and experience of their fellow la-

bourers—in the diligent study of the Bible, which discloses the
moral character, the wants, and the destinies of man.; and in

the exercise of secret and social prayer, which brings them to

the fountain of wisdom, of strength, and of aternal love ; they
must be persuaded to qualify themselves for their most interest-

ing and delightful occupation. And we cannot leave this topic

without submitting a single suggestion to reflecting and observ-
ing men in the United States. We ask them to estimate (as

far as it can be done by a pecuniary standard) the amount which
Sunday-school teachers contribute to educate our 'popidation.—
There are 52,663 teachers in connexion with our Society, and
now engaged in this work, and some of them we know to be
men and women, whose services in such an undertaking, your
money would not purchase. But at thirty-three cents a Sab-
bath, which was the established rate, when Sunday-school
teachers, as at the first, were paid, their compensation would
amount to ni\e huxdred Ax\d three thousand, six hundred
AND NiNETv-SEVEN DOLLARS annually.

Sunday-school missionaries must be obtained, and our means
of providing and sustaining them must be greatly multiplied.

Every day deepens our conviction that missionaries and Sun-
day-schools were designed for each other. Is your purpose
to inform the community that Sunday-schools deserve encour-
agement, you may accomplish it by circulars and journals;

but if it is to bless them with the institution itself, nothing can
be substituted for a true hearted Sunday-school missionary.

On this subject no misapprehension must be hazarded. When
we send out a missionary, it is on an errand of unmingled kind-

ness. We seek for men of piety, zeal, prudence, and fidelity;

and their commission contains all their authority. It requires

them to establish Sunday-schools where they are most needed,

to visit those in operation, to revive those that languish, and, by
all proper means, to make known the plans, promote the object,

and extend the usefulness of the Institution. They are required

to avoid all vain disputation, and all improper reflections upon
any denomination of Christians differing from their own; and
thus are they to convince the world, that they have at heart,

not the interests of a sect or party, but the glory of God and
the. happiness of mankind. They are moreover directed to

impress the teachers and managers of schools with the import-

ance of aiming in all their instructions, to give their pupils a

knowledge of the Bible, and of their duty to God, their parents,

brothers, sisters, school-mates, and mankind; and to urge them
to repent of their sins and believe in the Lord Jesus Christ,
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Their authority in relation to our pecuniary interests, is only to

receive fifnds when private donations or public collections are

voluntarily made. On this broad ground all our missionaries

are placed, and whatever proceedings and propositions of theirs,

are at variance with this principle, are neither desired nor sanc-

tioned by this Board.

In this connexion, if the present circumstances would justify

it, we would take pleasure in spreading before you evidence of

the moral condition and prospects of the western world. It

comes from those w^ho " speak that they do know, and tes-

tify that they have seen.^^ It would not, indeed, be uniform in its

character, but it would refresh you wnth the sight of ^'waters

breaking out in the wilderness, and streams in the desert ; of
Hvers opened in high places^ andfountains iii the midst of the

calleys.'' We cannot forbear, however, to record here, and
wherever the opportunity presents itself, our firm persuasion

that the responsibility for the moral character and influence of

our w^ESTERN POPULATION rcsts to a fearful extent on the American
Sunday-school Union, The momentous decision, as to what that

character and influence shall be, must be made before our day
of effort closes; and if not made on the side of truth and sound
morality—a tide of desolation will roll back from their rivers

and valleys, before which Bible, Tract, and Missionary Societies,

mighty as they are, w^ll be swept away, and with our beloved

Sunday-school Union, be lost in the overwhelming torrent.

It was the deep sense of this responsibility which recently

led your Board to establish a depository at Cincinnati, in Ohio;
and to the adoption of vigorous measures to make it the foun-

tain of many streams that shall gladden the city of our God.
Connected with the efforts with which our measures have been
instantly seconded and sustained there, we have every hope that

our enterprise will be crowned with complete success ; and
the results of complete success in such an enterprise Mere, every
Christian, patriot, and philanthropist, must long to behold.

To the emotions which this rapid sketch must excite, we
trust there will be added the serious and deliberate determina-

tion on the part of every friend to the cause, throughout the

land, to put forth new efforts for its advancement. The tongue

of the eloquent man may charm and animate us—the removal
of friends and fellow labourers may startle us—and a view of

the wretchedness and misery of man, as a moral being, may
move our compassion and excite our sympathy,—but, under
God, the prosperity of our cause is with that man who denies

himself, takes up his cross, and follows Jesus.

It is said of the labourers upon a less glorious and durable

edifice than ours, that ^^ they which builded the wall and they

that bare burdens, with those that laded, every one, with one of

I
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his hands, wrought in the work, and with the other hand held a
weapon" Blessed be God, such a work as ours defends itself,

and our only weapon is the ^' sword of IsraeVs excellency"

TREASURER'S REPORT.

The Treasurer of the American Sunday-school Union respect-

fully reports—that from the 1st of May, 1828, to the 1st of

May, 1821), he has received and paid the following amounts,
viz.

GENERAL FUND.

1828, May 1, Balance in the Treasury this clay, §484 64
«< " Rec'd, from F. W. Porter, Cor, Sec. $6,050

< « 3,500
«* « 6,800
" « 7,100
*' « 9,700
*' «' 10,200
«* «« 5,009 30
" « 5,300

7,703
" « 3,500.
" « 6,540 70
" « 4,000

75,400

(I June, <(

C( July, ((

<( August, (C

(C Sept. (<

(( Oct. ((

(( Nov. <(

« Dec. ((

82 9 Jan. ((

it Feb. ((

{( March, ((

(( April, ((

May 1, 1828, to May 1, 1829, paid 391 orders,

Nos. 1 to 391, amounting to 75,222 96

75.884 64

661 68

MISSIONARY FUND.

Received from F. W. Porter, Cor. Sec. from
May 1, 1828, to May 1, 1829, §1,400

Balance in the Treasury on May 1, 1828, 51 82
1,451 82

Paid 17 orders, A to Q, 1,351 73
100 09

$761 77
Errors excepted.

Philadelphia, May 12, 1829.

PAUL BECK, Jr., Treasurer.

The Committee of Accounts have examined the accounts of

Paul Beck, Jr., Esq., Treasurer of the American Sunday-school

Union, and find there was a balance in his hands, on the 1st of

May, 1829, to the credit of the General Fund, of six hundred
and sixty-one dollars, and sixty-eight cents; and to the credit

of the Missionary Fund, one hundred dollars, and nine cents.

E. W. SEELEY, Chairman,

Philadelphia, May 26, 1829.

JOHN CLARK,
JOSEPH P. ENGLES.
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FIFTH ANNIVERSARY.

The fifth annual meeting of the Society, was held in tlic

church in Washington Square, Philadelphia, on Tuesday, the

26th of May, 1829, at half past three o'clock, P. M.
Alexander Henry, Esq., President of the Society, took the

chair at a quartei; before four, and the exercises were com-
menced with prayer by the Rev. Jacob J. Janeway, D. D., Pro-

fessor, &c., in the Theological Seminary of the Presbyterian

Church of Pittsburg, Pa. The following hymn, written for the

occasioxi, was then sung by about two hundred children in the

gallery of the church.

HYMN.

Jesus, angel-bands adore thee.

In the house of praise, above;
Children, we, on earth before thee,

Feebly strive to lisp thy love.

Chorus—We would join our hallelujahs

With the angel-harps above.

Son of David ! thou hast kindly

Shown thyself the children's friend;

And for those that seek thee early,

Thou hast blessings without end.

Then in long and loud hosannas,
Shall our praise to thee ascend.

Jesus ! O for hearts to praise thee,

Serve thee—ever live for thee!

We, thy children, would embrace thee,

Love thee, thine for ever be

!

Jesus, thou hast died to save us

!

Jesus, we would live for thee

!

Jesus, now thy presence grant us

—

*

Bless our parents, teachers, friends;

In thy fear and favour keep us,

Till hfe's changing season ends.

Then admit us where thy worship.
In one ceaseless song ascends.

Saviour! shed thy balm of healing

On this world of sin and wo;
All the springs of raptur'd feeling,

Burst and bid them widely flow.

Praise him, praise him, all ye nations.

Him that saves from sin and wo

!
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The Treasurer, Paul Beck, Jr. Esq., read his annual report,

and the preceding annual report of the Board of Managers,
was read by the Rev. Stephen H. TyxVg, of the Episcopal
church of Pliiladelphia; after which the following resolutions

were proposed and adopted.

On motion of the Rev. Edward D. Griffin, D. D., Pr^ident
of Williams College, of the Congregational church, seconded by
the Rev. B. B. Smith, of the Episcopal church, of Philadelphia,

Resolved, That the annual report of the Board of Managers,
be accepted, and pubHshed under their direction.

On motion of D. M. Reese, M. D., of the Methodist Episcopal
church, of New York City, seconded by the Rev. Augustus
PoMROY, of Gallia, Ohio,

Resolved, That this meeting regard Sunday-schools as a
powerful auxiliary in imparting religious instruction to the

rising generation of our country.

On motion of the Rev. Thomas De Witt, D. D., of the Re-
formed Dutch church, of New York, seconded by the Rev. R.

W. Cushmax, of the Baptist church, of Philadelphia,

Resolved, That the American Sunday-school Union, from its

truly catholic character, merits, and should receive, the cordial

support of all denominations of Christians.

The services on the interesting occasion were concluded by

singing the following hymn.

HYMN.
Praise the Lord, who reigns in heaven,

For a living, deathless soul

;

Praise to his blest name be given,

W^hile eternal ages roll.

Praise to him who dwells in glory,

^'or the gift of Christ the Lord,

And that all the wondrous story.

Is recorded in his word.

Low before his footstool bending,
• We would praise th' incarnate God,

For the grace on us descending

Through his own most precious blood.

For our Sunday-school we bless thee :

By our teachers' tender care,

We are taught to know and love thee.

And to breathe an infant's prayer.

Be thy love our choicest treasure •

While we sojourn here below;

Be thy praise our dearest pleasure,—

.

From our hearts, Lord, let it flow.

After which the benediction was pronounced by Bishop

Chase, of Ohio* I
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OFFICERS OF THE AMERICAN SUNDAY-SCHOOL UNION.—1828-29.

Phesident. !

ALEXANDER HENRY, Philadelphia.

Vice Pbesidewts.

JOSEPH L. INGLIS, Philadelphia.

PAUL BECK, Jr. Philadelphia.

CHARLES CHAUNCEY, Philadelphia.

WILLIAM H. RICHARDS, Philadelphia.

PETER HAWES, Esq. New York City.

Hox. CHARLES F. MERCER, Loudon, Virginia.

TIMOTHY DWIGHT, Esq. New Haven, Connecticut.

Hon. STEPHEN VAN RENSSALAER, LL.D. Albany, New York.
Hon. NICHOLAS BROWN, Providence, Rhode Island.

GERRIT SMITH, Esq. Peterborough, New York.
Hon. THEODORE FRELINGHUYSEN, Newark, Ntw Jersey.

ROBERT OLIVER, Esq. Baltimore, Maryland.
ALFRED HENBN, Esq. New Orleans, Louisiana.

Hon. BUSHROD WASHINGTON, Justice of the Supreme Court of iht United
States, Mount Vernon.

RICHARD DURYEE, Jr. Esq. New Brunswick, New Jersey.

Hon. WILLIAM REED, Marblehead, Massachusetts,

THOMAS CUMMINGS, Esq. Augusta, Georgia.

Hon. HEMAN LINCOLN, Massachusetts.

CHARLES EDMESTON, Esq. Charleston, South Carolina.

WILLIAM KIRKPATRICK, Esq. Lancaster, Pennsylvania.
Hon. ALEXANDER THOMPSON, Chambersburg, Pennsylvania.
Hon. ISAAC DAVIS, Smyrna, Delaware.

Hon. henry POTTER, Fayelteville, N&rth Carolina.

JOHM M'LEAN, Justice of the Supreme Court of the United Statest Cincinnati,
Ohio.

,

JOHN TILFORD, Esq. Kentucky.

Doctor BOND, Baltimore, Md.
Hon. JOHN VOSE, Pembroke, N. H.
"WILSON LUMPKIN, Esq. Oglethorpe, Georgia.

Tbeasurer.

PAUL BECK, Jr. Philadelphia.

Secretaries.

FREDERICK \V. PORTER, CorrespoJiding Secretary.
FREDERICK A. PACKARD. Recording Secretary.

2
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Maxagehs.

For one Year.

MATTHEW ANDERSON, THOMAS LATIMER,
JOSEPH H. DULLES, JOHN W. PETERS,
FREDERICK ERRINGER, SAMUEL J. ROBBINS,
JOSEPH P. ENGLES, Vacant.

WILLARD HALL, Wllmhigton, Del.
JOHN TAPPAN, Boston, Mass.
FRANCIS HALL, New York Cilrj.

THOMAS FLEMMING, Vharlestony S. C.

For two Years.

JOHN M. ATWOOD, ALEXANDER COOK,
SOLOMON ALLEN, JOHN OWEN,
JOHN FARR, JOHN C PECHIN,
JAMES B. LONGACRE, JOSEPH S. WALTER,

THOMAS STOKES, New York City.

GEORGE BURNETT, Cincinnati, Ohio.

THEODORE SPENCER, Jiubum, New York,
GEORGE HEAD, Boston, Mass.

For three Years.

AMBROSE WHITE, JOHN GODDARD,
CORNELIUS STEVENSON, JOHN CLARK,
THOMAS T. SMILEY, E. W. SEELEY,
ABEL VINTON, A. MARTIN,

TIMOTHY D. WILLL\MS, New York City.

ROBERT KT^^l^TRO'SG,' Baltimore, Maryland.
GEORGE W. COE, Savannah, Georgia.

SAMUEL T. M'CRAKEN, Lancaster, Ohio.
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The following extract from a late pamphlet, written by Dr. Albxandbh,
of Princeton, N. J., is placed here that it may receive the attention of those

for whom it is designed, and who may see it in no other form. It is

AN APPEAL

MINISTERS OF THE LORD JESUS CHRIST.

Dear Brethrex,
I scarcely know a pastoral duty of higher responsibility, than

to lend your utmost aid and influence to give efficiency and a
right direction to Sunday-schools within the limits of your
parishes and your vicinity. Providence has provided you with

a piece of moral machinery, which it will not answer for you
to leave in the hands of others. They may direct it well, or

they may not; but as it is to operate on the youth of your
charge, for whom you have an account to give, you ought
yourself to attend to its operation. You ought to be solicitously

attentive to, and be found in the midst of, all Sabbath-schools

"within your own charge—watching, from week to week, with
that deep interest and anxiety which you cannot but feel, the

course of instruction—the conduct and character of teachers

and scholars—and the progress and prospects of the school;

admonishing in love and pastoral faithfulness the labourers who
may seem to be serious—giving encouragement to the faithful,

and a word of exhortation to all. Thus you will make one of
their number,—you will be intimately acquainted and connected
with all their plans and proceedings, and may exercise over
them all the kind care and salutary influence which belong to

your place and duty, and for which they will return kindness,

confidence, and gratitude. It is this faithful, constant, official

inspection, which the officers and managers of the American
Sunday-school Union greatly desire to see exercised over their

schools by every minister of the Lord Jesus Christ;—they feel

as if this was the right and province and*dutyof ministers, and
they have often mourned over the distance which has seemed
to separate the chieflabourers in the vineyard from those whose
design, responsibility, and success are so nearly allied to their

own. Others may perform the laborious parts of the service,

but it belongs to you, and it behooves you, to inspect these

schools, and see that nothing is inculcated which is contrary
to sound doctrine, and that no spirit of wild fanaticism is intro-

duced by ignorant zealots. As a watchman on the walls of

Zion, you cannot, you must not remain an indifferent spectator
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of this powerful system. It will go forward whether you lend
your assistance or not; but it is your incumbent duty to give it

direction, so far as its operation affects those under your care.

Why is it that some of you, my brethren, have so little discerned
the signs of the times, as not to perceive, that a mightier moral
engine has not been set in operation for ages 1 That it affords

to the faithful pastor greater facilities for the instruction of ffis

people than any thing before discovered ? And is it possible

that any of you have paid no serious attention to the progress
of Sunday-schools, and have given no effectual aid to their

establishment in your parishes'^ or that, having them there,

you are contented that they may take their course, and who-
ever will, may have the superintendance of their instruction?

I confess, I do not see how any man having the care of souls,

can reconcile it to his conscience, or how he will answer it to

his Master, if he continues to be indifferent to this important
concern. But it is not sufficient that you approve the institu-

tion, and speak well of it, and give free consent to its introduc-

tion into your parish : much more than this is incumbent on
you, and expected from you. It is a duty, the obligation of

which you cannot evade, to give your personal aid and coun-

sel to carry on this important work. Many ministers begin to

have their eyes opened to see this business in a far different

light from what they formerly did ; and beginning to look upon
Sunday-schools as the most important auxiliaries to their great

work of rescuing immortal souls from everlasting destruction:

and I hope the time is at hand, when every clergyman and every
church-officer, will be found taking an active and a leading part

in the affairs of this institution, so far as it is connected with

their respective churches.
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PROCEEDINGS

At the Sixth Anniversary of the American Sunday-school Union.

SUNDAY-SCHOOL SERMON.

By the request of the Board of Managers of the American
Sunday-school Union, a sermon was preached, on the evening

preceding the anniversary, by the Rev. Dr. Wayland, Presi-

dent of Brown University^ (R. I.) from Matthew vi. 10—" Thy
kingdom come.'^

The just and important views which were illustrated and en-

forced, with great eloquence and power, in this sermon, will,

we are persuaded, make a deep impression on the public mind

;

and it is hoped the Rev. preacher will comply with the re-

quest of the Board, and furnish a copy for the press.

ANNIVERSARY SERVICES.

The sixth anniversary of the American Sunday-school Union
was held in the church, Washington Square, on Tuesday after-

noon, May 25, 1830.

The president, Alexander Henry, Esq. took the chair pre-

cisely at half past three. The Rev. G. W. Ridgely, Chaplain
U. S. Navy, commenced the exercises by reading the 117th

Psalm, which was sung by a choir of children.

The blessing of God upon the services of the occasion, was
then implored by the Rev. Dr. Alexander, of New Jersey.

The following hymn was then sung by the children

:

Lord we are spared again to meet
On this rejoicing day

;

To bow before thy mercy-seat

—

To praise thee, and to pray.

Many, since last we gathered here,

Have passed away like flowers;

—

Perhaps, before another year.

Their dwelling may be ours

!



To Jesus every eye we raise,

On him for mercy rest

;

Young children, in his earthly days,

He folded to his breast.

Our sinful hearts we hither bring,

His pardoning love to crave

—

Then where, O Death ! will be thy sling?

And where thy victory. Grave ?

The Annual Report of the financial transactions of the So-
ciety was then read by the Treasurer, Paul Beck, Jun. Esq.
and will be published in connexion with the report of the Board
of Managers, which was read by their Secretary.

On motion of the Rev. Stephen H. Tyng, of the Episcopal
Church of Philadelphia, seconded by the Rev. W. T. Brantly,
of the Baptist Church of Philadelphia,

Resolved^ That the annual report of the Board of Managers
be accepted and published under their direction.

On motion of R. Wilkinson, Esq. of Poughkeepsie, N. Y.
seconded by the Rev. J. Beecher, of the German Reformed
Church of Virginia,

Resolved, That the review of the transactions of the Society

during the past year, which is presented in the annual report, is

calculated to excite our gratitude, and animate our hopes.

On motion of the Rev. Francis Wayland, D. D. President of
Brown University, Rhode Island, seconded by Richard Du-
RYEE, Jun. Esq., of New Jersey,

Resolved, That the obstacles to the universal establishment

of Sunday-schools are such as, under the blessing of God, can
be easily and only surmounted by the concentrated efforts of
the wise and good.

The 23d hymn in the Sunday-school Teacher's Hymn Book
was then sung by a choir of Sunday-school children.

On motion of the Rev. Thomas McAuley, D. D. L. L. D. of

the Presbyterian Church of Philadelphia, seconded by the Rev.
Lyman Beecher, D. D. of the Congregational Church of Massa-
chusetts,

Resolved, That the American Sunday-school Union, in re-

liance upon divine aid, will, within two years, establish a

Sunday-school in every destitute place where it is practi-

cable, throughout the Valley of the Mississippi.

The Benediction was then pronounced by the Rev. Dr. Fiske,

Moderator of the General Assembly of the Presbyterian

Church.
Addresses were delivered by the Rev. Mr. Tyng, and by the

Rev. Drs. McAuley and Beecher. The last resolution, moi-e



important in its consequences probably than any previous act

of the Society, was adopted by a unanimous vole, expressed

by the rising of a congregation of more than two thousand

people.

MEETING OF DELEGATES.
The resolution offered by the Rev. Dr. McAuley, for supply-

ing the destitute places in the Valley of the Mississippi with
Sunday-schools, occasioned a very full meeting on Tuesday
evening in the lecture room in Cherry Street, composed of dele-

gates from auxiliary societies, clergymen of different denomi-
nations, and friends of Sunday-schools generally.

Robert Ralston, Esq. of Philadelphia, was called to the chair,

and.«lhe Rev. George Boyd, of the Episcopal Church, Philadel-

phia, was appointed Secretary.

The throne of grace was addressed by the Rev. Dr. Rice of
New York.
A letter was read from Alexander Henry, Esq., apologizing

for his unavoidable absence from the meeting.

The object of the meeting was then briefly stated by Mr.
Baird, Agent of the American Sunday-school Union. Infor-

mation of the most interesting character was then communi-
cated by gentlemen present, w^ho reside in different parts of the

Valley of the Mississippi. Among them were the Rev. Messrs.
Hamilton, of Kentucky; Potts, of Missouri, and Jennings, of
Mississippi. Dr. Beecher of Massachusetts also addressed the

meeting. Some highly interesting facts were stated by Dr.
Cornelius, Secretary of the American Education Society, who
travelled through that part of our country a few months since.

It was proposed that subscriptions should be made at once
for the means of accomplishing the enterprise ; and it was
stated that a gentleman in New York, had pledged to the So-
ciety, the sum of four thousand dollars, to be appropriated, in a
prescribed form, to this high and sacred purpose, if the Society
would resolve upon it the present year.

A gentleman of Philadelphia, then addressed the meeting,
and expressed his conviction that the contemplated effort re-

quired and would justify the most determined, vigorous and
liberal measures; and closed his remarks by stating that he
would make a like proposition in every respect with that made
by the gentleman in JVew York, provided three other gentlemen
would do the same.

Individual subscriptions were then received to the Jl^unt of
more than two thousand dollars.

1*



The following resolutions were then offered in the order in

"which they are printed, and were adopted:

Resolved, That in the opinion of this meeting, it is highly im»
portant, in view of the special effort to supply the Valley of the

Mississippi, to obtain, as far as possible, the voluntary services

of ministers of the gospel, as agents in promoting this great
enterprise; and farther, that it is desirable that the- offer of such
services should be made during the continuance of the various
ministers of the gospel now in this city.

Resolved, That it is important, in the opinion of this meeting,
that ministers of the gospel who do not reside west of the

mountains, should use their exertions to raise the necessary
funds for carrying this object into execution.

Messrs. Solomon Allen, Ambrose White, Joseph L. Inglis,

Dr. Matthew Anderson, W. H. Richards, John Farr, and Cor-
nelius Stevenson, were then appointed a committee to solicit

subscriptions.

A resolution was finally passed, recommending the great
work on which the American Sunday-school Union have enter-

ed, to the fervent prayers of all who desire the success of the
measure.
The exercises were closed with prayer, by Dr. Cornelius.

SUBSEQUENT PROCEEDINGS
Respecting the Valley of the Mississippi,

On Monday afternoon, May 31st, the General Assembly of
the Presbyterian Church then in session, received a letter from
the Managers of the American Sunday-school Union, accom-
panied with a copy of tiie resolutions, respecting the Mississippi

Valley, and requesting that the Assembly would take such
measures as in their judgment might seem best for the promo-
tion of this important object. Whereupon the Assembly passed
the following resolution

:

Resolved, That it be earnestly recommended to the pastors

and sessions of all our churches and congregations to present

this subject to their people, and solicit their prayers, and labours,

and contributions to aid the Society in the accomplishment of

this important work.
On the evening of the same day, a number of the friends of

Sunday-schools assembled in the lecture room of the church on
Washington Square, for the purpose of concerting measures
for carrying into effect the resolution which had already excit-

ed so much interest.

Ue^9Vm, A. M'Dowell, of Charleston, S. C, was called to

the chair, and Rev. James W, Alexander, of Trenton, JV. J., was
appointed Secretary.

I



After prayer by Dr. Mcx\uley of Philadelphia, it was resolved^

on motion of Dr. Cornelius, of Boston, That the friends of

Sunday-schools immediately come forward, and pledge the

money or services which they feel disposed to give. Where-
upon pledges were oflered by various gentlemen in the aggre-

gate, as follows;

To form 150 schools.

To supply 32 counties, (exclusive of the 150 schools.)

To labour as estimated to the amount of three years, and
to pay $12,000 in money.

Other very acceptable offerings were made, which we have
not room to state particularly, the following resolutions were
then offered and adopted, viz.

Resolved, That the Managers of the American Sunday-school
Union, be requested to prepare a condensed statement of the

principal facts, illustrating the importance of the immediate es-

tablishment of Sunday-schools throughout the Vallby of the
Mississippi, and cause the same to be printed for the use of the

members hi this meeting.

Resolved, That the report, (on the general subject,) be re-

committed, in order that greater definiteness may be given to

the subject of prayer, and that it be recommended to all friends

of the cause, to offer unceasing prayers that God would raise

up and qualify competent Teachers in the Valley of the Mis-
sissippi.

After prayer by Rev. Dr. Green, the meeting adjourned
to meet again at some time to be designated by the Managers
of the American Sunday-school Union.

A third meeting was held in the church on Washington
Square on Thursday evening, June 4th. On motion, the Hon»
William Mihior, Mayor of the city of Philadelphia, took the

chair, and Rev. Messrs. Frederick Ross and James W. Alexander,
were appointed Secretaries.

The meeting was opened with prayer, by Rev. Dr. Rice of
Virginia, after which a concise statement was made by the

Rev. Dr. McAuley, showing what had been done and what re-

mained to be done.

Pledges of money, labour, &c. were then asked from gentle-

men or ladies disposed to make them. From a large list of
valuable offerings, the following are selected as showing in

some degree the temper of the times.

From " the managers of the Female Society of St. Andrew's
Church, (Philadelphia,) for the promotion of re-

ligion/' Z $200 00
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l^From four gentlemen in behalf of the 1st Presby-

terian Church, 2000 00
From ten Ladies, 50 00
From the Rev. Dr. McAuley's church in addition

to $5000 previously pledged, 500 00
The whole amount pledged at this third meeting is estimated

at more than $5,000.

Measures will be adopted without delay, to present this great

enterprise to every individual in the country, who may be sup-

posed, from any motive, to feel interested in its success. May
the work prove to be of God. May His blessing crown it in

every step of its progress, and let the glory be His alone.

Proceedings at New Yorh

We have room only to say, that a most interesting meeting,

respecting the Mississippi Valley enterprise, was held at the

Masonic HalU in the city of New York, June 9, so crowded
that many hundreds who came were unable to obtain admittance.

His Honour Chancellor Walworth, presided ; and the subscrip-

tions and collections taken on the spot, are supposed to amount
to upwards of Eleven Thousand Dollars.
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REPORT

** What maitner of child shall this be 1*^—is a question,

which in many most important bearings, is ordinarily settled at

a very early period of its life.

Tell us if a mother's eye follows, and a mother's hand re-

strains, the waywardness of his infancy—Tell us if a mother's

prayers are sent up to heaven for blessings on his childhood

and youth—Tell us if his early footsteps are directed to the

Infant and Sunday-schools, and if his maturer years are blessed

and brightened by the privileges of the Bible Class and sanc-

liiary, and with the counsel, example and prayers of a faithful

minister of the Lord Jesus Christ; and shall we have any mis-

givings concerning the character of his manhood? Not one.

He cannot be the subject of true moral education for a single

hour without bein^ impressed and elevated as a moral being.

And so deep and enduring are the faintest impressions which
a moral influence makes, that they are among the last to fade

from the memory.
Assuming it to be desirable that such an influence should be

exerted upon that part of our population, who, from age and
circumstances, will be most likely to yield to it; and supposing

ourselves to be assembled to determine what system of means
shall be employed for this end, could we conceive of any sys-

tem more happily fitted to the exigency of the case, than that

which the American Sunday-school Union has been endeavour-
ing, for six years, to establish and extend, through the land

and through the world.

The present moment will be occupied in a very cursory re-

view of the transactionsof another year, and it may be well to

remember, how little such a sketch discloses of the actual in-

fluence of Sunday-schools^ Our report, in this respect, is not

unlike that philosophical instrument, which denotes with great

exactness, the quantity of rain that has fallen in a given period

;

but has no power to reveal the secret influence, which it sends

abroad through the vegetable world, filling even the wilderness,

and the waste-ground, with life, and clothing the grass of the

field with incompdrable beauty.

The history of Sunday-schools in this country, as a system
of religious education, embraces a period of less than fifteen
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years; and the present number of pupils connected with our

institution is estimated at - - - 400,000

Probable number of teachers and superintendents, 60,000

And if we include the teachers and learners in

schools not connected with this institution, we
shall have a total of at least - - 620,000

No satisfactory estimate can be formed respecting the whole
number of learners in Sunday-schools throughout the world ; we
have intelligence, however, respecting their establishment and
prosperity, to some extent, in every Christian country. There
are among the islands of the sea, which were but just now
covered with thick Pagan darkness, some that have more of

their inhabitants under Sunday-school instruction, than can be

found so situated, in any district of the United States, of the

same size and population. And their wide and rapid extension

was pleasantly illustrated within a few weeks, in a letter from
one of our missionaries in the state of Illinois, who informed

us, that he had just met a man who lived within two or three

miles of Raikes'' first schools in Gloucester, but never cared to

attach himself to them; nor had he heard or thought about
them since he left England, (nearly twenty years since,) until

last summer, when it appeared that they had travelled so much
farther and faster than himself, as to have found him out, in

that wilderness, more than four thousand miles from his native

land.

The present report of your Board, will embrace but two or
three general topics. And,

I, The business of preparing, publishing and selling books.
This is a department by itself. Aside from its depository, the

American Sunday-school Union is a Society for the promotion
of the universal moral and religious education of the young, by
means of Sunday-schools,

To attract and interest children, rewards were formerly be-

stowed in the useful and popular form of juvenile books. The
variety of these was limited, and their character, for the most
part, quite objectionable; and it therefore became necessary to

resort to the original preparation and publication of books to

meet the demand. It was soon seen that the same purpose,
and much more, might be accomplished, without additional ex-
pense, by providing a Sunday-school Library, and so successful

has the expedient proved, that a library has now become an
almost indispensable appendage to every school. One result of
this change in the state of things has been exceedingly im-
portant to our business. Under the former system, every child

who was rewarded, received the book as his own, and thus the

actual consumption of the stock of books was wQry great and
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very rapid, while the variety was limited. But with libraries

the case is reversed : the variety demanded is great and the
consumption slow—two or three copies of each book being
sufficient for a school of several hundred children. That this

change is exceedingly prejudicial to the pecuniary interests of
the Society, and that in consequence of it a much larger capital

must be absorbed by our business than would be needed under
other circumstances, is sufficiently obvious.

It would be difficult to imagine any organization or arrange-
ment better adapted than ours, to secure and extend the benefits

of a Sunday-school Library. For,
1. As to the manner of our publications, it is well known, that

the eight individuals to whom the business of publishing is

committed, are selected, in equal numbers, from four denomi-
nations.

Not a sentence or a word bears the Society's sanction, until

at least three members of this Committee certify, in writing,

that they have read it, and that they approve it; nor then, until

it has received the deliberate and unanimous approbation of

the committee at some stated meeting—and all these several

steps, are minutely recorded and reported to the Board of Man-
agers, semi-monthly.

Though the number of this committee has been enlarged
during the last year, the principles of its organization and rules

of proceeding, have not been changed ; and not less than two
HUNDRED AND FIFTY distiuct works, designed for the religious

instruction of the young, or for helps to their teachers, have
been read, approved and published, on these principles and by
these rules, since they were established.

Nor is it the least, among God's mercies to the society, that,

notwithstanding the vast number, and endlessly various charac-

ter of the books, from which a selection has been made ; and
notwithstanding the obvious difficulty of avoiding every form
of speech, in which suspicion might hope to detect some sec-

tarian bias, the committee have been so graciously directed and
governed in their course, as to be able to furnish at this hour,

a SUNDAY-SCHOOL LIBRARY, of nearly TWO HUNDRED BOUND VO-

LUMES, each one of which has undergone this scrutiny, and
most of which are now in extensive and approved circulation,

among Christians of every denomination.

And it would be indeed a painful concession, (though some
of our friends have almost required us to make it,) that a book
for children cannot be prepared, so as to bear a truly religious

character, and yet be unexceptionable to every truly religious

man, under whatever banner he may be fighting the battles of

the King of Zion. Books of this character are to be had from
a responsible source, and they should unquestionably enjoy the
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preference, at least in such schools as are frequented by chil-

dren from different denominations. Especially, since this pre-

ference may bo given, without checking at all the propagation

of the doctrines or customs, or -without interfering, in any mea-
sure, with the rights and immunities of any particular sect.

The committee of publication is organized with a view to the

maintenance of the same evangelical, and yet strictly catholic

spirit, in all our books, which adorns and sustains the society

itself; and the case cannot be named in which the power of

alterations and revision, so essential to the preservation of this

spirit, and so openly claimed and fearlessly exercised by the

committee, has been attended with unhappy consequences.

2, In considering the character of our 'publications,* as 'a

whole, it should always be remembered, that the earlier books
published and adopted by the society were to find the minds
of children in a peculiar stale. A transition too sudden and
bold from the silly stories, the very titles of which disgrace the

annals of education, to such books as the " Four Seasons,^''

*^ Sketchesfrom the Bible,''^ and ^^ Anna Ross, ^^ might have de-

feated the whole object. It was a prodigious leap for a child,

to pass from the " History of Robinson Crusoe^ to the ^^ Life of

Henry Martyn^^ and from " Mother Goose's Melodies,'^ to

" Taylor^s Hymns for Infant Minds,^' as sources of intellectual

and moral improvement. Indeed, the introduction of an en-

tirely new class of books for juvenile reading, all bearing the

same general character, and yet adapted in a good measure
to the variety of tastes, attainments and capacities of Sunday-
school children, was an enterprise so vast, that it would pro-

bably never have been undertaken, if its projectors had fore-

seen the measure of importance which it has, even at this early

period, attained.

No Society is known to exist in any part of the world, which
attempts to supply the whole youthful population of a country
with rational and profitable books. That this is our professed

object is well understood ; and that we have not been wholly
unsuccessful in its prosecution, is sufficiently evident, from the

fact that our publications always have been, and are still con-
stantly added to their libraries, by schools of all denominations,
and from many of them we have standing orders to send a cer-

tain number of every work we publish.

* A pamphlet of thirt\'-t\vo pages has appeared durin.t? the last year from
the pen of the Bev. Dr. Alexander, of the Theological Seminary at Princeton.
It contains very just and sensible views of the general subject of Sunday-
school instruction, and particularly in relation to juvenile books. The pamph-
let vvas reviewed at length, in the American ISunday-school Maigazine, (Vol.
VI. p. 274;) it has been extensively circulated, and any number of copies, for

gratuitous distribution, may be had on application at the Depository, 146
Chestnut street, Philadelphia, by letter or otherwise.

2
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That errors of whatever nature might be corrected, and
every reasonable ground of complaint and suspicion removed,
the most unreserved expression of public and individual opinion

has been sought, and has never been heard without respectful

and serious consideration.

In many instances, words, phrases, and feven pages of our
works have been altered or expunged, on the suggestion that

they might reasonably occasion oftence or misapprehension;
and when the committee have become satisfied concerning any
publication upon the catalogue, that its character is ill-adapted

to the improved taste of Sunday-school children, or that for any
other cause, its place could be better filled—they have not

hesitated to discard it.

Many of our books have, within a few months, undergone a
thorough, critical revision, not only in the committee-room, but

by persons abroad,—of both sexes,—of various professions,

—

and of different religious views. Whatever sentiment'or phra-

seology has been disclosed by this revision, as in any manner
obnoxious, has been modified or expunged ; or if retained, it has

been because the exception was plainly groundless, or too

trivial to justify the expense of correction. More than thirty

volumes are now in the progress of revision ; and the Board
state, with deep emotions of gratitude, that the result of this re-

vision, thus far, has given to public sentiment, so favourably and
emphatically expressed concerning our books, the most un-

qualified, individual sanction*.

It has been sometimes said, that some of our publications do
not give the desirable prominence to the precepts and doctrines

of the Bible,—in other words, that they have not a sufficient

measure of the spirit of vital piety. Such aq objection should

not be hastily made. The children who are drawn to our

Sunday-schools, or retained in them, by the privileges of a library,

are not always prepared to " take fast hold of religious instruc-

tion," and to believe that it is " their life.'' Perhaps a habit of

reading is yet to be formed ; and for this purpose something is

needed, not only adapted to the capacity, but calculated to

arrest the attention and interest the feelings of the child, and
thus excite in him a thirst for knowledge. And besides, the

early habits and associations of children, and (more than all)

the ill-timed and injudicious severity of parents, often engender
an aversion to every thing in the form of religious truth or re-

ligious observances ; and this aversion, strengthened as it is by
the natural heedlessness and volatility of the child, must be over-

come, before the mind is at all prepared for religious instruc-

tion. In sujh cases, that which offends must be so mingled
with that which is agreeable, as scarcely to be discerned.

Nor will it do to say, because the plain word of God is the
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instrument by which he chooses to accomplish his purposes of

grace toward the children of men, that therefore his blessing

is not to be expected upon our attempts to present divine truth

in the most attractive and intelligible forms. For example

—

important religious instruction may be communicated almost
imperceptibly in some familiar dialogue or supposed history,

(like that of ^^ Robert Benton^ or let it alone till to-morrow, ^^)

while the same truth, broadly exhibited, through the apostolic

eloquence and zeal, would fail to arrest attention. A gross

sin may be reproved in some lively narrative, or the influence

of true piety may be shown in some simple biography ; and the

effect, in either case, be such as a direct appeal to the heart

and conscience might fail to produce. The instrumentality of
"Alleine's Alarm,'' in awakening and convincing the ungodly,

is well known, but it is diflicult to persuade one in fifty, even of
the older classes in our Sunday-schools, to read it; while they
will follow with delight the '^ Infanfs Progress from the Valley

of Destruction to Everlasting Glory," without a thought, perhaps,

that it is the same pleasant and peaceful path by which the

devout Alleine would lead them to the same happy end.

We have added to our catalogue of library books written the

last ye?iX, forty-six new works

—

thirty-two of which are bound
volumes of more than seventy-two pages each. The whole
number of pages of reading matter added, is over six thousand,

and if averaged, would make fifty volumes of one hundred and
twenty pages each.

Of the forty-six works, eighteen were written expressly for

the Society—for ten of which we pay nearly seven hundred
dollars; the compensation for three is by per-centage on each
copy, and the remaining five were furnished gratuitously.

Of the whole number

—

one is a beautiful allegory; four are
narratives of common occurrences, but not such as happened
at any particular time or place, or to any particular person;

six Sire either of doubtful reality, or the leading incidents being

true, the names and localities are imagined ; and the remaining

thirty-five, (or more than three-fourths of the whole,) are either

didactic, historical, or biographical.

There have been approved, but not published, seventeen differ-

ent works

—

three of which are original and of a high character,

and the remaining fourteen are re-prints, and most of them of

the small series. There are now under consideration eleven

foreign publications, and twelve original manuscripts

—

two of

which are gratuitously furnished, and those remaining involve

an expense of dhonifive hundred dollars. Twenty-one works
proposed for re-publication, have been read by two or more of

the committee, and rejected ; of these, sixteen were original,

twelve true, eight fictitious, and one doubtful.
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3.. And fnaJhj (under this topic) as to prices.—The publica-

tion department, considered separately, and confined to books
strictly juvenile in their character and adapted to Sunday-
school circulation, can probably sustain itself. To do this, how-
ever, no considerable portion of its means can be appropriated

to any single enterprise. If more voluminous and expensive

\vorks are demanded of this Society, for the use of teachers,

or for family and popular reading, the necessary means of pre-

paring and publishing them will doubtless be provided season-

ably and liberally.

It should not be forgotten that our depository, without the

advantages, is subject to all the competition, of private busi-

ness, inasmuch as no school is under obligation to supply itself

from our shelves ; nor will do so, unless the quality and cha-

racter of our books will fully justify the price asked for them.
So that the principles of ordinary mercantile business cannot
•be justly applied to our transactions: we circulate works which
we think will do the 7720.'?/ good, at the hicest price. Our first

concern being with the ditiusion of religious knowledge, the

preservation of religious institutions, and the interests of re-

ligious education ; we do not accomplish our purpose at all,

unless we increase the intelligence and virtue of the people,

open new sources of useful knowledge, and impress on the

most impressible part of the public mind, the simplest truths of
the holy Bible in their simplest forms: in a single word

—

the
CULTIVATION' OF RELIGIOUS PRINCIPLE, IS THE MOTIVE AND Ex\D OP
EVERY MEASURE.

The accomplishment of these purposes requires a vast amount
of care, labour, and expense, in which no private business is

involved.—Such as the gratuitous circulation of documents de-

signed to inform the public mind on subjects ofcommon interest,

and the maintenance of an extensive correspondence on sub-

jects in which the community at large are equally interested

with the institution—the design of which is to extend and per-

petuate the blessings of a free moral education; and the result

of which is, not the benefit of one but all.

The expenses of the depository are not only such as are in-

cident to the same kind and amount of business in private hands,

but include compensation for all the extraordinary labour and
care which the peculiar character and objects of the Society

render unavoidable; and that, which to the individual would
be profit or income, is appropriated, in our case, to the further-

ance of the grand object for which the depository is established.

In fixing the price of a book, the first object is to refund to

the Society what the publication of it has cost. The items of

its cost are—the price paid to the author or compiler; the

copyright ; the labour and materials of printing and binding

;
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the engravings, maps, or other extraordinary appendages; a.

proportionable share of losses, rents, taxes, insurance, editorial

service, correspondence, advertising, clerk-hire ; and the interest

of whatever money is invested in the work until the last copy
is sold and paid for. The next object is, the widest circulation

of the books. For this purpose, the instrumentality of auxiliary

societies is exceedingly important ; and that we may secure it,

we afford to them the privilege of obtaining books at a reduced
price. To facilitate still further the extensive circulation of

our books, we have established depositories at three important

places abroad.* The expenses of these subordinate enterprises

must be defrayed like those at home ; and when large aux-

iliaries or unions are disposed to establish depositories at their

own risk and chargef such additional discounts and indulgences

are expected, as shall secure them against unreasonable sacri-

fices.

With these considerations in view, it will not surprise the so-

ciety, or its friends to learn, that whatever profit our business

yields, it is more than absorbed, by the extraordinary deductions

and expenses, which the accomplishment of our benevolent pur-

pose requires ; so that under the most favourable circumstances,

your Board must look away from the depository, for the means
of enlarging its business and sustaining its foreign expenses.

And this is the second topic of their report.

II. The enlargement of our business requires an increase of
our capital. That the actual capital possessed by the society,

should he as much as it can employ, may not be admitted ; but

it should surely possess whatever is necessary to the safe, con-
venient and economical transaction of its peculiar business.

It would seem important, that it should be placed above depen-
dence on individual favour, but that it should be independent
of public opinion, is neither desirable, nor possible. If there

is an institution in the world, that owes its existence and growth
and continuance in being, to public sentiment, it is the American
SUNDAY-SCHOOL UNION. It is, undcr God, the creature of enlight-

ened republicanism.

The character and extent of its influence must be commen-
surate with its means ; if these are stinted and embarrassed,

* New York, Utica, (N. Y.) and Cincinnati, (Ohio.)

f The following- are the principal depositories sustained by the liberality of
auxiliaries or individuals. Portland, (Me.)—Boston and Spring-field, (Mass.)
—Concord, (N. H.)—Middlebury, (Vt.)—Providence, (R. I.)—New Haven,
Hartford and Norwich, (Ct.)—Albany and Rochester, (N. Y.)—Pittsburg-,

(Pa.)—Baltimore, (Md.)—Wilming-ton, (Del.)—Newark and Bridg-eton,

(N.J.)—Richmond and Norfolk, (Va.)—Fayetteville and Salem, (N. C)

—

Charleston and Columbia, (S. C)—Savannah and Aug-usta, (Geo.)—Courtland,
(Alab.)—New Orleans, (Lou.)—St. Louis, (Mo.)—Madison, New Albany,
and Indianapolis, (Ind.)—Nashville, (Tenn.)—Lexington and Louisville, (Ky.)

2*
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every measure and efTort will reveal it : and the Board submit,

W'lih great cheerfulness, to the friends of moral and religious

education, to place at its disposal just such and so much means
as they think a Board, so constituted, can usefully employ.

To correct, enlighten and excite the public mind on the sub-

ject of Sunday-schools, and to diffuse more widely the blessings

which invariably attend them ; we have employed missionaries

and agents. The former to establish,schools, and make known
their design and results; and the latter to solicit and receive

contributions to the Society's funds.

And they need peculiar qualifications. Much prejudice is to

be removed, and much hostility conciHated. Within a twelve-

month, Sunday-schools have been attacked and denounced, not

only by those whose virulence of opposition is a precise test of

our fidelity and success, but in popular and deliberate assem-

blies; and men of character, distinction and influence have not

hesitated to give their voice against them. These aspersions

are undeserved: they must be refuted, and their tendency
c-ounteracted, by giving to the authors and hearers of them a
better understanding of the true object of the institution. To
do this we must send among them men, whose force of cha-

racter shall secure for themselves and their errand, respect and
consideration—men who shall sustain the office, rather than

depend on the office to sustain them.

No man's services are too valuable—no man's station or cha-

racter too elevated for this employment; and the society should

have ample means of obtaining just such missionaries as they

need, and of employing them just as long as they are needed,

if by any means, their services may be secured.

As to the particular/or?72 of raising money for the support of

Sunday-school missionaries, we are not disposed, even if the

time and occasion justified it, to express any opinion. It is,

however, with pleasure, we state, that the Hartford county

(Colin.) Sunday-school Union, generously pledged to your Board
in July last, the sum o{four hundred dollars for the support of

any missionary which we might see fit to employ in the western

country ; and a few of the friends of Sunday-schools in Wash-
ington county, {Pa.) have recently adopted a like measure with

a view to missionary labour in that county.

It would be easy to compile an interesting report from the

petitions of individuals and associations, for missionary ser-

vices; and perhaps there is not in the wide range of the so-

ciety's proceedings, any subject which involves greater diffi-

culties or occasions more anxiety. During the year ending
May 1, 1830, thirteen missionaries have been employed, whose
terms of service were from two to twelve months, and their

compensation from four to five hundred dollars. The whole
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amount of time employed in missionnry services is ninety-three

months, and the whole amount paid, ihirty-one hundred and
fifty dollars. The labour of these thirteen individuals has been

expended in the states of Rhode Island, ]\ew York, New
Jersey, Pennsylvania, Virginia, Alabama, Mississippi, Loui-

siana* Tennessee, Kentucky, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Missouri,

and Arkansas Territory.

The number of agents *during the same period has been nine;

and their employment has embraced the states of Maine, Mas-
sachusetts, Connecticut, New York, New Jersey, Pennsylvania,

Delaware, Maryland, Virginia, North Carolina, South Caro-
lina, Georgia and Ohio. Their terms of service have varied '

from three to twelve months, and amount in all to forty-eight

months. The expenses of the agency department are estimated

at four thousand dollars, and the receipts through that medium
at less than five thousand dollars.

No apology is made for adverting, in this connexion, to the

j)CcuUar importance of increasing the means of Sunday-school
instruction in the western states.^

That a peculiar duty belongs to us respecting the interests

of religious education there, w^e do not hesitate to say ; nor
do we fear the imputation of arrogance, from any who under-
stand and appreciate the principles of benevolence. If we
act consistently with our name and profession, w'e can go to

our western population, with a claim to their confidence and
co-operation, which no other institution of the kind can estab-

lish, and which it must be difficult for candid and intelligent

men to gainsay or resist.

The prevalent hinderances to the progress oi Sunday-schools
there, cannot be removed effectually, but by the continued
labour of competent Sunday-school men. The institution itself

needs to be lifted out of tfie dust, and elevated to its proper
dignity and honour, in the view of those who have seen and
judged of it in some abused, degraded and useless form. The
intelligence and energy of that vast population should be con-
centrated, and a system of co-operation devised, which shall

secure and employ, most advantageously, their whole moral
strength. Well trained and enlightened teachers will find,

there, a reward for great sacrifices, not only in the recompense
they will receive as instructers of common schools, but in the
opportunities of extensive usefulness as managers and teachers
of Sunday-schools. Our Missionaries make not a more hope-
less effort, than to revive a Sunday-school, which has declined
through the mismanagement, or neglect of its professed sup-

porters : And without the care and labour of resident friends,

* See Note A.
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who understand their character, and appreciate their value, we
know not what can avert such evils. But we must dismiss this

important topic, with a single suggestion from one whose sug-
gestions on other subjects, are much regarded.

" Probably there is in no part of the country or the world,

so great a call for the means of education as in these new
states. These are the wide fields, a^d here is the deep and
quick soil for the seeds of knowledge and virtue, and this is the

favoured season, the spring-time for sowing them. Let them
be disseminated without stint. Let them be scattered with a
bountiful broad-cast."

From the crowd of interesting thoughts which the present

occasion suggests, we can select but two or three even for mo-
mentary consideration.

We have constant evidence that Sunday-schools are steadily

gaining interest in the hearts of Zion's friends, and are acquir-

ing new importance in the view of those, who are looking for

means and instruments to purify and adorn the human charac-

ter. Some of the wisest and itiost distinguished of the civilians

and statesmen of our country, have within the last year, ex-

pressed their unqualified confidence in the character and re-

sult, the principles and tendency of our measures. Of these, it

may be sufficient to name Chief Justice Marshall,* and the

late Judge Washington. An allusion to that late distinguished

advocate, patron, and officer of our Society, reminds us, that

with him, as with others, who once shared our labours and re-

joiced in days like this, times and seasons will be no more.

To this number have been added during the past year, besides

Judge Washixgtox,! Mr. Hawes, of New York.J one of our
vice-presidents, and Mr. John Owex, one of our resident mana-
gers. These all, though occupying different spheres of useful-

ness here, yet having obtained a good report through faith,

have entered, as we trust, into their rest, with Jesus, their glori-

ous Redeemer.
Passing by the accumulated evidence we have received

within the year, that Sunday-schools are among the most ef-

ficient instruments, chosen of God, to build up and extend the

Redeemer's kingdom, we shall look at their influence on human
happiness, in two particulars.

(1.) Lvtemperance has always been found, directly and in-

* "No man estimates more hig-hly than I do,*' (says the Chief Justice, in a

letter to the Corresponding- Secretary,) "the real worth of your Society, or

the intrinsic value of the objects it pursues. I am much, ver\' much gratified

at the success which has thus far attended its philanthropic, meritorious, and
well-directed labours. I hope and believe, that the future will not form a con-

trast with the past.

" With the truest wishes for the^rosperity of the institution, I .am," &c. 8;c.

j See Note, B. ^ See Note, C.
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directly, a most formidable obstacle to the progress o{ Sunday^
schools; nor need we stop to show in what way an intemperate

parent, or master^ may be instrumental in counteracting the in-

fluence, if not in resisting the inculcation of religious truth. In

many instances, recently, Sunday-schools have been reported

to us, as having voluntarily formed themselves into temperance

associations, on the principle of entire abstinence.* Whatever
may be thought of the expediency of extending this organiza-

tion through all our Sunday-schools, it must be among a Sun-
day-school teacher's earliest and most unwearied efforts, to

impress on the minds of children, the importance of adding to

their knowledge, temperance. And it is "with a view to aid

them in this duty, that we have attached to one of our most
popular manuals of instruction, (now preparing,) suitable les-

sons exclusively on this subject.

(•2.) It is obvious upon the least reflection, that the training

up of a child in the way he should go, may well require the

joint care and vigilance of its parents, though the proportion of

care and responsibility which is assigned to each, varies with

sex, age, and other circumstances. Many, very many children

are bereaved of parental restraint and oversight, by discord

and intemperance as well as by death. The last report of the

managers of the House of Refuge in the city of Philadelphia,

shows, that of 188 children received there in thirteen months,

148 had lost one or both parents, 80-|- their father, 41j- their

mother, and 27 both. It is believed that'a very large propor-

tion of the heart-sickening profligacy and wretchedness which
meet the eye on every side, especially in populous places, may
be traced to the feeling of the child, that, .with the hand of
parental restraint, he has lost the voice, and the look, and the

heart of parental tenderness, and therefore, he may seek his

friends, companions and counsellors, wherever an evil and de-

ceived heart leads him.

Let this deserted creature feel, from his early childhood, that

there is an individual

—

hut one—w^ho, unprompted by natural

affection, and unconstrained by social laws, is seeking his best

interest; watching with solicitude his daily conduct; leading

him by doctrine, reproof, correction, and instruction, into the

good and right way ; storing his mind with profitable know-
ledge, and preparing him for respectability and usefulness here,

and for inconceivable and everlasting joy in the world to come

:

—and the influence of such a conviction will be seen in every
change and circumstance of that child's life. A faithful Sun-
day-school teacher seldom parts with a pupil, without a confi-

• See Note, D.
t The disproportion in this case is worthy of particular consideration.
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dence that he has this feeling. Those who have laboured
steadfastly for years, can look abroad in the world, and point

us to many individuals, dwelling in different ^nd distant places,

and occupying difierent stations, but all possessing an interest

in his heart and prayers. That such an interest is felt by the

teacher, the pupil never doubts; and in the wildest tumult of
folly and sin—in the heart-breaking sorrows and disappoint-

ments of life—the look, the voice, perhaps ihe tear, of an af-

fectionate teacher, will come to his remembrance, unbidden:

and one who was the father, and mother, and brother, and
sister, and friend of his infancy and childhood, will be rejj^arded

and sought out—sometimes for relief in distress, sometimes for

sympathy in sorrow, and sometimes for prayers and counsels

on a bed of sickness and in the hour of death.

It is not a trivial boon which you confer on society, when
you secure to its youthful members the interest and prayers of

some faithful friend, who, when father and mother forsake

them, will become instruments in God's hands to take them up.

In concluding their report, the Board feel constrained to ex-

press a fear that Sunday-school teachers and superintendents

are not aware how far the best hopes of the institution, under
God, rest with them ; nor how great an obstacle their incom-
petency or unfaithfulness may be to the increase and prosperity

of schools, as well as to the more general attendance of the

children of all classes of society. And it is an alarming truth

connected with this '•subject, that the abundant means of im-

proving the qualifications of teachers, which the Society pro-

vides in their standard and periodical publications, are very

generally neglected. So long as the influences of God's Spirit

are bestowed in accordance with the constitution of the human
mind, so long teachers, to be successful, must be qualified to

enlighten and enlarge the intellectual faculties of their pupils,

and thus open the way through the understanding, for the con-

veyance of divine truth to the heart. He who begins with the

heart first, in a course of moral instruction, will find himself

labouring in vain, and spending his strength for nought.

The extreme youth of some teachers, has occasioned anxiety

to many of the friends of Sunday-schools. It is thought that

tlie transcendent interests involved in Sunday-school instruc-

tion, and its peculiar liability to abuses, should lead to the em-
ployment of the most intelligent, mature, and well-reputed

Christians; and that the employment of very young teachers

is as injurious to themselves, as it is dangerous to the pupils.

However just these views may be, there is a single considera-

tion.respecting the assignment of classes, which we regard as

of vital importance. Nothing which is so common can be more
ill-judged, than to commit the instruction of the youngest classes
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to the youngest teachers. Often have we heard it said, con-

cerning a teacher of doubtful qualifications, that he would do
for a class of small children: as if an unskilful hand, which
could not be trusted among the trees of the orchard, might be

safely employed in the nursery. That the children of Sunday-
schools, below the age of six years, should have instruction

and accommodation as an infant Sunday-school, is very evident;

and as few are qualified for this most interesting and peculiar

office, without special effort, some one should make it a busi-

ness to acquire proper qualifications, and then should be as-

signed to this particular department. While, therefore, we are

inclined to the opinion, that there are places in every Sunday-
school, which young teachers may advantageously occupy, and
by the occupation of which they may be fitting themselves

most effectually for greater usefulness in higher spheres of duty,

—we admit that "days gtiould speak, and multitude of years

should teach wisdom." And a blessed hour will it be for the

institution, when men and women of hoary hairs shall be found
applying themselves, with youthful zeal and dehght, to the in-

struction of little children in divine things ; when timidity, in-

dolence, and indecision, shall cease to be the reproach of those,

who have professed to count all but loss for the excellency of

the knowledge of Christ Jesus the Lord ; and when youth, man-
hood, and age, shall stand, shoulder to shoulder, in the endur-

ance of Sunday-school labours, trials, and reproaches.

Sunday-schools need more—much more, of the co-operation

and countenance of churches and their pastors. It is an er-

roneous opinion that the instruction given in these schools in-

terferes with the rights, or relieves the duties of parents or
pastors. And it should be distinctly understood, as it has been
repeatedly and distinctly avowed, that the American Sunday-
school Union does nothing, and desires nothing, that shall pre-

vent the inculcation of truth, as it is held by the parent or pastor

of any evangelical denomination. Nay, more : the Society has

nothing to do with the instruction of any Sunday-school in its

connexion. The books we publish for juvenile reading, and
the course of exercises prescribed in the Union Questions, en-

tirely avoid every thing distinctive in the doctrine, discipline,

and worship of any such denomination. We leave to the pas-

tors and officers of churches, and to the parents of the children,

all the opportunities and facilities for instructing them in the

truth, as they regard it, which they could have enjoyed if the

institution of Sunday-schools was unknown,—but we increase
and multiply them a thousand fold.

It is, under ordinary circumstances, for the individuals of
the church, and especially for its pastor, to determine, by their

own conduct and measures, how close and mutually advan-
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tageous shall be its connexion with Sunday-schools. For the
institutions and ordinances of the church, we must feel a de-

gree of reverence and attachment belonging to them only ; but
the signal tokens of approbation which have been extended to

Sunday-schools, as among the concurrent means of building

up and extending the Redeemer's kingdom, entitle them to a
very high place in the affections, and to great consideration in

the proceedings and purposes, of the church. Sunday-schools
may be attracted or repelled, as they are cherished or neglect-

ed by the church : without the spirit of the church, they cannot
be sustained; and without them, the brightest prospects of the

church would be overcast, and some of her best hopes would
soon decay. The important sentiment has been lately expres-

sed by one of the most distinguished divines and scholars of
our country, who is himself at the head of a flourishing institu-

tion in one of the southern states,—that every minister should

make himself a complete Sunday-school teacher, and should

be so thoroughly versed in the science of teaching and dis-

ciplining a Sunday-school class, as such, that he may be able

to afford instruction and counsel to Sunday-school teachers, in

every exigency.

In judging of the qualifications of teachers; in accounting
for the opposition of bad men, and in weighing the claims of
Sunday-schools to more general and favourable consideration,

reference should always be had to their purpose or end. What
this is, your Board have not a doubt. To enforce the duties of

truth and integrity, and the virtues arid proprieties of social life,

is a design worthy of all the expense and labour of Sunday-
schools; but their object is higher and holier than this. It is to

present before the opening mind, evidence of the utter alien-

ation of the heart, in all its desires and afl^ections, from God ; it

is to propose a return to God from all our wanderings, as a duty
of all-absorbing importance ; it is to make known the free gos-

pel offer of forgiveness through the blood of Christ, and urge
its acceptance by every motive which the word or providence

of God suggests; it is to present the unblemished, bleeding

Lamb of God, as worthy of their earliest afl^ections and their

simplest faith ; it is to make the grace of God, through Christ,

the object of their dependence and prayers; it is (in one word)
to turn the anxieties and contemplations of children, //V^^ of all,

to the proper business of a soul providing for its interests with

God.* These are the high aims, and in these are involved the

animating hopes of the friends and teachers of Sunday-schools.

And the conviction of your Board, that these should be still

more prominently the purposes and aims of Sunday-school in-

* See this point eloquently enforced by Dr. Chalmers, in his farewell ser-

mon to his parishioners at Kilnsany.
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struction, is strengthened by the consideration, that much js

proposed and actually done, to diffuse knowledge without
RELIGION. Projects without number are in a course of experi-

ment for the general education of the people ; but few of them
regard, or even recognize, in any form, the faithful saying, that

Jesus Christ came into the world to save sinners; few of them
connect with the intellectual capacities and attainments of a
child, his moral state and responsibilities before God ; and most
of their systems to educate an immortal being, ^'ould not feel

the shock, if the offer of pardon through the blood of Christ,

should be withdrawn, and every hope of life an^ immortality

beyond the grave be blotted out for ever. Not so with the

system of Sunday-schools. To induce every child to submit
his will to the will of God, and his life to the law of God ; to

provide for him a guide in his dreary and dangerous pilgrimage;

to furnish him with light in all his darkness, comfort in all his

sorrows, succour in all his temptations, and victory in all hii

conflicts; and thus to lead him up at last to a kingdom prepar-

ed for him from the foundation of the world ; these are the high

purposes, and this the humble, fearful, but delightful duty of
Sunday-school teachers; and when the inventions of wit, and
the speculations of philosophy shall cease, a question will occur,

for the first time, to many in their schools, which we trust has
been duly considered and wisely settled by thousands in ours,

WHAT SHALL A MAN GIVE IN EXCHANGE FOR HIS SOUL?

Every year,—every day, it is becoming evident to thinking

men, that whatever is denoted by the term religious education,

it needs to be much improved and extended, among all classes

of our population.

Inquiry follows inquiry ; and those in different sections of the

country who have doubted and hesitated,.and even taken part
against us, are now asking, whether, after all, the progress of
the American Sunday-school system, does not enlarge and mul-
tiply, rather than contract the sources of juvenile knowledge;
whether it does not shed light rather than exclude it; whether
it does not cultivate and strengthen the intellectual and moral
powers of man, rather than cramp and enfeeble them ; whether
it is not the minister of intelligent and expansive piety, rather

than of ignorance and bigotry; whether it is not delivering

man from the most degrading bondage and introducing him to

glorious liberty, rather than riveting chains and fetters upon his

free spirit. Let these inquiries be pushed to the end, and we
have no fears of the result. It will soon be seen and acknow-
ledged, that no other scheme of general education, is so well

adapted to our repubUcan institutions, as this, which we are

executing; that some such plan of connecting the sanctions of
*

religion with the diffusion of intelligence is necessary; that no
3



plan is more feasible, none more unexceptionable than this; and^

certainly none is so widely adopted, or so well adjusted. It

will be admitted, in language lately used, by one of the most
distinguished members of our national legislature, " that if our
country would render her union perpetual; if she would elevate

to a lofty height the pillars of her fame, and place herself pre-
eminently above all other nations, of the present and of all other

times, she must draw her example from the Divine Being, and
take little children in her arms and bless them, by pouring into

their infant minds, the lessons of early and effectual instruc-

tion,"

NOTES.

NOTE A.

The subject of the western missionary enterprise has, to us,

just been clothed with a new and melancholy interest. For the

traveller over one of their wide and solitary prairies, may trace

the footsteps of a young and faithful labourer in the vineyard

of the Lord, who, in the vigour of manhood, and with charac-

ter, talents, and education, which rendered him an object of

more than ordinary interest, separated himself "from all the ties

of kindred and home, and entered with youthful ardour and
high hope on our missionary service. But his purposes were
early and suddenly broken off. In attempting to ford one of

the forks of the Kaskaskia river, in the prosecution of his labour,

he was drowned.
The following paragraphs, extracted from a newspaper just

established in Jacksonville, Illinois, under date of April 22, fur-

nish authentic information respecting the fate of our lamented

young friend, Mr. Hawley.

" As many of our readers were acquainted with Mr. Haw-
ley, it may be interesting to them to be made acquainted with

his fate. We have to announce the melancholy intelligence of

his death, which was occasioned by drowning.
*' The circumstances which led to this discovery, and which

we gather from a letter written to his parents by the Rev. Mr.
Bergen, of Springfield, (one of the gentlemen alluded to below,)

. were as follows.—Having visited Jacksonville, he started from
Springfield the 12th of January, to cross the interior of Illinois

for the Wabash. About three weeks afterwards, he was heard
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from by a gentlemen who testified to his having faithfully per-

formed his mission on that route, as he had done on every

other. Some weeks after this intelligence, there was a horse

found on one of the water-courses, which was supposed to be

his. This news was communicated to a gentleman in Spring-

field, who, accompanied by a friend, travelled about seventy

miles. They arrived at the house where he spent his last night

He left this house on Monday morning, the 18th of January,

pursuing his course towards the Wabash. The family at whose
house he stopped, entreated him not to go on that day, as it was
excessively cold. Untiring and undaunted, he allowed no im-

pediment to stop him in the performance of his duty. His route

that day was desolate in the extreme. He had one prairie of

twelve miles and a half to cross, and another of seventeen, be-

sides the two forks of the Kaskaskia river, before he could find a
shelter for the night, except a solitary cabin which was several

miles south of the staked road, the stakes of which were given him
as his guide. The gentlemen called at the cabin, but he had not

been there. The hospitable backwoodsman had seen the horse,

and described him so accurately that there was no room for

doubt. He accompanied the gentlemen to a Mr. Thomasin's,
who showed them the horse, which was immediately recognized
as belonging to Mr. H. All eftbrts to find the body at this

time, proved unavailing. A short time after this, a party of
gentlemen started for the purpose of making a thorough search,

the result of which will be seen by perusing the following letter,

addressed to the editor, dated,

''' Spingfield, April 8, 1830.

" * Dear Sir— I hasten to inform you that Mr. Moore, w^ho
accompanied Messrs. Baldwin and Hardy in their late further

search after our dear lamented Hawley, has returned. He
was not murdered, as perhaps you are beginning, through late

report, to believe. His body has been found. It was found in

the waters of the Big Okaw, a quarter of a mile below the

ferry, partly under a drift of logs. His clothes on, except his

hat and cape ; gloves on, and mittens over them ; his pocket-
book and papers in their place, and his watch in his fob ; his

saddle-bags on his arms, or near his body—his saddle was
found not far distant. * * * *

*' * The body w^as found on Monday evening, the 5th, and it

was buried the next morning. We have reason most abundant-
ly to thank the God of providence that he has been pleased to

deUver the parents and friends of our brother, from the direful

pain of suspecting that he was murdered, and our land from
being stained with the reproach.

" * With much respect, I am, &c.
"'John G.Bergen/"
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The following interesting account of the funeral of this de-

voted Sundav-school missionary, we cannot forbear giving to

the reader. It is fronn Mr. Baldwin's letter to the parents of
Mr. llawley.

"At a very early hour, we repaired to the river, selected a
spot for the grave on the bank of the stream, elevated entirely

above high-water mark. A part then commenced digging, and
the others prepared a coffin, the best that the place and circum-
stances would afford. The body was taken from the water,
wrapped in a winding sheet, and in other respects appareled
just as we found it, (for its condition was such that we thought
it not prudent to disturb any thing,) and committed to the dust.

I made a few remarks on the striking dispensation of Provi-
dence which had called us together—pointed to that heavenly
rest, where I had no doubt our departed friend was then rejoic-

ing—to the consolations of the righteous in a dying hour

—

spake of the importance of preparation for our own approach-
ing dissolution, and closed the solemn scene with prayer.

—

*' Spake," did I say? To whom? Not to a circle of weeping
relatives, it is true; for neither father nor mother, brother or
sister were there ! Nor did I speak to those in whose breast

no chord of sympathy could be made to vibrate. The solemn
circle that stood around that grave was composed of those,

thouorh stranfrers, who knew how to feel. We did not stand in

an ancient grave yard, where signs of mortality were around
us in thick array ;—then, for the first time, doubtless, the nar-

row house was opened there, to receive the remains of civilized

man—but then we still committed the body to its native dust.

We were within no enclosure which had been erected and
beautified by art—nor were we surrounded by w^eeping branch-

es, bowing in the breeze. The tall forest trees stood above us

—a sluggish, turbid river flowed at our feet, and all around was
wilderness. But then, why cannot those remains sleep as

sweetly alone in those desert shades, as in the midst of some
vast congregation of the dead ? And when the trump of God
shall sound, who can doubt whether that ' corruption will put

on incorruption, and that mortal, immortality?' The silence

of that spot, perhaps, had never been broken by the voice of

prayer;—but then that God, who 'is rich in mercy unto all them
that call upon him,' was there. He was there when the spirit

of him whom we mourn took its flight, and his grace could

cheer the departing soul, as well as if it had ascended to its

rest from some crowded city or the splendour of a palace."
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From the Connecticut Observer.

ON THE DEATH OF THE REV. MR. HAWLEY,
Missionary of the Anficrican Sunday-school Union at the charge

of the Hartford County Sahhath-school Union^ who perished

during his labours in the State of Illinois^ while attempting to

ford a branch of the Kaskaskia River, Jan. 18, 1830.

Cold sweep the waters o'er thee. Thou hast found
'Mid all the ardour of thy youthful zeal,

And self-devotion to thy Master's cause

An unexpected bed.—The ice-swoln tides

Of the Kaskaskia, shall no naore resound

To the wild struggle of thy failing steed.

Nor that deep plunge which gave thy soul to God.
Say, 'mid thy journe3'ings o'er the snow-clad waste

Of yon lone prairie, on that fearful day
When Death was by thy side, where dwelt thy thought?
Upon thy angel-mission, or the scenes

Of thy lov'd home, with all its sheltering trees

And tuneful sound of waters?—Didst thou hope
When heaven's pure seed should blossom in the soil

Of the far Illinois, again to sit

Around that fire-side and recount thy toils,

Mingling thy prayers with those who fondly nurs'd

Thy tender infancy ?—Now there are tears
.

In that abode, whene'er thy cherish'd name
Breaks from the trembling lip. Oh ! ye who mourn
With hoary temples o'er the smitten son

Slain in his Saviour's cause, know ye that pain

Shall never vex him more?—Peril and change,

And winter's blast and summer's sultry ray
And sinful snare, what are they noiv to him
But dim-remember'd names?—if 'twere so sweet
To have a son on earth, where every ill

Might point a sword against his heart, and pierce

Your own through his,—are ye not doubly blest

To have a son in Heaven ? H.

NOTE B.

[Though .many of our readers may have seen in other forms
the substance of the following note, it seems proper that it

should accompany this document, which will, we trust, have an
extensive gratuitous circulation.]

The Hon. Bushrod Washington, was at the time of his death,

3*



(Nov. 1829,) an associate Justice of the Supreme Court of the

United States. He was the nephew of General George
Washington, and inherited the Mount Vernon estate.

Few men have ever enjoyed to a greater extent than did

Judge Washington, the confidence and respect of the commu-
nity. His knowledge of the world, of human nature, of the

principles of government, and of the complicated relations

and duties of the social state; combined with his great learn-

ing, moral worth, and exemplary piety, entitle all his opinions

to high consideration. Infidels deride the fear of God, and
would fain persuade us that religion is a system of vain forms,

an artful contrivance of indolent and wicked men, to impose on
the weak and credulous. But what do they make of a cha-

racter like Judge Washington's? Jt presented the virtues that

adorn and bless the domestic circle ; the learning, judgment,
and integrity, that secure and justify public confidence; the

firmness, equanimity, and benevolence, that exalt and dignify

the man; and the faith, meekness, devotion, and consistency,

that distinguish the Christian.

In regard to his piety, one who personally knew him, and
knew well his religious character and habits, informs us, that if

ever humble trust in the Loj^d Jesus Christ, as the only founda-

tion of a sinner's hope, was exercised by any man, it was exer-

cised by Judge Washington. His books of religious reading

were of the highest evangelical character. His private duties

were discharged with scrupulous regularity. All the hours of

every Sabbath, were most devoutly consecrated to religious oc-

cupations and observances—family worship was attended with

the utmost regularity, and with a delightful simplicity; and, in-

deed, every domestic arrangement had reference to the comfort,

good order, and above all, the moral and religious improve-
ment of his household.

Judge Washington w^as not a man of forms and compliments.
Exactness and simplicity distinguished his opinions. He sur-

veyed at once the design, principles, and tendencies of A given
measure ; his decision rested on the clear and full conviction

of an enlightened mind; and he has left his deliberate, solemn,
and repeated decision upon the character and measures of the

American Sunday-school Union. ,

In a letter dated Mount Vernon, December 7, 1826,* in

answer to one informing him of his election to the office of
vice-president—he speaks of "the sacred cause in which this

institution is engaged," and says, "I can only premise to pro-

mote, as far as 1 can, the formation of societies subordinate to

* See American Sunday-school Magazine, vol. 4, p. 25, for the letter at

length.
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Ihe parent one, to aid in the great work which it aims to ac-

complish."

A letter dated April 27, 1829, addressed to the Committee
of Publication, closes with the following expression :—" That
heaven may prosper the benevolent work in which- the Sunday-
school ¥nion are engaged, so honourable to them, and so bene-

ficial to our country, and to those particularly who are the ob-

jects of their solicitude,—is the ardent prayer of their faithful

friend and admirer, Bush. Washington."

In a conversation with one of the officers of the institution,

during the last spring, and about the time when he visited the

Society's buildings, and surveyed the extent and character of

its operations

—

Judge Washington said, " that of all the institu-

tions in the country, ihe American Sunday-school Union most
deserved the name of charitable, inasmuch as it was exerting

a moral influence that would regenerate the land."

We are not afraid of making too much of the opinion of such

a man as Judge Washington. We quote his opinions respect-

ing Sunday-schools, as we do Sir Matthew Hale's, respecting

the value and importance of the Sabbath—to show the world
what the wisest men have said and thought about institutions,

which foolish and ignorant men attempt to degrade and de-

stroy. In an address made by the Hon. John Sergeant of
Philadelphia, at a public meeting of the citizens of that place

in December last, he alluded to the character and opinions of
Judge Washington in the following terms:

—

" Sir, the best education—the best performance of the duties

of life, and the highest respect and honour too,—are consistent

with the humblest religious walk.

"And I am led to this remark, more particularly, by the loss

which your Society has just sustained. The same dispensation

of Providence, which has deprived the judgment-seat of one of

its brightest ornaments, and the community of one of its most
distinguished citizens, has taken from this Society one of its

highest officers. No man was more beloved, no man more
highly respected, than Judge Washington. He had a rare

purity and simplicity of character, and a sincerity that always
enabled us to say, that whatever he professed, he believed.

This mall, whom the whole community mourns, was as hum-
ble in his walk, and as devoted to all the duties of life, and as

deeply interested in. the prosperity of your enterprise, as he
was distinguished and honoured in his exalted public station.

" Within a few months, he has expressed, in a letter to one
of the officers of your Society, and with a warmth which we
may know he felt, his deep concern for your success, and his

opinion of the vast importance of your benevolent design.
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That a man like Judge Washington^ whose character for wis-

dom, and integrity, and piety, was so universally acknowledged
and revered, entertained and expressed such views, is a fact

Jiiore important than a volume of doubts and speculations."

NOTE, C.

Peter Hawes, Esq. of the city of New York, died Septem-
ber 30, 1829, at the age of sixty-one years—" so suddenly and ,

so sweetly that he knew not the pangs of death." In a short

notice which appeared in the public journals, at the time of his

death, some interesting facts were stated respecting his reli-

gious character and conduct which it is thought proper to pre-

serve in this place.

Mr. Hawes became a subject of a work of divine grace, so

late as the summer of 1821. The writer of the notice says,
" he shaU never forget those seasons of deep distress, in which
he has seen him bow himself before God ; in which he has seen

him take his place at a meeting of anxious sinners, with a com-
pany of youth and children, himself feeling that he was less

than the least of all of them. Nor will he ever forget the hours

and expressions of sweet submission, calm confidence, and
trembling hope and joy, with which this venerable man first

announced his own persuasion that he had made his peace with

God, through the peace-speaking blood of Jesus Christ. Nor
will those who witnessed the scene, ever forget the interesting

evening when he presented himself in the house of God, pub-

licly to profess his allegiance to the King of Zion, and kneeled

at the altar to receive the baptismal water, in the fitly-third

year of his age. It was then that many felt the weight and
preciousness of that divine declaration, "The hoary head shall

be a crown of glory, if found in the way of righteousness." If

a heart full of love to Christ; if a conscience, tender and fear-

ful of sinning against God ; if a life devoted, not to himself, but

to him who loved him and gave himself for him ; if to do justly,

love mercy, and walk humbly before God, be evidence of piety,

Mr. Hawes was a godly man. He was eminently a growing
Christian, both in grace and in knowledge. And his benevo-

lence was as active as it was tender and ardent. *To those

who knew him best, he appeared like one who felt, that as he
entered the vineyard at the eleventh hour, so he had no time

to stand idle. Many honoured and loved him for traits of cha-

racter that fell below the standard of the Bible. But his re-

ligion was his crown and glory. With all his intellectual and
moral virtues, his Christian graces were his peculiar adorn-

ment.
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NOTE, D.

A few extracts from the correspondence of the year will

show what degree and kind of interest is felt.

Cannonsburg, (Pa.) Feb. 22, 1830.

Last Sabbath we formed a temperance society in the school.

The constitution was immediately subscribed by nineteen teach-

ers and officers of the school, and sixty-six scholars. Many of

the scholars were considered too small to understand the na-

ture of the obligation, and therefore were not admitted.

Lewisbwgf Greenbrier county, (Va.) Jan. 28, 1830.

We hope and believe, that as the great cause of temperance
increases our school will increase. Our teachers all belong to

the temperance society, and a great number of our scholars.

Cincinnati, Feb. 16, 1830.

A school was opened last fall directly over a grocery, from
which grocery the neighbourhood had long been in the habit of
furnishing themselves, on the Sabbath, with ardent spirits. The
first Sabbath of the school, the store was kept open as usual,

but the keeper of it, hearing the singing, &c., was induced to

go up into the school, to see what these things meant. He was
evidently affected with what he witnessed, and on the next
Sabbath, the store was shut. The neighbours, however, came
as usual, literally besieging the house for their accustomed Sun-
day drink. The store-keeper who had taken his seat again in

the Sunday-school, uniformly sent down word to his custom-
ers, "I can sell no more liquor on Sunday."—Here, we think,

is happily illustrated the effects of the Sunday-school system,
in aiding the operations of kindred institutions for the promo-
tion of temperance and the observance of the Sabbath.
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PROCEEDINGS

.'1/ the Seventh Anniversary of the American Sunday School Lhiion.

SUNDAY SCHOOL SERMON.

The Annual Sunday School Sermon, before the Officers, Mana-
gers and Members of the American Sunday School Union was
preached on Monday evening, May 23, by the Rev. Dr. Hum-
j)hrey, President of Amherst College, (\Is.) in the church on

Washington Square.

Tlic text was Proverbs xxii. G—and the preacher illustrated

it with great plainness and simplicity. He dwelt on the import-

ance of elementary principles in the science of Christian edu-

cation, as well as in all other sciences—explained very happily

the nature of the training required, and suggested the means of

bringing all the children of our country into it. The preacher's

appeal to his audience on the character, importance and Catho-

licism of the institution, and on its claims to support, was very

eloquent and forcible. A copy of the sermon will be furnished

for pubUcation, and the views it expressed will, we hope, be widely

disseminated.

ANNIVERSARY SERVICES.
The services of the seventh anniversary of the American Sun-

dav School Union were attended, in compliance with the pro-

vision of the constitution, May 24, 1831.

The chair was taken by the President of the Board precisely

at four o'clock.

The blessing of God was then implored by Rev. Mr. Perry, of

the Baptist Church, Philadelphia; after which the following

hymn, written for the occasion, by Rev. William Augustus Muli-

Imherg, was sung to music composed by W. Norris, Jun.

O God, though throned in glory

'Mid heaven's angelic throngs,

Casting their crowns before thee

With everlasting songs

:

Thy goodness yet rejoices

Love's humblest notes to hear ;

May then our feeble voices

Attract thy gracious ear.

3
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Accept our adoration,

That breathing freedom's air,

Our lot is in a nation

Which knows thy guardian care

—

That round us vale and mountain
With smiling plenty teem ;

That knowledge pours its fountain,

And truth its hallowed stream,

Mercies, like manna, falling

With every morning^s dew

;

Mid all, thy gospel calling

To joys for ever new :

O who, of all the living,

More grateful hymns sliould raise !

Then, be each word thanksgiving.

And every action, praise.

And let thy grace descending

JVot on our hearts in vain,

But, with each purpose blending,

Ascend in love again

To thee, whose breath, as showers

Of spring renew th-e earth,

Awake to glorious flowers

The seed of heavenly birth.

The fulness of thy favour

Pour down on them, we pray,

Who to thy fold, O Saviour,

Restore us when we stray :

Their works rewarded double,

let them prove thy love,

Their sun and shield in trouble,

Their crown of life above.

Still be thy Gospel spreading

Abroad its wings of light

—

Wherever man is treading

The paths of death and night

:

From nation on to nation,

Extend its righteous sway,

Till the last desolation

Of sin, be swept away.



The report of the annual receipts and expenditurea wua read

by the Treasurer of the Society, Paul Beck, jun.

Extracts from tlie annual report of the transactions of the

Board were read by one of the Secretaries.

The following resolutions were then moved, seconded and
adopted, viz.

By Rev. Dr. Livingston^ oi the Reformed Dutch Church, Phila-

dolphia, seconded by Judge Darlings of Berks county, (Pa.)

Resolved, That the annual report of the Board be accepted
and published.

By Dr. Reese, of the Methodist Church, (New York.) seconded
by Rev. Mr. Cookman, of the same church, (Philadelpiiia.)

Resolved, That while it is still the object and desire of tlic

American Sunday School Union to concentrate the efforts of the

friends of Sunday Schools, in support of the broad and catholic

principles which govern our plans and proceedings, we look with

the most friendly feelings on the exertions and success of those

who are prosecuting the same benevolent enterprise, under what-
ever name or connexion of evangelical Christians.

By Mr. Leicis Tappan, of New York, seconded by Rev. M-:

Ridgeley, of the Episcopal Church, Bristol (Pa.)

Resolved, That the safety of our country depends upon the

universal religious education of the people, and that in this view,

it is a matter of deep interest to every citizen, that all our chil-

dren and youth should be brought at once under the influence of

Sunday School instruction.

By the Rev. Mr. Sanford, of the Presbyterian Church, seconded
by Re-c. Mr. Ashton, of the Baptist Church, Philadelphia.

Resolved, That while the friends of Sunday Schools have rea-

son to bless God for any measure of success, they are called upon
by the signal events of Divine Providence, by the promises of

God's word, and the dispensations of his Grace, to labour more
diligently and directly, in reliance upon the Holy Spirit, for the

salvation of souls, and for the conversion of the world unto God.
The following original hymn, written by the same Rev. gen-

tleman, was then sung by the children.

Father, once more let grateful praise

And humble prayer to thee ascend

;

Thou guide and guardian of our ways:
Our first and last, our only Friend.

Since every day and hour that 's gone
Has been with mercy richly crowned,

Mercy, we know, shall still flow on,

Ceaseless and sure, as time rolls round.
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Our pilgrimage, by thee decreed,

Glad we'll pursue, nor ask to roam

;

Let but the fiery pillar lead,

And Canaan be, at last, our home.

Hear, then, the farewell prayers we pour,

Binding our hearts in love alone

:

For in one band we'll meet no more.
Till gathered round thy judgment-throne.
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REPORT.

The design of our Annual Report is to show the progress of

the institution—to declare the principles which govern us, and

tlic evidence, which an additional year of our history fur-

nishes, that those principles are sound and defensible—to illus-

trate the importance and disclose the facilities of Christian edu-

cation more particularly by means of Sunday Schools; and,

generally, to suggest such considerations as may secure the full

co-operation of our fellow-citizens in the employment of those

means.

The Managers have never met the Society under circum-

stances of deeper interest. Well may our friends say to us,

—

" Peacef peace he unto thee; and peace he to thy helperSy for thy

God helpeth thee:'

A very large number of our auxiliaries have made no report,

and others, which have reported, are known to embrace many
more schools than they claim. Notwithstanding the painful

indifference on this subject, enough is known to show, that during

the last year our schools have increased from 6,654 to 7,244 ; our

teachers from 61,372 to 64,215 ; and our pupils from 411,009 to

451,075; showing an increase during the year of 590 schools,

2,843 teachers, and 40,066 scholars. The number in the United

States who are enrolled as members of a Sunday School may be

safely estimated at upwards of 600,000. In Great Britain the

number is 1,019,693.

Between thirty and forty new works have been published

by us during the year, principally for libraries. A large propor-

tion of these were prepared originally for the society. Many of

our books having received a critical revision, have passed through

B
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new editions. The character and value of this revision may be

ascertained by an examination of the Shepherd of SaHsbury

Plain, the Catechist, Mary and Archie Graham, the Patient

Pastor, Slc. &,c.

The Treasurer's Report shows the amount of expenditure

during the year ending March 1, 1831, to have been,

$77,451 80

The amount of receipts within the same period,

including the balance on hand at the com-

mencement of the vear - - - $>77,'701 (.'.'J

Leaving a balance in the treasury, March 1,

1831, of ---,'-.. 246

Of the receipts there have been donations to the

general fund, 8,267 83

To the Missionary fund, (including fees on admis-

sion of auxiliaries,) - - - - •- 983 33

To the Valley Fund, 24,417 12

And the balance is made up of

the amount in the treasury,

March 1, 1830. - - 3115 03

And the amount received from

societies and individuals in

payment of debts and for

books sold, - - - 40,917 72

44,033 35

877,701 63

The amount paid during the last year for the salaries and

expenses of Missionaries to establish Sunday Schools east of the

Alleghany, exceeds the amount of donations to that object, in the

sum of $7 13 50.

The society owns no property of any kind, except its stock

of books and stereotype plates, and the building it occupies,

on which is -a mortgage of $20,000. Nor has it any other

source of income except the profits of its business, (which for

the year ending March 1, 1831, amounted to 8548 83,) and
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the voluntary contributions of its iVicnds; on the contrary, beaides

its business debts and mortgage, it owes thirty-six thousafid one

liundrcci and Jifly dollars, borrowed money, on which wt pay in-

terest.

Among the important measures adopted since the last anni-

versary, is the commencement of a weekly paper, with the title

of " Sunday School Journal and Advocate of Christian Educa-

tion." This subject has been before the Board for years, but it

seemed to be embarrassed with many difficulties, and the step

was postponed until public sentiment became very generally

and decidedly favourable to it, and the interests of the Society

obviously required it. Indeed, it would be strange, if, in the

multitude of claims which are urged upon common attention,

every hour, by the periodical press, the cause of Christian edu-

cation should be without a special advocate. It would be

strange, if, in the unnumbered theories and fancies on the sub-

ject of reform, we should lose sight of that most wise and sub-

stantial plan which is capable of universal application ; of which

(jod himself is the author and promoter, and the success of which

is, by Him, made sure. If the advocate of kindred associations

to advance our agricultural and commercial interests is heard, it

is not to be supposed that a deaf ear will be turned to the advo-

cate of a plan which secures the universal diffusion of knowledge,

and, by the same means, the purity, mtelligence, and indepen-

dence of the whole people.

It is in the full confidence that our fellow-citizens are disposed

to sustain the system of Sunday School instruction so far as it is

understood, and that*all are wiUing to investigate its claims, that

we have adopted a measure which has no precedent in this, or

any other country.

That we did not mistake public feeling is already apparent.

There is not a State in the Union from which we have not re-

ceived abundant proof that our Journal is regarded w-ith deep

interest, and considered a highly expedient and seasonable

publication. That it is the cheapest agent the society has ever

employed, is very clear ; and it has this farther advantage over

all other agents, that its services may be secured at the same

time, by every body, and for an unlimited period. In exchange
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for the trifling annual sum of two, or three dollars, by each

school, a weekly visit may be received from this agent, with

intelligence from every part of the country ; and such intelli-

gence too, as must give a new impulse to the labourers, at

every stage of their progress. And it is by some such cheap

and simple medium of communication between the carpenter

and the goldsmith, and between him that smootheth with the

hammer and him that smiteth on the anvil, that every one is to

help his neighbour, and every one is to say to his brother, " Be
of good courage."

Our late monthly periodical is, by the new arrangement,

printed quarterly, with a patronage hardly covering the expenses

of its publication ; and yet we cannot believe the place it occu-

pies should be left vacant.

The two periodicals for children, continue to receive the ap-

probation of those among whom they circulate. The Youth's

Friend, it is believed, will not suffer in comparison with any ju-

venile periodical now published. It is very pure, sensible, in-

structive, and entertaining, and some of the best models of wri-

ting for children may be found in its pages.

The Rev. Dr. Milnor, who was commissioned to represent the

society at the last anniversary of the London Sunday School

Union, faithfully attended upon that duty, and was received

with great respect and cordiality.* For the valuable services

of the reverend gentleman in this behalf, the Board take occasion

to express their peculiar obligation.

At almost every return of this interesting day, we have cause

to sorrow for some brother whose face we shall see no more.

Mr. Joshua Haven, of Philadelphia, shared largely and cheer-

fully, for a few months, in our labours and responsibilities, and

had become exceedingly interested in our principles and plans,

when his purposes were cut off, and his stewardship closed.

He possessed an intelligent, discriminating, well cultivated

mind—his integrity was irreproachable—his domestic character

uncommonly exemplary, and his Christian profession and conduct

such as inspire the confident hope that it is well with him.f

The society has no interests of greater magnitude than

• See Note A. t See Note B.
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those connected with the publication of books, and we feel

constrained to present those interests, on this occasion, with more

than ordinary minuteness. The subject itself is not well under-

stood by all, and its importance is justly appreciated by very

few. Its bearing upon the interests of intellectual and moral

philosophy—upon the minds as well as the hearts of men,

—

may well secure for it the most patient and attentive con-

sideration.

In Great Britain the publication of books for children is, for

the most part, a matter of private speculation. The London

Sunday School Union has published a few books, chiefly, how-

ever, of an elementary character ; and there are societies or

committees who have exercised, with great discrimination, the

right of publicly approving, or disapproving such books as would

be likely to be generally read by children. We need not add,

that for many most valuable publications, the world is indebted

to the London Religious Tract Society. Still, as the establish-

ment of libraries in connection with Sunday Schools has not

obtained among them, the general supply of their juvenile read-

ing population has been left very much to individual enterprise.

It is an important fact, that the books used in their common
schools, are compiled with much more direct and obvious refer-

ence to the inculcation of religious truth, than are most of our

common-school books in this country.

The number of books designed for children, and published

among us, cannot be ascertained with any precision : indeed

numbers would conv^ey no distinct idea of the vast amount, and

the impression which any statement would leave, would be too

vague and unsatisfactory to be useful. It is well known how-

small a portion of this immense mass of reading matter has ever

undergone an expurgatory process. Many books which find a

ready sale, and which unsuspecting parents suffer to be placed

in the hands of their children, are known to be filled with false

and pernicious sentiments ; and some of them are exceedingh'^

vile and scandalous.

Until the establishment of libraries, in connection with Sun-

day schools, suggested the necessity of greater variety, more

character, and more perfect adaptation to their purpose, much
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less anxiety was felt respecting the source from which they

came: but as soon as it was apparent that the Ubrary w^ould

necessarily become an important branch of instruction—that

the books prepared for teachers and scholars, and designed to

urge upon the mind, through the week, the lessons of the Sab-

bath, might exert an influence, incomparably more powerful

than the course of instruction itself, the anxieties of the friends

of the institution were naturally excited respecting the cha-

racter of these books ; and now that the use of libraries has

become almost co-extensive with the establishment of schools,

their character, management, abuses and advantages, are very

fruitful topics of discussion.

The publication of books is not a new feature in our system.

It v/as early declared to be one of the chief purposes of our or-

ganization, to circulate moral and religious truth, in this form,

through the land—and in the very first arrangement of business,

the same distinctive principles which now govern this department

were explicitly set forth.

It was not, indeed, until a later period that the use of libra-

ries became a subject of such deep and general solicitude, and

then additional guards were placed around our press. The Com-

mittee of Publication was enlarged from five to eight members,

to be selected from at least four different denominations of

Christians, and not more than two members from any one dc-

.nomination.* Thus constituted, the whole business of publication

is committed to them. Every member has an opportunity to

examine every book, and any objection, from any member of

this committee, to any book, is conclusive against its progress :

nor can any book be sold, by whomsoever published, by any

bookstore or depository under our direction or control, unless ap-

proved for that purpose, by this committee.

What better provision than this could be made for the just

exhibition of moral and religious truth ? or what better security

provided against tli"e introduction of sectarianism and error, by

means of Sunday School libraries ?

* The present Committee of Publication consists of two Baptists, two Metlio-

di»ts, two Episcopalians, and two Presbyterians.
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The imprint of the society, wherever it is placed, carries with

it the assurance tliat the book on which it rests, has been selected,

read, revised, approved, and published by a body of men, whose

views of some religious doctrines and of some forms of ecclesiasti-

cal government are sufliciently diverse to separate them into dis-

tinct denominations, and thus to make them jealous of each

others' riglits, but who still find the essential, saving truths of

the gospel so clearly revealed, that they can cordially unite in

the universal propagation of them.

It is an assurance, moreover, that the book sustains, in a due

degree, a decidedly religious character ; that nothing is inculca-

ted at variance with evangelical truth, or sound morality—that its

general tendency is to improve the heart, enlarge the capacity,

and excite a taste for intellectual pursuits.

That this assurance is worth something is very obvious. In

the selection of books for a library, there is great danger of de-

ception. The beautiful style in which children's books are got up

—the specious and attractive titles they bear—and the seeming

inoflfensiveness of the matter they contain, conspire to make the

selection exceedingly perplexing. Books, claiming a place in a

Sunday School Hbrary, arc multiplied with great rapidity, here

and abroad, and few persons have time, or are inclined to search

the mass for such as are unexceptionable. As an evidence of

the truth of this remark, it may not be amiss to state, that about

two years since, the examining committee of a very efficient

county union in the state of New York, commenced the revision

ofbooks for a depository ; and of eighty-five books, (none of which

were from our press) twenty-three were unhesitatingly rejected

;

and most of these, not because they were not properly written,

but because they were believed to contain sentiments at

variance with the religion of the Bible.*

It is perhaps safe to say, that of any one hundred books pub-

lished and advertised by individuals or societies, other than the

American Sunday School Union, as suitable for Sunday School

libraries, more than two-thirds would be rejected, without re-

serve or qualification, as in some point obnoxious to one or more
denominations of evangelical Christians.

* Sabbath School Visitant, vol. I. p. 98.
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As the institution with which it is connected overlooks en-

tirely the divisions of the church, and regards the whole human

family as alike the subjects of its influence ;—and as the course

of instruction is adapted to the moral exigencies of man, under

all circumstances and designations,—so the library, which is a

constituent and most essential part of the system of education,

should be entirely simple, catholic, and evangelical in its charac-

ter. Light and intelligence should be diffused wherever a Sun-

day School book moves or rests. Its pages should be richly

stored with heavenly truth, and should be without offence in the

sight of all who love our Lord Jesus Christ in sincerity.

To furnish reading of this character for the juvenile popula-

tion of the country, or for such portion of it as waits upon us for

a supply, is a duty of no ordinary magnitude and delicacj^ It

wa-s obviously impracticable to have at hand, at once, the re-

quisite variety of books, or to adapt them with very nice dis-

crimination to the unknown, and, as yet, unformed tastes of

those who w^ere to be their readers. It was seen that every

thought, expression, and device, the property of which w^as not

secured to another, must be made subservient to this great object.

Accordingly, at the very outset, the principle was distinctly avow-

ed, and published in many hundred thousand forms, that the

phrase, " Revised by tJie Committee of Publication,'' implies, that the

book so revised has undergone every alteration which was con-

sidered necessary by that committee, to render it a fit reading book

for American Sunday School children of every denomination ;—in

other words—the book so revised is ac/o^/e^ by the American Sun-

day School Union ; and whatever patronymic, or reputation it

may bear at the time of its adoption, or obtain afterw^ards,—for

its appearance, dress, character and influence, the American

Sunday School Union is alone responsible.

This right of revision is enjoyed, to its fullest extent, by all

others, without molestation and complaint, and there seems to be

no ETOod reason whv it should be denied to those whose only ob-

ject in exercising it, is public advantage.

And as to the principle on w^hich the right is founded,—we
cannot bring ourselves to believe, that a book which is unexcep-

tionable save in a single line or in a single class of words, is to be
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for ever excluded from circulation, or circulated only among the

few whose views and prejudices it favours, merely because of the

objectionable passage or phraseology.

The declaration which the title page of each of our publica-

tions makes, shifts the burden of responsibility for every hne and

letter upon the society, whether the name of the original author

is retained, or expunged. And while we regard, scrupulously, the

rights of authors, and the provisions of law by which they are

secured from violation, we esteem every book which is given to

the world, without this protection, as common property, and

claim the liberty to use it in whatever way it will best subserve

the purposes of religious education.

In what form as to size, style, price, and general character,

they \vi\\ best subserve these purposes, has, particularly within

the last year, become a subject of very general and interesting

inqmry.

Our first object is, to furnish cheap elementary books to be

used in teaching children and adults to read. To these we have

given such a character as may make their use on the Sabbath

as consistent as possible with the sacredness of the day. Within

a month or two, we have added to this class of our publications,

a series of new reading books, with questions for the teacher's

use, which have been received with great favour by the British

Sunday and daily scliools, and which are believed to be ad-

mirably adapted to the purpose. Some idea may be formed of

the pains taken in the preparation of these books, from the fact,

that the sub-committee of the London Society, to w^hom the com-

pilation of them was entrusted, expended the time of one hun-

dred meetings m preparing them. It is believed, that they are

among the cheapest elementary books, for teaching the English

language, now sold in this country.

The lessons and apparatus for Infant School instruction have

been considerably extended, and will continue to be regarded by

the Board with special interest. An entirely new and original

series of prints and lessons, is now in the progress of publication.

We regard Infant Schools as holding a very exalted rank among

the means of reforming and evangelizing the world. The abuses

and deficiencies which attend their management have not escaped

C
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the knowledge of your Board, but they are by no means neces-

sarily incident to the system itself.

Another object has been, to furnish small children with simple

stories, adapted to their taste and comprehension, and fitted to

amuse, as well as to instruct. It is to be regretted, that this

class of our publications is still so limited, while there are so

many who might, by an hour's effort, supply the deficiency.

Some lively description of natural scenery—an exciting passage

of history—a simple tale of a little child's virtues, vices, wants, or

woes,—and, better than all, a sketch from the page of inspiration,

would furnish multitudes of children with the means of improve-

ment after amusement has become a task.

That there are thousands of both sexes who might devote a

few hours to this interesting employment, every month, cannot

be doubted; and the capacity of the institution to publish and

circulate them is indefinite.

Without increasing at all the mechanical power which the

Board can at any moment employ, we could print at the rate of

upwards of 4,000,000 pages per week. This would furnish,

weekly, one hundred and fifteen new books, of 18mo. size, 36 pp.,

and one thousand copies of each ; or seventeen new books, daily,

of the same size and quantity. And without investing any ad-

ditional capital, except that which paper and labour would in-

volve, we could quadruple this amount of work at a week's

notice.

We are ready to compensate those who will furnish suitable

books. We can pu])lish and circulate them in any quantity.

—Where are the minds and hearts and hands for the work?

A third object, and the last we shall name in this connexion,

is the supply of Sunday School libraries.

It has already been suggested, that the surprising multiplica-

tion of these books, written the last three or four years, has

rendered a judicious selection exceedingly difficult : many of

them are calculated to do irreparable mischief—some will be

found to contain the most unnatural and unscriptural views of

Christian character—others again studiously avoid so much as an

allusion to the religious relations and obligations of man. Some

strenuously advocate the peculiar views of the denomination on

J
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whose patronage they depend, and others would have children

to believe that religion itself is nothing but a system of conflicting

creeds and imposing dogmas. In a single word, some inculcate

nothing that is right, and others every thing that is wrong.*

In our country, not a few prolitic pens and presses have been

employed in producing books which can never at all nourish the

intellectual or moral nature of a child. They may beguile a

listless hour, or amuse a vacant mind, but they deprave the taste,

if not the heart ; they neither enlarge the capacities, nor ele-

vate the thoughts or hopes of an immortal creature, nor do they

even aim at this exalted object.

In behalf of the children of our country, w^e urge their claim

to something substantial and dignifying in every book that is

prepared for them. Something that shall breathe the spirit of

liberty,—something that shall lead them onward and upward

to glory, honour, immortality and eternal life.

There is something, if we mistake not, in the peculiar circum-

stances in which the institutions of this country were established,

which gives a peculiar character to the habits, customs, and

opinions of those who have been born and educated under their

influence. We look with gratitude and admiration upon the

monuments of learning, philanthropy and religious enterprise,

which meet us on every side, in the land of our fathers ; and

chiefly upon that which rises high in majestic glory above all the

rest, and from which the dawning of a millennial day seems to

have been first discerned ; we mean the British and Foreign Bi-

ble Society. Yet, there is in the character of many of her civil

and ecclesiastical institutions, and in the habits of her people,

something which ill accords wdth the prevailing customs and

sentiments on this side of the water. Some of the most objec-

tionable children's books we have ever seen, have come to us

from the British press, and have been protected from unqualified

condemnation only by the popular favour which their authors

have enjoyed.

It is a subject of congratulation, that we have no need to go

* The fact has recently been stated on unquestionable authority, that Volney's

Ruins, the very manual of atheism and infidelity, has been stereotyped in a coun>

try town in New England, and is extensively sold.
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abroad for subjects and scenes of interest. American divines,

statesmen, and benefactors—American mountains, forests, prai-

ries, and rivers—American history, hopes, and prospects, raav

surely furnish subjects enough of grateful, profitable, and inter-

esting contemplation to American children.

As to the character which these books should sustain, there

can be but one opinion,—they should be chaste and intelligible

in language—pure and elevated in moral sentiment;—they should

be deeply imbued with the simple, essential doctrines of the gos-

pel, and should accord precisely with truth and nature.

Notwithstanding this general agreement, there is a variance

of opinion as to the style of writing children's books. On one

side it is said, that every word used in our intercourse with chil-

dren, should be such as they understand ; and on the otlier, it is

contended, that the use of words which they do not understand,

leads to inquiry, and thus to an increase of knowledge. We ap-

prehend that this difference is perfectly reconcileable.

In writing for a child seven years old, the principle by which

the style is governed, is perfectly arbitrary. Supposing him to

be a child of ordinary understanding and education, we shall em-

ploy language fitted to impress our thoughts on his mind ; still, it

may be that a majority of children of that age will find many
words, the meaning of which they must inquire.

If the same instruction should be communicated to the same

children orally, the language would be accommodated precisely

to the present case ; and perhaps in relating a passage of history

to a class of six or eight children, of about the same age, the dif-

ference of capacity and attainment would require the employ-

ment of every variety of expression.

In the case of oral instruction, if a word is used which is mis-

understood or incomprehensible, another, more simple, can be

used by which the idea is conveyed. Not so with the book ;

—

there the word stands immoveable and unchangeable; and or-

dinarily, the word not understood makes the sentence unmean-

ing ; the child is discouraged by this vain application of his mind,

and thus the pernicious habit of heedless, mechanical reading is

formed, and the influence of books over the children of our Sun-

day Schools is worse than wasted.
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To check or prevent this evil, it should be the endeavour of

every teacher and parent to encourage children to inquire ; and

the utmost care should be taken to ascertain the degree of hitel-

ligence with wliich they read every page and sentence. And

when our writers employ language and illustration suited to the

ordinary capacities and attainments of those into whose hands

their books are likely to fall, and when due care is taken to form

an early habit of inquiry as to the meaning of every word, we

shall find the most active intellectual effort among our Sunday

and Infant School classes ; and a strength and energy of intellec-

tual character which many might suppose to be entirely un-

attainable. It is never to be forgotten in the composition of

children's books, that language which is simple enough to clothe

a child's thoughts, is not too simple to express the conceptions of

an angel.

The purity and elevation of moral sentiment depends very

much upon education ; and we have reason to believe, that our

books are well designed to increase its sensitiveness and discrimi-

nation. Indeed, it would be a deep reproach to us were it other-

wise. Several instances have come to our knowledge within the

last year, in which this effect has been made apparent. The im-

portance of cherishing a quick moral feeling, and shielding it

from any contaminating or weakening influence, cannot be too

sensibly felt. That many books, which exert such an influence, are

circulated, and have powerful attractions for children, is well

known ; and the skill with which the poison is concealed, proves

that the archest fiend has prepared it.

The acute moral feeling which leads a child to shrink, as if

by instinct, from any immoral act, is so nearly allied to religious

principle, as to be sometimes mistaken for it ; and it clothed the

kneeling inquirer in the gospel with so much loveHness, that

even the Saviour of the world, though he knew^ the thoughts of

his heart, beholding, loved him. When it is considered how
entirely uninfluenced by this sentiment are the examples, pur-

suits and principles of the world, the importance of giving it

early strength and elevation will be more highly appreciated.

But education cannot implant religious principle ; it cannot

abate a hand's-breadth of the distance between God and the sin-
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tier. It may invigorate and enlarge the powers of the new-born

soul, quicken the current of its life, and present to the unclouded

eye, scenes of unearthly and transporting joy ; but its power is

exerted in vain upon one dead in trespasses and sins ; it cannot

impart the flush of health to the leprous man, nor enable one

\\ ho was born blind, to feast his eyes on the sublimest glories of

( reation.

W^hen we speak of religious education, therefore, we mean
KDUCATiox FOR GoD ; and this implies not merely an education in

the science of religion, but the feeling and experience of its

transforming power upon the heart. A religious man must neces-

sarily be a moral man, and a moral man cannot be a bad citizen.

We mean then, in the whole course of a Sunday School educa-

tion, to present continually to the pupil's mind, the obligations

and relations he sustains as a creature of God, and a subject of

his moral government ; but more especially the new relations and

obligations which rest upon him under the dispensation of mercy

through Jesus Christ.

We are wiUing to avow that our grand object is, with God's

blessing, to make every child—while he is a child—a believer

in the Bible, the whole Bible, and (so far as religion is con-

cerned) nothing hut the Bible, Knowing that snares are spread

all around his feet, and that he is to wTCstle not only " against

flesh and blood, but against principalities,—against powers,

—

against the rulers of the darkness of this world,—against spi-

I'itual wickedness in high places," we wish to arm him for the

conflict in his childhood, that he may gi'ow up in his armour,—
and then, when the contest begins with his own lusts—with

the adversary of his soul—with the world, the flesh and the

devil—he will turn from the narrow way, neither to the right

hand nor to the left—his countenance will not blanch, nor his

strength forsake him—clad in the armour of God—his loins

girt about with truth—the breast-plate of righteousness and

the shield of faith glittering upon him—his feet shod with the

preparation of the gospel of peace—the helmet of salvation

upon his head, and the sword of the Spirit (which is the word of

God) in his hand,—we can look upon his advancing course with

exulting joy. A thousand shall fall at the side of such a child,
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and ten thousand at his right hand, but he shall not be dismayed,

neither shall defeat nor destruction come nigh him. This is one

who has been educated for the God of Israel, and the God of

Israel is his strength, and will be his everlasting portion.

We trust the number of those who have come out from our

Sunday Schools, thus clad, during the year which now closes, is

not inconsiderable; the number reported to us, as of this character,

is not less than two thousand, and the number not reported is

believed to be much larger.

At the present period of unequalled interest to the friends of

Zion, more pergonal, pointed, spiritual instruction is expected of

teachers.—The conversion of children to God in this time of his

merciful visitation, is the object, more than ever before, of im-

mediate and chief concern: and every book that leaves the press

should be, in some measure, a help-meet for them in their work

of faith and labour of love.

The fourth characteristic mentioned, and not the least import-

ant, is a strict accordance with truth and nature. This quality

is as etTectually preserved in Pilgrim's Progress as in the Life of

Washington—in the story of the Prodigal Son, as in the history

of Stephen's martyrdom.

On this subject, as on all other moral subjects, the Board es-

teem the Bible the only perfect standard. They here find suffi-

cient sanction for the inculcation of divine truth by means of

histories, which, though not known to have any foundation in

fact, are fitted to illustrate and explain moral principle. The
incidents in connexion Vvith which the truth is exhibited, are

wholly supposititious, but yet perfectly simple and natural, while

the truth itself is plainly and prominently enforced.

Nathan's inimitably beautiful and pungent reproof of Da-

vid—the simple account of the creditor and his tv/o debtors,

by which Simon's unforgiving temper was rebuked, and the

broken-hearted penitent comforted—the particular history by

which the relation of a neighbour is illustrated in the case of

the man on his way from Jerusalem to Jericho, where circum-

stances are minutely related—the great supper, by an allusion

to which the fulness and freeness of the gospel salvation are re-

presented,—and the story of the Prodigal Son, which declares.
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>X'ith unparalleled eloquence, the forgiveness and exceeding com-

passion of God,—all these, and others which might be cited,

are pertinent examples of the style of writing to which we have

just referred.

In respect to the general position taken on this subject, there

can be but one opinion. Every thing which a child sees or

hears, or reads, should be in strict conformity to truth—whether

it be in the history of a life, or in the colouring of an insect.

So deep, vivid and permanent are the impressions on the infant

mind, that the utmost care should be taken to have them rigidly

exact. One, to whom the world is indebted for many valuable

hints on the subject of early education, has said, that she would

correct the mistake or misstatement of a child who should speak

of a transaction as seen from one wdndow of a room, when in

fact it was seen from another.

The principle which would exclude from children's libraries

every book which gives false or unnatural views of life, charac-

ter, or duty, should be applied with scrupulous fidelity ; farther

than this we should not be inclined to extend it.

It is an interesting incident respecting our publications, that

copies of all which are strictly original have been forwarded to

Bombay, at the request of the Mission there, with a view to

their translation into the Mahratta language ; and it is proba-

ble that many of them will soon be translated into the modern

Greek.

On twenty-four of our books, seventeen of which have been

heretofore placed in the last series of the catalogue, an average

reduction of eighteen per cent, has been made within two or

three months.

Among the donations by your Board during the last year, two

of the most liberal were made to the House of Refuge at New
York and Philadelphia.

So intimately connected is the success of Sunday Schools

m this country with the progress of general education, as to

make it an interesting and profitable inquiry for a moment,

what is the actual state of public education in the United

States.

And it is sufficiently evident, that although books of every
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form, size, and pretension, and teachers, that arc called such,

abound on every side, the system of public instruction is essenti-

ally retarded by the want of qualified teachers and suitable

books. The mass of uneducated or mis-educated mind is already

appalling, and is increasing every hour.

In those sections of the country where education has the

largest number of Hberal and enlightened friends, its advances for

the last year or two have been very sensible and animating, but

even there we shall find the prevailing modes of teaching ex-

ceedingly indefinite and mechanical—that the attainment of

available knowledge is very limited, and that the communion of

mind with mind, in the relation of teacher and pupil, is very

rare. Tlie scie?ice of education is not understood, nor does public

sentiment yet require that it should be understood, even by those

who attempt to live by means of it, and who consume an enor-

mous amount of money annually. The wages of common school

teachers in the state of New York alone, in one year amounted

to $580,520.

In many places liberal provision is made for the support of

schools; but upon pushing inquiry into their actual state, we
shall find, that in a vast proportion of instances, it is provision

rather for the support of houses, where idle, troublesome children

shall be assembled, at stated hours, for an amalgamation of cha-

racter, under the listless superintendence of some one who has

nothing to do there or elsewhere.

In other sections again, the state of society prevents any

very liberal measures on this subject, while the fear is that no-

thing but such measures will change the state of society foi the

better.

Notwithstanding all this, there has never been a period, pro-

bably, since the settlement of the country, when so much was

said and done on the subject of education. In the eastern

states, particularly, attention is very mucii engrossed by systems

of mutual improvement among the adult classes of society, and

the advantages of improvement among these will soon be felt

by every other class.

Most of the present theories on this subject seem to contem-

plate cheapness as the grand object, and thev generally recog-

D
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nize the importance of some degree of moral and religious

culture, in connexion with that which is merely intellectual or

physical : but is it supposed by governors and legislatures, that

such an education is to be acquired at hap-hazard, or as a mat-

ter of course, like a knowledge of the world ? or is it mentioned

thus indefinitely and indistinctly, as a sort of finishing grace to

the sentence, designed to leave an impression of completeness ?

If it is regarded by them, as it is by us, a matter of deep civil

interest, why do they not define its character—urge its import-

ance, and give us some view of its present state and prospects ?

Why do they not jx)int us to the means by which the general

religious and moral education of the people is expected to be

secured, and in what measlire and under what form those means

are now improved 1 They do thus respecting all the other de-

partments of education—why is it omitted in respect to that

which is most important ?

At an early period of our country's history, the public school-

master was examined mth rigid fidelity ; the most scrupulous

care was taken to ascertain his fitness in age, acquisitions, tem-

per, habits, and moral and religious character, for the high and

responsible post he was to occupy. He was set apart to the office,

publicly, and with great solemnity, and was esteemed and re-

spected as holding a high place in the society of which he was a

member. The word of God was uniformly read, and the bless-

ing of God implored before the instructions of the day commenc-

ed, and with a similar service they invariably closed,* and a

special religious exercise was also observed at the close of every

week. In all this there was a connexion between education in

science and sound morals, which was obvious and tangible ; but

where is it now ? May it not be said, with strict truth, that no

provision at all is made for public education in morals and reli-

gion out of Sunday Schools ? And is not the inference irresistible,

that so far as these are necessary to the well-being of a State,

* II is gratify ing to Icarn, that among other interesting resolutions, the follow-

ing was unanimously adopted at the late meeting of the National Lyceum in the

oity of New York.

Resolved, unanimously, That, in the judgment of this Lyceum, a portion of the

Scriptures ought to he publicly read, daily, in each common school ; and this ex-

ercise is hereby respectfully recommended by the Lyceum.
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so far Sunday Schools are iiulispensible to the salvation of oui

country?

A word then as to the cheapness of education. The popular

cflbrt is to bring a good education within the reach of every

child, and to this end every thing about it must be cheap.

A common school involves several items of unavoidable ex-

pense. A house must be built, fitted up, and kept in repair, in

every school-district ; instructors must be employed and paid,

some twenty, some tifty, and some one hundred dollars per month
;

fuel must be provided ; writing, reading, spelling, and text books

must be procured, and when worn out or improved must be re-

placed ; the child's whole time must be given to the school while

it is open ; all the evils and risks of a continual change of in-

structors and modes of instruction must be endured ; all the

hazards of bad example, pernicious influence and unhappy asso-

ciations must be run, that the child may obtain some knowledge

of reading, writing, and arithmetic. The value of a knowledge

of reading and writing alone, cannot be estimated ; nor is it our

design to diminish its importance ; but comparing the time spent

by a child in the most favoured parts of the country, in obtaining

a common-school education, with the expense of time and money

which other systems involve, and the results they produce, we
shall be able to judge of their respective claims to preference, on

the score of cheapness.

Probably ninety-nine of a hundred Sunday Schools are kept

in places which would be provided if Sunday Schools were un-

known. The place of holding them need to cost nothing. A
church, a hall, a public or private room, or even a barn, have

often answered, and will still answer every purpose. This is a

feature of the system which renders it exceedingly valuable in

places but recently settled, and where the population is sparse

and unable to establish permanent daily instruction. Ours is the

system of all others, which literally brings education to every

man's door.

The teaching is gratuitous ; and though in some instances it

may be very weak, imperfect, and erroneous, in others it is of a

most exalted character. There are teachers in our Sunday

Schools, of both sexes, whose services the wealth of the Indies
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could not purchase nor compensate. In no possible form can a

Sunday School teacher be governed by mercenary motives ; and

the employment is now so common, that the pursuit of it certain-

ly confers no distinction in the world's view. At any rate, the

teaching costs nothing. The text books are supplied gratuitously

to all the children in many schools, and in all schools to as many
of the children as cannot supply themselves. Christians are

pledged to furnish the whole community with the principal text-

book, THE Bible ; and it is not like an arithmetic or gram-

mar, which none but the school-going members of the family

want ; it is the text-book of the whole family—the text-book of

the whole world.

We find, then, that the room, the teacher, and the requisites

in the Sunday School system of education, are gratuitous, or

the expense, (if any,) is defrayed by voluntary contribution; and

these are the only wants which Sunday and daily schools have

in common. But in addition to this there is attached to the

Sunday School system of education, a librarj^ prepared, se-

lected, and arranged for the use of the pupils, presenting to

the mind, in every grade of life and in every variety of charac-

ter, its immortal relations and destinies, and urging it by motives

of divine origin to press toward the mark for the prize of its

high calling. These books are gratuitously loaned to teachers

and pupils, and constitute, in effect, a parish circulating library;

of the advantages of which every individual, who is disposed,

can avail himself. The value of such a library may be estima-

ted more justly, when it is considered how^ few parents can in-

cur the expense of a sufficient variety of books for their children.

And what scheme of public education, we w^ould ask, surpasses

that which, while it plants and cultivates a taste for reading and

mental improvement, provides the means of gratifying it without

personal expense, and from a collection of books w^hich has been

not only selected, but written or compiled, with special reference

to the wants of children and young persons, and with special care

to exclude whatever might prove, in any degree, injurious.

Beyond all this, in a well regulated Sunday School there is

the kind influence of a teacher over a child, and his friendship,

secured perhaps for hfe. The very fact that a teacher, on our
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system, has but eight or (en pupils to regard and follow, gives

him a prodigious advantage over the common teacher ; indeed

almost enough to compensate for the difference of time allotted

to each for instruction.

It cannot he that an affectionate teacher, in whose tongue is

the law of kindness; whose eye is upon the child in all hi%

course, with deep solicitude, and who seeks him during the week,

at his home, amidst his domestic associations, that he may know

the influence under which his character is forming there ; it

cannot be, that such a teacher should fail to possess an advan-

tage which no daily teacher seeks or expects, and if he shall

use this advantage discreetly, he will forni in the pupil a taste

for reading and conversation ; so that he will love the Sunday

School and its exercises and object ; he will love his teacher and

seek his counsel, and yield to his suggestions ; and it will soon be

seen, as it often has been seen, that in a course of instruction

of three or four hours a week, under these advantages, the mo-

ral and intellectual powers of a child are more rapidly and aus-

piciously developed, and he is gaining incomparably more as an

intellectual and moral being, than another child, of like capacity,

who is punctually coaxed or whipped into submission to the

training of some daily school.

With such a system of supervision, then, over the moral, in-

tellectual, and social character as the Sunday School provides

—

with the free use of a library, judiciously selected and circula-

ted through the neighbourhood—in the study of a text book,

gratuitously furnished, of such universal interest and value as

the Bible—under the tuition of those whose services are entirely

voluntary and uncompensated, and rendered, in the judgment of

charity, from the most benevolent and honourable motives—in

a room 'which is built and furnished for other p^poses, with

which the Sunday School (!oes not interfere—and on a day

when neither teacher nor pupils could be prosecuting worldly

business without a violation of human and divine law—and all

designed and calculated to qualify them to serve their generation

in the fear of God, in all the relations of life, and to prepare

them for perfect and endless glory, when all these things shall

be dissolved—we venture to declare the Sunday School the
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cheapest, the most efficient, and the most rational system ot

education which the wit of man has ever devised.

The proposition made by tlie society a year since, to establish

a Sunday school wherever it should be practicable, throughout

the Valley of the Mississippi, has been, as is well known, most

liberally sustained by the friends of the measure. Wherever it

has been presented, it has excited deep interest, and received

the most cordial support. It is not possible, however, at this

stage of proceedings, to furnish any accurate details of success.

Several weeks elapsed before any system of measures could be

matured. The vast extent of territory to be explored,—the in-

definite information then possessed respecting the kind of labour

most desirable,—the number and character of agencies to be

employed, and the relative importance of times and places of

effort, combined to occasion much perplexity. Nothing of con-

sequence was done till July. An early and unusually severe win-

ter retarded, and, in a great measure, suspended the prosecution

of the work for several months. Some time has been required

to resume the course of labour, and our latest intelligence only

respects the incipient measures of the opening season. A few

months of such disadvantageous labour can hardly be expected

to furnish ground for an estimate of the extent or value of our

achievements. The past may be denominated the exploring year ;

the present, we trust in God, will be the accomplishing year.

The amount contributed to the Valley Fund

to March 1, 1831, is .... $24,41712

The amount paid and contracted to be paid

for Missionaries, Agents, and incidental ex-

penses, on the same account, to the same

time, y 2D,606 49

The amount of books placed in tfte Valley for

the supply of libraries, previous to March

1831, - 18,329 59

$38, 936 08

Showing that the Society has been obliged

to advance $14,518 96
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in the prosecution of the enterprise, over and above all that has

been received for that object. For the reimbursement of much
of this we can oiUy rely on pledges not yet redeemed, and a

considerable part of which may be considered of uncertain va-

lue. A thousand circumstances may change the purpose or the

power of fulfilling engagements of this kind ; and it would be

entirely unsafe for the society to assume extensive pecuniary re-

sponsibilities upon such a contingency. We can prudently go no

further than actual available means will carry us. And not-

withstanding the unexampled nominal generosity which has been

exhibited, the plan may be defeated through a deficiency of

such actual means. Present indications are very favourable to

the seasonable accomplishment of the society's undertaking ; and

in many parts of the western world, there has been a most re-

markable preparation in the public mind for the establishment

of schools as soon as they were proposed.

We have assigned to an individual agent the general superin-

tendence and direction in single States ; and in selecting and sta-

tioning these agents, reference has been had to the relative im-

portance of different positions, as accessible and convenient posts

of observation. It is obvious, that an agency, on which so much

both of the character and success of our enterprise depends,

should be established with great caution ; and we are persuaded,

that in some of the States, men of rare qualifications have

been assigned to it. In others, it is still unoccupied for want of

a suitable incumbent.

To secure order and efiiciency, the eye of this general agent

is supposed to rest on every neighbourhood, and on all our pro-

ceedings in his appropriate State; and his industry and skill

are sacredly pledged to such an application of means as shall

completely accomplish the desired object in the shortest time and

at the least expense. Every measure which the society sanc-

tions is referred to him, and is to be executed under his supervision.

He is, in short, the representative of the society in that State,

and while in the discharge of his appropriate duties, as they are

specifically prescribed in his commission, we hold ourselves re-

sponsible for his official acts. This commission confers no autho-

rity to appoint or dismiss missionaries or agents, or to establish de-

positories, or to involve the society in any J)ecuniary liabilities*
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It is an evil, (and it seems as irremediable as it is obvious.)

tliat agencies must be so transient. If a sufficient number of

persons of suitable qualifications could be sustained in tlie slow-

but sure application of means, we should have little apprehen

sion respecting the result ; but the value of a post-haste agency

is often to be estimated, not by the good done, but by the evil

undone.

A village or settlement is found, in which a Sunday School

is unknown—and this is a much more favourable state of things

than if a school had been established, and failed or fallen into

inefficiency and unprofitableness. The new project is started,

perhaps first in a public assembly, though many of our agents

have adopted the more judicious course of explaining to indivi-

duals and families the character and objec<fk)f the institution,

before making it a topic of public discussion.

It would be surprising if such a scheme, or indeed, any scheme

of religious education, should not occasion some debate. To
send one's children away, on the Sabbath, to be instructed in

religious truth and duty—Where ? By whom ? For what ?

How long ? What is the motive ? What is the expense ? To
what will it lead? Is it all fair and honest? All these, and

a thousand kindred inquiries would rush upon the tongue ; and

a direct proposition to establish a Sunday School, would be

received with great coolness, and perhaps, with decided op-

position.

If it is a new thing, the place of holding the school must be

selected, and this must be done with wise reference to local

feeling and convenience, to be ascertained by inquiry and close

observation. Prejudices must be consulted ; parental sympa-

thv enlisted ; the affection and confidence of the children must

be gained, and their interest and curiosity awakened ; and, what

is most difficult of all, suitable officers and teachers must be

found to begin and uphold the Sunday School when it is estab-

lished. When provided, too, they must be instructed in the

most approved forms of managing and improving a school—in

the use of roll, minute, and class-books—in the uses and manage-

ment of a library—in the organization and proceedings of the

monthly concert and teacher's meetings—in the duty, object and

most approved mode of visiting; and, in short, whatever concerns
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them as friends, teachers, and guides of the voung. Moreo\er,

the hbrary must be actually on the spot, arranged and ready for

distribution—the school must be actually collected, organized,

and furnished with Bibles, Testaments, and other elementary

books—and the teachers must be at their post, furnished to every

good word and work, before an agent can report that a school is

established. And if, after the lapse of weeks or months, he

returns and finds the interest and the number of the pupils—the

spirit and animation of the teachers—the courage of friends, and

the apprehension of enemies, all increased, and the library in

brisk circulation, then, and not till then, he may report it as a

point gained—an occupied spot. Noi will it do to say, that a

less complete and efficient organization will answer, because it

is a new place, and a new thing, and the very novelty will sus,

tain the interest. If the thing is worth doing at all, it is worth

doing well ; and we have already found that this is a work, of

all others, which had infinitely better be left undone, than not to

be done well. The grave of a Sunday School reveals a history,

than which nothing can be more gloomy and disheartening.

A faithful and seasonable visit of inspection is, in our view, so

important, that we should not feel confident of the establishment

of a school until such a visit has been made and reported. This

principle prevents us from presenting any estimate of the num-

ber of schools supposed to have been formed ; and it will be per-

ceived, that, in adopting it, a great amount of future labour and

expense is involved, which few persons have included in their

estimate.

The mere description of the field covered by your resolu-

tion, suggests to the mind, an amazing enterprise. There are

between four and five hundred organized counties, subdivided

into eight or ten thousand villages and neighbourhoods. Set

aside as much of the territory as we please for the benevolent

efforts made or to be made by others, independently of those

we make, and the object retains enough of its magnitude to

excite the most enterprising, and to attract the most aspiring de-

votion. A just view of it is not obtained without considering it

as it comes, in long and minute detail, before your Board and

its various committees. When the embarrassments of a single
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step are considered—connecting, for example, every circumstance

respecting an agent—his age, character, health, prudence, tem-

per, spirit—knowledge of this particular business—knowledge of

the world, and more than all, knowledge of himself—the compen-

sation—the term and place of service, &c. (Slc, with the difficul-

ties and discouragements that attend upon his progress—we shall

estimate its magnitude more justly. We have now forty-nine

Missionaries and agents employed in the Valley of the Mississippi.

Gratuitous agencies, though in some instances very efficient,

have been performed under many disadvantages ; nor is it easy

to determine how far reliance may be placed upon them in

future. We have been slow to believe, that the business of es-

tablishing Sunday Schools can be prosecuted very efficiently,

.by the same individual cotemporaneously with any other object.

Our persuasion has rather been, that if any purpose requires the

devotion of every intellectual, moral, and physical energy of

man for the time being, it is the establishment of Sunday Schools,

on a firm and enduring basis, in the Valley of the Mississippi.

In sections of our country where every thing is auspicious to the

incipient being of a Sunday School, its nurture and protection at

that critical period,*»may be less needful ; but where it must sus-

tain the shock of prejudice, and endure neglect and abuse, and

especially, where the whole body, even to exists needs to be fitly

joined together, and compacted by that w^hich every joint sup-

plieth ; in such circumstances it must be for months and years

the tender and only beloved object of some devoted man or

woman's care, or it will decay and die.

It is apprehended, and we think with good reason, that the

establishment of a Sunday School is considered by many persons

as an incidental business, to be accomplished at any time, in any

place, and by any body ; and if to collect a groupe of children,

and divide them into companies of six or eight, and appoint some

older person to keep them in their places for a given time once

a week, and assist them at intervals to relieve their minds of a

burden of unmeaning words ;—if this be to establish a Sunday

School, we should not controvert their opinion. But those who

regard the design of a school, or its legitimate influence on

teachers, pupils, parents, and society, think that something more
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than this is to be done. They sec the need of a convenient

school-room—of an inteUigent, faithful, skilful supcrintendant

—

of well-informed, devoted teachers—of punctual, regular attentive

j)upils—of a choice library—of judicious rules and forms of pro-

ceeding—of the enlightened, faithful co-operation of parents,

—

and of the countenance and cordial support of an unprejudiced

community. They feel that the attainment of these objects re-

quires, and will repay severe and long-continued efforts. If the

plants and flowers which to-day are, and to-morrow are cast into

the oven, must have a chosen spot, and receive the husbandman's

care in season and out of season ; how much rather shall thought,

and labour, and tears, and prayers, be expended upon the selec-

tion, defence, and preparation of the ground where the see'ds of

eternal life are to be sown, and the plants of righteousness are to

be reared up into fruitful trees—where every bud, and every

flower is endued with immortal vigour, and may be clotKed with

matchless and undecaying beauty.

To introduce a general system of instruction in the manner

contemplated by your resolution, a great diversity of operations

is required, and a corresponding diversity of gifts in the labourers.

When we think of the fabric we hope to #ar, we cannot but

feel anxious that true and skilful workmen should be employed

upon the foundation. It is not surprising, that in two or three,

out of more than one hundred appointments, the confidence of

the society should prove to be misplaced. In one instance, more

satisfactory testimonials of character and fitness for this peculiar

service, could not be asked by the most scrupulous ; and yet, the

individual proved to be a most unskilful and injudicious agent.

Wherever incompetency and unfaithfulness has been satisfac-

torily shown, the commission has boen revoked without an hour's

unnecessary delay. It has seemed to the Board, that where there

is a good spirit, and a general fitness for the duty, it is better not

to decline an appointment, notwithstanding, in some qualifica-

tions, the candidate may be deficient.

Though it is manifestly desirable that the schools should be

established by those who need them, and though it has been the

uniform policy of your Board to employ, to the utmost extent

every instrumentality that could be obtained on the ground
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still, very imperfect apprehensions have been entertained as to

the kind and amount of such assistance needed, and likely to be

afforded. Nothing can be effectually done without the active

co-operation of resident inhabitants ; but their assistance in the

establishment and preservation of schools, in neighbouring dis-

tricts, is not to be regarded as certain or sufhcient,—themselves

being judges.

The provision for libraries, which has been uniformly con-

nected with the establishment of schools, has been found of

incomparable advantage. We could fill our report with well

authenticated facts, to show, that a single month's use of a select

Sunday School library, has done very much to disabuse and in-

terest 'the public mind. A well-printed, neatly bound 18mo.,

containing an interesting biography, or history, in chaste and

intelligible language, illustrated with suitable engravings, and

loaned to a child to take home for a week or two, without charge,

is such a quiet, peaceable, unpretending agent, that it is seldom

accused or suspected of selfish or traitorous purposes. Its appeal

is so unassuming—it endures neglect and contempt in such silent

meekness—it is so entirely out of the way of strife and debate in

every form, that it #ins its way very successfully to the kind

hearts and sober judgment of all who meet it. The man who

quarrels with it is hke one who storms, and raves at his own

shadow.

The general State agents, the subordinate agencies, (foreign

and domestic,) and the library—are the grand instruments which

we now employ to execute the society's resolution.

It is mentioned among the most obvious and immediate ad

vantages growing out of this eflfbrt, that it has awakened a new
interest on the subject of general education among the resident

inhabitants ; that it has led them to feel more than ever before

the need of their own prompt and vigorous action; and that

the developement of your views, which this measure has made
necessary, has done more than any thing else to remove preju-

dice and correct misapprehension.

As an incidental effect, it is stated, that the prospect of pro-

vision for the education of rising families has given a fresh and

powerful impulse to emigration.
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Wc Iiave time only to glance at one or two facts, which

may serve to stimulate the friends of this measure to continued

exertion.

In the state of Illinois it has been reported that not more than

one child in fourteen, between four and sixteen, is at school

;

that three fourths of the population have not sufficient know-

ledge of the language to enable them to read the Bible intel-

ligibly to themselves or others ; and that not less than twenty-

ninc-thirtieths of the children are unable to read. Though this

statement may be much exaggerated, it will not surprise those

who know how few children in the most favoured States are able

to read a single paragraph with correctness or inteUigence.

And it will be recollected that the statement is of general and

not of local application, and might remain true, though in many
parts of the State, the people should prove to be educated as

thoroughly as in any other section of the country.

To change this aspect of things, there were in Illinois, a few

months since, but five hundred and fifty-four daily schools,' three

fifths of which were in ten counties.; and there were fifty-one

Sunday Schools, or one school to every thousand children be-

tween fourteeij and sixteen. It is obvious that these means of

instruction are wholly inadequate, and the citizens themselves

express the persuasion that their last, best hope is in Sunday
Schools.

In Kentucky, about one child in four, between five and fifteen,

is supposed to be in a course of education. Of one hundred and

forty-eight thousand, who should attend school, only thirty-two

thousand actually attend, and these at an expense of two

hundred and sixty-eight thousand dollars per annum, or eight

dollars and thirty cents per head ; and in forty-six counties,

there is not a single female teacher. In this State also it seems

to have become a settled conviction, that no means of educa-

tion will meet their wants but such as your resolution proposes

to supply.

The prospect before us, in respect to our western project, is

truly animating. Our fellow citizens there, have been develop-

ing, in earlier years, a wonderful physical capacity. Farms,

dwellings, manufactories, steam-boats, public edifices, flourishing
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towns, and stupendous schemes of internal improvement, have

passed before the eye of the western traveller like a scene of en-

chantment. From this most prosperous and vigorous physical

existence, they have more recently seemed to be passing into a

permanent moral and social existence, the character of which

is, in a measure, unformed ; and it is on this that your influence

may be most benign.

Colleges and academies, and schools of law, medicine and

divinity, are planted with great rapidity. A northern and eastern

education for a son or daughter of a western citizen, is becoming

almost as rare as a western education was twenty or thirty years

ago. They can, and should, and will provide for themselves the

means of education which are suited to their wants ; but still the

moral cultivator is invited into the field, and he can take no im-

plement that combines the advantages of a Sunday School. At

no former period has this implement held so high a place, in this

ox any other country, in the estimation of the wise and good, as

at the present moment. The explicit, repeated, and unqualified

expressions of confidence in our system itself, and in the proceed-

ings of your Board to extend and improve it, cannot be mis-

understood.

We should do violence to our own feelings, and injustice to the

liberality of a noble kindred institution, if we dismissed this inter-

esting topic, without alluding to a late grant of tzventy thousand

testaments from the American Bible Society, for distribution in

the Valley of the Mississippi. The value of this munificent

charity, of which they have thus made us the almoners, is greatly

enhanced by the grateful evidence it affords of their confidence

and kind feeling towards us. May it please God to multiply

abtindantly the means both of furnishing and distributing the

bread of life, and may his blessing crown the enterprises of both

institutions with complete and glorious success.*

We cannot dwell, even for a moment, on several topics of pe-

culiar interest, which invite consideration. Among them are the

evidences, that the daily study of the Holy Scriptures, in select

* A very liberal donation from the Youngc Men's Bible Society has also been

reecived during the year. See Note C.
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portions, is becoming much more gcncrul ; that Infant Sundav

Schools, or classes, are increasing ; that ingenuity and experience

are contributing largely to the i'acihties and attractions of Sun

day and Infant School instruction ; that the improvement of

teachers is regarded with new interest ; that juvenile music is

becoming a subject of distinct, well-deserved attention ; and that

the practice among many ministers of resolving their congrega-

tions into Sunday Schools for one half the Sabbath, and adapting

the public services to familiar, personal instruction, is becoming

popular.

The means of improving teachers and increasing their number

must become more and more a subject of anxiety, as the capaci-

ty of the institution is disclosed and its influence extended. The
plan of forming a Bible class in every school-district, or other

suitable section of country, seems to have many advantages. A
man of ordinary education, with the Bible, a volume of Union

Questions, and a copy of our Bible Dictionary and Sacred Geo-

graphy, could make a very useful Bible-class teacher, if he had

the right spirit and w^ould apply himself. If it is desirable, how-

ever, to enjoy still higher advantages, a few individuals can

unite themselves into a society for the purpose of advancement

in biblical knowledge ; and under the tuition of some compe-

tent instructer, soon become sufficiently familiar with it to en-

able them to be p-rofitable teachers of others. If this plan were

generally adopted, we should find a body of teachers prepared to

occupy the waste places, which now meet and pain the eye

wherever it turns. Nor do we know of any instrumentality so

simple and cheap as this, by which the fearful deficiency can be

supplied.

And in seeking for teachers, primary reference should be had

to their qualifications as religious instructers of children. It is as

a system of religious education that Sunday Schools claim a

chief place in the affections and anxieties of the Christian com-

munity. Every child in our Sunday Schools should receive, on

every Sabbath, sufficient religious instruction to lead him to the

Lamb of God, that taketh away the sin of the world. Notwith-

standing the noisy declamation of ignorant men on this subject,
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it remains, and for ever will remain true, that no human being"

in the exercise of right reason, and with an intelligent apprehen

sion of the nature and influence of the religion of Jesus Christ,

would deliberately choose to live and die, or that his child or

friend should live and die, without its supports and consolations.

—The soul sustains a sensible, moral relation to God ; and to

dissolve it, is to part the golden chain which binds man to the

end and glory of his being. To impart to it imperishable brigliN

ness and strength, has been, and. shall still be, under God, our

chief ellort.

The Sunday School Monthly Concert of Prayer, held statedly on

the second Monday evening of every month, continues to be

very generally neglected, or, at least, very negligently observed.

Our reports come in, year after year, with the disheartening in-

telligence—" The Sunday School Monthly Concert has not been

observed," or " the Sunday School Monthly Concert has been dis-

continued." Why should it be so ? Have we not the most illus-

trious evidence that God is ready to hear and answ^er prayer ?

and has not his mercy been shown in a most wonderful manner

to Sunday Schools 1 Has not His doctrine there dropped, and His

speech distilled as the small rain upon the tender herb? and is it

not there that the child has been made to feel the hopes and

destinies of an immortal being ? and though as yet unconscious

of the dangers and sorrows of his path—to raise a tearful eye

and a tender heart to the child's best friend, and cry, "Myfather,

thou art the guide of my youth ?" How animating to the man of

God, to learn that, in a village in the state of New York, which

ten years ago contained only three families, sixty-four children

in one school, have, almost at once, chosen the good part which

shall not be taken from them ! How long shall the Sunday

School ^Monthly Concert of Prayer continue to be an uninterest-

ing or neglected appointment ?

The system of instruction which we now commit for another

year to the protection and blessing of our Lord and Saviour Jesus

Christ, is worth all it costs, had it done nothing more than bring

Christians of various denominations into fellowship and mutual

attachment—but it has done more than this ;—it has united
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them in the delightful employment of leading to a common Shep

herd the lambs of His flock.

It would be worth all it costs were it only for its instrumen

tality in teaching children and adults to read,—but it has done

more than this ;—it has formed in them the prevailing habit of

reading and thinking, and a taste for intellectual enjoyment.

It would be worth all it costs, if it were merely for its instru-

mentality in bringing so many teachers to the diligent study of

the Bible ;—but it has done more than this ;—it has brought many
thousands to Clirist.

It would be worth all it costs, if it were only for its instrumen-

tality in diffusing a knowledge of the truth among its pupils,

and leading them to embrace Christ as the beloved of their

souls ;—but it has done more than this—it has brought thousands

to seek him through their influence, who themselves have never

heard a teacher's voice.

It would be worth all it costs, were it only for the habits of

cleanliness and subordination which it has produced wherever a

school has been faithfully and skilfully conducted ;—but it has

done more than this—it has produced habits of sobriety, temper-

ance, and reverence for the Sabbath, and the countless blessings

and enjoyments that for ever attend these virtues.

It would be worth all it costs, were it only for the silent and

insensible influence which it sheds upon society ;—but it has done

specific, visible, tangible service to the State. By means of it,

the ignorant have been taught ; the degraded have been eleva-

ted; enemies to each other have been reconciled; profligates

have been reclaimed ; drunkards have been reformed ; infidels

have been converted, and the thoughtless have been alarmed.

By its influence, light has been brought out of darkness and

order out of confusion ; domestic peace has been established ; the

altar of domestic worship has been reared; the Sabbath has

been consecrated ; congregations have been gathered ; churches

of the living God have been planted, and in solitary places w^here

no voice was, notes of joy and gladness, thanksgiving and the

voice of melody are now heard.

This is not a picture of fancy ; every line has its bold original
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in the coiTCspondence of the American Sunday School Union

during the last twelve months. And he, who, with this acces-

sible evidence before him, will deny that such an influence ii

exerted by Sunday Schools, would probably sink under the fer-

vour of a noon-day sun while denying that it shines, and disbe-

lieve the report of refreshing showers, though every blade of

grass confirms it by its verdure, and every flower of the field

proclaims it in its fragrance and beauty.
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PROCEEDINGS
At tlie Kighl/i Anniversary of tJie American Sutiday Scliool Union.

SUNDAY SCHOOL SERMOJN.

The Annual Sunday School Sermon , by Professor Hodge, of

New Jcrse}', was preached in the church on Waslimgton Square,

on Monday evenmg, May 21. The audience was hirge and
highly respectable. •* The subject of the sermon was taken from

Psalm cxix. 130, " The entrance of thy ivords giveth light.^^ The
preacher illustrated the effect and enforced the importance of

GIVING THE Bible a chief place ix every system of education.

The subject was liappily chosen.

The principle is one of the deepest int^irest, and we hope the

sermon will be published. We are fully satisfied that the pro-

fessor's views are just and rational. They were expressed with

much force and feeling, and the more widely they are dissemi-

nated, the more clear and distinct will become public opinion

respecting the place the Bible should have in the process of

education.

ANNIVERSARY SEPvVICES.

The services of the Eighth Anniversary of the American Sun-
day School Union, took place on Tuesday, May 22, in the church
on Washington square.

The president, Alexander Henry, Esq. took the chair at four

o'clock, P. M. and the services were commenced by singing the

following hymn, written by WiUis Gaylord Clark,

—

We have met, in peace, together,

In this house of God again;

Constant friends have led us hither,

Here to chant the solemn strain

:

Here to breathe our adoration.

While the balmy breeze of Spring,

Like the Spirit of Salvation,

Comes, with gladness on its wing

!

And, while nature glows with beauty,

While the fields are deck'd with flowers,

Shall our hearts forget their duty.

Shall our souls neglect their powers ?



Sliall not all our hopes, ascending,

Point us to a home above.

Where, in glory never-ending,

He who made us smiles in love ?

There no autumn-tempests gather.

There no friends lament the dead

;

And on fields that never wither.

Fadeless rays of light are shed

;

There, with bright, immortal loses,

Angels wreath their harps of gold,

And each ransom'd soul reposes

'Midst a scene of bliss untold.

We have met, and time is flying,

We shall part; and still his wing,
Sweeping o'er the dead and dying,

Will the changeful seasons bring

;

Let us, whilooiir hearts are lightest,

In our fresh and early years,

Turn to Him whose smile is brightest,

And whose grace will calm our fears.

He will aid us, should existence

With its sorrows sting the breast; ^

Gleaming in the onward distance,

Faith will mark the Land of Rest

;

There, *mid day-beams round him playing,

We our Father's jface shall see,

And shall hear him, gently saying,
" Little children, come to mc."

A prayer was then offered by Rev. ?>rr. Ciiolles, of the Bap-
tist Church, Rhode Island.

The following hymn was sung by a choir of Sunday-school

children and youth.

HYMN.—(J5.^T/.r.)

Fi-om the American Sund ly School Psalmcx^ .

Praise the Lord, who reigns above,

And kec])s his courts below

;

Praise the holy God of love.

And Jill his greatness show

:

Praise him for his noble deeds,

Praise him for his matchless pou 'r

;

Him from whom all good proceeds,

Let heav'n and earth adore.



Publish unto all around

The great Emanuel's name
Let the trumpet's martial sound,

Him Lord of Hosts proclaim

:

Praise him every tuneful string,

All the reach of heavenly art,

All the pow'rs of music bring.

The music of the heart.

Him, in whom we live and move,
Let every creature sing ;

Glory to our Maker give,

And homage to our king

;

Hallowed be his name beneath,

As in heaven, on earth adored;

Praise the Lord in every breath.

Let all things praise the Lord.

The annual report of receipts and expenditures was .then

read by Paul Beck, Jr. Esq. Treasurer of the Society, and will

be found at length on a subsequent page.

The Society owes $44,000, and the Board have lately au-

thorized the borrowing of $30,000 to meet the current expenses

of the business.

Extracts were read by one of the Secretaries from so much of

the following report as relates to the general business of the So-

ciety, embracing especially the publications, and the religious

influence of the schools.

The following resolution was introduced by Rev. Professor

ScHMucKER, of the German Lutheran Church, Pa., and being se-

conded by the Rev. Mr. Wolle, of the Moravian Church, Phila-

delphia, passed:

Resolved, That the experience of the past year is eminently
calculated to inspire the friends of religion and civil liberty with
increasing confidence in the principles, the designs and efficiency

of the American Sunday School Union.

Professor Schmucker maintained the importance of union
among Christians, especially in the prosecution of those great

enterprises of benevolence, the complete accomplishment of

which cannot be expected without union. He alluded in a very
happy manner to passages in the history of the church, and of

many of her most venerable supporters, to show how great
might be the advantages of this union, and how m.uch moral
force was wasted for want of it.

The following resolution was tlien offered by the Rev. Mr
CooKMAN, of the Methodist church, and being seconded by Mr.
Jeremiah H. Taylor, of the Episcopal church, New lork,

passed

:



Pesolvedy That the grace of God, which has been so abundantly
bestowed on our Sunday schools, during the past year, should

constrain us to new eiibrU in their behalf; and that our pravers.

labours, and alms, should furnish far better evidence than ever
before that our faith and our hope are in God.

Rev. Dr. Beman, of Troy, who had been expected to take
part in the services, was not present, but Mr. Cookmax, though
he was entirely unprepared, supplied his place, and made a very
feeling and eloquent address on the general influence of Sunday
schools on his own character. He gave an interesting sketch of

the history of some of the companions of his youth in the Sunday
school, and showed how wonderfully the institution had been
blessed in being made the instrument of such extensive revivals

of religion.

Extracts were then read from so much of the Report as re-

lates to the establishment of Sunday schools in the Valley of the

Mississippi, under the resolution of Ma}^ 1830.

The Ibllowing resolution was then moved by Robert J. Breck-
ESTRiDGE, Esq. of Kentucky, and seconded by Rev. Mr. Bascom,

of the Methodist Episcopal church, of the same State, and passed

:

Resolved, That the e&rts of the Board to accomplish the reso-

lution passed in 1830, to establish Sunday schools throughout the

Valley of the Mississippi, have thus far been crowned with signal

tiuccess, and that the Society and its friends here renew their

pledge to the country and to each other, to sustain the enter-

prise, not only until the close of the term of two years, assigned

by the resolution, but until its final accomplishment.

Mr. Bregke\ridge dwelt particularly on the necessity of Sun-
day schools to meet the peculiar exigencies of Kentucky and
other western states. He eloquently advocated their claims to

be regarded as the great source of instruction to many classes

of the people there, and expressed his conviction that there was
no hope from an}^ other source.

The eighteenth hymn, of the New Sunday-school Hymn Book,
was then sung to " Martyn."
The following resolution was moved by Rev. Mr. Lindsey, of

the Methodist Episcopal church. New England, and being se-

conded, passed

:

Resolved, That the measures adopted by the Board, and the

principles and proceedings detailed in their annual report, receive

the entire sanction, and cordial approbation of the Society, and
that the Report itself be accepted and pubUshed, and distributed

as widely as possible.

Rev. Mr. Livdlev's addrei?s was more general in its charac
ter, but he dwelt particularly on the principle of the Society's

organization, of which he expressed his most cordial and un-

qualified approbation, and suggested various considerations



wliich should urge tlie Society onward in the prosecution of its

high and sacred enterprise.

The singing of the choir of children, (especially the hymn
How beauteous are their feet, &c.

to the tune of Marlijii,) gave general satisfaction.

The benediction was then pronounced, and the meeting was
adjourned to the Society's house, for the transaction of business.
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REPORT.

The present number of schools and societies supposed to b<^

auxiliary to the American Sunday School Union is seven hun-

dred and ninety, being an increase during the last year of two

hundred and twenty-live. From an examination of the reports

of four hundred and iifty of them, and the best estimate that can

])e formed concerning those which have not furnished us with a

report, it is ascertained there has i>ccn an increase in our con-

nexion, during the last year, of 1D43 schools, 10,698 teachers,

and 91,345 scholars; making our whole present number 9,187

schools, 80,913 teachers, and 542,420 scholars.

At the last annual meeting of the Society, the second article

of the constitution v/as modified by striking out the provision

requiring the payment of money ; so that now any Sunday

School, or Sunday School society, sending to us a copy of its con-

stitution, a list of its officers, and an annual report, is admitted

to the privileges of an auxiliary, and entitled to purchase books

at the reduced prices. With these cheap and simple requisi-

tions, it is very desirable to secure a more prompt and general

compliance.

It is, or ought to be, well known, that the relation of an aux-

iliary involves no obligation which is not expressed in th'3 clause

of the constitution just recited : any society or school is as inde-

pendent after it connects itself with us, as it was before. We
have no control over it, and no desire to control it, or to interfere.

h) any form, with its proceedings. Its patrons and friends may
have a school v/hen and wiiere they please: nor can we obligo

l]:4em to support any of our plans, or abandon any of their owti.

In addition to this, the relation may be dissolved at the pleasure

of the auxiliai'ies: indeed, it is constituted for their benefit, rather

tlian for ours.

Arrangements are now contemplated, by whicli the connexion

between us shall become still more advantageous ; and we hope

to provide, in some way, for the attendance of a delegate from

B 9
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the parent society, upon the annual meetings of our principal

auxiHaries.

The Treasurer's Report shows the amount of expenditure

during the year ending March 1, 1832, to have been,

$117,703 64

The amount of receipts within the same period,

including the balance on hand at the com-

mencement of the year Si 18,181 19

Leaving a balance in the treasury, March 1,

1832, of 477 55

Of the receipts there have been donations to

the General fund, of - - - - 10,239 95

To the Missionary fund, ... - 208 42

To the Valley fund, .... 24,244 41

From loans, 4,200 00

In the treasury, March 1, 1831, 290 19

Received from societies and indi-

viduals in payment for debts,

and for books sold, - 78,998 22
79,288 41

$118,181 19

The society now pays interest on §44,000, borrowed money,

and the treasurer has lately been authorized to borrow $30,000

more, to meet the current expenses of the business, such as pa-

per, printing, binding, &c.

Fifty years having elapsed since the first establishment of

Sunday schools, it was proposed by a very distinguished friend

of the cause in Great Britain,* to regard the 14th of September

last, (the birth-day of Robert Raikes,) as a day of jubilee. The
suggestion was adopted by your Board, and the observance of

the day recommended to our Sunday schools. So far as intelli-

gence has been received, the occasion was attended with much
interest, and among our brethren of the father-land, with

unusual and imposing ceremony.

The last anniversary of our national independence was also

celebrated very extensively by Sunday schools, and with obvious

• Jam«8 Montgomery, Esq. of Sheffield.
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Advantage. The importance of training up the children of our

country in the knowledge and love of our civil institutions cannot

be urged too zealously. If they are expected to feel and act

like freemen, they should early know the nature, the cost, and

the worth of a freeman's rights. And we need not say how ap-

propriately this anniversary is improved for the assembling of

Sunday schools, and their familiar instruction in these things.

We have received gratifying evidence of the increased inter-

est which is felt in the monthly concert of prayer for Sunday

.^chools, appointed on the second Monday evening of every month.

At an expense of two dollars per annum for the Sunday School

Journal, or some other approved Sunday school periodical, in-

teresting and useful information may be secured from month

to month. It needs only to be condensed and arranged, and

then presented in some striking and attractive form to the mind.

—This labour may be confided to one or two individuals con-

nected with each school, requiring only the further expense of

an hour's time. The information thus obtained, with the prayer

and praise, which the very stones might utter in view of the grace

and faithfulness of God, would constitute a profitable service for

any concert of prayer.

In some instances, the afternoon rather than the evening has

been appropriated to the service, that children may have the

opportunity to attend. And where the population is too much
scattered to assemble conveniently on the week day, the latter

part of the afternoon of the Sabbath preceding the second Mon-

day has been so employed. The great principle of concert—of

simultaneous, or more properly, concurrent supplication, should,

as far as practicable, be regarded as of essential importance.

We have added to our catalogue, within the last year, fifty-

one new publications, of which eighteen are books suitable for

Sunday school Libraries. About forty manuscripts are now pre-

paring, or in the hands of the committee, or in some stage of

publication.

Several manuscripts have been under consideration during the

last few months, which require peculiarly careful examination

:

and an unusual number, in the course of the year, have been

read and rejected as unsuitable for our purpose.

We have added thirty-six volumes to our catalogue of library

books, by binding those of the tenth and eleventh series, (36 pp.
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and 54 pp.) They have heretofore been done up in paper only,

and have, on this account, been neccshjarily excluded from the li-

brary. In their new form they make volumes of very attractive

and suitable size.

The 4th volume of Union Questions ;—the Teacher's Assistant,

in the use of the 3d volume of the same work ;—Help to the

Acts, Parts 1st and 2d.—and several smaller publications, are not

enumerated v/ilh library books.

The " Help to the Acts," Part I., is prepared on the principle

of what iscallcd^'The Lesson System of Teaching,'' andcombines

its most important feature*^. It is a reprint, with essential modi-

lications, from an English work, and comprises only the first eigh-

teen chapters of the Acts. It is done up in the ^ame style, and

sold at the same price with the Union Questions. The second part

of Help to the Acts embraces the residue of that book, and v/as

prepared for the society by one of our most successful authors.

Although these manuals have been published very recently, they

have already received the unqualified approbation of many
judicious teachers.

We have constantly increasing proof of the value of the sys-

tem of Biblical instruction adopted by the society, under the

title of Union Questions—the only title by which the work, in

its present form, is properly denoted. Of the first volume of

this work have been published 220,250 copies.

Of the second volume, 101,580

Of the third volume, 121,500

Of the fourth volume, pub-

lished first in Oct. 1831, 48,750

Total, - - - 492,080

A fifth volume, comprehending the Acts of the Apostles, is nov,-

preparing, and arrangements have been made for a critical

revision of the whole series.

How far the change in the mode of teaching, which the intro-

duction of limited lessons occasioned, may have been instrumen-

tal in elevating the religious character and influence of our

schools, it is not easy to determine ; but it is generally admitted.

that the interest and intelligence with which the Bible is studied

on this plan, is much greater than when the exercise was simply

an eflfort of memory. We are persuaded, and we tliink it may



be demonstratively shown, that in the right use of these questions,

every teacher may lind the means of giving constant interest and

effect to his instructions.

It seems scarcely possible, without a conscious neglecl of duty,

to avoid the direct and powerful appeals to the heart and con-

science of the pupil, which this analysis of scripture suggests,

and yet it cannot be doubted that hundreds of teachers overlook

them entirely.

The only periodical now published by the society, (except the

Youth's Friend and Infant's Magazine) is the Sunday School

Journal. The circulation of this paper, considering its size, ob-

ject, and price, and saying nothing of its character, is very limited.

We hope it will enjoy the steady support of its present friends,

and gradually secure a due share of attention and influence. It

does not interfere with smaller periodicals devoted to the same

general subject, which have increased much during the last year

both in variety and value.

The Quarterly Sunday School Magazine was dirscontinued

because the expenses of it considerably exceeded the amount re-

ceived. Some publication of this grave and permanent charac-

ter ought to find support among nearly one hundred thousand

Sunday school teachers and superintendents.

The general demand for some manual of instruction in the

science of sacred music, has led to the preparation of a work in

this department. We have much confidence in its merits, and in

it'^ adaptation to the wants of the community, and hope its pub-

lication will lead to a more general cultivation of that highly in-

teresting and profitable part of the exercises of a Sunday school.

The increase of our own business, and the impossibility of

examining, even cursorily, the multitude of what are called

and readily sold for Sunday school library books, have compelled

the Board to confine the sales at our depository to our own pub-

lications. We are not prevented, however, by this measure,

from supplying any order for other books, though we are pro-

tected by it against any responsibility for books not bearing the

society's imprint.

We have also excluded from our catalogue all denominational

catechisms. This step having already been the subject of ani-

madversion, it may be proper to state in this place, two or three

of the reasons which led to it. The charge of sectarism has
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been sometimes sustained fully by the production of a sectarian

catechism; nor was it any mitigation of the supposed offence, to

show that the catechisms of the various denominations were
also published ; for it was said, (and not without the appearance

of reason,) that it would be an easy matter to be often out of

one or another, and always supplied with a third or a fourth,

according to the preference of the individual who superintended

this department of the business ; and thus he would be enabled

to embarrass or favour the circulation of either, or all ;—that

each denomination can best protect its own standards of faith

from mutilation and corruption, and that if the object was simply

to accommodate the friends of Sunday schools, we might as well

keep a supply of evangelical catechisms, without publishing or

suffering the imprint of the society to rest upon them. For

these, among other reasons, we have ceased to publish them,

but have made such arrangements that we are able to supply

orders for them, and at the same prices as before.

Your Board have also resolved henceforth to obtain their

necessary supply of Bibles and Testaments from the American

Bible Society. The various editions, series, &c. with the prices

annexed, will be found in our catalogue, and orders for any

(luantit}' will be promptly supplied.

Some advance has been made in the translation of our books

into German, and several very urgent applications have been

made for their publication in French. Donations of the most

valuable of them have also been made to several missionary

stations, at Bombay, the Sandwich Islands, Palestine, and Bur-

rnah, and also to a liberal and distinguished gentleman of Paris;

and we are not without hope, that extensive good will yet be

accomplished through the medium of these various languages.

The series of infant school prints and lessons which were

mentioned in our last report, as in the progress of publication,

has been extended to nine numbers, and is still continued. By
the use of wood engravings for this purpose, we are enabled to

afford suitable illustrations, at less than half their former cost :

and the lithographic press promises to furnish us with very ac-

curate and beautiful prints in natural history, at a price, and in

a style,which, we think, must ensure their extensive circulation.

It is very desirable that the variety of cheap small books should

be increased ; that those we have already published should be
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more extensively and intelligibly read ; and that the extravagant

desire for new and large books, I>ccause tlicy are new and large,

sliould be restrained, rather than indulged.

The Board are aware that large children sometimes feel de-

graded when they receive a small book, and are accustomed

even to determine their rank in the class, by the relative size

of the books distributed from Sabbath to Sabbath ; but we think

there is at least a partial remedy for this evil. U teachers would

make themselves familiar with all the books, and often refer to

the smaller series for illustrations of truth and examples of

piety, the interest of the children in the histories they contain,

would be easily excited, and the simplest and smallest books

would soon be read with ple^isure, and to good advantage. It

may be considered as settled, that the library will fail to accom-

plish its high purposes, until teachers make themselves as fa-

miliar with its contents as they require their pupils to be. At

nil events, the degree of interest in the books, whatever it is,

xvill, in ordinary cases, be common to both. A course of careful

weekly examination, on the return of each book, is an admirable

corrective of many of the bad habits of reading which children

acquire, and especially that most pernicious and obstinate of

all habits, iJwiisrhilessness. To conduct this examination advan-

tageously, the books of the library should be as familiar to

the teacher as approved treatises upon medicine, theology, and

jurisprudence are to the physician, divine, and lawyer.

We have in preparation an unusual number of expensive

standard works^ some of which it will require months to com-

plete. The process of engraving maps and other illustrations is

slow, and occasions much unavoidable vexation and delay.

Such are the facilities which we enjoy for the immediate cir-

culation of our publications, that in a few fleeting days we can

exhibit a principle or duty in the most attractive form, and un-

der circumstances most favourable to deep and permanent im-

pressionsjto hundreds of thousands of minds.—Yet it is scarcely

credible with how much indifference such a power to bless the

world with the light and life of heaven, is regarded. It could be

said, with literal truth, on the first of October last, that a single

individual had furnished one sev^enth of all the original publica-

tions on our catalogue. Is there,—can there be an object for

the strife of a generous and truly noble ambition, higher and
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brighter tliau rli;it wliicli wo present? Who that understands

the immortal relations of his being, would not rather be the

author of the Dairyman's Daughter, than of the Waverly

novels ?

And as to the circulation of our books, it should be re-

membered that the number of superintendents, teachers, and

pupils, in our connexion, exceeds lialf a million ; and if we add

such as may safely be included in the estimate of our readers,

it would greatly exceed that number. Yet the average annual

edition of our library books, of a size above thirty-six pages, is

not more than four thousand copies. In other words, the demand

for such books as the Life of Melancthon, or Martyn, Bible

Sketches, or the Story of Isaac, has been supplied, and more

than supplied, ])y printing four thousand copies, on an a^Trage,

annually. This, as is manifest, would not furnish more than half

our schools with one copy each, of a new book; to say nothmg

of unconnected schools, and general readers. We think it is

very safe to say, that our books arc worthy of a much wider

circulation, or are unworthy of the society.

The value of local depositories in facilitating the circulation

of our books seems not to be duly appreciated. A striking il-

lustration of their usefulness is furnished in the history of the

Hampden County (Massac hasetts) Sunday School Union. A de-

pository has been in existence there for several years. The
capital ($1000) has been contributed by the citizens of the

county. The discount they receive on their purchases from

us, enables them to defray the current expenses of the business,

the services of the agent being gratuitous; and they are services,

which, when intelligibly and religiously rendered, money can

neither purchase nor reward.

The depository, in a great measure, supplies the demand for

Sunday school books far beyond the limits of the county within

which it is located. A permanent and notorious resort is fur-

nished for friends and inquirers—an agency for every Sunday

school purpose is always there—it forms at once the channel

and the fountain of Sunday school intelligence; and there is, be-

sides all this, a sort of permanency about it, which is of wonder-

ful eflicicncy, and gives substance and character to every part

of the system over which its influence extends. In the case to

which we allude, the whole population of the county is less than
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thirty-two thousand, and one fifth of these are in attendance on

Sunday schools. The number of supposed conversions during

the last year from among those connected with Sunday schools,

was nearly three hundred. The amount already contributed to

our valley fund is .^1300, or ^V of all we have received, and they

are now raising $500 more for the same object. We venture to

say that a depository established and conducted substantially

in the same manner, will produce like results in almost any sec-

tion of the country of like extent and population.

It seems to the Board that the friends of christian education are

bound to push the circulation of such books as we publish with

more labour and confidence ; and if the establishment of a de-

pository in every place of resort, or of convenient access^

throughout our country, is necessary to secure this end, we
cannot doubt that suitable means will be provided and applied.

In an age of excitement and convulsion like the present, every

thing should be done to make the instruction of Sunday schools

thorough and substantial. The mind and heart need to be

prepared for unexpected emergencies. Such principles should

be inculcated as it is worth one's life to maintain, and they

should be so inculcated that they will prove like bands of brass

and bars of iron, when one is tempted, or required to forsake

them.

That the advance or decline of our schools depends on the

spirit of the teachers, and on the estimate they form of the cha-

racter and influence of the institution, we need not stay to show.

It would be an important point gained if they could only feel, as

a body, that the intelligent and faithful discharge of their duty

is attended with difficulty and labour ;—rcv^u'ring pecuhar, though

attainable qualifications, as well as special and studious prepara-

tion. '• The spirit of the thing had expired among the teachers,^' is

the conclusion of many an obituary notice of once flourishing

schools. More than one teacher, during the year last past, has

shed his latest tear over the recollection of neglected duty to his

clas-s ; more than on^ has offered his latest prayer for the for-

giveness of this sin, sitting heavy upon his soul ; while he ear-

nestly entreated that some one, who would be more faithful to

their highest interests, might succeed him in that sacred office

The Board are not without a deep sense of the benevolence of

those who labour as teachers, and we know too by what a cloud

C
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of witnesses they arc compassed about, and what infinitely pre-

cious interests they have in charge.—Their duty often involves a

painful sacrifice of convenience and strength, yet we doubt not

it is made cheerfully, and never without a reward.

It is perhaps the most interesting passage in the history of

Sunday schools in this country, that their influence has been so

uniformly happy upon the teachers themselves. There are few

posts of duty, where the visits of the king of grace are more
frequently enjoyed ;—few at which such transforming and trans-

porting views of the richness and freeness of the salvation by

Christ are vouchsafed. Within the last year, it is believed, that

at least five thousand teachers have found peace in believing

:

three thousand and twenty-six are actually reported.

For the children and youth of our schools, the Board cannot

forbear an expression of affectionate regard. From among them,

we are permitted to hope, the kind Shepherd has gathered at

least ten thousand into his fold, within the same period. He
has called them by their name, and led them out, and gone be-

fore them, and they now know his voice and follow him. Six

thousand four hundred and forty-four are actually reported.

They and their companions in school are subjects of our

prayer—for them all we love to labour, and upon them all we
would implore the blessing which Aaron was commanded to

pronounce upon the children of Israel

—

i-he Lord bless you and

keep you, tJie Lord make his face to shine upon you, and he gracious

unto you: the Lord lift up his countenance upon you, and give you

peace.

What is a child*s religion ? What dependence may be placed

on religious character or profession, at an immature age 1 What
advances in christian knowledge and experience may be expect-

ed and required before an outward profession is encouraged 1

These, and similar inquiries, have grown out of the remarkable

manifestations of the grace and glory of the King of Zion, in our

little circle of Sunday school children. But we shall not attempt

to answer them. Suffice it for our purpose to say, that the religion

of a child, will of course be childish. On this, as on all other

subjects, there will be many things about which he will speak

as a child, and understand as <i child, and think as a child. Ne-

vertheless, the character of his emotions should not for this

cause be scrutinized less rigidly. Nor should we, on the other

\
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liand, overlook one peculiar advantage in his case. Whatever

he feels, he declares with the frankness and simplicity of child-

hood; and we may he very sure, that however few and in-

distinct may he the tokens of his piety, if tokens of piety actually

exist at all, they are genuine.

An instance has recently come to our knowledge, which hap-

pily illustrates this fact. The superintendent of a Sunday school

in North Carolina, states, that of seventy-four connected v. itli

tliat school, who professed to have obtained salvation through

Christ, during the year 1828, hut one has been known to return

(o the weak and beggarly elements of the world.

There arc often found in the biographies of children, supposed

to have died in faith, expressions of hope, submission, and even

triumph ; the very terms of which, we are sure, from the cir-

cumstances and education of the child, could be made intelligi-

ble to its own mind only by a supernatural power. And often

too, the conduct and appearance of children, as described by

survivors, is so unnatural and forced, as to shock any considerate

person, and seem incredible even to the most credulous. In

Susan KoUock, Margaretta C. Hoge, Phebe Bartlett, and others,

we never lose sight of the child in the christian. The prayers

they utter in their distress ; the expressions of love and sympa-

th}^ with which they would soothe the anguish of beloved pa-

rents and friends ; the simple songs of joy and victory which

they sing, while they mount up as on eagles' wings, to their

happy, heavenly home, all tell us of the warm, undisguised,

unaffected emotions of childhood.

In leaving this interesting topic, we cannot but express the

confidence we feel, that religious education, (chiefly by means

of Sunday schools and Bible classes,) is rising in its character,

and gradually extending its influence over all ranks and classes

of the community : and we may safely challenge the proposition

of any system more simple, rational, and practicable, where, as

in our country, there is moral power to administer it, than that

which places in every neighbourhood throughout the land, a

library of useful books, adapted to variousages and capacities;—

that which employs the children and youth of the vicinity, to

introduce them weekly into every family;—thatwhich offers the

hand of friendship to all who will receiveit;—applies the soften-

ing and restraining influence of the gospel to the character and
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heart ;—chastens the perverse tempers ;

—

corrects the evil habits,

and fixes the volatile thoughts and roving affections of early hfe

;

counsels the perplexed, and guides the inquiring;—diffuses the

light of trutli all around;—nourishes the soul with bread from

heaven, and leads it upward and onward to everlasting life and

immortal joy ! Who has seen the happy village, or heard of it,

in this or other land, that has known no such influence;

and what village or family under such an influence, is otherwise

than happy?

In those parts of the world where the strength of Sunday

schools, and the labours of their agents, are nearly exhausted

in raising the children out of base degradation ; clothing them ;

teaching tliern the arts of civilized life ; instructing them in the

elementary principles of science, and thus fitting them to become

the subjects of religious culture, their influence is chiefly seen

in the temporal condition of the pupils: and some even in

our own country, would have us believe that their influence

is misapplied, whenever it passes this point. But the position is

contrary to all reason and analogy. Among us the work of in

tellectual cultivation is done, or is supposed to be done, in the

infant or daily school; and the child, improved, docile and dis-

ciplined, is presented to the Sunday school teacher for moral

and religious training only ; and therefore it is, that the power

of divine truth is employed with such visible efficacy, and that

teachers and children bow to it with humble, penitent, and be-

lieving hearts. It is in this view, that we claim it as a matter

of right and justice, in our land, that whatever the relations

and obligations of civil society require to be done for the child,

shall be done by the appropriate institutions of civil society;

and that the power of Sunday schools shall be applied to him

as an educated, thinking, intelligent being, for the exalted pur

pose of acquainting him with " the mystery of God, and of the

Father, and of Christ, in whom are hid all the treasures of wis-

dom and knowledge."

That instruction, in most of the Sunday schools in this coun-

try, is derived exclusively from the Bible, there can be no doubt.

It is either committed to memory, at random, and recited to the

teacher, or it is attentively read in select portions, or it is ana-

lyzed, as in the Union Questions. It is not to be presumed,

that the force of its truth is at all abated, or its purity sullied
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by judicious and easy illustrations, and by earnest appeal* to

the conscience and heart of the pupil. On the contrary, it m

abundantly evident, that to one unaccustomed to reflection, and

unable to avail itself of extraneous means of knowledge, the

etibrts of an intelligent and skilful teaclier are of great service,

in enlightening and interesting the mind. By the patient inves-

tigation of truth, in common with the pupil, it is presented to

the inquisitive student in the most attractive form, and perfectly

adapted to tlie circumstances of each individual case.

Nor is it surprising that the blessing of God, which attends the

dispensation of the gospel in other forms, should be commanded in

great fulness on ellbrts like these ; and so far as evidence is fur-

nished at all, it goes to show, conclusively, that every thing in

the organization, order, and institution of a good Sunday school,

is eminently favourable to a w^ork of saving grace in the soul.

Let it be remembered, that until wqthin three or four years,

libraries were connected wdth comparatively few schools, and

those in populous and w^ealthy towns ;—the system of selected

lessons is of very recent introduction ;—teachers have not been

long provided with needful assistance in the preparation of their

own minds ; nor are they now forward to avail themselves of it

;

and hence the manner of teaching, at least till within a very

short time and among a very small number, is believed to have
been greatly deficient in point, simplicity, and application : yet

with all these disadvantages, the single state of Connecticut

reports nearly twice as many, and Massachusetts four times as

n^.any professors of religion from Sunday schools during the last

year, as were reported from the same source in all the United

States, as lately as 1826. The w^hole number of this class re-

ported from the origin of our society to May 1st 1831, inclusive,

was less than twelve thousand, w^hile the estimated number in

the single year that now closes, does not fall much short of

seventeen thousand.

During the eight years of the society's existence, we have re-

ported twenty-six thousand three hundred and ninetv-three

teachers and pupils w ho have professed faith in Christ. This

number would doubtless be increased to forty thousand, if not

fifty thousand, by adding those who have not been reported ;

and those who have received the truth in the love of it, with-

out making any outward profession.
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Two facts connected with the subject of revivals of religion,

deserve particular notice :

—

1st. They have hec7i aijoycd to a coftsiderable exte?il m our ncio

schools, where the advantages of instruction are yet very limited.

It would seem as if God sent down upon them, an early and

abundant blessing, lest indolence or unbelief should gain an

advantage over them. The voice of free grace has sounded in

harmonious and thrilling accents over countries and pro\ ince^,

which but yesterday were under the reign of silence and lone-

liness. Feeble bands of teachers in remote and obscure places

have been made glad in God their King, and songs of joy and

deliverance, have broken forth from the children under their care.

The number connected with Sunday schools, who are reported,

by our missionaries and agents, to have made a profession of

religion during the last year, is two thousand and four hundred,

but it is obvious that this must be but a small proportion of tht-

actual number ; and indeed, in some instances, where the most

powerful revivals have been enjoyed, the number of subjects is

not specifically stated.

2d. We have seen strikirig instances of the action a?id re*

action of the spirit of revivals on schools, and on the community.

Sometimes a school has been established with great difficulty,

and languished, through the coldness and apathy of teachers. A
revival of reliirion in the region round about, has thrown life and

energy into the school, and the teachers have gone on their way
with new zeal. In other cases, a school has been surrounded

by formal and worldly professors. A revival has commenced

among the teachers and children, spread through the church

and town, and brouoht to life a bodv of active and devoted

friends to the Sunday school. This has been often seen during

the last year ; and let it be known here and every where, to (he

praise and glory of God's grace, that no instance has yet been

known, in zchich a revival of religion has 7wt eitJier comme?iced in

the Sunday school, or embraced it in its progress.

We might add, that revivals of religion have beeii extensive and

powerful in Bible classes, and in schools of instruction in human

science. It is thought that at least sixty sketches of Bible

class revivals have been published during the last year, the

subjects of which will not fall short of fifteen hundred, or two

thousand.
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In several of the higher seminaries of learning, particularly In

the northern and eastern States, the knowledge which mri-kcs

wise unto salvation, has been imparted to many souls. The
nimiber of pupils embraced in these revivals, has been various;

—

twenty-seven of thirty-five, forty-five of sixty, twenty-eight of

forty-four, are now recollected.

In from ten to fifteen colleges, revivals have been enjoyed;

and from four hundred to five hundred students have been, in

the judgment of men, made heirs of salvation.

It is an interesting fact, not new to most of this assembly, that

of the present freshman class in Yale college, fifty were profes-

sors of religion at their matriculation.

We have not time to advert to several subjects that deserve

attention, before closing this part of the report ; however, there

are two or three suggestions that may not be omitted.

It is becoming a subject of general inquiry, if no mode can be

devised by which the pupils of Sunday schools can be retained,

to a later period, under religious instruction. The Bible class

offers very desirable privileges to those who are disposed and

prepared to attend them. But there are many Sunday scho-

lars who think themselves too old for the school ; and yet it is

apparent they are not sufficiently advanced to profit by Bible

class instruction.

It is for some method of retaining such persons, that we seek

so anxiousl3^ It is a remarkable feature of the Irish Sunday
schools, that of one hundred and three thousand w^ho lately

attended them, and can read in the Bible, thirty-five thousand,

or about one third, arc over fifteen years of age. In Northamp-

ton, (Mass.) of five hundred and eighty pupils, one sixth are over

seventeen years of age. The Essex (Mass.) Adult Sunday

School Union embraces three thousand seven hundred and six-

teen scholars, and the fact, that one tenth are over fourteen

years of age, is mentioned as happily demonstrating the rising

standard of instruction. We ought to have better evidence.

The establishment of local schools, in thinly settled neighbour-

hoods, remote from the business or populous section of the town

or district, has been attended with surprising success, in many
cases. They are generally established and sustained by persons

connected with older schools in the vicinity, whose services at

their ordinary post of duty are dispensed wdth for this purpose.
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The blessing of God has sometimes attended such a measure, m
a remarkable manner. One instance is now recollected, which

occurred during the last year, in the state of Ohio, where a

few dollars were contributed, and a library procured, children

flocked together from the neighbouring settlements, till the school-

house in which they assembled could no longer contain them.

To accommodate the children on account of distance as well as

number, another school was commenced in a barn, about a mile

distant, as a branch of the first, and was supplied with books

from the same library. The numbers continued to increase, and

children came several miles to enjoy the privileges of the school.

It continued to be divided, and subdivided, till five schools had

grown up during the first year. Several instances of conversion

occurred ; and on the very spot where the first school was open-

ed, a neat and commodious house for public worship has been

erected ; an interesting and growing church has been organized,

and a faithful minister of the New Testament regularly breaks

to them the bread of life.

Christian, and especially parental co-operatlo?i, is yet enjoyed

by our schools, in a very limited extent, and of a very imper-

fect and indefinite character. We never shall know how rich

a boon heaven has bestowed on the world in the institution

of Sunday schools, till the motto suggested by one of our cor-

respondents, shall become the motto of Christendom

—

Action,

GENERAL ACTION, CONSTANT ACTION, ACTION IN ALL THE RELATIONS

OF LIFE.

We have now glanced at some of the prominent topics which

the Board have supposed would particularly interest the society

and its friends. Our great work in the western States will form

the subject of distinct consideration.

In the mean time, let the society be contemplated apart from

its temporary measures, and the creatures of yesterday by whom
they are devised and executed. The great principle which it

embodies, and on which it rests its highest claim to the confi-

dence and favour of all, is the^principle of love—love to all who
love our Lord Jesus Christ in sincerity. We seek the present

happiness, and final salvation of the children of men. It is safe

to grasp the utmost. We shall be satisfied with nothing, till

we accomplish every thing. We must increase, and improve,

and multiply our schools from year to year, and from age to
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age, till every inhabited part of the globe is blessed by their

influence.

The fulness of God's favour will attend them without failure

or abatement, and their duration and means of support are to

be measured only by the existence and the wants of a sinful

dving world.

D
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VALLEY OF THE MISSISSIPPL

By the society's resolution of May, 1830, we became pledged

to direct our efforts chiefly, (for the time being,) to the establish

ment of Sunday schools throughout the Valley of the Mis-

sissippi.

The undertaking was vast and difficult ; but the work of our

hands has been prospered by that gracious God, in reliance upon

whose aid it was attempted.

The tract of country to be supplied, as it was contemplated

by the resolution, embraces the states of Ohio, Indiana, Illinois,

Kentucky, Tennessee, Alabama, Louisiana, Mississippi, and Mis-

souri, together with the territory of Arkansas ; the territories

lying north of Illinois, and north west of Missouri ; Western Penn-

sylvania ; W^estern Virginia, and a small section of the state of

New York.

It is computed to contain one million three hundred thousand

square miles, or upwards of eight hundred and thirty-three mil-

lions of acres ; nearly six hundred millions of which are supposed

to be arable land. Over this vast space, comprising nearly two

thirds of the* land surface of the United States, is scattered a

population exceeding four millions. This number may be in-

creased to nearly seventy millions, and the population not ex-

ceed in density that of Massachusetts ; and if it should reach

two hundred and Mtj millions, it would still be exceeded in

several provinces of Europe.

In estimating the results of our effort, it should be remem-

bered, that a Sunday school, simple as it is in itself, is not form-

ed without much skill and labour ; especially where its cha-

racter and influence arc unknown, or known unfavourabh*.

—

The PREjaDicES, habits, and conditiox of the people ; the

FHYSICAL aspect OF THE C0U\TrvY, AXD THE GENERAL STATE OF

EDUCATION', are to be well considered.

In the vicinity of cities and large towns, glittering with wealth

and thronged with busy multitudes, there are found industry

and thrift, and established habits and institutions ; but through-

out a corisidorable portion of this vast country, no trace of human
Ijabitance is seen, and tiie wilderness and the shore are yet, for

the first time, to echo the voice of civilized man.

I. The sparse.vess of the poprLATio^, axd the time coxsumed
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IX TRAVELLING, WITH FEW FACILITIES, FROM FLACE TO FLACE, has

presented a formidii])lc obstacle to our success. In a settle-

ment of fifteen or twenty fannlies, their average distance from

each other, has often been from three quarters of a mile to

three miles. To the labours of an agent in assembling the

people, collecting a school, securing the regular attendance of

teachers and scholars, as well as in the support of plans closely

connected with the welfare of the schools, such as the Sunday

school monthly concert, teacher's meetings, Bible classes, &c.,

this obstacle may be truly represented as formidable.

Among the inhabitants of this good land, we find all the va

riety of customs, habits, and opinions, which must be expected

in a population collected from all parts of the world, and seldom

united by interest or inclination into large communities. A ge-

neration that is to live under like laws, and sustain and enjoy

like social and civil relations, needs to be educated alike. But we

are too late for this; though it seems that gratuitous education, by

means of Sunday schools, on the broad basis of free opinion and

equal rights, promises better than any other system to meet the

exigencies of the case, and secure the desired end.

It is manifest, that the institutions of learning and rehgion,

which in older States and countries have given a homogeneous

character to the people, have not exerted or even acquired such

an influence in the West. Hence arises the peculiar embar-

rassment which must attend any attempt to affect, morally or

intellectually, by the same means, any considerable number of

minds in a community so organized : and this constitutes a se-

cond hindrance, viz.

IT. The diversity of views, prejudices, a\d states of so-

ciety. Great skill is requisite to adapt principles and systems to

the various habits and humours of different classes of society ; and

it is a skill which is very rarely possessed. When the person

employed to introduce Sunday schools, has either been a resident

in the district assigned to him, or has had the address to throw

h.imself among the people, saying to them, in all his motions,

—

where you go, I will go ; where you lodge, I will lodge ; where

you die, will I die, and there will I be buried,—^the advantage has

been apparent in every way : and we need not say, that when-

ever it has been possible, such an agency has been employed, in

preference to all others.
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III. The unsettled state of society, is also to be regarded

auioiig the difficulties of our undertaking. In some counties, the

forms of justice are not yet established; the settlements are

continually shifting their inhabitants, and every thing in society

shifts with them. Hence the uncertainty, whether what is now

regarded favourably, will continue to be so regarded. Often

the success, and possibly the very existence of a school or so

ciety, may depend on a single family or individual, and their

residence or removal may be as uncertain as the value of land

or money. We all know how frecjuently the whole care of a

Sunday school, or other benevolent institution, is cast upon a

single individual ; or perhaps he has a standing in society which

gives him a controlling influence. Thus it has often happened,

that the absence of such an one has made the visit of an

agent almost fruitless ; and where information has been needed

from him respecting the state of a particular district, and the

best time and manner of rendering service, a visit has been

repeated twice, and even thrice.

IV. The WAXT of qualified SUPERmTENDE.VTS AND TEACHERS

was apprehended on all hands, at the outset, to be an appalling

difficulty ; and it has proved so, to the utmost extent that was an-

ticipated. In very many instances parents have been willing to

have a school ; children have been anxious to attend, and a con-

venient place has been ready ; but the want of a superintendent

or leader, or of two or three competent teachers, has rendered

it impracticable. And in cases where persons of intelligence

and character have been found, there have been an impatience

of opposition and difficulty, and a want of energy and steady

devotion which have proved fatal to many schools. A memorable

instance of this want of devotion to the cause, contrasted with,

and reproved by, the eagerness of a group of children to receive

instruction, occurred a few^ months since in Ohio.

At the commencement of winter, the cliildren of a school, in one

corner of Ross county, were informed by the teachers, that their

instruction would be suspended until the return of spring, and

they were enjoined not to come again until notice was given of

the re-opening of the school. Notwithstanding the injunction

the scholars, to the number of about forty, having prepared

their lessons, assembled on the next Sabbath, at the usual hour

und place, and remained until some one was moved to attend
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and instruct them. They were again dismissed, and the injunc-

tion repeated with great plainness, not to say severity ; but in

vain. The next Sabbath witnessed their return in equal num-

bers ; nor did they abandon their purpose till they found it would

be useless to persevere. When spring returned, they seized the

earliest day to revisit the scene of their happy associations, and

more than once left it with a mutual expression of wonder, that

spring had come, but their school was not re-opened.

As a natural consequence of the paucity of suitable teachers,

those of questionable character and attainments have sometimes

been employed, but never without great miscliief and loss. In

one instance that occurs to our recollection, an agent was told,

that the superintendent of the school was a good man enough

on the whole ; the main objection to him was, that he hunted

bees on the Sabbath.

V. Another and principal obstacle to the accomplishment of

our purpose, has been found, and will still be found, in the

GENERAL STATE OF EDUCATION. Any means of intellectual and

moral improvement are employed to great disadvantage, where

the education of the majority of the people is essentially defec

tive. We are aware that in determining the extent of populai

education, very little dependence should be placed on single

instances of gross ignorance. These may be found in the best

educated sections of every country. Nor is it safe, on the other

hand, to rest in some indefinite hope, that the case is not so bad

as it is represented to be. We allude to the subject, for the

purpose of showing in what forms our embarrassments from this

source arise.

1. A general defect in common education destroys the stand

ard of comparison. In those communities, in which the mass of

parents and children are educated, there is a kind of disgrace or

reproach attaching to ignorance, which parental pride will not

patiently endure : where, on the other hand, the educated are

but as a little leaven in many measures of meal, ignorance, for

the time, ceases to be disreputable, and the educated are not

imfrcquently regarded with jealousy and aversion. The igno-

rant are satisfied with their ignorance.

2. School-houses or other apartments, suitable for the purpose

of /instruction, are not provided where popular education in

neglected, and the want of them is felt sorelv bv the friends of
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Sunday schools. In some districts where a daily school of sixty

( hildren might be collected, education is entirely disregarded for

want of a school-house. In older states, the territory is intersect-

ed in every direction by roads or well-known paths. Every dis-

trict of a mile or two square has a convenient school-house, in

which the comfort of a school, at all seasons of the year, is se-

cured. Far otherwise is it, as yet, in many parts of our western

States. There school-houses and other places of public assem-

bling are few—many miles apart—often ill-constructed, and

.'ifTording, at best, a doubtful shelter. A resort to private apart-

ments is seldom practicable ; for often the dwelling itself, happy

and hospitable as it is, is but a single apartment, and that is

occupied by a family of ten or twelve individuals; and even if at

some seasons this difliculty might be obviated, the impractica-

bility, under such circumstances, of keeping schools open through

the winter, is apparent ; and the injurious effect of their dis-

continuance, is scarcely less manifest. And
3. Where common schools are supported, we not only find

commodious places for the gathering and instruction of Sunday

schools; but intelligent teachers, parents and children, have

fallen into school-going habits and associations, and have become

accustomed to order and discipline, from the irksomeness and

intolerance of which, many schools have severely suffered.

We have not taken into the account the moral culture ; the

tlste for reading ; the habits of reflection ; the introduction of

elementary works,* and the familiarity with the right use of

* The following observations by the editor of the Western Pioneer, a Baptist paper,

printed at Rockspring, (111.) show, with more particularity, some of the evils with which

common school education in the West is beset:

—

" We have long known that the people of Illinois and Missouri pay enormous taxes

ftvery j'ear, in the shape of dirty, miserable, tem}X>rary log cabins, for school houses ; lliat

iH, they lose about three fourths of the benefits they might derive from their schools, by

not having comfortable, well lighted, and warm houses, with seata and desks suitably

arranged. Anotlier most oppressive tax paid for education, is the want of suitable

school books for spelling, reading, and the ordinary branches of a common education. A
wretched imposition has been practised by some of our western merchants in buying up

at auction, in the eastern cities, as waste paper, large quantities of miserable trash, of

fifty years date, for spelHug, reading, and arithmetic books. W^e have seen mutilated

copies of Dilworth, Penning, and other antiquated spelling lx)oks, printed on the coarse-st

of paper, some thirty or forty years since, scattered through Missouri and Illinois, in the

sc.hoo's.

" Another evil connected with this, is the want of uniformity in books. Each boy or

girf brings such a book or pamphlet to school as happens to fall into his hands; lience

(hore i# no classification of the scholars, each reads from his own book ; and in many
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books, whicli are connected witli a high degree of popular

education, and whioli greatly facilitate the progress of Sunday

schools.

VI. The diversity of religious opinions, and the alnnost endless

variety of sects, many of wliich are adverse to Sunday schools,

constitute another hindrance to the general introduction of

them in the Valley, and a still greater hindrance to their prosper-

ous continuance. The intelligent and educated people, on whom
alone reliance can be placed to sustain any system of education,

are attached to the various denominations of christians among

whom they dwell. To secure the advantages of a good Sunday

school, it becomes necessary to combine the moral power and

religious influence of all the serious and well disposed inhabit-

ants of the place ; for even vvhen thus combined, and exerted in

its most advantageous form, it is but feebly felt upon the hetero-

geneous character, and unsettled habits of the surrounding popu-

lation. The only principle on which a school can be established

at all, under these circumstances, is unio.v. The friends of the

main object must agree to leave their distinctive peculiarities

out of sight, and out of mind, and unite to teach the cardinal

truths and precepts of Christianity ; and suitable books for libra-

ries must be prepared on the same principle. These, it is

well known, are the essential features of the constitution of

the American Sunday School Union, and the unwillingness of

many to yield the partial for the general good has been a serious

barrier to the progress of our work. The extent and nature

of the concession, made for the sake of union, should be well de-

fined. We do not pretend that denominations, as such, are re-

presented (technically speaking) in our Board. In order to this,

each denomination must elect the delegates to whom they will

confide so important a trust, and some just rule of apportionment

would become necessary. AVe only claim the confidence and

support of all denominations, on the ground that their members
share in the management and control of all our business, and

that the rights and views of each are consulted and respected,

parts of the countr}-, all read aloud during scliool hours, without the least system o

regularity.

" Now we put all these losses down aa taxes, that the good people of these frontier

States most cheerfully pay, rather than be at a trivial expense in providing better mean.<»

(or the inslruction of their children."'
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as far as they possibly can be under any circumstances, provided

equal deference is paid to the rights and views of all.*

* The whole number of officers and managers of the Board, is 76 ; of these, there are

Presbyterians, 26; Episcopalians, 14; Baptists, 10; Methodists, 10; Congregationalists, 8,
Reformed Dutch, 4 ; Moravians, 1 ; Friends, 1 ; Denominations unknown, 2.—76.

Of the whole number of officers and managers, 36 are Vice-presidents, and have their

residence as follows : Maine, 1 ; New Hampshire, 1 ; V^ermont, 1 ; Massachusetts, 1

;

Louisiana, 1 ; Ohio, 1 ; Rhode Island, 1 ; Connecticut, 1 ; New York, 4 ; New Jersey, 2,
Ju(li:ma, 1 ; Kentucky, 1 ; Pennsylvania, 6 ; Maryland, 1 ; Virginia, 2 ; North Carolina, 1

;

'J'ennessee, 1 ; Illinois, 1 ; South Carolina, 2 ; Georgia, 2 ; Alabama, 1 ; Mississippi, 1

;

Misrsouri, 1 ; Delaware, 1.—36.

Of the 36 vice-presidents, there reside in Philadelphia, 4, viz. Presbyterian, 1 ; Metho:-

(list, 1 ; Episcopalian, 1 ; Baptist, 1.—4.

Of 32 out of to\vn, 11 Presbyterians ; 6 Episcopalians ; 2 Reformed Dutch ; 4 Congrega-

lionalisls ; 4 Baptists ; 3 Methodists ; 2 unknown.

Of the officers and managers, there reside in Philadelphia, 1 Pre.«-ident ; 4 Vice Presi.

dents : 1 Treasurer ; 2 Secretaries ; 24 Managers.—32.—Of these there are, Presbyterians,

10 ; Episcopaliaas, 8 ; Methotlists, 5 ; Baptists, 5 ; Congregational ist, 1 ] Moravian, 1

;

Dutch RePjrmed, 1 ; Friend, 1.—32.

Managei-s out of town, 12, viz. In Massachusetts, 2 ; New York, 4 ; Maryland, 1 ; Sotith

Carolina, 1 ; Georgia, 1 ; Ohio, 1 ; Illinois, 1 ; Delaware, 1.—12.—Of these there are, Pres^

byterians, 5 ; Congregationalists, 3 ; Methodists, 2 ; Baptist, 1 ; Dutch Reformed, 1.—12.
CvmmiUces.—Of Publication—2 Methodists; 2 Baptists ; 2 Presbyterians; 2 Episcopa-

lian<.—Of Depositor}'—1 Episcopalian ; 1 Presbyterian ; 1 Friend.- -Of Missions and
Agencies—2 Presbyterians : 2 Methodists; 1 Baptist.—Of Accounts—2 Episcopalians ; 1

Bap;is!.—Of Real Estate—1 Episcopalian ; 1 Presl^yterian ; 1 Reformed Dutch.—Of An«

nivcrsary—1 Episcopalian ; 1 Baptist ; 1 Presbyterian.—In all the Committees—4 Me-
thodists; 5 Baptists ; 7 Presbj-terians ; 7 Episcopalians; 1 Friend ; 1 Reformed Dutch.

Thirty-six Vice-presidents in 24 States—Twelve managers m 8 States.

Of the Missionaries and Agents, appointed under the resolution, to supply the Valley

of the Mississippi with Sunday schools, there have been 39 Presbyterians; 2i Baptists; 17

Methodists ; 4 Congregationalists ; 8 Episcopalians ; 2 Reformed Dutch ; 12 Cumberland

Presbyterians ; 6 denomination unknowTi.—112.

The instructions to Missionaries and Agents, as appears by a printed form, invariably

used, throw additional light on the character and spirit of the msntution. Among these

instructions are the follow ing :

—

' Be particularly careful to avoid all controversy or disputes with any who diflfer fi-oin

yourself in religious opinions. By all means avoid every thing like sectarism, or remarks

that would in their tendency, wound the feelings of any Christian. Show no partiality

to any denomination, but hold friendly intercourse with all v^ho love our Lord Jesui?

Christ. On the delicate question of slavery, abstain from all remarks ; much injury may
result from an indiscreet observation. Auxiliaries of ever}' denomination enjoy equal

rights and i)rivileges. The American Sunday School Union embraces Christians of

almost every denomination, and seven of them are represented in its Board of Managers

nnd serve on its numerous Committees, and the prosperity and usefulness of the institu-

tion, with the blessing of God, depend on the cordial union and efficient support oi all the

friends of Sunday schools. The great object for which the American Sunday School

Union was iastituted, and which the Board prayerfully labours to accomplish, is to bring

tx'^ry child and rjouih of our country under the influence of the gospel, and thus promote

the glorij of God, and not the interest of any denomination, sect, or party.

" You will press upon teachers and managers of schools, the importance of aiming, in

all their instructions, to give their pupils a knowledge of the Bible,—a knowledge of

their duty to God ; to their parents, teachers, brothers, sisters, school-mates, and mankind ;

am; of urging them to repent of their sin", and believe in the Lord Jesus Christ
''
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VII. A PREVAILING DISREGARD Of THE SaBBATH, AND IRREOL'-

LARITY IS THE TIMES AND PLACES OF ASSEMBIJNG FOR PUBLIC WOR-

SHIP, exceedingly embarrass our progress; and the latter cir-

cumstance, particularly, often causes the failure of schools which

seem to be established on a firm basis. If there is a place where

the people of God hold their weekly assemblies, the Sunday

school collects there under something hke a holy influence, and

the teachers and children ran adopt the language of sacred

song :

—

My tongue repeats her \ows

—

Peace to this sacred house,

For here my Innnds and kindred dwell :

—

while without such a place and such associations, children and

teachers are called one way and parents another ; and thus irre-

gularity and indiircrence ensue, and the school is enfeebled or

destroyed.

VIII. And, FINALLY, WE HAVE TO MEET THE VIOLENT OPPOSITION

OF IGNORANT, MISGUIDED, AND WICKED MEN. The character of

this opposition, or rather the grounds of it, are very diverse, and

some of them incredibly ridiculous. And the forms in which it

manifests itself, are not less various. Nor is it difficult to ac-

count for some of the suspicions and grounds of opposition to

which we here allude. It is seen that nearly one hundred

" It will be your special duty to visit all ministers of the gospel, and make known par

licularly to them, the nature and objects of your mission, and use your influence to en-

gage them in promoting Sabbath schools in their respective congregatiems,. whether aux-

iliarj' to this Society or not ; and you will give them to understand explicitly, that the

Managers of the American Sunday School Union are persuaded, that it is the privilege,

and the duty of ministers of the gospel, to exercise a faithful, prayerfid, paternal watch

over the schools belonging to their churches.

" You will also establish Sunday schools, whether auxiliary to this Society, or not.

"As the advocate of Sunday schools, you will aim to be plain, zealous, affectionate, and

faithful ; and in your intercourse with others, in public or private, avoid all controversy

and vain disputations, and all reflections upon denominations of Christians differing from

your own. Cultivate a friendly intercourse with all who are engaged in promoting other

religious and benevolent object-s ; follow peace with all men, and labour to commend
yourself to everj' man's conscience in the sight of Go^, aiid to convince the world that

you have at heart, not the interest of a sect or party, but the glory of God and the ha;>-

piness of mankind.

" When an agent or missionary has established a school, and received five dollars to-

wards the purchase o( a library, and the people are unable to contribute more to thi-*

object, he will give an order, a(;cordingto the above instructions, on the most convenient

Depository for books, to the amount of tin dollars, whether the school is auxiliary to the Ame-

rican Sunday School Union or not. Only let there be such an organization as to afford a reason-

ql^le prospect of stability to the school, and they may belong to any cnion, or to no umiow, m
t«ey jpjcpg,'' ^
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thousand persons arc employed, several hours of each week', in

the gratuitous instri^tion of just sucli children as are willing to

attend. It is seen, that nnen of dificrent denominations and of

entirely opposite views on other subjects, are drawn together by

this purpose, and harmoniously prosecute it with great zeal and

without hope of present reward. It is seen, that we form schools

in connexion with our own society, or with other societies, or

with none ;* and that whatever may be their relation or con-

nexion, we give to all of them tive dollars, on condition that they

raise other five, the whole to be expended in the purchase of a

Sunday school library. There is no principle in the philosophy

of these men, that can account for such a course of proceeding

as this; and hence their strange conceits of treason and tyranny.

Fancies like these, are engendered with wonderful rapidity in

the uninformed mind ; and it is not surprising that they are slow

to believe, how surely our object, if accomplished, will improve

every thing in society that is capable of improvement ; or how
truly it may be said, of the influence of our schools, that it is

characteristically republican and anti-sectarian.-f

It is to be regretted, that the erroneous views and unfounded

suspicions of which we have just spoken, have, in so many in-

stances, been sanctioned and encouraged by the press. Instead

of enlightening and guiding public sentiment, which is its appro-

priate and exalted employment, its fearful power is nov/ often

applied to accomplish corrupt and selfish purposes, or to defeat

the benevolent efforts of the wise and good.

* 111 Illinois, for example, of ihc one hundred and fifty schools, formed by the agency

ol" the American Sunday School Union, one is auxiliary directly to us ; fifty-seven ary

auxiliary to the Missouri Sunday School Union; eighteen are auxiliary to the Methodist

Union ; and seventy are independent.

t To show this, and at the same time elucidate the general sentiment, we will on\y

advert to two cases within our knowledge. In one Sunday school were found the chil*

(lien of Deists, Uiiiversalists, Seccders, Baptists, Roman Catholics, Presbyterians, Episco-

palians, and others whose denominations could not be ascertained; and an observer

s[)eaks of " the union and attachment manifested in the school by the children, as by far

the most surprising and unaccountable scene of his life, and surpassing all other occur-

rencei: he had met." In another instance, it was found as the result of an accurate investi-

gation, that in a single male school, besides the distinction of at least five different denomi-

nation3, the occupations and conditions of the parents, masters and guardians of the pupils

wore as followi :—.watch-maker, 8; rope-maker, 1 ; widow, 1 ; out of business, 2; physi-

cian, 2 ; tailor, 6 ; puUic ofTH-er, 2 ; cabinet maker, 3; oyster pedlar, 2 ; hotel keeper, 2 ;

baker, 1 ; manufacturer, 1 ; laundress, 3; grocer, 2; milliner, 1 ; constable, 1 ; dancing

ina.««ter, 2 ; carpenter, 2 ; printer, 2 ; clerk, 1 ; labourer, 1 ; sea captain, 1 ; and merchant,

%i. Admirable materials, truly, f»Ar secret and dangerous alliances!
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NoTwiTHSTANDixVG thcsG vanous hindrances, great success has

attended the plans of the Board, and though the foul spirit of

prejudice or ignorance still possesses many minds, and though

a feeble counter-current sometimes opposes itself,—the tide of

intelligence and influence evidently sets with us, and will bear us

on to the accomplishment of every good purpose.

One who had contemplated our progress with an evil eye,

was led to exclaim, with more truth than usually attended his

expressions,—"It is in vain to oppose the spread of Sunday

schools ; they will ultimately overrun the land, and the devil

himself cannot help it."
—" These Sunday schools have done

more for their side,"' said an enemy to all schemes of christian

benevolence, " than any thing else they have ever tried ; I am

iiEALLY AFRAID OF THEM ; they Spring up as in a night, and are

spreading all around us."

The contributions to this specific object, from May 1830, to

March 1, 1832, which is the close of our fiscal year, amounted

to $60,714 GO, received as follows—from

Maine, $ 247 55 Georgia, $ 943 25

New Hampshire, 418 33 Ohio, 1,443 35

Massachusetts, 5,960 95 Kentucky, - 2,765 67

Vermont, 158 Tennessee, - 647

Connecticut, - 0,683 93 Alabama, 96 81

Ilhode Island, - 415 Mississippi, - 42 50

New Fork, 17,927 77 Louisiana, - 718 55

New Jersey, 3,332 60 Missouri, 692 10

Pennsylvania, - 10,066 98 Indiana, 38 50

Delaware, 284 99 Michigan, 10

Maryland, 2,740 10 Western Creek Ag'y. 2 25

Dist. of Columbia , 310 Lower Canada, - 11

Virginia, 2,326 36 A Gentleman from

North Carolina, 142 90 Scotland,

South Carolina, 2,188 16

-

$6

100

0,714 60

Of this sum, forty thousand four hundred and fifty-one dollars

and forty-three cents had been expended March 1, 1832; and

the balance, twenty thousand two hundred and sixty-three dol

lars and seventeen cents, will not meet the present engagements
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of the Board under the resolution. To ascertain what this mo
ney has enabled us to do, it is not necessary to enter into details.

The leading item of expenditure has been for the services of

missionaries andagents,—thirty-two thousand nine hundred and

twenty-six dollars and twenty-four cents. The number em-

ployed within the period mentioned, for various terms, is se-

venty-eight. The average amount paid to each missionary and

agent for services and expenses, is two hundred and eleven dol-

lars and six cents, per annum. In the selection of them no pre-

ference has been felt or manifested for those of any particular

denomination. On this subject, the most rigid investigation is

fearlessly challenged.

Donations have been made to seven hundred and ninety-nine

schools, amounting to three thousand nine hundred and seven-

teen dollars and forty-eight cents ; and the amount of books sold

or distributed in the Valley since the resolution passed, exceeds

thirty thousand dollars. The knowledge of our publications

which has been diffused by means of these books, has disarmed

prejudice m some of its most obstinate forms. The offer of a

donation of books has been made on equal terms to all schools,

whether auxiliary to this society or not.

Eighteen months will more than embrace the whole period

of active labour under the resolution. In that time, we have

received actual reports of two thousand eight hundred and

SIXTY-SEVEN SCHOOLS ESTABLISHED, and ONE THOUSAND ONE HUN-

DRED AND TWENTY-ONE VISITED AND REVIVED. In less than half

the schools established, the number of scholars exceeds sixtt

THOUSAND.

The amount of voluntary service rendered during the year,

cannot be ascertained or estimated with any degree of precision.

In very many instances, which it might be invidious to particu-

larize, the most faithful and wxU-directed gratuitous labour ha>'

been bestowed. For all these services, reported and unreported,

in whatever form and to whatever extent they may have been

rendered, the Board would not fail to express their most grate-

ful acknowledgments.*

* The pledge of the American Home Miseionary Society, made Jiuie 8, 1830, en-

gaging to establish one thousand schools within two years ; and that of the Board of Mip-

8ions of the General Assembly of the Presbj^erian church, that each of their missionariee

ihould establish from two to ten schools, have been partially redeemed ; but to wlvit

extent is not precisely known. Of one hundred and forty-four missionaries, of tlic Hoice
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Schools and societies have been organized independently, or in

whatever connexion was preferred in each case; and visits have

been paid, indiscriminately, to all schools to which they were

likely to prove profitable or acceptable.

The donation of Testaments from the American Bible Socie-

ty, and from the Young Men's Bible Society ofNew York, has ex-

cited the liveliest sensations of gratitude, and we have been often

assured that the liberality with which this enterprise has been

sustained, is made the subject of morning and evening thanks-

giving, among those who have witnessed and aided in its prose-

cution.

A considerable portion of the Valley has been explored with

more or less fidelity, and this survey alone, with the information

it has furnished, and the spirit it has excited, is of great

value. Intelligence has been widely diffused, not only by pub-

lic discussions and the animating exhibition of well organized

schools, but by personal conversation, the distribution of Sunday

school pamphlets and books, and by the current, local periodi-

cals. The circulation of the society's newspaper, has been se-

cured to some extent, and has been received with great favour.

The encouragement to effort, and the obstacles to success have

been ascertained and defined. We have learned too, the advan-

tages and disadvantages of different modes and seasons of labour,

and how to adapt an agency to the existing circumstances of

society.

Many a languishing school has received a new impulse, and

has gone on its way with a vigorous and cheerful step—the dis-

couraged and desponding teacher has had his hands strengthen-

ed, and his heart enlarged, and his hopes brightened ; and in many
places where no school could be formed, an impression has been

left which will eventually secure the establishment of one and

perhaps many.

In determining what future measures shall be adopted, it is to

be considered that the pecuniary means of the society applica-

Missionary Society, to whom commissions were sent, reports have been received from
thirty-six, by whom one hundred and twenty-one Stinday schools have been established

And of the seventy-five missionaries of the General Assembly's Board, to whom commis
sions were addressed, reports have been received from twenty-six. by whom one hundred

and seventeen schools have been established. ^Vhatever should be added to these re

turns, respectively, should be added to the total amount of schools established under our

resolution.
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ble to this purpose are either actually expended or pledged for

expenses incurred. The means of continuing our eflforts must
be supplied, and this will require an expensive agency, unless

the benevolent will contribute without any such intervention.

Two or three efficient men will be needed in most of the States

in the Valley, whose whole time shall be given to secure, and
apply to the best advantage, whatever means the State or Ter-

ritory can furnish for the establishment and improvement of

schools. Domestic agencies have a decided superiority over

others, and they may be secured to some extent in almost every

district by the judicious arrangement of a devoted and skilful

man. Such an agent would soon be regarded by teachers and

pupils, and the country at large, as the main-spring of the ma-

chinery. The schools should be visited annually or oftcner, and

every opportunity of extending them should be seized as soon as

it is offered.

The distribution of books must continue to be an important

department of labour, and a large item of expense. The tem-

porary depositories which have been established, it will be nei-

ther practicable nor expedient for us to maintain, except for the

temporary object ; and it is hoped, that in some instances, the

people for whose accommodation they have been established,

will retain them on their own responsibility. When the remote

settlements are visited from time to time, it will be necessary

for ah agent to have a supply of books with him, that he may
be able to furnish a library at once. The supply of a single

library has, two or three times, cost benevolent friends of the

school, a journey of fifty or sixty miles.

The excitement w^iich has been uniformly produced by a do-

nation of books equal to the amount raised, is too useful to be

forborne ; and it is a question of some importance, whether it

ought not to be unlimited on each hand ; so that a school which

raises ten dollars, shall have a donation of the same value ; jtnd

one that cannot raise even five, shall still be entitled to a gra-

tuity of corresponding amount.

Amoxg the considerations which should urge us forward, may
be mentioned

—

1. The degree of interest which has been excited on this subject

over all our country ; and there is nothing surprising in it. Pros-

pectively, it may be said, with literal truth, that the education
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of the Valley of the Mississippi is the education of our country ;

our course is not, therefore, to be regarded in the light of dicta-

tion or interference. It is a matter of common and momentous

interest, that western education should be thorough, christian,

and universal. The American people constitute one body,

though many members, and from the very nature of our com-

pact, if one member suffer, all the members must suffer with it.

2. We may also- advert to the evidence which has been alreadij

furnished, that Sunday schools are precisely fitted to our great pur-

pose. So manifestly has this appeared to enlightened citizens

of the west, that they have cordially welcomed our agency in

every form; and it is to their. counsel, co-operation, and lil)er-

ahty, that much of the success of our plans is to be attributed.

3. We have cheering tokens that the sacred influence of Sunday

sch<)ols is making sure and silent progress. In the midst of a sec-

tion of the State of Indiana, which, since our resolution passed,

was an unbroken forest, an agent was passing from one log cabin

to another, when he came to a spot on which the timber was

just felled, and lay strewed around in every direction. In the

midst of this humbled glory of the forest, a rude dwelling had

been put up, and a few rods from it he found an interesting

little girl in her playhouse, built of moss, diligently preparing

her Sunday school lesson. Her brother was hearing her

recite this passage of wonderful import

—

He called his name

JESUS. The words were upon her tongue before they disco-

vered the stranger's approach, and he could not but exclaim

—

The wilderness and the solitary place is glad for them, and the

desert already rejoices and blossoms as the rose.

4. Without further and higher efforts we shall lose what we have

gained. The schools we have established, are in the midst of a

scattered and unsettled population—violent prejudices surround

them—their importance is but partially appreciated—teachers

are few ; leaders, by whose boldness and patience, others are

encouraged and upheld, are rare, and suspicion and misrepre-

sentation attach to our object, our measures, and our men. In *

such circumstances, it is sufficiently obvious that our course

must be upward or downward ; we must be constantly on the

advance, or on the retreat.

5. God has given us the vantage ground. Our means and our

mode of applying them have been tried and proved. Every good
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school we have established is a trumpet-tongued advocate, whose

eloquence costs us nothing and is never exhausted.

6. The Bible is among the people. It begins to be seen "and felt

that universal religious education, not by sects but by the umpire

of all sects, is the most effectual check upon the strides of a cor-

rupt ambition. Such an education is as intolerable to the bigot

and fanatic, as the light of the sun is to the owl and the bat.

Considerate men are persuaded, too, that in a government like

Ours religious truth is not only the just basis of popular educa-

tion, and the sure foundationofpolitical freedom, butthatthe uni-

versal diffusion of religious knowledge constitutes the firmest

barrier that can be erected against all dangerous accumulation

of ecclesiastical power.

7. Our faith is pledged to the prompt and complete exccutio?i of

the resolution : and we have reason to believe that the same

liberality which has sustained us hitherto will be still shown.

Every western wind brings to us impassioned appeals from the

people beyond the mountains, and they are our brethren. What-
ever of kindness and favour is not in their hands abounds in their

hearts. It is a common cause ; and though they may say, in

view of our happy and prosperous institutions—This matter be-

longcth unto thee ; they say also, in view of their own critical

relations—Arise, and do it, and we will be with thee.

8. Sunda]) schools must p-epare tJiewayfor efforts i?i otJier depart-

ments of henevoleiice. A modern writer * of more than ordinary

popularity, assuming that a general rectification of doctrine and

practice, and a revival of primitive Christianity, are actually

about to take place, inquires, what preliminary measures might

be anticipated, as the necessary means of giving irresistable

force and universal spread to such a reformation 1 " What," he

says, "but the placing of the sacred canon, the arbiter of all dls-

pute, and the fountain of all motive, previously in the hands of

the people of every country ?
"

Surely, we may reply—the universal adoption of some cheap

and easy system of teaching, by which they shall be enabled to

read the sacred canon with facility and intelligence ; and that

system is found, and, so far as we know, only found, in Sunday

schools.

9. Th^ coimctio7i that errors darkfiess, and bondage prevail where

* Dousflass.
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truth light, and freedom arc not found, furnishes a powerful

incentive to continued exertion. The education of western

children is not neglected. Far from it. The means of both in-

tellectual and moral training are afforded, upon certain con-

ditions, in great abundance and perfection. Colleges and the

higher seminaries of learning have been silently built Tip at

many of the chief cities and central towns. Courteous and

winning manners, unwearied kindness to the sick and distressed,

and great liberality in the erection and endowment of churches

and schools, have excited the surprise and gained the confidence

of the unwary. The best of teachers are secured by the high-

est compensation, and the parent who desires thebesttidvantages

for his son or daughter seeks of course the best teachers, and of-

ten without regard to other and infinitely more important inter-

ests which he puts in jeopardy, .^nd hence prmciples and insti-

tutions, utterly hostile to those which are the glor}^ and defence

of our country, are gaining strength and influence day by day.

A direct resistance would only aggravate the evil. Darkness

must be dissipated hj light. Truth must be put upon the

achievement of her sure and complete triumph. And to this end

we must have good schools, and we must have them every

where. The Bible must form the basis of popular instruction ;

and the liberty with which Christ makes free, must be pro-

claimed through our vallies, and upon the tops of our mountains;

from sea to sea, and from shore to shore; and we must do it—
A\D MUST DO IT NOV/. Foi',

Fmalhj, our power to affect, essentially and happihj, the best in-

terests of our country, is hut momentary. Corruption and ignorance

come in upon us from foreign shores like a flood. Confusion

and discord and violence prevail among our own citizens, and in

our high places. Our constitutions are indeed strong ; but the

firmest bands are loosened, and the proudest strength reduced

by successive convulsions. Irreligion and the general corrup-

tion of the press, will make appalling havoc among such insti-

tutions as ours ; and if God forsakes us, our loftiest battlements

will reel to and fro, and what are now admired as the monu
ments of our glory vrill only serve to accumulate the disastrous

ruin.

Public sentiment is now worth something. It has done nobly

in the contest with intemperance. It can do nobly for the cause

F
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01 religious ttiucation. Let it only be enlightened and urged on

then, and let no man say,—it is enough,—till every inhabitant

of our country can read his own Bible, and every child's name
is registered on the roll-book of a Sunday school.

The impression which this hasty review of another year's trans-

action leaves on the mind of the Board, and which we desire to

have made on the minds of all our fellow-labourers in this good

cause, is that of gratitude aivd confidexce. Our strength is

renewed for another year of care and toil ; but how fearful is

the uncertainty who of us shall be among the living at its close.

That man of God,* who stood with us here but one short twelve-

month sinee, and who urged us with so much eloquence and

feeling, to labour more diligently and directly for the salvation

of souls, has ceased from among men, and has a place witli

those who, through much tribulation, have entered into the

kingdom of God. And he, ftoo, whose presence always animated

the discouraged—whose energy always strengthened the weak,

how cordially and vigorously did he enter with us upon the

Mississippi enterprise, and yet how early and m)^steriously have

his earthly purposes been cut off. How soon are his hope and

faith exchanged for scenes and songs of heavenly glory.

Let us be confident, however, of this one thing, that whether

our eyes behold it or not, the institution to whose support we now

renewedly pledge ourselves, will ultimately become, if it has not

already become, like the tree which the monarch of Babylon

saw in the visions of the night,—" It grew and was strong, and

the height thereof reached unto heaven, and the sight thereof to

the end of all the earth. The leaves thereof were fair, and the

fruit thereof much, and in it was meat for all."

* Rev. Josepli Sanford. t Rev. Dr. Cornelius.
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PROCEEDINGS

at Vie JVinth Anniversary of the American Sunday-school Union.

ANNUAL SUNDAY-SCHOOL SERMON.

The Annual Sermon before the American Sunday-Bchool Union

was preached in St. Andrew's church, on the evening previous to the

anniversary, by the Rev. Dr. Henshaw, of BaUimore. The Board

of Managers have requested a copy for publication, and it is hoped

it will immediately appear.

ANNIVERSARY SERVICES.

The ninth annual meeting of the American Sunday-school Union,

was held in Philadelphia, on Tuesday afternoon, May 21st.

The chair M'as taken, at half past three o'clock, by Alexandbr

Henry, Esq., the President.

The following hymn was sung by a choir of children alternately

with the congregation:

THE LOVE OF CHRIST.

CONGREGATION AND CHLLDREX.

The Saviour v^'hile on earth

Welcom'd, with gentle grace,

The child of meanest birth.

Who humbly sought his face ;

And Jesus yet will condescend
To be our children's faithful friend.

CHILDREN ALONE.

Gracious Redeemer, thus

We seek thy love divine ;

Pity and welcome us.

And bless and make us thine.

Gracious Redeemer, condescend
To be our Saviour and our friend.

CONGREGATION AND CHILDREN.

The Saviour, while below.
When children sane his fame,

Smil'd in the midst of wo.
To hear them lisp his name ;

And Jesus still will hear the praise

Which even lisping Children raise.

iii
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CHILDREN ALONE.

Tender Redeemer, bow
To hear the songs we bring,

And smile upon us now

—

Thy name we love to sing.

Gracious Redeemer, hear the praise,

Which even children strive to raise.

CONGREGATION AND CHILDREN.

From all beneath the skies.

And all in heaven above,

Let hallelujahs rise

To Jesus' tender love

;

Who ever more will condescend
To be our children's God and friend.

Prayer was offered by the Rev. Dr. Spring, of the Presbyterian

church, New York, and the following hymn sung:

Ten thousand different flowers

To Thee sweet off 'rings bear

;

And cheerful birds in sliady bowers,
Sing forth thy tender care.

The fields on every side.

The trees on every hill,

The glorious sun, the rolling tide,

Proclaim thy wonders still.

But trees, and fields, and skies,

Still praise a God unknown

;

For gratitude and love can rise

From living hearts alone.

These living hearts of ours
Thy hnly name would bless ;

The blossom of ten thousand flowei's

Would please the Saviour less.

While earth itself decays,

Our souls can never die !

O tune them all to sina thy praise,

In better songs on high.

A statement of the Society's financial accounts was read by the

treasurer, Paul Beck, Jr. Esq.

The Annual Report was read by one of the Secretaries.

'On motion of the Rev. G. B. Perry, of the Baptist church, Phila-

delphia, -seconded by Rev. Eli Smith, Missionary in W^estern Asia,

il was
* Besolved,—That the Annual Report now submitted be accepted,

and published ; and circulated gratuitously as extensively as pos-

sible.

On motion of Gerrit Sjiith, Esq., of Peterborough, New York,



ieconded by Rev. Pkter Wolle, of the church of the United Bre-

thren, Philadelphia, it was

Besolved,—That the proposed general simultaneous effort on the

4lh day of July next, to visit and invite all suitable subjects of Sunday-

school instruction to attend at some appointed place on the succeeding

Sunday (July 7th), be commended to the ministers of the gospel, and

the superintendents, teachers, and other officers, and friends of Sun-

day-schools, and Sunday-school societies of every denomination, for

prompt and complete execution.

On motion of William Jessup, Esq., of Montrose, Pennsylvania,

seconded by Rev. Levi Bull, of the Episcopal church, Chester

county, Pennsylvania, it was

Resolved,—That the evangelical churches of this country are

solemnly bound to furnish the means of suitable religious instruction

10 all persons, children and adults, who need and are willing to re-

ceive it, and that such provision should be made in sufficient season

to meet the result of the effort proposed to be made on the 4th day

of July next.

On motion of the Rev. James Milxor, D. D., of the Episcopal

church, New York, seconded by Joseph L. Inglis, of the Methodist

Episcopal church, Philadelphia, it was

Resolved,—ThdLi the result of the society's efforts to supply the

Mississippi Valley with Sunday-schools, while it must awaken new
sympathies and anxieties in their behalf, should also excite to new
and nobler efforts to maintain and extend their influence, not only

there, but throughout every other section and neighbourhood of our

land.

On motion of the Hon. Peter D. Vroom, of New Jersey, second-

ed by Rev. J. 0. Choules, of the Baptist church, New Bedford,

Massachusetts, it was

Resolved,—That a union of various denominations in the prose-

cution of an enterprise of common interest (as the establishment and

support of Sunday-schools clearly is) well accords with the spirit of

primitive Christianity, and happily illustrates the nature and influ-

ence of the religion of peace and love, which our Sunday-schools are

designed to inculcate.

On motion of the Rev. J. W. Chickering, of the Congregational

church, Bolton, Mass., seconded by Rev. Mr. Krauth, of the Lu-
theran church, Philadelphia, it was

Resolved,—That the more general establishment of infant Sunday,
or First-day schools, and the preparation of suitable manuals and



fDrma of instruction for their use, is an object which deserves and

shouhl receive the special altentioai of the American Sunday-school

Union.

On motion of Rev. William S. Plumer, of Virginia, seconded by

llev. S. K. Talmage, of Georgia,the following resolution was adopted

:

It being understood that the Board has received, from various

sources, loud and pressing calls to increased action in the southern

part of our country, and that a plan for vigorous and persevering

operation in that portion of the United States has been originated

and approved in the South, and the society being assured that such

increased action is regarded not only as desirable, but necessary, by

many good men resident there—therefore.

Resolved, unanimously,—That the American Sunday-school Union

^vill endeavour, in reliance upon the aid and blessing of Almighty

God, to plant, and for five years sustain. Sabbath-schools in every

neighbourhood (where such schools may be desired by the people,

and where in other respects it may be practicable) within the bounds

of the States of Maryland, Virginia, North Carolina, South Carolina,

Georgia, Alabama, the District of Columbia, and the Territory of

Florida.

The following hymn was then sung

:

TRIUMPH OF THE REDEEMER.

Jesus shall reign where'er the sun
Does his successive journeys run:

His kingdom stretch from shore to shore,

Till moons shall wax and wane no more.

People and realms of every tongue

Dwell on his love with sweetest song

;

And infant voices shall proclaim

Their early blessings on his name.

Let every creature rise and bring

Peculiar honours to our King;
Angels descend with songs again,

Ana earth repeat the loud Amen.

The meeting was then dismissed, after the benediction by Rev

William A. M*Dowell, D. D., of South Carolina.
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REPORT.

WHENEVER the American Sunday-school Union ac-

complishes the purpose for which it was instituted, the

children in all our land will read intelligently ; they vvill

have the free use of good books, adapted to their wants

and capacities; and they will enjoy the counsel and friend-

ship of the wise and good, in the emergencies and perils

of hfe. The most cursory review of our history shows

that this is not only a probable, but a necessary result,

requiring only that the simple principles of the institu-

tion should be fully carried out.

During the nine years which are this day completed,

there have been established in connexion with our soci-

ety, or by its direct agency, not less than 14,550 schools ;

in which 109,000 teachers have laboured gratuitously,

and in many cases at the sacrifice of health and even

life, in the instruction of 760,000 scholars.

Of these schools 2399, embracing 13,118 teachers and

45,688 scholars, have been formed during the last year.

We have in this view a steady annual increase for

the nine years of 1600 schools, 12,000 teachers, and

84,000 pupils.

B o
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There have been added to the church of our Lord

Jesus Christ, from schools connected with us, not less,

probably, than 20,000 teachers and 30,000 scholars*

We have prepared and published two hundred and

fifteen library-books, the largest of w hich contains three

hundred and twenty-three pages, and the smallest thirty-

six : average size, one hundred and fourteen pages. To
this class of our publications we have added last year

twenty-nine volumes, most of which have been very fa-

vourably received; and we have in different stages of

preparation several which seem to be better adapted

to the use of the Sunday-school library than any w^hich

have preceded them.

\¥e have also one hundred varieties of children's

books, unbound, containing in all two thousand pages.

The largest of these has twenty-four pages, and the

smallest eight. To this class w^e have added last year

sixteen ; and among them are some of the best speci-

mens of children's books that have ever left the press.

We have added twelve new varieties to our cards

for infant schools, of which the lithographic prints in

Natural History are decidedly the most perfect and popu-

lar that have ever been published. The number of these,

and of the form-books, &c., pertaining to the orderly

* The number reported the present year, by about half the schools,

is 2607 teachers and 6121 scholars.



progress of a Sunday-school, which have been circulated

by the society, it would be very difficult to ascertain.

We have diffused, in the eight octavo volumes of the

American Sunday-school Magazine, a vast amount of

intelligence on the general subject of Sunday-schools

;

embracing a history of their origin and progress, and

showing the results ofexperience and observation from the

earhest period : and we have now nearly half completed

the third volume of the Sunday-school Journal, a weekly

paper of full size,, conducted with great labour and abi-

lity, and admirably suited to be the advocate and auxi-

liary of Christian education.*

We have also circulated gratuitously to a great ex-

tent, a series of annual sermons, preached at the request

of the Board, by distinguished clergymen of different

denominations, illustrating the principles and enforcing

the duties which are connected with, or grow out of the

grand object of our 'association.—Sundry other docu-

ments, touching the principles and objects of the so-

ciety, prepared with much skill and labour, and tend-

ing to inform and rightly influence the public mind, have

also been extensively and advantageously distributed, in

almost every section of the country.t

* To extend the circulation of the Sunday-school Journal, the Board

resolved, in November last, to send a copy of it, for one year, to every

superintendent of a Sunday-school, who, though unwilling to subscribe

for it, may be willing to pay the postage of it, and read and circulate

it among the teachers connected with the school.

t A Catalogue of these is subjoined for the information of such as

are disposed to order and circulate them :

—
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Of books in foreign languages, the first volume of

Union Questions, and ten volumes of reading books,

The Seventh, Eighth, and Ninth Annual Reports of the American

Sunday-school Union, for 1831, 1832, and 1833.

Review of the Annual Report of the St. Louis (Mo.) Sunday-

school, auxiliary to the Sunday-school Union of the Methodist Epis-

copal Church, containing an exposition of the society's principles

and proceedings, in reference to several points on which objections

and unfounded opinions were supposed to prevail.

The Charter; being a plain statement of facts, in relation to an

application to the Legislature of Pennsylvania, to grant a Charter to

the American Sunday-school Union ; with the statement of the resi-

dent members of the Board of Managers, belonging to the Methodist

Episcopal Church, in reference to charges mad^ against the society

by the Christian Advocate and Journal.

Defence of the American Sunday-school Union, against the charges

of its opponents, in an address delivered at the first anniversary of

the New Castle County (Del.) Sabbath-school Union, March 26, 1828.

By the Hon. Willard Hall, President of the N. C. C. S. S. Union.

Proceedings of the public meeting held in Boston, to aid the Ame-

rican Sunday-school Union in their efforts to establish Sunday-schools

throughout the Valley of the Mississippi.

Address of Thomas S. Grimke, at a meeting in Charleston, South

Carolina, held March 29, 1831, to consider the resolution of the

American Sunday-school Union, respecting Sunday-schools in the

Valley of the Mississippi.

Suggestions in vindication of Sunday-schools, but more especially

for the improvement of Sunday-school books, and the enlargement

of the plan of instruction. By Archibald Alexander, D. D. Professor

of Didactic and Polemic Theology in the Theological Seminary at

Princeton, New Jersey.

Encouragements to Religious Effort: a sermon delivered at the

request of the American Sunday-school Union, May 25, 18.S0. By
Francis Wayland, Jr., President of Brown University.

The way to bless and save our country : a sermon, preached in

Philadelphia, at the request of the American Sunday-school Unioii

May 23, 1831. By Heman Humphrey, D. D. President of Ambers

(Mass.) College.

The place of the Bible in a system of education ; a sermon,

preached in Philadelphia, at the request of the American Sunday-



making a total of 713 pages, have been published in

German^ and six volumes, making a total of 543 pages,

in French,

Before we dismiss this topic it is proper to observe,

that to save the society from ruinous embarrassment

through the want of sufficient capital, the Board have

resolved to reduce the stock, which might well be

$150,000, from its present amount, which is upwards of

$80,000, to about $50,000. So inadequate will it be-

come by this reduction, that, it is obvious, our good

work must be prosecuted with very feeble and crippled

steps.

The necessity of this measure arises from an obliga-

tion to repay borrowed money—and this necessity can-

not be obviated permanently, without a peraianent loan,

or additional capital.

If it should be asked, whether our capital is not in-

creased by the profits of each year's business—w^e an-

swer, that the expenses of the institution and the depre-

ciation which is necessarily incident to our books, plates,

engravings, &;c., nearly balance, and, in some years, have

far over-balanced the advance on the sale of the books

beyond their cost. It should be remembered that per-

school Union, May 21, 1832. By Charles Hodge, Professor of

Oriental and Biblical Literature in the Theological Seminary at

Princeton, New Jersey.
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haps one half tlie annual expenses of the institution is

incurred independently of the manufacture and sale of

books ; and much more than one half the risk and loss in

debts and in the value of stock, results from the insepar-

able connexion of the business operations of the society

with its benevolent, or religious designs.

Our four foreign depositories at New York, Utica,

Pittsburg, and Cincinnati, are of vital importance, and

must be maintained. Those which have been establish-

ed for a temporary purpose will soon be discontinued,

or pass into the hands of individuals, or societies more

particularly interested in their support.

To return to the revievv^—Our system of instruction,

in hmited and selected lessons,—the basis of which is the

Ufiion Questions—is now generally adopted, and though

doubtless susceptible of improvement, is regarded, on the

whole, as decidedly preferable to any and all others.

Five volumes have been published, and of these upwards

of half a million of copies have been sold. The sixth

* The establishment of local depositories for the supply of counties

or large sections of country, is very important to the success of Sun-

day-schools. When committed to the care of a judicious man, or

conducted with the supervision of a discreet and faithful committee

or board, who may be depended upon to prevent the introduction of

improper books—it will be of very sensible advantage in every view.

Tiie American Sunday-school Union cheerfully afford all the facili-

ties in their power in this behalf, and orders for books are put up

promptly and on the most advantageous terms.



volume extends through the period of sacred history

from the possession of the promised land to the cap-

tivity ; and the seventh, embracing the captivity and re-

turn of the Jews, will be seasonably published.

For the advantage of the teacher in the use of the

tliird and fourth of these volumes, the Teacher's Assist-

ant has been prepared, designed to furnish a concise but

satisfactory exposition of each lesson.

Besides these, we have two volumes on the book of

Acts, prepared on the analytical principle, or what is

called " The Lesson System,'^ each of which contains an

annual course of instruction.

A stated season of prayer, in concert,^ on the second

Monday of the month, in reference to this particular

branch of benevolent exertion, is extensively observed,

and in many places is regarded as one of the most

interesting services of the kind.*

The convention ofSunday-school Teachers, which was

held in New York,* in October last, and which is to re-

assemble in this city to-morrow, may be considered as

one of the many proofs of the advancement of the insti-

tution in favour and importance ; and we trust the ten-

* For some important suggestions respecting this season of prayer,

see Appendix A. 4
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dency of their counsels and measures will be eminently

auspicious to the general cause.

Three years have passed since the resolution to sup-

ply the Mississippi Valley with Sunday-schools was

adopted, by acclamation, in this house. During that pe-

riod 4245 schools have been reported as formed, and

2899 visited and relieved. Of these, 1378 have been

formed, and 1778 visited, within the last year. The num-

ber of books put in circulation by these schools is, pro-

bably, considerably more than half a million.

The w^hole amount contributed for the purpose of ac-

complishing the object of the resolution is S73,366 85.

Of this sum, 820,263 17 was unexpended March 1, 1832,

and $12,652 25 have been added since, viz. from

Maine, $20.00 Virginia, - - 8516.08

New Hampshire, 37.92 South Carolina, - 10.00

Massachusetts, 96.53 Georgia, - - 50.00

Vermont, 72.21 Ohio, - - - 670.70

Connecticut, 1218.70 Kentucky, - - 200.00

JRhode Island, - 32.13 Alabama, - - 24.00

New York, - 2204.39 i\Iis2issippi - - 228.36

New Jersey, 973.85 Louisiana, - - 36.50

Pennsylvania, 5829.26 Missouri, - 5.00

Delaware, 85.00 Indiana, - 1.00

Maryland, - 85.00 Illinois, - - 215.62

Dist. of Columbia, 40.00

1
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making, with the balance of last year, ^32,915 42. Of this

sum, $20,388 65 has been appropriated to the salaries and

expenses of seventy missionaries and agents; S4,349 08

to donations of libraries. Si,096 68 to postages and other

incidental expenses, and $7,081 01 was unexpended at

the close of our financial year, March 1, 1833. The

engagements of the Board, contracted and contempla-

ted, will much more than absorb that balance, and all

subsequent contributions.'*^

It is worthy of distinct notice in connexion with this

branch of the report, that, in November last, a few gen-

tlemen at Albany contributed 81000 for the purpose of

placing at our disposal, for gratuitous circulation in the

valley of the Mississippi, 4000 copies of the Temperance

Recorder, a periodical paper, conducted unexceptionably

and with great ability, and published by the New York

Temperance Society. So obvious and fatal is the direct

and remote influence of intemperance upon the interests

of Sunday-schools, that every legitimate and judicious

effort to suppress the former, so far as it succeeds, sus-

tains and extends the latter.

Donations have been made during the year to various

schools and associations whose character and circum-

stances seemed to justify it : among these may be men-

tioned one to encourage the estabhshment of Sunday-

* A more particular exposition of the designs and plans of the

Board in this behalf will be found in Appendix B.

C
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schools in Lower Canada, and anotlier to the Burman

mission. A full hbrary of our books is connected with

the seamen's chaplaincy at Canton. One of the Eng-

lish missionaries at Calcutta* lately ordered a complete

set of our publications, for the use of the mission at

that place: and concerning a donation made, at an

earlier period, to some members of the Sandwich Island

mission, wo have lately learned, that it has formed the

foundation of a Sabbath-school library for the Sand-

wich Islands, which is useful not only to the children

of the missionaries,but in preparingSabbath-school books

for the natives, and in conducting schools among them.t

In the Atlantic States efficient Sunday-school agencies

are maintained principally by the State societies. These

agencies have been prosecuted with great efficiency and

advantage, particularly during the last year; and our

fellow-citizens in that part of the country have always

shown, so far as opportunity and means would allow,

the most friendly dispositions towards us and our mea-

sures.

In the Southern and Middle States there is need of an

immediate and vigorous effi:)rt ; and there*are encourag-

ing indications that the people are prepared to receive

cordially and sustain generously, any agency that may

be employed for their advantage. Difficulties many and

* Rev. W. H. Pearce.

t Missionary Herald for May, 1833, p. 164.
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formidable may present tlicmselves, but when they axe

opposed by faith and love, they will pass away as silently

and as harmlessly as the thrones and castles which chil-

dren see in summer clouds.

In this view of the past we affirm, that whatever shall

be the history of Sunday-schools in this or any other

country; nay more, if every vestige of their influence and

})rogress were obliterated in this very hour, save that

which is beyond the reach of time and change; the record

of their glory would still be seen and read on every side

and in every quarter of the globe. But so far from a

decline in interest or prosperity, it is evident that the

institution on the whole is steadily advancing.

During the last year we have shared in the common

depression and embarrassment: but when our accus-

tomed resources were cut off, a few members of the

Board, familiar with our principles, means and modes of

business, voluntarily pledged their personal credit for a

loan of 830,000. And from the tenor of our correspond-

ence and the tone of the public journals of the country,

it conclusively appears that the wisest and most intelli-

gent of our fellow-citizens are looking to Sunday-schools

as the great instrument of diffusing, universally, the

healthful influence of religion and morality

To fulfil this just expectation, we must secure, to a

much greater extent, the distinct and sensible concur-

rence and co-operation, as well as the direct and power-
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ful influence, not only of the church and her ministry,

but of the community at large ; and to this end the prin-

ciples of our association and the objects we propose to

accomplish by it, must be well understood. Such an

agency as would difTuse this knowledge far and wide,

and bring back, in return, the full and cordial expression

of public confidence, is greatly needed.

It should be distinctly known throughout the land, that

the first grand principle of our association is UNION

—

that as a society we recognise the existence of various

evangelical denominations only so far as to avoid their

points of diflference—that there is no representation of

them, as such, in our body, nor of us, in theirs. We
rest on the broad basis of the Christian church; and

esteeming every true disciple of the Lord Jesus Christ

as one with us in this general purpose, we invite his

co-operation in building up the kingdom of our com-

mon Redeemer, on the foundation of the apostles and

prophets—Jesus Christ himself being the chief corner-

stone.

It is known that among the members of our associa-

tion, are Baptists, Methodists, Presbyterians, Episcopa-

lians, and others ; and it is understood between us all,

that our library books, manuals of instruction and

whatever other agency we employ, shall not, in any wise,

inculcate opinions, or teach doctrines about which those

various bodies of Christians are not agreed.
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By this co-operation nothing is rthnquishod, nothi.n^^ is

even modified which pcrt^uns to denominational pecu-

harities.—And we devoutly thank the author and finisher

of our faith, that those doctrines and precepts of his

gospel which are mainly relied upon to form the charac-

ter and sustain the hopes of the Christian, are not those

about which liis true followers are at variance : like the

elements of nature, they are simple, essential, and per-

fectly defined—every system of genuine Christian philo-

sophy recognises them. It is only in their modification

that conflicting opinions arise.—" Let us not then be

charged with an intriguing sectarism—he alone is the

true sectarian w^ho forgets that there is a common

Christianity as well as a Christianity under the modi-

fication of his own party ; v, ho forgets that his duties

to this common Christianity are of a hio-her obligation

than those he owes (and some he does owe) to his own

pecuUarities, and w^ho would see a soul of man left to

perish without concern, if not saved by the application

of a process of his own. In wdiatever religious body

that man is found, he and he alone is the true sec-

tarian."*

But it should be known that w^hile these are our views

of the principle of union, we are in no sense opposed to

denominational associations ; nor do we see any thing in

them to excite hostility or alarm. That some distinc-

tive organization should be employed for the diffusion of

* Richard Watson.
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distinctive opinions, is very natural. Whether they are

fitly called unions^ is a question of very little import-

ance.

The principle of associated or combined effort is ap-

plicable to their circumstances as well as to ours. The

only difference is that our object is general—theirs is

special. Our object is to establish Sunday-sthools to

whatever denomination they may be attached—theirs is

to establish them in a particular connexion. Of course

our object can be prosecuted by combined effort—theirs

only by each denomination singly.

A Sunday-school being established on the princi-

ples RECOGNISED BY ANY BODY OF EVANGELICAL CHRISTIANS,

OUR WORK IS DONE. It IS A MATTER OF NO MOMENT TO US

FROM WHAT EVANGELICAL CHURCH OR DENOMINATION IT 3IAY

LOOK FOR ITS SUPPORT OR TEACHING. Wc Caunot bcttCr

illustrate the force and truth of this position, than by

the followinor statement. Of one hundred and four

schools established from May 1, 1832, to May 1, 1833,

by Mr. Sheldon Norton, an agent of this society, and a

member of the Baptist denomination, ten became auxili-

ary to the American Sunday-school Union; nine to

the Sunday-school Union of the Methodist Episcopal

Church ; forty-six to various local Unions, and thirty-

nine remained independent. Of fifty-three schools es-

tablished from May to December, 1832, by the Rev.W.

B. Ross, a missionary of the society, of the Methodist

denomination, fourteen became auxiliary to the Sunday
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scliool Union of the Methodist Episcopal Church ; twenty^

to the American Sunday-school Union ; one to the Sun-

day-school Union of the Protestant Episcopal Church

;

two to local Unions, and sixteen remained independent.

And no one can deny that there is something imposing

and eftective in such a union. Presenting ourselves in

every section of the country as a body of Christian men

of various views, but in this matter of one purpose and

heart; co-operating, but not amalgamating; we reach

a multitude which no individual or denominational ex-

ertions could ever reach. The principle of union is

shown in our own history to be needful and practicable.

In it will be found the germ of the world's regeneration.

Carried out, it will fulfil the highest and holiest hopes

of men and angels.

The inquiry is very natural, why the influence of such

an association, or of the Sunday-school institution ^ene-

rally, instead of exerting a very partial influence over

six or eight hundred thousand children, between five and

fifteen years of age, does not extend its benefits over

the entire population of the country and the world, in

forms suited to the various circumstances of the inhabit-

ants. The true answer is, it has never been attesipted.

So far only as our own country is concerned, there has

never yet been a general, simultaneous effort to ascertain

to what extent suitable subjects of Sunday-school instruc-

tion can be collected. It is high time such an effort was

made ; and as some particular day must be assigned for
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the purpose in order that it may be simultaneous, and

as there seem to be no interests with which such an

arrangement can interfere, the fourth day of July next

is proposed.

To show the reciprocal appropriateness of this day

and this object, would be to show how closely the know-

ledge which we propose to furnish in Sunday-schools is

allied to the preservation of the liberty and the intelli-

gent exercise of the rights of an American citizen ; and

how utterly impossible it is, in the very constitution of

things, to preserve either, if ignorance and vice prevail.

If the proposition is well received, we shall hope that

on THURSDAY, THE FOURTH DAY OF JULY
NEXT, every neighbourhood in our land, where there is

physical strength enough on the side of Sunday-schools

to do it, will be thoroughly explored : and may the pro-

vidence and grace of God so favour the measure, that

the sun of that day shall not go down upon a single

dwelling in the United States in which the voice of a

kind, judicious, Christian friend has not been heard, in-

viting every suitable subject of Sunday-school instruction

to repair to the place where it may be had freely, as the

gift of God, without money and without price.

The open air, a dwelling house—barn—distillery

—

workshop—factory—mill—sail-loft—brick-yard—office,

have all been improved, and either will still suffice for a

1
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place of instruction. And as for teachers, if our whole

population between the ages of five and fifteen were to be

in their seats on the first Sabbath in July next, we should

have but about two pupils to each professor of evangelical

religion. Hence it is obvious that a sufficient supply of

teachers for classes of the ordinary size, may be had

without trespassing upon the repose of three-fourths of

the disciples of the Redeemer. And we should find

many faithful and devoted teachers who are not profes-

sors, whose services would still farther reduce the amount

of labour. And, at all events, we shall throw upon the

church of Christ in the nineteenth century—emphatically

the age of revivals—the responsibility of determining

whether the opportunity to train up a whole generation

in the fear, service and glory of God shall be improved

or lost.

It cannot be said that the time is inappropriate. It is

in the most interesting sense, cm American day—it is in-

deed our only national holiday. The proposition calls

for no man's money ; it interferes with no personal pri-

vilege or enjoyment ; it respects alike all sects and de-

nominations who hold that the fear of the Lord is the

beginning of wisdom. Surely there can be no denomina-

tional aggrandizement sought, inasmuch as the future

relations as well as the place and circumstances of as-

sembling are left entirely to the judgment and conscience

of those who engage in the labour. The intervening

time is sufficient for every necessary arrangement, and
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if it were longer tlie suggestion might lose its interest

or be forgotten.*

Ought not the influence of the American people, and

especially the American church, to be more widely felt by

the nations of the earth ? A restless spirit of inquiry ; a

desire for knowledge and liberty, are awakened, and are

gaining strength in every part of the world. As ancient

habits and associations are broken up, new wants and

new facilities for supplying them are disclosed. The light

of the morning spreading silently abroad, and sending its

unbidden and often unwelcome beams into the caverns

and secret places of the earth, but faintly illustrates the

progress which the light of truth and liberty is making

at the present day ; and those whom this light reaches

are, at least, enough excited to feel the wants and seek

the supplies of an intellectual and immortal nature.

To meet this new combination of circumstances, the

only adequate agency to which we can resort is the Chris-

tian EDUCATION OF THE WORLD IN ITS CHILDHOOD ; the

universal and simultaneous training of the bodies, minds,

and hearts of children, every where, to the service of the

Lord Jesus Christ, and of course to the most eflicient

service of mankind, savage and civilized, heathen and

Christian ; and no agency for this purpose has yet been

* It is hoped that the Sunday-school Monthly Concert, June 10th

will be improved with some direct reference to this interesting pro-

position.
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given to man ^n hicli may be compared with a good Sun-

day-school.

1. By it we establish safe and permanent principles of

conduct, such as have their origin and foundation in the

constitution of man, as the subject of the moral go-

vernment of God, and applicable alike to the Hotten-

tot and the Cherokee, the Greenlander and the Hin-

doo. We do not mean that to the universal dissemi-

nation of these principles, other agencies are not re-

quired besides the Sunday-school. The Bible, which

reveals and sanctions them, must be distributed among

the people of every tribe and tongue. Its pure doctrines

and holy precepts must be declared by the exa mple and

voice of the living preacher. They must be illustrated and

enforced, not in the stiff and dry abstraction of technical

theology, but with the vividness and simplicity of those

present, passing scenes, vrhich arrest the popular mind,

and especially the thoughts and sympathies of children:

and more than all there must be that glowing evidence

of their influence which will ahvays appear in the tem-

per of mind and daily deportment of such, whether in

private or public life, as are really under their dominion.

They must constitute the basis and strength of all sys-

tems of public and domestic education. They must be-

come to the soldier (if soldiers we must have), the motive

and pledge of courage and fidelity. To the sailor they

must be light and comfort and protection, amidst the

perils of the sea and the greater perils of the shore.

They must be distinctly held up to view in the counting-
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house and at the bar, as well as from the pulpit and the

chamber of sickness. They must be introduced until

they are recognised and entertained in public houses and

offices; in steam-boats and stages; on wharves, rail-

roads and canals ; in work-shops, brick-yards, manufac-

tories and fields of labour; in navy-yards, asylums and

hospitals; in work-houses, alms-houses, refuges and

prisons—till, like the perfections of their divine author,

there shall be no speech nor language wliere their voice

is not heard, through all the earth and to the end of the

world.

2. The jmnciples we diffuse by meaiis of Sunday-schools,

will secure and perpetuate liberty of conscience—not con-

science abused and hardened by habits of sin and un-

belief; but quickened and enlightened by a knowledge of

the law of God, by which alone is the knowledge of sin.

3. It is bytheprevalenceoftheseprinciplesthatfree inquiry

becomes safe and salutary ; not the vain and presumptu-

ous inquiry of the atheist and scoffer, but that which is

chastened and controled by deference to the counsels of

infinite wisdom.

4. Their tendency is, moreover, to settle aiid steady the

public mind; to fortify it against the maddening assaults

of passion and prejudice; and at the same time to en-

lighten and elevate it, so that it may justly and calmly

estimate its relations, social and religious, present and

future.

i
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TIic machinery by which these vast roundatioii* of

pubhc peace and pros}*?erity are laid, is to be prepared

and directed by no faint heart, or sickly hand. It re-

quires the energy of the whole church and of the whole

country; and it promises in return to exert a power

which shall be felt and owned and blest in our remotest

neighbourhood, and by the highest as well as the hum-

blest of our citizens.

l:
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Statement of the Receipts and Expenditures of the American Sunday-
school Union, from March 1, 1832, to February 28, 1833.

53|» To Balance on hand March 1, 1832, •- - - . $ 477 55
* " Amount received from Depositories, Societies, and

individuals, in payment of debts and for books sold, 54,573 3C
" Amount borrowed, 52,615 73
" Donations to the Valley Fund, ... - 13,711 C>C

do. to the General Fund, - - - - 5,211 70
do. to the Missionary Fund, ... 739 55

$127,379 55

^X* "^y Salaries, including Superintendent of book store, editor,

book keeper, salesman, clerks, and labourers, $ 7,363 02
" Salaries to Agents and Missionaries, and travelling

expenses, 14,861 15
" Loans paid, 28,800 43
" Coppights and certificates, 2,101 50
" Interest on mortgage and loans and discounts, - 2,519 66
" Paper, 29,020 03
" Printing, 7,178 12
" Binding, 19,181 16
" Stereotyping, ' - 2,184 61
" Copper and steel plate engraving, - - - 1,345 73
" Wood engraving, 1,668 11

" Copperplate printing, and colouring prints, - - 862 40
" Lithographic printing, maps, ruling, &c. - - - 1,132 67
" Miscellaneous books, - 4,567 24
" Postage, porterage, twine, quills, and taxes, - % - 940 73
" Translating and printing German and French books, 606 81
*' Freight, insurance, collecting, &c. - - - 191 52
" Fuel, oil, candles, lamps, and stoves, - . - 234 05
" Shelving, packing boxes, straps, and nails, - - 443 47
" Freight of Journal to New York, and delivery in

Philadelphia, 351 37
" Expenses of anniversary. May, 1832, - - - 16 75
" Insurance on books sent to sundry places, - - 303 76
" D. & J. Ames, freight on paper, - - - - 52 43
« Protested draft, - - 120 88
" St. Louis depository, 172 16
" Buffalo depository, 131 00
" Cincinnati depository, - - - - . - - 48 66
" New York depository, 18 00
*' Newspapers, advertising, and circulars, - - 63 50
" Incicl^ntal expenses, ------ 120 71
«CasM%hand, - 777 32

$127,379 55

We do hereby certify the above Btatement to be correct: and we further certify, that the

American Sunday-school Union is indebted for money borrowed, to the amount of sixty-eight

thousand eight hundred and twenty-six dollars forty-two cents, on which they are paying in

terest, viz:
To Saving Fund Society, §20,000 00
" Paul Beck, Jr. 10,000 00
" Alexander Henrv, 6,500 00
" William Howe, " 3,166 43
" Other individuals and societies, - - • 3,160 00
" Loan obtained on credit of individuals, members ) og qaq qq

of the Board, j '

SG8,826 42

JOHN GODD\RD, J Committee
C. STEVENSON, V of

Philadelphia, March 1, 1833.
"

GEO. MLEOD, ) Accounts.
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CONSTITUTION,

(AS AMENDED. MAY, 1831.)

Art. 1. TJiis Society shall be known by the name of the " American Sovday
School Union."—Its objects are to concentrate the efforts of Sabbath School

Societies in the different sections of our country—to strengthen the hands of
the friends of religious instruction on the Lord's day—to disseminate useful

information—circulate moral and religious publications in every part of the

land, and to endeavour to plant a Sunday School wherever there is a popula-

tion*

Art. II. Each subscriber of three dollars annually, shall be a member.—Each
subscriber paying thirty dollars at one time, shall be a member for life. Sunday
School Societies or Unions sending a copy of their constitution, list of their officers,

and an annual report, shall be auxiliary, and be entitled to purchase books at the

'educed prices.

Art. III. The affairs and funds of this Society shall be under the direction

of a Board, consisting of a President, Vice Presidents, a Corresponding Se

cretary, Recording Secretary, Treasurer, and thirty-six Managers, twenty-four

of whom shall reside in the city of Philadelphia or its vicinity. The Manager?
shall be divided into three classes, whose terms of service shall be respectively

one, two, and three years ; but they may be re-elected.

Art. IV. The officers and Managers shall be laymen, and shall be elected bj

ballot.

x\rt. V. The Managers shall annually elect all officers of the Society, fill

vacancies in their own body, make their own by-laws, publish such books,

periodical works, and tracts, as they may deem expedient, and may adopt such

other measures as may, in their opinion, promote the objects of the Association.

Seven Managers shall constitute a quorum.

Art. VI. The annual meetings of the Society shall be held at Philadelphia,

^n the first Tuesday after the 20th of May, when the proceedings of the past

year shall be reported, the accounts presented, and the Managers chosen.

Fifteen members shall constitute a quorum. If a quorum does not appear on the

day of the annual meeting, the election of Managers shall take place at the next

meeting whenever a quorum appears, and the Managers of the Society shall remain

in oflicc until a new election takes place.

Art. VII. Special meetings of the Society shall be called by the President,

or in his absence by either of the Vice Presidents, at the written request of six

managers; of which meeting three days' public notice sJiall be given.

Art. VIII. Officers of Sunday School Unions aux'.liary to this Society, and

clergymen whose schools are attached to it, shall have the privilege of attending

the .'Stated meetings of the Board of Managers.

Art IX. No alteration in this constitution shall take place, unless the same

shall be proposed, in writing, to the Board of I\Ianagers, at least three months

previous to its ad<jption, and be approved by two-thirds of the members present,

at a meeting duly notified.



PROCEEDINGS

at the Tenth Anniversary of the American Sunday-school Union.

ANNUAL SUNDAY-SCHOOL SERMON.

The Jinnual Sermon was preached by the Rev. Dr. Ferris,

of the Reformed Dutch church, on Monday evening, the 19th

inst., in the Crown street church, Philadelphia. The subject

of the discourse was the Duty ofMinisters in relation to Sun-
day-schools, and it was presented in a full and practical manner.

The Sermon will be gratuitously circulated, and it is hoped
will excite the special attention of those whose duty it illustrates

and enforces.

ANNIVERSARY SERVICES.

The Annual Meeting of the Society was held in the church
on Washington Square, on Tuesday afternoon. May 20. The
President, Alexander Henry, in the chair ; Wm. H. Richards,

of Philadelphia, and Gen. Van Rensselaer, of Albany, were the

Vice-presidents present.

After the singing of a hymn, prayer was offered by the Rev.
Dr. Miller, of Princeton. Another hymn followed, and the

Treasurer's report was read, and is annexed.

The annual report was presented and read.

The Rev. Dr. Sharp, of the Baptist church, Boston, moved
that the report be accepted and printed.

In offering this resolution, Dr. Sharp observed, that as it might
be the last time he would have the opportunity of appearing on
such an occasion, he would take the opportunity of expressing

his opinion of the character of this society ; and said that he be-

lieved its operations had been intelligent, evangelical, and catho-

lic, in the best sense of the term. He alluded to one of the

original causes of its establishment. In establishing Sunday-
schools, people were found in thinly settled places, who were of

different denominations. None were strong enough to maintain
a separate school, but by uniting they could maintain one, in

which all their children could be instructed. Thousands were
thus provided for who would otherwise have been left destitute

3



Dr. Sharp spoke of the publications of the Union as embrac-
ing all the important truths necessary to faith and practice. He
remarked that it is the truths in which evangelical Christians

agree that God employs to convert and sanctify men, and not

those about which they differ. This limitation had a happy
effect on the writers of the American Sunday-school Union's
works by confining their thoughts more to those great and
essential truths.

In this union there is no sacrifice or compromise of principle.

Whilst each had his preferences and his own judgment respect-

ing the organization and ordinances of the church, the common
ground of Christianity is infinitely more important and dear. It

liad been said of Burke, that he gave to party what was meant
for mankind. Let it not be said of any Christian, that he con-

lines to a sect what is wanted by the whole church and the

whole world. He knew there were suspicions of sinister de-

signs entertained by credulous minds whenever a Christian union

of this kind was proposed. These alarms reminded him of the

warnings he had seen in English fields, ^' Beware. Man-traps
and spring-guns," but he had gone over the fence, and was not

only as free as ever, but felt his heart expanded and his blood

warmed by this fellowship with Christians of different denomi-
nations.

The motion was seconded by Judge DARLiNa, of Berks
county, Pennsylvania, and adopted.

The Rev. Dr. Tyng, of the Episcopal church, Philadelphia,

after a few remarks on the grateful circumstances of the visit of

our English friends, and allusions to England, as the pioneer in

religious enterprise, and especially as the birth-place of Robert
Raikes, submitted the following motion:

Resolved, That the society has great pleasure in the presence

of their friends and brethren, the Rev. Messrs. Reed and Mathe-
son, of England ; and trust that the present interview will

strengthen the principle of love by which the followers of the

Redeemer, in all parts of the earth, are united in one feeling and
purpose.

The Rev. Dr. Mac Auley, of New-York, seconded the mo-
lion, and said that the effect of the interview alluded to had been

deeply experienced during the presence of our brethren at the

late anniversaries in New York.

Rev. Mr. Winslow, missionary of the American Board of

Commissioners at Ceylon, proposed the following resolution :

Resolved, That tlie resolution adopted by the Board, to raise

^12,000 during the current year to be appropriated, from time

to time, to the supply of such missionary stations throughout the



world as are sustained by American churches, with copies of

our publications, and the means of translating and printing them,

is cordially approved by the society, and commended to the

prompt and liberal action of the friends of the Redeemer.

Mr. Winslow said, that it was now generally admitted by

missionaries, that the great hope of the triumph of the gospel

lay in the education of the young. They were directing theii

efforts to this object in all the heathen countries. He spoke

particularly of the degraded and neglected condition of the Hin
doo females from the time of their birth. They were unin

structed, and as they grew up were employed in the most servile

duties. It is for these children that schools and books are

wanted. In many places they can be read without translation.

There are three English papers printed in Calcutta, edited and

patronized by natives, so that a large number must be able to

read our books. Numbers of infidel publications are sent from

this country and sold to these nations. There are 3500 native

children in the village schools of the island of Ceylon. Parts of

the publications of the American Sunday-school Union have

been translated into Tamul, to be read in these schools.

Mr. Winslow concluded by saying, that he trusted the bow
of hope held out by this society, composed of various colours,

but blended in one arch of light, would soon span the entire

world.

In seconding this resolution, the Rev. Mr. Mathesox, of

Durham, England, alluded to the appropriateness of holding the

anniversary of such a society as this in Philadelphia, a name
importing brotherly love. It had been said, that the reason why
the Methodist chapels are so rapidly increasing in England is,

that the members of that communion were all at it, and always
at it. This is the true principle for Christian action. He sup-

posed there are now 200 millions of heathen children who are

uninstructed, but who would be enjoying the benefits of Chris-

tian education, if Christians had discharged their duty. But there

are not 200,000 children under the care of all the missionaries

in the world. Applying this proportion to the United States,

and estimating the number of children at two millions, if there

were no more educated than in pagan lands, there would be but

2000 children at school.

He had also been estimating how much children might pro-

mote the object of this resolution. If the million of Sunday
scholars would give one cent each, it would raise 610,000 at

once, and the remaining $2000 could be easily made up by the

teachers. The children of the London Union, by contributing

one penny sterling each, in the Jubilee year, had raised, if he



remembered correctly, more than this sum to build Sunday-
school houses throughout the kingdom.
He had long been engaged in Sabbath-schools, and one of his

most delightful recollections was the band of fifty teachers with
whom he had been associated in early life in Edinburgh, who
had under their care 2000 scholars. He spoke of the eiSects of
religious education on the peace and order of the community.
He heard Rowland Hill say, in 1830, that the Recorder of Lon-
don had informed him, that not more than one out of a thousand
juvenile oflenders brought before him had ever been in a Lan-
casterian or Sunday-school. A committee of the House of
Commons had ascertained, on examination of the prisons in

London, in which 700 children, from the ages of 8 to 16, were
confined, that only two had ever been in a Sunday-school.

Mr. Matheson, in conclusion, reciprocated the kind feelings

that had been expressed in regard to him and his brother, and
assured the society and their friends, that it would ever afford

them the higliest gratification to hear of their prosperity.

The motion being adopted, the Rev. John Breckinridge, of

the Presbyterian church, moved the following resolution:

Resolved, That while the high character of the publications

of the society, and their adaptedness to the wants of the children

and youth of our country, make their more extensive circulation

exceedingly desirable, the expense of sustaining local deposito-

ries should not be borne by the parent institution, but by those

communities for whose special benefit they are established.

In supporting this motion, !Mr. Breckinridge referred to the

cheapness of the publications of the society ; the great amount
of religious literature they contained ; the incalculable good
they had done by bringing the great truths of religion within

the capacity of children. It was the object of the society to

present in each volume, in some shape, such a statement of truth

as w^ould take from every reader the plea that he is ignorant of

the plan of salvation. Milton had said that he that makes a good

book does more for the world than the life of a single man
could do. The influence of the one could be transmitted and con-

tinued ages after its author had died. So it might be said that

the author of a bad book did a greater injury to the community
tlian if he had murdered an individual. The injury in the one

case was limited, in the other it extended to the souls of many,

and to their eternal destiny.

Mr. Breckinridge said that the society was cramped by the

necessity of sustaining depositories with its own funds, and that

every consideration should induce those to support them who
were principally benefited by the facilities they gave. But he



was stopped in his argument by the lateness of the hour, and by
his unwillingness to encroach upon the time allotted to the

gentleman wlio was to follow him.

The motion was seconded by J. M. Keagy, M. D., of Phila-

delphia, and adopted.

The Rev. jVIr. Reed, of London, then addressed the meeting,

lie commenced with some pleasant remarks on his incapacity for

speaking at that time. The only rough treatment he had met
with in America had been from the winds, which had almost

deprived him of his utterance by a cold. His body he found
was not yet acclimated ; but his soul was. His brethren,

moreover, who had preceded him, had one by one robbed him
of all he had intended to say, and nothing was left for him to (Jo

but to gather up tlie fragments.

Mv. Reed paid an eloquent compliment to the character of

William Penn, and expressed the gratification he felt in being in

a city which \vas connected with his earliest associations, and on
an occasion so appropriate to those associations. It was delight-

ful to meet his brethren of different denominations, and to re-

ceive such cordial testimony of their fellowship. The chain

which holds us together is not the Episcopal, or Baptist, or Con-
gregational chain, but the Christian. Manly debate and contro-

versy are useful ; but it is animating and happy to meet on
a common platform, and to co-operate in the great design of

propagating the essential principles of the gospel.

He felt a deep interest in the Sunday-school institution. The
first social prayer he had ventured to make was offered in a Sun-
day-school ; there he had made his first public exhortation

;

there the first success of his labours had been granted to him.
Mr, Reed was glad to hear of the moral chart of the world

which is promised. Something of the kind had been done in

France, and it had been demonstrated that in the districts where
education is general, morality, industry, wealth, order, and gene-
ral prosperity existed in proportion ; whilst in the provinces

where the means of education were limited, vice and disorder

prevailed in a corresponding degree.

He thought there were three principal causes of the deficiency

of success of Sunday-shools. 1. Parents become negleptful, be-

cause their children are in the schools. 2. Scholars leave the

schools at the age in which it is most important they should be
under religious influence. He had been employed in devising
means to obviate this—as by evening classes, &c. 3. The expec-
tations of teachers were too low ; they should look for present

results, and expect the conversion of the pupils. He believed

that one of the first signs of the revival of religion, and its spread
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in the world, would be, that the glory of the Lord would be re-

vealed to children. There is nothing in religion to bar this

hope.

Mr. Reed concluded by a very feeling and devout expression

of his cordiality in the Christian communion he enjoyed with

his brethren here, and supplicated that the Spirit of grace might
be richly shed upon all hearts, baptizing the ministry, the fami-

lies, and the children, with his holy influences, and uniting

them in sacred love.

The resolution which Mr. Reed submitted was as follows:

Resolved) That the moral aspect of the world at the present

moment invites the friends of the Redeemer to attempt great

things for his glory, and while the spirit of Christian love per-

vades his church universal, we may look with grateful and ani-

mating confidence for the speedy triumph of the gospel.

The motion was then seconded by the Rev. G. W. Bethune,
of the Reformed Dutch church, Utica.

A hymn was then sung, and the benediction pronounced by
the Rev. Dr. Codman, of Massachusetts.
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REPORT.

Notwithstanding many adverse occurrences of the

year, in the consequences of which we have fully

shared, we are able, by the peculiar favour of God, to

congratulate the society on a steady advance towards

the accomplishment of its benevolent designs.

In the death of Mr. Joseph L. Inglis, one of our Vice

Presidents, we have received a painful admonition that

what we do for the glory of God and the salvation

of men must be done quickly. He was an officer of

the Board from its organization, and for several years

chairman of the Committee of Publication. He pos-

sessed a peculiarly mild and gentle spirit, and his for- .

bearing and conciliating temper fitted him, in a re

markable degree, to preserve and carry out the princi-

ples of Christian union. His uniform cheerfulness,

and the benevolence and sympathy of his nature, de-

veloped and sanctified as they were by the grace of

God, qualified him for great usefulness ; and few men
survive him whose removal would occasion so wide a

breach in the religious, benevolent, and social relations

of life. He died with a firm and happy reliance on the

merits of the Redeemer, whose cause on earth he so

lonor laboured to advance: and he was favoured wdth

such uncommonly distinct apprehensions of the glory

and faithfulness of God, that on one occasion he ex-

pressed his surprise that the human mind could be

made capable, on this side the grave, of such elevated

11
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and transporting views of the divine character as were
granted to him.

Our reports from auxiliaries are so few and imper-

fect, that any estimate of the number of schools, teach-

ers, and scholars connected with us would be vague

and entirely unsatisfactory. Reports have been re-

ceived from only two hundred and twenty-two of

our ten hundred and eighty-two auxiliaries. These

show an increase of 827 schools, 1954 teachers, and

4936 scholars, and give a total of 10,019 schools, 88,202

teachers, and 590,734 scholars.

The number of societies and schools admitted to the

relation of auxiliaries during the past year is one hun-

dred and fifty.

This statement, however, gives but a very partial

view of the extent of the system of Sunday-school in-

struction in this country, even so far as numbers are

concerned,—for besides hundreds of schools which are

independent of us and of all foreign organization vv^hat-

ever, there are other associations vnXh. which a large

number of teachers and pupils are connected, and these

would probably swell the number in Sunday-schools

in the United States to nearly one million.

The London Sunday-school Union reports in May,

1833, 11,275 schools, 128,784 teachers, and 1,158,345

scholars.

We have no means of ascertaining with what degree

of efficiency or success the country was canvassed

6n the fourth of July, as proposed at our last anniver-

sary ; there can be no doubt, however, that many thou-

sands were introduced into our Sunday-schools by the
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efforts made on that day. That a regular annual visi-

tation, for a like purpose, would be of great utility, is

obvious, and the Board earnestly recommend the mea-

sure to the societies and schools in our connexion.

A good degree of progress has been made in the es-

tablishment of schools in the Valley of the Mississippi.

The number formed within the last year, according to

the reports of agents and missionaries, is about five

hundred ; and the number visited and revived exceeds

one thousand.

The number of persons engaged for this purpose

during the year is thirty-six, and the amount contributed

is as follows

:

From Maine, - - - - - $45 25

New Hampshire, - 51 50

Massachusetts, - - 328 70

Connecticut, - 2222 48

Vermont, - - - - 140 05

New York, - 3995 44
New Jersey, - 768 65

Pennsylvania, - 518 39

Delaware, - - - - 156 00

Maryland, - - - - 80 50

Virginia, - - - 8 38

District of Columbia, - - 252 82

North Carolina, - 5 00

Georgia, - - - - 100 00

Ohio, - - . . - 168 56

Kentucky, - - - - 387 55

Tennessee, - - - - 185 13

Indiana, - . - - 17 50

Missouri, - - - - 25 00

Mississippi, - 31 50
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Making a total of $9,488 40, which, with the balance

on hand by the last report, makes $16,569. And the

society is in advance to this fund $24S2 34 over and
above all contributions received. This expenditure

covers not only the salaries of missionaries, and the

salaries and expenses of agents, but also donations of

books, Journals, pamphlets, &c. &c. Of the agents and

missionaries two have been employed in Pennsylvania,

eight in Ohio, seven in Indiana, six in Illinois, four in

Kentucky, three in Missouri, two in Mississippi, two in

Michigan, one in Tennessee, and one in Louisiana.

It is believed that permanent and very judicious ar-

rangements have been made, under the late resolution

of the society, to supply the southern States with Sun-

day-schools.

Eis^hteen assents and missionaries have been em-

ployed in that service during the year, whose labour

has been expended chiefly in presenting the subject to

various communities, and in raising the necessary capi-

tal to establish local depositories. Not much short of

S4000 have been raised for this purpose, and between

three hundred and four hundred schools have been

established, visited, and revived.

The contributions to the southern fund have been as

follows

:

From New Hampshire, -

Vermont, . - .

Rhode-Island,

Massachusetts,

Connecticut, - - -

New York,

New Jersey, - - -

Pennsylvania,

S66S 12

332 02

526 37

2358 46

2397 95

863 82

^79 76

840 80

4
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Virginia, - 1296 83

Maryland, - 25 00

District of Columbia, - 117 93

North Carolina - 17 00

South Carolina - - - 94 50

Georgia, - 341 00

making a total of $10,289 64. On the first of April

last the expenditures and existing obligations of the

society, including donations and expenses of every kind,

on the southern account, exceeded the contributions

b}^ $1910 14. Of the agents and missionaries, ten have

been employed in Virginia, four in North Carolina,

two in South Carolina, one in Georgia, and one in

Florida.

A report made to the committee of missions and

agencies, by the Rev. Mr. Baird, of a late tour through

the west and south, is annexed, and discloses more fully

the situation and prospects of those interesting portions

of our country.^ The amount of donations during the

year, in books, journals, &c. to the south and west, and

to destitute schools elsewhere, is $5,225 02,

The Sunday-school Journal is sustained at great ex-

pense, and must be reduced in size, or entirely discon-

tinued, as soon as practicable. It is well known that a

copy of the Journal is sent to each life-member of the

society, and to each annual subscriber of three dollars

and upwards. To warrant a publication so expensive

for gratuitous circulation, the pay-subscription should

be quite liberal, whereas we have considerably less

than fifteen hundred . So salutary is the influence which

the Journal has been known to exert in many cases, and
so universal has been the favourable opinion of it, that

Appendix A.
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we have been reluctant to abandon it; but it cannot be

the wish of the society or its friends, that it should be

continued at an unreasonable and ruinous sacrifice.

It is the opinion of many judicious persons, that a

single quarto sheet, embracing short articles of inter-

esting Sunday-school and general intelligence, pub-

lished in good taste, semi-monthly, at one dollar per

annum, would be read more generally and to greater

profit.

The whole number of new publications during the

year, is seventy-four. Of these thirty-eight are designed

for Sunday-school libraries; and with two or three ex-

ceptions, theij are strictly original The residue are

books, or cards of instruction for Sunday and infant

schools, or books in paper covers.

A few years since, our chief dependence in this de-

partment was on English books, which we reprinted

with such alterations and modifications as suited them

to our purpose. It is no longer necessary, however, to

resort to this means of supply. The number of Ame-
rican pens employed in preparing religious reading for

children is already large, and is continually increasing;

and the change in the character of juvenile books, both

in moral and natural science, is very obvious.

Among our latest publications, Selumiel, designed

to illustrate the relis^ious observances of the Jewish

church, and the Life of Danielj which embraces sketches

of the most interesting times of Jewish history, will

be found to possess uncommon merit. The former is

accompanied with a beautiful lithographic map of Je-

rusalem, and when used together they present to the

reader a lively and deeply interesting view of the re-

ligion of the Jews, and of the city of their solemnities.
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The Ringleader, the Good Resolution^ Catharine

Gray, and the Wateh-chai?i, may be regarded, not in-

deed ds perfect models, but as superior specimens of

the most desirable Sunday-school library books.

The Views of Palestine, though not in the ordinary

form of publication, will be found a most interesting

and profitable text-book for teachers of Sunday-schools

and Bible-classes. The lithographic views, which are

very perfect, will tend to impress deeply on the pupil's

mind the scenes and incidents of sacred history which

they illustrate.

If a stranger or an enemy should ask what the

American Sunday-school Union is, what it is doing,

and what it proposes to do, we should be disposed to

give him a copy of the 0?ili/ Son, Catharine Gray, the

Life of Daniel, and Selumiel, and submit the question

to the inquirer himself, on the evidence which a can-

did examination of these volumes would supply.

In accordance with the resolution passed at the last

meeting of the society, particular attention has been

paid to the preparation of manuals and forms of in-

struction for Infant-schools. The series of lessons and

lithographic prints in natural history has been con-

tinued, and a volume of lessons has been prepared with

great care for the instruction of very young children

in the fundamental doctrines and duties of our holy

religion. We know not that the attempt has ever be-

fore been made to state such doctrines as the incarna-

tion and atonement of Christ, the nature and evidences

of regeneration, the resurrection of the body, and the

retributions of the world to come, in such language,

and with such illustrations, as are intelligible to a child

of five or six years of age. It has been done, however,
C
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111 our 'First Lessons on tlie great Principles of Reli-

gion,'' and with so much success as to place teachers

of infant-schools and classes under great obligations to

the author for her valuable services in this behalf

The premium of $100 for the best approved work on

the subject of intemperance, is still unawarded. Se-

veral MSS. were received within the time originally

assigned, but none of them were regarded by the com-

mittee as of sufficient value for our purposes to justify

an award of the premium.

A few books on this subject, of a size and character

suitable for a Sunday-school library, would sensibly aid

in ridding our land of a sin, odious and abominable in

itself, and the author or abettor of almost every other

sin that is known among men.

In the month of August last, a letter was received

from Rev. Mr. Mines, chaplain to American seamen at

Havre, representing that there were many pious per-

sons in Paris, of intelligence and high standing, and

familiar with the peculiarities of the popular taste,

wdiose services would be cheerfully given to the work of

composing and translating books for children. ''Pierre

and his Family'" had already been translated, and no-

thing but the want of suitable original publications, and

the means of printing them, had prje^^^ented a much
larirer number of translations from being made. Several

editions of one or two works of this character had gone

off with amazing rapidity, and every thing favoured

the increase of them. The facts stated by Mr. Mines

induced the Board to make a grant of $500 at once, to

aid in the translation and printing of our books in the

I^rench language, and $500 to be remitted whenever a

(
J

J
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society should be formed on the principles of the Ame-
rican Sunday-school Union. A considerable donation has

also been recently made to Rev. Mr. Wilmarth, a Bap-

tist missionary, who sailed a few days since for France.

In October, an application was received from the

American Board of Commissioners for Foreign Mis-

sions, stating their urgent need of sets of our books,

not only for the children of mission families, but for

the children of English residents, and for the use of

missionaries, either to translate or as materials for com-

pilation. The situation of their missions; their facili-

ties for translating, printing, and circulating our books;

the eagerness with which they were sought after by
the most untutored savage, especially such as had

striking embellishments and illustrations; and the

general views of the present and prospective demand
for some books, adapted by their simplicity of style and

sentiment, as well as by their evangelical character, for

circulation in foreign lands, were urged,—and the Board

were constrained to contemplate the obligations of the

society in this respect with the deepest concern. The
result of their deliberations and discussions will be

found in the report and resolutions adopted by the

Board, which are hereunto annexed.

The principal resolution, passed unanimously, is as

follows

:

Resolved,

—

That some suitable agency he employed

for raising $12,000, to he appropriated hy the Board of
Managers of the American Sunday-school Union, from
time to time, to the supply of such missionary stations

throughout the world as are sustained hy American
churches, rvith copies of our puhlications and the means

of translating and printing them.

Appendix B.
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It has become a matter of imperative duty, in the

judgment of the Board, to reduce the number and stock

of our local depositories. It will not be done, however,

until every reasonable effort is made to induce the peo-

ple, for whose benefit they were established, to provide

means for their continuance.

It was under strong convictions that libraries are in-

dispensable to the improvement and perpetuity of our

Sunday-schools, that we have felt anxious to afford

every facility for their purchase, and with this view we
have multiplied local depositories, especially in the

western States, until the amount of money, employed

for this purpose, far exceeds what the interests of our

general business will justify. Indeed, the original in-

vestment of so much of our means in this form, could

be defended only on the ground of unqualified and un-

controllable necessity.

The time has come, however, when a decisive step

must be taken. We must be relieved from the burden

of these depositories, and we hope the people, who have

seen and felt the advantages of them, will make an

effort in some form to sustain them.

It is a matter of regret to the Board, to learn that

there is still some misapprehension as to the relation

which the different branches of the Christian commu-
nity bear to us. The principle of our union has been

stated so often, and with so much clearness, that it

seems as if there could be no room for misapprehension.

We are associated as individuals, for the purpose of aid-

viQ in the estahlishment of Sunday-schools, and puhlish-

ing libraries for their use. Some of us are Baptists

;

some are Methodists ; some are Presbyterians ; some

are Episcopalians ; some are Lutherans, and some are
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of other denominations. As an association, however, we
have no connexion whatever with any denomination,

nor has any denomination any connexion whatever

with us.

A Union such as ours, for such a purpose, is indis-

pensable ; but it neither precludes nor interferes with

kindred efforts. We can have no interest adverse to

the church of Christ, and there should, therefore, be no

strife between us, for we are brethren. The real disci-

ples of the Redeemer are too few in number, and have

too much of their Master's work yet undone, to afford

to lose any strength in contending by the way. If our

Union is ever represented as a Union of the denomina-

tions to which our constituent members, respectively,

belong, no statement can ])e more groundless. Those

who make it not only do us wrong, but greatly pre-

judice the cause.

The results of the year's instruction, as they respect

the increase of vital piety in our schools, are much less

favourable, so far as they are known, than in some pre-

vious years, and perhaps no inquiry is more natural than

that which is often made ; why is it that after our sys-

tem of religious teaching has acquired so much maturi-

ty ; that with so much of confidence and encouragement

as the history of Sunday-schools inspires, and with such

animating hopes as the prospect of the future kindles up
within us; with the same means, and under the same dis-

pensation of grace, as have been enjoyed in former years,

—why is it that so many of our schools are in a state of

languor, if not of decay? Is it not because there is not,

on the part of teachers, a diligent, skilful, and labo-

rious use of the appointed means ? Is it not because

of some unw^arrantable (not to say impious) expectation,
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that if we do, in form, what the sacred office requires, a

blessing will attend our labours, even though our ener-

gies and affections may be given chiefly to some other

purpose or pursuit? Do we not often lose sight of ^the

essential connexion God has established between the use

of means on our part and the free gift on His ? And may
not teachers, in this view, estimate, in some degree, the

maornitude of their office, and the nature and measure

of their responsibleness ? When David Brainerd prayed

and laboured for the salvation of the poor Indians, such

was the burden of his soul on their account, and such

the intensity of his emotions, when he besought God
for a blessing upon his teaching, that his. physical

strength was often almost exhausted; and it was after

such seasons that he was filled w^ith joy and confidence,

and it was in answer to such prayers that so great bless-

ino^s followed his labours amonor the heathen. How un-

ceasing then should be our prayers for wisdom and

grace in the selection and use of means, and how deep

should be our penitence and self-abasement in view of

their apparent inefficiency.

It is believed that much of the instruction in our

schools is deficient in point and personal application.

The pupil is not made to look upon Ms own soul as lost,

and upon the hope of the gospel as a hope set before

him. He is not taught, intelligently and pungently,

that the issue of the controversy between God and his

soul involves consequences, to himself, of inconceivable

magnitude. He is not taught, with sufficient plainness

and directness, \}i\.^\. ])ersonal Iwliness in heart and life is

required of him, now, as imperatively as it ever will be

required of him ; and that the meekness, gentleness,

forbearance, submission, and benevolence w^hich the
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gospel requires, it requires of him, now, as positively as

of his parents, minister, or teacher. Personal conver-

sation with each pupil, apart from the class, or a

weekly meeting of the teacher alone with his class, for

affectionate and familiar conversation, seems to be al-

most indispensable for these purposes. Personal visits

by the teacher, at short intervals, are equally important

to determine what fruit of his labour appears, where it

should appear first and fairest, at home. At all events,

something should be done by the teacher to make the

pupil feel that the concern expressed for the well-being

of his soul is not a mere occasional feeling put on for offi-

cial effect ^ the opening of the school, and dismissed at

its close, but the heart's desire and prayer to God for him
that he may be saved. A young man, in remembrance

of his teacher's faithfulness, years after their separation,

lately declared that such were the feeling,'earnestness,

and sincerity of his teacher's manner, and even of the

tone of his voice, that he was influenced and moved
by it in spite of all he could do! If such teachers

abounded, there would be less to say about declining

and unfruitful Sunday-schools.

We have had doubts whether the influence of super-

intendents is duly appreciated. So much of the pros-

perity and success of a school depend on his efficiency,

that the want of it has often been found to occasj^n

its decline, when every other advantage is enjoyed

for sustaining it. Age, judgment, dignity, and weight

of character are desirable qualifications, but they will

. not compensate for the absence of activity, ingenuity^

courteousness, aptness to teach and control; and a

cheerful, elevated, and of course, attractive piety.
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Connected with the influence of our teaching upon

the personal piety of the pupils is its tendency to pre-

pare them for distinguished usefulness at the particular

period in which they live, and under the circumstances

in which they are likely to be placed. Never, perhaps,

since the days of the apostles, has there been a more

general excitement in respect to the propagation of

Christian faith; never has the agency for its propaga-

tion been more perfect and efficient ; never has the way
to the understanding and heart of man, in all countries

of his abode, been more evidently prepared. Nothing

seems to be wanting to secure the universal triumph

of the gospel, but the blessing of God on the judicious

and faithful improvement of existing means and oppor-

tunities. And it is pertinent to inquire what place the

Sunday-school is to occupy in the scale of agencies by
which this end is to be accomplished, and what is the

most direct and efficient form in which its power can

be applied.

We believe that the fountain of the power of the

church, so far as the employment of means is con-

cerned, lies in the Sunday-school ; in other words, that

Sunday-schools are designed to occupy the chief place

in the train of second causes by which the earth is to be

renewed and filled with the light and salvation of the

gospel ; and we think the obvious suitahleness of the

cause to the effect, of itself, furnishes a conclusive argu-

ment for the position.

It is well known that the distinguishing feature of

Cotton Mather's system of education was to engage

children daily in some essay to do good ; to propose to

them some object of interest besides and bej'ond them-

selves, and so to counteract, as far as possible, the pre-

dominant selfishness of the human heart.
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We find the whole sum of our duty and happiness

involved in this simple principle of love to God and

man ; for what is required of us but to love the Lord

our God with all the heart, and soul, and strength,

and mind, and our neighbour as ourselves? Hence the

wise teacher's aim is to train his pupils to an habitual,

steady, daily contemplation of the grand purpose of hi:>

being; to glorify God by advancing the kingdom of his

son, and so securing the salvation of a dying world.

It is high time that the whole moral power of the

Sunday-school should be employed in the skilful appli-

cation of this principle to the early habits and ordi-

nary pursuits of children and youth ; and they should

be instructed faithfully and intelligently in the motivers

and encouragements which the history and destinies

of the world furnish for the unrestrained exhibition of

this reigning principle of the gospel. They must be

made to feel that the very purpose of their present liff^

is to do the will of God ; that every power of the body

and mind is given to them to advance this purpose

;

that to yield their own inclinations and purposes to

God, entirely and cordially, is nothing more than an

obvious and imperative duty; that the desire to knov,^

God's will, that they may do it at any labour, cross, or

peril, is the only desire that may be safely cherished

without limit or qualification. It is the principle wh:

WANT, not a transient excitement ; a principle binding

the soul in unalienable allegiance to God and to his go -

vernment, and holding it firmly and steadily, in every

shock of temptation and calamity, to a course of ele

vated, expanded, glowing piety.

We do not ask to have children educated for any
particular form or province of benevolent action. A
predilection for the foreign missionary service, for ex-

D
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ample, might be attended with irretrievable injury.

A thousand circumstances connected with his con-

stitution, habits, &c. might make such an employ-

ment entirely unsuitable, and yet, the same indi-

vidual as a miller, dairy-man, or basket-maker, may
show forth the power of the "gospel in a life of self-de-

nial, meekness, and holy living, and thereby lead more
souls to the acknowledgment of the truth than any
single missionary has done since the days of the apos-

tles ; so that the specific mode of action may be safely

left to be determined by the events of Providence.

The SPIRIT OF :missioxs then, which is nothing more

than the spirit of evangelical benevolence in its most

simple and elementary form, must be infused into the

children and youth collected in our Sunday-schools.

With the hope of assisting such teachers and parents

as are disposed to fall in with these views, we have in

preparation a map of the world, of a convenient size to

use in the class, and presenting to the eye, in accurate

proportions of light and shade, the prevalence of truth

and error
;
paganism and Christianity. There is a mute

eloquence in this representation which is altogether

irresistible. It is such a picture of guilt and wretched-

ness as few suppose our beautiful world presents; and it

teaches too, with moving emphasis, how much faith, and

love, and labour, and suifering it will require to reverse it.

The map will be accompanied with a brief manual,

containing such statistical and general information

as will enable any teacher, with ordinary diligence, to

make this branch of instruction intelligible, profitable,

and deeply impressive.

Among the advantages which are expected to result

from this direction of Sunday-school teaching, many are

too obvious to require notice.
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It is believed that the church will regard us with nuw
interest when she receives from our schools an annual

accession of those who are prepared to walk in the stepi>

of their divine Master, and to suffe^the loss of all things

for his sake. At all events, she will remember that the

eyes of our cliildren are fixed on the professed followers

of the Redeemer, as those to whose company they are

invited, and of whose joys and hopes they are asked to

partake.

She will think how attractive and persuasive will be

her intluence while she maintains the holy, humble,

peaceful, and forgiving temper of the gospel, and how
repulsive and disastrous it becomes w^hen she is ha-

rassed, weakened, and rent in pieces by discord, debate,

and strife.

The teachers, too, are thus supplied with interesting

and ever-varying topics of instruction, presenting

jBomething for the eye as well as for the heart and con-

science. The responsibleness of teachers never appears

more imposing than when seen in the influence which
a single pupil may exert in the progress of his being.

To be the instrument in the hands of a sovereign

God of lighting up in a single mind the spark of

divine life, and to know that it may rise higher and

burn brighter and stronger, until perhaps millions of

immortal beings shall, by it, be enlightened, guided, and

saved ; and that afterwards it shall increase in strength,

and shine before God's throne with the brightness of

the firmament for ever and ever ; w^hat more can be

asked or conceived in the way of excitement and im-

pulse ?

And finally, such a course of instruction is as likely,

we apprehend, to lead the pupil to a knowledge of his

personal condition and duty as any that can be adopted.
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Nothing can so forcibly illustrate, on one hand,' the

power and malignity of sin, than a sight of its desola-

tions, and of the horrible pollution, guilt, and debase-

ment, both of soul and body, into which it sinks its

willing slaves ; and surely nothing can tell us more, on

the other hand, of the length, and breadth, and depth,

and height of that love which passeth knowledge.

than that Jesus Christ came into the world to repair

these desolations, to atone for this guilt, and to raise

man from all his pollution and debasement to the glory,

purity, and blessedness of a child of God.

ii
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Statement of Receipts and ^Expenditures of the American Sunday-

school Unionjfrom March 1, 1833, to February 28, 1834.

^1* To Balance on hand from last year, . - - . $777 30
*' Amount received from depositories, societies, and

individuals in payment of debts and for books sold, 49,828 G3
" Amount borrowed, 57,638 01
" Donations to Southern Fund, ... - 10,940 d:t

" Valley Fund, 9,488 40
" General Fund, 7,687 31*

" Missionary Fund, 482 69
" Foreign Fund, 12 19

$136,855 5^

^1* By Salaries, including secretaries, editors, superinten-

dent of book-store, book-keeper, salesmen, clerks,

and labourers, $7,740 20
" Salaries to agents and missionaries, and travelling

expenses, 10,198 77
" Loans paid, &^fiQQ 78
" Paper, 10,831 19
" Printing and stereotyping, 9,022 14
" Binding, 11,508 60
'* Wood, metal, and lithographic engravings, - - 3,302 99
" Postage, 597 51
" Interest on mortgage and loans and discounts, - 3,456 76
" Copyrights, 1,121 75
" Remittance to France, 500 00
" Merchandise, packing-boxes, freight, stationary,

newspapers and advertising, insurance, taxes, fuel,

and incidental expenses, 10,680 49
" Balance in hand, 1,288 40

$136,855 58

The American Suiiday-scliool Union is indebted for money borrowed to the amount of fifty-

nine thousand nine hundred and twenty-four dollars seventy-seven cents, on which they are
paying interest, viz.

To Saving Fund Society,.... $20,000 00
'• Paul Beck, Jr. 10,000 00
" Alexander Henry, .... 6,500 00
"William Howe, 3,360 29
" Other individuals and societies, •

' 6,044 48
" Loan obtained on credit of individuals,

^ m nnn m
members of the Board, - . . j

1^,000 00

PhilvJelphia, March 1, 1834. ${59,9ai 77
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CONSTITUTION,

fAS AMENDED, MAY, 1831.)

Art. 1. This Society shall be known by the name of the " American Sunday
School Union."—Its objects are to concentrate the efforts of Sabbath School

Societies in the different sections of our country—to strengthen the hands of

the frierHls of religious instruction on tlio Lord's day—to disseminate useful

information—circulate moral and religious publications in every part of the

land, and to endeavour to plant a Sunday School wherever there is a popula-

tion.

Art. II. Each subscriber of three dollars annually, shall be a member.—Each
subscriber paying thirty dollars at one time, shall be a member for life. Sunday
School Societies or Unions sending a copy of their constitution, list of their officers,

and an annual report, shall be auxiliary, and be entitled to purchase books at the

reduced prices.

Art. III. The affairs and funds of this Society shall be under the direction

of a Board, consisting of a President, Vice Presidents, a Corresponding Se

crctary. Recording Secretary, Treasurer, and thirty.six Managers, twenty-four

of whom shall reside in the city of Philadelphia or its vicinity. The Managerf

shall be divided into three classes, whose terms of service shall be respectively

one, two, and three years ; but they may be re-elected.

Art. IV. The officers and Managers shall be laymen, and shall be elected fcj

ballot.

Art. V. The Managers shall annually elect all officers of the Society, fill

vacancies in their own body, make their own by-laws, publish such books,

periodical works, and tracts, as they may deem expedient, and may adopt such

other measures as may, in their opinion, promote the objects of the Association.

Seven Managers shall constitute a quorum.

Art. VI. The annual meetings of the Society shall be held at Philadelphia,

on the first Tuesday afler the 20th of May, when the proceedings of the past

year shall be reported, the accounts presented, and the Managers chosen.

Fifleen members shall constitute a quorum. If a quorum does not appear on the

day of the annual meeting, the election of Managers shall take place at the next

meeting whenever a quorum appears, and the Managers of the Society shall remain

in office until a new election takes place.

Art. VII. Special meetings of the Society shall be called by the President,

or in his absence by either of the Vice Presidents, at the written request of six

managers; of which meeting three days' public notice shall be given.

Art. VIII. Officers of Sunday School Unions auxiliary to this Society, and

clergymen whose schools are attached to it, shall have the privilege of attending

the stated meetings of the Board of Managers.

Art. IX. No alteration in this constitution shall take place, unless the same

shall be proposed, in writing, to the Board of IManagers, at least three months

previous to its adoption, and be approved by two-thirds of the members present,

at a meeting duly notified.



PROCEEDINGS

Jit the Eleventh Anniversary of the American Sunday-school Union,

i)/ay26, 1835.

ANNUAL SERMON.

The Annual Sermon before the Board was preached, ac-

cording to appointment, by Rev. Geo. W. Blagden, of Boston,

on Monday evening, May 25, from Ps. cxi. 10 :
" The fear

of the Lord is the beginning ofwisdom.^^ It wa^ an able and
eloquent illustration of the principles,—that the religion of the

gospel is perfectly adapted to develope and strengthen the intel-

lectual faculties of man ; that the increase of unsanctified know-
ledge is an increase of sorrow both to individuals and communi-
ties; and that as the tendency of Sabbath-schools is to diffuse that

kind of knowledge which is in itself the means of sanctification,

they should be sustained and extended all over the land. We
are persuaded that the comprehensive, sound, and practical views
advanced in this sermon will do much—very much—to strengthen

the hands and encourage the hearts of the friends and patrons of

Sunday-schools all over our country.

ANNIVERSARY SERVICES.

The services of the Eleventh Anniversary of the American
Sunday-school Union were attended on Tuesday afternoon

May 2Q,—Alexander Henry, the President of the Board, in

the chair.

The meeting was opened with prayer, by the Rev. Geo.
W. Blagden, of Boston.

The report of receipts and expenditures was presented by
the Treasurer, Paul Beck, jun.

The annual report of the board was read, and on motion of the

Rev. Mr. Suddards, rector of Grace Church, Philadelphia,

seconded by Mr. N. Rannie, of St. Louis, Missouri, was accepted.

The following resolutions were then offered ;

—

3



By the Rev. J. M. Peck, of the Baptist Church, Illinois

seconded by the Rev. R. B. Campfield, of New York :

—

Resolved, That in the opinion of this meeting the board will

be sustained by the Christian community in a course of action

sufficiently enlarged and vigorous to meet the moral exigences
of the country and the world, as they are disclosed in their

annual report.

Mr. Peck said he had neither time nor ability to urge the

resolution upon its broad features. It embraced the wants of

the whole community—of the whole world. Having resided,

laboured and travelled in the "far west" for the last eighteen

years, he should confine his remarks to the Valley of the Mis-
sissippi, and mainly to a portion only of that region. But thev
would apply, in many particulars, to other portions. He would
speak more directly of Illinois, Missouri, and adjacent regions.

Peculiar circumstances existed there that called for Sunday-
school efforts. The people often lived in scattered and detached
settlements ; and of course in want of regular preaching, and habi-

tual religious instruction, such as was to be had in the old states.

Population is increasing, and settlements, towns and villages arc

multiplying be3'ond the conception of those persons in the Atlan-

tic states, who have not turned their attention to the subject. ]Mr.

Peck made some estimate of the j^'^'^^sent population of several

'western States and territories, compared with the census of 1830.

1830. 1835.

Indiana, 341,582 460,000
Illinois, 157,575 275,000
Michigan, 27,348 SO^OOO
Missouri, 140,455 210,000
Arkansas, 30,388 65,000
Wisconsin, 4,261 12,000

And this population is rapidly accumulating, from European
emigration. Germany and Austria are pouring out their thou-

sands. Catholic Europe is disgorging her priests, nuns, and
treasures, and extensive and systematic efforts are now making
to control education.

Common school education is very deficient ;—thousands are

unable to read to any profitable purpose. Qualified teachers

are much w^anted, and the establishment of a Sabbath-school, in

repeated instances, in small and remote settlements, has been the

means of inducing the people to put up a log-cabin, and employ
a week-day teacher. Though greatly deficient in the means of

education, the people on the frontiers are not deficient in men-
tal vigour. Many possess strong minds and strong passions.

Changes are exceedingly rapid in those states. Cities, towns,



villages, and settlements are forming rapidly He had seen large

districts of country, equal in extent to several Atlantic states,

converted from a state of nature to a populous region. Morgan,
Sangamon, and other large countries in Illinois, were of this

description.

But do the people desire Sunday-schools? Yes, they call for

for them. They entreat aid. They need agents and missiona-

ries devoted to that specific object. They need books, and
especially teachers. He would think a JVestern Sgency^
located near Cincinnati, but which" should visit the principal

places and religious convocations of each State annually, an

object of great importance.

Mr. Peck stated he had heard some objections thrown out in

the Atlantic states against expending large sums in the western

enterprise, which he would briefly notice.

1. Want of ministers, as pastors of churches, to exercise super-

vision over Sabbath-schools, was urged.

It was true that a great want of ministers existed in the whole
valley. More than one thousand w^ere needed, this moment, to

furnish a pastor to every church in his own denomination, and
then another thousand would be demanded to supply towns and
settlements, and raise up new churches. And other denomina-
tions were proportionably deficient. The Methodist denomina-
tion were best supplied as to numbers, and they were calling for

more. The old states cannot possibly supply us. Ministers

must be provided for on the field of labour there. And sup-

posing you neglect Sabbath-schools till the country is supplied

wuth a ministry,—will that produce a supply ? He had known
Sabbath-schools often precede the labours of the gospel ministry,

and prepare the way. He instanced a case that occurred in Illi-

nois last year, where the leading men in the settlement were
avowed infidels, and no preacher visited them. Three pious

ladies persuaded their husbands to consent to the establishment

of a Sabbath-school. The ladies began it, and induced their

husbands to visit it, to listen to the recitations. They read the

Scriptures, became convinced of the truth, were brought to the

feet of Christ, and now bless God for the Sabbath-school as the

means of their conversion. The school soon became interesting

to the people. Instead of the Sabbath being spent in all kinds
of wickedness, together with common labour, practical attention

was given to the school. A Bible-class was opened.

—

Ministers

of the gospel loere then requested to visit the settlement.
Five members of the school, including the leading infidel men,
and many others, were converted. Here, as in many other
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instances that he knew of, the Sunday-school prepared the way
for the gospel.

But had not Sunday-schools been formed by agents of the

Union, and then failed ? Yes, doubtless ; at least partially.

And so there had been partial failures in planting corn and sow-

ing wheat upon the rich prairies of Illinois. But this had not

lessened the operations of husbandry. The land was still plough-

ed and sown. And he had never seen a crop of corn or wheat
grow on the rich soil without previous cultivation and sowing
seed. He denied that there had been entire failures. Even
where an agent spent three or four days in a week to get up a

school, and left a library of bsoks, five dollars of which had been

a donation of books from this Union, and in three or four Sab-

baths the school had ceased, and the books had been diverted

from their legitimate object and distributed amongst the families

in the settlement, as he knew had been the case in a few in-

stances, there had not been an entire failure. He firmly believed

more good had been done to that settlement in such a case, than

the expense. Out of about five hundred schools formed in Illi-

nois, about one hundred and twenty-five had been dropped from
the table of the reports of that Union as having been discon-

tinued. But how had they failed ? The speaker knew of many
instances in which, from the extension of settlements, and an

increase of population, an old school had stopped—entirely failed

—and two or three new ones had been formed ; one a little

further up the creek ; another across the prairie, and perhaps a

third further down the settlement : the old school had been
broken up into fragments; and, what might seem to be contrary

to philosophy, proved true in fact—each part was larger than

the whole. Such failures had occurred, and he hoped they

would occur often.

He concluded by urging that the Western enterpi*ise should

be prosecuted far more extensively and vigorously than it had
ever been, and gave it as his deliberate and settled conviction,

that in no department of Christian benevolence could at least

one hundred thousand dollars annually be expended to such
advantage as in establishing and sustaining Sunday-schools in

the West, and entreated that the Christian community might
take hold of the work, and carry it forward in a manner com-
mensurate with the magnitude of the object.

By the Rev. George W. Bethune, oif the Dutch Reformed
church, Philadelphia, seconded by the Rev. R. A. Henderson,
of the Episcopal church. New Orleans,

—

Resoluedy That the work which, in the providence of God,
his been given to the American Sunday-school Union to do, is



of vast interest and magnitude, and requires from all who love

our Lord Jesus Christ in sincerity, a much larger measure of

thought, labour, and sacrifice, than they have ever yet given

to it'

Rev. ^Ir. Bethune's remarks :

—

Mr. Bethune wished to present the subject of Sabbath-schools

in one light which to him was peculiarly striking—its influence

ui)on young Christians, and, through them, upon the whole church.

The end of religion is holy action ; and the spring of holy ac-

tion, holy aftcctions. We must, however, be educated into the

use of our aftjcctions. The man who has neither wife nor chil-

dren to call forth the charity of his heart, is ordinarily selfish

and uncharitable ; while he upon w^hose heart and purse the

most frequent demands are made at home, is the most kind and
beneficent abroad. He has been educated into the exercise of

his affections, and has tasted the pleasure of doing good to others.

This is equally true of the Christian. His love for the souls

of men must be cultivated by exercise. The father, when he
has. become acquainted with Christ, finds a field for immediate
exertion in his own family ; the man of mature age may employ
the influence of his station and character ; but the young believer

has no such sphere at home, and his youthful modesty shrinks

from more prominent service ; his Christian affections wither

and decay in the dust, from the absence of proper objects around
which to entwine themselves. The Sunday-school presents the

sphere and the objects adapted to his character and circum-

stances ; and his affections are educated in the instruction of his

class. His sympathy and anxiety for the souls of men are there

awakened and kept alive.

Besides, God has in his wise providence been graciously

pleased to connect a pleasure with the exercise of benevolence,

to lead us on to its further exercise. Every one has remarked
in the newspaper accounts of rescued life by heroic individuals,

how frequently it is added that " this is the second or third in-

stance in which this person has saved life at his own risk.''

Now this arises from the fact that he found such pleasure in the

former rescue, that the desire of again enjoying it so fills his

soul that he will lose no opportunity, fear no risk, that^he may
enjoy it again. It is to him as a new appetite to gratify when-
ever he has the power of doing it. This is emphatically true

of the pleasure of saving souls. No one who has tasted the

pleasure of being instrumental in the rescue of an immortal soul,

but finds in his heart a vehement desire again to feel it. Hence,
if the labours of a Sabbath-school teacher have been thus blessed,



you have ordinarily secured them for life in the cause of sal-

vation.

There, too, they learn the difficulty of doing good to the souls

of men, and the need they have of the Spirit's influence to give

efiicacy to human instrumentality ; and hence they learn to pray,

and to desire the prayers of others. The result is, that there is

no sympathy of the people for their ministers (a sympathy so

necessary to success) such as is found among his Sabbath-school

teachers. If he call his people to pray, none obey the call with
such cheerful alacrity as the Sabbath-school teachers, and none
clina; to the prayer-meeting with greater perseverance than they.

If he call his people to increased action, none are more ready
for the work than Sabbath-school teachers. If collectors for

benevolent funds are wanted, the volunteers are found among
Sabbath-school teachers. They are the most numerous class of

your tract distributors. They supply from their ranks the ranks
of the ministry. They m.ost promptly obey the voice of God,
who requires missionaries for the heathen. In fine, they consti-

tute the largest class of the zealous praying and working people

of the church, because they have been educated in the exercise

of the affections in their Sabbath-school.

If, therefore, we wish to cultivate a spirit of holy love and

holy action among our younger Christians—if we wish to give

to each pastor a band of sympathizing friends—if we wish to

supply hard-working men to the church—if we wish to fill our

prayer-meetings, increase our religious charity, supply the mi-

nistry of the word, and provide missionaries to the heathen—if

wc wish to stimulate the whole church to greater exertions, we
must establish Sabbath-schools for the education of younger
Christians in the divine life. The reflex action upon the church
is great be3-ond description.

Mr. Bethune urged the importance of making Sabbath-schools

keep pace with the Western emigration. Let the gospel (said

INIr. B.) follow so closely upon the settlers, that every tree as it

falls may let in the light of the Sun of righteousness, and into

every farrow may be cast the seed of the gospel which is the

word of God, that the rich and fertile valle}^ may be covered

wjth the yellow harvest of immortal souls, to be gathered into

the granaries of Ircaven by Jesus and his holy angels, and God
have all the glory.

The lion. Theodore Frelinghuysen, of New Jersey, offered

the following resolution, which was seconded and passed :

—

Resolved, that Sunday-schools, by laying the foundation of

public and private integrity and intelligence, provide the best



preservative of our rights and liberties, and the best guarantee

for the peace and good order of society ; and that in this view
they deserve the special patronage of the statesman and patriot.

Hon. Mr. Frclinghuyscn's remarks in support of this resolu-

tion were substantially as follows :

—

There are considerations connected with our country, that

present causes for melancholy apprehension. The spirit of

freedom, with all its rich benefits, is not without its dangers.

Every mind in any measure acquainted with fts own operations,

knows that there are propensities within us which require con-

trol—that must be brought into subjection to wholesome regu-

lations and discipline.

Now one startling danger lies in the very heart of our bless-

ings. We arc too proud of our liberties and of our country.

Self-confidence is engendered, and a spirit of individual inde-

pendence almost too strong for laiv. We are our own rulers—
wx boast. Politically, it is true.—The fear is reasonable, that we
shall practically refuse or deny the authority even oi our own
rulers. There is a constant propensity to break away from

all restraints. "Resistance,'' "liberty," "independence," "the
rights of man," are so familiar,—and so grateful, too, I grant,

—

that we are prone to forget, not only Him, whose unspeakable

goodness has made us to differ, but to forget, also, that these

animating terms, and the glow of patriotism, and the love of

country, if not sustained and cherished by sound principles, wdll

become the mere w'atchw^ords for licentiousness and all misrule.

I have not made this allusion, sir, for any purpose of severe

censorship at this interesting season, when I w^ould far rather

mingle in the delightful sympathies that the occasion aw^akens;

but, sir, 1 have given the hint, that we may perceive the benig-
nant influence of the Sabbath-school on ih.\s political tendency.
Yes, sir, every patriot should bless God, for this agency that so

admirably befits the service—that so wisely and seasonably

meets the w'ants of our country.

Opinion is, under heaven, become the arbiter of nations.

Power is despoiled of all its mystified incidents and prerogatives.

The spell of long-established systems, of hereditary orders, is

broken ; and as the whole world is moving on from the quiet

inaction of the one, to the active, restless, and I may add, feverish

excitability of the other condition, what a public mercy was it,

that the Sunday-school should come up just as the elements began
to quicken, and shed its healthful, purifying, forming influences

over whole masses of mind, that were destined either to help
forward, or with dreadful energy desolate the hopes of piety and
human happiness.

B
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I certainly shall not depreciate other blessed instrumentalities

that adorn our age.— I know that the pulpit stands at the head
of all means to save our world. God has exalted it to that noble

elevation, and there let it stand, the advocate of truth, and the

faithful witness of God ; the angel of his mercy, and the consola-

tion of his people, liut in its connexions with the stability of

our political institutions ; in the preservation of the happiest and
freest form of government in the world, the Sabbath-school falls

not far behind the ministry. Indeed, it partakes much of its

characteristics. It is itself a preacher of ri ghteousness, and under
most effective circumstances.

The faithful messenger of grace, as he ascends the pulpit and
proclaims his JMaster's will, meets a promiscuous congregation,

whose numbers encourage all unseen resistance to indiscriminate

warnings and exhortations.

But mark the Sunday-school teacher as he pours the light of

truth on the hearts of his little charge with affectionate and lively

solicitude : he often feels that it must tell on their consciences

;

he almost reaches and touches the fountains of thought and sym-
pathy. The seed may lie long buried, but herein is his hope

—

'' Train up a child in the way he should go, and when he is old

he will not depart from it.''

He has another pledge. God has said, " My word shall not

return to me void ;'' and no matter what impurity of motive
may enter into the circulation of the truth, it shall accomplish

all his gracious purposes.

The age on which this influence is exerted is the most^?'0-

pitious. Religion and the soundest philosophy of the mind
alike assure us that the best mode of having the man as we wish,

is to train the child ; to purify the fountain, go up to the spring-

head if we expect a healthful stream.

The Sabbath-school approaches with its instructions just when
they will sink the deepest and last the longest. It makes a

sacred deposit of the soundest rules of life, of public duty, of

private conduct : rules which form the faithful friend, the up-

right citizen, the godly man : rules that will found our hopes on

"the Rock of ages ;" that will raise a shield to guard our dearest

earthly privileges, and train up a generation that we may hope
will defend the cause of truth and civil liberty, when those who
train them shall have done with the duties and the toils of time.

Sir, such an agency is beyond all human estimates of its

value. I would most cheerfully trust even the cold calculations

of philosophy, for an approving award in behalf of a system,

ihat, from Sabbath to Sabbath, brings more than twenty-five

thousand teachers, imparting instruction from the very fountain
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of light and truth, and directing it upon more than one million of

immortal minds—and this at the very season when impressions

are more easily and deeply made. What madness of hardhearted

infidelity could doubt or oppose such an influence !

We want no verdict of the schools of philosophy. Every
heart feels, to-day, its value. Here, as we call up from the

stores of memory the recollections and associations of childhood,

a thought dropped on the heart twenty, thirty, or forty years ago,

rises to the mind ; and as w^e perceive and feel how clear and
strong and vivid it is—how fresh its impression, now hallowed

by time, we all know by certain conclusive consciousness how
unspeakably important are the lessons of childhood.

Here it was a father's faithful counsels—there it was the silent

eloquence of a mother's tears. They made a lodgment here

that neither the follies nor the sins of after years could impair

or remove. Lately I read of a pious youth, who, on examina-

tion for the ministry, in the history of his life, at that interest-

ing period of it when he trusted that he felt the power of religion,

in some such terms as these referred to the leading means of his

recovery to God. Said he, "I trace the causes, under God, to a

mother's faithfulness to my childhood. Yes," said he, " the

taking of my little hand within hers, (I can almost feel it still,)

as she led me to the closet, where she poured out her soul for

my salvation ; the sound of that dear voice as I would pass her

chamber door as she wrestled with the God of Jacob for her
child. These—these," said he, " I mark as among the efiective

means by which the God of mercy led my soul to himself."

And the Sabbath-school is a kindred agency—it ranges by
the side of parental instruction—and more than 50,000 witnesses

of teachers and children converted to God, from these nurseries

of purity, demonstrate the .blessed energy of this scheme of

mercy.
Let every heart bid it God speed, and every hand be opened

wide in its favour.

The benediction was pronounced by the Rev. H. A. Board-
man, of Philadelphia.
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REPORT.

Not one-fifth of our auxiliaries have made the re

quired return of the condition of their schools. Of
course, any estimate respecting numbers, &c., must be

entirely vague and unsatisfactory. The few reports

which have been received, show an increase of 705

schools, 4,677 teachers, and 33,847 pupils, and three

thousand supposed conversions,

Valley of the Mississippi.—There have been received

during the year, to establish and sustain Sunday-schools

in the Valley of the Mississippi, 18,127 55, viz:

—

From New Hampshire, - $186 16

"• Massachusetts, - - 479 91
'' Connecticut, - - 1025 83
" Vermont, - - - 438 20
" New York, - 4061 30
'' New Jersey, - - 523 08
'' Pennsylvania, - - 251 87

From ten other States, S1151 20, or $115 12, each on

an average; and from seven States nothing.

There have been paid on the same account, for the

salaries and expenses of thirty-three missionaries and

agents, $10,017 46. For donations of books to Sun-

day-schools, military stations, &c., $2336 85. Pam-

phlets, postages, discounts, &c., $142 03.

The efforts of the Board in this interesting field of

its labour have been very limited, though as extensive

and eflficient as our means w^ould allow. We had ex-

13
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pended in its behalf, at the close of our fiscal year,

$1237 64 more than had been received.

Nineteen missionaries have been employed as fol-

lows, viz : In the state of Ohio five, Indiana three, Illi-

nois two, Kentucky two, Tennessee two, Missouri one,

Mississippi one, Louisiana one, Alabama one, and Michi-

gan one.

The time employed will average eight and a half

months to each, and the amount paid them for their

services is $6,273 17.

The decline and discontinuance of many of the

schools established under the resolution of 1830, was

early foreseen and predicted. It was fully understood

and distinctly stated, in the seventh and eighth reports

of your Board, that without an efficient system of visita-

tion and superintendence, no reasonable expectation of

their permanency could be entertained. To support

such a system would require at least from 50,000 or

$60,000 per annum, including the salaries and expenses

of missionaries, and the gratuitous distribution of books,

which in many cases would be indispensable. So far

from being sustained in such an effort, we have been

compelled to go in advance of our 'means to do what

has been done.

Southern States.—On account of the fund for esta-

blishing schools in the southern states, we have received

during the year $9,053 74, viz:

—

From New Hampshire, - $1844 17

Massachusetts, - 1742 16

i' Connecticut, - - 1194 88

New York, - - 1227 48
'' Pennsylvania, - - 226 13

" Virginia, - - - 1418 62
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From Georgia, - - - ^556 12

South Carolina, - 450 19

From seven otlier States ^893 99, or $27 71 each, on

an average; and from nine States nothing.

Of this sum we have paid to twenty-nine missiona-

ries and agents, ^6,765 14. In donations of books to fifty

schools, S272 11 ; in pamphlets, postage, discounts, &c.,

§123 37; and our outstanding engagements are more

than sufficient to absorb the balance. Sixteen missiona-

ries have been employed as follows, viz : in the state of

Virginia, eight; North Carolina, four; South Carolina,

two; Georgia, two.

The time employed will average four months for

each, and the amount paid them for their services is

83,450 27.

Under the resolution of the Board, approved and

adopted by the society at the last annual meeting, to

supply foreign missionary stations with copies of our

publications, and the means of translating them, we had

received on the first of March but $1,532 71. Appro-

priations have been made to twenty different stations?

and there is not a dollar in our treasury on this ac-

count at the present time—though opportunities are

crowding upon us, day after day, to send our books to

every part of the world.

The amount received for the general purposes of the

society, during the last year, is $8,305 94, viz :

—

From Connecticut, - - $434 79
'' Massachusetts, - 353 00

New York, - - 3706 12

.

'' New Jersey, - - 437 58
" Pennsylvania, - - 1042 17

" North Carolina, - 334 00
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From Alabama, - - - ^551 66
'' Louisiana, - - - 728 00

From fourteen other States ^538 06, or 38 43 each, on

an average. Monthly concert collections, &c., Si84 35.

And there have been paid out on the same account to

missionaries and agents, 65,634 01. Donations of books,

journals, &c., ^506 92. To the New York Sunday-
school Union, (part of the collections in that city, as by

agreement,) ^861 29. Discounts, expenses of meetings,

&c. &c., |!47 57.

In accordance with the suggestion in our last report,

the Sunday-school Journal has been reduced in size and

price; and whatever regret may have been felt that such

a measure was necessary, it is believed that the change

has given general satisfaction.

The new publications of the year (between sixty and

seventy in number) are submitted to the society in

the full persuasion that, as a whole, they present a

greater variety, and a more original, elevated, and evan-

gelical character, than the publications of any former

year.

A descriptive catalogue of all our books, making a

volume of 120 pages, 16mo., has just been issued. Great

care and labour have been given to the preparation of

it, and its value to all who have occasion to purchase or

use them is sufficiently obvious

We are happy to say that some of the purest and

most elevated minds in our country are turned to the

))reparation of books for our purposes. We have paid

Tor copyrights only, during the last year, more than

half as much as we paid ten years ago for all our ste-

reotype work, paper, printing, and binding ; and as an-
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other interesting evidence of our advance, we may
state, that at that time our publications v^ere chiefly

reprints from the London press—now, they reprint from

ours. We could wish our debt a thousand-fold larger,

that we might pay it in such a currency.

We do know that no books are found in the market

at so low a price as those we publish : and we do know,

that as a whole, they form the most complete collection

of juvenile religious library books that can be found upon

the face of the earth. They are fitted to children and

youth of all classes and characters : they have nothing

in them offensive to denominational, sectional, or poli-

tical preferences, or prejudices. They are prepared upon

the principle, that as a perfect Christian character can

be formed in which no denominational trait can be re-

cognised; so a book, exhibiting the simple, saving

truths of the gospel, may be made acceptable to any and

every Christian mind. Why then should they not be

found in the hands of every child that can read them,

from border to border, through the whole length and

breadth of our land ?

We feel constrained to ask from our friends and

patrons an immediate and vigorous effort to enlarge

the circulation of our books; for we fear there is a cul-

pable indifference to the subject among Christians, who,

in the various relations of parents, teachers, friends and

neighbours, have the opportunity, in a great measure, to

govern public sentiment and practice on this point. It

should be borne in mind, that there is no such thing as

a natural taste for religious reading. The child, in his

natural state, receives not the things of the Spirit of God,

for they are foolishness unto him; neither can he know
them, for they are spiritually discerned. Where there

c
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is not the gift of spiritual discernment, therefore, rcli

gious books are not sought by children, unless there

are attractions for the eye, or the imagination sufficient to

conceal, in a good measure, what is to them the odious

feature of religion. For example,—a juvenile book pre-

sents, in bold relief, the great doctrine of regeneration.

It teaches the child that his heart is naturally deceitful

above all things, and desperately wicked; and'that,

unless it is renewed and sanctified by the grace of God
;

and severely trained in self-denial, watchfulness and

prayer, it must forever remain a stranger to holiness,

and of course to happiness. Now it is possible that,

such unwelcome truths may be so ingeniously inter-

woven with some tale of fancy or fact, and so attractively

dressed up in anecdotes and pictures, that a child w4io

is fond of reading will take the bitter for the sake of the

sweet; and yet w^ho that watches the habits of most

reading children need be told, that wherever a religious

chapter or paragraph stands unconnected, and is dis-

tinct enough to be recognised before-hand, it is always

passed over? And even the writer himself scarcely ever

introduces an exhortation to repentance and godliness

without a coaxing apology. Hence, in some of the most

popular religious books we have seen, the truth, w4iat-

ever there may be of it, is so completely buried in a

profusion of anecdote and illustration that it makes
little impression; if, indeed, the presence of it is at all

discerned.

Much of the juvenile reading of the present day is

believed to be injurious. It does not discipline and

enlarge the mind, nor provide it with good knowledge^

well arranged and fitted for use. It may indeed be

doubted whether children's books are not multiplied

unwisely. Superficial attainments in science and reli-

gion pass for much more than they are worth. The
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i)rocess of investigation and reflection is too slow for

this wonderful age. But, after all, the mind must make

its way, step by step, in toilsome and laborious industry

—and this in the acquisition not only of human, but of

divine science. Its capacities are boundless, and can

be only gradually developed. The strength it needs

for higher efforts is acquired by the patient endurance

of present labour. We have aimed to regard this point

in the preparation of our books, viz. to bring the minds

of children to research, to severe thought, and to dili-

gent inquiry; and we invite an examination of them by

this principle.

The distaste for religious reading to which allusion

was just now made, can be completely counteracted by

nothing but the Spirit of God in the renovation of

the whole nature ; and hence religious books are to be

used like other means of grace. Children must be

invited and persuaded to read them as a matter ofduty.

The use and importance of religious knowledge must

be made apparent to them, and the kind and course of

religious reading should be prescribed, with wise refer-

ence to temper, character, and prevailing habits.

It is true that children cannot be forced to read

religious books; and it is equally true that they cannot

be forced to pray or study the Bible. But means may
be used to turn their minds to the subject, and to per-

suade them to contemplate it in its bearings upon their

true happiness and highest interests. Though it may
be in any form unwelcome, it may be more so in

some forms than in others. "Baxter's Call" presents

it in one way, and our story of '' Jonah Ross and his

Mother" presents it in another w^ay; and an injudi-

cious distribution of these two books would render them
both comparatively useless. There is a bold, abrupt,
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and unintelligible manner of introducing the subject of

relijrion in books as well as in conversation, which

greatly excites and strengthens this natural aversion;

so that we suffer, not only from the absence of all spirit-

ual taste, but from the vitiation or rather alienation of

the natural taste.

Without any undue partiality for our own books,

we may truly say, that their design is to present clearly

the doctrines and precepts of the Bible and the motives

to faith and obedience, as persuasively and inoffensively

as it can be done with all good fidelity to the soul.

The extent of their circulation must be left very much
to the piety and discernment of those who feed Christ's

lambs; for the principles on which the society is orga-

nized seem to forbid that we should avail ourselves of

the ordinary advantages of business men; so that un-

less the friends of moral and religious education on

scriptural principles, will interest themselves in the

distribution of the bread of life in the form in which

our books furnish it, it may moulder away upon our

shelves, while thousands and millions are perishing for

lack of it.

It has been well said, substantially, that the ques-

tion of a system of a moral education is, as it regards

the great mass of citizens, a question of reduction of

TAXATION—as it regards the few who constitute the

wealthier class, it is a question of security. In the

former case, it is a question what shall be the w^eight of

the public burdens; and in the latter, wdiat proportion

of wealth, or influence, or power, property-holders may
retain ; but cannot, if the multitude who represent the

physical force of the country be not so enlightened as

to become also a righteous moral force.

It is true, too, that the character of a generation,
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individual and national, is practically formed during

the first ten years of life. The impulses then co.nmu-

nicated, and the inclinations which then become habi-

tual, form the outlines of the character, influence, and

destiny of the man that is to be.

The great basis of our social system is laid in the

family. This relation is adapted by the creator and

moral governor of man to the immutable principles of

our nature; and it is here that the process of education

always begins. Under ordinary circumstances, what-

ever influence prevails at home, the cast and strength

of it will be unerringly indicated by the tastes and

habits of the children: and whatever defects exist in

this primary formation of character may be distinctly

traced in the subsequent history of the individual.

Intemperance, Sabbath-breaking, insubordination, con-

tempt of God and his revealed will, and a legion of kin-

dred sins, by which the peace of society is broken up,

its fairest and brightest hopes withered, and its heaviest

burdens accumulated,—may usually be attributed to

somethinof wrons^ at home.

It is then to the home of the child that \\ e must go

to exert that influence, whatever it is, under which we
would have the character of the man formed : and what
agency for this purpose can be compared, in fitness and

efficacy, to the Sunday-school? Surely none : and yet

its kind, and healthful, and indispensable influence is

exerted, at this moment, on much less, probably, than

one-fifth of the juvenile population of our country; and

upon that fifth, too, that needs it least of all.

It will be well to look for a moment at one of the

principal sources, or central points of this agency, and

to inquire into its appropriateness and capacity to attain

the end in view.
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The American Sunday-school Union has been or-

ganized nearly eleven years. Its measures have been

crowned with great success. No weapon formed against

it has been suffered to prosper, and many things that

were intended for its injury have resulted in its ad-

vancement. By the grace of God wx have been able

to maintain the broad principles of union on which

the Society was at first organized. The members of

our Board, however they may differ on points unessen-

tial to'salvation, stand shoulder to shoulder for the de-

fence and propagation of the truth as it is in Jesus

Christ. Whatever distractions and dissensions prevail

abroad, we have peace and unity in our deliberations

and decisions. Divested as w^e are of any denominational

character, we ,can go wdiere we w^ill as a Board, and

aslc the confidence and co-operation of Christians and

philanthropists of every class and name.

Our library and text books fully sustain and carry

cut the principles of the society. They teach those

truths of the gospel w^hich the Spirit of God employs

to convert and sanctify the soul : and they are so taught

and illustrated that children of tender age may compre-

hend their force and importance; while the form and

phraseology is made acceptable to every evangelical

mind. A similar assortment of juvenile religious books,

prepared on such principles and adapted to such ends,

cannot be found ; and we are increasing their number

and variety at the rate of from fifteen to twenty pages

daily.

The singleness and simplicity of our aim is worthy

of special consideration. It is to instruct, gratuitously,

on the Sabbath, in the truths of the Christian religion,

such children and youth as voluntarily assemble for

that purpose.

We would not willingly see this sacred and sublime
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design embarrassed by association with other objects.

In its simplest relations, it demands all the time and

thoucrht, and diliofence that other Sabbath duties do not

require, and, when prosecuted wisely and faithfully,

it must needs be prosecuted exclusively.

We enjoy an extent of co-operation which is highly

favourable to vigour and efficiency. The continuance

of the particular form of relationship which has pre-

vailed under our auxiliary system, is, in this view,

desirable ; but if this should pass away, still there is a

noble band of working men and women who teach in

our schools, and whose cordial confidence and sympa-

thy is with us; and in the great body of the church,

throughout our country, we have a host of steadfast and

warm-hearted patrons and coadjutors.

Ours is a cheaper process of education than the wit

of man ever yet devised. It is based upon strictly phi-

losophical principles—it is of universal applicability

—

and is, in its very nature, indefinitely expansive and

diffusive. With one hand we communicate a know-
ledge of the art of reading,—which ought to be done by
the commonwealth,—and with the other we supply

books. In one form we excite the desire of knowledg^e,

and in another v/e satisfy it. One part of our process

breaks up the fallow ground and prepares it for cultiva-

tion, and the other scatters the good seed and opens the

way for an abundant harvest. Wherever children can

be gathered together on the Sabbath, in any part of the

world, and a competent person can be found to teach

them, there the Sunday-school, in its untold blessings

and privileges, can be enjoyed.

There are other great and glorious plans of doing

good in this fallen world ; but it would not be difficult

to maintain the position, that, without this instru-
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mentality, or something substantially like it, they

will be pursued in vain. Hence nothing can be more
ill-judged than the effort which is sometimes made to

divert the attention of Sunday-school teachers from the

prosecution of their great work into other—though

Ihey may be very important and interesting—fields of

benevolent action. Let them do their Sunday-school

work well, and they will do well for every other inte-

rest of the Redeemer's kingdom.

We have thus briefly shown what the American
Sunday-school Union is, and we ask wise and good men
to lay hold of this prodigious power, and employ it for

the salvation of our happy land and of a dying world.

It is clear that nothing can sustain the fabric of

human society but the religion of the Bible. This

must ultimately become the groundwork of popular

education—not the reading of it merely—but the appli-

cation of its holy principles to every act of life and

to every purpose of the heart. Great efforts are made
to diffuse knowledge ; but knowledge is not, in itself,

a blessing to the individual, or to society. If the love

and fear of God is not the all-controlling, all -pervad-

ing, all-absorbing principle, it is very problematical

whether knowledge tends either to individual or na-

tional happiness.

Sunday-schools are relied upon by the community

to furnish scriptural knowledge to children. Their

obligation to do this has been publicly urged in justi-

fication of those law^ and regulations which exclude

from public schools all instruction of this kind, ex-

cept the mere reading of the Scriptures as a class-

book.
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In Prussia, it is well known, religion is the foun-

dation of the whole system of pubUc instruction. The

first two hours of every day are occupied in explain-

ino- and enforcing the duties of man towards his Crea-

tor, the constituted authorities of the country and

his fellow-creatures, as they are inculcated by the

gospel. In our country such a system would not be

tolerated. If the Universalist or the Freethinker

declines to have his children instructed at school in the

great truth of future accountabihty, though it is a

truth that lies at the very foundation of moral cha-

racter and social obligation, my children and your

children and our neighbour's children must, forsooth,

be uninstructed in it also.—Right or wrong, this is the

prevailing principle in most of our systems of public

instruction.

Under these circumstances the Sunday-school as-

sumes a transcendant importance. It is appointed to

turn the streams of divine knowledge and salvation

upon the popular institutions of human science; and

is thus to supply the only preservative against the

decay and ultimate dissolution of the body politic.

This is what Sunday-schools, rightly and fully em-

ployed, can do and must do.

It is truly marvellous that Christian men, and

friends to their country and their kind, so lightly

regard the existence of such a power and the need of

its efficient employment. To provide for the natural

increase of the w^hite native population of this country

requires, at the lowest estimate, a daily increase of

eleven new Sunday-schools of thirty pupils each, on an

average, and of thirty-three teachers to take charge of

them, and there is no reason to believe that the net

weehly increase is equal to this. So that at least

D
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three-fourths or three millions of our juvenile popu-

lation are at this moment destitute of Sunday-school

instruction. This number is increasing at the rate of

between three and four hundred every day ; and there

is no ground to suppose that any considerable portion

of them will ever be brought under the influence of

the gospel, unless it is done, and done at once, by

Sunday-schools. There is no other agency that can

reach them but the direct miraculous agency of Al-

mighty power.

The case we present, then, is one of intense inte-

rest. The men of 1S75 can now be brought under

the safe and benign influence of divine truth ; they

can be collected in little groups all over the land,

and even a timid woman can arrest their attention,

secure their confidence, and infuse into their tender

minds the divine principles of love, forgiveness, truth,

peace, benevolence and patriotism. Her meek and

tender eye can control their impatience, and her soft

voice can hush the tumult of their passions. Ay,

and much more than this. By the grace which is

divinely promised, she can bring them on their knees

in cheerful and submissive obedience to the will of

their heavenly Father, and send them away from this

retired and humble training, in the favour and strength

of the Lord God of Hosts. Let this hallowed influence

be brought to bear on two millions of boys in our land

at this moment; let it be increased and extended to

meet the increasing and extending demand for it ; let it

be seen, two or three years hence, in the ranks of our

apprentices, clerks, and school-boys; let it be traced, a

little while later, in work-shops, counting-houses and

collesfes- let it then come out in the social and ci^il
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relations of life; and finally show itself in a generation

of fathers, masters, magistrates, legislators and citizens;

and all this is but the legitimate fruit of Sunday-school

influence, when the machinery is fairly w^orked.

A self-governed people must also be self-protected.

And it may be regarded as a maxim, that ourpo7ver of

self-protection is co-extensive with our power of moral

education, and depends upon it. So far as we can secure

the intelligence and moral purity of the people, so far,

and no farther, we have a permanent protecting power.

If we can infuse into the minds and hearts of a w^hole

generation the abiding and controlling principle of the

fear of God, teaching them to understand and submit

to the Government of governments, the King of kings,

and Lord of lords ; this, and this alone, is a safe reliance.

It is doubted by some w^hether Sunday-schools are

sufficiently permanent and efficient to meet the sup-

posed exigency. That auxiliary agencies wall be re-

quired we freely admit. Great sacrifices of personal

ease and advancement must be made; labour and

money must be expended promptly and generously,

without stint or grudging; well-educated, pious teachers,

must go beyond the mountains into destitute sections

of our country, and open daily schools of a high order

—not for fortune or fame, but for Christ and the

country.

A single fact will illustrate the necessity of such

efforts.—An institution was lately incorporated in Indi-

ana for the education of common school teachers. An
investigation into the state of popular eduation was
made, and a report of the result communicated to the
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legislature. That report states, that not more than

one in six of the population under fifteen years of age

can read, and, that of the teachers, some are profane,

some intemperate, and some notoriously debauched !*

But yesterday a letter was received from a gentle-

man of great intelligence, who has been long a resident

in Illinois, assuring us that the apathy of friends, the

virulence of opposers, and the want of means, do not,

in their triple influence, present an obstacle so great,

so absolutely insurmountable, as the want of qualified

and enfya^ed teachers. What benevolent heart could

ask a more grateful employment, than to put into the

hands of upwards of 200,000 children and youth in

a single State, a key to the treasures of infinite wisdom
and knowledge; connecting with the communication

of human science, the inculcation of those precious

truths which enlighten, sanctify, and save the soul.

Give to the children of the western world the power to

read our books, and, in dependence on God's blessing,

we will be responsible that neither popery nor infidelity

shall reign there. For vre could then pour down upon

her rich and beautiful vales and prairies, the radiance

of divine truth in ten thousand times ten thousand

streams; so that the light of the moon should be as the

light of the sun; and the light of the sun should be

sevenfold as the light of seven days.

Commit a child to a faithful, intelligent, and judi-

cious Sunday-school teacher ; let him hear from Sab-

bath to Sabbath the simplest truths of our holy religion,

and learn to read them in his own Bible, while he sees

them illustrated in the life and conversation of his

* We do not vouch for the correctness of this statement ; we nrive it as it

is published.
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teacher, and there is kindled up in the soul of that child

a light which neither pontiffs nor princes can extin-

guish. Impressions are made upon his immortal mind,

which no power on earth or in hell can efface. Spread,

then, the hght of the knowledge of the glory of God in

the face of Jesus Christ. Spread it far and wide

;

convey it to every dwelling-place, and to the mind of

every child and youth in, our borders. Let five hun-

dred thousand dollars (only the private fortune of

hundreds of our citizens) be expended annually, for five

years, in the thousand counties which lie west of the

Alleo^hanies and south of the Ohio and Missouri rivers,

in just the same way, substantially, as $75,000 or

$100,000 have been already expended there by the

American Sunday-school Union, and skepticism and

corrupt religion, though sustained by power, interest,

and wealth, domestic and foreign, must yield to the

pressure.

The domestic operations of our society then should

be extended at once FIFTY-FOLD. The vastness

of the work to be done should only inspire resolution

and zeal, while we humbly cast ourselves on the grace

of Him, from whom all holy desires, all good counsels,

and all just works do proceed.

But there is another and a most interesting field

opened before us. Our books are finding their way
abroad, and if adequate means were furnished, we might

safely engage that thousands and millions of them
should be read by those to whom they are now inacces-

sible.

A joint letter oa this subject, from two very intelli-

gent gentlemen in Calcutta, is subjoined to the present

report. Mr. Treveljan, who occupies an important
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post ill the civil government of the country, and Mr.

Pearce, who is the very intelligent and devoted super-

intendent of the London Baptist niissionary press in

Calcutta, have united in the monthly publication of a

select list of such books, naaps, and other nneans and

appliances of education, as they can confidently recom-

mend on the principle of universal utility, for general

introduction into schools and school libraries. With
this view, they have ordered several complete sets of

our publications, and express the most unqualified confi-

dence that the circulation of them will increase with

a rapidity that will be as gratifjing to us and to them-

selves as it will be beneficial to the country. They tell

us, that the teeming myriads of India require no con-

tracted efforts for their benefit—that among 100,000,000

vrho may be immediately or remotely benefited by our

exertions, three hundred descend to the grave every hour

—that the seminaries in which English is taught

include several thousands of scholars, almost entirely

of the influential classes; that they have no appropriate

school-books in that language, which are at all fitted to

elevate the moral character of the pupils, or to give

them such an acquaintance with the gospel as may
qualify them to judge of its truth or importance. Why
then shall not our books be thrown upon the shores of

India in such quantities, that all who can and will read

them shall be supplied ? The fact that so wide a door

is opened for the introduction of the treasures of English

literature and English piety, and that too without any

elaborate process of preparation, is of itself a volume of

conclusive reasoning and ripe eloquence.

In Orissa, (as we are assured by ^e Rev. Mr. Sut-

ton, who has been labouring successfully at that post

in connexion with the English Baptist Mission,) our
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books might be introduced without difficulty, and they

would be sought after and read by four or five millions

of their people. Casts of our cuts can be furnished at

one-fourth (and in many cases at one-eighth) of the

original cost of engraving, and such a book as "Catha-

rine Gray," or "The Bad Boy's Progress," the engrav-

ings and copyright of which constitute the chief item^

of expense, might be rendered into the native language^

and sold at about one-third less than it costs us. Our
Natural History in numbers was used as a text-book

in the native schools of Bombay, within eighteen months

after it left our press,*

Could we do less than assure our brethren, as we
have done, that when these facts shall be known, a

spirit of benevolence would be awakened in behalf of

India in the bosoms of a multitude of American Chris-

tians, which would never decline, while an idol or an

idolater should be found in all her wide dominions?

The prospect of any considerable circulation of our

books in foreign languages, cannot but deeply interest

those who are employed in the preparation of them.

The case is known to us of an individual, who has been

for years grievously afflicted with a chronic disease,

whose thoughts and views on the great doctrines and

duties of religion are stereotyped in some fifteen or

twenty of our books, and have been communicated

already to thousands and thousands of the children and

youth of our own and other lands, and are destined, w^e

doubt not, still to exert an influence, wide as the world,

and vast as eternity. In such a day as this, no man

* An interesting letter from Rev. Wm. Ramsay, missionary in Bombay, show-

ing at large in what way our publications can be made serviceable at that station,

will be found in Appendix B.
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that is worthy to be called a man, need live an hour

no, not a moment, without advancing, in some form and

measure, the happiness and glory of his race.

Christian brethren and friends, we meet here to he

excited to duty. It is not a time for theory and decla-

mation. The world lies in wickedness; the immortal

spirits of men are flying in myriads to the other world,

to receive according to the deeds done in the body.

The gospel of the grace of God is in our hand?. It

is needed bv all. It is meant for all. It is sufficient

for all. And the last injunction of the divine Redeemer
was, that it shall be preached to all. Literal obedience

to this command is practicable. No obstacle is known
to the universal diffusion of the gospel, which faith and

jabour cannot and has not in some form surmounted.

We need not detain you to show to what extent and

with what effect the church may employ the agency

of Sunday-schools, in accomplishing the work which

is given her to do. We believe it to be the language

of sober truth, that if the church of Christ, since the

year eighteen hundred, had done all that Sunday-schools

alone would have enabled her to do for the conversion

of the world, the gospel would be preached, at this mo-

ment, to every kindred, and people, and tongue upon

the face of the earth. If, for the last thirty years, the

industry, intelligence, faith and prayer of the church

had been brought to bear upon the minds and hearts

of the children and youth that could easily have been

collected into Sunday-schools during that period

—

wherever the eye could turn, from sea to sea, and from

shore to shore, the messengers of mercy and grace

would now be seen, passing to and fro, binding up

the broken-hearted, proclaiming liberty to the cap-
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tive, and the opening of the prison to them that are

bound.

We cannot suffer the occasion to pass without a

word of encourao^ement and exhortation to those en-

gaged in the difficult, yet delightful labour of teaching.

Brethren and friends, beloved for your work's sake

—

we do most earnestly beseech you to give yourselves,

with new diligence, to the great work you have in

hand—for great indeed it is—whether you regard the

interests involved or the results which may—na\^, must

—follow to 3'ourselves and your pupils. It is not too

much to say that the power, moral and physical, by

means of which the world is to be converted to God, is

in your hands. The dirty ragged child, that flies from

the light of day to hide his shame, might be fitted to

occupy such a post as INIorrisen held, and exert" an

immeasurable pov/er over thousands and millions of

immortal minds.—Never since the world began was a

sound mind in a sound body worth more for the cause

of the Redeemer, than it is now. You see how deep

and dreadful is the gloom that hangs over the greater

part of our world, and it is to be dissipated only by the.

light of the gospel. That light is to be held forth by
human hands. Health, fortune, home, life, all—ail

must become subordinate to this exalted end—the

salvation of souls. Do you know that the children of

your classes are called to become the sons and daughters

of the Lord Almighty, and that you are teaching them
the truth by which we are sanctified and made meet
for his presence? Do you know that the power of the

grace of God is to be displayed in them, and that they

are to become, in his service and by his strength, the

messengers of his salvation? Can you contemplate
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your relations to the kingdom of God's dear Son, and

not be excited? We would persuade you to keep very

near to the cross of Christ. Meditate more—much
more—on the great mystery of godliness. Bear high

the standard of personal piety, of holy life and action.

Keep your own eye and the eyes of your children stead-

fastly fixed upon the Author and Finisher of our faith.

Be one of the few or the many that assemble together

on the second Monday evening of the month, for com-

mon supplication in behalf of Sunday-schools. Main-

tain stated seasons of secret prayer, with specific refer-

ence to your own class, and to each individual of it by

name. Follow your prayers and labours. Look after

your classes from day to day, and make their salvation

the great business of your life. Expect the promised

blessing, and patiently wait for it; but wait in the

attitude and spirit of expectation

—

wait working—for

you shall receive in due time, and your joy shall be full.

You see what is to be done. Are you on the Lord's

side?—For we must say to you, as the officers of the

Jewish army were instructed to say to their people, on

the eve of battle, ''What man is there that is fearful

and faint-hearted? Let him go and return unto his

hou^e, lest he make his brethren's heart faint, as well

a^ his heart!"
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Statement of the Cash lieceipts and Expenditures of the .American

Sundaij-school Union,from March 1, 1834, to Feb, 28, 1835.

J3v. I'o Balance on hand from last year, - $1,288 40
Amount received from depositories, societies, and

individuals in payment of debts and for books sold, 40,988 '2«j

Amount borrowed, 23,08-2 18
Donations to Southern Fund, - - - - 9.053 74
Valley Fund, 8,127 55
Foreign Fund, 1,532 71

General Fund, 8,125 38
Missionary Fund, - - - - - - 149 35

$92,347 57

^X* ^y Salaries, including secretary, editors, superinten-

dent of book-store, book-keeper, salesmen, clerks,

and labourers, - - $7,113 86
" Salaries to agents and missionaries, and travelling

expenses, --.--.. 6,555 07
" Loans paid, 31,500 00
" Paper, 8,719 62
" Printing and stereotyping, ----- 7,755 70
" Binding, 13,884 54
" Interest on mortgage and loans and discounts, - 2,530 68
" Copyrights, - 1,538 80
" Wood and metal engravings, - . - - 782 41
*' Postage, 513 26
" Merchandise, packing-boxes, freight, stationary,

newspapers and advertising, insurance, taxes,

fuel, and incidental expenses, - . - - 10,533 53
» Balance in hand, 920 10

$92,347 5:

The American Sunday-school Union is indebted for money borrowed to the amount oT fifty-

c!ie thousand eight hundred and eighty-two dollars sixty cents, on which they are paying
interest, viz.

To Savins Fund Society, .... §20,000 00
" Paul Beck, jun 10,000 00
" Alexander tienry, 6,500 00
" William Howe, - 3,586 15
" Other individuals and societies, . . 7,796 45
" Loan obtained on credit of individuals,

members of the Board, . . . . 4,000 00

•51,882 60
John Goddard,
Cornelius Stevenson, ^ Committee of Accounts.
J. B. Trevor,
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CONSTITUTION.

Art. I. This Society shall be known by the name of the "American Scxdat

SCHOOL Uwiox."—Its objects are to concentrate the efforts of Sabbath-school

Societies in the different sections of our country—to strengthen the hands of the

friends of rcUgious instruction on the Lord's-da}-—to disseminate useful informa-

tion—circulate moral and religious publications in every part of the land, and to

endeavour to plant a Sunday-school wherever there is a population.

Art. II. Each subscriber of three dollars annually, shall be a member.—Each

subscriber paying thirty dollars at one time, shall be a member for Ufe. Sunday

school Societies or Unions sending a copy of their constitution, list of their oflScers,

and an annual report, shall be auxiliary, and be entitled to purchase books at the

reduced prices.

Art. IIL The affairs and funds of this Society shall be under the direction of a

Board, consisting of a President, V^ice Presidents, a Corresponding Secretary, Re-

cording Secretary, Treasurer, and thirty-six Managers, twenty-four of whom shall

reside in the city of Philadelphia or its vicinity. The Managers shall be divided

into three classes, whose terms of service shall be respectively one, two, and three

years ; but they may be re-elected.

Art. IV. The officers and Managers shall be laymen, and shall be elected by

ballot

Art. V. The Managers shadl annually elect all officers of the Society, fill vacan-

cies in their own body, make their own by-laws, publish such books, periodical

works, and tracts, as they may deem expedient, and may adopt such other mea-

sures as may, in their opinion, promote the objects of the Association. Seven

Managers shall constitute a quorum.

Art. VI. The annual meetings of the Society shall be held at Pliiladelphia, on

the first Tuesday after the 20th of May, when the proceedings of the past year

shall be reported, the accounts presented, and the Managers chosen. Fifteen mem-

bers shall constitute a quorum. If a quorum does not appear on the day of the

annual meeting, the election of Managers shall take place at the next meeting

whenever a quorum appears, and the Managers of the Society shall remain in

office until a new election takes piece.

Art VII. Special meetings of the Society shall be called by the President, or in

his absence by either of the Vice Presidents, at the written request of six Ma-

nagers; of which meeting three days' pubUc notice shall be given.

Art. VIII. Oflicers of Sunday-school Unions auxiliary to this Society, and clei-

gymen whose schools are attached to it, shall have the privilege of attending the

stated mestings of the Board of Managers.

Art. IX. No alteration in this constitution shall take place, unless the same shall

oe proposed, in writing, to the Board of Managers at least three months previoua

to its adoption, and be approved by two thirds of the members present, at a meet-

ing duly notified.



THE SERVICES

Of tlie Twelfth Anniversary of the American Sunday-school

Union took place in Philadelphia, on ^londay and Tuesday,

the 23d and 24th days of May.

ANNUAL SERMON.

On Monday evening* a sermon was preached by the Rev.

James B. Taylor, of Virginia, on the ''Exigencies and Re-
sponsibilities of the Tillies,''^ from the texts, iVIatt. xvi. 3, and

Isa. xxxiii. 6, " Can ye not discern the signs of the times .^"

^'IFisdom and knoicledge shall he the stability of the times."''

The preacher reviewed the state of the world, and of our coun-

try in particular, with respect to the existing condition of know-
ledge, public morals, and religion, and showed the necessity

and obligation of united Christian effort to remedy the evils

which abound. He argued that one of the most effectual means
of accomplishing this, was to imbue the young with right prin-

ciples, and asserted the peculiar adaptedness of the Sunday-
school system, conducted on the principles of Christian union,

and with the aid of its library, to diffuse the gospel and bring it

into contact with the common mind. As the sermon will be

speedily published, and within the reach of those who desire to

possess it, we commend it to the serious consideration of all

who are disposed to take Christian views of the signs of the

times.

ANNIVERSARY SERVICES.

The Annual Meeting of the society was held on Tuesday
afternoon.

The President took the chair, and the meeting was opened
with prayer by the Rev. Professor McLean, of New Jersey.

The Treasurer read his report ; and the annual report of the

Managers was read by one of the Secretaries.

The Rev. Dr. Babcock, President of Waterville College,

Maine, moved that (he report be accepted, and referred to the

boird for publication.

In offering this resolution he referred to various particulars

3



in which the constitution of the Union proved its adaptedness
to do good. It is independent in its action, so that if all other

enterprises were blotted out, it would commend itself to every
mind as full of blessing to the world. And though all the ad-

vantages of the system might not be seen at first view, it had
enough in its simplest form to fill the mind with that impulse

which it may well be believed was inspired by the Holy Spirit

m its founder—TRY.
The institution is calculated to sustain the fabric of our liber-

ties, and perpetuate our republican freedom. The tree of life

should be planted by the side of the tree of liberty, and their

blessings be enjoyed together. An enlightened spirit of politi-

cal economy is promoted by the tendency of this system of

knowledge, showing that our prosperity as a nation is identified

with that of other nations, and that the patriot should desire

the peace and welfare of all. It promotes intellectual advance-

ment ; creates a healthful moral standard, and, above all, is

adapted to give a sure Christian hope to the rising generation.

These various instances of its adaptedness to do good, show
that the plan has only to be examined to be approved. Though
apparently humble as an instrumentality, it is capable of exert-

ing a mighty power. Vice and infidelity may approach with

colossal front, but the smooth stone from the sling of the strip-

ling shall lay them in the dust.

Much more danger is to be apprehended from apathy than

opposition. Every one is ready to admit the excellence of the

plan; but this is not enough: we must warm our hearts, and
bestir ourselves to excite others to promote the work. The
speaker had admired the provision at Fair Mount for the sup-

ply of the city with water. Such it seemed to him was the

trnion, as a moral reservoir, to this land and to other countries.

We can only estimate its value by tracing out the streams which
flow from it. He had known forty young men in Maine to

bind themselves together—not like " the more than forty" who
bound themselves under a great curse, that they would eat

nothing until they had slain Paul—but to devote themselves to

the work of gathering the young for instruction in the gospel,

and they collected more than a large sanctuary could hold, and
he knew of several in a single one of these schools who indulged

a hope in Christ. But the work of the society is not finished;

it is just begun. It must be attended to, and he fully agreed

with the sentiment of the report that ministers must not post-

pone the education of the young for other departments of labour.

The Rev. Mr. Lippincott, agent of the society in Illinois,

next addressed the meeting.

i



He said he did not rise as an advocate of the institution, but

appeared as a witness from the West, and he was willing to an-

swer any questions that might be proposed to him in relation to

the state of Sabbath-schools there. He was glad to see the pro-

minence that had been given in the report to the Valley of the

Mississippi. You, said Mr. L., live on the borders, and shall not

we who live in the centre soon be sending out an influence to

you .'* You must then direct your greatest efforts to the West,
if you desire to accomplish the most extensive good. Rumours
have gone abroad that our population is new and scattered, and
that Sunday-schools cannot be sustained. He knew that they

can be and are sustained, and that they are doing good. He
could testify particularly of their usefulness as precursors of the

preaching of the gospel. There are multitudes of places where
a preacher cannot be procured or a church formed. But in al-

most all these cases a school can be organized, and he believed it

was uniformly the fact that the neighbourhoods that sustained

schools were the first to take steps to obtain the services of the

ministry.

He had found in frequent instances that the hearts of the

young had been prepared in the school for the appeals of the

preacher, and that the visit of a minister often resulted in the

speedy conversion of numbers of those w'ho had thus been taught.

He remembered visiting one church that had been without a

pastor ever since it had been founded. A school had been com-
menced by a family, the influence of which soon extended to

others, and he found on his visit a state of preparation and ripe-

ness for the preaching of the word, and a great blessing soon

followed. The same occurred at another destitute place at which
he preached after a long interval, during which the people had

heard but one sermon. But the Sunday-school had been main-

tained, and the fruits of its instructions were soon manifest in

many converts. A revival of religion, under similar circum-

stances, took place in a neighbourli'ood where a female teacher

from Philadelphia had established a school, and most of those

who became communicants referred their impressions to the

school. There was therefore great reason to urge the esta-

blishment of Sunday-schools in advance of the stated ministry,

where the latter cannot be obtained.

There is money in the West, and the people are willing to use

it aright. Still, if schools are to spread, it must be through the

agency of this society. The people have not the time to attend

to it ; they are kept constantly at work, or in going after the

necessaries of life. He had known a family to think themselves

well off who liad procured two hundred weight of flour, after



going a journey of two days to obtain it. Not only has the land

to be cultivated, but the house and the barn must be built and

the fields enclosed. And this is the state of the new settle-

ments in the West, and will be so for a long time. Time will

improve this as cultivation advances and the facilities of trade

are increased. In 1831, he organized a church on the Missis-

sippi, consisting of eight members. In 1835, that church con-

tributed ^600 for foreign missions ; in two weeks afterwards S800
to domestic missions ; and soon again ^350 for Sunday-schools.

It had also pledged Si 000 to the temperance cause. We only

want time. Last winter he saw the family of a venerable mi-

nister living in miserable cabins, whilst the father, though he

has been labouring half a century in the service of the West, had
left his farm to present in the East the moral necessities of the

West. Send us help. And let parents and families remember
that when they are called upon to contribute to the diffusion of

religious institutions in the Valley, they are probably providing

for their own children and relatives. They will come to the

W^est What kind of influence do you wish to have around
them ? Would you have them introduced to the gaming-table

and the race-ground, or to the society of such as are devoted

to the pursuit of wealth as the chief good ? Or would you have
them the companions of the virtuous and of those who have been
taught the gospel ?

The Rev. Mr. Taylor, of Virginia, remarked-—That he sup-

posed no one could hear the Report without feeling disposed to

address a song of praise to the Being who has so highly prospered

this society. It appeared that although not one-fourth of the

auxiliaries had reported, more than three thousand souls were
represented as having been brought to a saving knowledge of

the truth in connexion with the schools. There is danger of

forgetting our indebtedness to the Divine Spirit for all the bless-

ing that attends these efforts.

As the previous speakers had testified that there was still

much to be done in the North and the West, he could add that

there was great need of the society's extended operations in the

Southern states. He believed that not more than one-twentieth

part of the children of Eastern Virginia are in Sabbath-schools,

and he presumed a similar statement might be made with regard

to the whole South. The great emigration that is going on from
the South to the West is an additional argument for the instruc-

tion of the families who are to establish themselves in that

region.

The people are willing to act in this enterprise. If the objects

of this Union should be brought prominently before the churches,



they would do their duty. They have not engaged as systema-

tically in Christian benevolence as their means would allow.

But it will be one efiect of training a generation from childhood

in the principles of the gospel, that they will inquire, " Lord,
whdt wilt thou have us to do ?"

He would join his brethren therefore in urging the society to

go forward, and he hoped the President would live to see the

day when not a single neighbourhood would be destitute of the

holy and happy influence of a Sunday-school.

The Rev. JNIr. Suddards, of Philadelphia, remarked—That it

was with no ordinary pleasure he met the society on this occa-

sion, and saw the President in his place apparently in better

health than when he first knew him. It was in his character as

the President of this Union that he had first become acquainted

with him, and he hoped always to know him in this relation.

He expressed the hope that he might live long to preside over
the society, and that it would live long after he had gone to his

rest.

He had great reason to remember Sunday-schools with grati-

tude. He had once been a pupil in his native country, (Eng-
land,) and on leaving the school a small Bible was presented to

him by his teacher, with the prayer that it might be instrumental

in promoting his eternal welfare. It was however thrown aside

and neglected. Two years afterwards his mind was turned to

religious inquiry, he resorted to his Sunday-school Bible, and
the impressions of the truth became more and more deep. His
companions jeered and ridiculed him, but the influences of the

Spirit and the prayers of his teacher followed him, and he ob-

tained no rest till he found it at the foot of the cross in the peace-

speaking blood of Jesus. His anxiety was then strongly excited

for the salvation of his companions, and all of them, with one
exception, became, in the course of time, followers of Christ.

One ^ied a missionary in the West Indies. Another is a preacher

of the gospel in England. A third is a pious merchant in that

country. The one excepted, was the son of an infidel, who had
trained him in his sentiments. The father forfeited his life for a

conspiracy against the government, and whilst lying in prison

gave this son, as a parting gift, a copy of Paine's Age of Reason.
The speaker met him soon afterwards, and expostulated with him
on his unbelief. The young man produced his Pune, with the

inscription on it, " Presented to , by his father, whilst

confined in Cold Bath Fields Prison." The spciker produced
his Bible inscribed, " From his Sunday-school teacher, with his

prayer for his eternal welfare." But the unbeliever would not

yield. The last time he had heard of him he had gone to
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France, and was engaged as a leader in the Three Days' Revolu-
tion. But even yet he might become a trophy of grace.

Mr. Suddards then remarked on the fact that the decline and
advancement of religion have always been parallel with the de-

cline and advancement of knowledge, and referred to the history

of the Roman empire, the dark ages, the rise of Papacy, the

revival of letters, and the reformation, as proofs of the import-

ance of intelligence and learning in advancing religion. He had
been much impressed with a sentiment uttered by Mr. Freling-

huysen at the last anniversary, that such were the combinations

of evil and disorder in this country, that without the conserva-

tive principles of religion and knowledge the days of this

republic are numbered. He had kept this remark in his mind
during the past year as a kind of prophet's scroll, and he had
seen strong corroboration of its truth. Infidelity could openly
find champions ; though it was an encouraging fact, that after a

debate of several nights' continuance, a large audience decided
by acclamation that the advocate of unbelief was defeated. Infi-

delity is a monster that must not be suffered to live. Another
portentous danger is ignorance. The doctrine that it is danger-

ous to teach the poor to read the Bible, is a libel on common
sense, and on the golden rule. To instruct the ignorant and to

disseminate the Bible, is only dangerous to that system of spu-

rious Christianity which is based on ignorance. In spite of the

anathemas from such a quarter, let this society go on in forming
a reading, thinking, praying, and believing people, and its

enemies will be brought to say with the son of Poor, " Hiow
shall I curse, whom God hath not cursed ? or how shall I defy,

whom the Lord hath not defied ?"

Gen. P. T. Smith, of the state of New York, next addressed

the meeting.

He too appeared as a witness, rather than as an advocate—

a

witness for Him who had said of his people, " Ye are mr wit-

nesses." He had given nearly all his life to the world, and

nothing to Christ; and only lately had he tasted of those things,

which "eye hath not seen, nor ear heard ; neither have entered

into the heart of man," but which God reveals by his Spirit.

He had spent nearly two years in the South ; during one of

which he was in East Florida, and was able to establish a school

of between 40 and 50, at least one-half of whom were the child-

ren of Roman Catholic parents, who readily consented to their

attendance, if no text-book but the Bible should be used. He
found that cliiidren made the best missionaries to bring other

children to school. They had more influence than a teacher in

such a case. And lie would press upon the friends of the insti-



tution the duty of greater effort to increase the number of pupils.

It was distressing to observe how many thousands even in this

city are left on the Sabbath without religious instruction, wlio

could easily be brought into the schools.

He appealed to mothers to give greater attention to tlic moral

education of their children, and to make the school their help,

not their substitute. The sentiment should be constantly held

before children, that, until they arc Christians, the great pur-

pose of their life is not fulfilled. They should realize that to

love and serve God, is their earliest and perpetual duty.

Among the stumbling-blocks in the way of the gospel, the

prevalence of intemperance is one of the greatest ; and there is

no way so sure of establishing temperance, as by training up
the young in right habits, and in correct views of their duty in

this respect. He could not in this place recommend associa-

tions in Sabbath-schools, for objects separate from their single

purpose ; but he believed that the study of the Bible doctrines

on the duties of temperance, prepared the mind better than any
thing else for the engagement of the usual pledge. The child's

appetite is still natural. It is, therefore, no revolution for him
to abstain from ardent spirits. There are differences of opinion

as to connecting temperance societies with Sunday-schools, and
as to the propriety of encouraging children to enter into pro-

mises of the kind. Prudence on these points is essential. The
Juvenile Temperance Society need not to be connected with
the school as such; and discrimination should be employed as

to the ages and other circumstances of the pupils. He knew
many intemperate lads, and he saw no means of putting a de-

cided stop to the progress of intemperance, if we could not

begin our efforts with the young mind.

The meeting was closed with the benediction by the Rev.
Mr. WoLLE, of Philadelphia.
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REPORT.

Reviewing the history of the society during the short

period of its existence, it is interesting to observe how
rapidly its scope has enlarged from year to year up to

the present commemoration of its twelfth anniversary.

The views of its founders did not venture beyond the

more immediate purpose of establishing schools for the

instruction of children on the Sabbath, and supplying

them with the requisite elementary books. In order to

carry out the system of religious education, it was

found necessary that books should be furnished to the

children to occupy their minds when they were away
from the influence of the school, and to keep up the

good impressions and expand the knowledge communi-

cated on the Sabbath. The plan of attaching a suffi-

cient library to each school was therefore adopted, and

the efforts of the society were vigorously directed to

supplying this department of the system. As the libra-

ry volumes increased in number and variety, it was

found that their readers w^ere far from being limited to

the pupils of the schools. The elder brothers and sis-

ters, the parents, the relatives and neighbours, were

found to peruse the Sabbath-school books with pleasm*e

and instruction. A new channel for incalculable bene-

fit now opened to the society. They had unexpectedly

found the means of engaging the attention of a mass
of minds, w^hose capacity, taste, and pursuits are un-

friendly to the more elaborate .style of religious compo-

13
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sition, but who are edified by the simple works pre-

pared for the young. The grand idea was developed,

that by the publications of the society access for evan-

gelical-truth was opened to all the families of the land,

any of whose members could read, and that its system

of instruction furnished the universal means of enabling

those to read who as yet could not. A means, unequal-

led in facility and power, seemed to be manifested, of

bringing the gospel to the people in the way most like-

ly to engage their attention and favour its diffusion,

by introducing it to the fireside, and making it the sub-

ject of conversation and inquiry at the home. It was

seen that by the construction of these publications the

attention of their readers was drawn directly and prac-

tically to the Bible, and that by this means, combined

wuth the influence brought back by the attendants of the

Sabbath-school, the Bible was brought into increased

use, the neglected place of worship was sought, or if

none existed it was thought necessary to establish one.

The love of reading, and the habit of studying the Scrip-

tures, were excited ; other books were sought ; and the

way was opened for the distribution of larger volumes

of established reputation and value. The Sabbath-

sciiool book uttered its reproofs to the intemperate, the

Sabbath-breaker, the profane father, the careless mother,

the vicious children. This plan, connected with the

instructions of the prudent and pious teacher to the

child, and his friendly visits to its home, seemed to be

the most promising of any that had been devised to save

our country from the evils of vice, infidelity, and igno-

rance, and to supply the destitution of the ordinary

means of grace.

To this vast application of its means of doing good, the

society has kept a constant regard ; and they have so
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varied the form, style, and subject of their publications,

as to adapt them as far as possible to this general use,

whilst in no case do they find it necessary to transcend

the peculiar wants of the 8abbath-school library. For
though many of our books are valuable helps to students

of the Bible in any stage of education, and furnish mat-

ter adapted to the most cultivated taste, we believe there

are none in our catalogue which are not within the pro-

per range of Sabbath-school literature.

To this view of the adaptedness of our publications to

universal use, the board desire to call the special atten-

tion of the society and the public. To make them an-

swer to the fullest extent the purposes for which they are

fitted, we should have the means of constantly employ-

ing the best writers to increase their number and vari-

ety; we should be able to keep greater editions on

hand ; to put them at a price so low as to encourage

large purchases ; to distribute them below cost, or gra-

tuitously, to new and poor schools ; to furnish them
cheaply for parish and neighbourhood libraries ; to esta-

blish depositories of them where they could be easily

accessible by the whole country ; to place them on the

steamboats and other vessels of our immense inland

navigation ; to distribute to the families of emigrants as

they pass to the Valley of the Mississippi ; to give to

common schools, especially in the country ; to place in

orphan asylums, alms-houses, prisons, at military posts,

in commercial and naval vessels, and wherever else there

is an opportunity to excite or gratify a taste for reading.

But in reviewing the rapid enlargement of the com-

pass of our operations, we have not only to consider the

openings made in our own country. The progress of

Christianity abroad has created a boundless and unex-

pected demand for our labours. For ^several years past
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foreign missionaries have,begun to place special reliance

on schools for their ultimate success in breaking the do-

minion of Paganism. Their general testimony, in all

parts of the heathen world, is, that the power of imme-
morial superstition and degradation must be broken in

childhood, and that the hope of an adequate supply of

Christian preachers for the heathen world rests chiefly

upon the training of a native ministry. Accordingly,

schools for infants and youth are multiplying at every

station, and not less than 2500 such institutions already

exist in all the quarters of the world. For these schools

elementary w^orks are essential, and as the scholars ad-

vance, suitable books must be supplied, or they will have

nothing to read but the idle, licentious, or false produc-

tions which heathen literature furnishes. What an in-

calculable advantage is it to lead a mind throughout the

stages of education by the help of useful books, and

under the instruction of pious teachers ! Such is the ad-

vantage of heathen schools in the charge of missionaries,

and such are the books and helps of various kinds w^hich

we have all ready, and only to be translated with few or

no modifications, to meet in a large degree the w^ants of

the foreign seminaries. A large field is open for most

of our publications without translation or change, in

countries where the English is taught to Pagans, or

where it is already becoming the popular language, as in

India, where millions of English books can find readers

anxious to possess themselves of simple works to assist

them in perfecting their use of the language.

In this manner has the importance of the society's

station increased, and the responsibility which has thus

accumulated upon the managers has been no less un-

foreseen, than it is now perceived to be weighty. But

whilst they feel their obligation to meet this state of
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things with all the energy and wisdom they can bring

to the cause, the Christian public should be made sensi-

ble of the claims that the course of Providence, in rela-

tion to tho society, makes upon them to enable us to

meet the opportunit}^ and fulfil our task. It is not

a small requisition that tlio Lord has made of a society

before whom he spreads such a field. To direct the

means of bringing the children of our country under

Christian education— to reach, through them, each

family and individual, is to exert no trifling influence on

the character of the present and of future generations.

And it will be no trifling guilt, if the present opportu-

nity of employing those means to the most extensive

advantao^e, be lost throug^h the indifference of the dis-

ciples of the Saviour. The man who would retard the

progress of common education, good order, and pure

morals in this mighty population, would incur public

infamy. And what shall measure the shame of him
who would not only be guilty of such moral treason to

his country, but would refuse to aid the effort to lay

deep in the infancy of our institutions the foundations

of Bible truth and Bible holiness

!

Soon after the last annual meeting of the Union, the

board made a change in the mode of operation, which

has had some effect in increasing the efficiency of their

ororanization. As the duties of the several standino^

committees increased, it was found to be difficult for

the board to bring the various branches of the business

committed to them into prompt and united operation.

The very reports of each committee's proceedings were

often so voluminous as to fill up most of the time of the

stated meetings of the board, and much time was lost

for want of some power that could keep in view all the

departments of our operations. It was therefore de-

a
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termined to make the experiment of confiding the

general control of the business to an executive com-

mittee of seven members. The proceedings of this

committee are required to be reported in full to the

Ijoard twice every month, subject to their revision. It

meets statedly every week, but is called together as

often in the interval as the business of the society

requires. The board have acted on this arrangement

for nearly eleven months, and it is believed that all that

was anticipated in the increased promptness and unity

of action has been realized.

Immediately after this organization, a general plan, for

the more vigorous operation of the society, was adopted.

For this purpose, the United States and Territories

were divided into five districts, or chief agencies.

I. The New England States, with the exception of

Connecticut.

II. Connecticut, New York, and the counties of

Sussex, Bergen, Morris, Essex, Somerset, and Middle-

sex, in New Jersey.

III. Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, and the

remaininor counties of New Jersev.

IV. The Valley of the Mississippi.

V. The Southern States.

It is designed to appoint an agent for each of these

districts, for the general supervision of the society's

operations, the establishing and assisting of schools,

supplying books, collecting funds, and promoting, by

all consistent means, universal Christian education.

Besides this, it was believed that in nearly every

state, in the last two districts especially, an agent would

be required to attend immediately to the promotion of

the objects of the society, and to direct the labours of

the missionaries employed under their inspection, in
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organizing and visiting schools, and supplying them

with libraries.

By this arrangement it was hoped we could do all

that was possible, on the one hand, to draw the attention

of the churches to the purposes of the society, and

give the Christian public the opportunity of aiding

them ; and on the other, to bring the whole country and

its wants within our knowledge and the reach of our

supply, as fast as we were furnished with the- means.

Mr. Seward, as agent for the Valley of the Missis-

sippi, arrived at Cincinnati, in October, 1835. Soon

afterwards a Board of Agency, consisting of twenty-

two members, was constituted to give assistance, and

advice, and the influence of their approval, in the pro-

ceedings of the society in the west. A large deposi-

tory was opened in Cincinnati, capable of supplying

the demand of that city, and of stocking the minor

depositories ; and the agent immediately took measures

to procure as many agents and missionaries as our

probable means would allow. The estimate of the

Western Agency was, that in addition to a competent

number of state agents, there should be at least twenty-

eio^ht missionaries, divided as follows :

—

Ohio, having 938,000 1

Kentucky, 689,000,

Indiana, 342,000

Illinois, 158,000

Missouri, 140,000

Arkansas, 30,000

Tennessee, 685,000

Louisiana, 216,000

Mississippi, - 110,000

Alabama, 309,000

agents.

3,617,000

4
3

3

2

1

2

2

2

3

28
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Each of these missionaries, it is intended shall carry

with him a supply of books for the schools he may
form, or visit, and though the number proposed is far

from being too large for the increasing wants of the

west, the expense of employing twenty-eight mission-

aries, and at least six state agents, could scarcely be less

than 20,000 dollars annually. But unless our means
are greatly increased, we must be satisfied with a smaller

scale of operations. There are now in the Valley, one

chief agent, two state agents, (in Illinois and Missouri,)

and twelve missionaries in Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, Mis-

souri, Tennessee, and Western Pennsylvania. Besides

the depository at Cincinnati, there is an important one

at Columbus, which has been the means of extensive

good to the surrounding counties, and few places in our

whole country give a fairer exemplification of the efii-

ciency and blessed effects of Christian combination in

works of benevolence, and of the principles of the action

of our society, than may be found in the churches. Sab-

bath-schools, and community of this flourishing capital.

The depository at St. Louis has been for some time

in a neglected condition ; but measures are now taking

to place it in a situation corresponding with the import-

ance of its locality.

During the past year, twenty-one missionaries and

agents have been employed, for different portions of

time, in the west. Their principal employment has

been to revisit the schools formed in previous years, to

replenish their libraries, and awaken the interest of mi-

nisters, and of other Christians in the work. The want

of qualified teachers has been the cause of constant em
barrassment in their attempts to form new schools, and

the work of the year has been ichiefly useful in prepar-

ing the way for the permanent establishment of schools,
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when the western organization shall be so far completed

as to have every feeble school within the reach of such

aid from the missionary as will keep it alive, and gra-

dually form the proper teachers. The expense of main-

taining the missionaries and agents was $9066 62. The
cost of books supplied gratuitously to 157 schools, and

presented to military stations, and for other useful ob-

jects, was §1134 91. The contributions to the Valley

Fund amounted to $11,347 06, and were received as

follows :

—

Maine, $15 00

New Hampshire,

Vermont, -

Massachusetts, -

69 89

947 72

927 65

Rhode Island, 1 00

Connecticut - 1928 31

New York', - 2968 83

New Jersey,

Pennsylvania, -

Delaware,

227 36

294 05

53 78

South Carolina, -

Ohio,

38 60

160 00

Indiana, - 231 87

Kentucky,

Tennessee,

526 92

595 30

Alabama, 649 30

Mississippi,

Louisiana,

921 61

739 87

Michigan,

Canada,

20 00

30 00

$11,347 06

The progress of the board, in fulfilling the resolution

of 1833, in regard to the establishing of schools in the
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Southern States, has been retarded solely by their want
of success in procuring men to undertake the work.

We have endeavoured by application, appointment, in-

quiry, and correspondence, to obtain suitable men to en-

gage in the service ; but the general answer has been,

tliat the need of pastors for churches, and for direct em-

ployment as preachers, is such that the proper men
cannot be spared. The board still hope that they will

be able to secure the services of a chief agent for tlic

South, by w^hose influence many will be enlisted in the

cause.

We cannot think that if the objects of the society are

viewed in relation to the future condition of this coun-

try, and of the church of Christ, men will believe that

the religious education of the young must be post-

poned to other departments of religious duty. It is,

therefore, the confidence of the board, that if the ques-

tion were fully presented in its strength to the attention

of the ministers and people of the Southern States,

they would furnish an adequate supply of men for the

wants of that section of our country. We hear wim so-

licitude the appeal that is often addressed to us from this

district, but we can only in return express our readiness

to appoint any man whom our friends there will nomi-

nate, with proper assurances of his qualifications. On
this subject we have lately made an earnest request to all

the Unions that exist in the South, for their aid in find-

ing missionaries, and have already received encourage-

ment to expect that it will be granted.

During the year nine agents and missionaries have

been employed in the south. The contributions to the

Southern Fund amounted in the year to $5421 94, as

follows :

—
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From New Hampshire, $475 29
a Vermont, - - - 97 00
it Massachusetts, - 25 00
li Connecticut, 280 82
a New York, 172 57
I Pennsylvania, 67 28

it Virginia, 1579 98
11 North Carolina, - 303 85
a South Carolina, - 1075 31
ii Georgia, 1195 67
ii Tennessee, 10 00
a District of Columbia, - 139 17

$5421 94

The expense of employing the missionaries was

$3378 31, and of the books given to 47 schools and

otherwise, $361 43. The balance to the credit of this

fund will be required as soon as we are able to engage

the number of agents called for by our plan.

Two agents have during the year made an extensive

tour through the south and west; one of their ob-

jects was to procure missionaries, and to awaken thot

interest of the churches to the necessity of providing

men from among themselves to undertake the work.

With respect to the actual number of schools now
in the United States, we labour under the usual diffi-

culty of procuring returns. According to the register

of our auxiliaries, there are 1250 societies and schools

bound to send us an annual report. But, although a

request for such a report, with a list of the six ques-

tions that we desired to be answered, has been sent to

each one, so far as we knew where to direct it, only

144 have complied with the conditions on which they

sustain this relation. These 144 reports give, as their
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present statistics, 1542 schools, 16,647 teachers, and

119,995 scholars. Only 34 unions and schools mention

the number of volumes in their libraries, and these

amount to 137,667. The number of conversions re-

ported by 47 unions and schools is 428 teachers, and

2039 scholars. Besides these, 608 persons are reported,

without specifying whether they are teachers or scho-

lars ; making the total number in these schools 3075.

It is not among the least of the advantages we expect

to reap from the establishment of chief agencies, that

we shall obtain practical and authentic information

of the number and condition of the schools throughout

the extent of their supervision. The board feel the

importance of making the collection of statistics an

object of constant attention, and desire through their

agents, missionaries, and other correspondents, to obtain

a complete statement of all the schools and Bible classes

in the United States ; and similar information, as far as

possible, from all Christian countries. Such a docu-

ment is greatly needed, and we trust is not beyond our

power to procure.

In the northern and eastern states we have had at

times, or permanently, one agent employed in Vermont,

one in New Hampshire, one in Connecticut, one in

Massachusetts, seven in New York, one in New Jersey,

and two in Pennsylvania. The time of these agents

has been principally occupied in collecting funds, hold-

ing public meetings, attending Sabbath-school conven-

tions, presenting the objects of the society to the notice

of different ecclesiastical bodies, and visiting schools

connected with the numerous unions and associations

organized for the promotion of Sunday-schools within

certain bounds.

We have formed a board of agency at Utica, for the
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purpose of aiding the society's operations in seventeen

adjacent counties ; and have placed two agents in the

charge of that important district. The depository at

Utica continues to be the convenient source of sup-

ply of our publications for that region. Measures are

taking, which we hope will result in the opening of a

depository at Buffalo.

Late in the last year, the board opened a depository

in Boston. Since the division of the Massachusetts

Union into two denominational societies, our publica-

tions have been sold at their respective depositories in

Boston, both societies continuing to be auxiliary to us.

But the increasing demand for juvenile and family

books of a general character seemed to the board to

require the establishment of a separate depository. Its

progress during the few months it has been opened

confirms our anticipation, that so far from interfering

with the operations of our useful auxiliaries, the ten-

dency of our establishment will be to increase the gene-

ral taste for religious reading, and to create a demand
both for the books of the denominational societies, and

those of the parent union.

The depository at New York, and all our operations

in that city, under the supervision of the board of

agency, continue to be a highly important branch of

our business, and promise to yield a steady support to

the general purposes of the institution.

The donations to the Foreign Fund, from March 1,

1835, to March 1, 1836, amount to S2239 95, making
$3772 66, of the $12,000 proposed two years ago to be

raised for supplying American missionaries with copies

of our publications, and the means of translating and
printing them. The contributions to this fund were

received as follows :

—

3
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'on1 Connecticut, $108 54

Massachusetts, 38 00

Rhode Island, - 10 00

New York, 268 06

New Jersey, 1304 76

Pennsylvania, - 340 14

Delaware, 103 95

Maryland, 34 00

Virginia, 25 00

North Carolina, 5 00

Kentucky, 2 50

2239 95

The whole amount has been appropriated to various

missions in India, Greece, Persia, Turkey, China,

France, Africa, Sandwich Islands, and among the

American Indians. Besides these appropriations, the

board have made donations of books from the general

fund, to the Wesleyan mission in Ceylon ; to the Eng-
lish mission at Orissa ; to the friends of public instruc-

tion in New Grenada, India, Africa, Russia, France, Nova
Scotia, and other places. Sets have also been presented to

the Prussian government, under the assurance that they

would be put to a valuable use in that country, which

occupies so interesting a position in regard to education.

A considerable number of our works have been pur-

chased in India, for the use of public schools and fami-

lies. A catalogue of them has been published in Cal-

cutta, and they have been publicly enumerated among
the facilities for diffusinor the influence of Christianitv

among the multitudes of the native population of that

immense country, who are studying the English lan-

guage. The donation sent to France, in 1833, has been

i
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expended in reprinting a few of our books in the French

language.

In the sale of books, there has been an advance of

about $10,000 above the business of last year. The
total amount of books sent to our depositories during

the year, is $34,959 61 ; the sales in Philadelphia

amounted to $37,817 24, making the whole amount of

publications thus disposed of, $72,776 85. The actual

receipts from sales were $31,189 48. The number of

volumes of library books printed in this period was

701,400, making 45,488,500 pages ; of cards, infant-

school lessons, and other publications m sheets, 35,860

copies ; oi reading and elementary boohs, 17,000 volumes

;

of the Union Questions, 126,000 volumes ; of the Sun-

day-school Journal, 77,592 numbers; of the Youth's

Friend, in single numbers, 48,000. The total number

of publications of all kinds, is 1,004,852, equal to nearly

seventy-three millions of pages.

Since our last annual report we have issued forty-

seven new works. Of this number, twelve contain

from 100 to 332 pages, and the remainder are of various

sizes, down to 16 pages. The principal volumes for the

library, and for general use, are Mr. Stow's History of

the Baptist Mission to India ; Mr. Sutton's History of

the English Mission to Orissa; Elisama, a history of

the captivity and restoration of the Jews; Omar, an

illustration of Jewish history near the times of Christ

;

the Life of John the Baptist ; the Life of Elijah ; the

Life of Elisha; the Beloved Disciple; a volume of

Questions on the Epistle to the Galatians, being the

eighth of the Union Questions ; a Pastor's Counsels to

the Young; the Anchor; the Life of Susannah E.

Bingham ; and Travels about Home.
We have also issued a new Hymn-book, under the
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title of Unio?i Hymns, designed for Sabbath-school and

other devotional uses, containing a selection of 520

hymns, arranged under 35 titles, which is sold in the

cheapest binding for VZh cents. We are pleased to

learn that this volume has met with the most extensive

and decided approbation.

Within the last two years the first five volumes, ot

Union Questions have been revised, and newly stereo

typed, and the price reduced to ten cents each volume.

To facilitate the supply of the Eastern States, a set of

stereotype plates of the Union Questions has been cast

in Boston, and they will be regularly published there,

as well as in Philadelphia. A preliminary volume, for

the special use of infant-schools and family instruction,

has just been added to this department of our publica-

tions, entitled, "The Child's Scripture Question Book."

The beautiful series of six lithographic engravings of

animals, for the use of infant-schools, has been used,

with appropriate letter press and colouring, to compose a

splendid "Portfolio of Animals," for general purchasers.

The subscription list of the Sunday-school Journal

has increased; but not yet to such an extent as to justify

the Board in acceding to the frequent request that it

should be issued weekly. It is still the endeavour of

the Committee of Publication to make it not only use-

ful for those directly engaged in Christian education,

but an instructive paper for every family. The Youth's

Friend is also regularly issued every month, and its

bound numbers make it one of the most attractive

works for children in the catalogue. The means which

these periodicals afford for a regular and cheap distri-

bution of useful matter, ousrht not to be res^arded as the

least of the facilities the society commands for diffusing

religious principles among families.
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The receipts of the year ending March 1, 1836, have

been as follows :

—

Donations to the Valley Fund, - - $11,347 06
" Southern, - - 5,421 94
" Foreign, - - 2,239 95
" Missionary, - - 127 57

" General, - - 19,185 66

Making the total of donations, - - $38,322 18

The amount received for books sold was 31,189 48

Amount borrowed, 2,092 34

Makinc?, with the balance on hand at the

commencement of the year, ($920,10,)

the total means, $72,524 10

The expense of the publication department, including

all the cost of the preparation and printing of works,

was $38,597 ; of the missionary and agency department,

$9576 ; of the depository in Philadelphia, $7480 67.

Loans have been paid to the amount of $8335, reducing

the amount of borrowed capital to $45,625 25.

While thus reviewing our own proceedings as a

society, it is highly gratifying to observe how widely

the Sunday-school system has extended through other

channels since the commencement of our labours, and

how greatly attention to the duty which Christians owe
to the young has increased. It is, in fact, in the

general awakening of the public mind to the long

neglected duty of caring for the souls of the rising

generation, that we see one of the greatest results of

our institution. Attention to the training of infants

and children, with direct reference to their religious

character and to their highest usefulness in the world,

has advanced, wdthin the few years of our existence

as a society, to a degree that could scarcely have been

3*
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anticipated. It has become a prominent department of

moral economy and literature, and is rising in its con-

sequence both in these respects and in its vast relations

to the whole array of means of advancing the welfare

of the world. We may confidently look for increasing

improvements in the science of religious education, and

a progressive elevation of its rank among the subjects

of intellectual and pious inquiry. But the danger

must not be kept out of view, as we advance, of making

this education too exclusively public. Sabbath-schools

are not to usurp the guardianship of children. They
may become the asylums of moral orphans ; but they

must not claim or consent to assume the obligations

which bind the Christian parent to the duties of his

fireside.

This danger is not to be apprehended from the offi-

ciousness of the teacher, but from the remissness of the

parent. So much confidence is placed in the teacher,

and so much distrust is indulged of the parent's own
ability, that even the pious are tempted to make the

school the substitute for that constant, watchful, and

systematic instruction of their families at home, which

has marked tiie times in which practical religion

has yielded its best fruits. To revive and extend the

feeling of this responsibility, and to assist in discharging

it, is one of the purposes of our Union. At the same

time it must not be forgotten, what multitudes of chil-

dren receive no religious instruction from their parents,

and are under no moral discipline; what multitudes

of others are left to take their ov/n course in the midst

of all the corruptions of the world ; and what other mul-

titudes still are daily, at home as well as abroad, trained

up in the very atmosphere of sin, and taught to be pro-

fane, licentious, and scoffers, by the doetrine and exam-

I
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pie of their parents. That so many of the class for

whom Sunday-scliools were originally contrived are

still not collected into them, is a fact which o'ught to

enffaore the most zealous attention of the friends and

teachers of the schools. In every neighhoiirhood they

should be the first to be provided for. Every hovel of

intemperance and of poverty should be explored, that

from amidst the ruins of mortality which they shelter,

some infant or child may be rescued from its impending

fate. No boy or girl in any factory, workshop, or other

place of employment, should be able to say, '' There is

no Sabbath-school or Bible-class convenient to me;"
nor where one is in existence to say, '' I have not been

invited to attend."

We cannot close our report without expressing an-

other apprehension in relation to our department of

Christian operation. We refer to the danger of resting

with too much complacency and confidence in the array

of means which we employ. If as our strength in-

creases, and the field of usefulness widens, we forget our

position as agents, and lose sight of our dependence on

the power of God, we may expect our prosperity to be

short, or to be unaccompanied by real benefit. Tliere

is mucii professed diffidence in human instrumentality,

but all who are engaged in our enterprise need a greater

portion of Divine infiuence before we attain to that spi-

rit of faith and humble reliance, to which a large bless-

ing is commonly vouchsafed. Personal piet}^, practical

holiness, spiritual knowledge and experience must be-

come the objects of more general and intense cultivation

on the part of teachers and other Christians, before we
can reasonably look for those efficient influences of the

Spirit of grace w^hich will multiply conversions in out

schools, fill the churches with devout v/orshippers, and
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|)Our the flood of blessings on the world which a gene-

ration imbued with the love of God will produce. With
such a state of piety in the church, the prayers and per-

severance of the disciples of the Saviour in this work

would not long be without a gracious return. Chris-

tian fellowship would unite the servants of the Re-

deemer in hearty co-operation for the diffusion of those

doctrines of the gospel in which they place their com-

mon dependence for salvation, and of those principles

by which they agree that the life must be governed.

Unity in essential faith, consistency of Christian life,

and combination in action, would, under the smiles and

guidance of the Prince of peace, assure the triumph of

the Bible in the world.
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Receipts and Expenditures of the American Sunday-school Union,

from March 1, 1835, to February 29, 1836.

BV. To Balance on hand, March 1, 1835, $920 10

*' Amount received from depositories, societies, and individuals

in payment of debts and for books sold, 31,189 48

" Amount borrowed, 2,092 34

« Donations to the Southern Fund, 5,421 94

Valley Fund, 11,347 06
« « Foreign Fund, 2,239 95
« « General Fund, 19,185 60

« "
. Missionary Fund, 127 57

$72,524 10

^r. By Salaries, including secretaries, editor, superintendent of book-

store, book-keeper, salesman, clerks, and labourers §8,290 23

" Salaries of agents and missionai-ies, and travelling expenses. . , . 8,376 47

" Loans paid, 8,335 87

" Paper, 10,963 75

« Stereotyping, 4,145 26

" Printing, 4,402 23

" Binding, 14,743 43

" Interest on loans and discounts, 2,357 26

" Miscellaneous books, 2,863 48

" Copyrights and certificates,
.^

1,249 03

« Wood engravings, §886 71, copper-plate printing, $381 98 1,268 69

« Postage, 446 61

" Merchandise, packing-boxes, freight, stationary, newspapers and

advertising, insurance, taxes, fuel, sundrj'- accounts, and in-

cidental expenses, 4,416 01

" Balance on hand, Feb. 29, 1836, 665 68

$72,524 10

The American Sunday-school Union is indebted for money borrowed to the amount
of forty-five thousand six hundred and twenty-two dollars twenty-five cents, on which
they are paying interest, viz.

To Saving Fund Society,

" Paul Beck, jun.

" Alexander Henry,
" William Howe,
" Other individuals and societies,

A. Symington, ~)

C. Stevenson, > Committee of Accounts.
D. B. HiNMAN, ^

$20,000 00

9,000 00

5,500 00

3,804 37

7,317 83

845,622 25
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CONSTITUTION.

Art. I. This Society shall be known by the name of the " Akehicak Scsdat-

scHooi, Uyiox."—Its objects are, to concentrate the efforts of Sabbath-school Soci-

eties in the different sections of our country—to strengthen the hands of the friends

of religious instruction on the Lord's-day—to disseminate useful information—cir-

tulate moral and religious publications in every part of the land—and to endeavour

o plant a Sunday-school wherever there is a population.

Art. II. Each subscriber of three dollars annually shall be a member. Each sub-

scriber paving thirty dollars at one time shall be a member for life. Sunday-school

Societies or Unions sending a copy of their constitution, Ust of their officers, and an

annual report, shall be auxiliary, and be entitled to purchase books at the reduced

prices.

Art. III. The affairs and funds of this Societj' shall be under the direction of a

Board, consisting of a President, Vice-presidents, a Corresponding Secretary, Re-

cording Secretary, Treasurer, and thirty-six Managers, twenty-four of whom shall

reside in*^the city of Philadelphia or its vicinity. The Managers shall be divided

into three classes, whose terms of ser\ice shall be respectively, one, two, and three

years ; but they may be re-elected.

Art. IV. The Officers and Managers shall be laymen, and shall be elected by

balloL

Art. V. The Managers shall annually elect all officers of the Society, fill vacancies

in their own body, make their own by-laws, publish such books, periodical works,

and tracts, as they may deem expedient ; and may adopt such other measures as

may, in their opinion, promote the objects of the Association. Seven Managers

shall constitute a quorum.

Art, VI. The annual meetings of the Society shall be held at Philadelphia, on the

first Tuesday after the 20th of May, when the proceedings of the past year shall be

reported, the accounts presented, and the Managers chosen. Fifteen members shall

constitute a quorum. If a quorum does not appear on the day of the axmual meet-

ing, the election of Managers shall take place at the next meeting whenever a quo-

rum appears, and the Managers of the Society shall remain in office until a new

election takes place.

Art. VII. Special meetings of the Society shall be called by the President, or in

his absence, by either of the Vice-presidents, at the written request of six Mana-

gers ; of which meeting three days' public notice shall be given.

Art. VIII. Officers of Sunday-school Unions auxiliary to this Society, and clergy-

men whose schools are attached to it, shall have the privilege of attending the stated

meetings of the Board of Managers.

Art, IX. Xo alteration in this constitution shall take place, unless the same shall

be proposed, in writing, to the Board of Managers at least three months previous to

its adoption, and be approved by two-thirds of the members present, at a meeting

July notilicd.



PROCEEDINGS

At the Thirteenth Anniversary of the American Sunday-
school Union, May 23, 1837.

The religious services connected with the anniversary were
held this year in St. Paul's church. The devotional services

were conducted by the Rev. Mr. May, rector of that church,

and the sermon was preached by the Rev. Dr. Tyng, from Psalm
xcii. 13— 15. '•' Those that be planted in the house of the I^ord

shall flourish in the courts of our God ; they shall still bring

forth fruit in old age ; they shall be fat and flourishing; to

show that the Lord is upright : he is my rock, and there is no
unrighteousness in him.^' The discourse was heard by a
crowded audience with evident interest ; but as it has been
obtained for publication, and will be furnished to all who desire

a copy, we need only say that it was a forcible illustration of

the influence of early religious instruction on religious cha-
racter.

The anniversary was held on the afternoon of the next
day, May 2 3, in the church on Washington Square. Mr. Henry,
the President, was in the chair; and of the Vice-presidents,

Messrs. Paul Beck and W. H. Richards of Philadelphia,

Hon. Henry Potter, of North Carolina, and Hon. Wm. Dar-
ling, of Reading, Pennsylvania, were on the platform. The
services commenced with the singing of the 465th of the Union
Hymns,

*' Sow in the mora thy seed."

The choir, to whose excellent assistance on this occasion the

society is so much indebted, was furnished from the schools of
the Congregational church, and led by the superintendent.
Prayer was then ofl^'ered by the Rev. Dr. Ludlow, Provost of
the University of Pennsylvania, which was foUowed by the

singing of the 227th hymn,

"Thy kingdom come."

Mr. Beck read his annual statement as treasurer, and
extracts from the annual report of the Board of Manager*
were read by Mr. Hall.

3



The acceptance and publication of the report were proposed
by the Rev. Dr. Martin, of Virginia, of the Lutheran church,
seconded by Mr. Horace Hunt, a delegate from the Jefferson

Co., N. Y., Union.
The following resolution was proposed by the Rev. Dr.

Brantly, pastor of the First Baptist church, Philadelphia
;

seconded by the Rev. Wm. S. Perkins, of the Episcopal
church, Pennsylvania:

Resolved, That renewed attention to the Sabbath-school
interest is requisite to ensure the beneficial effects of which it

is capable, and that renewed efforts should be employed to

prevent its decline and to augment its energies.

Dr. Brantly's remarks were directed to the enforcing ot

the principle that good should be done to its greatest extent,

and evil prevented in the most effectual manner. The efforts

of benevolence should be thorough, persevering, and energetic.

That the Sunday-school institution has not accomplished even
more than it has, is owing, not so much to its want of power,
as to the remissness of those instrumentalities that ought to

carry it out. Christians have not done what they should to

make the system as effective as it might be. They have been
deficient in action ; whilst the means and field of usefulness

have been abundant. We have not taken pains to seek for

children in neglected neighbourhoods, and by expostulating

with unwilling parents, to prevail with them to allow their

children to be taught.

The importance of the rising generation is a trite subject,

but it must be inculcated. Every minister knows the value of

early religious instruction. The question is constantly put to

individuals applying for admission to the churches, " Have you
been taught in a Sabbath-school ?" If the answer be affirm-

ative, there is some assurance that the applicant has been
already, in a good measure, indoctrinated.

Christians must not be timid in this enterprise. It is their

duty to be bold in doing what is right. This system arose

from a love to God and to the souls of men. Let us go back
to this source for a fresh impulse, and ask ourselves what we
owe to God and to our fellow men.
The Rev. Mr. Coleman, of the Episcopal church, Phila-

delphia, offered the following resolution, which was seconded
by James Warren, M. D., of New Orleans:

Resolved, That in the intellectual action exerted by this

society, the friends of religion and sound Christian knowledge
see much to commend it to their prayers and support.

Mr. Coleman, in sustaining this resolution, referred particu-



larly to the influence of the society's pubhcations on the public

mind. He alkided to the thirst for knowledge that character-

izes our times. Readers are multiplied, not of much literary-

pretension indeed, but manifesting an increased degree of intel-

ligence and curiosity. The vulgar prejudices against literature

and science have begun to disappear. Philosophy is no longer

confined to schools and colleges, but walks abroad. In seek-

ing to gratify this desire for knowledge, we should provide

what is substantial. The press has poured forth iniiumerable

volumes, but most of them are such as tend to injure rather

than improve the mind. Christian knowledge and instruction

must be mingled with this supply. And who can estimate the

extent of the influence of books given to a child, and going
from him to the father and mother, sister and brolher, at

home ? Who can tell what evil is prevented by keeping these

books in their hands ? Christianity diiTuses light wherever
she advances. She carries the Bible in one hand, and the

])ook of knowledge in the other. Heathenism has its myste-
ries, but Christianity has nothing to conceal. Let religion and
knowledge ever go together. Christianity arose in the bright-

est era of learning ; they revived together after a period of

common decline.

The 169th hymn was then sung,

" Come let us join our friends above."

The next resolution was proposed by the Rev. John ToD^ .

pastor of the Congregational ohurch, Philadelphia ; and so--

conded by the Hon. William Darling, of Pennsylvania, as
follows :

Resolved, That since God has given to tlie parent an inte-

rest in the child which no other heart can feel, our teachers
should be anxious to avail themselves of this principle to do
good to parents, and also to bring in the sympathy and co-
operation of parents to aid them in their efforts for usefulness.

Mr. Todd remarked upon the want of sympathy that too
commonly exists between the teacher and parents. The latter

often feel that they may neglect their duty in proportion to the
faithfulness of the teacher who has the care of their children.
The absence of this sympathy is a cause of much of the inefR-
ciency of the Sunday-school system. The teacher should un-
derstand the strength of the tie that connects a parent to his
offspring, and take advantage of it for the benefit of both.
Some instances of the force of this feeling were given with much
effect in illustration. Among them was the incident of the
Canadian who had allowed his child to be buried in a Protes-
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tant churchyard, on account of his distance from any Roman
Catholic cemetery, but who, imagining that he heard the wail
of his child in misery, disinterred the cofFm, and carried it him-
self a distance of sixty miles, driving his only cow before him
to pay the expenses of the new interment. Whatever may be
thought of the superstition and ignorance of this poor mian,

his conduct is a strong exemplification of the interest a father

feels in the happiness of a child. A modern poet, describing
the descent of the angel of destruction to fulfil the destiny of
ancient Babylon, represents the inhabitants of the heavenly
worlds whom he passes on his way, as shrinking in anxious
suspense until he had gone by, lest the message of woe had
been directed to them. So does the heart of the mother feel

upon the approach of any danger that may involve her off-

spring. He had seen in the print-shops a picture of an eagle's

nest among craggy rocks, at a dizzy height, and a mother repre-

sented as having climbed the steep, and with one hand keep-
ing at bay the ferocious bird, and with the other rescuing her
infant from its nest. This is an emblem of maternal feeling

everywhere. He had lately followed to the grave the remains
of a man thirty-six years of age, who from the age of two
years had been subject to convulsions. During all that space

of thirty-four years his mother had not passed one night with-

out rising from her bed, one or more times, to attend upon this

her idiot son. For this whole period she may be said to have
lived only for him.

A natural feeling of such depth as this may be seized by
Sunday-school teachers, and would enable them at once to

double their efficiency, power, and means of doing good. By
this chain, by which the hearts of parents and children are

bound together, the family may be drawn to heaven.

The following resolution was then moved by the Rev. R. J.

Breckinridge, of the Presbyterian church of Baltimore, and
seconded by the Rev. R. B. Campfield, a delegate from the

Sabbath-school Teachers' Association of New York:

Resolvedy That we approve and admire that feature of the

constitution of the American Sunday-school Union, which
affords an opportunity for the free and legitimate co-operation

of the private Christians of our country in the great work of

teaching the gospel, and at the same time admits the legiti-

mate influence of the ministers and church of Christ at large,

to sustain the system, and give it desirable efficiency.

The mover commenced by observing that God had originally

created man in his own image, not only as respects holiness,

but in regard to knowledge. This seems hard to be believed



when we notice the ignorance and depravity of the race; and
hard to believe that this Hkeness to God will ever be restored.

It can only be done through the instrumentality of the church
of the Redeemer. The reason why so little has been accom-
plished in past ages towards this promised result, is, that so

few have done any thing. Christians have never, since the

days of the apostles, extensively realized that they are " a
royal priesthood;" that they have a work to do, which, if not

done by them, will remain undone ; that there is a personal

obligation on each individual to do something. More has
been done by the church for the last forty years, because more
hearts and hands have been engaged. But little has yet been
done in comparison with the power that lies dormant. In

most congregations, the number of private Christians engaged
in the work of spreading the gospel might be greatly multi-

plied. There is no work in which they can so readily engage
as in that of teaching Sunday-schools, and none in which so

many may be employed. But go into any congregation in the

land, and you will not find more than one-tenth or one-twen-
tieth of the communicants engaged in the schools, or in any
other active Christian service. And often we find those who
are not professedly Christians discharging duties which pro-

fessed Christians are neglecting. The present report shows
this by rhe number of conversions of teachers.

The special duty of ministers is to preach the gospel. No-
thing should be allowed to interfere with the exercise of this

authority, and with the supervision which it involves. But
there is a great mass of services which private Christians are

authorized to perform, and which none can perform but them.
Mr. Breckinridge proceeded to remark that an institution

which publishes such an amount of reading must naturally

excite the attention of all who are interested for their country.

It must be expected, therefore, that the publications of the

society will be examined with solicitude, that the kind and
degree of their influence may be estimated. He would sug-

gest some counsels for the attention of the society, as a sincere

friend of its objects, acquainted with its publications from the

beginning, and approving of most of what it had done.

He hoped that it would be seen to that the books are filled

with sound knowledge. He fully concurred with the senti-

ments of the report respecting the character which the books
should bear. They should advance higher and higher, and
embrace not only subjects strictly religious, but those connected
with history and science, and imbuing all tiseful knowledge



with the sph-it of religion. He also coincided with the views
of the report on the subject of juvenile biographies. They
are often calculated to make impression as though they were
not true. Great care is necessary in the composition of moral
fictions. The sagacity of a child is wonderful in repudiating
the moral, and catching at the story : rejecting the part for

which you put in the illustration, and heeding only the narra-
tive.

Again, in these times of general convulsion, great caution
is necessary in steering through the storm. He hoped the
society would keep its course steady in the midst of the shak-
ings that surround every thing connected v/ith the Christian

church. As Joab wished for David, that hovrever well it was
Avith him, it might be a hundred times better: so he Avished to

the Union, that how much soever it had done, it might do
a hundred times more. Much is to be done. The church has
been bus}^, but so has Satan. We are disposed to think weW
of ourselves when we compare w^hat we do now with what
was done in the last century; but the powers of darkness have
also done much, and it is questionable v/hether reUgion has
made the greater advance.
The follov/ing preamble and resolutions were then moved

by B. W. Richards, Esq., of Philadelphia, and seconded by
the Hon. Henry Potter, of North Carolina.

^'^Communications having been received from highly respect-

able friends of sound education in different parts of the United
States, expressing an ardent desire for a much more extended
circulation of the publications of this Union, especially in pre>

paring and furnishing, at a low price, small and select libraries

to such of the common schools of our country as shall, by their

directors or patrons, express a desire to be supplied, and shall

furnish the means of meeting the necessary expense ;—and the

publications of this society being in the judgment of many
friends of man in our country highly approved, especially as

containing nothing oft'ensive to any class of citizens, or any
denomination of Christians ;—and hearty co-operation and
liberal support to the enterprise, having been (without any
agency of the society) proffered by many good men: There-
fore,

'^Resolved, That the Board of Managers, without relaxing

in anv degree ihcir efforts to plant and sustain Sunday-schools,

be requested to tajvc early and efficient measures, cordially to

respond to the call of our friends ; and relying upon the bless

ing of God, and the zealous co-operation of our fellow-citi
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zens throughout the United States, this society will endeavour
to furnish all such facilities as it possesses for accomplishing

so important a work/'
In oftering these resolutions, Mr. Richards spoke of the

plan as great and expansive in its contemplated results, though
simple and easy in its character. The common schools are

creating habits of reading, which, if not supplied with sound
and wholesome matter, will be employed on the pernicious

Avorks that abound. Christians have not felt the interest they

ought to feel in common schools : the influence that the pupil

receives here is daily and constant, and should be of the purest

kind. He thought the proposition would be approved by every
candid and virtuous mind. The prejudices that had once pre-

vailed against the society's publications, through a suspicion

of their being sectarian, had been outlived; and their excellent

character and the cheapness at which they can be furnished

must recommend the suggestion cveryAvhere.

The proposition was further urged by the Rev. W. S.

Pluuier, of the Presbyterian church of Virginia, who re-

marked, that it commended itself as a noble work. Let any
one reflect on the fact, that there are eighty thousand common
schools in this country, and that there are from three to five

millions of young minds to be trained.

The books proposed to be put to this important use are not

merely inoffensive books: they are calculated to be directly

useful, and in the highest sense. He gave an example of the

power of such works on the minds of the young, which he
afterwards intimated to be a matter of personal history. A
boy in Ohio, when about ten years of age, read a little volume
which immediately aroused his anxiety about the condition of

his soul. The impressions continued for several months, and
he wept over the book in secret until he was brought to enjoy
the peace of the gospel. He had forgotten the name of the

book that had been the instrument of his conversion, until

some years ago, after attending as a clergyman one of the an-
niversaries of this society, he procured a supply of juvenile

religious books, and among them he soon recognised the

volume that had had such an influence on his destiny. It was
Janeway's Token for Children; and he thanked God that there

were now so many books that show that children may love
God, and teach them to love Him.
The effect of these books on the teachers and scholars of

common schools must be very happy. The Pennsylvania
Lyceum reports, that by the introduction into schools of smftU

cabinets of minerals and shells, such an impulse had been given
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to education, that in places where sixteen dollars a month had
been considered an ample salary for a teacher, fifty dollars were
now cheerfully given. If such an effect had followed from the

introduoiion of these stones, how much more may be antici-

pated from the introduction of libraries ? Their influence

reaches the heart and conscience. A young man was taken
by his guardian to a grammar school, and before leaving him
he nailed over the fire-place of his room a card, such as the

Union prints, having in large letters the text, " Thou God
SEEST ME." The lad was disposed to indulge in a course
Avhich this admonition constantly reproved, and he had to tear

it down and burn it before he could go the length he wished
in dissipation and sin. If a single sentence has this power,
what would be the influence of agreeable books, filled with
such sentiments, and read day by day

!

The resolutions being severally adopted, the services closed

with the singing of Bishop Venn's Doxology, to an admirable
tune, composed for the occasion by Mr. Kingsbury. The
benediction was then pronounced by the Rev. Dr. Ludlow.
The society met immediately afterwards, according to the

requisitions of the constitution, and elected the following ma-
nagers to serve for three years :

James B. Longacre, Solomon Allen,
John Farr, John M. Atwood,
Harrison Locke, J. B. Trevor,
George McLeod, John C. Pechin.

John T. Norton, Connecticut.

Charles Stoddard, Massachusetts.

John Tillson, Illinois.

William Winterton, New York.

The board met on the following day, and re-elected the

ofllcers of the previous year.
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REPORT.

The Board of Managers invite the Society, whom they

meet on this occasion, to unite with them in humble

acknowledgment of our obligation to God, for the

unmerited favour he has been pleased to continue to the

institution during the past year. Had the success of

our instrumentality been proportioned to our faith or

our zeal, we should not have been permitted, as we are

this day, to contemplate result^, so great and speedy

from a system so unpretending. But unworthy as we
are of such a return for our imperfect services, it is a

source of abiding satisfaction and confidence to know,

that not a step has been taken in the operations of the

society, in reference to which the direction of the Father

of light has not been first implored. So long as this

dependence is truly realized, we may trust that the

divine aid and blessing will continue to be vouchsafed.

Since we last met, only one name has been stricken

from the list of the officers and managers by death

—

that of Dr. J. M. Keagy, of Philadelphia, who has for

several years devoted as much of his time as the de-

clining state of his health permitted, to the duties of the

Committee of Publication.

It was stated in the last annual report that the

United States had been divided into five districts, each

of which it w^as the desire of the board to place under

the superintendence of a chief agent. This arrange-

ment has not been perfected, in consequence chiefly

13
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of the funds of the society not authorizing the employ
ment of the number of missionaries that would require

such special supervision. We shall, however, follow

the order then adopted in presenting an account of the

operations of the Union for the year.

I. The New England States : excepting Connecticut.

In this district we have several auxiliary unions and

societies, connected with particular denominations, or

establisli^d on the same general principles as our own.

These institutions, and the general spirit in favour of

religious education which has always prevailed in the

Eastern States, render any other assistance unnecessary

than that which may be furnished by our publications.

For these we suppose there will be an increasing de-

mand, notwithstanding some of our valuable auxiliaries

are engaged in publishing juvenile books. The vast

number of readers in that community require a larger

supply of original productions than local societies can

furnish ; and there, as elsewhere, is a wide field for the

distribution of books composed according to our princi-

ples, and adapted to the use of all Christians indiscri-

minately. To aid in this supply, a large depository

was established in Boston, which, though it has not as

yet sustained its own expenses, is serving the purpose

of making known our works, and bringing them within

easy reach of a great population. To render this

depository efficient, an agent must visit the whole

district that communicates with Boston. Such an

agent has, after an unexpected delay, been obtained.

The Rev. Stephen S. Smith has accepted this office,

and will be employed in visiting the New England

States generally ; directing the attention of schools and

families to our works, spreading our plans before the

churches, and receiving from them the aid they may be
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disposed to give in prosecuting the general objects of

the society. The distinction of our object from that of

the local societies needs only to be explained, in order

to make it evident that there is no interference, and no

such connexion as to render our operations in the same

territory a waste of labour. The local and denomina-

tional societies direct their enterprise to the multiplying

and improving of the schools of their immediate con-

nexions. They supply them with their publications as

far as they will go towards forming a library, and so

far as elementary or other special works are required

for the instruction of the children of the respective

denominations in their particular views. The object

of the Parent Union, on the other hand, is to obtain the

means of establishing schools throughout the entire

territory of the United States, of supplying books adapt-

ed to schools and families where no one denomination

exclusively prevails, of sustaining missionaries to form,

visit, and improve these schools, and of giving to the

whole country a stock of religious literature larger and

more various than any less general enterprise can create.

We, therefore, anticipate for our New England agency

a reception and patronage from the people, corres-

ponding with their hereditary favour to whatever pro-

motes the combined interests of religion and education.

The charge of the depository at -Providence has been

assumed by the Rhode Island Union, upon an arrange-

ment more advantageous than the former one.

II. Connecticut, New York, and eastern part of

New Jersey.

The general agency of this district was committed to

the Rev. Dr. Ferris, who entered upon his duties in

May, 1836 ; but after spending some months usefully

in the service, relitiquished it for a pastoral charge.
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The Rev. Mr. Farnsworth was employed as agent

in Connecticut, until the decline of his health compelled

liim to retire from the service, in the beginning of this

year. His principal occupation consisted in making

collections in the aid of the society's western operations,

and for the benefit of some local depositories. He
received some assistance from the voluntary aid of the

Rev. G. Bentley in Hartford county.

The depository at New Haven has been reorganized.

There is another at Hartford.

The Rev. Mr. Campfield has been employed in the

city of New York and its vicinity. An interesting

source of aid from this city consists in associations

of children and youth, chiefly of the Sunday-schools,

who contribute either the whole or part of the salary of

a missionary, who is expected to correspond with them.

Twelve of these juvenile associations have been formed

in the city of New York, and others in Jamaica, Brook-

lyn, Rahway, Newark, Elizabethtown, and Hartford.

The sums pledged are from §150 to $500 annually.

It has occasioned us much regret that wc have not been

able to find suitable missionaries for all these societies,

the organization of which is valuable, not only for the

direct help they contribute to the support of missiona-

ries, but for the sympathy which such a connexion of

their young members naturally creates in behalf of their

more destitute brethren beyond the mountains.

The depository in the city of New York is well

sustained. The sales of the society's publications at

this depository in the year amounted to §20,000.

The Rev. Mr. Campbell has continued to reside at

Utica as agent for seventeen of the central counties of

New York. He has visited the churches, attended

meetings of ecclesiastical bodies, and other public
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meetings in his district; and although the contribu-

tions have fallen short of the amount we anticipated

from a region so abundant in wealth and religious

privileges, we have satisfactory testimony that he has

accomplished much in advancing an interest in religious

education, improving the schools, and encouraging

teachers. Mr. Campbell also visited Buffalo, and

obtained the means of establishing a depository at that

important station. He has since been transferred to

New Jersey, where there is a favourable prospect of

his services being valuable both to the people and the

general cause.

The Rev. Mr. Kingsford was employed for part of

the year in connexion with Mr. Campbell; but when it

was found that the district would not yield the revenue

that was anticipated,^ he resigned his agency.

A depository is continued at Utica : the sales of the

year amounted to $4349 19.

The Rev. Stephen S. Smith has acted during most

of the year as the society's agent for the counties of

New York west of the Utica agency, and residing at

Rochester. But the same result .attended this agency

as the others in that section of the state. Enterprises

undertaken in the hope of sudden and large successes

existed to an unparalleled extent, and absorbed the

attention and the means of the greater portion of the

community. This agent, like our others, was received

with great kindness, but with the almost universal

assurance that nothing could be contributed towards the

promotion of the objects on behalf of which they made
their appeal. Another obstacle arose from theifact that

local societies and schools being in the habit of making
public application for their own purposes, the commu-
nity did not so distinguish between the universal and
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the sectional objects, as to admit the necessity of such

frequent applications for what appeared to be one cause.

This embarrassment often occurs to our agents, and its

existence proves that there is not yet that general un-

derstanding of the entire separateness of the claims of

the American Sunday-scliool Union from all other

institutions that ought by this time to prevail. For these

reasons the agent was left, in a great degree, to such

means as he could prosecute for increasing the interest

of the cliurches in the general subjects of Cliristian

instruction, and in the principles of the society. Mr.

Smith wnll now take tlie charge of the New England
agency.

There is a depository at Pvochester under the control

of the Genesee Sunday-school Union. The amount of

our publications sold there during the year w^as about

$1000.

III. Pennsylvania, Delaware, Maryland, and the

WESTERN PART OF New JeRSEY.

The Rev. Mr. Berky was commissioned for six

months to visit some of the counties of Pennsylvania

chiefly inhabited by permans. He spent that time in

the counties of Chester, Lancaster, Montgomery, and

Lehigh ; visited the churches and schools of most

of the German congregations; established five, and

revived three schools ; and disposed of a number of our

publications, besides distributing gratuitously the Ger-

man volume of Union Questions, and other of our

])Ooks in that language. Although Mr. Berky's labours

were successful in encouraging many pastors and others

in sustaining and improving their schools, it was not

thought expedient, as yet, to make this mission perma-

nent, but to act for the present principally through the

diffusion of our books.
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Mr. Amos D. Hollister has been employed in the

north-western corner of Pennsylvania; chiefly in the

counties of Crawford, Warren, and Venango. Many
of the sections he has visited had never enjoyed the

benefit of a Sunday-school, and their establishment

was considered highly improbable in consequence of

the existence of many prejudices, and the difficulty of

finding teachers and suitable school-rooms. But the

labours of the missionary have been attended with

unexpected success. He has formed twenty-three new
schools, and visited those that had previously existed.

Being provided with a number of books for gratuitous

distribution, the attention of many parents and children

lias been arrested : several have for the first time sought

instruction in reading, that they might be able to

peruse the books; and children have overcome the

objections of their parents by their anxiety to attend a

school which was furnished with a library. In conse-

quence of the inclemency of the season, and the diffi-

culty of warming the school-houses, not much expecta-

tion was entertained of preventing the suspension of the

schools for the winter; but he was not only able to

induce the continuance of several schools by dividing

them into classes to meet at private houses, the library

being apportioned among them, but formed eleven new
schools in the winter. The Crawford County Bible

Society has resolved to furnish each scholar with a

copy of the New Testament, and our missionary has

been active in the distribution in that county. The
teachers of one church in Meadville have resolved to

sustain a missionary in Crawford county, with the aid

of collections at the monthly concert of prayer. The
undertaking has given new interest to that enterprising

school itself and to the services of the prayer-meeting.
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There are now in Mr. HoUister's district fifty-two

schools, with 280 teachers, and 1794 scholars. He has

made donations of books to twenty schools.

Mr. William R. Work has lately been engaged to

visit the schools in the western counties of this state, and

supply them with books. This section may be easily

furnished from our depository at Pittsburgh, and the

want of missionary service has been much felt in making
known this facility to the people. Our sales at Pitts-

burgh for the last year amounted to $3078 17.

The Rev. John G. Wilson spent a few months in

visiting Cecil county, Maryland ; during which time he

established four, renewed two, and visited four schools,

and gave two donations of books. He preached on the

subject in several churches, and disposed of a number

of our ptiblications.

The board has been disappointed in the hope of re-

ceiving increased contributions from Christians in this

division of the country. At the suggestion of a number
of clergymen of Philadelphia, a public meeting was held

in that city, in February, at which a particular state-

ment of the means of education and religion in the West
was made by the society's agent in Cincinnati, and some

account given of the operations of the Union in the

valley of the Mississippi. A deep and general impression

was made on that occasion of the importance of an im-

mediate exertion to sustain and extend the efforts of

the society ; but by the time an agent was procured to

take advantage of this encouragement, the pecuniary

embarrassments of the country had reached a height

which forbade any general attempt to attain the assist-

ance so cordially offered.

IV. The Valley of the Mississippi.

To this portion of our country the attention of the
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society continues to be mainly directed, and a very

summary sketch of the proceedings of the year will

show what has been attempted.

Michigan.—Beginning at the northern extremity of

the territory included in the valley, we have to report

that the services of the Rev. Albert L. Payson have

been obtained as superintending agent of Michigan.

He commenced his mission in November, under the

more immediate direction of our Auxiliary Union of

that state. After visiting the schools in Detroit, ?v'Ir.

Payson commenced a survey of the held. He found

the destitution and insufficiencv of accommodation for

schools which were to be expected in a region where the

population is so much scattered, and so rapidly in-

creasing and changing. Besides visiting the schools,

exploring the neighbourhoods, and supplying books, he

has been able to form seven new schools. This section

is supplied w^ith books from the depository at Detroit,

which is sustained by the Michigan Union.

Ohio.—In this state, besides the principal agent,

eight missionaries have been employed for the whole or

portions of the year.

Rev. J. B. Crist has visited most of the counties

north of Franklin to Ashtabula. He has charge of the

depository at Columbus, from which he has carried

books to the schools in his district ; to forty-four of

these he made donations of books amounting to $183.

Mr. V. M. DiBOLL has been engaged in the southern

counties. He has formed thirty-seven schools in Dela-

ware, Franklin, AYayne, Highland, Brown, Fayette,

Ross, Madison, Scioto, Pickaway, Jackson, and Gallia

counties; and revived twenty-three schools; containing

in all about 2500 pupils. He has made donations of

books to poor schools to the amount of $210.
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Mr. A. B. Lewis was employed in Tuscarawas and

j>ix adjacent counties, containing a population of about

140,000, in which are forty-four Sunday-schools, com-

prising 3500 children. Mr. Lewis established eighteen

new schools.

Rev. C. C. CadWELL was commissioned for Hamilton

county, but has been chiefly occupied in tke city of

Cincinnati, where a vigorous effort was made to enlarge

the schools, by making personal application at every

liouse. Several hundred children were by this means

brought into the schools, and their general prosperitv'

advanced. There are now fifty-eight schools in Hamilton

county, nine of which w^ere formed within a few months.

Thirty-two of this number are in Cincinnati. The
scholars in the city amount to 3000, in the rest of the

county to 1200. Several of the schools have expended

from $50 to §200 for books in the year. Sixty conver-

sions of scholars are reported for the last six months.

Rev. T. Patee's district is Huron, and the neighbour-

ing northern counties, where he established thirty-five

schools, and visited thirty, including in all 3223 scholars.

The libraries, as far as reported, contain 5132 volumes.

He made donations to the amount of $130.

Mr. J. HiLDRETH was also employed for a short tin-u?

in the neisrhbourhood of Zanesville ; and Mr. J. B.

McCoY has lately undertaken to visit the eastern

counties, chiefly for the purpose of visiting the schools

and disposing of books.

Rev. B. W. Chidlaw devoted part of his time, in

addition to pastoral duties, to the visiting and estab-

lishing of schools in Butler county and its vicinity; but

we have not a particular return of his labours.

Upon the establishment of our western operations on

their present scale, it was determined to connect with
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them a depository at Cincinnati, sufficient to supply the

demand of the valley for our publications. The capital

necessary to sustain such a depository as would answer

the contemplated purpose was estimated at $12,000 ; of

which sum the board agreed to.contribute stock to the

amount of $7000, if the remainder should be supplied at

the West. Circumstances which were supposed to be

peculiarly favourable to the immediate commencement
of the depository, induced the board to undertake the

enterprise on a scale equal to that proposed, before the

proportion of the west was contributed. We trust,

however, that the necessary sum w^ill be advanced in

season to secure the permanency of the depository on

its present scale.

Kentucky.—The board has for a long time desired

to prosecute their work in this important state, on a

more systematic and thorough plan than has been yet

effected ; and the prospect of accomplishing this is now
very favourable. The citizens of Louisville having

pledged themselves for the sum of two thousand dollars

to establish a depository in that city, we have obtained

the services of the Rev. Joseph Huber, as agent for the

state, and to have charge of the depository. The long

experience of this gentleman in the proceedings and

business of the society, and his deep interest in their

prosperity, give us much confidence that his engage-

ment will greatly strengthen the efficiency of our

western enterprise.

Indiana.—The Rev. William Gildersleeve com-

menced his services in this state in July last. He has

visited twenty-four counties, containing fifty-seven

schools, having 2901 scholars. He has himself estab-

lished forty schools, containing 670 scholars. To nearly

all of the new schools he made donations of libraries.
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Two missionaries who were engaged in this state

for portions of the year, have been obhged to remove

from it on account of the decline of their health, viz.

The Rev. D. B. Gurley, who formed five and revived

four schools, containing 430 scholars ; and

Mr. P. Whidden, who established thirteen schools,

containing 520 scholars.

In their last report our Western Board of Agency state

that

—

'' In twenty-there counties of what is called the

Wabash country, there are, as we are informed, only six-

ty-one common schools, and twelve select schools, and

three seminaries. Several of these twenty-three counties

have but a single common school each, (and this does

not include the newly laid off counties;) and it is

believed there are five or six counties among the

older settlements of the state, where there is not to be

found a single common school or Sunday-school in a

county."

Illinois.—Our proceedings in this state are under

the superintendence of the Rev. Mr. Lippincott, re-

siding at Upper Alton, and are greatly aided by the

co-operation of the Illinois Sunday-school Union. At

the beginning of the ofiicial year it was thouglit im-

portant that an agent, well acquainted with the West.

should make a visit to the eastern states, for the purpose

of giving authentic details of the wants of that region,

and of awakening an interest in the plans of the society.

Mr. Lippincott was chosen for this purpose, and spent

the summer in an extensive tour in New E norland and

some portions of the middle states. He had the oppor-

tunity of meeting large numbers of influential persons

at various ecclesiastical assemblies, and of preaching in

many churches. We hope that the information which

was thus diffused will be of nermanent advantao^e in
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its results to the West. Since the agent's return to

Illinois, he has, besides his other duties, given much
attention to an effort made by the State Union to secure

funds for the erection of a building for a depository of

our publications, and of Bibles and tracts, on a valuable

lot offered for this purpose by its liberal owners, for

less than half its real value.

Five missionaries have been employed in this state,

by the Illinois Union, for portions of the year. Three

of these missionaries report that in somewhat more than

half the state there are 201 schools, containing 6714

scholars.

A subscription having been made at Chicago, for the

purpose of opening a depository there, Mr. A. B. Lewis

has removed to that place, with instructions to com-

mence the depository as soon as the necessary amount

is realized, and to act as missionary in the northern

counties.

Missouri and Wisconsin.—Mr. Sheldon Norton
took charge of the agency of this district in May, 1836,

on which occasion he received a cordial welcome from

the Missouri Sunday-school Union ; and after making

a tour of the district, fixed his residence at St. Louis,

where the establishment and regulation of the depository

required his attention. Arrangements are now in train,

by which it is expected that this depository will be con-

tinued with greater efficiency and permanency, the co-

operation of the Missouri Union being given to secure

a sufficient capital for the business, and the parent soci-

etv farnishino^ an ao^ent to conduct its concerns.
^ CO
Mr. R. Renick, in six months, formed or revived thir-

teen schools, containing fifty-eight teachers, 275 scholars,

and 435 volumes in the libraries; and visited five schools,

numbering twenty-four teachers and 158 scholars, with
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360 volumes. His district was the counties of St. Louis,

Franklin, Gasconade, Crawford, Jefferson, and Washing-
ton, in Missouri. In this tour Mr. Renick met with at

least one hundred persons who had, within three years,

become pious through the instrumentality of Sunday-

schools; and of eighty conversions that took place under

his observation during the six months, a majority of the

persons were or had been Sunday-scholars.

Rev. Robert Sloan, in the south-western section

of the same state, has in the year formed or revived

twenty schools, containing ninety-six teachers, 529

scholars, and 1190 volumes.

Rev. R. S. Thomas, in the northern and central

counties of Missouri, has formed thirteen schools, con-

taining 420 scholars. The indifference of the people to

education, the opposition made, on supposed religious

principles, to every such work of Christian benevolence,

and the difficulty of finding qualified teachers, have been

serious obstacles in this district. The missionary's

labours have therefore been required in the removal of

prejudices, and the diffusion of light and intelligence

on the subject of his mission.

Besides the numbers reported above, Mr. Norton

reports six schools formed or revived, with 375 scholars,

and six visited, containing 478 scholars.

The aggregate of schools reported in Missouri is

seventy-five ; containing 447 teachers and 2730 scholars;

of this number about forty-three schools, containing 1388

scholars, have been formed during the year.

The views entertained by our superintending agent,

in reference to Wisconsin Territory, will be seen in the

following statement in one of his letters :

—

'' I have uniformly been satisfied of the great advantage

of commencing Sunday-school efforts with the formation
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of society in newly settled districts of country. Much
experience confirms my mind in the propriety thereof.

The people more cheerfully engage and labour in the

work, feeling its necessity. Sacrifices are more cheer-

fully made. Sectional feeling predominates less, and

prejudices are not as confirmed. Yet there are diffi-

culties—want of school-houses, &c.; but they are more

readily overcome. Upon a personal examination of some

extent, I do not hesitate to say, that the portion of this

territory wxst of the- Mississippi river, from its local

situation, and embracing large quantities of the best of

farming land, will occupy an important place in the

liistory of our country in years to come. The tract

ceded by the Sacs and Fox nations of Indians, by the

treaty of 1833, commences above Prairie du Chien, and

extends to the state of Missouri, of the width of from

forty to seventy miles, on the west side of the Mississippi,

with the exception of a reservation on the loway river

of ten miles in width, commencing about ten miles from

its jmiction with the Mississippi, and extending up it

forty miles. It is now divided into two counties, Des
Moines on the south, and Dubuque ; but will be likely

1o be divided into six to ten counties the winter ensuing.

Dubuque extends to Rock Island, and has a population

of about five thousand. The census of the territory is

now taking, but is not quite finished. It is estimated

from what has been ascertained, that in Des Moines

county there are from seven thousand to ten thousand

souls, and the immigration there is sufficiently rapid.

Dubuque (the town) has a population of one thousand

;

Bellevue, thirty miles below, on the river, one hundred

;

Burlington, six hundred, and Madison, two hundred;

both on the Mississippi, in Des Moines county. A large

number of towns are laid out, more than there is occa-
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sion for ; but the building up of a number at the best

sites is commencing with spirit. The population of the

four counties east of the Mississippi is understood to be

more than on the west side. The first settlements on

this side of the river were made since the treaty, and the

most within two years. The land is not yet surveyed,

and cannot be in market for some time
;

yet many
A\orthy citizens settle upon it, and will continue to do so,

desirable as is the southern part of the territory, espe-

cially for settlement and agricultural purposes.

" The commercial and business connexion of the

whole of the territory west of the Mississippi, and a large

portion of the district on the east side of the river, is wdth

St. Louis, excepting what Alton, 111., engrosses. The
imion of the larger portion, and the most interesting

part of the territory with Missouri, as a Sunday-school

district, cannot be unnatural. As the Indian title may
be extinguished towards the Missouri river, the connex-

ion w^ill be more obvious. Steamboat intercourse by

the Mississippi with St. Louis is very frequent and

convenient.

'' From the character of the population in many por-

tions of Des Moines county, I should think more schools

can be organized and sustained. "The population requires

many. In large districts the land is all taken up, and

where now all is solitude will, in a few months, be occu-

pied with the busy preparations of farm making.

" The difficulty of procuring suitable sustenance for

a travelling horse, and other winter obstacles in so new
settlements, wdll render it unsuitable to prosecute Sun-

day-school missionary labours here before the spring of

next year, if the country were disposed therefor. I had

fondly hoped that the means of the society would justify

the sustaining of at least three missionaries besides my-
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self in Missouri, and one in Wisconsin the favourable

part of the year, to labour in Missouri the residue."

Arkansas.—Occasional donations of books have been

sent to different schools in this state, and to missionary

stations among the Cherokee Indians dwelling there.

A liberal offer has been made by an individual to sustain

a missionary in that district, of which we hope to be

able soon to avail ourselves. The infant condition of a

new state should not be allowed to pass without the

institution of our means of instruction for its destitute

l)opulation.

Louisiana.—The prevalence of sickness during the

last summer compelled the suspension of most of the

schools in the Opelousas district; but many were re-

sumed in the fall, and the libraries were kept in cir-

culation. A good supply of books has been sent to

New Orleans, and though we have not yet engaged a

successor to our late missionary in that state, w^e look

forward with anxiety to the time when v/e shall have

the means of giving some aid to this most important

field.

Mississippi, Tennessee, and Alabama.—To this

great district we have been unable to extend any per-

manent missionary labour. Depositories of our publi-

cations exist at Natchez, Mobile, Nashville, and other

places.

The Ptev. S. Shepherd has visited many of the cities

and towns in these states, preaching on the subject of

Christian education, addressing large assemblies of chil-

dren, and encouraging the efforts of the churches to

sustain and multiply schools. From this and other sec-

tions of the south-weslern and western states he has

obtained liberal donations for the general purposes of the

Union,
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We have again to acknowledge the generous aid of the

American Bible Society, and the Young Men's Bible

Society of New York, in putting it in our power to

furnish copies of the New Testament to the western

schools. In many places the destitution was so entire as

to render it impossible to form schools with any pros-

pect of having them provided with the Scriptures. This

embarrassment has been removed by the prompt pro-

vision of these two societies, the former of which gave

eight thousand copies of the New Testament, which

were transmitted to Cincinnati, St. Louis, Alton, and

J^ittsburgh, for distribution as they should be needed.

The Young Men's Bible Society voted not only an im-

mediate supply of two thousand Testaments for the

schools in Indiana, but resolved to furnish the destitute

schools in Indiana, Illinois, Missouri, Wisconsin, and

Michigan, annually, as they may require.

In the general superintendence of our operations in

the West we have continued to enjoy the assistance of

the Board of Agency at Cincinnati. Mr. Seward, our

chief agent for the valley, and the secretary of the Board

of Agency, gave his personal attention to the condition

of its principal divisions, and travelled extensively

through the field, visiting the depositories, attending

public meetings, and holding a wide correspondence

with the friends of education. He took advantage of a

visit of business to the North to spread before various

I^ublic meetings and literary institutions the results of

liis observation at the West, created much interest in

the general subject, and made a favourable impression

of the adaptedness of our system to the state of the

country. It is to be regretted that obligations of a do-

mestic character should seem to Mr. Seward to require

him to relinquish this agency at so important a crisis.
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V. The Southern States.

Our proceedings in this division have been chielly

under the personal superintendence of the Rev. J. E.

Welch, who, having engaged the services of several

missionaries, accompanied them to their respective dis-

tricts, and assisted in the beginning of their work. Mr.

Welch also spent several months in visiting ecclesiasti-

cal bodies, presenting the objects of the Union to the

attention of churches and individuals, and in obtaining

contributions for depositories, and the support of our

missionaries. A sketch of the services of the agents and

missionaries is subjoined.

Virginia.—Rev. John Teasdale established during-

the summer twenty-five schools, and revived seven, in

Spotsylvania and the surrounding counties. Through
the winter he was employed in visiting sucli of the schools

as were kept open, the greater portion being closed on

account of the want of comfortable or accessible places

of meeting. By calling on ministers, and preaching, he

prepared the way for establishing and re-opening schools

in the spring. He also gave donations of books to needy

schools, and supplied those who were unable to purchase.

Mr. Teasdale has taken charge of a church in Frede-

ricksburg, but will continue to devote much of his atten-

tion to the promotion of Sunday-schools and the supply

of books within the district he has visited. Considerable

interest has been manifested in the subject in this part

of the state, and a convention of the friends of Sunday-

schools, which w^as held at Bruington in April, will be

followed, it is hoped, by the happiest results.

Rev. J. H. Wallace has been employed since Sep-

tember in Montgomery and the adjacent counties, where

he has formed thirty-eight schools and revived one. A
county union was organized in Floyd county, and capi-
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tal for a small depository was subscribed at Abingdon,

in Washington county.

Rev. J. B. Taylor, of Richmond, consented to make
a tour for the purpose of encouraging churches in the

duty of establishing schools, and visited twenty-four

counties, with this object. He expresses this opinion

as the result of his extensive observation :
—" I am

persuaded that the system of permanent agency must

go into operation before a general interest shall be

taken by the community in this important work. It

will be necessary to employ men who shall occupy the

ground for a series of months or years, visiting the

schools, and addressing the people on the general sub-

ject of religious education. A frequent reiteration of

the nature and practical tendency of the Sunday-school

system must be made ; and this cannot be done by the

rapid passage of an agent or missionary through the

neio^libourhood."

Rev. C. C. Park spent some weeks in a few of the

eastern counties of this state, forming three schools and

preaching in several places.

Mr. DCDSON devoted himself gratuitously to the pro-

motion of the cause in Halifax county, and was instru-

mental in forming ten schools there.

Rev. L. A. Alderson, previous to leaving the state

'for his mission in Georgia, formed one school in Monroe

county, and visited the schools in Kanawha, and other

counties, containing 235 scholars, and 435 volumes in

six libraries.

The board have been encouraged to hope that they

would be furnished with the means of establishing a

suitable depository in Richmond for the more extensive

circulation of our books. At present a stock is kept at

a bookstore in that city.
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North Carolina.—The Rev. J. B. Ballard is our

superintending agent in this state. Besides visiting the

schools and uepositories, and preaching, he established

eighteen schools, and revived two ; collected some dona-

tions, and obtained subscriptions to the Sunday-school

Journal, and to the Youth's Friend. He assisted in

organizing auxiliary unions in Davidson, Ashe, and

Duplin counties. The Guilford County Union has re-

solved to employ an agent to visit their schools at least

twice every year. In some parts of this state there is

strong opposition to the religious charities, as unscrip-

tural means of spreading the gospel; but mild and per-

severing effort in sustaining a school that manifests its

usefulness in the improvement of the scholars^ and the

neighbourhood in which they live, is here and every-

where the best way of- removing opposition or indiffer-

ence of this kind.

Rev. N. A. Penland formed in this state, in half the

year, about fifteen schools, made several donations of

books, and visited the schools of various counties.

Rev. Messrs. McNeill and Hufham have consented

to give their occasional services in Samson and Duplin

counties. Four schools have been reported as organized

by the former.

Rev. M. L. Freeman commenced an engagement in

the beginning of this year; but up to the 1st May had

only been able to form two new schools.

Mr. Ballard presents the following general viev/ of

the progress of the cause in North Carolina, since its

commencement.
^'' Fourteen depositories have been established, which

employ a capital of $2000 for the constant supply of

books. These depositories are owned by the people

where they are established. Besides these, there are

5
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two others, which were in operation previous to the

commencement of the enterprise. These depositories

have purchased of the parent society Hooks to the

amount of §3000, most of which have already been sold

to schools and individuals. They are read with great

interest by children and a<.lults, and are doing much
good. Donations of books have been made to poor

schools and individuals to a considerable amount.
'• In order to prosecute this work with greater success,

it was deemed important to secure the labour of vohm-

tary agents. About twenty voluntary agents were

therefore engaged, who agreed to fill a number of coun-

ties w^th schools, without expense to the parent society.

Some of these have given considerable aid, but most of

them have not been able to do much.
" The American Sunday-school Union has sustained

in this state from one to three agents and missionaries

ever since the commencement of the enterprise. They
have spent their time in preaching, visiting ecclesiasti-

cal bodies, establishing and visiting Sunday-schools,

distributing Sabbath-school and other religious publica-

tions, and making some collections to aid in carrying

forward the work.
'• Forty-one counties have been finished : that is, a

school has been planted in every neighbourhood in these

counties, where there was a prospect of its being sus-

tained, at the time the missionary visited them. Some

of these counties have been revisited. Besides these,

>ix other counties have been partially finished. INIost

of these counties are in the western and southern parts

of the state. The ^vork has been retarded for want of

airents. The rest of the state will be visited as soon as

practicable.

"There are twelve county unions auxiliary to the
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American Sunday-school Union in the state. There

are also thirty-nine other auxiliary schools not included

in the county unions, besides many others which are

independent, or auxiliary to other unions. About two-

thirds of the state have been supplied, and some coun-

ties re-supplied. The number of scholars ia the state

cannot be stated precisely, but probably from ten to

twelve thousand. The Stokes County Sunday-school

Union and Dan River Sunday-school Association are

amonor our most efficient auxiliaries. Our Moravian

bretliren in Salem take a deep interest in this work."

South Carolina.—Rev. M. Quin commenced his

services in this state in November last, and from that

time to April 26, he formed in the north-easter%districts

forty three schools, revived three, and visited twenty-

two; containing 403 teachers, and 2383 scholars. There

were contributed in the aggregate $1268, for supplying

those schools with libraries, and $152 75 for subscrip-

tions to the Sunday-schoolJournal and Youth's Friend.

Some of the schools supplied themselves at once with

libraries of the value of from $20 to $75 each, setting

an excellent example in this respect of liberality, and

of the appreciation of books as essential to the proper

organization and usefulness of a Sunday-school.

Georgia.—The Rev. W. B. Bingham, in six of the

eastern counties of this state, from November to the

last of April, formed twenty-seven schools, revived

six, and visited twelve, having in all 109 teachers and

1570 scholars. The sum of $687 was contributed for

libraries, and $19 50 for subscriptions to the Journal

and Youth's Friend. Donations w^ere made to the

value of $40.

Rev. L. A. Alderson spent the winter months m
the northern part of the state, and formed thirty-iivd
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schools, revived one, and visited twenty. Forty-two

of the schools have 1621 scholars. The sum of $460

was expended by them for books, and §33 75 for the

Sunday-school Journal and Youth's Friend.

The Rev. R. J. Montgomery has been appointed

agent and missionary for part of Georgia, upon the

nomination of the Georgia Sunday-school Union, but

too recently to furnish any report for this occasion.

The call from this state for additional Sunday-school

labour is very urgent. Within a few days we have

heard of an entire county, in which there are but two

schools, and these connected with one congregation,

and embracing no more than fifty scholars.

Fron^the preceding statements it will be seen that

since our last anniversary there have been employed,

for the promotion of the objects of the society, in the

New England states, New York, and part of New-

Jersey, eight agents and missionaries; in the other

middle states and Maryland, seven ; in the valley of the

Mississippi, twenty-one; and in the southern states,

fifteen. The missionaries in the last three districts

have established at least five hundred new schools, and

estimating their numbers at an average of only thirty

each, gives fifteen thousand as the number added by

their agency to the ranks of Bible-learners. The
number might probably be doubled, to give the acces-

sion to schools that have received an impulse by the

visits, sermons, and other labours of our missionaries.

The results of missionary employment are not to be

estimated only by the number of schools ' formed or

resuscitated. Perhaps the greatest amount of good

accomplished by this agency is never taken into

account. The universal presentation of the duty and

benefits of training a family to study the Bible ; the
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turning of the hearts of parents and of the church to

the young and the uninstructed ; the inculcation of the

duty of searching, and learning, and teaching the

Scriptures—may leave impressions on a community

which will be traced in the conversion of many souls,

and give a new impulse to religious feeling. The
formation of every new school, and every visit of a

church or neighbourhood, by one of our missionaries,

is the occasion of a sermon or address, in which these

obligations are set forth. Were no other duty per-

formed than this, the subject is so vital and so special,

that it would justify all the expenditure it costs.

Publications have been distributed gratuitously to

schools and families that were unable either to pur-

chase any, or an insufficient supply, to the amount of

$3455 71, as follows:

In the west, - - - $2283 85

In the south, - - - 812 04

Elsewhere, - - - 359 82

The total sum of contributions received for the

operations in the valley of the Mississippi, for the year

ending March 1, 1837, was $10,743 82. The cost of

sustaining the agents and missionaries, of donations

of books, and incidental expenses, including the balance

of $958 27 due for the previous year, was $14,693 48,

showing an expenditure on account of this fund of

$3948 66, beyond the receipts. The contributions to

this fund were received from the country in the follow-

ing proportions.

From New Hampshire, - $137 62
" Vermont, - - . 41 00

^ " Massachusetts, - - 1246 22
" Connecticut, - - 2680 40
" New York, - - 3622 62
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From New Jersey, 825 49
* Pennsylvania, - 210 20
' Delaware, 5 00
* Virginia, 64 00

* Alabama, . 1000 00
* Mississippi, 48 87
* Louisiana, 11 51

* Kentucky, 95 18

' Missouri, 108 00
' Ohio, 641 52
* Indiana, 7 19

The receipts of the southern fund were $6347 99.

There was an unappropriated balance at the beginning

of the fiscal year, of $6781 13, making the resources of

this department $13,129 12. The amount expended

in the support of missionaries, in donations, and inci-

dental expenses, was $6436 53, leaving $6692 59 ; for

which sum the society is pledged to meet such

engagements as are already incurred in the southern

states.

The donations to this fund were contributed as

follows

:

From Vermont, - - $60 00

New Hampshire, - 20 00

Pennsylvania, - - 7 95

Columbia, - - - 185 80

Virginia, - - - 2300 33

North Carolina, - - 544 52

South Carolina, - - 1407 60

Georgia, - - - 1332 37

Alabama, - . - 161 00

Tennessee, - - 328 42

The receipts of the general fund were $15,832 99.

From this a portion of the salaries of missionaries and
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agents, and part of the general expenses of the society,

were paid. The contributions were as follows

:

From Maine, - - - $30 00

Vermont, - - - 240 95

Massachusetts, - 213 82

Rhode Island, - - 6 00

Connecticut, }- - 1280 15

New York, - - 9422 62

New Jersey, - - 1344 93

Pennsylvania, - - 3143 99

Delaware, - - 60 00

Maryland, - - 60 00

Mississippi, - - 1 00

Ohio, . - - 18 56

Michigan, - - 8 77

Choctaw Nation, - 3 00

Forty-two new auxiliaries have been received, viz.

New England Sabbath-school Union.

New York.—Skeneateles Sunday-school.

New Jersey.—Vincentown Sunday-school.

Second Reformed Dutch Church Sunday-school

Society, Somerville.

Pennsylvania.—Bradford Sunday-school, No. 1.

Bedford. Reformed Dutch Sunday-school.

Brockville. Sunday-school.

Carlisle. Evangelical Lutheran Sunday-school.

Clearfield. Sunday-school.

Curwensville. Sunday-school.

Hamburg. St. John's Church Sunday-school.

Jefferson and Clearfield County Line. Sunday-

school.

Mount Pleasant Cross Roads. Sunday-school.

Montgomery, (East.) Sunday-school.

New Berlin. Sunday-school.
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Philadelphia. Peace Sunday-school Society.

Strode's Run. Sunday-school.

Union. Sunday-school.

York. Moravian Sunday-school.

Delaware.—Newark. Sunday-school Association.

Virginia.—Cedar Creek. Sunday-school.

Elizabethtown. Sunday-school.

New South Quay. Baptist Sunday-school.

Newville. Sunday-school.

North Carolina.—Ashe County. Sunday-school

Union.

Black River. Sunday-school.

Buffalo and Bear Creek. Sunday-school.

Davidson County. Sunday-school Union.

Duplin County. Sunday-school Union. .

Rockfish. Sunday-school Association.

Savitzes. Sunday-school.

South Carolina.— Columbia. Lutheran Sunday-

school.

Columbia. Half-way Sunday-school,

M'Cartysville. Sunday-school.

Georgia.—Monticello. Sunday-school Union.

Ohio.—Gustavus. Sunday-school Union.

Logan. Sunday-school Union.

Indiana.—Millgrove. Sunday-school Society.

Wisconsin.—Bellevue. Sunday-school.

Texas.—Washington. Sunday-school.

Upper Canada.—Vv^hitby. Sunday-school,

Reports have been received from 164 of the 1300

unions, societies, and schools who profess to be our

auxiliaries, or at least have given no other intimation

that they have ceased to be so, but neglecting to

transmit their annual reports. Their statistics are as

follows. Number of schools, 2126 ; of teachers, 23,787

;
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of scholars, 167,816 ; of volumes in libraries, 201,839.

The number of individuals in these schools who have

made a profession of religion during the past year, is

stated to be 764 teachers, and 1857 scholars. If the

proportion of results is equal to that of the reports, these

sums must be multiplied by seven to give the actual

asTfrregate. But estimates of this kind are based on

too much uncertainty to warrant the attempt.

The publication department of the society's trans-

actions has been steadily advancing. The number of

new works issued in the year is thirty-three, of which

twenty-two are original. Their size varies from sixteen

pages 32 mo., to 272 pages 12mo.
;
giving an aggregate

of 3354 pages of new publications. The titles and size

of the new publications are as follow^s :

Pages

The Pearl of Great Price, - - 16

History of John Merry, - - - 16

Ball and Hoop, - - - - 16

Conversion of John Price, - - 16

Filial Obedience, - - - - 24

Sin Found Out, - - - - 32

Dying Robber, - - - - 32

The Lord's Prayer Explained, - 32

Way for a Child to do Good, - 36

Memoir of Louisa Winter - ^ 36

Spoiled Children, - - - 36

The First Commandment, - - 36

Betsy Green, - ^ - ., 54
Joseph and Mary Kinsley, - , 54
Angels' Song, - - - ^ 64
Memoirs of an Officer, • - - 72
Jane C. Judson, - - . - 72
Julia Chase, • - - - 90

6
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Pages.

Little Theodore, - - - - 90
Life and Prophecies of J eremiah, - 90

Christian Politeness, - - - 108

Union Questions, vol. 9, - - 144

The Evergreen - - - - I6O

Susan Ellmaker, - - - - I6O

Thornton Family, - - - 162

Bedouin Arabs, - - - - 162

Memoirs of Pious Women, - - 192

Youth's Friend, - - - - 192

Life of Jacob and Joseph, - - 198

Edward and Miriam, - - - 216

Life of Peter, - . - . 234

Sister Mary's Stories, - - - 240

Union Annual, - - - - 272

Besides these, we have published large muslin maps
of the travels of the apostle Paul, and of the journeyings

of the Israelites, which make a valuable addition to the

helps of Sunday-schools and Bible-classes. Thirteen

volumes have been added to the number of bound books,

by binding twenty-six of the small w^orks of the seventh

series ; thus makino^ the total of our cataloo^ue four hun-

dred bound volumes, and about one hundred and fifty

works in paper covers. The new volume of Union

Questions, included in the preceding list, closes the series

of five volumes of selected lessons on the historical books

of the Old Testament, including also such portions of

the prophecies and other Scriptures as belong to the re-

spective periods. The other four volumes of the series em-

brace all the historical books of the New Testament and

one ofthe Epistles, (Galatians.) We have the satisfaction

of knowing that the plan pursued in these questions, of

furnishing just so much help to the teacher and scholar as
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will guide their inquiries, and incite to the fuller study

and comparison of the Holy Scriptures for themselves,

is generally admitted to be the best for the purposes of

most Sabbath-schools and Bible-classes. We may say

with confidence that there is not one lesson in the

three hundred and fifty contained in the nine volumes,

which does not furnish a clew to a teacher of ordinary

intelligence, to lead the minds of his class to the con-

sideration and application of the most serious and

practical truths of the gospel.

The experiment of an Annual was attended with

great success. Notwithstanding it was produced seve-

ral weeks too late to have all the advantage of distant

sales, it was twice reprinted, and nearly 3500 copies

have been disposed of. The purposes of this attempt

have been fully realized, in providing a cheap, but ele-

gant present of a Sunday-school character ; of sending

an attractive announcement of the publications of, the

Union into many families which had not probably been

acquainted with them, and of disseminating much seri-

ous and useful truths in a form calculated to take the

attention.

The number of volumes printed in the year is

890,662; of infant-school lessons, pamphlets. Journal,

&c., 94,600; making about sixty-two millions of pages

In the aggregate of volumes are included 89,500 copies

of the Union Questions; and in the aggregate of pages,

84,600 copies of the Sunday-school Journal.

The amount of publications sent to depositories in the

year was $34,414 75; the amount sold at the Philadel-

phia depository was $41,051 96; making the whole

amou-n thus disposed of, $75,456 71, being $2700 above

the business of the previous year. The actual receipts

from -ales in the same period were $39,268 04.
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As our experience in preparing works for youth and

the mass of the people increases, we are confirmed in

the principles which we have long since adopted as our

guides in this highly responsible duty, and which have

been fully expressed in other annual reports. We shall

continue to aim at giving to every publication we issue

the character of direct utility ; shaping their sentiments

by that system of cardinal truth from which there is no

dissent among the great body of Christians, and which

is based on the momentous facts that all mankind are

sinners, and that the only provision of salvation is

through the atonement of the Son of God, and the

regeneration of the Holy Spirit. We shall continue to

discourage whatever has a tendency to excite the love

of mere fiction; whilst, in imitation of the Divine Teach-

er, we avail ourselves of that characteristic of the mind
which disposes it to receive truth, and assists it in ap-

prehending it by natural illustrations and examples.

We shall seek, also, to avoid that course which is worse

than romance, that so exaggerates characters and inci-

dents professedly real, as to give an untrue representa-

tion of facts. To this fault the writers of juvenile

biographies (a class of works that should be very select)

are especially prone. Illustrative compositions should

be as strictly natural and simple as the parables; and

works of strict fact should give the plain truth without

colouring or concealment. We shall continue also to

remember the variety of works which we must provide.

Not only the infant scholar, the child, the youth, the

boy and girl, the adult who has never loved, if he has ever

learned, to read, and the parent, must be able to find

books suited to their ages and capacities; but the con-

ditions of the human mind, under different circum-

stances, temptations, opportunities, and habits, must be
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consulted. We must try to fill our catalogue so well,

that no one who turns to it for information, counsel, or

help, in matters connected with moral and rehgious

duties within the scope of our principles, shall be disap-

pointed. And in all this diversity, we must endeavour

so to treat the subject as shall put it into the power of

all minds easily to draw the instruction they contain.

It has never been the design or expectation of our

Union to monopolize the preparation of books for the

young and for families. We have never considered the

formation of other societies, either to establish schools

or publish books for particular denominations, as en-

croaching upon our province or standing in our way.

Our organization is too distinct to be affected by any

special and limited objects of this kind. The only

ground we have taken on this subject is, that whatever

may be done by separate institutions for particular sec-

tions of the Christian community, there is a wider space

left both among themselves and throughout the country,

than any distinct provision of the kind can supply.

We are happy to number among our auxiliaries several

such associations, and there are others, highly efficient

and prosperous, which prefer to act on principles wholly

independent. All we ask from other societies and

from the whole country is^ that our publications may
be made known and examined, so that the people may
form a judgment of their merits from personal know-

ledo^e of their character.

We have no reason 'l^ retract what we have often de-

clared, that we believe our publications are the cheapest

of the kind that are offered, estimating them by their

mechanical and literary cost. Every effort, at least, is

made to put them at the lowest price which can sustain

their preparation, manufacture, and supply.
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The sum paid in the year ending February 28, 1837,

for copy-rights, and to authors, was - $919 25
'• stereotyping and printing, - - 9,208 25
'• paper, .... 16,092 37
'^ binding, . . - - 23,733 23

" engraving on steel, wood, and stone, 1,651 10

" copperplate printing; - - - 1,039 09

maps and colouring, - - 1,001 31

Making a total paid to authors and me-

chanics of - - - - $53,644 60

The call for cur publications in foreign countries has

continued to be made, not only from the American mis-

sions, to which the proceeds of the foreign fund were

restricted, but from many other quarters. The donations

to the foreign fund, since our last report, have been only

$1040 20, received as follows:

From Vermont, - - 3 00
'* Connecticut, - - 83 00

" New York, - - 295 62
'' New Jersey, - - 226 62

" Pennsylvania, - 350 96

" Maryland, - - 30 00
'' Virginia, - 20 00

" Indiana, - - 30 00
'' Smyrna, - - 1 00

The avails of this fund have been distributed in books

to American mission stations at Smyrna, Syra, Athens,

Crete, Ceylon, Madura, Syria, Burmah, Belgaum, Cal-

cutta, Canton, Liberia, Cape Palmas, Rio Janeiro, and

Java, and to chaplains at Havre and Hamburgh. We
have printed one work (^'The Beautiful City") in

Italian, for distribution among the Mediterranean mis-

sions. The board has also granted donations of books
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upon the tirgent application of several missionaries of

European societies,

Tiie books, infant-school cards, picture maps, and

elementary books, distributed in this manner, are found

to be of great value in the schools and seminaries insti-

tuted by the missionaries, and which are regarded as

objects of primary importance in the introduction of

Christianity into heathen countries. When not used in

the English language, the books furnish the teachers

with suitable matter for oral or written translation, and

are useful guides in the art of communicating ideas and

facts to unenlightened minds. It is no small gratifica-

tion also to be able by this cheap means to give to the

missionary families so entertaining and useful a library,

when their resources of this kind are necessarily scanty.

For some proofs of the estimation in which these grants

are held, we must refer to letters in the Appendix.

In India our publications have been made known to

English readers through several active friends of the

society there. At their recommendation an assortment

was shipped to Calcutta, and in four months the sum
of nearly $400 was realized from their sale. Some of

the appeals and representations on the importance of our

books in India and other parts of Asia will be given in

the Appendix. Translations of the Life of Daniel were,

by our last accounts, preparing in two of the languages

of Indii, and the Life of Elijah, Ecclesiastical History,

Memoirs of Martyn, History of the Orissa Mission, and

others of our works, in the Hindoostanee or Bengalee

language, are probably nov/ ready for the press. Our
spelling- book has been translated into the Muratha
laniunge as an easy reading book. The missionaries

who have given their labours to these translations are

confidently expecting that Americans will not suffer
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them to remain in manuscript, when a field for their

distribution among so many millions of people lies open

before them.

The French version of our Life of Washington, which

is now extensively used in this country, was expected

to be reprinted in Paris. The same work has been

translated into German. It is a pleasing and remark-

able fact, that a circulating library composed of our

publications exists in Paris, which had, within less than

a year after its establishment, six hundred subscribers

from the American and English families residing in

that capital. The existence of this library has caused

the volumes to be sought in other parts of the kingdom,

and a benevolent individual has ordered several hundred

volumes for the purpose of placing them for sale in the

hands of booksellers. We have heard of at least four

of our works, besides the Life of Washington, being

in the course of translation; and of some of our ele-

mentary books having been adopted in Switzerland
"

for the same purpose. We have also the gratification

frequently to find our library and question books

reprinted in England, or made the basis of similar

works.

An important field of philanthropy having been laid

open by the establishment of presses in this country for

printing books with embossed letters, which can be read

by the blind through the sense of touch, the board

thought it would be highly agreeable to the society to

have a few of their publications prepared in this form.

The books entitled the Sixpenny Glass of Wine, the
'

Harvey Boys, and the Life of Melancthon have accord-

ingly been printed at the Institution for the Blind in

Boston. At the time of passing the resolution author-

izing these publications, the board supposed that the
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mode of printing for the blind was uniform. It appears,

however, that different typography is employed by tlie

presses in this country. It would be obviously condu-

cive to the objects of these interesting institutions, if a

common form of character and mode of printing should

be adopted; and by their united efforts we might expect

soon to see opened to the blind a large proportion of those

sources of instruction and happiness which have been

heretofore supposed to be forever denied to them.

The receipts of the year ending March 1, 1837, have

been as follows

:

Donations to the Valley Fund, - - $10,744 82

Southern, - - 6,347 99
" Foreign, - - 1,040 20
" Missionary, - 69 77
" General, - - 15,832 76

Making the total of donations, - - $34,035 54

The amount received for books sold

was ------ 39,268 04

Balance from Southern Fund of pre-

ceding year, deducting deficiencies

of Valley Fund for the same, - 2,832 47

Total from these sources, $76,136 05

The obligations of the missionary and

agency department (including do-

nations) amount to _ - - $31,136 03

And for publications and depositories, 91,845 56

$122,981 59^

This amount was not zciuzWy paid dnring the year. For the cash account,

the "Receipts and Expenditures," p. 83.
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The society has great reason for gratitude that,

notwithstanding the unfavourable state of the pubhc
mind in regard to benevolent operations during the

past year, it has been able to make so much progress

in its different departments as is indicated in the review

we have made. That from all the churches of the

United States, not more than thirty-four thousand

dollars should be contributed to the only institution

which affords the opportunity of a general union of

Christians in promoting the universal extension of

the benefits of Sunday-schools and the diffusion of

religious books, is a fact which does not seem to

manifest a correct appreciation of this enterprise.

We ought, however, to take into consideration some

facts that modify this appearance of indifference. One
is, that we have employed very few agents for the

collection of funds, and that many portions of the

country have not received a direct solicitation for aid.

The impression, also, is extensive that our institution

needs but little pecuniary assistance. Some suppose

that the profits of our booksales are adequate to all our

expenses, not knowing that one of the essential prin-

ciples of the charity is to reduce the prices of our

publications to the smallest sum that the expenses

connected with that department will admit. Others

do not understand why money should be required to

establish Sunday-schools. They see how easily they

are formed and sustained among themselves, and

forget that multitudes of families live where there

are no churches, no religious privileges, no knowledge

of Sunday-schools, no experience in conducting them,

no means to begin or sustain them, no books to read.

They do not know the extent of the destitution and

ignorance of the new settlements of their country ; and
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therefore do not perceive the necessity of the employ-

ment of hundreds of missionaries to go into these

destitute places, to awaken an anxiety among parents

for the instruction of their children, to seek from a

neighbourhood such as are qualified to teach the children,

to guide and assist these inexperienced teachers in the

commencement of their work, and to remain in a dis-

trict where their visits may be repeated until the school

is fairly established, and the machinery in regular

action. Such missionaries must be supported, or

Imndreds of thousands of children will grow up to man-

hood illiterate and immoral. Nor is this all that is

required. Each of these schools must have the helps

of instruction and study : they cannot exist under

ordinary circumstances without elementary books and

a library. These books must be taken to their doors,

or placed within convenient reach ; they must be sold

at very low prices, and with the offer of a donation of

the amount that shall be purchased, or an unconditional

donation where there are no means to purchase, nor as

yet sufficient knowledge to prize them. To carry on

these operations in any degree commensurate with the

wants of the country requires funds, and large funds.

The transient visit of a missionary through such regions

does little good, excepting what may result from the

books he distributes. To effect the object of his mission,

he should be limited to a district, every school of which

should be under his notice until it is strong enough to

sustain itself

But the cause that has most seriously diminished

our resources has been the prevalence of an excessive

disposition to take advantage of fancied opportunities

of acquiring great and sudden wealth, which have

absorbed immense sums for worldly adventures that
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have heretofore been divided with objects of a less

temporal character. In the former part of the year it

was the general report from those districts to which

we have been accustomed to look with the greatest

confidence for support, that the money of the com-

munity was vested in other enterprises, and that atten-

tion to our appeal must be postponed until the anticf-

pated harvest should be realized. We need not say

what has been the issue of these hopes. The golden

vision has been succeeded by a lamentable reverse of

its delusive promise, and the hand of Providence has

given fearful demonstration of the truth of the Divine

assertions respecting the deceitfulness of riches and the

disappointment of those who trust in them. The im-

mediate consequence of the embarrassments of the times

upon our institution was, that in the midst of our en-

gagements the usual donations suddenly ceased; debtors

and subscribers became unable to meet their obligations

;

remittances were often impracticable or unavailable
;

and the ordinary sales of the season greatly declined.

Upon the immediate emergency, the individual respon-

sibilities of the board were cheerfully furnished; but in

the common difficulties of the whole community, such

aid could not reach to the continuance of the operations

of the society on their present scale. But one course

appeared to be left with a due regard to the credit and

character of the Union. This was, to instruct the mis-

sionaries and agents, the terms of whose commissions

were not soon to expire, not to draw^ on the treasury for

their salaries, but to postpone their demands until the

temporary interruption of our means should cease; and

in the mean time, if they would consent to remain in

the service under these contingencies, that they would

depend on such support as they could find in the sale
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of our books they might Tiave in their possession, or in

the liberality of the people among whom they were

labouring. To those whose commissions had nearly

expired, we represented the hazard of renewing them

under present circumstances. These measures were

adopted after serious and cautious deliberation, as the

result of unavoidable necessity, and as the duty of the

board alike to the society and to the faithful men who
were depending on it for their daily maintenance.

There are obligations to sustain particular agents and

missionaries, w^hicli will of course be reg^arded so lonof

as the societies furnish the means they have promised,

and w^hich are doubtless secure. We trust that we
shall be able by these arrangements to retain most of the

important and permanent appointments, and shall look

patiently and submissively for the indications of the will

of Him who best know^s in what paths to guide his ser-

vants.

In view of the increasing population of our country,

and the rapid growth of vice, superstition, ignorance,

and indifference, we ask the grave consideration of the

question,—How^ are these evils to be met?—By w^hat

means shall a virtuous and intelligent influence be dif-

fused in such a proportion as to counteract these causes ?

If we are told, in reply, that the proclamation of the

gospel by an ordained ministry is the great reliance, w^e

need only quote the statements of every domestic mis-

sionary and education society to show that the prospect

of meeting the destitution in this manner is not

indulged in any quarter. Shall we depend on the

institution of Christian colleges and common schools to

supply the deficiency? It is enough to say that they

do not exist, and that to meet the case they must not

only have the ordinary endowments of funds and of
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qualified teachers, but be able to open their doors to every

one who will consent to receive education. That such

a provision will or can be made in time to save the

country, has not been imagined. What other substitute

then—granting all its incompetency—what other sub-

stitute can be suggested than the enlistment of the

Christian laity for the voluntary, gratuitous in-

struction OF THE destitute FAMILIES IN THE ELEMENTS

OF common and SACRED KNOWLEDGE? What plan more

simple and feasible, than for intelligent Christians, in

every vicinity, to agree to teach their neighbours to

read and help them to understand the fundamental

trutlis of revelation, and to set before them that only

hope to which they themselves have surrendered their

souls? What efficiency is added to this system when
these voluntary lay instructers are provided with assist-

ants in the explanation and inculcation of the sacred

word, w^hich have been prepared by competent minds,

and approved by those in wdiose judgment there is the

necessary confidence! How excellently is the povv^er

of the preacher, the teacher, and the press united in this

system

!

Such is the system of the American Sunday-school

Union; and by its organization and practice it is so

connected with the ministry, that its sanctions may be

said to accompany the more private labours of the Sun-

day-school teacher. Ministers write and revise many
of our books ; their superintendence is directed to be

solicited by our missionaries in every case w-here a

school is formed witliin their parochial limits ; and their

aid and advice wherever these good offices can be avail-

able. Especially are they urged to examine the books

proposed for the libraries of their schools, and the course

of instruction pursued. Ministers are engaged almost
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exclusively as missionaries ; and wherever they go, are

requested to make themselves and their object known
to such ecclesiastical bodies as may be accessible. We
may add that the constitution of the society gives to

every minister, the schools of whose parish are connect-

ed with the Union, the right of attending the stated

meetings of the Board of Managers, and of giving their

influence to its deliberations.

It is estimated that there are at this time nearly two

millions of children and adults in this country who
cannot read, and for whom there are no schools. For

the supply of this multitude, scattered as it is over a

wide surface, not admitting of large schools, not less

than thirty tho\isand teachers are required ; and to meet

the future increase, six thousand teachers more must be

annually added. We repeat the question. Where but in

the gratuitous services of private Christians on the

Lord's-day can be found the adequate provision for such

a demand ? And how shall these services be available

unless all the branches of the church of the Redeemer

unite in the enterprise ? The principles of our Union

require no member to sacrifice his individual opinions,

and place no trammels on his conscience. The simple

question we address to every Christian is. Will you not

aid an effort to give at least the elements of evangelical

knowledge to a multitude of souls, now wholly neglect-

ed and ignorant? If there is no opportunity of sending

instruction to this multitude in the fullest manner you

would prefer, will you not unite with us in at least put-

ting the Bible into their hands, with such inducements

and assistance as will encourage them to spend the

Lord's-day in its study ?
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I
I Receipts and Expenditures of the American Sunday-school Union,

] from March 1, 1836, to February 28, 1837.

53r. To Balance on hand, March 1, 1836 $665 68
" Amount received from depositories, societies, auid individuals,'

,' in payment of debts and for books sold 39,268 04
" Amomit borrowed 12,714 19

" Donations to Southern Fund $6,347 99

Valley Fund 10,744 82

;l

" " Foreign Fund 1,040 20
General Fund 15,832 99

" " Missionary Fund 69 77
*

34,035 77

$86,683 68

^r. By Salaries, including secretaries, editor, superintend-

ent of bookstore, book-keeper, salesman, clerks,

and labourers $9,350 55
" Salaries and travelling expenses of agents and

missionaries 6,169 54
15,520 09

" Loans paid 2,789 50
« Paper 16,092 37
" Stereotyping 2,284 19
" Printing 6,924 06
" Binding 23,733 23
" Copyrights and certificates 919 25
" Wood engravings 819 19
" Steel do 701 61
" Copper-plate printing 1,039 09
" Lithographic do 130 30
" Colouring 548 59
" Maps 452 72

53,644 60
** Interest on loans and discounts 2,244 52
" Paid to branch depositories 5,560 95
" Miscellaneous books 3,676 50
" Postage 346 72
" Merchandise, packing-boxes, freight, stationery, newspapers

and advertising, insurance, taxes, fuel, sundry accounts, and
incidental expenses 2,900 80

$86 683 68

The American Sunday-school Union is indebted for money borrowed to the amount
of fifty-five thousand nine hundred and ftfty-seven dollars and twenty-nine cents, on
which they are paving interest, viz.

To Saving Fund Society, - - $20,000 00
« Paul Beck, Jun. ... - 9,000 00 ,

" Alexander Henry - - 5,500 00
" Estate of William Howe - - 4,036 05
" Other individuals and societies 17,421 24

•}
A. Sy3iington,-\ $55,957 29
D, B. HiNMAN. ^-Committee of Accounts.
W. A. BUDD,

i
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PROCEEDINGS

Jit the Fourteenth Anniversary of the American Sunday-school
Union, May 22, 1838.

The annual meeting of the American Sunday-school Union
was held in Philadelphia, on Tuesday, the 22d day of May, in

the church on Washington Square, Mr. Henry, the president,

in the chair.

After singing part of the 337th of the Union Hymns, prayer
was made by the Rev. Mr. Warne, late of Rhode Island, now
pastor of the Fifth Baptist church, Philadelphia. The treasurer,

Mr. Beck, read his official report, and an abstract of the

report of the Board of Managers was read by one of the secre-

taries.

The 457th hymn was then sung. On motion of the Rev.
Mr. Waterrurf, of the Presbyterian church, Hudson, New
York, seconded by the Rev. Dr. Tyng, of the Episcopal church,

Philadelphia, the report was accepted and directed to be printed.

Mr. Waterbury addressed the meeting on the general bene-
fits of the Sunday-school institution, and especially noticed the

superiority of the themes and objects of religious instruction

above those of common education.

The Rev. Mr. Warne spoke of the progress that Sunday-
schools had made in the. classes and ages of the pupils they

comprehended. He mentioned a congregation in New Eng-
land, which, after the service of every Sabbath morning, is

constituted as a school; and nearly all the people remain for

an hour's instruction; being divided into classes of infants,

children, youths, and adults, embracing three generations.

Mr. Warne stated that he had recently received into the fellow-

ship of the church of vi^hich he is pastor, eleven persons, and
expects immediately to receive seven more, all of whom were
from the Sunday-schools.

The Rev. Mr. Baird, who left the service of the Society a

few years since, to visit Europe for religious and benevolent

purposes, then addressed the meeting, and alluded particularly

to the opportunities aflbrded to the Society of doing extensive

good on that continent by means of its publications. Wherever
there is an English population they would be welcome; but

they would be still more useful if translated into the languages

of Europe, on account of the great deficiency of religious books



of all kinds, and especially of such as are suitable for the young.
Mr. Baird stated that a large number of our publications had
been procured by a liberal individual, and sent in parcels to

Naples, Florence, Paris, Havre, Nantes, and St. Petersburgh.

There are two hundred schools in France, and there should be

many of our books in that language for their use, and for the

great number of families in every country who read French.

As evangelical religion spreads throughout Europe, Sunday-
schools are formed, and this Society ought to take advantage
of this opening.

Mr. Buckingham, of England, testified to the increasing num-
ber and usefulness of Sunday-schools in his country, where
there is not a village of a thousand inhabitants without them.

The Sabbath has been a more peaceful and orderly day since

so many youths and adults have been drawn from their amuse-
ments and idleness; and crimes have diminished. A favour-

able change has taken place in the esteem in which the occupa-
tion of Sunday-school teaching is held, though the instruction

is more confined to the poorer classes than it is with us. Mr.
BucKixGHAM vindicated the importance of mental cultivation,

and the acquisition of all kinds of useful knowledge, as well as

that of the Scriptures, and illustrated the religious value of such
knowledge by the examples of Abraham, Job, Solomon, Moses,
and Paul.

After singing the 520th hymn, the public services were
closed with the benediction by the Rev, Dr, Tvng,



FOURTEENTH REPORT,

At the last annual meeting of the Society its mennbers were
apprised that the })rospect of the diminution of its resources

required the immediate curtailment of its operations. The
effecting of this measure has been the principle characteristic

of the history of the year. The plan suggested in the last re-

port for this purpose has been pursued, though at the cost of

reducing the number of missionaries to one-half the force then

employed. This reduction has been so gradual as to prevent

any serious inconvenience to the agents and missionaries them-

selves. The whole number employed during the year was
twenty-nine; but the aggregate of their labour, in consequence

of the discontinuance of the services of those who left the work,
or of the late appointment of such as were engaged on specific

appropriations for their support, was not more than nineteen

years. The specific appropriations referred to are those made
by associations connected with a number of Sunday-schools,

chiefly in New York and New Jersey, which have contributed

funds for the support of particular missionaries. The liberality

of these juvenile societies has enabled us to retain the services

of most of those who were employed this year in the western
states.

To that section of our country the attention of the Board
has continued to be directed with the deepest interest; and it

must be highly gratifying to those who have so long prayed for

and contributed to the advancement of this enterprise to ob-

serve, that notwithstanding the destitution which still exists,

the blessings of the Sunday-school system have been so widely
extended throughout the western section of our country as to

constitute a prominent source of the religious privileges which
its inhabitants enjoy. But this is not the stage at which the

institution is to leave a work of so much toil and expense.

Every consideration of wisdom and experience shows the duty

and the economy of making what has been accomplished only

the foundation of future advancement. To this work the Union
feels itself to be still called ; and enfeebled as are its means
of meeting such a demand, it must continue to hold the position

it has assumed, so long as the Divine favour is in any measure
vouchsafed, in furnishing or blessing the instrumentality.

The principal portion of our labours in the west during the

last year, was bestowed in Missouri, Michigan, and Kentucky.

k
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In Missouri, Mr. Norton and the Rev. Mr. Sloan were en-

gaged, with little, intermission, in visiting and aiding schools

formerly established by our missionaries, and in endeavouring
to form new ones. They were able to form twenty-one schools

and to revive sixteen that had been suspended in consequence
of the insufficiency of accommodations, and sometimes the in-

difference of the people. Mr. Norton extended his visits to the

territory of Wisconsin, and was also employed in asking the

churches of Missouri for aid to our exhausted valley fund, and
in superintending the interests of the Society in the depository

at St. Louis, the support of which has now been assumed by
the State Union. The services of the Rev. Mr. Thomas, who
has been for some years usefully engaged as our missionary
in this state, were interrupted by ill health, and in September
he wn'thdrew from the employment.

In Michigan, the Rev. Mr. Payson has continued to find an
interesting and widening field of usefulness. In the year end-
ing in February, he visited twenty-one counties of the state,

besides crossing occasionally into Indiana and Ohio. The
number of schools visited or formed by him in that time is

eighty-one, containing three thousand scholars. Thirty-three

of these schools are in places where preaching is not regularly

heard. The libraries were increased by their own purchases
to the amount of $700, and by donations from the Union to the

amount of $120. The agent estimates that at least fifteen hun-
dred children were brought into schools for the first time this

year. The circulation of the books of the library is exerting

an extensive influence on the families that are connected with

the schools, and the demand for them is so increasing that the

Michigan Union, notwithstanding the unpropitious season, are
making efforts to procure the means of establishing a deposi-

tory in Detroit. At present, the chief supply is obtained through
Mr. Payson.

In Kentucky, the Rev. Mr. Huber has been employed in

collecting funds for our missionary operations in the stale, and.

in opening and superintending a depository in Louisville, the

capital of which was furnished in that city. He also found
time to make some tours among the schools, and has distributed

seven hundred and fifty copies of the New Testament, the gift

of the American Bible Society, to needy Sunday-schools, and
a number more to schools in Indiana, bestowed for that purpose

by the Young Men's Bible Society of New York. An addi-

tional grant of a thousand Testaments has been lately made by
the former society, on a representation of the great destitution

of Scriptures among the children sent to school.

A short visit which the Rev. Dr. Tyng, at the request of the

Board, made to Kentucky and Ohio, was the means of exciting

I



a good degree of interest in the Sunday-school work in some
of the principal towns of those states.

The Rev. Mr. Lifpincott, and Mr. A. B. Lewis, have been
employed in Illinois. The former, as principal agent of the

Stale, has been disappointed in the amount of funds expected

to be contributed from his district this year, but through help

afforded by the Illinois Union, he has been enabled to continue

in the duties of his agency. That Union will probably sustain

the chief missionary efforts in the State, and will be successful,

we trust, in securing the necessary capital for the general de-

pository. Mr. Lippincott has acted for some months in more
immediate connexion with the State Union, and we have not

received in time for this report a particular statement of what
he has accomplished.

When Mr. Lewis was removed to Chicago, it was supposed
that he would be able to put the depository subscribed for at

that place on a permanent foundation, and that the charge of

it would be an important part of his occupation. In the pre-

sent state of depression this would not be the best arr^ge-"

ment, but in compliance with the request of the Northern
Illinois Union, and of the Brick Church Sunday-school Asso-
ciation of New York, which contributes to his support, he has

been continued as missionary in that region, where he has been
employed in visiting schools, and disposing of books.*

Mr. Work has been engaged through the year in the

western counties of Pennsylvania, principally for the pur-

pose of strengthening the schools and enlarging their libraries.

His visits have been the means of encouraging a number of

schools to increased zeal, and they have very extensively re-

ceived the impulse always given by an adequate supply of

books. Several months were spent in Pittsburg and its vicinity

with obvious advantage. One of the objects of his mission was
to make known the facilities for obtaining books afforded by
our depository in Pittsburg, and notwithstanding the unfavour-

ableness of the year for all business purposes, the sales in that

city amounted to nearly one-fourth more than those of the pre-

vious year.

Mr. Hollister completed his agency in the north-western
counties of the same State a few weeks after our last report.

In Ohio, the Rev. Mr. Chidlaw has continued to devote a

* A minister of Chicago states, that the Northern Sunday-school Union of
Illinois has 61 schools in their connexion, all supplied witli good and suffi-

cient libraries; 320 teachers, and 2,200 scholars; that 32 of these schools had
a nominal existence previous to the last year, but have all been reorganized;
that 29 new schools were organized the last year; that 550 youths of both
sexes have been collected in Bible Classes. It is estimated that at least 5,000
persons have enjoyed the holy gospel privileges that they have had, through
the instrumentality of these schools.
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portion of his time to providing means for the instruction of
the foreign immigrants in Butler county, especially those who
speak the Welsh language. In this he has met with much
success, and hopes soon to see the means of Christian educa-
tion supplied to every family within the bounds of his visits.

Mr. Diboll's services were concluded in October, having
since the last anniversary formed nine schools in Ross and
Meigs counties, and supplied several more with books by sale

or donation.

The Rev. Mr. Patee was employed for several months in

the northern part of the State, and formed thirty-eight schools,

besides visiting, and disposing of books.

Mr. M'CoY formed six, and visited a number of schools in

the eastern counties, during a few months' agency, and sup-

plied many libraries.

The depository at Columbus has been discontinued, but its

place will be immediately supplied by the liberality of a gentle-

man who has opened his own dwelling for this purpose.

In-lNDiANA the Rev. Mr. Gildersleeve was established as a
missionary with a small depository at New Albany. This
arrangement, which promised to be successful, was abandoned
as part of our retrenchment. In the five months of his service

Mr. Gildersleeve formed twenty-five schools, besides several

in Ohio.

The Rev. Mr. Shepherd, who has been for several years an
active agent in the south-western States, entered upon another
service in October. His last visits, on our behalf, were in

Alabama and Tennessee.
The conditions upon which the Board agreed to establish a

large depository in Cincinnati having failed, the amount of

stock provided in anticipation of that arrangement has been

reduced, and a less expensive arrangement adopted. A full

supply of our publications will continue to be kept in that city.

The depositories at Mobile, Nashville, New Orleans, and St.

Louis, which were formerly sustained by the Parent Society,

are now in the care of local auxiliaries.

The contributions for our operations in the southern states

not having been exhausted as rapidly as those for the west, we
have been able to continue the services of our missionaries and
agents in that section without interruption.

The Rev. Mr. Welch has made his annual tour in Virginia,

North Carolina, South Carolina, and Georgia, collecting dona-

tions, assisting the missionaries, and performing the duties of a

general agency. He has also at intervals visited some of the

large towns of Pennsylvania, New Jersey, and Delaware, His

visit to Baltimore was suspended on account of an effort mak-
ing by the Maryland Union for the permanent establishment

I
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of their depository in that city—an object of great importance

to the schools of Maryland, and vvliich, we trust, will not only

be entirely successful in itself, but be the nneans of inciting

our auxiliary to aid us in fully supplying the State with mis-

sionaries.

In VV^estern Virginia, the Rev. Mr. Wallace, in a service

of about eight months, formed thirty-two schools, and supplied

books to the amount of 475 dollars, besides organizing two
county Unions, and five other Sunday-school societies.

Rev. Mr. Aldersopt in some of the southern and western

counties formed forty-three schools, and sold books to the

amount of 312 dollars.

Eight schools were formed in Sussex county by the Rev.

Mr. Park, at the close of his term of service.

Rev. Mr, Teasdale has devoted a portion of his time to our

service, and visited a number of schools in the eastern counties,

formed ten new ones, and disposed of many books. He has

been present at various public meetings of ministers and others,

where he could exert an influence in behalf of the general ob-

ject. In some sections of his district the number of schools

has doubled in the last twelve months. He resides in Frede-
ricksburg, and is central to an important field.

A gentleman in Rockbridge county has given his gratuitous

services to the promotion of Sunday-schools in the county,
and has thus set an example which might be followed with great
advantage to the efficiency and economy of the institution.

Rev. Mr. Quin, during the summer, formed in Eastern Vir-

ginia seventeen schools, and visited or revived fifty-one: sold

books to the amount of 375 dollars, and procured many sub-

scribers for the Journal and the Youth's Friend. He then pro-

ceeded to South Carolina, where he spent the winter and
formed fifty schools, visited or revived fifteen, sold books to

the amount of 81250, and obtained a large number of sub-

scribers for our periodical works. The total number of chil-

dren in the schools formed and visited by Mr. Quin, is five

thousand. In his visits to the schools he had reported to him
one hundred and thirty-six cases of conversion during the

year; of which number sixty-one individuals belonged to schools

established by him last year in South Carolina.

The Rev. Mr. Shaver, in about four months and a half in

South Carolina, formed fifty-three schools; disposed of books
to the amount of 550 dollars, and obtained a number of sub-

scribers for the Journal and Youth's Friend.
The South Carolina Sunday-school Union also employed

an agent for a few months, who formed ten schools. The
whole number of schools in the State is estimated not to ex-

i
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ceed four hundred and fifty, and the number of pupils lo be
not nnore than twenty thousand.

In North Carolina the Rev. Mr. Ballard has prosecuted
his agency through the State; collecting donations and pay-
ments; visiting ecclesiastical bodies, churches, and schools;

and assisting in the formation of local depositories and unions.

He was assisted during the greater part of the year by the

Rev. Mr. Freeman, who was principally employed in mis-

sionary duties.

The Rev. Mr. Remlev was employed from December to

April in Georgia, where he formed fifteen schools, besides at-

tending to the other usual missionary duty of visiting the schools

within his range.

The Rev. Mr. Montgomery, in nine months, formed in this

State forty-six schools, containing eighteen hundred scholars,

and supplied books to the amount of 325 dollars, besides organ-

izing depositories in the counties of Monroe, Harris, Talbot,

and Henry. This gentleman now devotes a portion of his

time, gratuitously, to the service of Sunday-schools, though he
has retired from the public agency.

The result of the missionary labour of the year, though so

much abridged and interrupted, shows the formation of about

two hundred schools in the Western states, and two hundred
and ninety in the Southern. The attention of the missionaries

has been particularly directed to the importance of visiting

schools recently formed, and they have been advised not to

leave a district where they are new and feeble, for the sake of

more imposing, but less substantial results. This system it is

our desire to pursue in every quarter ; being fully aware that

the firm establishment and progressive improvement of one
school is of more advantage to the cause than many which are

liable to fail in consequence of being too soon left alone.

The agency of the Rev. Mr. Campbell, in New Jersey, has
extended to a considerable portion of the northern half of the

state, but in a most unfavourable time for obtaining pecuniary

help. We trust that its results in the increased attention of the

churches to their schools, the devotion of teachers to their

work, and in the enlargement of libraries, will more than com-
pensate for the deficiency of the contributions.

The Rev. Mr. Campfield has been constantly engaged in the

important district of the city of New York and its vicinity, and
the contributions from this source have evinced the usual liber-

ality, though of course partaking of the general diminution as

to amount. The Board of Agency in the city have continued
to give their assistance and countenance; the depository has

maintained its standing much better than the general decline

of business led us to anticipate, the sale s being only two thou-

.
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sand dollars less than the previous year, and now giving every

promise of a large increase.

Our depository at Utica supplies a large and important dis-

trict, and measures have been lately taken to enable the Board
to maintain it without any encumbrance to our funds. We
hope that the time is near when this flourishing and wealthy

portion of the state will become a large and regular source of

support for our western operations.

The only other agency remaining to be noticed is that of

the New England States. As was stated in our last report,

the main object of this agency is to obtain assistance in con-

ducting our missionary operations in other parts of the coun-

try. The Board are sorry to learn, that in consequence of an
impression existing to some extent in at least one part of this

field that there is no distinction between the objects of the

Parent Union and its auxiliary societies, the appointment of
this agency is regarded as superfluous.

A moment's attention cannot fail, we think, of correcting

this mistake. It must arise from a supposition that these so-

cieties are so connected with the Parent Union as to represent*

it in all operations. This is not the fact. They are wholly in-

dependent of the national society in their operations; and in

performing their duties within their respective Hmits, there is

no interference or connexion. The auxiliaries in Massachu-
setts, for instance, promote the establishment and improvement
of schools in that state, each operating chiefly in the churches
and under the patronage of a particular denomination of Chris-

tians. The Parent Society does not attempt this; it sends no
missionaries to that ground. But on the other hand, it is no part

of the object of these auxiliaries to establish Sunday-schools
throughout the destitute portions of our entire republic. As
our Society is the only organization for this purpose, so our
agency is the only one in existence for collecting the means
of effecting it. The objects of the auxiliary and the parent, in

this view, are as widely separated as those of foreign and do-
mestic missionary societies, and the operations of the agencies,

where there is more than one, cannot really conflict.—And
such a collision would seem to be rendered impossible by the

fact that none of our auxiliaries, so far as we know, require

funds beyond a trifling amount for their incidental expenses;
as it is not supposed to be necessary within the bounds of New
England, so well provided with ministers and churches, to em-
ploy missionaries, as we have to do, for sections of our coun-
try that have not equal advantages.

But a secondary object of our agency is to promote the use

of our publications in the Sabbath-schools and families of New
England, and in this department we go, as any individual may
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properly do, to offer our books tp the community, and sell to

those who wish to purchase. In doing this we do not under-

value the publications of others, nor seek to supplant them.
Having a large and more various supply of publications for the

special purposes of juvenile reading than any other society,

we supposed we should be doing a service to the community
by increasing its stock of materials for reading and instruction.

We supposed that in so large a community, whose habits of
reading are characteristic, and whose esteem of education is

proverbial, an enterprise for increasing their means of instruc-

tion would be generally welcome ; and that the churches which
were well supplied by the denominational societies with every
thing that they required peculiar to their respective religious

opinions, would be glad of the opportunity of supplying their

schools with publications that are adapted to all who hold the

same general system of belief. That a special effort was neces-

sary for this object, was proved by the fact, that in large por-

tions of New England, our books were not only not sought for,

but unknown ; and the experiment of the Boston depository has

already fully demonstrated that it was only because they were
unknown, that they were not sought for.

In the prosecution of his agency, the Rev. Mr. Smith, has

visited the states of Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, and
Massachusetts. He was present at the meetings of a number
of important ecclesiastical bodies, to whom he made known
the plans of the Society, the need in which they stand of in-

creased and liberal support, and the desire of the Union to en-

list the sympathies of the churches more fully in the general

cause. The reception of the agent by those bodies has been

kind, and in most instances his object has been cordially com-
mended to the churches. According to an arrangement made
a few years since with the Massachusetts Sabbath-school So-

cietVi by which it was agreed that no agent should be sent by
the Parent Union among the churches of its denomination in

that state, without its consent, intbrmation of the appointment

of Mr. Smith was communicated to the society, and he was at

once received and welcomed.—We indulge the confident trust

that nothing is wanted throughout the Christian community of

the eastern states, but a correct knowledge of the principles

and operations of our Union, to secure a continuance of their

confidence and support; and that as soon as our publications

become generally known, there will be large demands for them

from their numerous schools, and from many families. To
diffuse this knowledge will be the constant effort of our agency,

and of the depository; and until this is fully accomplished, the

result of the plan cannot be known.—What has already been

done, is full of encouragement. Our agent has been invited to
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present his appeal in a large number of churches, and the

gradually increasing demand for our books, and investigation

of their character, are the best evidence we desire that the

step we have taken has not been an erroneous one. And
though the commencement of such an enterprise involved some
expense, we have every reason for confidence that it will be
soon compensated in a pecuniary return of the cost, and much
more in the moral benefits of the more extensive circulation of
our books.

Sixty-five Sunday-schools, Sunday-school unions and socie-

ties have been added to our auxiliaries.

Reports have been received from 101 auxiliary schools and
societies. The aggregate shows the connexion with us of 827
schools, 9441 teachers, 68,500 pupils. Thete schools report

the number of volumes in their libraries to be about 96,000.

The number of teachers who have made a profession of re-

ligion is 375 ; and of scholars, 816. The number of auxiliaries

that transmit reports is very trifling in comparison with the

number that claim the privileges of the connexion; and of

those that have reported, the statistics of several are deficient

in some particulars.

Through our missionaries, and by direct grants of the Board,
donations of books have been made to destitute schools to the

amount of S3314 38, viz.

In the Western States, - - 81629 29
" Southern " - - 1209 43
" Other " - - 475 66

The whole amount of donations received from March 1,

1837, to February 28, 1838, was $22,423 82. Of this sum,
according to the direction of the contributors,

—

The Western Fund received, - $9,894 03

The Southern Fund, - - - 4,915 39

The General Fund, - ' - 7,285 57

The Foreign Fund, - - - 328 23
And the sum expended in the same period was,

In the Western States, - - $11,773 67

In the Southern « - - - 7,882 13

For General purposes, - - 5,846 38

And for books for Foreign Mission Sta-

tions, - - - - 208 08

Showing a total expenditure of - $25,710 26

The state of trade and currency for the greater part of the
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last year was so unfavourable to our publishing department,
ihat the Board felt bound to confine this part of their operations
within the narrowest limits. To maintain a supply of all our pub-
lications, now so numerous, requires large means, and it is not
easy so to graduate the stock of each work as to avoid an un-
necessary outlay in new editions, and yet to be always pre-
pared for the demand. To keep this balance has been the

great object of the year's business; and we have been obliged,

in consequence, to forego the usual increase of our publica-

trons. We have, however, issued one work, the size, expen-
siveness, and value of whk:h require it to be taken into more
than its numerical account. We refer to the new Bible Dic-
TiONAKY, prepared not only in express adaptation to the wants
of Sunday-schoolf, and of all Bible readers, but to cur whole
catalogue of books; constituting a manual of reference to all

the Works of our library which illustrate the subjects of the

articles or references in the Dictionary. The very extensive
and decided favour with which this volume has been received,
and the rapid multiplication of its editions, prove that the Board
were not mistaken in judging that such a work was demanded,
and that the present Dictionary meets the wishes of a large por-

tion of the community.
The only other publications of the year in volumes are, three

additional volumes of the series of Memoirs of Pious Women;
Questions and Stories on the Commandments; the Four Pista-

reens, or Honesty is the Best Policy; the Rainy Afternoon, or

How to bear Disappointment; the Paradise of Children, illus-

trating the happiness of heaven ; Missionary Letters from Asia
Minor, by the Rev. Mr. Schneider; three Infants' books; a
beautiful reprint of the Sunday-school Teacher's' Dream, from
the Union Annual; the Youth's Friend for the current year;

and the Union Primer, which is a new work for infant and
other schools where the elements of reading are taught, and is

constructed on a plan which greatly lessens the usual drudgery
and unprofitableness of that stage of learning. The whole
number of the new publications of the year is therefore fifteen,

containing 1764 pages, varying from 16 pages 32mo. to 648
pages 18mo. We have published also a cheap edition of the

Descriptive Catalogue, containing a short account of every

book and other publications which we furnish.

A large number of manuscripts has passed through the hands

of the Committee of Publication, and several excellent works
will appear in the course of a few months.

The number of volumes printed in the year is 371,902; of

Infant-school lessons, pamphlets, Sunday-school Journal, &c.
143,450; making about thirty millions of pages. In the aggre-

gate of volumes are included 34,000 copies of Union Questions,

^
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and in the aggregate of pages, 85,200 copies of the Sunday-
scliool Journal.

The amount of publications sent to depositories in

the year ending March 1, was - - $26,489 48
Sold at the Philadelphi'a depository, - 25,906 13

Making the whole amount, - - - $52,395 61

Being about 23,000 dollars less than the sales of the preceding
year. The actual receipts from sales were 34,158 dollars 13

cents.

The sums paid, during this period, in the publication depart-

ment to authors and mechanics, were as follows

:

For copyrights, - - - $ 382 00
" stereotyping and printing, - 8,162 93
" paper, - - - - 7,111 46
" binding, - - - 16,130 74
" steel, brass, and wood engraving, 950 61
" copperplate and lithographic printing, 340 09
" maps and colouring, - - 394 52

.Total, - - - $33,472 35

The donations for the purpose of supplying American mis-

sionaries abroad with our books, and the means of printing

them, amounted up to the 1st of March, to only 328 dollars 23
cents. The proceeds were distributed to missionaries of dif-

ferent societies in India, China, Africa, and France. We have
continued to receive throughout the year the testimony of vari-

ous mission stations to the value of the distribution of this fund,

and strong appeals to repeat and increase them. Such appli-

cations will always receive the best attention which the state

of the fund will allow us to give.

Under this head of the report it becomes our duty to make
known to the Society what progress has been made in execut-

ing their direction at the last annual meeting, to take measures
for offering a select library of our books to the common schools

of the country. Our first business, in compliance with this re-

solution, was to select from our catalogue the most suitable

works for such a purpose. Biography, travels, natural history,

and striking narratives being the most attractive subjects for

young readers, the principal portion of the library was made
up of volumes on these subjects, beginning with the lives of

Washington, Col. Gardiner, and Francke, including accounts
B*
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of the Arabs, the South Sea and Sandwich Islanders, Hindoos,
American Indians, and other nations; illustrations of Jewish
history, customs, and antiquities; missionary history and bio-

graphy; evidences of Christianity ; scriptural characters and
scenes; views of creation and animated nature; instruction

and warning adapted to youth in various situations, and di-

rected to particular vices and virtues; and the entertaining

and useful miscellany of some volumes of the Youth's Friend.

One hundred and thirty-three separate publications of this de-

scription were chosen, and some of the smaller ones being
bound together, made one hundred and twenty-one volumes,
averaging one hundred and sixty pages each. These were
printed on superior paper, bound and lettered, arranged ig a
case, and furnished with a number of catalogues containing a
short description of the contents of each volume. In this form
the entire library was offered at the low price of thirty-three

dollars. As soon as samples of the library were ready, it was
extensively announced by advertisements through the country,

and the orders received in the short period since the announce-
ment, indicate that there will be at least no loss on the stock
now provided. The purposes for which this library has already
been sought is a proof of the variety of readers for which it

is suitable. It has been procured for common-schools, board-

ing schools, Sunday-schools, orphan houses, academies, a col-

lege, a factory, for steamboats, and for private families.

The Board will not. forget that the Society had the public

schools chiefly in view in commanding the preparation of this

library, and they have already taken measures to diffuse intel-

ligence of its character among those who are officially con-

nected with the systems of public education in several states.

The regard to general instruction is rapidly extending in our

country. Provision on a very liberal scale has been made in

many states, not only for the multiplication of schools, but for

the improvement of the mode of instruction. It is now admit-

ted that it is not enough to provide buildings, and benches, and
a nominal master, but that the qualifications and character of

the teacher, the books he uses, and the methods he follows, are

matters of principal concern. There is a very decided ad-

vance, also, in the public opinion in favour of moral and re-

ligious instruction, as a fundamental part of education. Such
a state of opinion is very favourable to the introduction of a
library of books composed on the principles of ours. The use

of such works by the pupils, at their homes, not as tasks, but

as rewards and pastime, must recommend itself to every in-

telligent mind, as one of the most efficient sources of moral
and intellectual influence that can be brought to aid the scheme
of universal education. A library of this description opened
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to the use of the pupils of a common school, few of whom have
such resources, would be the best means of attaching them to

the objects of the school. Nothing can supply the place of an
interesting book as a means of incitement in the pursuit of
knowledge. The privilege of access to a collection of useful

books would do more to bring the school-system into the favour

of that portion of the community who are most dependent upon
its provisions, and to multiply its fruits, than any other device.

Nothing, ^o well as a good book, relieves the compulsory ap-

plication of the school-room, and turns it into a pleasure. Noth-
ing, (intellectually considered,) can do so much to enlarge ahd
purify the mind; to counteract temptations in the intervals of

school, and to give a constant impulse and right direction to

the moral and mental faculties. That such an adjunct to the

school will much longer be regarded as possible to be dispensed

with, can scarcely be imagined; and if the humble beginning

which our institution has made, shall be the means of increas-

ing this conviction, and hastening its general adoption, the in-

vention of this little library will be one of the most important

measures in the history of its usefulness.

Our society has always deprecated the tendency of Sunday-
schools to lessen the sense of parental responsibility, and to de-

volve the whole duty of the religious instruction of children on
strangers. Such an excuse for parental neglect has as little

foundation in the system itself, when properly used, as in a right

sense of our natural and inalienable obligations. On the con-
trary', the Christian responsibility of parents is greatly increas-

ed by the^multiplied assistance which the teaching and reading
furnished by Sunday-schools gives to the due performance of
their duty.

We disavow, also, the allegation that the principles of our
Union are chargeable with encouraging neglect of the particu-

lar formularies of the various denominations, or with discourag-

ing full investigation of any doctrine that is a subject of
difference with Christians. The documents of the Society,

from its origin to this day, will furnish no evidence on this

subject but such as disprove the implication. It is no part of

our principles to discountenance the action of denominational
schools or societies, or to attempt to widen their basis. We
only profess to cover more ground than they can occupy, and
much that can be reached in no other way than by union.

—

Nor has it ever been our desire to exclude the instruction pecu-
liar to any one form of evangelical belief, in order to introduce
a diluted and weakened course of instruction. If the use of our
books has ever had this effect, we must in self-defence affirm

* that the fault is in those who ought to have the school under
their vigilant care, and in those who conduct the instruction.
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If the catechisms of the churches are less studied than they
once were, it is not because we have pretended to furnish a
substitute for them, or have ceased to supply them in the cheap-

est forms to the schools that call for them. The use of our
Scripture question-books need no more prevent the study of a
catechism in a school, than they need prevent the learning of
hymns, or of Bible verses. There is room and tirne for all.

—

The objection, if it has any foundation, applies to Sunday-
schools as a system, and not to us, or to our books particularly.

If the time that should be partly devoted to the study of cate-

. chisms is wholly absorbed by other studies, it is a defect easily

remedied without the disuse of Bible questions, or the expulsion

of all books that bear our name. And so if this evil exists in

a school established in connexion with a particular church, but

professedly open to children of all denominations, it must be
owing to want of proper arrangement or provision, if the chil-

dren of that church are not instructed in their own catechism
or formularies, according to its wishes, although good faith

may require that this should not be imposed on all. With re-

spect to schools not connected with any particular religious

society or denomination, but where the teachers and scholars

are of different connexions, the objection of the disuse of cate-

chisms, can apply in very few instances; for such schools are,

in the vast majority of cases, composed of children who would
never be taught any form of religious truth, and are sent to the

school on the ground of its having no special denominational
character.

^ We say, with the same confidence, that if doctrinal instruc-

tion, according to the tenets of the various denominations, is

not imparted in their respective schools, it cannot reasonably

be charged on us ox on our books. The series of Union Ques-
tions (upon which this blame has been sometimes cast) does not

pretend to be an exposition of the Scriptures. These volumes
divide the Bible into sections suitable in length and subject for

the instruction of tlie young; they guide by their questions and

\ . references to the examination of each portion, so that the pupil

is aided in learning, and the teacher furnished with, heads for

the examination and instruction of his class. And although

they are so constructed that every sentence of the text is

brought before the mind, and the great mass of truth is thus

presented by the simple asking and answering of each question

in order, it ia not supposed that this is the way in which intelli-

gent teachei-s will use the book; but that they will follow out

the topics suggested by the questions, with questions and illus-

trations of their own, until they see that the text is understood,

and make a practical use and application of the instructions

conveyed, by adapting it to the minds and characters of their
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pupils. This method gives full opportunity for the inculcation of

truth according to the standard of any cliurch where the Ques-
tions are used; and there is nothing in the structure of the

Questions that aims to divert the mind from this, or supply its

place. We would, therefore, once more earnestly call upon
the Christian church and its ministers, to give their most
watchful attention to the Sunday-school system, both as it affects

their own distinctive creeds, and as it regards the general state

of ignorance and irreligion in our country. The former is no
part of our duty; and the latter does not belong to us exclu-

sively. Our books may be used in every school to inculcate

instruction and saving truth, without keeping away any scholars

on account of denominational peculiarities. And they may
also be used in every denominational school, or in every class

of such school, where these peculiarities ^re required to be

taught, where the teachers have common intelligence, or where
the school is under the immediate supervision of the proper
ecclesiastical authority. •

But whilst we shall ever advocate the propriety of each de-

nomination regarding the religioufe education of its own chil-

dren, we appeal to the united body of Christians to say whether,

in the prosecution of this object, they will deny their assistance

to the efforts that seek to extend fundamental truths by a com-
bination on principles that can alone reach the mass of our
whole population. Will any one say that the general know-
ledge of the Bible, and of the first and essential doctrines of
faith, shall not be taught to millions^ of immortal souls, unless it

is^accompanied with every particle of his own creed, and under
the direct authority of his own church? Will the principle be
defended, that we ought not to go into the villages and neigh-

bourhoods where there are no churches or schools, and form a
Sunday-school, where the Bible shall be diligently read, and
the attendants shall learn their duties to God and man, and be
urged to repentance and faith in the Lord Jesus Christ—that

this shall not be done, because of the few pious and intelligent

teachers who are to be found in the settlement, one is a Baptist,

another an Episcopalian, a third a Methodist, a fourth a Presby-
terian, or Moravian, or Lutheran? Is this a fact that is to

exclude religious teaching from that population until each of
these denominations successively gains strength enough, in the

course of many years, to have a church and Sunday-school of
its own? Will the children wait in childhood, and death abate
its claim, and eternity suspend its alternative until this shall be
effected ? Would Christians thus situated be justifiable in with-

holding on such grounds, their co-operation in promoting reli-

gious truth? And will Christians refuse their countenance to

,all that we do to supply this acknowledged deficiency, because

^/
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every thing cannot be done that in other circumstances might
be done ?

On the same principle we would ask whether the help of our
publications should be wholly declined by any school because
they abstain from points controverted by the evangelical de-

nominations? Are these points indispensable to every book
that should be given to the young? Cannot Christian character

be exhibited in biography; or scriptural history and antiquities

be illustrated ; or the duties of life enforced, and its dangers
warned against, without incorporating in the work the peculi-

arities of some one creed? The very statement of the question

shows the fallacy of the objection to which it refers. Our
publications are offered to every school and every family, and
whilst we shall not presume to say that they are the only books
fit for this use, we may be permitted to assert that it is not fair

to exclude them unSeen and unexamined, merely because they

are issued by a Society that, in its associate capacity, forgets

that the church on earth is separated into brotherhoods.

For the decision of these questions we look to the opinions

of the mass of Christians in our community. We are their

stewards ; our resources are 'in their hands ; our efforts for the

promotion of the study of the Scriptures, for the instruction of

the ignorant, for the care of the neglected, for the diffusion of

a religious literature, must be enlarged or contracted, continued

or arrested, according as the means shall be furnished or with-

held. Our responsibility is that of the most judicious employment
of the means ; but it is not for us to say how much an ©nlight*'

ened, religious, and prosperous people ought to contribute to

these objects, or with what md\ «nd unstmmity they should

favour them*

\ •
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Receipts and Expenditures of the American Sunday-school Union,

from March 1, 1837, to February 28, 1838.

Dr. To balance on hand, March, 1837, - - . . $ 561 76
" AnTiount received from depositories, societies, and indi-

viduals, in payment of debts and books sold, - 34,158 13
** Amount borrowed at bank and of individuals

during- the year, . - - . $87,757 96
Of which there has been paid during- the same

period, 84,472 61

Making an increase of loans of

Donations for general purposes,
*« for the West,
" for the South,
"

, for foreign countries.

I

7,285 57
9,894 63
4,915 39
328 23

3,285 35

22,423 82

$60,429 06

Cr. By salaries, including secretaries, editors, su-

perintendent of book-store, book-keeper,
salesman, clerks, and labourers, - 9,449 49

" Salaries and expenses of agents and mission-

aries, - 6,086 12

« Paper, 7,111 46
" Stereotyping, 2,795 69
« Printing, 5,367 24
« Binding, 16,130 74
" Copyright and certificates, - - 382 00
" Wood engravings, . - - . 507 24
« Steel and copper do. - - - - 415 00
•* Copperplate printing, - - . 323 22
« Lithographic do. $i6 87, stamps, $28 37, 45 24
« Colouring, §259 72, maps, $134 80, 394 52

" Interest on loans, and discounts at banks,
*' Paid to branch depositories, - - - - _

" Insurance on stock, ---»..
** Postages,
" Miscellaneous books, .--__.
" Serving Sunday-school Journal, $80 ; packing boxes,

$209 96 ; blank books, $27 31 ; fuel & oil, $186 85,
« Taxes, $210; repairs, $177 74 ....
" Freight and porterage, $148 69 ; newspapers and ad-

vertising, $61 33, - - - - .

** Hardware, twine, straps, and incidental expenses,
" Balance cash on hand, ----..

15,535 61

33,472 35
2,374 68
4,218 64
254 00
417 35

2,499 15

503 92
387 74

210 02
210 51
345 09

$60,429 06

The American Sunday.school Union are indebted for money borrowed, to
the amount of fifty-nine thousand two hundred and forty-three dollars and ten
cents, for which they are paying interest, and they have no permanent funds,
nor real estate, except the Depository in Philadelphia.

Philadelphia, March 1, 1838.

Committee of Accounts.
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CENSUS OF SCHOOLS.

» ^ Made a profession
• of Relig ion dur-

STATES. Auxiliaries Schools. Teachers. Scholars. ingthe past year. Vols, in

reported. Library.

Teachers. Scholars.

Rhode Island, 1 164 1750 14611 114 340 24120
Connecticut, 1 1 21 115
New York, 9 212 3946 26378 189 182 45080
New Jersey, 13 35 353 2334 22 27 2923
Pennsylvania, 36 52 700 4487 19 29 6903
Delaware, 1 1 12 193
Virg-inia, 9 17 178 989 9 9 2620
North Carolina, 8 44 253 1899 10 1534
South Carolina, 2 17 209 1285 2 7 4150
Georgia, 7 7 39 286 2 2
Alabama, 1 1 18 119
Tennessee, 2 2 15 117 6 200
Ohio, 8 48 469 3077 5 34 1700
Illinois, 1 61 320 2750 2 30
Missouri, 1 120 662 4093 67
Michigan, 1 45 493 3767 " 73 6543

Total, 101 827 9441 68500 37S 816 96773
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CONSTITUTION.

Abt. I. This Society Bhall be known by the name of the " American Sckdat-

sc^ooL UirioN."—Its objects are, to concentrate the efforts of Sabbath-school Soci-

eties in the different sections of our country—to strengthen the hands of the friends

of reUgious instruction on the Lord's-day—to disseminate useful information—cir-

tulate moral and religious publications in every part of the land—and to endeavour

o plant a Sunday-school wherever there is a population.

Art. II. Each subscriber of three dollars annually shall be a member. Each sub-

scriber paying thirty dollars at one time shall be a member for life. Sunday-school

Societies or Unions sending a copy of their constitution, list of their officers, and an

annual report, shall be auxiUary, and be entitled to purchase books at the reduced

prices.

Art. III. The affairs and funds of this Society shall be under the direction of a

Board, consisting of a President, Vice-presidents, a Corresponding Secretary, Re-

cording Secretary, Treasurer, and thirty-six Managers, twenty-four of whom shall

reside in the city of Philadelphia or its vicinity. The Managers shall be divided

into three classes, whose terms of ser^ice shall be respectively, one, two, and three

years ; but they may be re-elected.

Art. IV. The Officers and Managers shall be laymen, and shall be elected by

ballot.

Art. V. The Managers shall annually elect all officers of the Society, fill vacancies

in their own body, make their own by-laws, publish such books, periodical works,

and tracts, as they may deem expedient; and may -adopt such other measures as

may, in their opinion, promote the objects of the Association. Seven Managers

shall constitute a quorum.

Art. VI. The annual meetings of the Society shall be held at Philadelphia, on the

lirst Tuesday after the 20th of May, when the proceedings of the past year shall be

reported, the accounts presented, and the Managers chosen. Fifteen members shall

constitute a quorum. If a quorum does not appear on the day of the annual meet-

ing, the election of Managers shall take place at the next meeting v.'henever a quo-

rum appears, and the Managers of the Society shall remain in office until a new

election takes place.

Art. VII. Special meetings of the Society shall be called by the President, or in

his absence, by either of the Vice-presidents, at the written request of six Mana-

gers ; of which meeting three days' public notice shall be given.

Art. VIII. Officers of Sunday-school Unions auxiliary to this Society, and clergy-

men whose schools are attached to it, shall have the privilege of attending the stated

meetings of the Board of Managers.

Art. IX. No alteration in this constitution shall take place, unless the same shall

be proposed, in writing, to the Board of Managers at least three months previous to

its adoption, and be approved by two-thirds of the members prc::ent, at a meeting

July nothied.
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PROCEEDINGS
.if the Fifteenth Anniversary of the American Sunday-school Union,

May 22, 1839.

The services connected with the anniversary of the American Sunday-

school Union, took place on the 20th and 21st of May, according to

the previous announcement. Tlie sermon of the Reverend Professor

Sch mucker, on Monday evening, was heard by a large audience, and is

now added to our published series of annual sermons.

The Annual Report of the Managers presented to the Society on

'I'uesday occupies the following pages. Its reading was followed by

addresses from the Rev. Mr. Ide, of the Baptist church ; Rev. Mr.

Kavanaugh, of the Methodist Episcopal, and Rev. Dr. Bethune, of the

Reformed Dutch. The subject of Mr. Ide's remarks, was the necessity

of having the Bible among the subjects of instruction in common schools,

and the danger of its exclusion from the prevailing S3^stem of public

education. He showed from history that a high state of literary im-

provement—even as in Athens, where the populace are said to have been

such skilful critics as to detect the rhetorical faults of their orators-

would not secure the virtue of a republic. In our own country, he said,

the Bible is, to a great degree, excluded from schools as to any pur-

poses of moral instruction or influence. He dwelt, in conclusion, upon

the tendency of Sunday-schools, to correct this evil and to supply the

deficiency it occasioned.

The address of the Rev. Mr. Kavanaugh, of Illinois, was of that

practical, unique character which, though it secures the deepest atten^

tion of an audience, and is the best possible illustration as well as

exposition of a subject, cannot be preserved by a mere reporter. Mr.

Kavanaugh was for several years a missionary of the Union in the West;

and a pioneer of Sunday-schools in districts where they had never been

established, and where the strongest prejudices existed against them.

The facts, which were related in his address with so much originality

and good-humour, gave a more accurate view of the need of schools,

and of the proper work of a missionary than any one could furnish,

who had not had experience of all that was described. The meeting

could not have been less enlightened than they were certainlv amused,
by the description of his discussion of the objects of Sunday-schools

with the champion of the " two-seed" sect, before a congregation of the

a2 5



most bitter opponents of the enterprise, which ended in the unanimous

approval of the proposition to form a school on the spot. Such oppo-

sition is even now common, but it can, doubtless, be as easily overcame

by the same candid and direct influence of a ready and sagacious mis-

sionary. One of the statements of Mr. Kavanaugh may be cited as a

specimen of the adaptedness of our Society to the state of the country.

In a district measuring 150 miles by 200, where he could not find a

single common school, three thousand children were collected in the

Sunday-schools established through his agency. Still residing in the

west, and travelling extensively on his circuits, he is able to testify to

the long-continued benefits of the schools established by the agents of

the Union, and among these benefits, he enumerated the impulse which

had been given to Christian denominations to promote schools in their

own connexion.

The Rev. Dr. Bethune dwelt upon the danger of diverting Sunday-

schools from their more immediate object—the instruction of the child-

ren of the poor. The Sunday-schools in our cities are too generally

filled from the families of such as have ample means of instruction at

home ; and even if room were left for the truly destitute, they were ex-

posed to contrasts in their condition which would make the school a

painful resort. Even Christian parents might make the school a substi^

t«te for that personal attention to their children which they are bound to

give. He appealed strongly to the teachers of Philadelphia, as to their

duly to go beyond the bounds of their respective congregations, and

teach the Bible to those who have no means of instruction. The increas-

ing neglect and desecration of the Sabbath cry loudly for increased

efTorts to form right habits in the young.

^ Dr. Bethune spoke of the efi'ect of Christianity on the national cha-

racter. It makes good patriots. The old maxim was, that it was glo-

rious to die for one's country : and perhaps the best thing that many men

could do for their country, would be to die in battle. But the true glory

is to live for our country, and to seek its highest interests. The reli-

gious education of its citizens is one of the best means of securing this

glory : and in estimating its eff'ects, we ought to consider the vast amount

of evil prevented, as well as the more direct and positive results. The

Sunday-school missionary may outwardly seem to bear an humble ofliice ;

but he is not an undistinguished pers<?n in the eyes of those who see

him going forth in the armour of the gospel, his feet shod with the

preparation of the gospel of peace, amt the sword of the Spirit—the

word of God—in his hand.



FIFTEENTH REPORT.

It may be instructive on the present occasion to advert

tor a few moments to the original design of organizing the

American Sunday-school Union, and the extent to which

it has been accomplished.

I. In the first place—it was " to concentrate the efforts

of Srmday-school Societies in the different sections of our

countnj.''

By uniting the schools in a large district under a general

board, it was thought that a convenient medium of inter-

course would be secured, and that the efforts of all might

be directed to one and the same end, and be sustained by

a common sympathy ; and by uniting these general boards

with a national society, upon terms mutually advantageous,

we hoped still further to concentrate and harmonize our

counsels, while at the same time we made arrangements to

furnish promptly and on the cheapest terms, such facilities

in the shape of reward books, tickets, &c., as were at that

period in use.

The correctness of these views was shown conclusively,

in the eagerness with which the proposed connexion was

sought,"—for it may probably be said, without exaggeration,

that at one time nineteen-twentieths of all the Sunday-

schools in the country were with us. In process of time,

however, single schools or small associations were merged
in county or state societies, and many were embraced in

denominational organizations. The whole number of schools

and societies which have been recognised as auxiliaries, is

1364. The number that have reported themselves the

present year is 46. Local interests and prejudices, deno-
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minational preferences, sectional jealousies and irritating

topics, of a political or moral bearing, and a general abate-

ment of interest in the subject, have all had a share in

producing this result.

11. Our second object was '' to strengthen the hands of
the friends of religious education on the hordes day.

This we could do chiefly by maturing a practicable and

efficient system of instruction, adapted to the general wants

of the country—furnishing means of improvement to such

as would serve as active labourers, and those excitements

to zeal and diligence which the progress of the work might

suggest.

The results of our enterprise in this respect, are seen

not only in our eleven volumes of Union Questions, of

which not less 1,044,080 copies have been circulated—in

our various Helps to the understanding of the sacred volume,

and the proper mode of teaching it—in our Geographies,

Dictionaries, and Maps—in our works illustrative of the

Jewish religion and history, and the manners and customs

of Oriental nations—but they are also seen in the valuable

manuals and text-books which have issued in later years

from other sources, and in the elaborate and expensive

volumes of commentaries and annotations upon the Scrip-

tures, which have been prepared by devout and learned

men, with special reference to the wants of Sunday-school

teachers and juvenile biblical students. If to supply proper

materials and tools for their work be to strengthen the

hands of the builders, then have we succeeded in our design

to strengthen the hands of the friends of religious education

on the Lord's day; and we cannot doubt, that if these

multiplied facilities were wisely improved, the time is at

hand when the hopes of Christian benevolence would be

realized, in seeing the children and youth of our land well

instructed in the Scriptures.
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III. The tliii'd item embraced in our design was '* to dis-

seminate useful information''

The extent to which this has been done it is impossible

to state with accuracy. The eight octavo volumes of our

Magazine, the four volumes of the Sunday-school Journal,

in the largest newspaper form, succeeded by five volumes

of the reduced size, contain together an amount of facts,

reasonings, illustrations, and statistics, upon the subject of

Christian education, not easily attainable elsewhere, in the

same compass. The annual sermons of the Rev. Drs.

Wayland and Taylor of the Baptist Church, Henshaw and

Tyng of the Episcopal, Humphrey and Blagden of the

Congregational, Hodge of the Presbyterian, Ferris of the

Reformed Dutch, and Sclimucker of the Lutheran Church,

constitute a volume of peculiar value—setting forth the

views entertained by men of different ecclesiastical relations,

residing in different sections of the country, and treating the

subject according to their various apprehensions of its

connexions and bearings. Our fourteen annual reports

make up another volume of no inconsiderable size and

importance. In tracing the operations of the Society

from year to year, and the gradual enlargement of its plans

and means, abundant cause is found for gratitude and

encouragement. The reports of public meetings, and a

variety of pamphlets explaining our design and object, and

defending the principles of the Society, have been widely

circulated, and we may safely say, that altogether we have

materials of this kind for, at least, thirty large octavo

volumes, parts of which have been circulated by thousands

and tens of thousands in all the inhabited parts of our land.

To all this we may add the labours of several hundred

missionaries and agents, who have traversed the country

in the Society's service, and disseminated information by

means of sermons, addresses, and conversations, to say
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nothing of ministers and others who have advocated our

cause in public and private.

IV. The fourth particular of our design V7as *' to circu-

late moral and religious puhUcations in every part of the

land f' and by the good hand of God upon us, we have

succeeded m circulating nearly, or quite, eighteen mil-

lions of such publications, including each distinct article

in our catalogue.

When we entered upon this service very few books

were to be found at all suited to the tastes, capacities, or

moral exigencies of the young. The Philadelphia Sunday

and Adult School Union, with whose stock we began our

operations in 1824, published but eighteen bound books,

only fourteen of which are found in our present catalogue.

It is not for us to say what agency the Society has had in

creating the demand for religious and moral books, designed

especially for children and youth. That such a demand

exists to a very surprising extent will not be denied ; and

while we are enabled to do something towards its supply,

other institutions and book-mxakers have turned their atten-

tion to the subject, and our present exposure is rather to a

surfeit than a famine. Especially is this to be feared,

when we regard the obvious inclination of the juvenile press

to throw off a class of light and frothy stories to please the

fancy and feed the imagination. We will not dwell on this

point, however, as we shall have occasion to advert to it in

another connexion.

It would be interesting to follow each one of these

eighteen millions of Scriptural publications through the

various channels of its circulation, and mark the traces of

its benign influence upon the hearts and conduct of indi-

viduals—upon the church—upon private character and the

public welfare. It would be still more interesting to trace

the history of each volume, from the first conception of
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the subject in the mind of the author to the last perceptible

results of its publication. But such a privifege can be

enjoyed by no finite mind. That the American Sunday-

school Union has been the instrument of calling into

exercise so much of talents, industry, ingenuity, and piety,

as have been employed in the preparation of between two

and three hundred manuscripts, making as many bound

volumes upon our catalogue, and that it has been the means

of introducing so extensively the system of libraries, and

in supplying the young in so considerable a measure with

appropriate religious reading, are among the claims upon

our gratitude.

Connected with this subject are two exceedingly inte-

resting considerations. It is well known that the demand

which Sunday-schools created for copies of the sacred

Scriptures, led to the organization of the British and Fo-

reign Bible Society. This is not the place to set forth the

results of that organization, in Europe, in this country, and

indeed the world through. Our design is simply to trace

them to their origin. The other interesting fact is, that

the plan of district school libraries w^as suggested in our

periodicals as early as 1826, and we do not think it arrogant

to claim that the influence of Sunday-schools and Sunday-

school libraries is distinctly visible in the present demand

for cheap popular libraries for common schools. * Would
to God we could be further instrumental in turning into

one channel the two streams which seem to have taken

their rise in the same fountain, causing them to flow as the

waters of salvation to the ends of the earth

!

That the design of our organization, as it respects the

circulation of moral and religious books, has been but

partially accomplished, we readily admit. Nevertheless,

we maintain that it is entirely practicable, without any

burden upon the churches or the community, to increase

L
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their circulation a hundred fold. We are dependent upon

the sympathy and help of friends to do it, and we have

often shown them in what forms and by what means it

must be done. It is unhappy for us that the public mind

has so little stability on these subjects. It would seem as

if we are never to make the most of any scheme of good

in this country. Our affections and labours are too easily

transferred from one object to another, and hence all are

but imperfectly accomplished. Perhaps no institution of

benevolence has suffered more than ours from this cause,

and for the very reason that its operations are so quiet,

humble, and monotonous, that they present few attractions

to draw, and few excitements to retain, friends.

V. The fifth and last, and most important design of our

organization was ''to plant a Sunday-school wherever there

is a population.'^''

Though this phraseology is general enough to embrace

the globe, it has been confined by repeated construction to

the United States ; and hence, though often solicited, we
have declined to send Sunday-school missionaries into

Texas, South America, the Canadas, &c. For the six or

eight years last past our attention has been directed chiefly

to the Western and Southern States, and considering our

measure of means, our success has been much greater than

could have been reasonably expected.

As to the feasibility of the western supply, and the

peculiar fitness of our institution to furnish it, the mind of

your Board has never wavered for a moment. We have

realized no difficulties of which we did not distinctly

apprize the community at the outset, and the work done

in that interesting section of our country has stood to the

utmost extent of our expectations.

The proposition originally adopted by the Society was

susceptible of a twofold construction: 1st, To establish a
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Sunday-school in every destitute place in the valley, so far as

it is practicable, within two years ; or, 2dly, to establish a

Sunday-school, within two years, in every destitute place in

the valley, where it is practicable to establish one at all.

The great body of our citizens seem to liave acted upon the

presumption that the last was the true construction, and

hence they have inferred that whatever was not done within

the specified period of two years, cannot be done at all

This is the only plausible reason that occurs to us for the

fact that donations to this object were liberally made during

the period of two years, and afterwards were reduced to a

comparatively inconsiderable amount. It must be obvious

to any reflecting mind, that the mere 'preparation for such

a work as the Society undertook in the Valley of the

Mississippi, would require, as it respects time^ the better

part of two years ; and as it respects men and means, it

must be equally obvious that our fullest supply has never

been, in any degree, adequate to the demand : no, not even

to the annual increase of it.

We have received since the resolution on this subject

was passed, at the rate of but little more than 1813,000 per

annum, or about SI ,000 to each State and district embraced

in the resolution. This sum, judiciously expended, might,

we admit, be sensibly felt, especially in the smallest districts,

and where there was a general readiness to adopt the

system. It would support two missionaries, and leave

something, perhaps, for donations. But we need not say

how utterly inadequate it must be to sustain even the

exploring stages of an efficient mission in the most of the

States.

To make this evident, suppose New Hampshire, Ver-

mont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island, and Connecticut

were thrown into one State, the united territory would not

then equal, in square miles, either Illinois, or Missouri, or
B
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Arkansas, or Indiana, or Mississippi, or Tennessee, or

Alabama, or Louisiana, or Georgia. The Wisconsin

Territory, by itself, would embrace all the territory of New
England, nearly thrice over. Now how far would one or

even two thousand dollars go towards supporting Sunday-

school missionary operations in a tract of country stretching

from the Canadas to Long Island, and from the Connecti-

cut River to Cape Cod, especially if the towns and dwellings

were scattered at great distances ; the roads few and often

scarcely passable, and connecting only the chief towns;

while the conveyances, especially in the interior, are

uncertain, inconvenient, and available only at intervals of

several days ? To complete the picture, let a large majority

of the sober population of New England, born and bred

and buried, generation after generation, in the homes of

their fathers, give place to roving emigrants, the enterpris-

ing, the adventurous, the speculating—thrown together

from every nation, and kindred, and people, and tongue

under the whole heaven—let three-fifths of her churches

and school-houses be demolished, and the chief of her

staid customs abandoned for the exciting and absorbing

interests of life in the new world. Such a supposition

strikingly illustrates the inadequacy of our means, and

shows, we apprehend, that all which has been contributed

to sustain our movements there, could hardly be expected

to make a very deep or permanent impression on the moral

character or interests of the West. If the contributions

to this object had been continued upon the scale on whicli

they were commenced, or rather if they had increased as

the way was prepared, our first foot-hold might have been

retained, and the foundation once laid, would have served

for a noble structure.

The resolution was passed at the annual meeting of the

society, in the year 1830.
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We received the first year 824,417 12

1831-2, 24,244 41

• 1832-3, 13,711 66

1833-4, 9,488 40

1834-5, ^ 8,127 55

1835-6, 11,347 06

1836-7, 10,744 82

1837-8, 9,894 63

1838-9, 7,149 03

Total, 8119,124 68

Showing that nearly half the whole amount received was

contributed in the first two years.

We have frequent opportunities to survey the ground on

which these sums have been expended, and the evidence

that great and permanent good has been done, though on

a scale comparatively insignificant, is conclusive. It is a

•sound maxim of political economy, that the general wealth

of a State should supply ample means for general education.

Is it not an equally sound maxim of Christian philosophy,

that its disciples should furnish means of universal instruc-

tion in the doctrines and duties which it enjoins ? If other

agencies were in motion for the accomplishment of the

great end in view—if it wxre apparent or even probable

that help would arise from some other quarter, and that

the thousands of our children and youth who are destitute

of religious instruction, would receive it seasonably from

other sources, we should cheerfully withdraw our scattered

labourers, and leave the culture of the field to other hus-

bandmen. But, alas ! the files of the Society's correspond-

ence are loaded with evidence that there is no such bright

spot in our sky. Vast sections of our country are spread

out before us, teeming with a vigorous, active, thriving

population, and we are invited and urged to come among
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diem and establish Sunday-schools, in which their children

and youth, of all classes and denominations, may be

instructed in the common truths of our holy religion. The
latest maps lie upon our table, but our letters tell us of

towns and counties which have grown up in one, two, and

three years, the surveys of which are yet to be engraved,

and where the people would welcome the means of religious

instruction on the Sabbath as an inestimable boon.

A single glance at the territory over which the jurisdic-

tion of our government extends, is enough to fill the

reflecting mind with amazement. Within the memory of

many persons now present, Ohio was regarded as the

western limit of organized society. That State is now
thrown into nearly a central position of the Union in

passing from the Atlantic to the Mississippi. The popula-

tion of States lying westward of it, is already counted by

hundreds of thousands, and even millions, and they send

to the Senate of the United States nearly half its members.

We pass over all this vast extent of country, and stand on

the wTstern border of Illinois, Missouri, and Arkansas,

which is also the present western border of the organized

States of the Union, and here we are but about midway

of the soil over which our government extends, from east

to west. Between us, at this point, and the shores of the

Pacific, lies an almost unoccupied territory, nearly equal

in superficial exterit to the twenty-six states together. It

stretches northward to the British and Russian possessions,

and southward to the Spanish border. W'ithin it the

Missouri and Columbia rivers take their rise, and though

but a mile apart in their source, (so that a traveller may

drink of the springs of both in the same hour,) they traverse

together at least one-llnrd of the circumference of the

earth, and find tlieir respective outlets 6000 or 8000 miles

distant from each other. Within it the Rocky Mountains
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send up their summits into the clouds beyond the regions

of perpetual snow, while boundless plains and valleys

spi'ead out on every side like a well-watered garden. Here

there is a Held for enterprise and adventure such as no

other portion of the earth's surface offers, so far as climate,

soil, commercial advantages, and relative position are con-

cerned. Nor is there aiiy thing extravagant in the antici-

pation that at no distant day, an uninterrupted line of

communication, by steamboat and rail-road, will be esta-

blished over this bright sunset land between the eastern

and western world, by way of Australia, Polynesia, and the

Indian Archipelago : that our news from the Celestial Em-
pire will be borne to us upon the western waters, and thus

the whole earth be encompassed by a settled channel of

civilized, peaceful. Christian intercourse. It is to such a

period and such events that our present moral enterprises

should have reference, and who needs to be told of their

utter inadequacy ?

There was never a clearer indication of the issues of

divine providence presented to any people than we now
have. Revolutions in public sentiment and pohtical insti-

tutions many and mighty may occur. The Church of the

redeemed may be rent, and broken, and trampled down.

If the Lord will, let it be so. Truth still stands unmoved
and immovable as the throne of Him who is the Way, the

Truth, and the Life. To the Bible, as the fountain of

truth, a guilty world must still come for light, for peace,

for hope ; and in every possible contingency, safety and

quietness are with that man and that people who walk in

the truth. And will it be said, then, that the Bible can be
unseasonably or prodigally distributed, or that this is not

the time to diffuse, upon the wings of every wind, the

truths which it reveals, and which alone are able to make
men wise unto salvation ?

3
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The wide dominion at which we have just glanced will,

m a fleeting day, be studded with cities and towns, adorned

with temples of justice, learning, and rehgion, and crowd-

ed with busy millions of our fellow-men. Its waters will

be traversed by boats and connected by rail-roads and

canals. The plough and the shuttle, mercantile enterprise,

and mechanical industry and ingenuity, will soon work the

wonders there which they have wrought everywhere else.

The man that is to mete out justice and right, to minister

at the altar, and to exert a commanding influence over the

minds of this great people—where is he now ? Perhaps

trundling a hoop—perhaps riding a plough-horse—perhaps

in a public school—possibly in a Sunday-school. But,

wherever he is, and whatever he does, w^hat can be more

important than that he should be taught to love truth, to do

justly, to be temperate, to be obedient to those that have

the rule over him—in a word, to be made familiar with the

principles of eternal truth and justice which the Bible alone

:*eveals, and which are the foundation and sanction of all

l^overnments, human and divine, personal and social ? And
i^his is the very object at which we aim—and unless all

Analogy, and all experience, and all philosophy are at fault

when their axioms are applied to the discipline of a little

child, it is an exalted and an attainable end. Look at the

Samuels and Joshuas, or the Absaloms and Ahabs of the

past or the present age, and they will show us, that what-

ever there is strikingly beautiful or strikingly deformed in

the picture of manhood, is the result of the few first strokes

of the pencil, and not of elaborate correction and perfect

finish.

We have shown you what we have done, and what

remains to be done ; and may we not hope that the channels

which we still keep open for the difliision of truth and

knowledge, will be again filled ; that the sympathies of our
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benevolent citizens will again be awakened for the ignorant

and destitute families of the country, whose necessities can

be supphed by no other means so soon and so easily—that

a voice will yet come to us from the churches and commu-

nities that appreciate the interests we have espoused, saying,

This matter bclongeth unto thee ; arise and do it, and we
will be with thee !

It remains that we briefly review the transactions of the

past year.

We have received the following sums :

—

For the general purposes of the Society, S5,516 54

For the Valley Fund, ^ 7,149 03

Southern Fund, 1,511 79

Foreign Fund, 706 93

Total received, jgl4,884 29

We have expended for the general purposes of the So-

ciety, salaries and expenses of agents and missionaries,

(not employed in the West or South,) donations to poor

schools, &c., S4,890 59, leaving a balance of ^25 95 of

that fund on hand.

W"e have expended in the west during the year, in the

support of missionaries and agencies, in donations to poor

schools, &c., S8,152 02—this, with the balance against the

fund at the commencement of this year, makes us still in

advance on this account S6,750 69. We have a balance

of SI,770 10 in the Southern fund, and of B125 35 in the

Foreign fund, showing the actual advance of the Society

over and above all receipts to be S4,229 29.

We have sold during the year S82,011 39 worth of

books. This amount, however, adds nothing of importance

to our means of doing good ; in other words, it is not to be

reckoned among our receipts as a benevolent society, inas-

much as we give in the book nearly as much and sometimes
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more than we receive in the price of it, and that which w^e

receive in the price of it returns immediately into the book.

Properly speaking, therefore, the aid supplied by this widely

extended, prosperous, Christian country to a national

society, established on the broadest and most liberal foun-

dation which the faith of the gospel allows, for the express

purpose of diffusing religious knowledge by means of

schools and books throughout the land, is less than SI 0,000,

exclusive of a special donation of S500.

The expenses of making and selling the above amount

ofbooks are S81,065 21. So that if all the debts contracted

in these sales are paid, the Society will realize on this

amount of business but S946 18. This account is of

coursG independent of the general receipts and expendi-

tures of the Society, of which a statement appears in its

proper place.

So far as our supplies have allowed we have prosecuted

our plans in the Southern and Western States, on the same

general principles that have governed us hitherto. In the

South we have had four missionaries, w^hose labours have

been confined chiefly to Virginia and the Carolinas. By
the agency of one missionary in South Carolina, of which

we have just had a definite report, eleven schools have been

formed, forty-nine visited and revived, nearly SI,000 worth

of Sunday-school library books sold, and several hundred

subscribers obtained for our periodicals. In the tour of

this single missionary in that state, between three and four

hundred cases of supposed conversion were ascertained to

have taken place in Sunday-schools during the past year.

In Michigan, Ohio, Kentucky, Illinois, Indiana, and Mis-

souri, the labours of eleven missionaries and agents have

been expended with various,but,upon the whole, encouraging

success. If the appeals from brethren there could be urged

upon the benevolent in the earnestness and importunity with
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which they come to us, it seems hardly credible that tliey

would be lightly regarded or answered in stinted supplies.

By the death of Mr. Sheldon Norton, which took place in

September last, while he was on duty in Missouri, we are

deprived of the services of a long-tried and laborious

missionary.

The principle of our organization gives us access to new

settlements, where families of various habits and persua-

sions are found, who, for the most part, thankfully entertain

a plan for the gratuitous instruction of their children.

Our missionary invites the neighbourhood together, explains

the design and uses of the proposed schools, obtains an

expression of opinion, instructs such as he may persuade

to serve as teachers, makes provisions for a library, per-

haps carries the school through the first Sabbatli, and then

leaves it to take care of itself. If he could revisit it in six

months or a year, and keep a general oversight of the

schools formed in a given district, so much the better ; for

such a supervision we have always strenuously contended,

but the means to maintain it have never yet been sup-

plied.

It is not pretended that we can ascertain precisely what

number of schools formed in this way in the last ten years

are now open. In many sections nine in ten have out-

lived every prejudice and hinderance, and have proved like

well-springs in the desert. If we make the number but

2000, which is below the lowest estimate we have ever

seen, and give but 30 scholars to each school, we shall find

that all our expenditures in this form do not average two

dollars a head for the whole term of nine years, or less than

25 cents per annum to furnish each child wuth a kind

Christian friend and religious teacher, with access to a

library of entertaining books, and with the means of grace

and salvation. Surely this will not be regarded as an
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contact with the mind of the coming generation.

In New England our prospects are quite encouraging,

and we have reason to hope that the society will continue

to enjoy the same confidence and support in the land of

the Pilgrims, with which it was favoured when its necessi-

ties were less urgent, its opportunities of doing good fewer,

and the success of its enterprise more problematical.

We are happy to say that the demand for the Society's

publications is steadily increasing in all parts of the coun-

try. Our depositories at New York and Boston, though

never relied on as sources of revenue, have been enabled

fully to sustain themselves the past year, and have proved

exceedingly efficient in promoting the circulation of our

books. The loud and incessant call for new books for

Sunday-school libraries, is supposed by many to originate

in the thirst for information and instruction, w^hen in fact

there is the best reason to believe that it is only the cry of

a palled appetite,

" For sweeter sweetmeats in some sweeter form."

The press is spurred on to new emissions, and the pens

of ready writers are tasked to turn out a dollar's worth of

copy a day for a given time—some of the most important

subjects are taken up in haste—a book is prepared with

very limited knowledge and few^ materials—if one does not

buy it another will—it is hastily committed to the press,

and is soon found in hundreds of Sunday-school libraries. If

there is nothing in it to pain, offend, or corrupt a sober mind,

neither is there any thing to elevate, enlarge, and purify it.

But yet it is a new book. It increases the stock by one

—

and what more can we ask ?

We have not been forward to gratify this morbid appe-

tite for novelty and excitement. Though we have not
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*brborne in any instance to approve and publish what

seemed on the whole a really desirable manuscript, we have

declined many more than we have approved, and many more

than usual in the same period of time.

The new publications of the year arc fifty-one ; seven-

teen ofwhich are bound library books.

We are satisfied that some of the most popular books

now in circulation are so clearly fictitious, that a discerning

child cannot fail to detect their character. They are intro-

duced to the community under favour of revered names,

but the evil they occasion, by creating a false taste, corrupt-

ing and weakening the moral sense, and alienating the mind

from every-day truth and duty, is not likely to be over-

rated.

It is a fact perfectly established in the view of those

who are most intimate with the machinery of Sunday-

schools, that the avenue from the public press to our libra-

ries is nearly or quite unobstructed. Scarcely a solitary

sentinel is found to protect the camp of Israel from the

incursions of the Philistines. The whole country from

Dan to Beersheba lies open. A very just exhibition of

the evils to be apprehended on this score has been given

within a few months in a pamphlet on the uses and abuses

of Sunday-school libraries. We are persuaded that a

general regard to the principles and practices contained in

this pamphlet would go far to reduce and ultimately obvi-

ate the evils to which we refer ; and we cannot refrain from

calling to it the particular attention of ministers and

others, who have any direct concern in the selection or

management of libraries.

Our Question books still maintain their place, though a

great variety of other works of like character and various

merit have been thrown into competition with them. In

many instances they have been laid aside for others, but
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have been resumed in a short time, and with increased

confidence in their general excellence. That we are ena-

bled to do justice to the cardinal doctrines of the Reforma-

tion without violating the principles of our association,

is shown conclusively in our two last question books,

embracing Romans and Hebrews. These, with the volume

on Galatians before published, require from the faithful

teacher a full and unqualified exhibition of the truth, and

at the same time leave the responsibility upon his judgment

and conscience to present it as it is in Jesus Christ. Every

effort to facilitate the study of the Bible should be encou-

raged, and we have no wish that Union Questions

shall occupy the place which may be better filled by any

other.

We are about publishing an octavo edition of the U/iion

Bible Dictionary, and have in hand two new maps for

its illustration, and for the general use of the biblical

student.

The Select Library, to which reference was made in

our last report, continues to be regarded with favour by

those who understand its character and the design of the

Society in preparing it. It was never supposed that the

object contemplated by the States making provision for

school district libraries would be answered by such a col-

lection. We were well aware that they hod in view the

various branches of science and philosopJiy which enter

into the ordinary pursuits of life, and minister to the sup-

port, comfort, and improvement of mankind. That any

one series will be so prepared as to meet the views of the

community at large, can scarcely be expected. In this, as

in every thing else, competition will arise, and as the selec-

tion of a library will be left to the discretion of the local

authorities, and not be controlled by the State, a variety

of collections will doubtless be offered for public patronage.



Whether we shall make an effort to add one to this variety

depends upon circumstances beyond our present control.

That we arc favourably situated to do it, and that it is

clearly within our province to do it, we have no doubt.

We are encouraged to believe that such an effort, if made,

would be sustained ; and the success of the present experi-

ment abundantly confirms this opinion. We have heard

but one objection made to our present library, which has

not been made to every other, viz. : that the books are of

a religious character. The most violent public denuncia-

tion of them which has come to our ears, lias been on the

ground that they inculcate the doctrine of eternal pun-

ishment.

It was well understood at the outset, that this selection

embraced the least religious of our assortment, being

chiefly narratives, tales, and general biographies. So

attractive is its appearance, hov/ever, that it has beon intro-

duced not only into common schools, families, and private

schools, but also into Sunday-schools. To answer the

call for them in this form for Sunday-schools, we shall

soon be prepared to furnish a similar case of books fitted

expressly for this use, and which v/ill supply the wants of

those who cannot buy a full set. We are also preparing

sundry smaller libraries adapted to the use of ministers,

teachers, Bible classes, &c., by which we hope to be still

more generally useful to those who are disposed to search

the Scriptures.

The fund which has been appropriated to the supply of

American Protestant missionaries in foreign lands, with the

means of translating and printing our publications, has

increased but little the last year. We have received a

copy of a beautiful edition of the Life of Daniel in the

Bengalee, and several other works of the Society are in

the progress of translation or publication, in that and other

C 4
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languages, the expense of which will absorb all our resources

for this object.

Our donations to new or feeble schools have been as

liberal as our funds would allow. They have oftentimes

been the means of sustaining an effort which, without such

aid, would have failed ; and have always been received

with gratitude. It is painful to observe that the Sunday-

school fails, in so great a degree, to provide for the most

ignorant and neglected children in cities and large manu-

facturing towns, as no other institution seems to be at all

fitted to supply their wants. How many who attend our

Sunday-schools would enjoy other means of moral and

religious improvement, and how many for whose souls no

man cares, and forwhose rescue the Sunday-school furnishes

the only appropriate agency, are wandering about in %rags

and dirt, assimilated, in every respect but form and destiny

to the brutes that perish ! The Sunday-school offers

peculiar advantages to both classes, but its primary design

is to supply the wants of the destitute. Connected with a

system of visitation by the teachers, and offices of kind-

ness to parents, it is the most perfect self-regulating instru-

ment that we know for elevating the condition without

inflating pride, improving the mind without engendering

discontent, and proposing exalted aims without exciting

unholy ambition. What can be done to persuade ministers

of the gospel, the churches of our Lord Jesus Christ, the

wise, the affluent, and the benevolent of every class, to

give their counsel, influence, purses, and prayers, to the

immediate and efficient use of such a potent instrument of

good ?

In conclusion :

The humble, and may we not say sublime purpose, we

have in view, is to bring the Bible into contact with the

popular mind throughout our country.
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Much has been said, and said well, about our undefiled

social origin. We boast that it was not by force, or fraud,

or collusion that we obtained possession of this goodly

heritage. And how came the principles of peace and truth

and integrity to prevail thus in our early councils ? The

answer is written in every page of puritan history. We
say not that they were faultless men. We say not that

they never erred in judgment or principle. But if ever

there was upon the face of the earth a company of men

who incorporated the Bible into themselves, and themselves

into the Bible, it was the company that crossed the Atlantic

in the Mayflower, and offered the first white man's sacri-.

flee on the inhospitable coast of New England. Their

laws, their judgments, their municipal records, their public

documents, and private letters, are full of the Bible. It

furnished the light of their rude dwellings—it was the

arbiter of their momentous counsels—it was the buoy of

their burdened spirits, and the nourisher of faith, and

hope, and joy in all their disasters and disappointments.

The Bible was every man's book and every day's book

—

the conversation, the salutations, and, in a word, the whole

intercourse of the people, was full of the Bible. The
Sabbath too was esteemed a delight, the holy of the Lord,

and honourable. Thus they lived, and thus they died,

generation after generation.

The scene has changed. The little one has become a

thousand, and the small one a strong nation. The rapid

development of our strength and resources has placed us,

thus early, among the first of the nations of the earth, and

we count our people by the fifteen or twenty millions. But

do we not need so much the more the checks and restraints

imposed by the institutions of Christianity ? Is guilt a

component part of greatness, or is impiety the inseparable

COmnanion of nrosneritv? Snrplvnnt Wp «pplr +ViPr» in
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perpetuate those institutions which our progenitors so

unfeignedly revered. To restore and extend their conser-

vative power, has been and must continue to be one of the

obvious fruits of Sunday-schools. That there are opposing

inliuences, is most true. The Sabbath—the first of divine

ordinances, coeval with the birth of this beautiful world

—

the Sabbath, that comes to man to protect him from the

overbearing and corrupting spirit of worldliness and ava-

rice, and to establish his moral and social relations in purity

and harmony, as they were ordained by his beneficent

Creator—have we not seen it contemptuously trodden

under foot by the constituted authorities of the nation,

with scarcely an audible rebuke ?

The interesting problem now presented to us is—how
to retrieve and diffuse the influence of the Bible and of the

Sabbath. And it is obvious that we must begin with child-

ren. Our public schools w^ould seem to afford the best

agency, and w^e hope they will ere long be found accessible

for this purpose. But we fear that the distinguishing

feature of the most powerful and popular schemes of edu-

cation in our country at the present time, is a rejection of

the Bible as a text-book of moral and religious instruction.

The ingenuity which is shown to accompUsh the object

and yet avoid the reproach, is truly admirable. Some say

it is too good a book to be handled in common schools

;

it should be taken up carefully and read reverently on

particular occasions, or our children will come to despise

it. Others say it is too bad to be used in common schools

;

children will make sport and mischief of it, and, therefore,

if it is given to them at all, it should be in a few careful

selections from the historical and preceptive parts. Others

still have no objection to it as a reading or a class book,

but peremptorily object to its being made the rule of faith

and practice.—So they wrap it up.



The next and only resort out of the family is the Sunday-

school, a simple but mighty machine, and competent in its

legitimate inllucnce to triumph over every obstacle to the

universal ditlusion of Bible truth. Its fitness to this end

could not be more apparent by the experience of a thousand

years than it is now. It may have lost the attraction and

excitement of novelty, but after all it is the very thing

which the friends of the Bible want for the very exigency

that has now arisen. We offer the means of carrying the

influence of the Bible home to every dwelling within our

borders, and we have never seen the moment when the

opportunity to do it was fairer, or the practicability of it

more clearly demonstrated. The work to be done has

always extended indefinitely beyond all means and agencies

within our command, and the eye is absolutely pained with

surveying it. Shall it be prosecuted with a spirit and

energy commensurate with its importance, or shall it be

abandoned ? We wait for a reply.
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RECEIPTS

Of the American Sunday-school Union, from March 1, 1838,
to March 1, 1839.

Balance on hand, March, 1838, $345 09
Rents for the Society's buildings, 3,354 14

Interest on sinking fund of Society's buildings, 786 28

Donations from the dilTerent States, for general purposes, 5,516 54

Donations from the diflerent States, for schools in the West, 7,149 63

Donations from the different States, for schools in the South 1,5 II 79

Donations from the different States, for foreign missionary stations, 706 93

Donation for special appropriation, 500 00
Book Department, &c., for cash sales, on open accounts, bills discounted,

and from agents and depositories, 69,322 1

3

Amount borrowed, 3,693 24

$92,884 17
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EXPENDITURES
Of the %ilmtrican Sunday-school Union, from March 1, 1838,

to March \, 1839.

Interest on mortgage on Society's buildings^. $i 1,200 00
Taxes, repairs, &c., on Society's buildings, 602 70

f 1,802 70

Charges to the General fund: salaries and expenses of five

missionaries and agents, clerk hire, &c., $3,750 98
Sundry donations and grants of books, to schools, 778 32
Discounts on uncurrent money, collecting, postage, rents, &c., 361 29

4,890 59

Charges to the Western fund : salaries and expenses of eleven

missionaries and agents, clerk hire, and Western agency

expenses, 7,617 81

Donations to Sunday-schools, &c., 447 56
Freight, postage, discount, &c., 86 05

8,152 02
Charges to the Southern fund : salaries and expenses of seven

missionaries and agents, clerk hire, &c., 3,1 14 73
Donations to Simday-schools, &c., 284 42
Freight, postage, discount, &c., . , 68 39

3,467 54
Books to foreign stations. [Appropriations of this fund not

delivered $396 58] 185 00
Charges for the book department : salaries, including secreta-

ries, editors, superintendent of bookstore, book-keeper,

salesman, clerks, and labourers, 7,1 66 11

Interest on loans, discounts, dsc, 3,437 76
Miscellaneous books, 8,334 56
Paper, $15,659 36

;
printing, §7,544 12, 23,203 48

Binding, $20,755 95 ; stereotyping, $2,944 57, 23,700 62
Colouring, $521 73 ; Maps, $172 21, 693 94
Wood engravings, 999 13
Steel and copperplate engravings, 493 03
Silk and velvet covers for books, 41 68
Copyrights and certificates, 1 ,458 00
Library cases and boxes, .1,737 80
Insurance on stock, 377 37
Postage, $330 20 ; freight and porterage, $214 95, 545 15
Serving Sunday-school Journal, 108 00
Newspapers and advertising, , 118 91
Travelling expenses, $122 10; collecting, $19 36, 141 46
Stationaiy, $20 87 ; blank books, $78 40, 99 27
Glazing, painting, and sundry repairs, 27 64
Fuel and oil, $173 50 ; hardware, $15 23, 188 73
Twine and brushes, 29 GO
Incidental expenses, 55 24
Rent of Depository, 1,350* 00

74,307 38
Balance cash on hand, 78 94

$92,884 17

. The American Sunday-school Union are indebted for money borrowed, to the amount of
sixty-three thoHsand five hundred and ninety-one dollars and seventy seven cents, for which they
are paying interest, and they have no permanent funds, nor real estate, except the Depository
in Philadelphia. A. Symington,!

D. B. HiNMAN, vOommittee of Accounts.
Philadelphia, March 1, 1839. Wm. Buehler. }
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CONSTITUTION.

Art. I. This Society shall be known by the name of the "American Scsdat-

•CHOOL UwioN."—Its objects are, to concentrate the efforts of Sabbath-school Soci-

eties in the different sections of our country—to strengthen the hands of the friends

of religious instruction on the Lord's-day—to disseminate useful information—cir-

tulate moral and religious publications in every part of the lamd—and to endeavour

o plant a Sunday-school wherever there is a population.

Art. II. Each subscriber of three dollars annually shall be a member. Each sub-

scriber paying thirty dollars at one time shall be a member for life. Sunday-school

Societies or Unions sending a copy of their constitution, list of their officers, and an

annual report, shall be auxiliary, and be entitled to purchase books at the reduced

prices.

Art. III. The affairs and funds of this Society shall be under the direction of a

Board, consisting of a President, Vice-presidents, a Corresponding Secretary, Re-

cording Secretary, Treasurer, and thirty-six Managers, twenty-four of whom shall

reside in the city of Philadelphia or its vicinity. The Managers shall be divided

into three classes, whose terms of service shall be respectively, one, two, and three

years ; but they may be re-elected.

Art. IV. The Officers and Managers shall be laymen, and shall be elected by

ballot.

Art. V. The Managers shall annually elect all officers of the Society, fill vacancies

in their own body, make their own by-laws, publish such books, periodical works,

and tracts, as they may deem expedient; and may adopt such other measures as

may, in their opinion, promote the objects of the Association. Seven Managers

shall constitute a quorum.

Art. VI. The annual meetings of the Society shall be held at Philadelphia, on the

first Tuesday after the 20th of May, when the proceedings of the past year shall be

reported, the accounts presented, and the Managers chosen. FifLed"n members shall

constitute a quorum. If a quorum does not appear on the day of the annual meet-

ing, the election of Managers shall take place at the next meeting whenever a quo-

rum appears, and the Managers of the Society shall remain in office until a new

election takes place.

Art. VII. Special meetings of the Society shall he called by the President, or in

his absence, by either of the Vice-presidents, at the written request of six Mana-

gers ; of which meeting three days' public notice shall be given.

Art. VIII. Officers of Sunday-school Unions auxiliary to this Society, and clergy-

men whose schools are attached to it, shall have the privilege of attending the stated

meetings of the Board of Managers.

Art IX. No alteration in this constitution shall take place, unless the same shall

be proposed, in writing, to the Board of Managers at least three months previous to

its adoption, and be approved by two-thirds of the members present, at a meeting

July notified.
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PROCEEDINGS
At the Sixteejith Anniversary of the Americayi Sunday-school

Union, May2Q, 1840.

I

The Sixteenth Annual Meeting of the American Sunday-

school Union, was held in Philadelphia on the afternoon of the

26th of May. The President, Mr. Henry, took the chair at four

o'clock, when a choir, from the Sunday-schools of the Union

Methodist Episcopal Church, sung the 356th of the Union Hymns.

After prayer by the Rev. J. Kennaday, of the Methodist

Church, the annual Report of the Board was read. In the

absence of the Rev. Dr. Vermilye, of the Reformed Dutch

Church, N. Y., whose attendance was prevented by sickness, and

of the Rev. Mr. Illesley, of the Baptist church. Long Island,

who was also providentially detained, the acceptance of the re-

port was moved by Heman Lincoln, Esq., of Boston, who re-

ferred in his remarks to the proofs of Christian union evinced by

the Society's operations, and expressed his concurrence and that

of the audience in the sentiments expressed in the report in rela-

tion to the retirement of the Treasurer. The motion was second-

ed and sustained by the Rev. John A. Clark, Rector of St.

Andrew's church, Philadelphia, v/ho detailed some instances of

the effect of Sunday-schools in promoting the best interests of en-

tire famihes.

After singing the 416th hymn, the President introduced the

delegation appointed by our auxiliary, the New York Sunday-

school Union. The delegates were the Rev. Dr. Spring, and
Horace Holden, and William Winterton, Esquires. Mr.
Holden, after stating the substance of the late annual report of

the New York Union, with some special instances of the benefits

of the schools, and calling the attention of the meeting to some
of the faults of the system as now practised, (such as the neglect

A.2 5



of the poorer and more destitute children, the suspending of do-

mestic rehgious instruction, and the want of older teachers,) and

expressing the importance of pastors making the weekly lessons

the subject of instruction to the teachers, offered a resolution

'^ that the Sabbath-school system, whose influence so essentially

affects the well-being of society, demands from its friends and

the friends of the country their continued and increased patron-

age, watchfulness, and zeal.''

The motion was seconded by the Rev. Dr. Alexander, of

Princeton ; and adopted.

Mr. Slocumb, of Ohio, stated some facts that had taken place

under his observation, showing the effects of scriptural ignorance

and knowledge respectively.

The Rev. Mr. Kirk spoke principally on two points, namely,

on the Sunday-school system as a systematic course of universal

religious instruction ; and on the religious literature it has pro-

vided for the young. He answered the question. What does this

Society want with contributions ? by showing that there are great

numbers of families, especially in the frontiers of our country,

that must be left destitute of Christian education and moral read-

ing, if not supplied by missionary labour directed by an institu-

tion in which evangelical Christians are united.

The 467th hymn was then sung, and a blessing invoked by

the Rev. Dr. Hill, of Virginia.



SIXTEENTH REPORT.

We closed our last report by referring to the friends of

the diffusion of Christian knowledge the question, whether

we should prosecute w^ith adequate means our department

of the great enterprise, or whetlier we must still be com-

pelled to look upon the extending necessity for our opera-

tions, provided indeed with the materials, but without the

means of bringing them into effective use. It is now our

duty to lay before the society the results of this appeal, as

they have been developed in the progress of the past year.

From the first of March, 1839, to the first ofMarch, 1840,

there has been received into our treasury :

—

For the general purposes of the Society, the

sum of S7499 38

For promoting Sunday-schools in the Western

States - - - - - - - 4918 71

For the same purpose in the Southern States 585 11

And for supplying foreign missionaries - - 631 43

Making the total of our receipts by donations SI 3,634 63

Which, with a balance of S434 appropriated to the Foreign

department from an unexpended special donation of the

preceding year, gives SI 4,068 63 as the whole sum in our

treasury for the benevolent objects of the Society.

Nor was the whole of this sum available for the prosecu-

tion of the primary objects of our institution—the estab-

lishment and advancement of schools in destitute places,

and the assistance of such as are unable to supply them-

selves with libraries and the other requisites for the school.

7
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More than S4,000 were due at the begmning of the finan-

cial year for previous operations, leaving but about SI 0,000

for the employment of missionaries, the gratuitous distribu-

tion of books, and their translation and circulation in aid

of American missionaries abroad. This sum we have ex-

ceeded in our expenditures by nearly S4000 : having fur-

nished missionary and agency service, donations ofbooks to

destitute schools, and others.

In the West to the amount of - - - S5 153 61

'' South " ^^ - .
.

- 2004 65
'' other parts " - . . _ 5342 83

And for books abroad - - - 1269 41

S13,770 50

The six missionaries who have been engaged in the

course of the year in the valley of the Mississippi were em-

ployed in Ohio, Kentucky, Illinois, Missouri, Michigan,

and Wisconsin. Another spent nearly a year in some of

the western counties of New York. But two missionaries

have been commissioned for the South ; one of whom spent

his time in Virginia ; and the other—the Rev. Mr. Quin

—

after a most laborious and faithful course of service for three

years in our commission, closed his useful career on earth,

after a short illness in November last. The Board have

reason deeply to regret the loss of the aid of such a man as

Mr. Quin, whose heart seemed to be wholly set upon his

work, and whose exertions were constantly rewarded with

the best evidences of a spiritual blessing.

The Agencies and Depositories in New York and Boston

are still sustained ; and though the churches of New Eng-

land have not so generally embraced the opportunity afford-

ed by the visits of our agents of contributing to our funds

as we could wish, the progress that has been made in



making known the Society and its plans, and in increasing

the circulation of its books has been such as to warrant the

Board in continuing the agency. Both the Depositories

have been well patronized, and through their means a great

amount of our publications has been diffused.

Our principal Depository and Agency at the West are

now in Louisville, Kentucky, where a large stock of our

publications is kept at a point central to a great region of

territory.

By our missionaries and through special grants we have

distributed, principally to feeble schools, elementary and

library books to the amount of S908 27. In this branch

of charity it is necessary to act with a prudent economy, in

order to encourage every neighbourhood to make proper

efforts for sustaining the school from which they derive so

much advantage, and to prevent a dependence which would

be as injurious to their own energy, as burdensome to the

Society.

The general state of the business of the country during

the year made it prudent for the Board to curtail their ex-

penditures in the publishing of books within as small an

amount as the immediate demand permitted. Of new pub-

lications we have issued only fifteen. In these is included

an original volume under the title of The Teacher Taught,

which treats systematically of the duties of the Sunday-

school teacher, and furnishes simple and practical direc-

tions on every important particular relating to the organ-

ization and conducting of a Sunday-school in all its depart-

ments.

Another volume (the twelfth) has been added to the

series of Union Questions, which comprehends in the les-

sons of a year a review of the whole Scriptures, and is

prepared on the plan of the other volumes, which we still

believe to be the most judicious, namely, that of guiding the

ii
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young student to a knowledge of the Bible by a faithful

reference to and comparison of the sacred text itself.

The remaining publications are composed of biographi-

cal and other permanent works for the library, including a

valuable history of Madagascar, and a volume of Letters

to Students; and in addition to these we have issued a

handsome edition of the Union Bible Dictionary, in an oc-

tavo form and a large type.

We have also enlarged our geographical helps by two

large and correct maps, one of the ancient world, and

the other of Palestine ; both, of course, adapted to the study,

of the Bible, by giving the situation of all places mentioned

in either testament.

The w^hole number of copies of our various works,

printed since the last Report, is 775,802. These have

distributed moral and religious truth in almost every form

which the press admits ; furnishing books for the infant,

the child, the youth, and the adult ; for the teacher and the

pupil ; the parent and the family ; the pastor and the parish.

Several new selections of particular classes of our books

have been made, constituting distinct libraries for ministers,

superintendents, teachers, families, and so forth.

The amount of sales was S77,272 57 : the cost of mak-

ing and selling this amount of books was S7o,937 S'3, leav-

ing a profit, should the w^hole sum be paid by our debtors,

of only SI, 334- 76. This is fulfilling, as near as we safely

can, the undertaking to put our publications at as low a

price as their cost w^ill allow; and it may reasonably be ex-

pected that our purchasers will make every effort, under

these circumstances, to comply, punctually, w^ith the terms

of sale, as the neglect of them is not only an act of injustice

in itself, but directly tends to impair the whole publishing

operations of the society.

The Board would be very glad to present to the society



a general view of what has been actually accomplished In

our country, by Sunday-school instruction and reading,

during the past year, but tliey have no means within their

reach, at all sufficient for a correct estimate on this point

Comparatively few of our auxiliary societies and schools

take any pains to furnish us with such details as are neces-

sary for the purpose ; and even were this done, there are

many thousands of families, and of Sunday-schools, con-

stantly enjoying the benefit of this system of instruction

and reading, who have no direct connexion with us, and

who make no report elsewhere. It is to be hoped that as

local and denominational Sunday-school organizations mul-

tiply, there will be increased facilities for obtaining regular

statistics, that will demonstrate, in a satisfactory manner,

the positive results of the system. We could not pretend

to give, except on bare conjecture, even the number of

schools, teachers, and scholars in the United States. And
it is so difficult, if not incongruous, to pretend to give moral

and religious results by arithmetical computation and an

array of figures, that it may be questioned whether this

method would afford such a criterion as could be relied on.

The results that are most immediately apparent to human
observation, are not always those which prove the most

valuable and permanent. Nor are they necessary. We
want no statistical tables to prove to us that it is right or

expedient to train up a child in the way he should go. And
in this work, the statistics that have the most weight are not

those of the current time. The most proper inquiry would

be what is the character of' those who were in Sunday-

schools ten, fifteen, and twenty years ago. But we may
say, in general, that we have accounts from almost every

section of the Union, testifying to the happy influences of

Sunday-schools during the past year, and announcing the

evident, and, in many cases, extraordinary blessing of God
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upon this method of teaching his word : and we continue

to receive from all quarters the important testimony, that

of those who profess their faith, the most intelligent and

best instructed in the Scriptures are those that have had

the advantage of the system of study pursued in Sunday-

schools.

With the funds placed at our disposal for the supply of

American Missionaries abroad with our publications, and

the means of translating and printing them, we have sup-

plied stations in Lodiana, Bombay, Orissa, Singapore, the

Sandwich Islands, Greece, Liberia, France, and Texas, to

the amount of S1269 41 cents. All of these grants have

been made at the special request of the societies or stations

that have received them ; and the Board have continued to

receive testimony from almost all quarters of the world,

that their publications have not only been welcome, but

useful, wherever they have been sent. Besides those fur-

nished, as above mentioned, to our own foreign mission-

aries, our books have been supplied to societies in France

and Switzerland, for translation and publication; and to

several parts of India for sale.

Among the most interesting applications of this kind,

has been one from Syria, proposing the establishment of

a depository of our publications for that country and Pa-

lestine ; and for the translation of our works into the

Arabic language. The essential importance of providing,

in the most eflficient manner, for the education of children

and youth, is now so fully established by the experience of

all Missionary Societies, that it is unnecessary to do more

than refer to that preparation for this department, which

seems to have been providentially made in our Sunday-

school books and method of Scriptural instruction.

The opportunity of speedy communication with Europe,

afforded by the steam navigation of the Atlantic, has in-
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duced the Board to depute the Secretary, who has charge

of the pubhcation department, to visit the capitals of Great

Britain and France, with the view of deriving the advan-

tage til at may be naturally expected from a personal ac-

quaintance witli their greater advancement in the arts, and

from such arrangements as may be made for the general

improvement and economy of our publications, and for

their more extensive introduction abroad.

In taking this step, we also anticipate no small benefit

from establishing a more direct and intimate intercourse

with institutions of a kindred character, and from consult-

ing, with reference to those plans for the diffusion of reli-

gious truth and education in which we have a mutual

interest as fellow-christians. Mr. Packard having only

reached England early in April last, we can present no defi-

nite report of the progress of his mission, but have already

good reason to hope that the most favourable results ^^i\\

attend this measure.

The Board beg leave to call the attention of the So-

ciety, and of the Christian community, to the fact, that

whilst their assistants in procuring books for Sunday-

schools, and for promoting the religious instruction of the

youth of the several denominations distinctively, are mul-

tiplying, we are still left alone in the original designs and

principles of our organization. Cheering, therefore, as it

is to observe the awakened attention and increasing zeal

that are manifested in these kindred objects, it must be

observed that they are constitutionally circumscribed and

limited, and that their tendency is so to concentrate the

interests of the different branches of the Church of Christ

in their respective plans, as to exclude from their regard

and assistance that still greater number, who can only be

benefited by the united charity of all Christian denomina-

tions. It was for this class, pre-eminently, that our Union

B
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was instituted, and we must not cease to raise our voice in

their behalf, so long as a hope remains that our appeal

shall be regarded. We still occupy alone that catholic

ground upon which we were originally associated, of send-

ing the Bible, witli Christian teachers of all evangelical

churches, '' wherever there is a population." And
as w^e require them not to be of a particular denomina-

tion in order to afford the full benefit of our assistance,

provided they are members of that great and overshadow-

ing sect—the ignorant and unbelieving, so we dictate not

what one they should unite with, provided it is compre-

hended in that true Church, which stands with the apostles

in the divine supplication and pledge

—

'• Neither pray I

for these alone : but for them also which shall believe on
me through their word : that they all mayi^e one : as Thou,
Father, art in me and I in Thee, that they also may be one

in us."

The different Sunday-school societies, therefore, that

have been established with special or limited designs, while

they are calculated to do great good within those limits,

increase instead of diminishing the necessity for the sup-

port of such an association as ours. They aid us so far

as they enlarge the number of Bible-learners, take special

charge of a great number of schools, increase the sup-

ply of books, and promote the general advancement of

the system. But the missionary work is still left undone

;

and w^hilst each church may have its schools flourishing

under its immediate care, there is great danger of neglect-

ing the provision which is necessary for the large popula-

tion that have no claim on any ecclesiastical connexion, or

are so scattered and intermingled that they cannot be

reached. Shall these be abandoned ? And abandonment

in this case, we must remember, is not merely a postpone-

ment of care : it is to leave great and populous portions of



our territory without the Sabbath, without the Bible, and

without education, so long, that if only one generation

shall live and die before the neglect is supplied, the energy

and resources of the Churches must be increased beyond

any ratio in their past history.

Another fact that should stimulate our efforts for the im-

mediate diffusion of religious instruction is, theit every year

witnesses a large increase of the Common-schools of our

country. The several states have already begun an honour-

able rivalry in this enterprise ; and the spirit of our insti-

tutions and our times must urge onwards this means of

civil advancement, whatever others may languish. We
have, through these means, a great body of youth training

in intellectual acquirements, and a foundation is thus laying

for the general intelligence of our countrymen. The scope

of the instruction of the school-room is also enlarged by

the use of libraries of miscellaneous books, which are be-

coming extensively emplojxd as an appendage of the Com-

mon-school system. All these provisions for. general

education, serve to increase the necessity of a commensu-

rate diffusion of the means of Christian instruction, and

evangelical reading. The Sunday-school and Bible-class

are suited to complete the course of study : and our books,

whether incorporated, as they may well be, with the Com-
mon-soiiool library, or obtained from that of the Sabbath-

school, are adapted to supply the deficiency which must be

acknowledged when the youthful mind is supplied only with

volumes of mere knowledge and entertainment.

We cannot close our report, without offering our humble

and grateful acknowledgement of the kind Providence

w4iich has continued to smile upon our institution from its

establishment to this day. In circumstances of perplexity

and care, we have never failed to find that help which the
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emergency called for, and our course h*;3 been constantly

cheered with testimonials to the usefulness of our opera-

tions in all their branches. That these operations are not

more extensive and more proportionate to the necessity

which demands them, we indeed lament; but we cannot

look upon what has been already accomplished, not only

mediately but indirectly by our Union, and the influence

which it is still manifestly exerting upon the whole subject

of the Christian education of the United States, without

a strong sense at once of gratitude to God, and of our high

responsibility. There is but one circumstance that impairs

the enjoyment of this anniversary, and it is, that we meet

for the last time, in his official character, our venerable asso-

ciate who has for thirteen years gratuitously discharged

the duties of Treasurer of the Society. We cannot ex-

press here all that we feel of our estimation of his most

faithful and unwearied devotedness to w^hatever concerned

the prosperity and usefulness of the American Sunday-

school Union, nor is it proper for the Managers, on this

occasion, to utter their sentiments of personal esteem

towards one who has so long and indefatigably united with

them in the delightful service. They know that he shares

with them in the disappointment of a cherished hope that

he would sustain this relation until he should be released

from all earthly responsibilities ; but he and they will sub-

mit, with gratitude that the connexion has been permitted

to subsist so long, to the providential dispensation that has

so increased his bodily infirmities, as to disable him from

paying that entire personal attention to the office, thau

which nothing less w^ould satisfy his sense of duty. But

while we take leave of our venerable friend in that capa-

city in which he has been so prominently associated wath

liS. we truet that so long as he is spared on earth, we shall
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enjoy the advantage of his counsel and co-operation in our

Board, and pray that the years of his old age may be full

of those blessings which shall but strengthen him for the

eternal service of our King in heaven.
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RECEIPTS
Of the A77ierican Sunday-school Union, from March 1, 1839,

to March 1, 1840.

Balance on hand, March 1, 1838 $78 94
Rents for the Society's buildings $3,297 91

Interest on Sinking Fund 924 27
4,222 IS

Donations for General Fund 7,565 38

Donations for Valley Fund 4,918 71

Donations for Southern Fund 585 1

1

Donations for Foreign Fund 1,065 43
14,134 63

Book Department—Cash sales, on open accounts, bills dis-

counted, and from agents and depositories, 64,122 85
Borrowed money 2,690 46

$85,249 06

I
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EXPENDITURES
Of the American Sunday-school Union, from March I, 1839,

to March 1, 1840.

Interest on mortgage on Society's buildings 1,200 00
Taxes, repairs, «&c 386 22 $1,586 32

Charges to the General Fund: salaries and expenses of eight

missionaries and agents, clerk hire, &c 4,431 88
Sundry donations and grants of books to schools, &c 5G6 99
Discount on uncurrent money, commission for collecting,

rent, postage, &c 409 96 6,403,83
Charges to the Western Fund : salaries and expenses of ten

missionaries and agents, clerk hire, Western agency ex-

penses 4,837 10

Donations to Sunday-schools, &c 234 18

Freight, postage, discount, &c 82 33 5,153 01

Charges to the Southern Fund: salaries and expenses of

three missionaries and agents, clerk hire, &c 1,882 67

Donations to Sunday-schools, &c 107 10

Freight, postage, discount, &c 14 83 2,004 65
Books to foreign stations. [Appropriations of this fund not

delivered, §386 49. Funds in stocks, unavailable at

present, §400.] 1,269 41
Book Department : charges for salaries, clerk hire, &c 6,698 04

Interest on loans, discounts, «&c 3,9 1 1 00
Bibles, Testaments, and other miscellaneous books, 10,011 98
Rent of Depository 1,350 00
Paper, §6,391 59; printing, §4,863 90; stereotyping,

§2,325 07; binding, §13,893 97 27,474 53
Wood, §392 76 ; steel and copper-plate engraving,

§719 38 1,112 14

Colouring, §358 76; maps, §31 4 44; copyrights, §575 06. . 1,248 26
Library cases and boxes, §363 46 ; straps, §27 24 390 70
Insurance, §217 66; postage, §208 44; freight, §111 50

;

porterage, §66 16 603 76
Serving Journal, §70 00; collecting, §63 24; commis-

sion sales, §160 15 299 39

Newspapers and advertising, §114 14; ruling paper, §27 56. . 141 70
Travelling expenses, §42 01 ; hardware, §25 91 ; twine,

§37 29 ; fuel, §83 73 188 94

Oil and lamps, §23 07; painting and glazing, §10 62;
repairs, §16 01 49 70

Books to editors, §88 22 ; stationary, §13 30 ; carpenter

work, §13 16 114 68

Incidental expenses 52 53 53,647 35
Payments on contracts made previous to March 1, 1839 15,872 40
Cash on hand, March 1, 1840 306 59

§85,249 OG

The American Sunday-school Union are indebted for money borrowed, to the amourit of
$66,282 23, being an increase of the amount due last year of $2690 46, for which they are pay-
ine intereet, and they have no permanent funds, nor real estate, except the Depository in

Philadelphia. -- A. Symington,")
D. B. IIiNMAN, >Committee of Accounts.

Philadelphia^ March 2d, 1640. Wm. Buehler. }
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CONSTITUTION.

Art. I. This Society shall be known by the name of the " Amehican Sdkdat-

6CH00I- Union."—Its objects are, to concentrate the efforts of Sabbath-school Soci-

eties in the different sections of our country—to strengthen the hands of the friends

of religious instruction on the Lord's-day—to disseminate useful information—cir-

tulate moral and religious publications in every part of the land—and to endeavour

o plant a Sunday-school wherever there is a population.

Art. II. Each subscriber of three dollars annually shall be a member. Each sub-

scriber paying thirty dollars at one time shall be a member for life. Sunday-school

Societies or Unions sending a copy of their constitution, list of their officers, and an

annual report, shall be auxiliary, and be entitled to purchase books at the reduced

prices.

Art. III. The affairs and funds of this Society shall be under the direction of a

Board, consisting of a President, Vice-presidents, a Corresponding Secretary, Re-

cording Secretary, Treasurer, and thirty-six Managers, twenty-four of whom shall

reside in the city of Philadelphia or its vicinity. The Managers shall be divided

into three classes, whose terms of service shall be respectively, one, two, and three

years ; but they may be re-elected.

Art. IV. The Officers and Managers shall be laymen, and shall be elected by

ballot.

Art. V. The Managers shall annually elect all officers of the Society, fill vacancies

in their own body, make their own by-laws, publish such books, periodical works,

and tracts, as they may deem expedient; and may adopt such other measures as

may, in their opinion, promote the objects of the Association. Seven Managers

shall constitute a quorum.

Art. VI. The annual meetings of the Society shall be held at Philadelphia, on the

first Tuesday after the 20th of May, when the proceedings of the past year shall be

reported, the accounts presented, and the Managers chosen. Fifteen members shall

constitute a quorum. If a quorum does not appear on the day of the annual meet-

ing, the election of Managers shall take place at the next meeting whenever a quo-

rum appears, and the Managers of the Society shall remain in office until a new

election takes place.

Art. Vn. Special meetings of the Society shall be called by the President, or in

his absence, by either of the Vice-presidents, at the wiitten request of six Mana-

gers ; of which meeting three days' public notice shall be given.

Art. VIII. Officers of Sunday-school Unions auxiliary to this Society, and clergy-

men whose schools are attached to it, shall have the privilege of attending the stated

meetings of the Board of Managers.

Art. IX. No alteration in this constitution shall take place, unless the same shall

be proposed, in writing, to the Board of Managers at least three months previous to

its adoption, and be approved by two-tliirds of the members present, at a meeting

iuly notified.
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PROCEEDINGS

^t the Seventeenth Anniversary of the American Sunday-school

Union, May 2^, 1841.

The Seventeenth Anniversary of the American Sunday-

school Union, was celebrated on Tuesday, the 25th of May.

Tiie President, Mr. Henry, took the chair at four o'clock, and

the services commenced with the singing of " The Happy Meet-

ing," by a well trained juvenile choir. Prayer was then offered by

the Rev. Mr. Bigler, of the church of the United Brethren, which

was followed by the reading of most of the Annual Report, as it is

published in the present pamphlet. Dr. Muhlenberg's admired hymn,
" I would not live alway," was then sung in a very touching manner,

at^rer which the adoption of the Report was proposed by the Rev. Mr.

Kennaday, of the Methodist Episcopal Church. In the introduction

of his remarks, Mr. Kennaday alluded to the same hour's having been

appointed for other religious meetings, and expressed his determination

as a minister, not to make any appointment for a public service, or to

at'iead any, that would prevent his presence or that of others at the

.Society's anniversaries. Mr. Kennaday proceeded to speak of the

obligation of the church to Sunday-schools, and exemplified their

tendency to promote family religion, their influence on the ministry,

and on personal piety, interspersing appropriate facts in evidence of

his positions.

The motion was seconded by the Rev. Daniel Dodge, of the

Baptist Church, who specially commended the report for the ground

it takes on the importance of having experienced teachers in the

schools, and its recommendation of the thorough study of the Scrip-

tures. As an aged man, he expressed his regret that he had not read

'awX committed more of the Bible in his youth ; for he now found tha,*

what he learned in early life he still perfectly retains, but the reading

of his advanced years is effaced in a few weeks.

The Rev. Mr. Vanarsdale, of the Reformed Dutch Church, then
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spoke upon the beneficial influence of Sunday-schools oii the temporal

condition of the community and country in which they are cherished.

He applied this remark to all classes of society—the rich, the poor,

the ignorant, and the depraved. He showed that in many cases

children are the best and often the only means of access to parents for

their moral and domestic improvement : and that frugality, honesty,

temperance, and industry, follow in the track of the Sunday-school.

These and other points, as connected with the influence of the system,

were illustrated in reference to the peculiar character and circum-

stances of our country.

At the close of Mr. Vanarsdale's remarks, the assembly were dis-

missed with the benediction, by the Rev. Dr. Tyng, after uniting in

the singing of the following psalm, [78th of Dr. Watts' version,] :

—

Let children hear the mighty deeds

Which God performed of old,

Which in our younger years we saw

And which our fathers told.

He bids us make his glories known,

His works of power and grace
;

And we'll convey his wonders down

Through every rising race.

Our lips shall tell them to our sons,

And they again to theirs.

That generations yet unborn

May teach them to their heirs.

Thus shall they learn, in God alone

Their hope securely stands.

That they may ne'er forget his works,

But practise his commands.



SEVENTEENTH REPORT.

As believers in revelation we have certainly one grand

advantage over our opponents. We can solve ten thou-

sand problems occurring in the kingdoms of providence

and grace, which to the unbeliever must remain unfathom-

able mysteries. We know enough to dispose us to say,

joyfull}^ concerning what we know not, "TAy will he

doner To the unbeliever, all is dark, cheerless, threat-

enins:. We see illustrations of the wisdom and benevo-

lence of God where they see only confusion and disap-

pointment; and what is to them an occasion of murmuring

and discontent, animates us to renewed zeal, and gives us

strong assurance of the ultimate, glorious ascendency of

truth and holiness.

The use which has been made of Sunday-schools, to

diffuse the knowledge of God and the blessings of Chris-

tian instruction, has often been made the theme of admi-

ration and gratitude by philosophers and statesmen, as

well as by Christians. It is one of the foolish things of

this world which God takes to confound the wise, one of

the weak things with which he confounds the mighty,

that no flesh should glory in his presence : and the return

of an anniversary affords fit opportunity to urge upon our

friends, and upon the church of Christ, a more efficient

and active employment of this agency for propagating

everywhere the influence of the Bible.

The amount of funds committed to your Board for dis-

bursement during the past year is as follows, viz.

:

7
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For the general purposes of the Society, S7,037 04

For the West, G,283 99

For the South, 780 ol

For Foreign Missions, 157 97

Total donations received, ;S 14,259 51

We have expended for the general purposes of the So-

ciety, in salaries and expenses of agents and missiona-

ries, (not employed in the West or South,) donations to

poor schools, &c., 85,162 07; leaving a balance of

81,274 97 to the credit of this fund.

We have expended in the West during tlie year, in the

-support of missionaries and agents, donations to poor

schools, &LC.J S5,203 95. This, with the balance agains*

the fund at the commencement of this year, (S6,985 59),

makes us still in advance on this account, §5,095 55.

We have a balance of jS519 71 in the Southern fund

;

and a balance of S52 72 in the Foreign fund.

Balances against us, S5,905 55

Balances in our favour, 1,847 00

Total balance against us, M,058 55

The sales of books during the year

amount to 855,506 37

And the cost of making and seUing

them is 57,258 30

Leaving a deficiency in this department

of 1,751 93

Which added to the balance advanced

by us on the donation account, 4,058 55

Makes the Society in advance of its

current means S5,810 48



The various items of receipts and expenses are set

forth in detail on a subsequent page.

The determination of the Board to bring its operations

within a safe and manageable compass, has led to some

important measures : among them we may mention,

I. The discontinuance of all but three of our foreign

depositories.

This measure throws upon the communities who desire

to have their schools supplied with our publications, the

responsibility of providing adequate means for this end.

II. The discontinuance of all sales on commission or

credit.

The great embarrassment we have suffered for several

years in consequence of selling books on credit, has at

length imposed upon us the necessity of abandoning the

practice altogether. A considerable amount has been

already sacrificed, chiefly in cases where the responsibi-

lity was too indefinite to be available, or where some

change in the circumstances or relations of the school or

society seemed to absolve it from any responsibility of

this nature.

It is manifestly better for all parties concerned, that the

custom of giving credit to Sunday-schools should be abo-

lished. If it were only for the unsoundness of the prin-

ciple itself, it would become religious men to avoid, as far

as practicable, any anticipation of the means they may
never possess. That is a wise arrangement of Divine

Providence which leaves us dependent on his favour for

our daily bread ; and the practice of drawing in advance

upon the gifts of to-morrow is not only to contravene this

arrangement, but to open the door to a multitude of evils

and temptations, and to beget or confirm habits of extra-

vagance and worldly policy.

The self-denial which is required to forego a privilege

2
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or enjoyment until prudence supplies the lawful means of

obtaining it, is part of the disciplinary process which our

proud and vain-glorious spirits greatly need. We are

satisfied that it is far better for our friends, and for the

cause they love, that the necessary means of obtaining

their supplies should be secured before the purchase is

made. The excitement of expectation is a wonderful

stimulus to exertion ; and nothing damps the ardour of

charity so much as to ask its help to pay an old debt.

As dur sales do not partake at all of a mercantile cha-

racter, the principles w^hich are adopted in the mercantile

community are inapplicable to us. The books furnish no

capital to the schools, and do not, like merchandise, sup-

ply the means of making payment. They are virtually

given away ; and when a new^ supply is wanted, a new
capital must be raised. How unwise and unnecessary it

is, first to expend the capital and then raise it, we need

not stay to show.

III. The reduction of the expenses of our home depo-

sitory (chiefly in salaries) to the amount of S3000.

This measure, though reluctantly adopted and al much
sacrifice of personal feeling and regard, seemed to be re-

quired by the change in the amount and arrangements of

our business.

It was at the urgent and repeated solicitation of Sun-

day-school friends and coadjutors that w^e undertook, ten

years since, the publication of a weekly sheet m new^s-

paper form, in lieu of tlie monthly Magazine, which had

then been published seven years. In a year or two, a

large amount of outstanding accounts, in items of two,

four, and six dollars, scattered all over the country, ad-

monished us of the impracticability of continuing the pub-

lication on these terms ; and for the last seven years the

paper has been issued twice a month, at the low price of
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one dollar a year, payable in advance. It is filled with

the choicest reading, not only for Sunday-school teachers,

but for families, and aflbrds a convenient medium by

which to make known our plans and prospects to the

members of the Society. To them it is furnished gratui-

tously, and we shall gladly continue thus to furnish it.

We hope they will see the propriety of the measure we
have lately adopted for the purpose of preventing the

waste and unnecessary expense oftentimes suffered from

sending the paper to persons not entitled to it nor de-

siring it.

We have published but eleven new books during the past

year,* not because of any dearth of materials; these have

never perhaps been more abundant. Nor solely because of

any restriction upon our means : we can generally rely

upon the reimbursement of any expense incurred in this

form under our imprint. But we daily see the evils of an

undue multiplication of books of this class, and are per-

suaded that some check is needed to the morbid desire

of novelty and excitement. Haste and indiscrimination,

in preparing and publishing books, almost necessarily

result from the inordinate and unnatural demand for

them. And a neglect or disrelish of faithful scriptural

instruction is often occasioned by this abuse of the very

means which ought and should work an opposite effect.

'

A well written and well read religious book is a won-

derful opener of the mind. It may be so stiff and didac-

tic as to be unattractive, or its point (if it has any)

may be buried up in a redundancy of ornament and illus-

tration. A great number of books for the young, in cir-

culation at this day, are open to one or the other of these

* Gift for the Holidays—Lame John—Bible Chronology—Anson B. Daniels

—The Seasons—Memoir of Mrs. Hooker—Youth's Friend, vol. 17—Picture

Reading Book—Howard Erwin—Elanor Vanner—Home of the Gileadite.
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objections. To avoid them both, and yet to write a book

that will enlarge the understanding, improve the heart,

and quicken the conscience, is a difficult and laborious

achievement.

Perhaps few writers of this class have succeeded better

than the late Mrs. Hooker, whose memoir is among our

latest publications, and whose entire works'* form one of

the most interesting and creditable items of our cata-

logue. No one who reads this memoir, can fail to see

that Mrs. Hooker's success as a writer for the young, is

attributable mainly to the unwearied study and pains-

taking, which she employed in the collection of materials,

and her deep consciousness of religious responsibility for

every sentence and sentiment to which she gave cur-

rency. She evidently felt, that it was of much more

importance what children read, and how they read, than

how much they read. And whenever this conviction

becomes general among parents and teachers, a wonderful

change will be seen in the size, character, and use of

Sunday-school libraries.

f

We have at this moment in preparation for the press

a few books which will, we trust, strengthen our claims

to the confidence and co-operation of all the friends of

the Redeemer, while we hope they will greatly advance

the children and 3^outh of our land in the knowledge and

love of divine truth.

It may be proper, in this connexion, to show by one

or two present illustrations, how widely and usefully the

influence of our publications might be diffused, if our

friends, who profess to have confidence in such an in-

The set consists of six volumes, and sells in the best binding at the very

low price of $3 50.

j- See " Uses and Abuses of Sunday-school Libraries ;" a pamphlet pub-

lished some years since, and wortliy of the serious consideration of Sunday-

school superintendents, librarians and teachers.
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lluence, would earnestly and steadily apply themselves to

extend it.

Of the Life of Washington, which we have not

pushed by any extraordinary means, there have been

already published 12,000 in English and 7,000 in French.

It is our purpose to improve this invaluable work by

some additions and new embellishments, which will make

it still more attractive. If w^e pass to the othor extreme

of the catalogue, we find that of the Infant Library, a

series of twenty-four distinct books, done up in wrappers,

and sold at half a cent each. We have circulated (in

six years) nearly 25,000 sets or 600,000 books, which

is an average of 275 books a day, or twelve books an

hour, each one of which contains important religious truth.

Several complete sets of our library (421 volumes) have

been put up and sold during the year at the very low

price of S75; or 18 cents per volume. The voluntary

testimony we have received within a few months, to the

value of this collection, and its adaptation to the wants

of our country, is highly gratifying. We can only wish

that such convictions might issue in the circulation of

many thousand sets.

At the annual meeting of the Society, four years since,

on the motion of B. W. Richard^, Esq., of Philadelphia,

seconded by Hon. Judge Potter, of Raleigh, N. C, and

advocated with much earnestness by Rev. Dr. Plumer,

of Richmond, Va., your Board w^ere requested to prepare

and furnish at the lowest price small select libraries

for the use of common-schools. Without any agency of

the Society, direct or indirect, the opinions of many of

the wisest and best of our citizens were obtained in

favour of the measure; and, thus endorsed, the propo-

sition could not but commend itself to the consideration

of the Society. One thousand libraries, of 121 volumes

B
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each, were printed ; and no labour or expense was for-

borne to introduce them to the notice of parties inte-

rested. The prevailing objection made to them was on

the score of theii^ religious character. It was said that

the design of common-school libraries is strictly scientific,

and that religious books, or books inculcating religious

sentiments, cannot properly have a place in them. Some
persons were inclined to think that the pupils of common-
schools generally have access to our books through Sun-

day-schools. But this error and its tendency are clearly

exposed in a late report of the superintendent of com-

mon-schools in Connecticut, where (if in any of the

states) we might suppose the children of the common-

schools would also frequent the Sunday-schools.

"I should not here omit to mention," says the super-

intendent, ''the important agency of Sunday-schools and

Sunday-school libraries, in the moral education of the

young. They are connected with almost every religious

denomination in the state. In some respects, they are a

substitute for the omission of some more thorough moral

instruction in our common-schools, and can doubtless

give, to a class of children, more and better culture of

this kind than was ever given in these schools. But it

should not be forgotten, that any course of instruction is

imperfect, which does not embrace the harmonious deve-

lopement of the whole nature of the child, and that there

are a vast number of children in the state, who are not

gathered into the Sunday-school, or have access to the

books in these libraries. The common-school is the

only institution which reaches them, and any serious

defect there is fatal, as regards tliose who have no other

means of education."

Whatever might be the validity of the objections, they

were on the popular side, and prevailed; so that probably
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not mure than fifty or sixty of these libraries have found

the place for which they were specially prepared. We
are happy to state, however, that wlierc they have been

adopted they have done good service, and that they have

been introduced, very satisfactorily, into several private

schools and families, so that we shall be able to dispose

of the edition without loss or embarrassment.

The results of the mission of one of the secretaries

to England, are quite satisfactory. In a pecuniary view,

the Society derives no inconsiderable advantage from it

;

and in the relations which we have established with

Christian friends abroad, who are cordially with us in

heart and aim, we have the promise of still greater benefits.

Among the immediate fruits of the mission is a dona-

tion from our brethren of the London Sunday-school

Union, of £\0^, or nearly S500 worth of books for

gratuitous distribution, in the Valley of the Mississippi.

Twenty libraries of 121 volumes each, with case, cata-

logues, &c., in complete order for use, were offered, and

the time of application limited to May 1. Seventy-eight

applications were received, and a more interesting and

heart-stirring file of letters could not easily be collected.

We have selected twenty as unquestionably entitled to

the profiered boon; but if we were asked why twenty

others of the apphcations were not as much entitled to

favour, it w^ould be difficult to tell. The necessities here

spread out before us are specific, definite, urgent, and

unquestionable ; and we do confidently believe, that our

friends will furnish the means to supply them all. There

can be no question that a library of books, costing the

very inconsiderable sum of twenty-five dollars, will be

the means of extending, directly and widely, an invalu-

able moral and relig;ious influence, where more expensive

means are inaccessible, or will be inoperative for many
years.
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A summary of the observations and conclusions which

the mission to England occasioned, was pubhshed in the

Journal of October 7th and 21st last;* and a report, more

in detail; of important matters of business, was made to

your Board, and is on the Society's files.

At no former period of our history have we received

more clear and gratifying evidence of the confidence of

our fellow Christians in the Union principle than during

the past year. In many instances, schools and societies

who have been induced for a season to adopt some other

system of Bible questions than ours, or to supply their

libraries from irresponsible, if not questionable sources,

have resumed our series of Question-books, and reple-

nished their book-cases from our shelves. In our coun

try there is no earthly tribunal superior to public opinion.

Sound or unsound, safe or unsafe, public opinion rules.

All our interests and relations as a civil community, lie at

the mercy of this mighty potentate. And it is public opi-

nion, in the Christian community, that furnishes one of the

most safe and permanent guards or checks upon institu-

tions like our's.

We are happy also to find that although many of the

denominations of Christians from whom we receive aid

and countenance, have Sunday-school organizations of a

distinctive character, they are still disposed to unite in

establishing schools and furnishing books adapted to the

circumstances of mixed communities. At our own board,

where Christians of these various connexions meet, bro-

therly love continues. We can appreciate the beautiful

sentiment lately attributed, by the Chancellor of the Ex
chequer, in the British parliament, io William Wilherforce.

" I experience,'' said he, " a feeling of triumph when 1

can get the better of these little distinctions which keep

* See Appendix.
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Christians asunder. I would not that any should sacri-

fice his principles, but, exercising the Protestant right of

private judgment, leave each to his ovs^n conclusions. It

is delightful to see that in this way men of different sects

can unite together in the prosecution of their projects for

the amelioration of human society. When I thus unite

with persons of a different persuasion from myself, it

affords me an augmented degree of pleasure ; I rise into

a higher nature, into a purer air ; I feel that fetters which

before bound me are dissolved, and I delight in that

blessed liberty of love which carries all other blessings

with it."

Notwithstanding the denominational organizations to

which we just adverted, there is no sensible abridgment

of the labour which such an institution as our's seems

alone fitted to perform. Large districts of country in the

West and South-west have been long and earnestly im-

ploring our aid for missionary services, the establishment

of schools, and the distribution of books. It would be a

subject of devout gratitude to us, were we able to respond

to these calls. As to the latter point, (the circulation of

books,) we have made the most liberal propositions to

parties residing in those sections of the country, with the

hope of interesting them in the subject. The means are

not within our control to relieve the necessities of the

destitute by gratuitous supplies. If those who have the

ability would defray the expense of stereotyping books,*

and thereby reducing the price; or a fund for the distribu-

tion of half-price libraries, great good would unquestion-

ably result.

A paragraph or two must suffice to show the nature

and force of the appeals which are constantly made to us,

* Some of the most important aid received by the London Religious Tract

Society has heen given in this form.

b2 3
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and which we think ought to awaken the sympathy of the

benevolent, and prompt them to afford rehef.

One of our most laborious missionaries in the western

field, after giving us the history of the organization and

happy influence of a Sunday-school in a newly settled

town on the Huron River, says :

—

"The inquiry now is, shall this school be disbanded,

and the children be left without moral and religious

instruction, to go back to all their immoral practices, or

shall we hold on and strive, in every possible way, to

keep such youths under the benign influence of the Sun-

day-school ? They feci that it is next to impossible to

keep them without a library attached to the school

adequate to its wants. Permit me to inquire in behalf of

this, and other feeble schools which are constantly asking

aid, if you cannot in some way aid them ? A donation to

these schools w^ould give them life and permanency, and

enable them to exert all their legitimate influence. If you

can, will you not aid them?"

And a missionary labouring in a section of Ohio, w^hich,

from the fertility of its sod, and the favourableness of its

location, is likely to become densely populated, earnestly

implores help. '' Now is the important crisis," he says, ** in

the formation of character, either religious or irreligious, in

these new settlements. The rapidly increasing population

is ready to receive its first impressions for good or for evil.

And how important that the redeeming influence of the

gospel and its institutions should be at once exerted."

Another friend in Randolph County, Illinois, says, '' I

wish to ask a favour for our Sunday-school : we have

more than 100 scholars, and the number would be greatly

increased could we supply them with books ; but our little

funds are exhausted, and until the present pressure has

subsided, there is little hope of a fresh supply from the

#
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friends of the school on the spot. Should the want of

books cause our school to languish or be dissolved, it will

be very dillicult to resuscitate it. The little library has

been pretty well gone through, and something is absolutely

requisite to retain the interest of the children. You can

have the fullest confidence, that such donations as you

may be pleased to make to this school, will be placed to

a most promising account."

And still another, from Hancock County, says, " I have

just returned from the West, and among the many
interesting scenes I witnessed, was one which it gives me
great pleasure to relate. A person who removed from

Frankford, near Philadelphia, settled in this county about

two years ago, and established a Sunday-school in a slab

cabin which he built for the purpose. The school is

prosperous, and the teachers awake to the importance of

the work. But they have no books; no library. If you

can aid the school with a few books, I have no doubt the

good cause would be promoted."

That the agency of Sunday-schools is directly tributary

to the increase of churches and ministers, we have often

seen and said. And we suppose none will deny, that to

bring Sunday-schools into existence in places where they

are unknown, requires the direct and special effort of an

itinerant or resident missionary. In confirmation of these

positions, a very intelligent and judicious friend, residing

in Kentucky, lately said to us :

—

" I could take you this day to some half-dozen county-

seats in Kentucky, where, in \S22, there were neither

churches nor pastors, but where Sunday-schools were

organized, and have been kept up ever since, and have

proved to be the pioneers for the establishment of churches

in which the gospel is now preached with salutary effects.

I know of at least a score of school-houses built in Ken-
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tucky within a few years, to which the Sunday-school

missionary gave rise, and which otherwise might not for

years have been called into existence."

Can it be necessary to urge an appeal to the sympathy

of the benevolent in behalf of an enterprise whose results

are so certain and so desirable?

One of the most urgent applications presented to your

Board within the last few weeks t^omes from Texas, a

territory which was once earnestly contended for as a

part of the federal domain. Having risen from the

dependency of a Mexican province to the rank of a free

republic, and having just been recognised as such by the

most powerful nation of the earth, it cannot but be a

matter of interest to us, that their national character

should be formed upon the combined self-preserving

principle of religious education. The present population

is said to be 100,000; and we are credibly informed, that

three-fourths of the adult residents can read. A large

proportion of its civilized inhabitants are emigrants from

the United States ; speak the same language with our-

selves; cherish the same principles, political and religious,

and are bound to many of our citizens by ties of friendship

and kindred-blood : and, more than all, the people of that

country have instituted the same form of government with

our own.* This government has at its disposal, from

one hundred to one hundred and fifty millions of acres

of land, the physical and political advantages of whicli

are of rare excellence. Can we survey this extensive

territory, stretching along our south-western frontier, and

capable, from its position and resources, of affecting most

vitally the interests of the United States, without the

deepest solicitude that the character of the people should

Message of the President of the United States, Dec. 22, 1836»
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be formed under wholesome influences ? And is it not self-

evident, that a little labour bestowed now, as opportunity

favours, will show great results in the devclopcment of

their national character. If the comparatively inconsi-

derable sum of fifteen or twenty thousand dollars was put

at the disposal of your board, to be expended in supplying

schools and books to this interesting infant nation, as

Providence prepares the way ; a great revenue of intelli-

gence and virtue might be secured to the future generations

of a powerful republic. We have thrown into a note

some interesting details from Texan correspondents.*

* " In this new republic, as in all countries similarly situated, there is a great

destitution of the means of grace, and especially of the necessary instrument-

ality for training up the rising generation in the way in which it should go.

Being blessed with a Christian education, and living in a community in which

the people manifest a willingness to be instructed, I have thought it my duty

to do all I could in this way. Recently a Sunday-school has been organized

in my vicinity, auxiliary to the American .Sunday-school Union, which is in

a flourishing condition, embracing as great a proportion of the j'^outh of the

settlement as is usual in the United States, and the prospect of keepin-g up a

permanent Sunday-school with constantly increasing interest is good. Indeed,

we conceive, with the blessing of God upon our efforts, nothing can prevent

it: but to do this we are greatly in need of books."

'• As we are scarce of books, and but few persons in the community feel

the importance of such things, we should feel under great obligations if you,

or some friend of the youth of Texas, would send us a small box of books
;

and if you cannot spare, or afford to send us new books, we will gladly accept

of a present of second-hand books, from some of the schools of your highly

favoured place. This school is situated in a new and densely inhabited

neighbourhood, where religious instruction is scarce ; and we think by a little

fostering care from the parent society, it may become a permanent means of

greatly benefiting the community in which it is situated.

" There is a great scarcity of Sunday-school books throughout the republic.

There is no possibility of obtaining any of the books of the American Sunday-

school Union, and there is a great and increasing demand for them.

" There are now about twenty Sunday-schools in the republic, and the

number might easily be speedily increased to several hundred. Our youth

are growing up on American soil, and in a Protestant government, in all the

ignorance which even a * * * could desire.

" In a common-school which commenced last summer, in Houston county,

in which were children of both sexes, and of all ages from four to sixteen
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Our time and your patience would be exhausted, were

we to place before you the opportunities which occur to

us for extending the knowledge of divine truths by cir-

culating the excellent matter of our books among the

distant nations, and various languages of the earth. We
must hasten to suggest two or three other topics of more

immediate domestic concern.

It is a matter of deep regret to your Board, that so

inconsiderable a proportion of teachers in our Sunday-

schools, are persons of mature years and experience. It

is believed that many who would prefer to attend school

as pupils, are constrained by necessity to occupy the

place of teachers, notwithstanding their consciousness of

incompetency, because their seniors neglect or decline to

serve.

It cannot be expected that youth, themselves just out

of the hands of tutors and governors, should generally

command that degree of respect, confidence, and obedi-

ence, which is quite indispensable to the order and

improvement of a class. And, especially in the schools

of this country, where '^ liberty and equality" is (we

might almost say) a cradle motto, the restraint of moral

influence in some form, seems the only substitute for

naked authority or power. It is a matter of unfeigned

regret to those who are accustomed to visit schools in

various parts of the country, that so little respect is

manifested for the office of a teacher, particularly in

schools and classes of boys; and that so much of levity,

years, not a single pupil was beyond the ABC class. Shall the present

rising- generation be permitted to grow up under these disadvantageous cir-

cumstances 1 Shall the political character and prospects of Texas attract the

attention, and claim the sympathies of the whole civilized world, and shall

the Christian look with indifference upon the fair domain of this country

wrested from the dominion of papal power, and opened to the propagation

of Protestant Christianity 1"
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insubordination, and irregularity is allowed. Wc would

earnestly commend this evil and its remedy to the consi-

deration of our fellow-labourers and friends. It is not

improbable, that children who attend our schools from

well ordered families, may suffer irreparable injury from

the examples of disobedience and contempt of authority

which they witness, unless they are promptly checked.

We would not encourage any neglect or omission of

parental or other domestic duty ; but from among those

on whom no obligations of this nature rest, or those who
only share them with another, we might reasonably expect

some of the most constant and valuable accessions to our

rolls of teachers. Christian men and women who are

disposed to employ faithfully the opportunity they have to

minister to the necessities of the destitute, should under-

stand that our Sunday-schools require and must have the

best service the church can furnish. They will never

become truly her nurseries till her most skilful cultivators

shall be employed to till and dress them.

In urging upon our friends an earlier and more thorough

inculcation of divine truth, we cannot refrain from advert-

ing to the sad neglect of the infantile rank of children.

That they require a course of instruction and moral cul-

ture adapted particularly to their tender )'ears, none will

deny. It is painful to find that special provision for their

comfort and improvement is made in so few of our schools,

even in wealthy congregations. It has been vreil said

that the man is made at six years of age. The after pro-

cess is a filling up of the previous outline. The general

establishment of infant-schools or classes, on a proper

plan, and with suitable teachers, would tend more cer-

tainly to the permanency and* prosperity of Sunday-

schools than any single measure that could be adopted.

Many of the children, from seven to ten years old, who
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come into our schools, (especially in cities or populous

towns,) are so ignorant, unthinking, inattentive, restless,

and often incorrigibly vicious, as to require all the atten-

tion of the teacher under whose care they are placed.

What labour, and patience, and grace, are necessary to

reclaim them, or even to keep them in school, many can

testify ; and all this would have been saved, in most cases,

by the proper training of an infant-school. It was very

gratifying testimony which was lately given by the teacher

of a Lancastrian School, of 700 pupils, in Edinburgh, that

** the children he had received from the infant school, uni-

formly proved the most satisfactory in intelligence, doci-

lity, attainments, obedience, attention, as well as quiet,

gentle, and general good conduct."

The more general supply of Sunday-school children

with a copy of the Holy Scriptures seems to us a measure

of obvious and urgent necessity. There is no doubt that

a large number of them are not only personally destitute,

but that they belong to families where they have not free

access to a copy of the sacred volume. We are satisfied

that the possession or ownership of one would be regarded

as a high privilege by many who are not likely to be sup-

plied but by the agency of Sunday-schools, and we need

not say that a child who has been accustomed to the unre-

stricted riglit of reading the Bible at his pleasure, will not

surrender this right without a spirited struggle. We feel

constrained to urge upon our Christian friends some vigor-

ous measures to supply our reading children with the Bible,

before their minds are occupied with prejudices and delu-

sions.

It cannot be disguised that measures are in progress,

the tendency of which is to counteract or circumscribe

the proper inlluence of the Bible, or to substitute for it

the commandments of men. As Protestants, our reliance.

\
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under God, for the maintenance and propagation of tlie

truths, is upon the universal circulation of that sacred

volume. Its truths (to be interpreted by every man ac-

cording to the gift that is in him) are divine in their origin,

sanctifying in their influence, universal in their adapted-

ness, and eternal in their obligation. They must be

inculcated every day, early and late, upon the hearts of all

our children, as soon as they are susceptible, of moral im-

pressions. We must make the Bible to their moral nature

what bread is to the physical

—

the staff of life—and

the great end to be kept steadily in view by all Sunday-

school teachers must be, more and more, to inculcate a

thorough and available knowledge of the Scriptures. An
mteUigent belief in their divine authority ; in the being

and attributes of God ; in the ruin and helplessness of

man ; in the atoning sacrifice of the Lord Jesus Christ, as

the only and sufficient ground of justification before God

;

in the nature and necessity of repentance and faitli ; the

indispensableness of regeneration by the Spirit of God,

and its proper fruits and evidences, and in the just retribu-

tions of eternity—is to be inculcated; and these truths are

to be regarded as forming the outline of Protestant Chris-

tianity, in distinction from any thing and every thing of

human authority or device. Hence the vast importance

of having at the head of our Sunday-school classes, not

theologians or polemics, but plain men and women of ripe

Christian experience—^rooted and grounded in the faith

once delivered to the saints—mighty in the Scriptures

—

apt to teach—patient, constant, faithful.

The steady employment of this simple, unobtrusive

agency, blest as it has invariably been, would put this

country utterly beyond the reach of the evils, which some

of our wise men and seers apprehend ; let these evils

come in what shape they may. What are suitable mea-
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sures to be adopted to effect the universal circulation of

the Scriptures, through all our Sunday-schools, we are

not prepared to say. That the destitution is far greater

than would be supposed, without examination, we have no
doubt. It was so in Great Britain, when the British and

Foreign Bible Society proposed to furnish the Sunday-

school children of that country with a copy of the Bible,

for thirty-three cents, and of the New Testament, for

eleven ; they presumed their means were adequate to afford

the supply ; but within six months from the advertisement

of their scheme, 375,000 copies were called for, involving

a loss to the Society (as it is stated) of nearly S50,000,

and they abandoned the project in that form. It would

have been a noble spectacle to the world, if the wealthy

Christians of Protestant England had instantly come to

their help, and placed at the disposal of the Society a

fund sufficient to finish what they had so auspiciously

begun. In the good providence of God, however, a better

issue was brought about
;
public attention was directed, in

a masterly manner, to the monstrous evil and injustice of

the monopoly laws of England, whereby the right of

publishing the sacred Scriptures, is restricted to certain

individuals, who are enabled to enrich themselves by an

enormous tax on their circulation. The controversy which

ensued, is full of interest and instruction ; but it is enough

for our present purpose, to state its extraordinary results

:

They are such, that an invoice of Bibles, which would

have cost S9o, in November, 1840, could be obtained,

four months after, for S45, being a reduction of more than

50 per cent. The effect of this measure will be widely

felt upon the interests of trans-atlantic Sunday-schools

;

and their interests are, in an important sense, ours. We
have a great work to do in our country, before we have
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discharged our obligations as Protestant Ciiristians in tiie

circulation of the Scriptures. The measure of supply

proposed by our brethren in England, is none too full for

us. They would have every child in every family, provided

with a copy of the Bible, for home and daily-school read-

ing ; they would have every such child, and every domes-

tic, possess a copy for use in Sunday-schools and at

public w^orship ; they would have all heads of families and

persons whose sight is impaired, supplied with a copy in

larger type, for their own use, and every family possessed

of a -Ito Bible, with references, for domestic worship

and instruction. This is a noble basis of distribution,

and by no means extravagant or impracticable.

The times in which we live, admonish us of the indis-

pensableness of more general and efficient moral influence

on the popular mind. The reckless, indifference with

w^iich integrity and good faith are sacrificed at the shrine

of ambition, selfishness, or gain, is the theme of general

amazement and animadversion. The decline of business,

and an unprecedented lack of employment, greatly in-

crease the number and force of temptations to evil, and

of themselves generate a w^orld of iniquity; and, withal,

there seems to be an extraordinary connivance at, or

indulgence towards crime, and a relaxation in the re-

f>lraints of law^, and the administration of justice, w^ar-

ranted only by a degree of virtue and intelligence, from

w^hich our country is still far removed.

The principles which will survive the shock of all change

and revolution, are derivable only from the gospel of

Jesus Christ ; and these, it is the design of our Sunday-

schools to incorporate ^vitli the earliest thoughts and

habits of children. To obey them that have the rule over

us ; to be content with such things as we have ; to seek

first the kingdom of God, and his righteousness ; to love
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one another, and that each should esteem other better

than himself; these and similar precepts and maxims of

that gospel, when received and obeyed, furnish the onlv

unfailing antidote to the mischiefs of which we have

spoken.

Is it too much to ask of the friends of Christian know-

ledge and truth, that they should suffer no reasonahle

hemg'among us to pass the years of childhood, without

an elementary knowledge of this gospel? If parents fur-

nish it well ; if pastors furnish it, or denominational organi-

zations, or common-schools, well ; but shall it not be our

exalted privilege to provide for the many thousands, who
receive and expect it from none of these sources ?

For this very end, was the American Sunday-school

Union designed ; and to accomplish it without hindrance

or delay, we earnestly sue for a larger share of the sympa-

thy and co-operation of the community. The shadow of

a doubt has never yet passed over our minds, that the

Sunday-school, in its legitimate sphere, is the most pow-

erful agency ever devised by man, (at least in modern

times,) for the intellectual and moral elevation" of society.

We have never supposed it capable of changing the

order of the divine economy, and providing something

better than parental or pastoral influence and instruction.

It is either to supply the absence of them, or to compen-

sate for the necessary defect of them ; or it may be to

give increased power and efficiency to them, that Sunday-

schools have been introduced ; and for any and all these

ends, they have proved themselves appropriate and com-

petent. Whether they shall continue to be so, depends

chiefly upon those whom God has called to active service

in sustaining and extending them. That there must be

closer study and deeper meditation upon the simple truths

of religion ; that there must be more earnest prayer for



the spirit of holiness to dwell in our hearts; for the ab-

sorbing love of the Redeemer to control our purposes, and

for the self-crucifying devotion of the early propagators of

our foith, to animate our energies, and govern our lives,

none will deny.

And to such attainments, we are urged by the highest

motives which can influence the human mind. Thousands

upon thousands who have cast in their lot w^ith the people

of God, were constrained to his service by means of the

faithful teaching and affectionate expostulations of a Sun-

day-school. In the cloud of invisible witnesses, by which

we are compassed about, there is a multitude whose first

emotions of love and gratitude to the Saviour, were awa-

kened in a Sunday-school. So that if there is a spot

in the wide world, to which the eyes of Christian philan-

thropy may turn with hope, it is where the Sunday

school teacher assembles his little congregation, to teach

them the first principles of the oracles of God. If there-

is any institution of human origin, that can establish its

claim to the willing charities, and fervent prayers of God's

people, it is the Sunday-school. Let them be fixed

in all the dark places of our land, as lights to cheer and

guide the wandering steps of childhood and youth ; let

them be improved, enlarged, multiplied, and extended, till

all the earth is filled with knowledge, holiness, and love.
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EXPENDITURES
Of the •American Sunday-school Union, from March 1, 1840,

to March 1, 1841.

By interest on Mortgage, $20,000 1,200 00
Taxes, Repairs, Ac ...551 00—1,751 00

("Charges to the General Fund : salaries and expenses of mission-

aries and agents, clerk hire, &c 5,250 06
Donations and Grants to Schools, Sec 399 15

, Discount on uncurrent money, rents, postage, stationery, &C..122 86— 5,762 07
Charges to the Valley Fund : salaries and expenses of mission-

aries and agents, clerk hire, &c , 4,674 50
Donations to Sunday-schools, &c 171 06
Loss on books, $324 13

;
postage and freight, $34 26 358 39— 5,203 95

Charges to the Southern Fund : salaries and expenses of mis-

sionaries and agents, clerk hire, &c 511 11

Donations to Sunday-schools, &c 44 85
Postage, discount on drafts, &c 22 40 611 36

Books to foreign stations 353 37
Commission on collections and freight 3 25 356 62

Book Department: charges for salaries, clerk hire, &c 5,543 28
Rent of Depository 1,350 00
Bibles, Testaments, and other miscellaneous books 10,429 87
Loans paid IS,165 95

Interest on Joans, discounts, &c .3,346 79
Colouring, S287 82; binding, 11,065 14 11,352 96
Paper, 8,022 62; ruling, 16 68 8,039 30
Printing, 3,450 43; copper-plate printing, 213 G4 3,669 07
Boxes, 255 46 ; book cases, 20 08 276 14

Freight and duties, 462 94 ; maps, 155 96 618 90
Straps, 20 07 ; insurance, 275 00 295 07
Copyrights, 922 4S ; stereotypes, 685 46 1,007 94
Wood engraving, 101 86 ; steel and copper-plate engravings,

36 50 138 30
Freight, 58 07 ;

porterage, 36 92 94 99
Fuel, 25 84; oil, 21 75 48 59
Twine, 19 85 ; hardware, 10 34 30 19

Postage, 229 63; repairs, 62 52 292 15

Commission, 30 54 ; counterfeit notes, 10 00. . . . .• 40 54
Blank books and stationery 30 92
Painting and glazing 27 54

Books to editors 51 66

Newspapers and advertising 113 00
Newspapers and pamphlets from England 19 04
Exchange, &c 25 59
Discount allowed on books 105 24
Discount to County Unions, &c 917 74

Brushes, pitchers, matches, turpentine, bad notes, basket,

furniture check, <Scc 30 40-66,6? : 2?

Payments on contracts made previous to March 1, 1840 15,3f.9 82

Cash on hand, March 1, 1841 227 71

Stock on hand 52,120 89 -52,348 6C

$148,054 6j
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RECEIPTS
Of the American Sunday-school Union,from March 1, 1840,

to March 1, 1841.

To Cash on hand, March 1 , 1840 $306 59
Stock on hand 53,030 17—53,936 70

Rents for the Society's buildings 3,300 00
Interest on Sinking Fund 1,087 67 i,387 C7

Donations for General Fund 7,037 04
Donations for Valley Fund 6,283 99
Donations for Southern Fund 780 51

Donations for Foreign Fund 157 97—14,259 61

Book Department—Cash sales, open accounts, biJIs discounted,

and from agents and depositories 75,470 70

^148,054 64
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CONSTITUTION.

Aht. I. This Society shall be known by the name of the " Akibicak Schdat

SCHOOL UiTiojT."—Its objects are, to concentrate the efforts of Sabbath-school Soci

eties in the different sections of our country—to strengthen the hands of the friend*

of religious instruction on the Lord's-day—to disseminate useful information—cir-

tulate moral and rehgious pubUcations in every part of the land—and to endeavour

o plant a Sunday-school wherever there is a population.

Art. II. Each subscriber of three dollars armually shall be a member. Each sub-

scriber paying thirty dollars at one time shall be a member for life. Sunday-school

Societies or Unions sending a copy of their constitution, hst of their officers, and an

annual report, shall be auxiliary, and be entitled to purchase books at the reduced

prices.

Art. III. The affairs and funds of this Society shall be under the direction of a

Board, consisting of a President, Vice-presidents, a Corresponding Secretary, Re-

cording Secretary, Treasurer, and thirty-six Managers, twenty-four of whom shall

reside in the city of Philadelphia or its vicinity. The Managers shall be divided

jito three classes, whose terms of service shall be respectively, one, two, and three

years ; but they may be re-elected.

Art. IV. The Officers and Managers shall be laymen, and shall be elected by

ballot.

Art. V. The Managers shall annually elect all officers of the Society, fill vacancies

in their own body, make their own by-laws, publish such books, periodical works,

and tracts, as they may deem expedient; and may adopt such other measures as

may, in their opinion, promote the objects of the Association. Seven Managers

shall constitute a quorum.

Art. VI. The annual meetings of the Society shall be held at Philadelphia, on the

first Tuesday after the 20th of May, when the proceedings of the past year shall be

reported, the accounts presented, and the Managers chosen. Fifteen members shall

constitute a quorum. If a quorum does not appear on the day of the annual meet-

ing, the election of Managers shall take place at the next meeting whenever a quo-

r\rai appears, and the Managers of the Society shall remain in office until a new

election takes place.

Art. VII. Special meetings of the Society shall be called by the President, or in

his absence, by either of the Vice-presidents, at the written request of six Mana-

gers ; of which meeting three days' public notice shall be given.

Art. VIII. Officers of Sunday-school Unions auxiUary to this Society, and clergy-

men whose schools are attached to it, shall have the privilege of attending the stated

meetings of the Board of Managers.

Art IX. Xo alteration in this constitution shall take place, unless the same shall

be proposed, in writing, to the Board of Managers at least three months previous to

it.-? adoption, and be approved by two-thirds of the members present, at a meeting

July notified.
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PROCEEDINGS

*^t the Eighteenth Anniversary of the American Sunday-

school Union, May 24, 1842.

The services of the Eighteenth Anniversary of the Ame-
rican Sunday-school Union were attended, at the First Pres-

byterian church, on Washington square. May 24, 1842—the

President, Alexander Henry, in the chair. The exercises

were introduced by singing the following hymn, by Rev.W A
Muhlenberg, D. D., President of St. Paul's college, N. Y;

Rise, Daughter of Zion, thy mourning is o'er
;

The night that hath veil'd thee shall veil thee no more

;

Wear the robes of the morning ; arise thou and shine,

For the beauty and hght of Jehovali are thine.

O, lift up thine eyes, look around thee and see

How thy children are gathering together to thee
;

Like doves on the wing, flying home to be blest

At thine ahar with peace, in thy bosom whh rest.

From the sea's farthest shores, and like its full tide.

The nations new-born, how they flow to thy side
;

To freedom forth springing, thy hght having seen,

They bless thee a Mother, and hail thee a Queen.

Who wasted thee once, lowly kneel at thy throne,

Rejoicing thy sceptre of mercy to own
;

And the proud and the lofty, that hail not thy day,

In the blaze of its noon shall but wither away.

In thy kingdom of love shall all violence cease
;

Thine exactors be justice, thine officers peace
;

Thy people all righteous, and truth all thy ways
;

Thy gates are salvation, thy portals are praise.

Jehovah thy Beauty, thy Brightness, thy Crown,

Thy noon shall ne'er wane, and thy sun ne'er go down ;

And the tide of thy glory, no ebbing to know,

From ages eternal, to ages shall flow.

k2 5
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Rev. Albert Barnes then led in prayer. The following

hymn (also composed by Rev. Dr. Muhlenberg) was then sung:

" Feed my lambs !"—How condescending.

How compassionate the grace

Of the Saviour, just ascending,

Thus to bless our infant race !

Richest treasure, dearest token.

From hia stores of love to give ;

Kept from age to age unbroken,

Till its bounty we receive.

Who, without that word of blessing.

Could our dark estate have told ?

Sin and wo our souls distressing,

Lost and wandeiing from his fold.

" Feed my lambs !"—Ye pastors, hear it !

Feed the flock of his own hand
;

0, for him, for us, revere it

;

Keep the Shepherd's last command.

After extracts from the Annual Report of the Board had

been read by one of the Secretaries, a motion to accept and

pubUsh it was made by the Rev. Kingston Goddard, of the

Episcopal church, Brooklyn, (Long Island,) who remarked as

follows

:

I feel, Mr. President, that it is due to myself to state, before entering upon any
discussion of the merits of the most excellent Report, an abstract of which has just

been read, that I should not have placed myself in so prominent and embarrassing a

situation as the one I at present occupy, did I not feel that duty called me. The
diffidence natural to one as young as myself, would lead one to shrink from so

weighty a responsibility as the advocacy of the claim of this institution, before so

respectable and enlightened an audience as the present. And I certainly should have

consulted ray own feelings, and declined your invitation to address you upon this

resolution, had I not have heard a command emanating from the Master whose I am and

whom I serve, " to be instant in season," and " whatsoever my hand found to do, to

do it with my might." As a minister of the gospel of the Lord Jesus, my duty is to

go forward ; and like Abraham, when commanded to go into a land of strangers, my
duty is to obey, and not to allow any real dilBculties, or imaginary obstacles, to affright

me. With such viewd do I this day appear before you, and with such views do I

cast myself upon the promised assistance of the Holy Ghost, to enable me to speak

the word in season : and amply shall I be rewarded for all sacrifice of personal feeling,

if any good accrue to this society by my efforts; or if any be induced to be more

active and zealous, during the remainder of their allotted career, for Christ and his

cross.

In moving that this Report be accepted and published, under the direction of a com
mittee of the society, I do not mean to advocate a merely formal proceeding. No,
sir; it is a report too full of interest, and connected with a society of too vast an

influence, to be so carelessly regarded. For there are several phases in which this

institution is to be viewed, which will, in the mind of every thinking man, make the

publication of its annual reports a matter of weighty interest. In the first place, let us

regard it in a national point of view. Where, I would ask, is there any Christian so



blind to the interests of that nation whose child he is—whose liberty blesses him

—

whose institutions ennoble him—and whoso prosperity is dearer to him than his own
life—where is there one who does rvot feel the necessity of a national acknowledgment

of that God, who presides over the aflairs of nations as well as those of individuals

;

and who, sitting at the helm of empire, can guide a nation through many a storm to

national honour and glory ; or who can shiver it upon the concealed and undiscovered

rocks of ruin ? But any one who is at all acquainted with the peculiar characteristics

of democracy, will see at once that there can be no such thing permitted as a religion

established by government. Some other device must be hit upon than that of an

establishment, to prove to the nations of the earth that the Lord is the honoured and

acknowledged God of this nation. This end will not be answered by the prosperity

of individual sects either. For whilst they might shine in the radiance of their piety,

like a solitary star, more brilliant on account of surrounding darkness, they would not

give the nation a right and title to the character of a pious people. How then, sir,

are we to accomplish these most desirable results ? How are we to wipe off the foul

charge of infidelity when made against us as a nation 1 How, sir ? By the institu-

tion and support of just such associations as that whose anniversary we this day

celebrate. Institutions established for the national good—to promote national piety,

and to unite in one noble object men of different sects, and from different portions of the

country, but who have the same love and regard for one divine Lord and Master. This,

this is the way that this most desirable result is to be accomplished. And when the

stranger from other lands sets his feet upon these shores, and looks abroad for evidence

of our national piety, we can point to such institutions as the American Bible, the

American Tract Society, and the American Sunday-school Union, as an evidence

that, as a nation, as well as individuals, we do love and serve the Lord. It may
belong, as no doubt it does, to the statesman, to bind the chaplet of honour around

the brow of our father-land, and to make continued efforts to procure new gems with

which to adorn that brilliant coronet. But it is our privilege and duty, as ministers

of the gospel, and as connected with this and kindred institutions, to hang upon its

bosom the breastplate of the priestly office. A breastplate like that which adorned

the High Priest of the Jewish church when he went into the Holy of Holies and
ministered before the Lord. For as we are told that in that glittering ornament
every tribe was represented by a stone of peculiar colour, upon whose sparkling sur-

face its name was engraven—and as, when the glory of the Lord was reflected back

from the polished jewels, there was a rich and mingled radiance thrown upon the

altar of the Most High : so do we desire that these societies which adorn our nation

should be composed of different sects, and with different views ; but all united

together by the golden bands of the love of Christ; and all deriving the light with

which they shine from the same divine Spirit ; and all uniting in shedding a combined
light over a dark and desolate world.

The prosperity of such a society as this is equally dear to the man whose views

go no farther than the protection of his own property, as it is to him whose benevo
lence embraces the welfare of the nation. None can without emotion behold the

rapid growth of our western settlements. And all must see that the time will come
when the child of so much promise shall stretch forth a giant's arm ; for the time will

doubtless come, when so great will be its influence in our government, that it will

give a colouring to those laws which govern us—the older portion of the Union.

And much depends upon us now, whether that influence shall be religious or infidel

in its character. And is it asked, sir, what can be done to counteract future evil and to

insure future good 1 We reply, The encouragement of such an institution as this,

which takes the young under its fostering care, and while the heart is soft and sus-

ceptible to impression, stamps upon it the features of Jesus : that when those that are

now young grow up to manhood, and exert an influence upon the nation, it may be

a beneficial and holy one. It appears to me, that the mighty mass who fill the fertile

plains of the west may be compared to the majestic waters of the Mississippi, bearing

richness and fertility to the land whose shores it washes. Great, sir, as is the irre-

fiisiible mass of water that forms its current, the traveller may trace this stream through



many weary miles of travel^ until its multiplied sources are fourid to be little foun-
• tains that bubble up from the sides of hills and in the deep glen, or green and fertile

! valley. But when all have united into one, there is a force and power which nothing

on earth can withstand—that would break down mountains in its onward flow

—

although each Utile stream might have been dammed up with a handful of earth. So
with the united influence of that great people

;
you cannot resist and curb it—but

you can go to the fountain-head of power—you can take their children, and, by
implanting in their hearts the principles of the gospel, you can make the onward and
collected stream irresistible in its power to do good. But, oh! sir, if these fountains

! be poisoned, the mighty stream of water will bear desolation and death along its banks,

and the contagion will spread until it sweeps on with a desolating power to the

;

embrace of the Atlantic. And where, oh ! where can the prophet be found who has

I

power to cast in that which will heal the bitterness of the waters 1

I
Again, sir, would we remark, that your Report should be published, becausfe there

is so much in it calculated to cheer the benevolent heart. The time in which we live

is pregnant with great events. One remarkable feature is, that intellect seems to be

usurping the sceptre of the world. The time was when he that had the strongest

arm was exalted ; now, sir, the sceptre of power is held in the hand of him who
thinks the most profoundly. Once the arena—the battle field—the place appointed

for the courtly tournament were the spots upon which laurels were gathered. Now,
sir, the study is the spot, and the sceptre that seems to be appointed for the govern-

ment of the world is the pen of the scholar. Knowing this, your determination is to

instruct the young in the most valuable of all knowledge—even the knowledge of

God. And the determination of this society is, by the aid of divine grace, to implant

in the bosoms of the young such principles as will fit them to meet the troubles and
disappointments of human life. And, oh ! sir, how much are such principles needed

in the newly settled portions of our country. Methinks I can see now, in one of

those log cabins that dot the prairies of the west, a group of weeping children

gathered around the form of a dying mother, as she lies upon her lowly bed.

Amidst their convulsive sobbings her feeble voice is heard : and the prayer goes up to

God, with all the intensity of a mother's anxiety, that you may be prospered ; that

schools may be established, and her children may be taught the knowledge and fear

of God. This Report, sir, tells us that this work does go on : and we would publish

it, that every benevolent heart might be made to rejoice in what God is enabling you
to do.

The speaker then went on to remark that these reports were valuable because they

were monuments erected for coming generations, upon which were recorded the

triumphs of the Saviour over the dominion of the devil ; and were in the religious,

what the triumphal arch, and the stately edifice, and lofty column were in the poli-

tical world. And he concluded by stating that the most interesting fact which such

reports established, was the union of different religious denominations in the great

work of building up the kingdom of Jesus. We are all, sir, most unhappily sepa-

rated into divers sects, by diflerences of minor importance. We all cannot be right,

but it is more than probable that in some things we are all of us wrong ; laying,

perhaps, too much stress upon things not essentially necessary to salvation. But
with what an accumulated force can we meet the objections of the infidel, when we
unite, with one heart and one soul, in propagating the fundamental doctrines of our

blessed religion. This is what we do when we unite in promoting the interests of

this association; and surely, sir, we are but fulfilling the dying injunction of the

Redeemer, when he said, A new commandment give I unto you, that ye love one

another. O ! that we had more of that spirit that pervaded the church when it first

was established by the Redeemer; for God sent it forth as one to bless a darkened

world. It was then like the pure rays of white light which he has so beautifully

scattered over the face of nature, to cheer the heart of man, and to exhibit its beauty

and loveliness. But as that ray can be divided by refraction into rays of various

hues, so have men divided the church of God into different sects. But as a sickly

vision only can rejoice in a coloured light, so does the heart of every true and spiri-
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tually healthy believer delight in anniversaries of societies, such as this which we
this day celebrate, when Christians shine with a united and brilliant lustre

!

As I stood yesterday and gazed upon that mighty thri)ng of children who were
assembled together in this adjoining square, my mind naturally looked forward to thn

time when the archangel's trumpet shall have pealed, and the dead shall have risen to

judgment. And then, when the countless numbers who have been converted in

Sunday-schools shall, under the banner of the cross, be ushered into the high gates

of the celestial city, you will feel amply rewarded for all your toil and labours for this

institution. And many a one then will regret, deeply, bitterly regret, that the money
that has been squandered upon the fashions and luxuries of a fleeting world had not

been consecrated to support those associations that, like the American Sunday-school
Uuion, aim at the rescue of immortal souls from sin and death.

Mr. Goddard's motion was seconded by Rev. Z. S. Barstovv,

of KeenCj New Hampshire, with a few very pertinent and

gratifying remarks. Mr. B. expressed his earnest desire that

the Report should be circulated, especially at the North ; as

it would effectually remove or correct any wrong impressions,

or erroneous views, which were entertained of the Society's

principles and proceedings. He regretted that there had not

been a more Uberal distribution of our Annual Reports, and

observed that he had not seen one for eight years; nor could

he readily find one, though he had inquired. He spoke of

the earnest regard which was felt for the Society at the North;

and though they have local associations, which are useful and

necessary, and in the success of which he was deeply interested,

they need not, and should not, obstruct the progress of the

general Society, nor diminish aught of their aifection for it, or

their interest in its operations. He hoped the Report would be

published and sent abroad, and that a goodly number would be

distributed among the friends of the Society in the Granite

State.

The following resolution was then moved by the Rev. Mr.

Everts, of the Baptist church, New York, and illustrated and

enforced in a very forcible and happy manner :

Eesolved, That, from the primary relation of the Sunday-school institution to

the progress and triumph of the gospel, its plans should be greatly enlarged, and

the co-operation of the church be more zealous and universal.

Mr. Everts observed :

Mr. Chairman,—Young ministers are often advised, in their first essays in preach-

ing, to select a text whose interest and richness will atone for all defects in the plan

and illustration of the discourse. I have observed this rule in selecting the resolu-

tion, which I am now about to offer.

2
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Resolved, From the primary relation of the Sunday-school institution to the pro*
gress and triumph of the gospel, that its plans should be greatly enlarged, and the
co-operation of the church be more zealous and universal.

This resolution, then, in the first place, asserts for the Sunday-school institution a
primary relation to the progress of the gospel. This relation will appear in its pre-
paring the way for, and rendering more efficient, all the other means which are com-
bining to sustain and extend the interests of the gospel.

Mr. Chairman, have you ever marked the process ofquarrying from beds »f rocks?
The quarry-man surveys the mountain ledge, selects the most eligible spot, and
deposites deeply amid its vast strata the explosive agent.

No outward developement appears ; no rocks are thrown from their bed ; no stones
are seen flying in the air ; and superficial observers would pronounce the whole labour
in vain. But, returning to the spot, from the point of the blast, we may trace seams
and crevices opened in the rock, and diverging in all directions through its strata.

This sand-blast precedes the transformation of the ledge or mountain into adamantine
cities. It prepares the way for all the detailed labour of quarrying, shaping, polish-

ing and erecting into forms of beauty and utility ; and blasters, pursuing their labour,

ever and anon fall upon new shakes or crevices covered by rubbish, which it had
opened, diverging and extending through the rocky bed, guiding all their blows, and
giving success to all their toils !

The Sunday-school institution, though to superficial observers its eflfects may
appear small, is the sand-hlast of the religious enterprise. In its primary action, it is

seaming up the rocky heart of human society, far out to its extremities, and down
through its lowest strata. And all the co-workers of this great enterprise are quar-
rying along the seams it has left, and now and then falling upon new crevices, long
concealed by the rubbish of the world, that guide all their detailed labours and give
success to ail their various means. To it, the church is indebted for the greater num-
ber and better qualifications of missionaries she is sending far hence to the Gentiles

;

for the increase and greater efficiency of the ministry now occupying her pulpits ; for

the greater ability and faithfulness of those who bear her offices of charity, supervi-

sion and discipline, and for a better indoctrinated, more efficient and more devoted
laity, "always abounding in the work of the Lord."

All evangelical churches are enlarged through their Sunday-schools ; and the \asiters

connected with your Union will generally find the pro.sperity of the schools they visit

an index of the prosperity of the churches to which they belong ; and, when new
religious interests are estabhshed in destitute parts of a city hke this, you will find a
flourishing Sunday-school an auspicious omen of success. Pastors, in building up
churches upon the ordinances of the gospel, are placing living stones in the spiritual

temple, which Sunday-school teachers have been the means of polishing.

Evangelists, going from village to village and from city to city, winning souls to

Christ, are gathering harvests which Sunday-school teachers have sown in tears.

Often extensive revivals follow in theu: train, and churches succeed to their establish-

ment.
In the late revival at Boston, at a given time, 250 members of their schools were

added to ten churches ; and doubtless nine-tenths of all who have believed in that

extensive revival had been taught in the Sunday-school. There is not then an
agency of the gospel to which it is not imparting increased efficiency ; nor an enter-

prise of the church to which it is not contributing the means of a more vigorous prose-

cution. The Sunday-school is guiding the success of all the ordinary, and even
extraordinary, means of grace ; and, as the grand locomotive of the gospel, is leading

the whole train of religious insUtutions on to a millennial destination.

But the primary relation of this institution to the progress of the church, appears

in a still more striking point of light, from its prospective bearing upon the final

triumph of the gospel.

What kind of instrumentality is so well adapted to the accompHshment of this

work as that to which the Sunday-school belongs ? This is the means, we beUeve,

God designs to render more and more prominent as the work advances to completion.

For ourselves, though all things are possible with God, we have never been able to

conceive of the completion of this work through any other order of means.
An attempt to tame all the beasts of savage name that couch in the dens or howl

in the mountains of the earth, by changing their matured nature, would mock the

fancy of the most visionary. There are no adequate means ;' but before their instincts

of timidity and cruelty are developed and their habits of rapacity formed, we can

conceive of their being tamed ; for '* every kind of beast has been tamed, and may be
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tamed of mankind." The lion and the lamb may be made to lie down together, and
a child lead them ; and nothing remain to hurt or harm in all God'8 holy mountain.
An attempt to reverse the course of all rivers, by turning back their streams over

the hills, alter they have descended halfway to the valleys ; or directing them
through the banks of ravines between which they are flowing, would be preposterous.

But we can conceive of at least an approximation to this end, by the direction of suffi-

cient agencies near the sources where they bubble from the earth, and descend from
summits and highlands, marking the surface of the earth with the channels of a new
system of waters.

An attempt to reshape the whole vegetable kingdom, by straightening the crooked
trunks of the monarchs of the wood, bending ill-shapen branches, and severing un-
sightly Hnibs, would not surely be made by the wildest projector ; there are no means
adequate to such a mode of effecting the object. But we can conceive of this vast

accomplishment, by the tasteful care and systematic agency of successive generations
in removing obstructions from the face of the earth, adjusting the early shoots, and
bending the pUant twigs of springing garden fields and forests, giving new order and
beauty to the whole vegetable kingdom.
The spiritual transformation of the world, as a work of instrumentality, appears

infinitely greater than any or all of these supposed physical enterprises combined—
a work of exalting and bringing low, turning and overturning, creating and destroy-

ing, till Christ reigns over all the earth.

An attempt to accomplish this vast work, by any system of mere adult prose-

lytism, apparently the chief reliance of the great body of evangelical Christians,

must fail. Were meeting-houses multiplied a hundred-fold, and men as holy
as Paul, and as eloquent as ApoUos, preaching in them to adult congregations, and
going^om house to house warning men and women with tears, the work would be
still unaccomplished. Ranks of sinners press on to fill up the places of the converted,

and generations of wicked are springing up in place of the departed righteous, and
in the nature of the means, to whatever extent enlarged, the end will never be
attained.

But there is, Mr. Chairman, an order of instrumentalities through which we can
conceive of this vast accomplishment. I mean that which is involved in the Sabbath-
school institution. Preaching the cross ! Yes, it is by the cross that all things must
be subdued to Christ ; but preaching the cross to the young ; bringing the generations
of the earth to the foot of the cross, before depravity is developed in its most gigantic

forms, and to its most rampant madness ; turning the streams of human life and
passion into the channels of righteousness and holiness, near their fountains, before

they become enlarged and impetuous in their course ; shaping characters, manners,
and institutions upon the models of the gospel ; not by hewing, trimming, and reshap-

ing the manhood of society, but by adjusting the early shoots, and bending the

phant twigs of its infancy. Missionaries and missionary boards feel more and more
the comparatively greater efficiency of the labours expended upon the rising genera-
tion of heathen, and begin to recognise the chief hope of the church in the conversion
of those taught the way of hfe from childhood, rising up as native preachers. And
the designed pre-eminence of this instrumentality in the conversion of Christendom,
is increasingly felt by the most intelligent and judicious Christians. By the hand of

the Sunday-school, the leaven of the gospel may be deposited deeply in the heart

of society, till in its outward developement the world is purified and Christianized.

Upon the principle of the Sunday-school institution as a pivot, the Christian

Archimedes may confidently rest the lever of the gospel, in aiming to overturn the

moral world.

In the nature of the means, immediate or apparent effects are small, and devoted
Simday-school teachers may appear to labour in vain ; but designed results will be
developed in greater extent and prominence, as the cycles of divine providence
revolve, and the universal reign of Christ approaches.

Were a score of men now silently passing along this house, and, with rods tipped
with an invisible phosphoric flame, intently marking the internal surface of this

edifice, it might all appear unmeaning and no immediate effects be traced ; but
darken the windows, and immediately lines and figures would flash in brilliant co-

luscations from all these walls and ceilings.

So when the Sunday-school is assembled in this, and a thousand other places in

city and country, and groups of teachers are seeking to inculcate in the minds of

their classes the lessons of divine knowledge, the process of instruction may appear
arduous, and their assiduous and systematic toil productive of little good. But as Ufe



rolls on, and the lights of the world are put out by affliction or the breath of the
divine Spirit, through these humble toils, the graces of salvation and the features of
holiness may be luminously developed in thousands of individuals, families and
social scenes.

A Sunday-school girl lately died in one of the counties lying on the Hudson. She
had enjoyed no suitable religious instruction at home, but she had been taught in the
Sabbath-school. When smitten by disease and pining away, she entreated her
worldly parents to send for her Sunday-school teacher; she asked to be placed upon
her knees; and after he had recalled to her mind the way of life, and had prayed
with her, she clasped her httle hands, and said, It is enough ! It is enough ! Her
mind was calm and joyful to the last ; and consoUng her mother, she said, Mother,
when they lay me out on this bed, don't think little Susan lies here ; and when they
bury me, don't think of Uttle Susan in the grave, but think of your little Susan as an
angel in heaven.
Sometimes these effects are developed later. A lady of my acquaintance taught a

Sunday-school about thirty years ago ; of those under her immediate care, she has
since heard of the conversion of six, at different periods and at different places, all

Jiscribing their conversion to the Sunday-school as the instrumentality. The last ex-
perienced a sudden change eighteen years after she left the Sunday-school, and was
clear and confident in acknowledging its agency in her conversion ; and when she
died, two years after, she reiterated her obligations to the Sunday-school, and charged
her papal relatives, when she was laid out, to fold the memento of her teacher—^kept

so many years—near her heart, and bury it with her in the grave ; a precious memo-
rial of the Sunday-school.

Let Sunday-school teachers, then, go forth over the earth with the word of God as
a pencil of heavenly hght, and draw the invisible Unes of Sunday-school instruction

over the moral character of our cities and to\vns, villages, and extended country

;

draw them lengthily over all lands from pole to pole, and from the rivers to the ends
of the earth ; draw them thickly through every family and social scene, and write
over the whole surface of human society, and the walls of all human habitations, and
the escutcheons of all social institutions, and the tablets of all human hearts, the
name of God, Immortality, Jesus, Salvation, Judgment to come, Hell, Heaven.
And when, in the darkness of affliction, the light of earthly prosperity and hope are

withdrawn, these invisible lines will be developed in the emblems of religious doctrine,

the grace of salvation, and the images of Christian virtue and benevolence. And all

lan£ luminous with divine knowledge, and all hearts instinct with heavenly grace,
wQl flash out in the brilliant coruscations of millennial glory ; showing a world
redeemed by teaching children the way of life—the glorious achievement of the

principle of the Sunday-school.
From this primary relation of the Sunday-school to the progress and triumph of the

gospel, is claimed, by our resolution, an enlargement of its plans, and a more zealous
and universal co-operation of the church.

Time forbids my enlarging on tliis most interesting point. I can only remark it is

still but a model idea ; hke Fulton's conception, expanded to a system of saiUn^

over all waters, and circumnavigating the globe ; hke the incipient discoveries oi

Galileo, elevated into the subUme system of modern astronomy.
What a few individuals, and a few churches with a partidl devotion have done,

only intimates what all churches, and all Christians, with worthy devotion and com-
mensurate zeal, might accomplish.

There is no department of Christian enterprise, where the same means have done
so much. The just economy of religious means, therefore, demands the enlarge-

ment of the plans of the Sunday-school institution. And there is no other depart-

ment of the Christian enterprise, to which indefinitely increased instrumentahties

might be so easily available. All cannot become official pastors and public ministers

of reconciUation, but all may become teachers, visiters or otherwise active promoters
of this cause, till the last chUd is gathered into the Sunday-school and taught the way
of hfe.

There must be an increase of teachers. The church must send out hundreds,
where she has tens. There are scarcely any children in any city, that some Chris-

tian might not gain access to, and lead to the Sunday-school. There must be more
time given to it. The church has long been talking of the growing importance of the

Sunday-school institution ; but, with strange inconsistency, is multiplying appoint-

ments for adult convocations, setting apart only the leavings of the Sabbath for the

Sunday-school. Who can doubt, if the church would worthily occupy the time thus
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left open, that an approprialion of a larger portion of the Lord's day, especially to

preaching the gospel to the yo\ing, would facihtate the moralizing and evangelizing
of our cities and the world ? And, above all, there must be more taiih in the divinely,

appointed efficiency of this institution. The success of the ordinary preaching of the

gospel is measured by the faith of the church in their instrumental cfliciency. So
the success of the Sunday-school has been measured. Some have faith in regard to

their own children, their classes and the general enterprise, and are blessed. But
this faith and interest are limited to few, and in none is it adequate to the enterprise.

If we can understand from books of revelation and from observation, that by this

means God designs to turn the captivity of the world, we must address ourselves to

the work, as the Jewish reformers did to the restoration of Israel.

Here we must expect greater things, and attempt greater things. Here, relying
upon the divine blessing as in the Thermopylte of the moral world, wc may forestall

and beat back intemperance, Romanism, infidelity, profaneness, licenfiousness, Sab-
bath-breaking : until, as the harbinger of Christ's reign on earth, the Sunday-school
institution shall have prepared the way of the Lord, and made his paths straight

—

until, as the Star of Bethlehem, it shall lead inquiring generations and stand over the
Messiah, till all shall come and worship him together, and one song employ all

nations, and children's voices of all lands sweetly blend in the heavenly chorus,
" Worthy is the Lamb that was slain to redeem us."

The resolution offered by Mr. Everts was seconded by the

Rev. R. B. Campfield, of New York, and passed.

' The Rev. Joel Parker, D. D., of the Presbyterian church,

Philadelphia, moved the following resolution :

Jn view of the facts, that there are thousands of districts in our country, (par-

ticularly in the Vv'^estern States,) which greatly need suitable books for the main-

tenance and increase of their Sunday-schools ; and iii view, also, ot the capacity

of the American Sunday-school Union to furnish them,

Besolved, That the Board of Managers be instructed, so far as the community

shall contribute the means, to supply, gratuitously, or at reduced prices, suitable

libraries to all such schools as may require their aid, through such channels as

may be most direct and least expensive.

In support of the resolution, Dr. Parker remarked, in sub-

stance, as follows :

Mr. Presidext,—While sitting here I have b&en thinking with great pleasure of the
rathohc character of your institution. You are sending forth, in your pubhcations,
Christian instruction divested cf the peculiarities of sects. When we, of riifTerent

denominations, meet on this platform, we ieel that the vital and strongly influential

features of the gospel, are sufficiently exhibited by your books. We say, it is a
lovely sight for Christians thus to act together. We praise the spirit of Catholicism
and union. This is very fine, say some. Why do you not carry it out ? Well, sir,

for one, I profess that I am ready to do so. I am willing that answer should be made,
when I am dead, if any shall inquire for my doctrinal views—he believed in tiie doc-
trines of the American Sunday-school Union, and that this was mv confession of
faith.

A delightful view of this subject was presented by a young brother that preceded
me, [the Rev. Mr. Goddard,] by comparing your instructions to a beam of unde-
composed hght, and our denominational theology to different shades of light, when
the pure beam has been broken by a refracting medium. It would be well, sir, for

us, and for our holy religion, if we would always leave off our coloured denomina-
tional soectacles, and be content to look at the pure light, just as it beams from the

Bible.
'

What I have to say, in support of the resolution just read, is comprised in three

thoughts. The good accomplished by your publications is unmingled ; ihe hindrances
to your success are few ; and the results exceed our present expectations, besides

being indefinitely cumulative and progressive.

B



The good, eir, which you are accomplishing, is unmingled. You arc sending fonh
the simple gospel—the gospel not divested of its power by the suppression of its most
important truths

;
yet, it is tiie gospel so stated, that all who love our blessed Saviour

and trust in his atonement, admit that it is the pure gospel. And what harm have
such instructions ever done ? The doubtful speculations of our theologians are often
leading men to extremes. But you were never accused of publishing any thing that
leads to extremes. Your teachings are, on all hands, admitted to be both safe and
powerful for good.

Almost all our enterprises for acting on our adult population, have, at one time or
another, led to extravagances and the excitement of angry feelings.

I have known a temperance lecturer, good as his cause was, and just as were his

views in the main, stir up the worst passions of the community, and produce all the
results of a fanatical excitement. But your work, from its nature, can produce no
such results. There are some enterprises which, like Howard's visiting prisons, can-
not, from the very nature of the case, produce an angered state of the public mind.
Individuals may possibly have been disobliged by the career of such a man. But, if

iiis zeal were regarded by some as excessive, the worst thing that they could think
of it was, that it was an amiable, self-sacrificing enthusiasm. So, possibly, men may
be found who shall smile at the amiable and disinterested zeal of your Board and its

friends ; but none will pretend that any fanatical excitement ever springs up from
your exertions. On the contrary, this whole work acts as a sedative upon the public

mind. Let party strife, in politics or religion, rise ever so high, and you may always
observe, that, if you begin to talk about the interests of the children, it will act hke
the harp of David in expelling the evil spirit from Saul.

The hindrances to your operations are very few. The majority of wicked meru
are ashamed to oppose them. Let a thoughtless and profane father come into liis

house, and hear one of his children reading from one of your pubUcaiions, (" Sunday
Readings,") such as I hold in my hand, these two maxims from rules for the nur-

sery—"I must always mind"—"I must never fret nor tease." Will he oppose
this ? Will he be angry because you are teaching his children subordination to their

parents and an amiable behaviour ? No, sir, wicked though he may be, he will not

oppose that. And yet, I mean to show, in another part of my speech, that the pro-

fo'jndest principles of Christianity are wrapped up in such simple precepts.

Will ambitious men oppose you ? They have no motive to do so. From their

very character, they cannot wait for a generation of children to grow up to aid them
in attaining their ends. They do not hve for the future. They want present glory.

What motive has such a man as Ahner Kneelaiid for opposing Sunday-schools ? He
cannot wait for his notoriety longer than a dog would wait for his dinner. And what
does he care for posterity ? It is not probable that the thought has often crossed his

mind, that there is any such thing as posterity.

But it v;ill be said, there is another kind of ambition. Catholic priests will oppose
you. Grant that they will do what they can

;
yet what can they do ? They cannot

publicly attack your operations among our own people, for your pubhcations ar«

approved by good men, and popular with all classes. They can teach the children of

ihoir own communion, and perhaps many of them will do it, thinking that they are

doing God ser\'ice. Well, sir, suppose you quicken their consciences, and kindle

their zeal a little in this work. I do not suppose they will teach their children the

way of salvation; but they will cultivate their minds more, if they teach any thing.

In this provoking of them to teach, our people will accuse them, perhaps, of with-

holding the Bible from their people. They will deny it, and then, to make good their

denial, will give it to them. Diffuse reUgious intelligence widely, and you act upon
them, indirectly, it is true, but with the constancy of an atmospheric influence.

Then, sir, the hindrances from within, which are, after all, more formidable than

those from without, are comparatively nothing in cliildhood. God has wonderfully

guarded the infant mind in two ways. He has given it a susceptibility to be

approached and influenced by truth ; and he has held back, till almost the age of

manhood, the developement of those passions which hinder the influence of the

gospel.

Truth is simple, and, like minute dew-drops, it can penetrate through the fine net-

work of the infant intellect, and trickle down upon the heart ! But error is complex.

Religious error is made up of falsehood and truth concatenated. This chain-work is

too large to be admitted into the infant mind. The powers have not vigour enough
to grasp the propositions which contain plausible and poisonous heresy. I do not for-

jret, sir, that the young minds which you aim to influence are depraved, and entirely

destitute of hohness, only as it shall be produced by the Divine Spirit through gospel
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truth. But, still it is no small advantage fi»r your work, that you approach the mind
while God is, by his constitution, guarding it against error, and making it susceptible

to the approacl'.cs of truth.

Then, the worst passions are held back till you can do your work. Skepticism
never rises till the manly powers begin to awake, and the pride of knowledge and
contempt for old opinions have filled the youthful mind with a green and self-con-

ceited wisdom. Avarice has nothing to do with childhood. It springs up only when
the mind begins to look forward to the whole of life, and form lengthened schemes
tor self-aggrandizement. So also those passions wliich lead to licentiousness in its

various forms, are undeveloped till a muturer period of hfe. Before these mighty
powers of mischief are aroused, your publications may come into the mind unop-
posed. The mind, during the period of childhood, may be well represented by our
Saviour's description of a man, when the evil spirit had temporarily gone out of him.
There stands the house empty, swept and garnished. You may go in unresisted,

and find, in the quiet dormitories, the young passions lying in unconscious slumber.
You may bind them hand and foot with the silken bands of gospel instruction ; then,

when these passions arouse themselves, and, in the firs^^impulse of the pride of con-
scious strength, exclaim. " Let us break their bands in sunder and cast away their

cords from us" behold, they are fettered: and thus those passions are held in

check, and the gospel has a free passage into the mind secured for it as long as life

shall last.

But the results of this work will exceed the expectations of the most sanguine
friends of this cause. The most powerful influences are generally characterized by
two things, quietness and constancy. Look at it in gravitation. Here is a power that

operates so noiselessly, that few persons have their minds drawn towards it once in

a year ; and yet it retains the mountains on their bases, and the oceans in their beds

;

and regulates our very walking, and all our motions and labours. So it is also with
the dew-fall. It comes down hke millions of angels alighting upon every part of our
land with noiseless footsteps. It comes in the night, and continues its visits of mercy
with every returning evening.
To a thoughtless world it seems to do nothing

;
yet it clothes all our valleys with

verdure, and our hill-sides with corn, and continues the growth of our forests, and
causes them to shake like Lebanon. Now, sir, analogous to these great, quiet, con-
stant operations of God, are the operations of your Society. IMany scarcely see their

action at all ; and none of us can conceive of the greatness of the results which they
are achieving. Nor is it at all wonderiul that this should be, when we observe how
the profoundest principles are involved in these simple instructions.

In the book which I hold in my hand, we have some rules for the nursery. I

alluded to them before. One is, "I must always mind." That applies to a child.

The same thought is equally appropriate when he comes to feel the determination and
fire of youth, and strong temptation to spurn parental control. It applies to him again
as a citizen, subject to the laws of the State. Nor has it less force when he thinks
of his sins against his Maker. I must always mind, comes up to his thoughts when
he thinks of his transgressions against God and the motives to repentance.

" I must never fret nor tease." The language, sir, I know is simple; but the

thought is worthy of controlling us in all our social intercourse. It is worth recollect-

ing when we meet with contradiction, or when disappointed by untoward providences.

Yes, sir, " I must never fket nor tease" is worthy to be written in letters of gold,

and pasted up in the most conspicuous place in our halls of Congress, and in our eccle-

siastical bodies.

Then, sir, there is no end to the accumulations of good growing out of this work.
When 3'^ou have done good to one generation, they will do the same for the next.

The ratio shall be often that alluded to by the prophet : they shall tell it to their chil-

dren, and they to theirs, and they to another generation. And so the good which
you do to-day to one little child, shall go on with inconceivable accumulation, till a

multitude, in some instances like a nation, shall be cast in the mould of a godly
ancestor. I submit the resolution.

Rev. S. K. Tallmage, President of Oglethorpe University,

Georgia, in seconding the resolution, eloquently illustrated the

necessity of such an institution in a country where the popular

will was the supreme power, in substance, as follows ;

2
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I rise, Mr. President, to second the resolution just presented and advocated.
It would be intruding on the kindness of this auditory much longer to delay them,

I shall therefore add a very few remarks to what has already been said.

The Supreme Being has established an intimate and inseparable connection bo
tween means and ends. When he has great ends in view, he calls into operation
powerful means. He puts honour upon means, and upon the humble instrumentality

of man ; so that, when you see suitable means employed with energy and perseve.
ranee, you may infer that God has great results in view.

Our Saviour, in working miracles, honoured the use of means. When he would
open the eyes of a blind man, he anoints them with clay, though he once simply said

to the dark chaos of the first creation, " Let there be light ; and there was light." He
could speak, and it was done ; he could command, and all things sprang into their

existence and order. When we look at the state of our beloved country, and consider
the misrule, the lawlessness, the violence, the vice which abound ; the view is suited

to make us tremble for the future ; to make us fear, lest the glorious liberties we enjoy,
purchased at the expense of s.? much toil and blood, may be subverted. When, on the
other hand, we consider th^'ineans God has put in operation, so powerful, so exten-

sive, so admirably adapted (with his blessing upon them) to secure a contrary issue,

we are encouraged, and warranted to anticipate the happiest results. Looking at the
depravity of human nature, we would be led to fear that liberty was too indulgent a
boon for depraved humanity ; that, considering the spirit of selfishness and tyranny
which belongs to our nature, society could be kept together only by stronger liga-

ments than those v/hich the meekness of self-control imposes.

The Sunday-school system is one of the powerful means of Heaven's devising to

save our lands and preserve our liberties. When we see what God has influenced

the benevolent and humane to do in this department, we have abundant grounds of
encouragement ; we confidently anticipate the grand results we so fondly and anx-
iously desire for our land and the world.

I would define the Sunday-school system that scheme of education which employs
the be.^t teachers, to impart the best mslruclion,\.o the best age for its reception, and
all under the best possible circumstances as to economy, time, and place ; and, I might
add, with the best results to all parties concerned.
Had I time, I think I could fully demonstrate the truth of this proposition, if it

does not at once strike every reflecting mind as self-evident. As I promised to be
brief, I will only say a word as to each member of the proposition.

I said the best teachers. And, sir, who are they? In our southern States, a con-

siderable number of the very first and most inteUigent and refined men and women
of our respective communities are teachers in Sunday-schools. On a visit to the

North a few summers since, I made a considerably extended inspection of Sunday-
schools. I visited a Sunday-school in this city, (Philadelphia.) My friend pointed

out to me a teacher, and added, " That is the mayor of our city." I went to New
Jersey, and there I found the Governor of the State at the head of his Sunday-school
class. I visited another village in that State, and there sat an illustrious and eloquent

United States Senator at the head of his class. In still another village, an aged
Doctor of Divinity was found on Sabbath morning in the Sunday-school, impartmg
to his class of children the words of wisdom which belong to gray hairs. I visited

New England ; and, in one of those States, I found a Governor a Sunday-school
teacher. And men of all ranks and offices, and women of the highest circles, were
here labouring to impart instruction to the infant mind. I do not mean to intimate

that they honoured the Sunday-school so much as they honoured themselves. They
did not stoop to their work. No, sir, a Governor rises above the gubernatorial chair

when he enters upon such a vocation. Angels from heaven would feel honoured to

be sent into this rich field of labour.

Now conceive of the hundreds and thousands of the most intelligent and accom-
plished men and women of our land, labouring arduously and zealously every Sab-

bath in the Sunday-school, and imagine, if you can, the results. These, sir, are no
hireling teachers. I do not mean to reflect on the vocation of the professional teacher

—it is a noble department, and the labourer is worthy of his hire. But 1 mean to say,

the invaluable services of these men and women could not be purchased by silver or

gold ; nothing but benevolence and Christian love hold out inducements strong

enough to secure their labours.

A word as to the kind of instruction. I have called it the best instniction. By edu-

cation, I do not understand simply the instruction of the intellect. It includes the

improvement of the morals and the heart, as well as of the head. Mental improve

ment fells infinitelv short of the necessities of man. t Heathen Greece and Rome
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and modern France, prove, by the fearful eloquence of example, that mere rnenfal

culture is entirely inadequate to the indispensable wants of society and of individuals.

Science seems to have fostered and matured the intellect in Greece and Rome, only
that it miuht waste its strength in folly, and exhaust its ingenuity in crime. Know-
ledge seems to have scattered its light around their path, only that they might find

theu- way with more unerring certainty and success into all the hidden mysteries of

iniquity.

Hurne informs «is, that, in the purest state of Roman society, three thousand crimi-

nals were convirted and capitally punished in one year, for the horrid crime of poi-

soning. And yet super-^iition imposed restraints on the Greeks and Romans that do
not prevail in those portions of Christendom, where vital Christianity does not exeri

its benign and heavenly energies. France, in the bloody days ot her revolution,

and during the " Reign of Terror," was elevated to the highest pitch of refinemtni
in Htcrature and the arts.

The instruction of the Sundaj'-school is religious in.struction ; its textbook is the

Bible ; it is a knowkdge of the Bible that is sought mainly to be imparted ; the book
which suits all ages and minds ; which, in its illustrations, calls into aid a vast variety

of intormation; which is well described as a " fond in which a lamb may wade anci

an elephant may swim." "The way-faring man, though a fool, need not err

therein," and yet it contains mysteries so deep, that angels bend over to look into

them.
It lays hold of the most favourable age for the reception of truth. Childhood and

youth are the material ; in one sense a virgin soil ; before the conscience is wakeful
and unseared ; before the heart is hardened, and the mind engrossed and distracted

with the cares and anxieties' and temptations of life. The minister of the gospel, in

his arduous and awfully responsible work, addresses a far less encouraging audience.

And, in the history of piety, it would appear that comparatively few, who pass eahy
life unimpressed, oecome savingly converted.

Christ has said, " Suffer the httle children to come unto me and forbid them not.

for of such is the kingdom of heaven." " They that seek me early shall find me."
" Train up a child in the way he should go, and when he is old he will not depart

from it."

As to the circumstances of economy, and time and place, consider the vast amount
of competent labour that would other\\nse be entirely lost, but that Sunday-schools
gather it up : it is voluntary and unbought. The time is the holy Sabbath, the quiet

and stillness of which is peculiarly propitious for study and improvement ; and, ac-

cordingly, it often occurs that more knowledge is derived by the pupil from one or

two hours' exercises on the Sabbath than from all the labours of the week-day school.

The results. The influence of Sunday-schools on the teachers, in promoting a
spirit of benevolence and active piety, and in uniting them as fellow-labourers in the

great work of doing good, is a delightful feature of the system. The labours of Sun-
day-school teachers are greatly elevating the standard of activity in the estimation of

the church, and may prove one very essential means in preparing the church for those

vigorous Christian efforts by which God designs to bring about the days of mil-

lennial glory. .

'

The Sunday-school system is eminently a charitable system in its relations to the

poor. It is emphatically the orphan's friend. It seeks out the poor, and binds in

sympathy the high and the low, administering to the moral, the mental, and the

temporal wants of many.
A distinguished statesman of our land, in conversing on the benevolent operations

of the day, called my attention to one feature of these charities which he regarded
with special interest. It was their tendency to bind the different orders of society

together, and to promote the true republican spirit. He believed that, from the very
nature of man, society must and would be divided into orders or classes—orders of

rich and poor, high and low, forever arrayed in antagonist positions, and disturbing

the harmonious operations of the government ; or this must be counteracted by a
creation of classes of benevolence, imiting all orders in one common cause, binding
the rich and the poor together, by drawing them as co-labourers into the same com-
mon field ; or, by bringing the benevolence of the one to bear on the wants of the

other, and uniting as benefactor and beneficiary those that else know no common
sympathies. The remark is worthy of attention.

One word as to the hbrary. We see before us, in that case,* a collection of the

' * A beautiful collection of the Society's bound volumes was placed in a conspicuous place

in the rear of the platform.

3 b2
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publiahed books of the Union, consisting of 440 volumes, together with appropriate
maps : and what a vast variety of entertaining and useful information is there par-

ticularly adapted to the young ; and I understand that about $80 will procure the
whole library, together with the necessary fixtures to forward the books to any part
of (he countr)' ! How could a man do a better work to a needy community than by
presenting to them such a hbrary ? In few possible ways, I presume, could $80 be
better expended.
Let affluent men and women learn to make to themselves friends of the mammon

of unrighteousness, that, when they fail, these friends may receive them into ever-

lasting habitations.

1'he Sunday-school cause is entitled to the warm interests and the earnest co-ope-

ration of every Christian, every scholar, every patriot and every parent.

Notwithstanding the weather was exceedingly unpropitious,

the house was filled ; and though the exercises were two hours

and a half in length, the interest of the meeting was sustained

to the last moment. The benediction was pronounced by the

Rev. Mr. Kenneday, of the Methodist church.

I



EIGHTEENTH REPORT.

The past has been, in some respects, the most interest-

ing and important year of our history. We may conve-

niently review it under the general division of Schools

and Books.

I. As TOUCHING THE ESTABLISHMENT AND SUPPORT OF

SCHOOLS, we have seen no year in which the evidence of

the utility of Sunday-schools and the necessity of them,

and the indispensableness of such an institution as ours

to propagate them, has accumulated more rapidly. The
reports we have received from some of our principal aux-

iliaries, furnish the most gratifying testimony to the faith

fulness of God in crowning the labour of his servants

with an abundant blessing. The revivals of religion,

which have been so numerous and extensive during the

last few months, have embraced an unusual number of

the teachers and pupils of Sabbath-schools. In one of

our auxiliaries, embracing about 15,000 teachers and pu-

pils, nearly 1,000 of their number are reported to have

accepted the offer of salvation through Jesus Christ, within

the past year. We have heard, too, from the scenes of

former effort, the most cheering intelligence, fitted, one

would suppose, to excite and constrain the friends of the

Redeemer to continued and greatly enlarged benevolence.

To take but a single case : a highly respectable clergy-

man, resident in Illinois, whose opportunities of obser-

vation have been peculiarly favourable, says,

,

" In the Western Valley, we are now beginning to

19
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reap the harvest of seed sown by your philanthropic la-

bours ten years ago, m the numerous conversions of young

people who are brought into our churches. In the States

and Territories of the Mississippi Valley, the additions

to the churches of the Baptist denomination alone, in

1840, were not less than 30,000, of which at least two-

thirds w^ere under twenty-five years of age. Other de-

nominations have, probably, shared proportionally in the

blessing. Some of our most intelligent and efficient

missionaries and pastors in Illinois, Missouri and other

States, I knew when they were little boys in the early

and very imperfectly-conducted Sunday-schools in that

region, and their impressions of seriousness and of men-

tal culture were there first produced."'

And another clergyman, who has been for many years

employed in Sunday-school missionary service in Mis-

souri and its borders, fully confirms the foregoing state-

ment.

To prosecute a work, which is so evidently favoured

of God, we have been furnished, during the last year,

with the sum of SI 4,841- 72, which exceeds the receipts

of last year by the sum of S585 21, viz.

:

For the general purposes of the Society, S4,839 90

For the West, (about ^3,000 more than

last year,) 9,270 42

For the South, 704 49

For foreign purposes, 29 91

Total, S 14,844 72

We have expended for the general purposes of tlie

Society, in salaries and expenses of agents and missiona-

ries, (not employed in the South or West,) donations to

poor schools, &c., S3,999 37 ; leaving a balance, to the

credit of this fund, of S840 53.
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We have expended in the West, during the year, in the

support of missionaries and agents, donations to poor

schools, &c., S7,516 16. This, with the balance against

the fund at the commencement of this year, S5,905 55,

makes us still in advance on this account, St, 151 29.

We have a balance of S469 03 in the Southern fund,

and a balance of S79 16 in the Foreign fund.

, 1841. 1842.

Balances against us, S4,151 29 jS5,905 55

Balances in our favour, 1,388 72 1,847 00

Total balances against us, S2,762 57 S4,058 55

In connexion with this division of our report, we can-

not refrain from adverting briefly to the position which

Sunday-schools deserve to hold among sister charities.

Even in those districts of our country which are most

favoured with the means of Christian training, Sunday-

schools and Bible classes are regarded, by pastors and

churches, as indispensable auxiliaries in the advancement

of intelligent and substantial piety ; and their utility in

this particular has become more and more apparent, as

the standard of instruction has been elevated and the

character of teachers improved. With the aid of Sun-

day-schools, it seems quite a practicable undertaking to

train the greater proportion of our children and youth in

the doctrines of the Protestant Christian faith. That it

is not done now, is attributable, not to the absence or

inadequacy of means, but to the indolence or indifference

of such as profess to be and call themselves Christians.

Neither the English nor American church has ever con-

tributed one thousandth part of its unpledged and dispo-

sable influence towards sustaining Sunday-schools. The
claims of other institutions of benevolence, kindred to

ours, and the claims of strictly denominational institu-
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tions, may be all fully met, and still leave enough in the

purses and hearts of good men to place our Sunday-

schools upon an equality, at least, with the most perma-

nent and cherished objects of their regard.

Of the necessity of some agency precisely like that

which Sunday-schools supply, no intelligent Christian

will ask evidence. Their great purpose is to bring child-

ren and youth of all classes and conditions to the ear-

liest possible knowledge and belief of the truths of the

Bible. There is no substantial difference of opinion

among those who receive the Bible as from God respect-

ing these truths. The general coincidence of views

affecting the doctrines of salvation, is much greater than

is usually supposed, and much greater than the tone of

public discussions would indicate. Wherever there is an

irreconcilable discrepancy of views, it is connected in

some way with radical and palpable error of doctrine or

practice, which would of itself, and under any circum-

stances, separate the parties. Among Protestant Chris-

tians as a body, there is, in truth, an essential and blessed

unity of feeling and opinion, which is sadly overlooked

or undervalued in the heat and sharpness of controversy.

An eminent English divine,^ participating lately in ser-

vices not unlike those in which we are now engaged, ad-

verted with peculiar emphasis to the value of a Society

whose object is to diffuse the truths of our holy religion

irrespective of denominational peculiarities. He would

make no compromise of principle ; he would yield no

right to maintain his private views ; but he would waive

that right, for the time being, if he could thereby promote

a greater common good. He inquires,

—

" And ought we not thus to unite, especially at this

• Rev. Dr. Liefchild, at the anniversary of the London City Mission.
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day, in the support of great truths? Can we conceal

from ourselves that we are living in times when every

religious system is undergoing revision, when points long

ago thought settled are mooted and questioned afresh,

when authorities of all sorts are canvassed, and appeals

made to creeds, and canons, and opinions of the fathers,

to the confusion of the public mind, and the consterna-

tion of some ? And what are men to hold by in this

conflict of opinion, if we give them not the Bible and the

knowledge of its contents ? And what is to bring us

round to an agreement, after all, and to settle us, amid all

these fluctuations and agitations, but the knowledge of

the Bible and of its contents ? For myself, if the Scrip-

tures be kept in the back-ground ; if the prejudice be

suffered to prevail, that they cannot be understood, bat

through certain 7nedia; if human authority supplant the

divine, I fear every thing ; but, if the Scriptures be

brought forth ; if their paramount authority be acknow-

ledged ; if their universal intelligibleness be insisted on
;

and if to them the final appeal is made, I fear nothing.

Give us the sun, and it will shine, spite of all the mists

and fogs that gather round it."

To bring the Scriptures to exert their legitimate influ-

ence upon the minds and hearts of our children, is not the

labour of a day; nor can it be accomplished by divided

counsels and measures. Each mind needs to be sepa-

rately approached and separately instructed. There

must be a vast amount of patient, wearisome, individua]

toil. The process involves a species of detail and minute

division of labour, to which an organization like the Sun-

day-school is alone, but most admirably, competent.

The means of introducing such schools into all parts

of our country are clearly within the control of Protes-

tant Christians. The opposition to them has ceased
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wherever their true design and influence have been un-

derstood. The institution is decidedly in accordance

with pubhc sentiment, and pecuHarly coincident with the

principles of our civil government. Indeed most of these

governments have virtually renounced all responsibility for,

and agency in, the religious instruction of the people, and

have thrown it into the hands of the Christian commu-

nity, giving them free scope to carry out their convictions

of truth and duty with any degree of zeal and earnest-

ness that may consist with the common right. Several

of the denominations are laudably engaged in making provi-

sion for the destitute who may be within their reach ; but

there remain, and will always remain, countless numbers

for whose relief their efforts will not avail. For them, our

help is implored with all the eloquence of suffering want

Contemplate for a moment the single State of Mis-

souri : Of 100,000 children of suitable age to attend,

but 3,000, (or one in thirty-two,) were connected with

Sunday-schools last year ; and, of the 97,000, very few

indeed are taught by parents or others to read the wore'

of God—to keep his Sabbath, or even revere his name.

This is not the report of a casual observer, nor of an

irresponsible correspondent of a newspaper, but of the

Sunday-school Union of the State, whose means of in-

formation are the very best and safest. They urge the

establishment of Sunday-schools among them, supplied

with good hbraries, and that without delay ; ''for," say

they, " if we do the very best in our power for many
years to come, liundreds and thousands, of the rising

generation in Missouri will not be reached by our efforts."

An intelligent and careful labourer in that field, states

that there were but nine Sunday-schools in twenty-six of

the thirty-five counties visited by him last year, lying be-

tween the Missouri and the Mississippi rivers, and in only
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one county were there more than three schools. Merely

as a means of intellectual cultivation, he thinks the Sun-

day-school cannot be over-estimated in a district so mea-

gcrly furnished with the ordinary means of education
;

and he explicitly states, that, to introduce the system with

any considerable success, the effort must be made by a

UNION of evangelical denominations. He speaks of

''scores of instances in which, but for the benign agency of

Sunday-schools, scarce a ray of heavenly light would ever

penetrate the minds of thousands of the rising generation

in the destitute regions of the West Children of ten or

twelve years old," says he, *' have often frankly confessed

that they never knew any difference between the Sabbath

and any other day of the seven." What shall meet such

wants as these more promptly and economically than the

unpretending ministrations of the Sunday-school? If the

means to justify such a movement were at the disposal of

your Board, it would be perfectly practicable to establish,

on an approved and permanent foundation, 100 Sunday-

schools in a single twelvemonth in the state of Missouri,

or in any other district in like circumstances, capable of

receiving and instructing 5,000 destitute children, and

furnish each reader among them with a new and instruc-

tive book every Sabbath ; and the whole cost should not

exceed S30 to each school, including a library of seventy-

five or one hundred volumes. This is an average of

sixty cents a year, or about one cent a Sabbath for

instruction. Christian oversight and the privilege of the

library.

The accumulation of evidence, during the last year,

upon the point now under our consideration, has been

literally burdensome to the spirit, and we can only sub-

mit the whole subject to the Society and its friends, be-

seeching them to remember that we have access to no
4 C
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treasure but their benevolence. The peril of inaction

and delay is at their door, and not at ours.

Before we pass to another topic of our report, it seems

proper to observe, that vs^e have always regarded the li-

brary as subservient to the school. Our order of arrange-

ments always contemplates a school established and well

furnished with the means and agents of instruction, and

then we introduce the library to give it more interest and

greater efficiency. But, perhaps, we have restricted our-

selves unwisely; and we have lately been led to think that

a more free and liberal policy towards feeble or decaying

schools would be productive of great good. It has

seemed to your Board, that, if only $10,000 were placed

at their disposal to be expended in the distribution of

libraries of suitable size, gratuitously or (when practica-

ble) for a part of the price, the results would prove highly

satisfactory. The experiment, made on a small scale tlie

last year, certainly justifies high expectations of good from

such a measure. We are thus naturally brought to the

second branch of our operations.

II. As TOUCHING THE PUBLICATION AND DISTRIBUTION

OF OUR BOOKS, it is not possible, consistently with the

design of this document, to lay before the Society a tithe

of what our hearts would incline us to present to your

consideration. We can only briefly advert to new puhli-

catiojis, donations and sales.

1. We have issued, during the year, (from May, 184-1,

to May, 1842,) fifty-three new publications, not including

the newspaper or new editions of the catalogue. Of

these, sixteen are bound library books ; ten are children's

books, in paper covers, but forming two volumes of our

Child's Library : four were holiday gifts, and the residue

new cards, elementary books, &c., &c. Among the

library books, are two which deserve special notice, whe-
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their bearing on the principles and characteristics of the

Society. We refer to " Bunyan's Holy War" and the

*' Way of Life."

The title of the latter indicates its general character.

Though many approved and excellent expositions of the

doctrines and duties of religion v^ere already in circula-

tion, there was a want often made known at our counters,

which none of these works fully supplied. It was a want

that could be defined only by a specification of particular

cases, or classes of cases. It was needful that the desired

w^ork should be tastefully embellished ; that its title, style

and appearance should be attractive ; and that it should

faithfully and fearlessly exhibit and enforce the doctrines

of our holy religion. It must be simple, but not child-

ish
;
grave, but not dull ; orthodox, but not sectarian. It

must be fitted to alarm and excite the sinner, to guide

and instruct the inquirer, and to confirm and establish

the convert.

Difficult as the effort seemed, it has proved entirely

successful. We have secured a volume which happily

combines the union principle with a just exhibition of the

truths which the Holy Spirit employs in the work of con-

version and sanctification; a plain directory for '' strangers

and pilgrims on the earth, who desire a better country,

that is, an heavenly." It is by no means a shght proof

of our success that the London Religious Tract Society,

to whom we sent an early proof-copy, immediately repub-

lished it, without alteration or abridgment, as one of their

vast and admirable collection of standard works. If we
may rely on the unsolicited opinions of some of the most

excellent, wise and devout men of our times, to determine

the value of the *' Way of Life," few books will take

precedence of it. Five editions have been called for in
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as many months ; and, considering that the channels of

circulation, which are open to us, are chiefly such as we

have made for ourselves, we have every reason to con-

gratulate our friends on so auspicious an introduction of

this important and invaluable w^ork. Your Board easily

persuade themselves that it will prove an effectual barrier

against the influx of many unscriptural opinions and prac-

tices and the prevalence of carnal reasonings, and hence

their desire for the general circulation of this excellent

volume.

With the general character of the "Holy War," the

Christian community is already familiar. The edition we
have published, is rendered highly attractive by the de-

vices and embellishments of art ; and we have reason to

believe, that, to the want of these, may be ascribed much
of the neglect into which this admirable work had fallen.

While it is esteemed by many as the masterpiece of its

gifted author, produced in the full maturity of his mind,

it is held by those whose early impressions place the

'' Pilgrim's Progress" above all human compositions, as

second only to that work.

That a Society, constituted of the various classes of

Christians who hold the Bible to be the rule of faith and

practice, should, after full deliberation, publish such a

volume, is evidence of the harmony of the Protestant

churches and of their unity in the faith, in which those

who love the peace of Jerusalem cannot but rejoice. It

is not that the leading truths of the Bible are presented in

general terms, but its fundamental doctrines, even those

on which the sentiments of Christians are supposed to be

most discordant, are avowed and enforced with that fer-

vour and boldness which distinguished the man who, for

conscience' sake, endured a seven years' imprisonment.

To those who cry out against Christianity, that its pro-
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fessors are divided ; and to those who, from this circum-

stance, have any doubt of the truth of our common faith,

we have thus furnished evidence most palpable and grati-

fying, that the mass of Protestant Christians do agree,

and can unite, in the holy work of diffusing gospel truth

without diluting, or adulterating it.

Few persons, not particularly conversant with the sub-

ject, are aware of the variety and attractiveness in which

children's books are prepared and published at the pre

sent day. We have reason for devout thankfulness to

God that so many of them are prepared and published in ^

His fear, and with a desire to advance the cause of truth

and holiness. It would be passing strange, however, if

errorists and deceivers should suffer an agency so power-

ful for evil as well as for good, to be employed only for

good. Hence w^e find beautiful little volumes, generally

high-wrought fictions, amusingly WTitten, and brought

out with much taste and effect, teaching Unitarianism,

Transcendentalism, Deism, &c., &c. The English press

has lately issued a series of juvenile works, with charm-

ing titles and all possible external ornaments, designed to

infuse into the minds of children and youth, w^hat are

regarded as among the most subtle and pestilent errors

of the day. And the papal presses of our own country

are not a whit behind them in urging into circulation tales

and story books, filled with the rankest follies and super-

stitions of their faith.

The same motives which prompted us at first to supply

wholesome reading to our rising population, should stimu-

late us (now the desire is excited and the means of grati-

fying it are in our hands) to increase their number and

variety, and improve their quality, till they fill the coun-

try with the light and knowledge of the truth. Surely

it is not the time for us to fold our hands and seek re-

c2
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pose, wlien the adversary of all good is taking to liimself

the armour which we have taught him to use, and is re

sorting to stratagems which betoken his deep and despe-

rate hostility to the truth and simplicity of the gospel of

the grace of God.

2. Those who are not familiar with the transactions of

our Board, have a very faint conception of the opportu-

nities that almost daily occur for diffusing a know^ledge

of truth and duty by donations of books. It is safe to

suppose that they will not be asked where they are not

wanted, and a mere enumeration of the donations of the

past year, will serve to show the character and variety of

these calls. We regret to say that there is a large cata-

logue of applications, foreign and domestic, which, though

not within our present means to supply, would open pas-

sages for the extensive and most desirable circulation of

our books, where they will be slow to find their way in

tiie ordinary channels of business. These books, it must

be remembered, are prepared with special reference to

children and youth ; and if it is true of disorders of the

mind arising from physical disease, that the earlier the

remedied process is employed, the greater, b}^ many de-

grees, is the probabihty of relief; it must be still more

emphatically true of the heart, that the earlier its corrupt

propensities are counteracted by wholesome instruction

and profitable reading, the more hope there is of its ulti-

mate purity. How far the labour and expense, which

have been bestowed on our collection of 400 or 500 vo-

lumes, shall be made available in supplying the means of

such instruction to the destitute myriads in our ow^n

country, it is for our friends and fellow-citizens to deter-

mine.

It may serve to show more distinctly the power of our

Institution as a distributor of knowledge, to state that
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our circulation, during the past year alone, amounts to

FORTY-NINE MILLIONS EIGHT HUNDRED AND FIFTEEN

THOUSAND ONE HUNDRED AND THIRTY-TWO PAGES, With-

out including the Sunday-school Journal, music-cards,

maps, infant lessons, lithographic cards, alphabet cards,

tickets, natural history cards, miniature books, 64 and

128mo., catalogues, reports, .gratuitous pamphlets, &c.,

which would swell the amount many millions. We
may add that upwards of 30,000,000 of these were of

the 18mo. size, and of a character well fitted to the cir-

cumstances of new countries, where the chief labour

must be expended on children and youth, and in forms

adapted to their circumstances and capacities.

It was stated in our last annual report, that the Lon-

don Sunday-school Union had expressed their interest in

our measures by a donation of ^^ 100 sterling, to be dis-

tributed in books in the Valley of the Mississippi. We
divided the sum into twenty libraries, and proposed to

grant them to the most needy applicants. Nearly one

hundred applied for the twenty libraries ; and we are

happy to say, that, upon a representation of the facts to

the community, the means were promptly afforded to sup-

ply all, who came within the terms of the proposal, with

a respectable library. A list of th^ schools supplied, and

also the source of supply, is subjoined.^ The whole

amount of donations, during the year, is ^2,505,50, to

125 different applications, and varying in amount from ^1

to S80.

3. The result of the year's business, in respect to sales,

is highly gratifying.

The amount sold, during the year, (including grants,)

is S65,597 22, exceeding the amount of last year's sales,

by the sum of SI 0,000 85.

* See Appendix.
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The cost of making and selling the]same is $65,844 30,

showing a deficiency of S247 08, which is SI,504 85

better than last year.

Add to the balance against us on sales, S247 38

the balance against us on the donation

account, 2,762 57

and it shows the Society to be in ad- ~)
^q qqq q-

vance of its current means, 5 '

Being a gain of S2,800 83 in this item from last year.

The various items of receipts and expenditures are set

forth in detail on a subsequent page.^

Two or three subjects, of a miscellaneous character,

claim a moment's notice.

The removal of Mr. Charles M'Intyre has deprived

us of one of our most efficient and valuable coadjutors.

The dihgent and conscientious discharge of his duties, as

a manager, coupled with his unobtrusive and amiable

temper, rendered his seven years' connexion with us ahke

happy and useful. Few men have maintained their inte-

grity and equanimity through all the vicissitudes incident

to a life of active business, more firmly than Mr. M'ln-

tyre. Wherever he went, and whatever he did, his di-

vine Master's interests semed to be always first in his

thoughts and purposes. He had but just commenced his

residence in a new and remote section of the West, and

already his plans of usefulness were in advanced progress,

when, without warning, but not without preparation, he

was taken away.

We have also to record the death of the Hon. Jesse L.

Holmarij of Indiana, and the Hon. EUjaJi Pai?ie, of Ver-

mont, who have both been, for many years, valuable

officers of the Society.

' * See Appendix.

J
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Your Board have always regarded, with particular in-

terest, the character and success of Sunday-schools in

the city of their habitation. The citizens of Philadel-

phia have, at various times, contributed, with great libe-

rality, to the Society's means; and there are few argu-

ments to address to them which would be so powerful in

securing a continuation of their aid as the happy influence

of Sunday-schools upon their own population. To sus-

tain a local organization and agency, must, of course, in-

volve considerable expense, and, for the purpose of sim-

plifying and concentrating, as much as possible, the appli-

cations to the churches for aid, your Board resolved to

appropriate to the use of the Philadelphia Sunday-school

Union, out of collections in this city, the sum of S1,20Q

for the current year, ending November 1. To secure a

just share of the contributions of our fellow-citizens, it

^vas deemed indispensable to employ a resident agent,

such as we have found invaluable in the city of New York.

The Rev. George W. Bassett was appointed to this

office on the 1st of January last; and, though his labours

hitherto have been chiefly preliminary to the main object,

we indulge the strongest hope that the fruits of his agency

will fully justify its expense.

Our friends of the London Sunday-school Union and

the Religious Tract Society, are pursuing their respective

objects with increased efficiency and success. The pub-

lications of the former, during the past year, have been

confined principally to text-books, aids to teachers, and

music. We cannot but rejoice in the growing favour

which is shown towards Sunday-schools in the British

empire; nor can we refrain from acknowledging our

obligations to transatlantic friends, for the tokens of zeal,

liberality and intelligence, which their Sunday-school

papers and proceedings bring to our notice. The Lon-

5
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don Religious Tract Society, on which the Sunday-school

Union chiefly relies for its supply of juvenile religious

reading, is one of the moral wonders of our age. Its in-

fluence is extending and increasing beyond parallel. One

of the most important of their series of publications has

been entirely renewed during the past year, with very

great improvements in the letter-press, engravings and

external beauty ; and all this followed by a reduction of

price. It is stated that there is a daily issue of 70,000

of these publications from the parent depository, or about

3,000 an hour, night and day ! Some of their late pub-

lications for children and youth, as well as for popular

reading, are unsurpassed in beauty and attractiveness by

any of the productions of the press in our day.

There are very manifest advantages connected with a

concentration of power and influence, such as we find in

the London Religious Tract Society, and they are using

it, as we see, to good purpose. But, in our country, and

under our institutions of government, the accumulation

of such power and influence, in the hands of any one

association, is not practicable, if it were desirable. Our

organizations for benevolent ends, like our political and

social systems, are subject to an equalizing process, the

stern influence of w^hich revolutionizes, at short intervals,

the w^hole structure of society. Wealth, honour and

titled dignity are here but a glittering sand-heap, the top-

most grains of w^hich roll soonest to the bottom. The
elements of our personal and national greatness are dif-

fusive ; and, w^ere intelligence and sound principle pre-

dominant in the middling classes of society, we should

find, in this very feature, the broad and secure foundation

of public peace and general happiness. The towering

pri^e which would lift itself above responsibility and re-

straint on the one hand, would find none to minister to
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its presumption and vain-glory ; while the opposite ex-

treme of society would be drawn, almost insensibly, into

a sphere of usefulness, self-respect and contentment. And
it is not deemed extravagant to add, that no institution,

not divine—no, not even our boasted schemes of free

popular education—^has any tendency, comparable with

that of a well-administered system of Sunday-schools, to

bring about.such a result.

Though, as w^as just intimated, no such accumulation

of power is likely to rest in any single institution in our

country as is wielded so beneficently by the Tract So-

ciety of London, we may, nevertheless, hope to accom-

plish much greater good for our country than we have

yet even attempted. This day completes but the eight-

eenth year of our history ; and, as we gratefully review

the past, we can find abundant tokens of God's design to

use such an agency as ours still more extensively and

effectively.

Twenty years have scarcely elapsed since a member of

tlie Philadelphia Sunday and Adult-school Union (out of

which the American Sunday-school Union sprang) sug-

gested, as an event by no means improbable, that the de-

mand for Sunday-school books would, at some future day,

justify the exclusive employment of a printing press !

—

Probably five-and-twenty presses would not suffice to

supply the demand already produced.

More than one of your Board remembers the time

when all the stock of cuts, stereotype plates, library

books, &c., &c., known to be employed in Sunday-school

operations, in this country, could be easily transported

from place to place in a common wheelbarrow. Who
can pass through our store, our ware-rooms, our cut-

closets and fire-proofs, (to say nothing of the means and

resources of many kindred establishments,) without ad-
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forward with eager hope and earnest expectation to far

better and greater things yet to come ? Does not such a

growth betoken a vitality wh6se latent energies are worth

cherishing? And would not a sound moral economy

prompt us not only to cherish them, but to hasten their

full and complete developement ?

To confirm our happy relations with the London Sun-

day-school Union, the Rev. Dr. Tyng, of Philadelphia,

was deputed to attend their anniversary, which was to

take place on the 5th of this month. It is believed that

important advantages will result from this arrangement,

and that we shall soon be favoured with a deputation from

our brethren in England, whose hospitality and Christian

kindness to our representatives we shall most cordially

reciprocate. Though Dr. Tyng is deputed first and

chiefly to the London Sunday-school Union, it will be

•within his power, as it will certainly be his pleasure, to

appear for us at the meeting of the London Religious

Tract Society, or elsewhere, as duty and opportunity

shall allow.

Our periodical publications have received a share of

public favour, for which we are thankful. The reduction

of the gratuitous issues of the " Sunday-school Journal,"

by the discontinuance of such as were not known to be

desired, was a measure of necessity ; and, so far as we
know, has been entirely satisfactory. The large amount

of unpaid subscriptions, accumulated under the former

credit system, is now, b}^ the magic of our bookkeeper,

pushed out of sight, and we begin the year with a clean

page. If the paper pays its way, it will be continued

;

if not, it will be dismissed.

The circulation of the " Youth's Friend" has increased

nearly one-third within a few months ; and we hope still
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greatly to enlarge the circle of its readers and friends. It

is particularly designed for members of Sunday-schools,

and will continue to be prepared in such a manner as to

embrace all the subjects which fall, legitimately, within

the Sunday-school province. The Temperance, Mis-

sionary and other juvenile periodicals, have also their

appropriate sphere of influence, and are, we trust, con-

tributing materially to the improvement and happiness of

their readers. The interests of all concerned, will be

best promoted, however, by the restriction of each to its

proper province.

The sketch we have now given, embraces the most

prominent points to which the attention of your Board

has been called during the past year. We avail ourselves

of the present opportunity to commend to the careful

consideration of the churches, ministers of the gospel,

and the benevolent men and women of our country, a few

simple suggestions, which, for perspicuity's sake, we ar-

range in a series of distinct propositions.

I. The American Sunday-school Union is the eldest

but two of all the national societies that are not denomi-

national or local in their character. It occupies a posi-

tion, certainly, in no respect inferior to that occupied by

the Bible, Missionary and Tract Societies, and is entitled,

by its intrinsic importance, to share equally with them in

the sympathy and liberality of the churches. It would

be difficult to employ any argument in support of either

of those excellent institutions, which would not apply,

with at least equal force, to the American Sunday-school

Union. If its organization is defective, let it be modi-

fied. If there are errors in its management, let them be

corrected ; but we cannot admit, for a moment, that its

claims upon the benevolent are a whit behind the chief

of any others that may be presented.

D
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11. There is no other agency that can do what the

American Sunday-school Union proposes to do. Ours
is a distinct object, and is important enough to justify a

distinct organization. We propose to do five things,

viz.

:

1. To concentrate the efforts of Sabbath-school socie-

ties in different sections of our country.

2. To strengthen the hands of the friends of religious

instruction on the Lord's day.

3. To disseminate useful information.

4. To circulate moral and religious publications in

every part of the land. And, lastly, though chiefly,

5. To endeavour to plant a Sunday-school wherever

there is a population.

It would be difficult to set aside either of these objects

as of secondary importance ; and the annals of the So-

ciety for nearly twenty years will show that we have

succeeded, to a very gratifying extent, in the prosecution

of them all. In almost every State and Territory of the

Union, we have been instrumental in combining and ex-

tending Sunday-school influences. We have furnished

by far the most voluminous and gen-erally-approved sys-

tem of Scriptural instruction which has ever been pub-

lished in the English language. We have disseminated,

by means of schools and otherwise, probably twenty mil-

lions of moral and religious publications, containing a vast

treasure of useful knowledge ; and we have established

thousands of new schools in districts of the country that

were before destitute of them. We are far from under-

valuing the efforts of kindred institutions ; and especially

would we ascribe all honour to the divine economy in the

establishment of the gospel ministry. But we know not

how any of these, or all of them together, could have

done the work which the American Sunday-school Union
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has done, without an agency substantially like that we

have employed.

III. Such an organization as the American Sunday-

school Union is necessary, because the establishment of

Sunday-schools, the introduction of improvements, the

supply of books, &c., require a concentration of skill,

experience and labour ; and, in a country where there is

such a diversity of religious opinions and associations,

there is need of the co-operation of persons belonging to

these various communities, if we would secure the confi-

dence of the people in our attempts to benefit them. If

a few intelligent and accredited men from the principal

denominations can unite heartily in the dissemination of

the great truths of' our holy religion, and can acceptably

prosecute their labours, where denominational efforts

would be abortive, it is certainly a great point gained.

IV. By committing the oversight of the Society's busi-

ness exclusively to laymen, the time, labour and strength

of the ministers of the gospel are so far saved, and may
be given the more entirely to their official duties, while,

at the same time, their influence is fully retained. They
constitute more than one-third of the Society. For

a very large portion of our publications we are in-

debted to them. We have no access to churches to

procure the means of prosecuting our objects, but by

them ; and five-sixths of our agents and missionaries are,

and always have been, clergymen.^ We need not there-

fore multiply proofs, that though our Board is laical in

its formal organization, there exists an efficient, cordial

and reciprocal co-operation with the clergy.

V. The seal of God's approbation has been as distinctly

set to the Sunday-school as to any religious movement of

the age. There is good reason to believe, that, at the very

lowest estimate, more than one hundred thousand per-
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sons have been brought into the visible kingdom of the

Redeemer chiefly through the direct instrumentahty of

Sunday-schools ; and, what is worthy to be kept in per-

petual remembrance, is, that, of this number, not less than

25,000 or 30,000 received the truth into their hearts

while engaged in the benevolent labour of teaching it to

others. The churches which have been gathered by

foreign and domestic missionaries, and the tracts which

have been sent abroad, have all contributed, in various

forms and proportions, to the progress of the truth ; but,

considering the expense of money, labour and time, it

would probably be safe to say, that the subordinate influ-

ence of Sunday-schools is more available, if not more

valuable, to the church than any or all other human

influences within her control.

VI. The Union principle is not anti-denominational,

nor does it require the suppression of any truth or doc-

trine of Christianity which the Holy Spirit ordinarily

employs in the conversion of souls. Not one of the

Officers or Managers of the American Sunday-school

Union would continue to occupy their seats, if any such

suppression of truth were required or sanctioned, or if it

were inconsistent with perfect independence of Christian

character and opinion. We have sought in vain for any

ground or apology for such a suggestion, and those who
make or propagate it can easily satisfy themselves of their

error by examining the publications of the Society : such

as the Union Bible Dictionary, Alleine's Alarm, First

Principles of Religion, the Holy War, Biblical Antiqui-

ties, The Way of Life, the Series of Union Questions,

and the volumes of the Sunday-school Journal for ten

years past.

Vn. It is equally unjust to object that we do not pre-

t the great doctrines of salvation by Jesus Clirist with
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prominence and discrimination, nor enforce them with

plainness and fidelity in our manuals of instruction and

library books. If any suppose that we favour light and

fictitious reading, or a general and superficial course of

Scriptural instruction, they must be utterly ignorant of

the Society's principles and works. There is, probably,

no publishing society more rigid in excluding every thing

of a light and fictitious character than the American Sun-

day-school Union ; and many books are now extensively

circulated in Sunday-school libraries, the publication of

which was first declined by us for that specific cause.

We have more than once heard the objection we are now
considering; but w^hen the objector has been pushed to

produce or name the book, it has invariably proved to be

from some other source.

VIII. The business of the Society is necessarily em-

barrassed and restricted by its very limited active capital.

The lowest amount of stock that would secure us against

the frequent exhaustion of a supply, would be an average

of 500 copies of each of our publications. Of some

books, a less quantity would suffice; while of others,

several thousand would be requisite. This minimum
supply would absorb a much larger capital than we can

command.

We cannot but urge upon the consideration of the

wealthy and benevolent friends of the Society, that few

channels are opened for the distribution of their charities

more safe, inviting and immediately available, than the

American Sunday-school Union. The property pos-

sessed by the Society is of such a nature, that a perver-

sion of it is scarcely possible. Our stereotype plates,

copy-rights and embellishments, if employed at all, must

be employed for one specific end. The most depraved

and desperate errorists could not turn to an evil purpose

6 J)2
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tlie stereotypes, stone or metal, from which we take our
" Holy War" and " Way of Life." A seminary of learn-

ing, a church edifice, or the endowment of a professor-

ship, may be, and often is, so perverted as entirely to

frustrate, and even counteract, the design of the founder

or donor. But a million of dollars invested in copy-rights

and stereotype plates, if safe at first, is safe always. A
good book must always be a great blessing. And we
hope many affluent Christians in our country will see the

value and appropriateness of our machinery, and, by

means of it, will put in motion influences of truth and

holiness that shall multiply and extend to lands remote,

and times far distant from our own.

IX. We are anxious to establish Sunday-schools as

means of general information, where other agencies for

this purpose are rare, or very imperfect. Assuming, what

has been often asserted without contradiction, that there

are, in the United States, at least 600,000 whites, over

twenty years of age, that can neither read nor write,

500,000 of them are found in the States of the West and

South, to which our efforts have been, for some years,

more particularly directed. The positive and immediate

influence of such a mass of ignorance in a republic, is

altogether evil, and should of itself awaken our deepest

concern. It is to be borne in mind, that this stock of

ignorance is increased very rapidly by accessions from

foreign countries of those who are but ill-qualified to ap-

preciate or improve our free institutions. So silently and

insensibly does this tide flow in upon us, and pass at once

in a broad wave over the Alleghanies, that we may easily

underrate its importance.' It is stated in the public prints

that not less than 10,000 emigrants have arrived at the

single port of New York in the brief space of two

weeks, during the present season, almost all destined to
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the West, that great receptacle of countless currents of

influence and power, the surprising accumulation of which

is most significantly taught us by a single fact, viz. : that

the principle on which the new apportionment of repre-

sentation has been proposed, would increase the number

from the old thirteen States but nineteen, while from the

new States, the increase would be forty-seven ! In caring

for the children and youth of the new States, therefore,

we think we are caring for the best interests of our com-

mon country.

The Sunday-school disclaims every thing of a mere

secular character ; but w^hatever is necessary to bring its

pupils to the knowledge of God's truth, the Sunday-school

is prepared to do. If we find a child who does not know
how to read, we ascertain what means of instruction are

within his reach, and endeavour to persuade him or his

parents to avail themselves of such means. If we fail in

this, we will, if possible, draw him into the Sunday-

school, and there teach him to read and understand the

Scriptures. He shall be brought into the hearing of

praise and prayer ; he shall partake of the kind sympa-

thies and sacred influences of religion, and w^e w^ill min-

gle with all his pursuits such spiritual instruction as he is

capable of receiving : we will speak words of encourage-

ment to him ; visit his home ; shield him, as far as possi-

ble, from corrupt influences and associations, and com-

mend him, day by day, to the God of all grace and salva-

tion. As soon as he has acquired the art of reading, we

will supply him with instructive books, suitable to his ca-

pacity, and fitted to enlarge and elevate his mind. We
Vv'ill follow him into the store, the work-shop or the manu-

factory, or wherever else the providence of God shall

lead him, so that the influence of the Sunday-school shall

be to him like the air he breathes, or as the light by which
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he walks. This is not mere theory. The Sunday-school

has been the instrument of throwing such a protecting

shield over thousands and tens of thousands of youth in

our own and other lands ; and we are conscience-bound

to plead for means to increase and perpetuate this influ-

ence till the earth shall be filled with the knowledge of

the Lord.

X. The Sunday-school is essentially a supplementary

institution, designed to compensate for deficiencies and

neglects chiefly in the parental and pastoral relations.

God requires of parents the religious training of their

offspring ; but we know that many parents are unquali-

fied, and still more are indisposed to give their children

the instruction they need. The Sunday-school comes in

to supply their deficiency, not to exonerate them from

their obligations. The gospel ministry, too, sustains an

intimate and peculiar relation to children ; but who,

sooner than ministers, will admit the inadequacy of their

labours to supply all that the children and youth of the

community need in the way of religious training ; and

hence their readiness to avail themselves of the voluntary

aid of their congregations to carry out, in detail and with

effect, the teachings of God's word. Many of the teach-

ers of common schools are w^ell disposed in this matter,

but they are oftentimes embarrassed by extraneous influ-

ences ; and most of them regard the faculties of the mind,

in distinction from the affections of the heart, as exclu-

sively within their jurisdiction. In the absence, then, of

a suitable religious influence from any, or all these sources,

the Sunday-school comes in with its hallowed associa-

tions, and proposes to lead the mind of the pupil to

the knowledge of divine subjects—to accustom him to

think of God as the being of all others to be most

thought of; and of God's purposes as the most im-
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portant of all purposes to be furthered. What higher

and diviner end could be proposed ? And what means

so likely to accomplish it as those which the American

Sunday-school Union and similar institutions employ ?

XL There are thousands upon thousands of children

that can be brought under the influence we have just de-

scribed; but it requires a great amount of personal la-

bour, and much more than will be voluntarily given. A
few must give to it their whole time and energy; and,

while doing this, their food and raiment must be sup-

plied, and a reasonable compensation for their services is

as just as the remuneration of the labours of a mechanic-

or husbandman. We know of no means of employing

such labour, unless the benevolent people of our country

furnish them ; nor do we know how we shall engage their

sympathies or their aid, but by the employment of the

usual agencies. The employment of agents to collect

money is not a matter of choice, but of necessity. It

would be better, perhaps, if the pastors of churches were

so familiar with every branch of benevolent effort that

they could keep their congregations informed of their

progress, and obtain, from time to time, a proper contri-

bution to each. But the machinery now employed for

the diffusion of religious knowledge is comparatively

vast and complicated, and must be so, whatever form of

action may be adopted. Few ministers are able to make

themselves masters of more than one or two sections of

it. One may be particularly conversant with the action

of the Bible Society ; another with the state of domestic

missions, and a third with the progress of missions in

Pagan lands
;

yet, which of these societies has found it

expedient or safe to dispense with collecting agents ? And,

if they need them to sustain operations which are in their

character so imposing and so exciting, how much more
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do we need them to urge the claims of an enterprise so

lowly and so unobtrusive as ours ?

XII. The necessity of collecting agencies being appa-

rent, they will neither be favoured by the churches nor

useful to the Society, unless they are intrusted to persons

well furnished for a duty so difficult and delicate. Pru-

dence, meekness, ardour, suavity, simplicity and elo-

quence, are among the requisites. And where are such

men to be obtained ? Need we say that the demand far

exceeds the supply ; and, of course, that, without liberal

remuneration for their services, neither our Society nor

any other can command them ? Whatever they receive

is deducted from the avails of their agency. Where the

agent is successful and the churches liberal, this drawback

is not sensibly felt ; but when, from causes beyond con-

trol, the cost of the agency becomes altogether dispro-

portioned to its avails, the continuance of it seems to be

unjustifiable
;

yet, it is natural for those who feel that

their cause is worthy of generous support, to expect to-

morrow what is withheld to-day ; and this expectation is

probably the life of many agencies, which, but for it,

would be abandoned at once.

XIII. It is desirable that calls for aid should be made

at fixed intervals. When the objects presented for the

patronage of the churches are so indefinite in number and

variety as they are at present, it is not easy to hold pub-

lic attention very long upon any one of them. When
the minds of giving men are once fully informed respect-

ing the designs and proceedings of a benevolent society,

it is comparatively easy to keep them so ; but when two

or three years are suffered to elapse between the calls, it

is very difficult to revive the interest w^iich might have

been easily sustained. A sufficient number of agents to

secure the steady support and co-operation of Christians



we regard as indispensable ; though, in determining their

number, we should not think it right to provide for the

visitation of churches, the amount of whose benefactions

would not justify the expense of the appeal.

XIV. The more we see of the difficulties of sustain-

ing agencies, and of keeping alive the sympathies of the

benevolent, the more deep is our conviction, that the

PRINCIPLE of benevolence needs to be more diligently

and faithfully cultivated. The early annals of the Chris-

tian church make mention of a benevolence whose con-

tributions were ready a year beforehand. If the claims

upon the church were fewer then than now, the motives,

and encouragements, and means, which belong to our day,

are proportionally greater ; and hence w^e the more earn-

estly urge upon parents and Sunday-school teachers the

duty of training up their children and pupils in habits of

self-denial and personal sacrifice, for the happiness and

improvement of others. The love of Christ is a con-

straining influence that rises above the region of excite-

ments and impulses ; and, to bring the heart wholly and

habitually under this influence, while it is yet tender and

full of sympathy, should be one end of all our prayers,

and one grand result to which all our labours should be

directed.

With undiminished confidence in the principles and

measures of the Society, and in their happy influence on

the best interests of our country, we cannot but entreat

for it the continuance and increase of public favour.
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RECEIPTS

Of the American Sunday-school Union, from March 1, 1841, to

March 1, 1842.

To Cash on hand, March 1, 1841 $192 00

Cash in Treasury 35 71 227 71

Loans 4,678 fO

Sales at the counter.... - 16.247 74

Amount received from depositories and agents for sales of books,

&.C., and inpayment of debts - 40,425 23

Donations for General Fund 4,839 90

Donations for Valley Fund 9,270 42

Donations for Southern Fund 704 49

Donations for Foreign Fund 29 91—14,844 73

L
$78, 178 46
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EXPENDITURES

Of the American Sunday-school Union, from March 1, 1841, ta

March 1, 1842.

By General Fund : salaries and expenses of missionaries and
agents, clerk-hire, &c. $3,316 36

Donations to Sunday-schools 341 31

Discounts on uncurrent money, rents, postage, &c. - - 341 70 3,999 37
Valley Fund : salaries and expenses of missionaries and agents,

clerk-hire, &c. 5,211 94
Donations to Sunday-schools of Ubraries and books - • 2,152 10

Postage, freight, cartage, discount on uncurrent money, Ac-c. ]e52 12 7,516 16

Southern Fund : salaries and expenses of missionaries eu*1

agents, clerk-hire, &c. 651 03
Donations to Sunday-schools 12 09
Postage, freight, discount on uncurrent money and exchange 92 05——755 17

Forei&n Fund : for books to foreign stations - -^ - - - - 94 96
Salaries of secretaries, editor, superintendent of book-store,

bookkeeper, salesman, clerks and labourers ^ . . . - 6,925 93
Loans paid off ,..-. 9,079 35
Interest on loans, exchange, discount, &c. , ^ - . - - 2,422 G&
Miscellaneous books 3,261 88
Binding ,.-... 16,332 77
Printing 5,222 33
Stereotyping ,..,....- 2,042 39
Brass stamps --.-•»...--. 178 10
Copperplate printing 309 97
Lithographic printing ..'..^... 1,228 22
Wood engraving --^.-^ -.--.-. 330 05
Steel and copperplates ,..,,.,-.. 423 70
Paper -..,--,..,-.- 11,936 17
Colouring .. . ^ . . - 225 99-

Straps, boxes and library cases ^ - -. 460 91
Maps .,,.....,.... 361 55-

Freight and porterage - - .... ^ ... - 167 81
Insurance ^..-- 403 IS
Postage ...... 239 92
Ruling, blank books and stationery . - ^ . . . - 51 87
Copyrights .-,.-.. ^ 493 25
Newspapers and advertising - - 81 50
Compensation for collecting - - - -. • - - - - 17 58
Duties and Custora-House charges -. -^ - - . . . 46 03
Painting and glazing , . . 41 05
Alterations and repairs 324 89
Twine and hardware - - - - 29 32
Taxes S340, water rent $21 - - , 361 00
Fuel and light ---.*...-.- 210 42
Monthly concert and anniversary expenses.--... 25 50
Furniture -----------. 22 83
Payments for sundry persons (through, our agency) .... 364 23
Additions to Ubrary - , - -117 02
Incidental expenses -------..- 39 56

Balance on hand -,------. 206 00
, In Treasury .73 66 279 66

$78,178 46
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CONSTITUTION.

Art. I. This Society shall be known by the name of the " Amebican Sokdat

«.( HooL Umon."—Its objects are, to concentrate the efforts of Sabbath-school Soci

eties in the different sections of our country—to strengthen the hands of the friend*

of religious instruction on the Lord's-day—to disseminate useful information—cLr-

tuiate moral and religious publications in every part of the land—and to endeavour

o plant a Sunday-school wherever there is a population.

Art. II. Each subscriber of three dollars annually shall be a member. Each sub-

scriber paying thirty dollars at one time shall be a member for life. Sunday-school

Societies or Unions sending a copy of their constitution, list of their officers, and an

annual report, shall be auxiliary, and be entitled to purchase books at the reduced

prices.

Art. III. The affairs and funds of this Society shall be under the direction of a

Hoard, consisting of a President, Vice-presidents, a Corresponding Secretary, Re-

cording Secretary, Treasurer, and thirty-six Managers, twenty-four of whom shall

reside in the city of Philadelphia or its vicinity. The Managers shall be divided

.nto three classes, whose terms of service shall be respectively, one, two, and three

years ; but they may be re-elected.

Art. IV. The Officers and Managers shall be laymen, and shall be elected by

ballot.

Art. V. The Managers shall annually elect all officers of the Society, fill vacancies

in their own body, make their own by-laws, pubUsh such books, periodical works,

and tracts, as they may deem expedient; and may adopt such other measures as

may, in their opinion, promote the objects of the Association. Seven Managers

shall constitute a quorum.

Art. VI. The annual meetings of the Society shall be held at Philadelphia, on the

first Tuesday after the 20th of May, when the proceedings of the past year shall be

reported, the accounts presented, and the Managers chosen. Fifteen members shall

constitute a quorum. If a quorum does not appear on the day of the annual meet-

ing, the election of Managers shall take place at the next meeting whenever a quo-

rum appears, and the Managers of the Society shall remain in office until a new

election takes place.

Art. VII. Special meetings of the Society shall be called by the President, or in

liis absence, by either of the Vice-presidents, at the written request of six Mana-

gers ; of which meeting three days' public notice shall be given.

Art. VIII. Officers of Sunday-school Unions auxiliary to this Society, and clergy-

men whose schools are attached to it, shall have the privilege of attending the stated

meetings of the Board of Managers.

Art. IX. No alteration in this constitution shall take place, unless the same shall

he proposed, in writing, to the Board of Managers at least three months previous to

its adoption, and be approved by two-thirds of the members present, at a meeting

Julv notified.
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PROCEEDINGS

JH the Mneteenth Anniversary of the American Sunday-school Union.

The services of the Nineteenth Anniversary of the Society were attended at

the First Presbyterian church, in Washington square, Philadelphia, May 23, 1843.

The President, Alexander Henry, Esq., though quite infirm, was enabled to pre-

side through the services. A very appropriate prayer was offered by Rev. Henry
A. ScHULTZ, of the Moravian church, (Pa.). Rev. Dr. Tyng, of the Protestant

Episcopal church, (Pa.) moved the acceptance of the report, and gave an interesting

sketch of his mission as a deputation from our Society to the London Sunday-school
Union. He dwelt with much eloquence and force upon the character and objects of

the Society, and upon the facilities we enjoy of propagating the influences of truth

and holiness. The motion was seconded by the Rev. Dr. Leland, of the Presbyte-

rian church, (South Carolina,) who adverted to the fact of his being present at the

organization of the Society, (nineteen years ago,) and to the immeasurable benefits

conferred on our country by the establishment of Sunday-schools ; and earnestly

urged on teachers the duty of seeking the early conversion of their pupils, with faith

in the promises of God.
The Rev. Dr. Higgins, (of the Episcopal Methodist church,) moved the following

resolution

:

" liesolved, That the mfluence of faithful Sunday-school instruction in promoting

intelligent and active piety, should secure for the institution the cordial sympathy

and zealous co-operation of every Christian community."

He supported the principle of the resolution, by considering some of the peculiar

facihties which Sunday-school instruction possesses ; and referred especially to the

interest which is manifested throughout the Bible, in behalf of children.

In the close of his address. Dr. H. introduced the following letter from an anony-
mous source, accompanied with a donation to the Society of $100.

" 3/g?/ 12, 1843.
" Accept of the enclosed one hundred dollars as a donation to the American Sun-

day-school Union, and allow me to add a few thoughts. In view of the advantages
I have derived from Sunday-schools, I feel to render the above amount as a thank-
offering to God, I was left a fatherless and poor boy, but providentially was led to

a Sunday-school as follows:—My mother being poor, on the death of my father, I

was sent far away to live with a step-brother. During my absence, a younger bro-

ther was sent to a Sunday-school. On my return home, I was induced to visit the

same school through the indirect influence of a teacher, who visited our family occa-
sionally to inquire after my younger brother, who had been absent several Sabbaths.
The tlrst day I spent in the school, the remarks of the superintendent at the opening,
convinced me that I was a Sabbath-breaker. I felt a sense of guilt, and upon being
asked to teach a small class, I consented. From that day to this (fifteen years) 1

have been engaged in the work. Strange to tell, I was six years in the school as

teacher, librarian, and secretary, before I cast my lot among God's people, and gave
Him my heart. For ten years I have been walking in the narrow way, and am still

striving to enter in at the strait gate. I thank God for the grace that enables me to

honour Him with the increase of my substance, I began the world with what I saved
(by economy) from my wages, about ten years ago ; and am now striving to make
all I can, save all I can, and give all I can ; according to the directions recommended
by the Rev. John Wesley in his sermon on ' the use of money,' and in his other ser-

mons on the same subject. My purpose to persevere in so doing, has been much
strengthened by reading the resolutions of N. R. Cobb, a Baptist brother, and also

the Life of N. Smith, a Presbyterian brother,—both of which, together with the ser-

laons alluded to, I wish were in the hands of every Christian who is prosperous in
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business, and all whom God has intrusted with earthly treasure. My Bible, preciouf

book ! testifies to the truths the above sermons and books contain ; and in following

their example, I am convinced and feel that I am following Christ. Allow me fur-

ther to add, that in my case, the Sunday-school has proved to be 'a father to the

fatherless ;' and thousands more can adopt the same language. Truly it is a blessed

institution—the nursery of the church. Pray for me, that mv faith fail not, that I

may prove a faithful steward of God, and that I may esteem the reproach of Christ

greater riches than the treasures of Egypt ; having respect unto the recompense of

reward."

The resolution was seconded by the Rev. Mr. Blodgett, of the Congregational

church, (Rhode Island,) who was a delegate from the Rhode-Island Sunday-school
Union, (one of our old and steady auxiliaries that are faithful to their first love.)

The Rev. Jxo. M. Peck, of the Baptist church, (Illinois,) then introduced the fol-

lowing resolution

:

" Besolved, That the American Sunday-school Union, from the principles on which

it is organized, and the confidence which is justly felt in its publications by the vari-

ous denominations of Christians, is especially fitted to extend the blessings of Sab-

bath-school instruction among the destitute children and youth of the West ; and

that the efforts of the Society in this behalf, should be generously sustained by the

prayers and contributions of the churches."

^Ir. Peck introduced a mass of very valuable statistical matter, which gave much
force and importance to his remarks. From very close and careful estimates, he was
prepared to say, that there were, at the least, o^e million focr hitndred thou-
sand children and youth in the Valley of the iMississippi, whose age and circumstances
make them suitable subjects of Sunday-school instruction,—for whom no provision is

now made : for whose benefit no denominational effort could adequatelv provide,
and whose instruction and salvation the agencv of the AMERICAN SCNDAY-
SCHOOL UXIOX was ESPECIALLY designed and fitted to promote. Mr. P.
was very strong and unqualified in the declaration that the Union principle, and that

alone, would accomplish the work which must be done for the rising population of
the West ; and that the Society's publications and agencies were viewed with gene-
ral favour and confidence. In regard to the dissolution of schools which the Society
had established in Illinois and elsewhere, he stated that the supposed dissolution was
rather a passing into a new existence. That many schools had been nurtured on
the Union plan till one and another portion gained strength and numbers, so far as to

colonize from it, and to take a denominational character. So that in some instances,

a school that began with thirty or forty scholars, had grown into three or four schools
numbering some hundreds. Such dissolutions he did not regard with regret, but
with great joy and thanksgiving.

The resolution was seconded by the Rev. Dr. Beecher, of the Presbyterian church,
Ohio, (to whom we have been often indebted for an eloquent and vigorous advocacy
of our principles and operations.) Dr. B. dwelt upon the vast importance of connect-
ing heart-education with head-education ; and referred with much appropriateness to

the various but inadequate forms of mere human de\'ice for the restraint of violent

passions, and the subjugation of man's heart and will to the law and government
of God.
The benediction was pronounced by the Rev. Mr. Suddards, of the Episcopal

church, (Pa.)

The audience was unusually large, and manifested deep interest in the proceed-
ings of the meeting.

It was hoped fi-om the large body of clergy assembled in the city, that we should
have been able, through their influence, to have diffused a Sunday-school spirit far

and wide ; but such was the urgency of their business, that the opportunity to attend
the anniversary services was not enjoyed. It gives us pleasure to state, however,
that the Rev. A. L. Stone was kindly permitted to address them in the Society's
behalf, and that we have received (through them) from all parts of the land, cheer-
ing intelligence respecting the success of Sunday-schools, and the increasing confi-

dence that is felt in the labours and pubUcations of our Society,



NINETEENTH REPORT.

The best human machinery employed for moral pur-

poses is so imperfect, and the working of it, under every

advantage, is so defective and irregular, that we are pre-

pared for many inequalities and disappointments. But,

we think, no one can contemplate the results of the insti-

tution of Sunday-schools, imperfect as they are, without

feeling encouraged to improve and extend what has proved

so greatly conducive to the highest interests of the

country.

In our ninth and fifteenth annual reports, we reviewed

the transactions of the Society previously to those pe-

riods, respectively, with some minuteness ; and in the

seventeenth and eighteenth, we endeavoured to show the

fitness of its organization and the adequacy of its agency

to supply the means of Christian instruction to the great

multitude of destitute children and youth within our bor-

ders. We propose, in this report, to set before the So-

ciety and its friends, the present posture of our affairs, and

to suggest such measures for the prosecution of our work

as seem to us practicable, and, at the present juncture,

highly important. We can promise nothing new on a

subject so familiar to the religious community ; and yet

talking and writing about the same thing, over and over

again, seems to be the only way of making any permanent

or general impression of its importance. As it is by the

continual dropping of disguised or plausible error that it

insensibly makes its own lodging-place in the mind, so it

is only by a thousand repetitions of truth that it gains

even the thoughtful consideration of the busy world.
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The total means of the last year from

all sources, is 868,200 88

Of this sum, our book sales

were - - - - 855,895 40

And our donations - - 12,305 58

Both these items are less than they were last year ; but

not so much less as we had reason to apprehend, from the

extreme depression of all kinds of business and enterprise.

We are grateful that a gracious Providence has so kindly

favoured us in a year of unprecedented trial.

It will be observed, that the amount received for sales

adds nothing to our means of extending Sunday-schools,

or supplying them with libraries. Our books sell for just

about what they cost, adding the expenses of sale, so that

the benevolent fund which we have had at our disposal

during the year, is but a little more than 812,000 : and from

this is to be deducted the expenses of its collection. We
have done what we could ;—and we are willing to be tried

by the rule which accepts a man according to that he hath,

and not according to that he hath not.

By the decease of Hon. Francis S. Key, of the Dis-

trict of Columbia, we lose one of our earliest and most

steadfast advocates and patrons. His frequent and liberal

contributions to our funds, and his readiness at all times

to vindicate the principles and advance the usefulness of

the Society, furnished unequivocal evidence of his interest

in our cause.

The mission of the Rev. Dr. Tyng, as a deputation

from our Society to the London Sunday-school Union

and the London Religious Tract Society, was attended

with very desirable results. The happy relations we sustain

to these kindred institutions are greatly strengthened and

enlarged by the interchange of such offices ; and we hope

to enjoy the opportunitv of reciprocating the kindness



and cordiality with which our representatives have always

been received by our trans Atlantic brethren.

Among the fruits of Dr. Tyng's mission were two do-

nations—one from the Sunday-school Union, which, after

paying duties and charges, is available for our benevolent

purposes, to the amount of S376 78, and the other from

the Religious Tract Society, which is valued at S450 ;

—

and which is made on condition that we add to it the

like sum ;—and that the joint amount shall be appro-

priated to the supply of needy schools with libraries, as

far as practicable in districts where there are British

emigrants. The plan of executing this benevolent design

is matured, and awaits only the contribution of our share

of the amount, for which, as for all other means of doing

good, we must look to our Christian friends.

We added to our periodical publications at the begin*

ning of this year, the " Youth's Pe?i?iy Gazette.'' It

seemed to us, that if it is expedient and proper to take

advantage of the Sunday-school organization to circulate

newspapers of any kind for the entertainment and instruc-

tion of children, those should be encouraged which have

a predominant Sunday-school character, and which are

issued under Sunday-school auspices and from responsible

sources. Several useful periodicals of this character

were already in circulation, and we hope that the addition

of ours will prove an advantage to all, and a detriment to

none. We also needed such a medium through which to

keep ourselves before the rising race, as among their

earliest and best friends, and to estabhsh between us and

them some permanent organ of communication. We have

had gratifying proof that such a paper was wanted and

will be sustained.

The reports brought home to your Board by the offi-

cers and agents of the Society, who have had recent op-
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portunities of visiting the schools in various parts of tlie

country, are by no means as favourable as we could wish,

touching the points of order and discipline, or the general

qualifications of teachers. It is to be feared that a mul-

titude of teachers venture upon the solemn and momentous

duties of their calling, from Sabbath to Sabbath, with

little, if any, preparation of mind or heart. It is not our

province to rebuke such presumption, but we may expos-

tulate with the guilty parties, and beseech them, for

Christ's sake, no longer to trifle with His word, or with

the precious souls He died to redeem ; and it is moreover

our duty to do whatever we can to remedy these defects,

and supply the means of improvement. For nearly

twenty years, the Society has published a periodical, ex-

pressly for teachers, and every effort has been made to suit

their circumstances, in matter, manner and price. Our

success has been various, but never satisfactory. We
have now resolved to make another effort to bring within

the reach of every teacher, at short intervals, and at a

merely nominal price, instruction, excitement, and encou-

ragement, in the prosecution of his work. To this end,

after July 1st, ensuing, we shall publish the Sunday-

school Journal for TWENTY-FIVE CENTS a

year, just as it is now published for One Dollar a year.

Vv^e hope the simple annunciation of such a measure will

secure for it the kind co-operation of clergymen, superin-

tendents, and teachers throughout the country.

We have issued during the year eighty-four distinct pub-

lications—twenty of which are bound volumes for the

library, ranging from 24 to 324 pages. Among them are

some of the most useful and instructive books that bear

the Society's imprint. An unusual proportion of the

manuscripts which have been kindly submitted to the ex-

amination of our Committee^ have been declined for various
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reasons ; though it may be said of them, as well as of

many of the works suggested for republication, that they

would be far more suitable for Sunday-school libraries

than a large proportion of those which are purchased for

that purpose. But the Committee continue in the persua-

sion that the Society's influence should not be given to

the undue multiplication of this class of books, but that

our aim should be to add steadily to our stock, seeking

rather to improve the character than greatly to extend the

number. We are satisfied that we do a better service to

Sunday-schools, to our contributors, and to posterity^ by

the careful preparation and publication of twenty books in

the year, than by the issue of twenty times that number,

if, here and there, one must bear the marks of haste and

defective judgment.

It is impossible for any one to live in such a day of

excitement and inquiry as ours, touching points of vital

interest to the cause of the Redeemer, without having

painful anxieties awakened, mingled, perhaps, with many
cheering hopes. As a religious institution, established

for the purpose of diffusing (especially among children

and youth) a knowledge of the Holy Scriptures, and lead-

ing them to an early, steadfast, and intelligent belief of

them, as the only sufficient rule of faith and duty, we con-

fess that we cannot look without solicitude at the preva-

lence of sentiments or tendencies that might defeat this

great end. We feel bound to contend earnestly, though

in the spirit of love and meekness, for the principles of

the Reformation, in contradistinction to the mind-enslav-

ing and soul-destroying errors and superstitions against

which those principles were arrayed in the sixteenth cen-

tury. And it is among the happiest convictions of your

Botird, that those principles are embodied in the doctrines

w^hich our books inculcate ; and that such a Union as ours
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can exist, and its grand objects be, in so large a measure,

attained, and yet leave all our more private denomina-

tional and individual obligations unimpaired. It is thus

demonstrated, that Protestant union and Protestant

freedom are not inconvertible terms. We had designed

to spread before the Society some of the schemes now in

progress for the preparation and diffusion of a class of

juvenile books, the character and influence of which are

utterly subversive of what intelligent Protestant Christians

regard as the first principles of the doctrine of Christ, but

it would give a disproportionate prominence to this topic

of our report. It must, therefore, suffice to say, that the

counteracting influence of truth, in its simplest form, for

the youngest mind, cannot be too early or too skilfully

employed, with any hope of success.

The smallest half-penny book may inculcate the great

doctrine of justification by faith alone, or any other vital

truth of Christianity, as impressively and as savingly as a

folio. And a book of this diminutive size refutes the

argument of the infidel, or exposes the sophistry of the

false reasoner, or shows the weakness and perversen-^-

of the errorist, with permanent effect, long before there is

sufficient physical strength to lift a body of divinity. A
good little bock is, from its very size, a great blessing.

It is the small rain upon the tender herb. A large book

may be very important and very useful, and sometimes

necessary, but its bulk and cost must, of course, greatly

restrict its circulation. A good little book, on the con-

trary, is cheap, portable, soon read, easily remembered,

and scattered far and wade without much cost to anybody.

It comes to all ages in an inoffensive, if not an attractive,

character, and sometimes does execution, by its reflex in-

fluence, in unexpected forms. A clergyman in Vii^ginia

furnishes us with a pleasing instance of the utility of one

of these unassuming little truth-tellers.
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"Among the books you sent me last fall," he says, "there was

one called the Picture Bookj with passages of Scripture under the

pictures. I gave it as a Christmas present to one of my little

friends—a lovely little fellow about/owr years of age. Just before

leaving Maryland in May, I called on his mother, who told me
that J. had committed his little book to memory, and that a short

time previous to my visit, he saw his father take a glass of brandy and

water at dinner. The little fellow looked at him with the utmost

astonishment, and exclaimed, 'Why, father!' 'Wine is a mocker,

strong drink is raging, and whosoever is deceived thereby is not

wise !' ' Does not Solomon say so, mother ? Is father wise V "

This was a passage which he had read in his httle book,

under a picture of several men fighting. No one had put

him up to it. Children are the most powerful preachers

oftentimes, and so are children's little books.

The increasing and extending demand for the Society's

publications make an enlargement of our stock quite

indispensable, but to do this with our limited means is

out of the question. At the same time, there seems to be

an imperative necessity that we should conform in prices,

and in the advantages we oflfer to purchasers, to the

unprecedented reduction by which the publishers of other

books hope to push their circulation. We have often

urged it upon the attention of our benevolent friends, as

a safe and useful appropriation of their bounty, to give

such sums as may be necessary to stereotype choice books,

or to provide for their perpetuity.

The Chinese afford us an example, which, i?i its spirit

at least, might well be imitated by some of our vrealthy

Christians :—They print books, which they consider

good, by voluntary subscription. Some persons subscribe,

and have the work cut in wood ; a few copies are then

printed, stating where the books are deposited, and others

are invited to have additional copies struck off, to be cir-

culated for the public benefit. The invitation is fre-

quently accepted. An individual who wishes for fifty or
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a hundred copies, sends to the warehouse, the number

desired is then printed off, and his name duly registered

among the subscribers to the object. When a native of

China, professing to be devout, receives some special

favour at the hand of Providence, he prints, and leaves

in a neighbouring temple, 2200 small tracts, bearing his

name ; these contain a form of prayer, and are distributed

gratuitously.

If some wealthy friend would order 1000 impressions

of '' The Way of Life,^' or '' The Holy War," or '' The
Teacher Taught," to be taken from the plates and gra-

tuitously distributed to his order, or at the discretion of the

Society, could the trifling amount invested be better spent?

Before dismissing this topic, we cannot refrain from

suggesting two or three considerations to those who pro-

vide books for children. Since so large a share of the

attention of authors and publishers is given to the supply

of their wants, much more caution is needful to avoid the

evil and secure the good. There are certainly a great

many more good books and more beautiful books now,

than there were twenty or thirty years ago ; but, as it is

with almost every thing else in our ruined world, the evil

generally keeps pace with the good, and too often out-

runs it. An attractive exterior and a redundancy of

embellishments give currency to extreme folly, if not to

pernicious error. A " taking" title is a passport to the

favour of multitudes, and sometimes a child's whim will

govern the judgment of an otherwise judicious parent.

To give a child a book is to give him a companion whose

influence may he as lasting as eternity ; and how consi-

derate parents can deliberately permit their children to

read books, of whose character and tendency they are

not themselves informed, is a problem not easy to solve.

It is impossible to look without some misgivings upon
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the present multiplication of cheap and attractive books.

The sudden influx of this tide of cheap popular literature

is altogether a new thing under the sun. Nothing like it

has occurred since the invention of printing. It is diffi-

cult to determine veith any degree of accuracy, what pro-

portion of this mass of reading is useless, mischievous, or

positively corrupting. Unquestionably, a vast amount of

useful and most profitable reading is furnished in this

cheap form; but the channels by which the multitude of

readers are reached are overflowing with profaneness,

ribaldry, licentiousness, personal brawls and incentives

to all manner of evil. We could easily show that this

is no morbid view of the existing state of things. It is

asserted, as we suppose on credible authority, that not

less than 600,000 publications, devoted to the propagation

of one of the most senseless and pernicious delusions of

this delusion-loving age, w^ere circulated between Sept. 1

,

and Feb. 1, last past—a period of only five months. And
a late English work speaks with astonishment of the

great demand there is, both in England and France, for

dream-books and other trash of the same kind. Tw^o

dream-books in England enjoy an extraordinary popu-

larity, and have run through upwards of fifty editions in

London alone, besides being reprinted in Manchester,

Edinburgh, Glasgow and Dublin. It is stated on the

authority of one who is curious in these matters, that

'• there is a demand for these works (which are sold at

sums varying from a penny to sixpence, chiefly to servant-

girls and imperfectly educated people, all over the country'

of upwards of 11,000 annually; and that at no period

during the last thirty years has the average number sold

been less than this." When it is considered that this is

the very class of persons who have most to do with

children, and especially wdth the children of the wealthy

B
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and influential classes, we shall find it difficult to assign

bounds to the extent of the mischief.

The true criterion of popular taste, in this respect, is

always furnished by the press itself That which most

readily sells is most abundantly furnished. The supply

is not only proportioned to the demand, but it is of the

same nature. The press, for the most part, caters to

public taste as it is, and seldom finds inclination or oppor-

tunity to improve it. In our country, especially, where

public opinion makes and abrogates the law, it is apparent

that the press is oftener the slave, or the dupe, than the

director, or counsellor of the popular will.

To overcome this evil, the preventive process has a

thousand advantages over the remedial. The absence of

opposing obstacles, and the proverbial susceptibility of

infancy and childhood, invite and urge us to seize that

golden opportunity, to fill the mind with truth, and fortify

it against all the ordinary forms of aggressive error. The

many testimonies we have received within a few months,

to the usefulness of well-organized and well-instructed

infant-schools or classes, have strengthened our convic-

tions that the more general introduction of them into our

Sunday-school arrangements would be attended with the

happiest consequences.

It is indeed to be regretted that the errors of judgment

and practice into which some may have fallen, in the

management of these schools in our country, should have

combined, with other causes, to bring them into any dis-

repute, or distrust. For whatever abuses may have at-

tended the application of the system among us, that are

not necessarily incident to it, the Home and Colonial

Infant School Society of England has been the means of

greatly improving and extending the system in that coun-

try and its dependencies. Their apparatus and forms of
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illustrating and applying elementary knowledge, are

among the most perfect instruments of instruction with

which we are acquainted. We are well persuaded

that myriads of little children might be gathered into the

infant department of Sunday-schools, and being there

instructed in the simplest religious knowledge, would be

well prepared for the higher grade of instruction in the

Sunday-school, and would become so associated and identi-

fied with it, as to make an unnecessary separation from it

very rare. Nothing can be clearer than these positions.

Accustom a child at three or four years of age to the

daily intelhgent repetition of the Lord's Prayer, and we

need not say how difficult it would be to reconcile him to

the Ave Marias of popish idolatry. A striking illustra-

tion of this principle recently came to our knowledge,

from an authentic source :

—

It is the case of a middle-aged man, who had been suf-

fering from convulsive fits ever since he was a boy of

nine years old. They were first caused by a fright. In

fact, his mind was bordering upon idiocy, and was quite

incapable of receiving new impressions. " One day,"

says the narrator, " talking to his aged mother of the ne-

cessity of personal religion, I perceived the unfortunate

man became interested in my observations on prayer. He
drew my attention, though his attempts to speak were

painful in the extreme. In his stammering way, he said

' that he could pray too.' Upon inquiring what he prayed,

he replied, ' Our Parder 'chart in heaven,' and then indis-

tinctly repeated the whole of the Lord's Prayer. This

he has done for more than twenty years i Perhaps it is

the only hope to which he clings—certainly the only

spiritual exercise he can now enjoy. The prayer was

learned at a Sunday-school, before he met with the

fright."

L
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It is in infant schools and classes, that these indelible

impressions are made ;—and we would fain hope that a

brighter day for them is at hand, and that we shall emu-

late our brethren upon the opposite shore. We have

been gratified with the opportunity, within a few months,

of supplying some foreign mission stations with our own
publications in this department, and with portions of the

British Society's also. The influence of schools of this

class upon a heathen population, must be boundlessly

beneficial. They provide for children at an age when

they are most burdensome to their natural care-takers

—

when their labour is of no avail, and when they are gene-

rally supposed to be incapable of much impression for

good or evil. So simple and powerful an instrument for

moulding a generation of men, is strangely undervalued

among us. " I will confess," says a subject of a Euro-

pean despot, '' that I look to the moral, religious and in-

tellectual education received at such institutions as infant-

schools, for the regeneration of my country." Public

opijiion isformed hy influences ujpon childhood.

The views we have presented on this subject are so

obvious, that it seems almost idle to set them forth in an

annual report, and yet, if we may judge from the relative

position which infant and Sunday-schools occupy, com-

pared with other agencies for the improvement and ele-

vation of society, we might well suppose that their power

was quite subordinate, if not insignificant. Which of the

general institutions of our country, for kindred purposes,

does not seem to absorb more of the interest and alms of

the church, than these ? Where is the community that

renders to them the sympathy, pecuniary aid and cordial

sustentation for which their assumed and admitted im-

portance calls ? How many are the churches whose best

strength, clerical and lay—male and female—is incorpo
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rated into their Sunday and infant schools ? And
where is the Sunday-school or infant-school that has

attained to the measure of usefuhiess of which it is capa-

ble were it favoured with the constant, patient and skilful

nourishment of the church with which it is connected ?

Would it not be a vast improvement in our moral

economy, to bring a few organs of benevolent action to

the highest degree of improvement, rather than to divide

our attention, sympathy and beneficence among an endless

variety ?

If we would successfully stem the tide of frivolity and

licentiousness to which we just now referred, we must,

sooner or later, resort to some such power as the Sunday

and infant school system furnishes, and wield it with the

most perfect skill and effect of which it is capable. It is

in vain to expect an adequate counteracting influence,

without we can secure a closer concentration of counsels

and interests among those who seek to advance the Re-

deemer's kingdom. When, or how this is to be brought

about, it is neither the time nor occasion to inquire.

The very general revival of the religious spirit all over

our land, during the last year or two, has been accompa-

nied with cheering, though by no means new or unex-

pected, evidences of the influence of faithful Sunday-

school teaching; and it is a kind of evidence which

fearfully rebukes the unbelief of some, and the listlessness

and unbelief of many.

It is often impossible to trace with any exactness the

progress of religious emotions. Our Saviour himself in-

structs us to this effect when he says, " So is the kingdom

of God, as if a man should cast seed into the ground, and

should sleep and rise night and day, and the seed should

spring and grow up, he knoweth not how." Of one

thing, however, we may rest assured, that those impres-

3 b2
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sions of truth which are made earliesty and under circum-

stances most favourable to their vividness and perma-

nency, arc those which generally lead to the formation of

Christian character.

The proximate means of conversion may be a sermon,

or an event of providence, or the counsel of a friend, or

mere sympathy. The succession of the blade, the ear

and the full corn in the ear, may be very obvious; but the

little seed, and the secret germination and the silent birth

of the tender plant lie back in the spring-time of life, or

in the elements of Christian instruction, and are seldom

called to mind. The verse of a hymn—an answer in the

question-book, or catechism, a library book, or sermon

—

a pictorial representation of some scriptural scene, and

more frequently still, the serious and timely expostulation,

or the gentle rebuke of a Sunday-school teacher, may
be justly referred to as the means employed by the Holy

Spirit to seal instruction to the heart, and to originate a

train of exercises that He finally crowns with eternal

blessings. The teacher who diligently scatters the seeds

of divine truth upon six or eight tender hearts, Sabbath

after Sabbath, for a series of years, need not doubt that

the fruits will ultimately appear to the praise and glory

of God's grace. His labour is not seen distinctly, per-

haps, in immediate connection with the public acknow-

ledgment of Christ ; but it is nevertheless attributable to

the instrumentality of that teacher's labours and prayers,

in some obscure corner of a Sunday-school room, that

that convert was made willing in the day of God's power.

Aud every such convert received into the fellowship of

believers, only enhances their obligation to pray for Sun-

day-schools, and to improve and extend their influence till

the earth is filled with the knowledge of God.

An interesting circumstance touching this point has
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come to our knowledge lately, respecting a school in

Shelbyvillc, (Kentucky,) established by the special care

of the late Rev. Dr. John Breckinridge, the same year in

which our institution was organized. It was superin-

tended for some time by one who is now a preacher of

the gospel ; and it has always been under the oversight

of an officer of the church. It has never been discon-

tinued a single Sabbath, for any cause, since it was esta-

blished, nineteen years ago ; and it can now be said of it,

that EVERY SCHOLAR of Suitable age, who has regularly

atlended it, has embraced religion. Since January, 1837,

eighty-three Sunday-scholars have joined the church to

which the school is attached, or other churches in the

vicinity.

The collecting agencies we have employed for several

years, have been continued with as much success as the

peculiar state of the country would perhaps warrant us to

expect. The importance of retaining and increasing the

aid and sympathy of New England in our efforts, is suffi-

ciently obvious. None have more precious interests at

stake in the West, than the people of these States; and

to none can an appeal for aid be carried, as we have sup-

posed, with more power arid effect. The Rev. Thomas M.
S77iith, late of New Bedford, (Mass.,) has been appointed

to the agency during the last year, and is prosecuting it

with prudence and fidelity. A temporary arrangement

has also been made with the New England Sunday-

school Union, for a joint agency to the Baptist churches

within their bounds, w^iich has been attended thus far

with favourable results. The Rev. Mr. Campjield, who
has been for many years laboriously engaged in the So-

ciety's service, is still charged with the Nev/ York
agency, from w^hich we derive a very considerable propor-

tion of our means of doing. good. Besides the kind
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patronage of our depository, and the liberal contributions

of the churches in that city, several valuable missionary

associations have been formed in different Sunday-schools,

by whose aid we are enabled to do much for the destitute

of distant States. To these, and to all the churches.,

societies or individuals, there and elsewhere, who have

aided us in our attempts to do good, w^e beg to express

the Society's grateful acknowledgments.

One of the causes that may have tended to diminish

our revenue for benevolent purposes, is perhaps the

increased interest that is felt in objects of a strictly

denominational character. We do not complain of this.

If it becomes excessive, it will work its own cure. But

we have reason to believe that a mistaken notion prevails

respecting the indispensableness of the Union principle

for certain purposes, and chiefly in the organization of

Sunday-schools and the supply of libraries. Indeed,

there is perhaps no benevolent institution known among

us, that so much requires the employment of this principle

as ours. There are objects not within our range, for the

accomplishment of which denominational efforts are neces-

sary, and alone suitable. Their utility and importance

in their place, we all feel ;—and the members of your

Board, who meet from time to time to pray and take

counsel together respecting the work we have in hand,

have as strong denominational attachments and sympa-

thies as any of their fellow-Christians. But we see

that a vast good may be accomplished by a combined

influence, which is entirely unattainable in our denomina-

tional relations. We see, that w^ithout involving the

sacrifice of any principle, the doctrines of our holy reli-

gion, on the faith of which rests our hope of acceptance

with God, can be promulgated far and wide, in vast dis-

tricts of our country, where there are comparatively no
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means of grace, and to which a denominational society

would have but very partial access.

With these views we—a company of Christian laymen,

from the various evangelical denominations of tiie coun-

try,—Baptist, Methodist, Presbyterian, Episcopalian,

Congregational, Reformed Dutch, &c. &c. ; having at

our disposal the instrument of incalculable good to mil-

lions of children and youth who are rising up around us,

—present our cause to the churches of our Lord Jesus

Christ, and to those of our fellow-citizens who have con-

fidence in the principles and objects of the Society ; and

we ask, with great boldness and confidence, for a larger

measure of their sympathy and aid than we have ever yet

enjoyed. As Protestants, we all hold that in every nation

he that feareth God and worketh righteousness is accepted

of Him. And the rule of faith and duty being revealed,

for our guidance and government, in the Holy ScriptureS;

we hold every man responsible to God only for his con-

struction and application of it. Hence, to diffuse a know-
ledge of these Scriptures, and to inculcate their simplest

elementary truths before the natural corruption of the

heart developes itself in principles and habits of evil

doing, and while impressions of every kind are most

deeply and easily made, is an object taking precedence,

in man}' respecLa, of any and all others. And it may not

be amiss to remind our friends and contributors that ours

is now the only Sunday-school Society in this country

whose publications are not denominational. Hence, the

aid given to us is not withheld from any other Society

of the same character. It must be given to us, or not

given at all : for such an object as ours is not and cannot

be presented by any other Society.

The very general destitution of the Scriptures, which

our exploring missionaries report to us from time to time.
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has confirmed a conviction which was long ago forced

upon us, that one of the most ehgible and economical

modes of circulating that blessed volume, and especially

the New Testament, would be by an arrangement with

the general Sunday-school Societies of the country, for

the supply of the destitute children in their schools

respectively. The Young Men's Bible Society of New
York generously put at our disposal, some years ago,

twenty thousand Testaments, which we have distributed

as effectually and as faithfully as it could have been done

by the most laborious personal agency. There is scarcely

an application received for a donation of Sunday-school

books, which does not include copies of the Bible or Tes-

tament, and we have often experienced the kindness and

liberality of our neighbours, the Pennsylvania Bible So-

ciety, in the ready supply of such wants. If a few thou-

sand cheap Bibles and Testaments were put at the disposal

of our Board, for distribution among the destitute families

represented in our schools, we have abundant safeguards

for the judicious and faithful execution of the benevolent

design ; and it is not only a mode of action free from any

offensive features, but the relation of the teacher to the

family of his pupil gives manifold incidental advantages

which he can improve for the joint interest of both the

Bible and Sunday-school Societies withuut anj expense

to either.

Our missionary labour has been confined chiefly to the

states of Ohio, Kentucky and Missouri. Some very

inviting places of missionary labour and some very

desirable appointments are to this moment under the con-

sideration of your Board. But while the means which

are furnished for the work are so inadequate and uncer-

tain, every movement must be made with difficulty, and

the system and vigour which are indispensable to the sue-
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cess of missionary labour—especially in the distant dis-

tricts of the West—must remain quite beyond our com-

mand.

Besides our missionary efforts, the supply of destitute

schools, wholly or in part, with a library, has occupied

an unusual share of our time and attention. To enumerate

the cases, and especially to dwell upon them long enough

to give our friends any just idea of the interest and im-

portance with which they are presented to us, would

require their attention for many hours. It must suffice

to say, that we have distributed the value of S2530 among

216 schools, scattered over 22 States and Territories,

and averaging about S12 to each school. We have also

given to various foreign schools and mission-stations to

the value of S968—making nearly S4000 in donations of

books.

If the Society has refrained for many years to propose

any specific measure to awaken the attention or enlist

anew the sympathies of its friends, it is not because such

measures have not been before us as subjects of constant

and anxious deliberation. But the mischievous reaction

of spasmodic efforts, whether in physics or morals, has

seemed to us an overbalance for any good they effect.

There is, however, an obvious propriety in defining,

for more intelligent apprehension, some precise object, or

measure to which the attention and energies of the So-

ciety should be more especially directed, and the probable

attainment of which may be an incentive to higher and

steadier efforts.

To this end, your Board would respectfully propose to

the Society and its coadjutors, the following sketch of a

plan touching one section of the country and one pro-

vince of our influence. It will be readily supposed that

we refer to the Western and South-western States and

Territories.
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We have sufficient authority for the opinion, that at

least five hundred Sunday-schools, embracing from fifty

to one hundred thousand children, can be established, in

the space of a twelvemonth, in destitute districts of the

States we have named, upon a permanent foundation, if

each is supplied at the outset with a suitable library and

the requisite elementary books.

It would be necessary to appropriate not less than SIO

on an average, or about nine days' time in missionary

labour, to each school, (though the apportionment both

of time and expense would vary with the circumstances

of places and people :) and the average value of from B20

to .830 in books, would probably suffice to put a school

in successful operation. And this proposed expense of

S35 or S40 would probably cover a period of three sea-

sons or years—being S12 or S13 for each school.

That missionary labour, in some form, and to some ex-

tent, must be employed, is admitted on all hands. In the

neighbourhood of the older and more populous towns new
schools may be organized, from time to time, without

foreign aid. Very efficient and laudable effiDrts of this

kind have been made recently in Cincinnati and its vici-

nity; in Morgan County, Illinois; and St. Louis, Mo.

;

and, doubtless, in many other places. But, generally,

the labour and strength of Sunday-school operatives are

exhausted upon their own field, and they have neithei

time nor ability to extend a helping hand to the destitute

around them. Such localities must, therefore, be espe-

cially visited, informed and assisted; and this must be

done by a steady and orderly course of action. When a

school is collected and properly organized, its continu-

ance can be secured by no means so certainly and cheaply

as by a library. To this point we have volumes of tes-

timony ; and experience has conclusively shown that it
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will be quite unsafe to trust, for the acquisition of this indis-

pensable appendage, to any contingencies. The library

rrnist be a part of the original structure of the school The

missionary must have in his possession, or within liis im-

mediate reach, such a library, &c. as each school requires,

so that he can supply it on the first gathering of the

school for instruction. We need not repeat that the So-

ciety's means will not allow of any considerable dispersion

of our stock for such a purpose. Our present means

scarcely enable us to keep good our home-supply. The
appropriation of S5,000, or even S3,000, to a purpose like

that before us, would sensibly embarrass our ordinary

operations. But the lowest estimate we can form far

exceeds the largest of these sums. Second-hand books

might be supplied to some extent, but not with sufficient

certainty, nor, on the whole, in quantity or quality to

affect materially any estimate we have been able to make.

Nevertheless, to avail ourselves of all the aid which may be

rendered in this form, we have set apart a room in the

Society's buildings specially for this object. There we
shall collect and arrange all books and other articles

which schools or individuals may contribute, so that a

selection may be readily made, and the design of the

donors be most fully accomplished.

The main supply must still be from fresh stock, and we

propose to put up several parcels, embracing a library and

a few elementary books of various quantities and prices,

and assorted as skilfully as may be, in imagination, to

suit the circumstances of the schools to be formed. For

schools in sparse settlements, where there are compara-

tively few who would be able to avail themselves of the

benefits of a library, $5 or SIO worth of the lowest and

cheapest series, with a good supply of elementary books,

would suffice ; while in an older place and denser popula-

4 > C
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tion, a library worth fi25 or g30, with a much smaller

proportion of text-books, would be required.

We should be disposed to put up in each parcel two or

three Bibles and half a dozen Testaments, and to add

reports of Sunday-schools, catalogues and other cheap

documents, such as might conduce to the future advance-

ment of the school. These parcels, properly secured and

labelled, would be committed to the missionary as his

outfit, and to be accounted for in the strictest manner.

His commission should be full and explicit on this subject.

The parcels should be put to him at cost and charges. It

should be his aim to persuade every school to make some

effort for itself If but a few cents were raised, it would

be better for all parties that the effort should be made.

In all cases where half the requisite sum is contributed by

a new and needy school, it should be the duty of the mis-

sionary to present the other half as a donation from the

Society. A full and accurate report in detail would be ex-

pected from month to month ; and all necessary and practi-

cable precautions taken to prevent any abuse of authority,

or neglect of duty. Circumstances would doubtless often

occur requiring important modifications of any general

plan ; but it is needless to advert to them in detail. It

must suffice at the present moment to show, (as we think

we can)

—

•

I. That the effort we propose is entirely feasible.

II. That it is demanded.

III. That it should be made with the least possible

delay.

IV. And that we, as a 'Society, are competent and

bound to make it.

1. It is entirelyfeasibk. What we have already done

conclusive! v shows that like means, under substantially

similar circumstances, will accomplish the same results.
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The following extract from the report of one of our

missionaries, labouring in the state of Kentucky, well

illustrates this position :

" Since my last report, I have spent sixteen days in visiting and

superintending the several Sunday-schools I then reported, viz.

:

eight Sunday-schools, numbering 470 scholars. Since that time,

I have organized another, seven miles off, numbering twenty-

five scholars and two teachers. They were unable to raise a

single dollar for a library, and have no sfchool house. I got them

a few books from one library, and a gentleman who recently

settled in that neighbourhood, and who was connected with the

Sunday-school there, generously opened his house to us, until we
can get another school-room. He and his lady are, thus far, the

only teachers. Should we be able to procure a library, we will

have, I doubt not, a large school there in the summer. They had

never heard of one until I visited them in June last, nor had they

any means of grace whatever. There was not a member of any^

church, nor a single copy of the New Testament within four miles

round ; and, of course, the state of education was truly deplorable.

I visited them often ; and whenever they knew that the Sunday-

school man was to be out, the house would be filled to overflowing,

not only with children, but with their parents. I wish every sup-

porter of the American Sunday-school Union could have witnessed

the sight. The library that was purchased has been read atten-

tively by all those that could read :—and those that could not, have

had them read to them and their families. The Sahhath-school,

with those little messengers, has proved the harbinger of a glorious

revival. At a meeting held there last week, twenty-five were re-

ceived into the Church, nearly all of whom have been connected-

with the Sunday-school. What hath God wrought !—and what

encouragement for me to go forward with redoubled energy in this

glorious cause ! That every Sunday-school that your Society has

or ever may organize, may be equally blessed as the one now de-

scribed, is the fervent prayer of yours," &c.

And another says

:

" I have spent a week labouring in a new church just organized.

Last spring I was there before for a few days. A Sabbath-school

was established in the western suburbs ; now it numbers 250

gcholars. A frame church, 60 by 30 feet, is erected, with every
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promise of success. A Sabbath-school has become the nucleus of

a church and congregation."

A passage from a late report of the Memphis (Tenn.)

Methodist Conference strongly sets forth the position

which the Sunday-school occupies, in the estimation of our

laborious and indefatigable brethren of that Church, who
are on the ground.

" There is no institution with which we are acquainted, so well

calculated to teach the young and rising generation the knowledge

of the holy Scriptures, even from their infancy, as that of Sabbath-

schools. There is nothing so efficient in keeping the youthful mind

free from ignorance, error, unbelief, and superstition, as proper train-

ing in a well-directed Sunday-school. In short, we know of no

auxiliary to the Church more powerful and effectual."

From another destitute district to which we sent a do-

nation of books, we have the following representation

:

" One of our schools has been in operation only two months. It

is in a neighbourhood thickly settled, and in which there was no Sab-

bath ; the day was spent in visiting and pleasure ; but now, for the

distance of ten miles, the young people collect and attend to the

services of the school. One year ago, there were many young

persons from the age of eighteen to twenty, who had never listened

to a sermon.

" Since the establishment of the Sabbath-school, the grog-shop

is deserted, and a spirit of solemn inquiry seems to pervade the

minds of the people. It is an interesting sight to see the young

men, women and children, wending their way to the log school-

house, on Sabbath morning, and to mark the eagerness with which

they lay hold of the books. I presume there has been more read-

ing in that neighbourhood, since the commencement of the Sabbath

school, than there ever was in any two years previous."

And an intelligent citizen of Tennessee, to whom no

suggestion on the subject was ever made by us, furnishes

the following positive testimony to the point

:

"I will venture the assertion," he says, "that if proper efforts

were made by one or two good agents for one ye^x throughout

Northern Mississippi and the Western District of Tennessee, there
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could be TWO hundred very interesting schools established where

there are now none to which the children have access. All that

is necessary is that the trial should be made. The people are all

greatly in favour of Sunday-schools, and they would be amply

sustained. It is impossible for schools to be efficient unless there

is a supply of the necessary books for conducting and giving a

permanent interest to them. I attribute the success of our best

schools to the fact that they are supplied wnth the books of the

American Sunday-school Union."

These views are evidently the result of observation, or

experience ; and they prove that there is a power in the

Sunday-school of adapting itself to the various states of

society, and at the same time a self-supporting principle

involved in its very action, which commends it to all

intelligent communities. There seems to be no happi(^r

medium of access to a family, for any good purpose, than

through the children. If not so direct, it is more unob-

trusive, and though less imposing than other forms of

influence, it is not less effective.

We lately had a very interesting illustration of this

from the report of a school in a Western neighbourhood

to which we gave a small library. The books proved a

powerful attraction, and some children waded up to their

knees in water to get to the school. A little boy who did

not know his letters, and v/hose father was both ignorant

and skeptical, was permitted to attend, with a proviso on

the father's part, that no religious doctrine should be

taught him. His mother was advised to send the little

fellow, as the teacher said he might " catch something

good." He stood by a teacher who was explaining to an

older child the power of God. The little boy heard one

or two simple truths that were taught, and he treasured

them up. As he was sitting on the door-step one Sunday

evening and looking up at the spangled sky, he exclaimed

with great simplicity, ** Do look at the little stars. God
3*
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made them. God made all the stars." This natural,

undesigned lesson from the lips of his child, was not

without an evident effect on the father's heart. Who can

estimate the power of a Sunday-school to propagate the

truths and influences of the gospel ; and who can doubt

the feasibleness of increasing and improving these agencies

fifty if not an hundred fold.

II. The effort we propose is demanded. To establish

this point we will advert to but one or two facts :

—

A friend in Hamilton County, (Ohio,) speaks of a

school which was commenced on the first of September,

1841, with twenty scholars, and has increased to an hun-

dred and upwards, forty of whom are adults. The means

of instruction in the w^eek^day school are very limited

;

there is sometimes a vacancy of six months without a

school, and they do not have the benefits of preaching more

than once a month on the Lord's-day. " There is not a

school within my knowledge," he says, " so utterly desti-

tute of books, or where, I think, more good can be done

with books. I feel very anxious the school should have

'books, as its success depends on having a library. I am
satisfied there is not a school district within the limits

of the United States, where there has been a change in

the morals of the people that is greater than in the dis-

trict, since the school began."

A very intelligent gentleman, resident in Jacksonville,

(Illinois,) in describing to us the necessity of such mea-

sures as we propose, says

—

" The young can be collected

and instructed in Sabbath-schools, but they cannot be

approached in any other way. The minister or missionary

may pass through Illinois, and may preach often and

faithfully, but, (as a general thing,) the children of the

people are not there to hear."

From a citizen of Missouri we have the following

statement :

—
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** This, Platte county, as it is called, is some 150 miles by 50,

and is exceedingly destitute of the means both of intellectual and

moral improvement. I know of no Sabbath-schools within a hun-

dred miles of me this winter. It is of prime importance that an

agent should operate in this region and in this State, at least for

two or three months from February or March. The people are

poor and much in debt ; besides it is expected their lands will come

into market, so that they will be very much pressed for money

next spring, and hence very little money could be raised to pur-

chase Sunday-school books ; but if the American Sunday-school

Union could be commended to the people through an agent, and

its merits fairly discussed, and its books for gratuitous distribution

circulated_among the people, they would less easily become the

dupes of certain (professedly) religious characters in this country,

who are decidedly opposed to Sabbath-schools ; and, shall I add,

whatever else is of good report among the intelligent and humble

followers of the meek and lowly Jesus."

A missionary in the north-west district of Ohio says,

" There is seldom any preaching on the Sabbath there, but

more attend the Sabbath-school than possibly can get into

the house in which it is held."

And an intelligent citizen of Rock Island, (Illinois,)

writes us as follows :

—

"For hundreds of miles around us our population is much scat-

tered. Within that distance, however, many little settlements and

villages are found, who would gladly organize Sabbath-schools,

but for the Avant of books and means to procure them. Such is

the severity of the pecuniary pressure upon the agricultural inte-

rests of the remote West, that the poor farmer cannot clothe his

children even Avith common decency and comfort, and many are

driven to make use of skins for a covering. Now you might

endow, in the m-ost munificent manner, colleges in every section

of the remote West ; fill the professorships with the most talented

men in our land ; give them libraries and apparatus of the most

valuable and costly description ; and then, when all is done, they

would only have a name to live, for they would, in the present con-

dition of the country, remain empty.

"Every farmer wants his boys and girls also at home. Their

famihes mainly consist of young children, and even if their farms
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were m a condition to release their children from labour to obtain

an education, I scarcely know an individual, in the whole circle

of my extensive acquaintance, who could send his son from home
for an education.

" With wheat at 25 cents, corn at 10 cents, pork at 1 to 1? cents,

and fat chickens at 6h cents each, and little or no cash at these

prices ; what can the present generation do for education, or even

to pay for books if carried to their very door ? The question then

comes home to our own hearts, what shall be done ? Shall the

generation of children, on the formation of whose character depend

the mortal and eternal interests and destinies of millions of human
beings, be left to form that character, without the blessed influence

which Sunday-school books, and Sunday-school instruction, and

tracts, and the holy influence of missionary visits, are, by God's

blessing, calculated to diffuse ?

•' Oh that I had the capacity so to present this subject to your mind,

that, through the influence which a kind God has given to your So-

ciety, you might call to your aid the stewards of His bounty, and

deeply realizing the importance of the work, come up to it most

heartily, and in the love and fear of God ; and myriads yet unborn

will have reason to bless the institution of Sabbath-schools ; the yet

hardly-explored West will teem w^ith a population w^ho love the

Sabbaths of the Lord their God, and the desert and the waste land

v/ill blossom as the rose."

We may remark, in passing, that by the liberality of a

Sunday-school missionary association, and two or three be-

nevolent friends in New York,we shall probably be enabled

to furnish the writer of this letter with a wagon and a sup^

ply of books, by means of which a portion of this desti-

tute district may be blest with schools and libraries.

From another section, w^e have the following petition :

*' We are in the midst of a population of 700 souls, and gene-

rally a very wicked population. We have a little church of about

twenty-five members, and an eminently pious young man, with a

wife and three children, who preaches regularly in a small room,

in which he teaches school during the week for a subsistence. Our

church and church-going people are poor, but highly respectable

;

not only unable to do any thing towards building a church, but could

not possibly raise even one hundred dollars to sustain the preaching
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of the gospel. We could, with the aid of from one thousand

dollars to fifteen hundred, build a neat little church ; and it would

so joy our hearts to see it rise ! Now we know and feel that it is a

i^reat matter, and one in which we have little hope of succeeding

;

but we also know that He who was able of stones to raise up chil-

dren unto Abraham, if it is His pleasure to bring it about, will put

It into the hearts of one or more of his stewards, and it will rise ;

and through whose instrumentality more probably than yours ? We
know your influence is great, and if you undertake this great mat-

ter, it will be done.

" We have within one and a half mile of us a settled Roman
priest, who preaches in a fine brick church, recently erected by a

wealthy Romanist, being the only decent place of Avorship in the

county, and it is much frequented. Comment on this state of things

is surely unnecessary. ^ We shall be very grateful, I assure you,

for a gift of Sabbath-school books, tracts, &c.; in a ^vord, anything

that speaks of the 'bread of life.' The smallest token of friend-

ship, even the humblest tract, will be most thankfully accepted."

And a most faithful, laborious and enduring minister

of the gospel in Illinois long since appealed to us in vain,

in the following terms :

—

" We need help, and a depository of 109 or 200 dollars w^ould

be very useful here ; and a brother who called this evening, says

he would be responsible that the money should be refunded after

awhile, when the books are sold. There are little schools about,

that would raise ten dollars. If some of your benevolent folk would

retrench expenses, in order to help us in these matters, it would be

no more than is done among ourselves.*'

It is important that it should be understood in this con-

nection, that these petitioners for help are not backward to

make exertions for their own relief. Many of the applica-

tions which come before your Board from w^eek to week,

are in tenor and spirit like the following :

—

"Times are very hard with us, money scarce, and exchange
high ; therefore we find it difficult to raise money enough at pre-

sent to pay for such a library as our school needs ; but we feel

constrained to make our wants and situation known, hoping they

5
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may soon be supplied, lest our children perish for lack of know-

ledge.

**We can send you ten dollars, which is all the money we can

raise at present ; but if you will be good enough to send us thirty

or forty dollars' worth of books, we promise that we will do our

best to pay for them in the course of this winter or the ensuing

spring, which we have no doubt we can do."

An applicant from Wisconsin says :

—

"By reason of the scarcity of money, we are able to send but

the small sum of two dollars, which we hope to increase hereafter,

and more fully to compensate whatever your generosity and ability

may enable you to contribute to our increasing wants. It is our

opinion, that nothing at present is wanting so much as an increase

of the library, to render the Sabbath-school here the most productive

means of winning souls to Christ, who may grow up in love with

the institution, and in their turn support the cause, in place of

those who are now in the field."

A friend in Illinois encloses an interesting report of the

condition of the schools in his vicinity, drawn up by two

long-tried and able advocates and promoters of the insti-

tution, and adds :

—

*' Our schools have no libraries, and we hardly think it possible

to raise funds within the neighbourhoods where they are located,

to purchase them ; something might be raised in some of them, but

in a majority nothing at all at present. In but few of the neigh-

bourhoods have Sabbath-schools ever been established before. We
are all very anxious to have a small library in each school, and

could we raise the money for that purpose within ourselves, we
would cheerfully do so, but this is impossible. We trust you will

consider our case, and should you decide favourably, we are ready

to take upon us (as a society) to see that each library is properly

applied and carefully preserved."

One of our most devoted missionaries proposes to re-

linquish a portion of his small salary, to enable us to

employ another labourer in a field adjoining his own.

With a spirit which, if universally prevalent, would soon

change the moral aspect of our race, he says :

—

"I am nearly out of debt ; my wants are few and easily supplied,
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SO that I will cheerfully reduce my salary, that more help may be

obtained to do good, to promote the cause of sound learning and

evangelical truth."

We need scarcely add, as another proof that such an

effort as we propofee is demanded, that such aid as we

have been enabled to afford has been acknowledged with

the most grateful emotions. A large file of letters might

be produced here, of which the following may be re-

garded as a fair sample :

—

" I wish I had power to convey to you the pleasure it gave me,

and many of our brethren and sisters of the church here, to see

your books come to hand. I wish I could convey to you my con-

viction of the absolute necessity of good Sunday-school libraries.

I look upon the library as essential to the continuance of the sys-

tem of Sunday-school instruction in this country ; for there are so

few persons who are willing to become teachers that are qualified,

that it is utterly impossible to keep up the interest, in perhaps the

most of the schools, for any length of time, without a library of

books ; and apart from good done to children and youth, you can

hardly imagine how they create a taste for reading, and instruct

and improve the church members, in this destitute land. God, no

doubt, designed the family relation to be the place where, early in

life, the truths of salvation should be instilled ; but where this

is almost entirely neglected, even among God's people, how shall

that object be attained so well, or at all, unless it be through the

Sunday-school and the library."

A clergyman residing at Knoxville, (Illinois,) in ac-

knowledging a donation, says :

—

'* Once a month, on the Sabbath preceding the monthly concert

of prayer for Sabbath-schools, I pre^ch to the children. They re-

gard it as their own meeting, and the sermon as intended specially

for them. This is our best attended meeting, and to myself, and I

think to others also, the most interesting and pleasant. I hope by

thus giving the Sabbath-school a prominent place in my efforts, not

only to interest, instruct and lead the children to the Saviour, but

also to elevate this important institution in the regards of the church

and community. Our school is well provided with books from the

press of the American Sunday-school Union, and could the be-
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nevolent individuals, who furnished the means to purchase this

library, witness the interest taken in these books by our children,

they would feel well rewarded."

III. Our third position is, that the proposed effort

should be entered upon with the least possible delay.

It is admitted even by infidels and scoffers that the in-

fluence of Christianity is conducive to subordination and

peace, contentment and good fellowship among men ; and

that its principles, when fairly established in the mind, are

of incomparable strength. It is, however, as unsafe as it

is unphilosophical, to postpone the inculcation of these

principles till the occasion for their controlling influence

arises. It must be implanted in the calm and sunny days

of childhood, and nourished and strengthened, all along,

by parental influence at home, aided by the exercises of

the Sunday-school, the examples and instructions of the

daily school, and the tender care and watchful oversight

of the church and its ministry. And with all these labours

and precautions there will be found no superfluous energy

to resist the wiles of the adversary and to maintain the

liberty with which Christ makes free. How is it with the

consecration of the Sabbath, for example? When we

remonstrate with men who occupy eminent stations of

power and influence, or those whose habits and interests

are all accustomed to, and involved in, the violation of

that holy day, we do it under great disadvantages.

But, had love and respect and reverence for the Sabbath

been cultivated in their childhood, it would have been

almost as diflicult for them to engage in worldly occupa-

tions or vain amusements on that day, as it is for him, who
has lived from childhood in the reckless desecration of it,

to begin now to observe it as holy of the Lord and ho-

nourable. So with the Bible, so with the means of grace

and so with all the institutions of religion.
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Whatever, therefore, may be said of other instruments

of good to man, (not of divine appointment,) the Sunday-

school, FROM THE PRIORITY OF ITS INFLUENCE, if nothing

else, is the surest agency for forming a desirable basis of

character, individual and national.

But, apart from the uniform and acknowledged tendency

of early religious instruction as a motive to prompt and

vigorous efforts for the increase of Sunday-schools, there

are constraining obligations of a more active and positive

character.

The general precept, of divine authority, to do with our

might whatsoever our hand findeth to do, which should

govern all our duties and all our designs of good to others,

is especially applicable to this subject, inasmuch as the

opportunity to receive the good is as fleeting as the oppor-

tunity to bestow it. The generations of a Sunday-school

succeed each other in less, probably, than three years.

In other words, Sunday-school instruction, in our coun-

try, is generally enjoyed for less than an average period

of three years by those who attend upon it with commend-

able regularity. The peculiar condition of Western so-

ciety, and the local difficulties attending every institution

of the kind, greatly abridge even this brief period with

them. It is true that the revivals of religion at the W^est

have embraced a large share of children and youth, and

reasons for this will occur to any reflecting mind. They
constitute the most impressible and unoccupied class.

Their minds are not so much harassed with worldly cares

and anxieties ; and though error exists in its boldest and

rankest forms, there is more freedom in combating it, and

less fear of seeming odd, by being just what one pleases

to be, religious or irreligious.

But is it not equally obvious that young Christians, in

such a state of society, must be very much exposed to

D
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snares and temptations ? The want of pastoral instruc*

tion, the fluctuation of social and domestic circumstances,

the absence of settled habits, (which of itself occasions an

almost unavoidable dissipation of the mind,) these and

many other causes are found to operate prejudicially upon

the character and progress of youthful piety. And may
we not hence urge the value of good reading books to

put into the hands of such youth, to supply the place of

pastoral and parental instruction? What opportunity

shall we have, like the present, to scatter the seeds of

divine truth upon the Western soil ?

There is nothing inflated or extravagant in the asser-

tion that twenty thousand dollars' worth of good reading

will do more for the West, in the year 1813, than t^vice

or thrice that sum, if its expenditure is delayed ten—per-

haps we may better say five—years. Some timid, or covet-

ous, or unthinking man may say that this is all vain spe-

culation, and that any society that wants money cay find

very plausible reasons why they should have it. W^e,

therefore, introduce a passage or two from a mass of facts

on this point, which may be found in the periodical pub-

lications of the Society. A distributer of Bibles in Wis-

consin says

—

" In my visiting^ from family to family, and from neighbourhood

to village, I hare felt more than ever the value of Sabbath-school

instruction, and the pressing necessity that something should he

done in this Territory, in the way of calling up the attention of the

community to this subject.

"The object of my writing to you at this time is, to inquire of

you if the peculiar wants of this Territory cannot be brought before

your Society, and something done in the way of establishing schools

and supplying them in part with a library. From the information

1 have on this subject, I am honest in the opinion that great good

can he effected for the rising generation of this Territory, through

the labours of a faithful agent, for a year, in visiting the destitute

neighbourhoods, in aiding in the commencing of a school, and sti-
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mulating them, by presentingf them with a library in part, the agent

having* the books at his command. I am fully satisfied that $250

worth of your books, placed in the hands of a good agent, at this

time, would be of more lasting good than $000 worth sent on as

they may be called for. For, when you talk to those who are most

in need of Sabbath-schools, and tell them they can have a small

library, if they will start a school, it is more than they can compre-

hend ;—and to send to New York or Philadelphia, it will be so

long before they can get them, they abandon the enterprise. Now,
here is Avanted the agent ; and his labours, if blessed of God, will

be a greater blessing to this people than the labours of two mis-

sionaries preaching the gospel of Christ;—for we are made up of

all the ends of the earth, and their peculiar prejudices are such,

that you cannot reach them through the preaching of the gospel."

Another says

—

" O, if our eastern churches could but realize our wants, and the

importance of having the gospel standard now erected, and the

' foundations of many generations' now laid, how much good, with

small donations, they might do us in our struggling necessities !

Our brethren at the East must help us to raise up bulwarks against

the enemy when he comes in like a flood, or we may yet be swal-

lowed up alive."

We might add, that the reflex mfluence of a good Sun-

day-school on the church that sustains it, should secure

for our object the most cordial sympathy and liberal aid

of the friends of Home Missions, Tract efforts, and Bible

circulation. '' I wish I had time," says one of our West-

ern correspondents, " to go with you over this land, and

point out the marked difference between the churches

where there is a good Sunday-school, well watched over

and cherished, and those where it is otherwise." This is

not exclusively a Western phenomenon. Some of us can

iind similar contrasts without crossing rivers or mountains.

IV. The last point we proposed to establish is, that

such an institution as the American Sunday-school Union

is indispensable to the supply of such necessities as we
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have described. On this topic also, we must restrict

ourselves to a very brief array of testimony.

The religious character and social habits of the popula-

tion of many sections of the West, are incredibly diversi-

fied. A church in Illinois, for example, which contains

not more than twenty members, has one or more persons

from eight different States ; and in one family of three

individuals, one is from Ohio, the second is from Penn-

sylvania, and the third from Illinois. In a town of the

same State, consisting of 800 souls, men, women and

children, there are eight denominations, four of whom
have places of public worship. A system of instruction

and a library of books must be adapted to these peculiar

circumstances, or its usefulness will be greatly circum-

scribed. Our question-books, libraries, &c., are in a

good degree so adapted, and none others, within our

knowledge, are.

" This vicinity," says one, who had received a donation

of books for a school in the extreme West, '' has a mixed

population from various parts of the country, and most

of the religious denominations prevail among them. But

this library appears, so far, to promise the concurrence of

all in the investigations of the Bible, and I trust the

library will be useful here in no small degree."

A friend residing in one of the shire towns of Alabama

says :

—

<' The Sunday-school of this place was formed in July of last

year, and has been in operation ever since that time. The average

number of children attending- has been about thirty-five ; which

number, it is thought, can be readily increased to fifty. It is a

Union school, being formed and patronised by all the religious

denominations of the place, viz., Methodists, Baptists, Episcopa-

lians and Presbyterians. From the first, it has been without a

library of any sort, and has greatly needed one. It is held every

Sabbath in the only church of the place, which was built a few
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years ago, and is used by all the above-named denominations in

rotation.

" We are surrounded by a rich and populous country, and

having a steamboat communication with Mobile at all seasons, a

Sunday-school and good library in this place must exert a salutary

and extensive influence on the region around, and may become the

nucleus of many others. As yet but few books of the American

Sunday-school Union lia^e found their way to this part of the

country. We desire, therefore, to have a full set at the beginning,

if you can furnish them."

An applicant for books residing on the banks of the

Illinois river, says :

—

" We have recently organized a church, under favourable pros-

pects. The Methodist and Baptist brethren will unite with the

Presbyterians in a Sabbath-school ; and perhaps we might, in the

course of the summer, raise something for books. Here are about

800 children who ought to attend Sabbath-school ; making, in both

places, about 500."

.Would a denominational society command like confi-

dence from such schools as we have described ?

A citizen of Missouri, in acknowledging the receipt of

a donation, says :

—

*' We feel a deep sense of your Christian kindness, and some

faint appreciation, I trust, of the importance of the work in Avhich

you are engaged,—as one of the great means for promoting the

cause of Christ ; indeed, if I may be allowed to express my own
feelings, I would say, generations yet unborn will rise up and

call you blessed. I will not, I wish not to draw any comparison

of the relative importance of the different benevolent societies of

the present day. I bless God for them all. I feel that we need

them all; but this much I may be allowed to say, I do not see ho\y

we in the West would get along, without precisely that kind of aid

which your Society renders.

" How could we (otherwise) obtain a sanctified literature, to meet

the wants of the immense multitude who are now rising up to fill

this broad land ; and where good literary and moral advantages

are not within the reach of a vast proportion of the population?"

6 D 2
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It is unnecessary to extend these extracts. Your Board

cheerfully submit to the Society and its friends, that we
have fully established the positions we took. We have

shown that the proposed measure is feasible—that it is

demanded—that it should be undertaken w^ithout delay,

and that our Society is most happily organized to attempt

it, with every prospect of success.

,

The question is therefore proposed to you, and through

you to the churches and our benevolent citizens gene-

rally, w^hether it shall be done. If there is something

else to do at home or abroad, more imperatively demanded

—more practicable, or more likely to suffer from delay,

let that be done rather than this. The point of view in

which the subject presents itself to us, however, leaves no

room for doubt, that whatever other good thing is left

undone, the children and youth of our Western world

should have Sunday-schools and libraries, as soon as it is

possible to furnish them.

To secure the means of carrying out what we persuade

ourselves will be the earnest and united desire of the So-

ciety and its friends, we must have secured to us the con-

tribution of, AT LEAST, §20,000. We might say $40,000

or 860,000 for effect, and with the expectation of obtain-

ing -but half, or one-third of the sum. But we come to

you ill soberness and truth, as the trustees or directors

of a great project of moral improvement, and propose to

undertake a section of the worh. We have made our esti-

mates of the cost with care, after diligent inquiry and on

the best authority. The project cannot be carried for-

ward, with any advantage or prospect of success, but with

reasonable assurance of the sum we have named. Shall

we spread our wants before the churches in a glowing

circular? This has been tried by others, for similar

objects, within the last year or two, and signally failed.
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Shall we rely on voluntary and unsolicited contributions?

Who trusts to them even to repair the desolation of fires

or earthquakes ? Shall we employ our usual agency ? It

is the prevailing mode of application to the churches, and

is adopted by most of the societies who depend, like us,

on periodical collections for the means of doing good.

If suitable persons are employed, and the object is pro-

perly presented, may we not presume that the fruits of

the agency will bear a just proportion to its cost ? If our

suit is denied, or treated with indifference, shall we
abandon the effort ? Shall we not rather urge it with

more earnestness, and still more, till, by our very impor-

tunity, ^ve weary men into some just appreciation of our

object ?
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RECEIPTS

Of the American Sunday-school Union, from March 1, 1842, to

March 1, 1843.

To Cash on hand, March 1, 1842 $206 00

Cash in Treasur>' 73 66 279 66

Amount received at the Philadelphia depository and

branches, and from agents for sales of books, &c.,

and in payment of debts 46,670 65

Donations for General Fund 6,782 78

Donations for Valley Fund 4,915 87

Donations for Southern Fund 451 91

Donations for Foreign Fund 160 50—12,311 06

$59,261 37
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EXPENDITURES
Of the American Sunday-school Union j from March 1, 1842, to

March 1, 1843.

By Gkweral Fuitd : salaries and expenses of missiona-

ries and agents, clerk-hire, &c $3,616 05

Philadelphia Sunday-school Union 1,400 00
Donations to Sunday-schools of books 862 73

Discounts on uncurre»t money, rents, postage, &c. .

.

443 90— 6,322 68

Valiet Fuxd: salaries and expenses of missionaries
'

and agents, clerk-hire, &c 2,353 97
Donations to Sunday-schools of libraries and books. 2,417 54
Postage, freight, discount on uncurrent money, &c..

.

77 60— 4,849 1

1

Southern Fuxd: salaries and expenses of missionaries

and agents, clerk-hire, &c 313 35
Donations to Sunday-schools 538 06
Postage and discount on uncurrent money 23 61 — 875 02

FoREiGx Fuxd: for books given to foreign missionary
stations 832 72

Freight 106— 833 78

Salaries of secretaries, editor, superintendent of book-
store, book-keeper, salesman, clerks, and labourers 6,299 47

Loans paidoflf 4,100 00
Interest on loans, exchange, discount on uncurrent
money,&c 2,172 24

Miscellaneous books 2,286 43
Binding 14,389 18

Printing 4,918 88
Colouring 177 34
Stereotyping 1,618 82
Paper 5,806 62
Lithographic printing 804 70
Copperplate printing 272 25
Wood engraving 460 45
Steel and copperplates 164 00
Brass stamps 49 30
Maps 201 49
Straps, boxes, and library cases 374 85
Cop}Tights , 274 62
Newspapers and advertising 116 00
Ruling blank books and stationery 34 37
Duties and Custom-house charges 155 90
Freight and porterage 185 11

Postage 284 92
Insurance 366 25
Taxes, $332 50'; water rent, §21 00 353 50
Alterations and repairs 76 15
Painting and glazing 31 54
Twine, nails, and tools 32 02
Fuelandlight 202 02
Furniture ' 38 03
Stoves, heater, &c 29 16

Whitewashing, cleaning, brooms, brushes, marking
ink, and incidental expenses 22 46—46,298 07

Balance on hand 46 00
In Treasury 36 71— 82 71

$59,261 3?
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CONSTITUTION.

Aht. I. This Society shall be known by the name of the " AHimiCAJf Sdjtdat

6CHOOL UxioN."—Its objects are, to concentrate the efforts of Sabbath-school Soci

eties in the different sections of our country—to strengthen the hands of the friend»

of religious instruction on the Lord's-day—to disseminate useful information—cir-

tulate moral and rehgious publications in every part of the land—and to endeavour

o plant a Sunday-school wherever there is a population.

Art II. Each subscriber of three dollars annually shall be a member. Each sub-

Bcriber paying thirty dollars at one time shall be a member for life. Sunday-school

Societies or Unions sending a copy of their constitution, list of their officers, and an

annual report, shall be auxiliary, and be entitled to purchase books at the reduced

prices.

Art. III. The affairs and funds of this Society shall be under the direction of a

Board, consisting of a President, Vice-presidents, a Corresponding Secretary, Re-

cording Secretary, Treasurer, and thirty-six Managers, twenty-four of whom shall

reside in the city of Philadelphia or its vicinity. The Managers shall be divided

jito three classes, whose terms of ser\'ice shall be respectively, one, two, and three

years ; but they may be re-elected.

Art, IV. The Officers and Managers shall be laymen, and shall be elected by

ballot.

Art. V. The Managers shall annually elect all officers of the Society, fill vacancies

in their own body, make their own by-laws, publish such books, periodical works,

and tracts, as they may deem expedient ; and may adopt such other measures as

may, in their opinion, promote the objects of the Association. Seven Managers

shall constitute a quorum.

Art VI. The annual meetings of the Society shall be held at Philadelphia, on the

first Tuesday after the 20th of May, when the proceedings of the past year shall be

reported, the accounts presented, and the Managers chosen. Fifteen members shall

constitute a quorum. If a quorum does not appear on the day of the annual meet-

ing, the election of Managers shall take place at the next meeting whenever a quo-

rtim appears, and the Managers of the Society shall remain in office until a new

election takes place.

Art. VII. Special meetings of the Society shall be called by the President, or in

his absence, by either of the Vice-presidents, at the written request of six Mana-

gers ; of which meeting three days' public notice shall be given.

Art. Vin. Officers of Sunday-school Unions auxiliary to this Society, and clergy-

men whose schools are attached to it, shall have the privilege of attending the stated

meetings of the Board of Managers.

Art IX. No alteration in this constitution shall take place, unless the same shall

be proposed, in writing, to the Board of Managers at least three months previous to

its adoption, and be approved by two-thirds of the members present, at a meeting

July notified,
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ANNIVERSARY SERVICES.

The annual sermon was preached on Wednesday evening, May 20,

at the Spruce Street Baptist Church, by the Rev. William R. Wil-

LLA.MS, D. D., of New York. The subject was the right of children

to the Bible, 2 Timothy iii. 15. It was a highly appropriate and

instructive discourse, and will be added to our valuable list of annual

sermons, either or all of which we should be glad to supply to the

friends and patrons of the Society.

The services of the Twentieth Anniversary of the American Sun-

day-school Union were attended at the usual place on Tuesday, the

21st of May.

Alexander Henry, Esq., the President of the Society, m the

chair.

A choir of children and youth, under the direction of Mr. Ash-

mead, of the Union (Methodist) Church, sang, in a very tasteful and

effective manner, the following hymn:

—

Father of all, we now would raise

Our hearts to thee in vocal praise

:

O ! from thy holy throne above.

Fill, fill our hearts with sacred love.

We praise thee for this UNION, Lord,

And that we meet with one accord

;

O may the bond of Union be

Faith in thy Son, and love to thee.

We praise thee that thou hast inclined

Our hearts to teach the youthful mind

;

And that our labours thou dost bless.

And crown them oft with great success.



What can we render unto thee

For all thy mercies rich and free ?

Our hearts—O take them, make them onCf

Thy mercy, grace, and love to own.

And, one in love, and hope, and aim.

One glorious truth may all proclaim,

That Jesus Christ his life did give,

That all who look to him might live.

Father of all, accept the praise

Which we have feehly tried to raise,

And in thy mercy now impart

The Holy Spirit to each heart.

The divine blessing upon the occasion was then implored by the

Rev. Mr. Vanarsdale, of the Reformed Dutch Church.

An abstract of the Annual Report of the Board of Managers was

Wien read to the Society by one of the secretaries, who also submitted

several letters and other documents of interest connected with the

operations of the year.

Whereupon, on motion of Rev. T. M. Clarke, of the Protestant

Episcopal Church, seconded by the Rev. Mr. Neile, of the Me-

thodist Episcopal Church, it was ordered that the report be printed

and circulated ufider the direction of the Managers.

At this stage of the proceedings the following hymn was sung :

—

Thou, God, hast deck'd this earth with flowers

Of varied form and hue ;

Yet each receives from heaven its showers,

And each the morning dew.

So we, though varying in our mode
Of worship here below,

Alike receive thy grace, O God,

In streams which freely flow.

0, let us then united be

To serve the Lord on high,

To teach our youthful charge to flee

To Christ beyond the sky.



And, having on us heavenly grace

In rich abundance shed,

We shall, through this earth's pilgrimage,

By God's^ own hand be led.

A resolution was then offered by the Rev. Robert Turnbull, of

the Baptist Church, Boston,

" That the spirit of Christianity, embodied in the Sabbath-school

system, is destined, under God, to produce the most extensive and

beneficent results, in this country, and throughout the world."

Which was seconded by the Rev. Mr. Hogarth, of the Presbyterian

Church, Wilmington, (Del.) and passed.

These gentlemen severally and eloquently addressed the assembly

in support of the resolutions.

The Rev. Dr. Tyng, of the Protestant Episcopal Church, then

made a very earn-est and emphatic appeal to the friends of the

Society, to enter with new zeal into its support ; and expressed his

high admiration of the principles of the Society, and his confidence

in the wisdom and efficiency of its operations.

It would give us unfeigned pleasure to present to the reader the

seasonable and highly acceptable remarks of Dr. Tyng. As a

voluntary testimony to the value of the institution, and an enforce-

ment of its claims upon Christians and benevolent men of all classes

and orders, it was all the friends of the Society could wish. The

addresses of the reverend gentlemen who preceded Dr. T. illustrated

in a highly appropriate and effective manner some of the great prin-

ciples of the Sunday-school system, and we regret that we have not

the means of preserving them for the benefit of our readers.

The doxology having been sung by the congregation, the bene-

diction was pronounced by the Rev. Mr. Barnes, of the Presbyterian

Church, and the assembly retired.

The annual election of twelve Managers closed the interesting

services of the occasion.
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INTERESTING FACTS.

Among the documents presented to the notice of the Society on

the occasion of the anniversary, was a letter from a gentleman in a

very remote county of the state of Maine. The following para

graph embraces the facts of the case :

—

" There are in the county something more than 10,000 youth and

children, who might, w^ith suitable efforts, be gathered into Sabbath-

schools ; and only about 2,000, or 3,000 at most, that do attend.

One reason of this is, the destitute condition of the stated ministry

in three-fourths of the towns in this county. In some of these

towns there are small churches established, but they are at present

very feeble ; in others there are no churches established, and what

they need is either a stated ministry or the influence which Sabbath-

schools are calculated to exert in promoting their spiritual good.

The former they cannot obtain ; the latter they will welcome."

A gentleman in advanced life, traversing the county to collect his

^ents, w'as struck with the great number of children and youth who
were destitute of religious instruction, and appropriated $500 to the

purchase of Hbraries of our books for their supply, and selected

them because, being prepared on the union principle, they are

adapted to the wants of all evangelical communities. The Board

of Managers of the American Sunday-school Union granted $100 in

addition, and there is reason to believe that a similar effort of bene-

volence will soon be made by the same gentleman for an adjoining

county, equally destitute.

GRATITUDE FOR SUNDAY-SCHOOL PRIVILEGES.

A teacher residing in a distant city enclosed to the Society the

sum of $100, and expressed the most grateful sense of the benefits

he derived from a Sunday-school some fifteen years ago, where he

received the impressions and indulged the hopes with which he

connects his present peace and his expectation of glory and blessed

ness beyond the grave.

6



The following is an extract from the letter addressed to Herman
Cope, Esq., Treasurer of the Society:

—

"The love of Christ, I trust, constrains mc to do all I reasonably

can to advance the Sunday-school cause, and to assist in extending-

its blessings through the length and breadth of the land. O, blessed

institution ! Language cannot express the benefit I derived from it.

Surely it becomes me to render to God a thank-offering, and I cheer-

fully enclose you one hundred dollars, to aid in establishing Sunday-

schools in destitute places, in order that the same advantages I

enjoyed may be placed within the reach of others. Yours affec-

tionately. A Teacher."

ANOTHER TRIBUTE.

Rev. Mr. Neile, in the course of his remarks, ascribed his

Christian character and hope to the Divine blessing upon his attend-

ance at one of the early Sunday-schools established by the American

Sunaav-scnooi Union, in the interior of Pennsylvania.
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TWENTIETH REPORT.

It is now twenty years since the American Sunday-

school Union was instituted, and its tendencies have been

sufficiently developed to enable any intelligent inquirer to

determine to what degree of favour and support it is

entitled.

There are two things, one touching its origin and the

other its history, which it is well to keep in remembrance.

The first (touching its origin) is, that it was not prema-

ture. The Philadelphia Sunday and Adult School Union

had been successfully prosecuting its work, in a limited

sphere, for seven years. And at the anniversary of that

Society, in May, 1824, the following preamble and resolu-

tion were offered by Thomas Bradford, Esq., of Phila-

delphia, and being seconded by the Rev. Gardiner

Spring, D. D., of New York, passed :

'' Whereas the great and progressing increase of schools

throughout our country, exerting a powerful and most

beneficial influence over all classes of society, calls loudly

for union and organized action, and the prosperity of this

Society shows clearly the sufficiency of such union : and

whereas the constitution of the American Sunday-school

Union has been approved by the Sunday and Adult School

Union of Philadelphia, therefore,

" Resolved, That the Constitution of the American
Sunday-school Union be adopted."

The objects of the association were set forth in that con-

stitution, viz.; to concentrate the efforts of Sabbath-school

societies in the different sections of our country—to

11
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strengthen the hands of the friends of religious instruc-

tion on the Lord's-day—to disseminate useful information

—circulate moral and religious publications in every part

of the land, and to endeavour to plant a Sunday-school

wherever there is a population.

The second thing to be kept in remembrance in the his-

tory of our Society, is that it has been true to its original

purpose. We have never been diverted from it, nor have

we ever connected with it any other, or farther design.

The importance of the simple object first proposed was

great ; and it has grown and extended so as to exceed im-

measurably the increase of the society's means. And
hence we have never been tempted, for the sake of occupy-

ing a wider field of usefulness, to enlarge the original de-

sign of the institution.^ Some time after the organization

of the American Sunday-school Union, the American

Tract Society, and the American Home Missionary So-

ciety were established, both in the city of New^ York, where

our elder sister, the American Bible Society, had already

settled. The American Board of Commissioners for Fo-

reign Missions had been long previously constituted, with

the seat of its operations at Boston. The location of our

Society was thought to be particularly favourable, inas-

much as Philadelphia offered peculiar facilities of inter-

course with those distant sections of the Union where its

influence was especially needed.

With the aid of an active agency at New York and an-

other at Boston, we are enabled to avail ourselves of the

most important channels of business, and to diffuse the

benevolence of the Society in all parts of our common
country. We are happy to say that both the agencies to

* We do not reg^ard the proposition to supply American Foreign

Missionary Societies with our books, or the means of translating them

as any exception to this remark.



which we have adverted, have been favoured with increas-

ing confidence and patronage during the past year.

Your Board feel grateful to a kind providence for en-

larging the Society's opportunities for doing good. The

value of religious and instructive books for children and

youth, which we have put in circulation the last year, is

S69,109. This exceeds the value of our last year's circu-

lation by the sum of SI 3,2 14. The average circulation of

the last five years, expressed in pecuniary value, has been

S64,676, and the average since we ceased to give credit,

has been B6l,527. It is not practicable to estimate, with

any certainty, the number of distinct works or pages which

have been thus distributed through the ranks of children

and youth, and among the families where they dwell, by

the agency of the American Sunday-school Union. Bat

when it is considered how large a number of these precious

tliou^'-h humble volumes are required to make the worth of

a dollar, a^^id how limited is the aid which we derive from

the established modes of conducting the book-business, we

may reasonably congratulate our friends on this gratifying

result, and trust to their continued and increasing liberality

to accomplish, under the Divine blessing, far greater things

in time to come.

The number of reading books published the last year is

twenty-five^ and of these eighteen are original. The whole

number of distinct publications issued during the year is

ninety-one. Of the reprints, one is worthy to be particu-

larly mentioned, as well for its intrinsic excellence as for

tlie interesting circumstances which attended its publica-

tion. It is a treatise on one of the cardinal doctrines of

our holy religion, viz., the nature and evidences of regene-

ration^ written by the Rev. George Redford, D. D., and

published by the London Religious Tract Society, under

the title of " The Great Changed The proof-sheets of

B
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this work were kindly forwarded to us by our friends in

London, and the work has been received with signal favour
in our own country. It is among the happiest evidences
of the practicability and advantages of Christian union, that

''The Way of Life," prepared for the American Sunday-
school Union, was adopted at once by the Religious Tract
Society of London, and that '' The'Oreat Change," pre-
pared for the Religious Trixct Society of London, was
adopted with equal promptness by the American Sunday-
school Union ; thus uniting by far the largest portion of
Protestant Christendom, in a common effort to propagate
the great doctrines of a common salvation in one and the

same language, and in a manner to which none can reason-
ably except.

The contributions of the Christian public to the great

objects of our society, (aside from the distribution of our
books by purchase,) have amounted during the last year to

gl4,343 29. Though this is quite an inconsiderible sum,

considering the wants which it is to supply, it exceeds the

like item of last year by the sum of S2,038.

We have employed five agents and eleven missionarits

during the year.*

We have the best evidence that the labours of these mis-

sionaries have been well directed, well received, and pro-

ductive of great good to the communities on which they

have been bestowed. The cause of the Redeemer has

been advanced, and multitudes of the ignorant and desti-

tute have tasted the good word of God.

These faithful brethren were commissioned and fitted

out agreeably to the plan set forth in our last report, which

we have abundant reason to believe is the best that can

* These eleven missionaries have been employed chiefly in Ohio,

Illinois, Missouri, Indiana, and the Territories of Wisconsin, and

Iowa.
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be devised in the present circumstances of the country, to

accomplish the end we have in view.

Of the manner in which their unostentatious but impor-

tant and efficient labours are rendered, some idea may be

formed from a few brief sketches gathered from their

periodical reports :

*' The result of my whole operations and experience, has but con-

firmed my mind in the immense importance of the work, and the

absolute impossibility of constituting Sunday-schools on any other

plan than that adopted by the Union. The Lord is wonderfully

blessing your labours. Feeble as are my abilities, I have no diffi-

culty in convincing- parents of the great importance of Sunday-

schools to their children. I find the true plan is, to go from house to

house : the hearts of parents are open at once to the facts in the pre-

mises, when we see them among their children, at their own homes.

Since writing to you, I have been on the constant move, from school

to school, and from house to house ; have, during the season, visited

rising 400 families ; and organized 5 and aided 3 Sunday-schools."

" I have a large school to constitute next Sabbath week. There is

no end to the usefulness and the labour yet to be accomplished. The

simple fact, that many schools have been already constituted, in lo-

calities where, perhaps, schools would not have been organized for

years, but upon the active application of the plan I have so long had

at heart, tells its own story : where they will not send to us for books,

we must carry them to their doors ; and where they cannot or will

not buy, we must give them and thank God for his condescension,

in causing us to be the very first to plant in hundreds of neighbour-

hoods Sunday-schools, in which missionaries and co-labourers, in the

great work of evangelizing the world shall receive the germ of a

pious education ; and shall we want for a few hundreds, nay thou-

sands, if necessary, for such a work ? No, we shall not. God will

give some of his children the ability, and direct to its application ;

we shall obtain the means, and the work will go on ;—it will be done."

"Every thing here is new and in a forming state. School privi-

leges are very meager. Without the Sabbath-school in many settle-

ments, the children grow up unable to read, and multitudes will know
little or nothing of the spirit or even of the theory of our holy

religion."
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' It must be borne in mind, that the Sunday-schools for which I

wish to procure libraries are really poor, unable to purchase for

themselves, and unless they can obtain them gratuitously or nearly

so, they must go without books ; and a Sunday-school without a

library cannot long be sustained ; but in a short time, for the want

of interest, will dwindle and die. Can you help us ? Oh! if Chris-

tians in the East could look at our children and youth in their igno-

rance profaning the Sabbath, without cultivation of mind, without

day-schools, without Sunday-schools, and without suitable books

—

Oh ! could they have a correct view of this subject in all its relations

and tendencies, they would feel deeply for us in the West, and your

treasury would be so replenished, that you could at any and at all

times assist and encourage those who are truly needy, and are crying

for the bread of life.

" I have made a missionary tour through six counties in Kentucky,

Indiana, and Illinois ; and never in the course of my life did I spend a

month so pleasantly, nor with the prospect of doing as much good. I

attended several camp-meetings, and at each of them I have frequently

addressed more than two thousand persons on the important subject of

Sunday-schools. I have found it an excellent plan to attend those large

meetings where so many people are brought together from different

" I am often obliged, when travelling from one settlement to another,

to direct my way by the sun or compass. In addition to this, the roads

are extremely bad a part of the year, so that travelling is very difficult,

and sometimes dangerous. Hence you perceive that prayer-meetings

and Sunday-schools are not easily sustained. Indeed, there are but

few neighbourhoods where it can be done with regularity. I am exert-

ing myself, however, and think I shall succeed in establishing several

schools at my stations, as soon as we can procure libraries. This is a

difficult undertaking here, as money is very scarce ; and if we had it,

there are but few suitable books to be obtained in this county. We
have collected about forty scholars in the Township church. The
school is waiting impatiently for the books. Sunday-schools are the

more necessary here, as we have but very few others, except in winter.

Our land being new, the settlers need the assistance of every woman
and child at present, in clearing and tilling the soil."

We have a worthy and laborious man employed in

Wisconsin Territory ;—we would have six, if we had the
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means to pay them. We put in his hands three hundred

dollars ^vorth of books, and told him to distribute them, in

the best way, for the Society and the schools. We will

concisely describe from his own journal, how and what he

does ; or rather, how and what the American Sunday-

school Union does through him.

As to the general influence which is exerted :

—

GRATITUDE.

*' All evangelical denominations in the territory unite in thanks to

the most high God, that he has placed means in the hands of your

Board of Managers, and a heart to engage in this good work in our

territory."

UNION BOOKS.

" Your hooks are just what they want in this territory ; for without

them, they cannot unite and sustain a school in our back settlements.

They will give a new impulse to the work."

NEW SPIRIT INFUSED.

" I find on conversing with ministers and laymen, they are ready to

acknowledge at once, that they have not felt the importance of the work,

but are now resolved to meet you, and do their part in labouring and

praying for the children and youth in our land. There are a number of

warm friends of the Union in this territory, but (for want of books to

keep up the necessary interest in the schools,) they have heretofore

failed in effecting much."

As to the mode of proceeding :

—

DETAILS OF LABOUR.

"Visited a school which was re-organized two years ago—40 or 50

scholars—sold them a hbrary for $15 26. Another school just orga-

nized, took $7 50 in books, and pay $5.

" Commenced an exploring tour—stopped first at a place where there

had been churches for two years—Baptist, Methodist, and Congrega-

tionalists—but there had never been a school in the place. After

conversation and discussion, they united in a union school, 30 scholars.

They have no stated preaching. They took a $15 library, for which

they pay $10.

" Six miles farther, in the woods,! found a school which was organized

in May last—20 scholars—no library, and no stated preaching. I

sold them books to the amount of $6 47, for which they pay $4 47

.

Only two professors of religion in the settlement."

3 B^
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" A few miles north-west, I found a school which was started last

spring, in consequence of my visit last winter. They have 12 scholars

—Methodist preaching once in two weeks. They took $5 worth of

books, and paid $2 50."

As to the results :

—

LIFE FROM THE DEAD.

" At the place where I spent the Sabbath, I found brethren of three

denominations—a very small school, in which Httle or no interest was

felt—no library, and not much heart to do any thing. I talked to them

in the afternoon, and they resolved to organize anew, a union school.

They then circulated a subscription paper, which soon had $7 upon it.

When I first opened the subject, they thought it was useless to attempt

to raise money for a library, for they had just done subscribing for the

preaching of the gospel, of which they had been for some time deprived.

But the Lord opened their hearts ;—I added $4 to their subscription,

making, in all, $11."

DOMESTIC SCHOOL.

" In fulfilling my appointments on the way, I called at a place

where a school was organized last winter in a private house. The
master of the house and his wife are the only teachers, and they have

an average of 23 scholars. His whole heart is in the work. I gave

him $2 worth of books.

" In another village, there is a Baptist meeting-house ;—they orga-

nized a union school, subscribing $7, to which I added $4.

" At a place west of the last, I organized a school of 20 or 30 scho-

lars. There is no church organized in the place. They took a library

of $8, for which they pay $4 ; and at the last place in my circuit, I

organized a union Sabbath-school, numbering at first from 20 to 30

pupils. They took a $30 library, and pay $20."

" I start out again on Thursday."

Now, the above is a plain, simple account of a few days

of Sundatj-school labour in the West. There is nothing

very grand or exciting about it, and but little to attract

public notice, but it is, nevertheless, an unutterably impor

tant work.

In looking back upon this journal of an humble Sunday-

school missionary, for a few days of his labour in a West-

ern wild, who is not struck with the value and necessity
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of this preparatory work? Who can fail to see, that on

the steps of such a man, hang imperishable destinies?

Who needs the excitement of wonderful stories, or moving

anecdotes, or passionate appeals, to prompt him to cherish

and sustain an enterprise which so clearly involves the

highest interests of coming generations?

The number of specific donations to needy Sunday-

schools made during the past year is 243 ; and their value

S2,350 :—a list of which, with the names of places, ap-

plicants, &c., has been published in the Sunday-school

Journal. These donations have been scattered over

twenty-three States and Territories, and have averaged a

fraction less than a SIO library to each school. The

amount actually distributed is ^4,742 13; but the reports

ill detail are not yet received. Some of the successful

applications have been from places beyond the limits of the

United States ; and we have many of this class still unan-

swered, to which we would joyfully respond, if our Chris-

tian brethren would put it in our power.

The number of schools aided by the above 243 dona-

tions of books (so far as reported) is 447, with 2,905

teachers, and 19,447 scholars. There may not be any

more appropriate place than this to present to the society

the testimony of two or three, out of many scores of

witnesses, to the utility and importance of these donations.

A friend of the society residing in Kentucky, under date

of April 13, 1844, encloses the following extract of a letter

received by him from a school in Lauderdale Co., Tennes-

see, and says

—

"Such testimony as the following^ to the value of books, and the

importance of the Union principle, in the establishment and support ov

Sabbath-schools in the West, might be multiplied indefinitely. It is

only needful that those engaged in the work should state the results

of their experience. The extract is as follows :

"
' The books last sent me have given such an impulse to our Sunday-
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school as to cause the number of scholars to increase beyond our

most sanguine expectations.

"
' Such has been the attraction as to induce children to cross wet and

muddy creek bottoms for four or five miles, and their attendance has

been regular and behaviour good. I still hear of others who intend

coming.
"

' The prospect of doing good is very cheering, if we can but get

books. If you have any thing in the way of donations to make to

feeble schools, I think that this school would more than pay it back

in a short time by the favourable influence that must go abroad from.

ir. Our school is conducted strictly on the Union plan—the only

way, I believe, a country school can prosper. We have had a num-

ber of schools started in this section of country, most of them have

used books of a denominational character, and most of them have

fallen through.

"The Sunday-school books which you sent to the school with

which I have the privilege of being connected, in August last, were

duly received. The donation w^hich your board was pleased to allow

us, was very thankfully received, both as furnishing an evidence of

the enlarged and liberal benevolence of the institution, and as a valu-

able auxiliary to our humble efforts to establish an efncient Sunday-

school.

"The effect of the books and tickets obtained from your depository

was to impart new energy and interest to our school, both among

teachers and taught ; and this was not merely a transient impulse,

which left our school to go down in the winter season, as had been

the case the year previous ; but, at the date I write, (February 12,

1S44,) we are still under way, with an encouraging prospect of in-

creased attendance after the inclemency and mud of winter shall

have passed.

" Not unfrequently the children apply for a book expressly for the

parent, by the father's or mother's request."

Another correspondent says

—

"I have easily found out places where there is a prospect of esta-

blishing Sunday-schools, and secured the co-operation of the minister,

or of some other influential individual in the neighbourhood. Let

me here state an encouraging fact : with every orthodox denomina-

tion, as well as with non-professing influential members of society

which I met, the Sunday-school cause is by far the most popular reli-

gious institution of the day. After addressing a very large audience
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in one county, I organized two Sunday-schools, one numbering 75,

and the other 45 scholars ; the people raised $8 for one, and $5 for

the other, to purchase books, on specified days. I promised to return

and open their schools when the hbraries should be procured. A
few days before we were to commence one of these schools, I sent

down the $8 worth of books. When I arrived there that Sunday

morning, the sight which I saw, and the reception which I met with,

shall never be forgotten. At a very early hour I found the little

church crowded not only with children, but also the parents, eagerly

reading ' the precious little books,' as they called them. When I

got in sight of the house, they rushed out to bid me welcome, some

crying out, 'Oh, we are so glad to see you, we were afraid you

"would not come so far, and we did not know how to begin.'

In Gallatin county, Illinois, I found several Sunday-schools in suc-

cessful operation, which I had organized five years ago when in that

comity. I was informed that several who had made a profession of reli-

gion, and united with the church, had traced their first impressions to

the Sunday-school ; and one little girl said, that the Bible-class that I

taught in * * * * in 1839, was the means, under God, of her conversion.

I was truly rejoiced at receiving the donation from the board,

for the third Sunday-school in Vandeburg county, Illinois; they

number 108 scholars ; neither of them could have been commenced

but for the donation. I met several settlements where they have no

day-school, nor did they ever expect to have one, and their children

growing up not knowing a letter. In conclusion, I would report fifteen

Sunday-schools, numbering seven hundred and twenty-eight scholars,

seventy-eight teachers, and libraries in all to the amount of two hun-

dred and fifty-eight dollars. More than sixty in the different schools

in the last twelve months have been brought into the visible kingdom

of the Redeemer. Truly God has done ' great things in our eyes, of

which we are glad.' * * *

Our scholars are most of them very fond of books, and it will not

be long before every volume of your liberal donation will have been

read through by numbers of them. The seed thus sown, though you

and I may not live to see the fruit, will certainly spring up and flourish

to the praise of the donors, yielding a rich and precious harvest. Many
hours of precious time will be spent in poring over these beautiful

volumes, and many more in rehearsing in the family circle, the inte-

resting facts and narratives they contain. Thus many will be kept

from desecrating the Sabbath and dishonouring God and their pa-
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rents, that otherwise would find no good employment on that holy-

day."

Incalculable and beyond enumeration are the benefits resulting

from a good, tvell-selected Sunday-school library, in our new settle-

ments at the West, where very few privileges of a religious or health-

ful literary character are enjoyed. Hence, an individual, church, or

Sunday-school that contributes a judiciously selected library to a

feeble, needy Sunday-school in our great Western valley, confers

upon it a highly appreciated gift, and one that gladdens many hearts.

In behalf of the scholars, teachers, and Bible-classes connected with

our school, then, I would say a thousand thanks to your committee

as the almoners of so valuable a collection of books; and may the

choicest of Heaven's blessings rest upon the Sunday-school that has

so liberally contributed to our necessities and edification in our pre-

sent circumstances."

"May the Lord bless you with ability to send streams of benefi-

cence into this desert, to the amount of eighty-five dollars. Recollect

that schools are not started yet, and in many of these places have

never been. If we wait to organize and then send to you, it will be

mid-summer before we get them ; and, in some places, schools cannot

be started without books. I will endeavour that you shall hear from

each of the schools to which you extend aid ; and may the blessing

of many ready to perish come upon you, and those whose almoners

you are."

" The district of country in which I live, is very destitute of Sun-

day-schools ; and where they are established, there is a great defi-

ciency as to suitable libraries. It is my impression, that more than a

hundred Sunday-schools could be successfully established within the

four adjoining counties, and that many schools now in operation

might be greatly promoted by the active efforts of tlie friends of Sun-

day-schools. I know that the object of your institution is to establish

Sunday-schools where there is a prospect of ultimate success. * * *

I deem it very important that suitable libraries be furnished for each

school, that is and may be established. In some of the districts

where Sunday-schools may be established, sufficient means can be

raised to procure a suitable library ; in other districts a part of the

means, and in others none at all. I would now inquire whether you

will assist, in part, in furnishing books for those districts that are un-

able or unwilling to furnish them fov ihemselves. Will you make a
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donation of five dollars' worth of books, provided that five can be ob-

tained fioiu another quarter for them?"

The circiiKition of our periodical publications has been

greatly increased the past year. The reduction of the

price of the Simday-scliool Journal to TWENTY-FIVE
CENTS per annum, (which was mentioned in our last

report as a contemplated measure,) has placed it within the

reach of every teacher ; and we are happy to find that so

many are disposed to avail themselves of it. The circula-

tion has increased from 1500 to 8,000 copies.

It may not have occurred to all our friends, for whose

special benefit this semi-monthly sheet is published, that it

furnishes them with an amount of reading which, in any

other form, would cost them at least four times as much as

the Sunday-school Journal.

On the 1st of January last, we reduced the price of the

Youth's Penny Gazette one-half. It is now sold, in quan-

tities of forty or more to one address, for TWELVE
AND A HALF CENTS per annum, or twenty-six num-

bers for less than half a cent each. The same amount of

reading that is thus afforded at twelve and a half cents,

y/ould cost, in book-form, at least ^mmfifty to seventyfive

cents. The cheapness of this mode of diffusing the know-

ledge of truth has quite surprised your Board, and leads

us to think that we have scarcely begun to understand the

capacity of the institution to do good and communicate.

The issuing of this little paper, and the favourable recep-

tion it found, at once in all quarters, soon led to the esta-

blishment of three or four others, by denominational socie-

ties, which we hope will still more enlarge the current of

good influences which is spreading itself among the chil-

dren and youth of the country.'*

* We are much gratified to observe the favourable regard which

has lately been shown by the managers of the New York Sunday-
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So great is the multiplication of the methods and ma-

nuals of Sunday-school instruction, and so J^iduous and

skilful are the efforts of their respective authors and publish-

ers to secure their adoption, that schools are often perplex-

ed with the difficulty of selection. It is highly gratifying

to us to know, that our series of '' Union Questions," in

twelve volumes, still maintain their place in the confidence

of the most experienced and intelligent teachers, whose

opinions are known to us. The groundless suggestion

which has sometimes been made, that our series of '' Ques-

tion Books" does not open to the teacher and the pupil

the whole counsel of God, is not entertained, except by

those who lack either time, inclination, or capacity, to

examine the subject. There is not a doctrine of the Chris-

tian faith, to which our Question Books do not lead the

mind with more or less frequency and directness ; and

hence, if any truth is suppressed, or feebly or partially pre-

sented, the sin is upon the teacher, and not upon the book.*"

school Union to the Sunday-school Journal and Youth's Penny Ga-

zette. If we secure the confidence of those who are so laboriously

engaged in the active duties of the institution, we may hope their

example and influence will draw towards us the like regard of all.

At a late meeting of the Board of INIanagers of the New York

Sunday-school Union, it was unanimously " Resolved^ That this

Board heartily recommend the Sunday-school Journal, published

under the direction of the American Sunday-school Union, to all

teachers and others engaged in imparting instruction in Sabbath-

schools, as well calculated to encourage and direct them in their

labours ; and, from its cheapness, being accessible to all, the Board

trusts that its circulation may be general amongst the conductors of

our schools. And they also cordially recommend the Youth's Penny

Grazette, published under the direction of the American Sunday-school

Union, for general circulation amongst the children of our schools.

By order of the Board, M. C. Morgan, Rec. Sec.'''

* So important, in our view, is this topic of our report that we feel

justified in throwing into the form of a note some suggestions which

t J



Notwithstanding the extraordinary prevalence of reli-

gious controversy at the present time, (indeed it may be but

a consequence of it,) we have never received more emphatic

were prepared for a different purpose, but which we are sure cannot

be too often or too earnestly commended to the consideration of teach-

ers. The great question is, What are the true design and use of

Cluestion books ?

We put questions usually for the purpose of raining informa-

tion. We wish to draw out the knowledge that another possesses,

and we frame our question as well as we can, to correspond with the

subject matter of the answer. I am travelling in a part of the

country with which I am unacquainted, and would be glad to know
if the road I am in is the most direct road to Uniontown. I meet a

stranger who may perhaps be able to inform me ; but how shall I

ask him in such a way as to obtain the precise information which I

need ? The ultimate question is,—Is this the direct road to Union-

town ? But, perhaps, the stranger may not know so much as I do

about the country, and therefore he may not knov.- whether tliis road

leads to Uniontown at all, nor indeed that there is any such place.

Or he may know that it is one of the roads leading thither, but not

whether it is the most direct road ; or he may know that though this

is the most direct road, yet that another, and a longer road, is more

quickly and easily travelled, because more level or in better repair.

I therefore ask him in the first place if he lives in the neighbour-

hood ? This question is evidently quite remote from the subject about

which I want information. It does not appear to the stranger, but

that I know all about the roads an«3. towns, and am inquiring for some

particular individual or family. If he replies that he is a total stran-

ger in those parts, that ends the matter. But if his reply is that he lives

in the neighbourhood, my next question may properly be—Are you

acquainted with the various roads to Uniontown ?—for though he may
have lived in the neighbourhood half a century, it may not have been

necessary for him to have gone to Uniontown, or to have inquired

about the roads. If his two answers together satisfy me that he lives

in the neighbourhood and is acquainted with the various roads, I am
then prepared to ask him the main question that interests me, and for

the asking of which the previous questions and answers have pre-

pared the way, viz.—Which is the direct road to Uniontown ? If his

reply is prompt and intelligent, I may proceed to ask him about the

4 C
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declarations of confidence in, and adherence to uniox

principles, than within the last twelve months. The formi-

dableness of the obstacles, which disunion and sectarian

particulars of the way, and whether he is acquainted in the, place,

and where I may find comfortable lodgings for th*j night, &c. &c.

We have used this familiar illustration for the purpose of correct-

ing what seems to be a very common misapprehension respecting

Q,uestion books. We wish to impress on the minds of teachers, that

question books are not designed to teach truth or convey knowledge

to the teacher or pupil ; but to aid the teacher in exercising the mind

of the pupil^ and in ascertaining the extent and availableness of his

knowledge. If the questions in such manuals are immediately fol-

lowed by the answers, the answers may indeed convey knowledge and

teach truth, but the questions themselves are like lamps with which

the teacher enters into the chambers of the pupil's mind and ex-

plores its passages and recesses, to ascertain what stores it has ac-

quired ; or like leading strings, by which the mind of the pupil is

aided in passing from one topic or idea to another.

We will illustrate this in reference to a question book, by citing

Vol. VIII. of our Union Questions, being the volume which embraces

the Epistle to the Galatians. And we have a good reason (though

not necessary to be stated) for taking Lesson XXIII.
, p. 75, chapter

vi., and verse 16. Suffice it to say, that in a criticism on this volume,

one of the questions which occurs on this verse is as follows : "What
rule is here meant ?" and this question is cited by the critic as an ex-

ample of trifling or irrelevancy. We think we can show that it does

not serve the purpose, and at the same time illustrate the true use of

such a manual. The verse is as follows :

—

" And as many as walk according to this rule, peace be on them,

and mercy, and upon the Israel of Grod." We shall only examine

the first clause of the lesson.

The first question asked is

—

" Who are spoken of here ?"

This question is evidently designed to fix the pupil's attention upon

the leading fact that a particular class of persons is referred to, upon

whom very peculiar and precious blessings are implored (or, we
might say pronounced) by the writer.

The question being printed in large type, indicates that the answer

is found in the language of the verse. Those who are spoken of.
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jealousy present to the propagation of the gospel by ordi-

nary methods, can scarcely be exaggerated. Very recent

and well considered computations show us, that there is at

then, are "as many as walk according to this rule." A very plain

answer, one would think.

The second question is

—

" What rule is meant ?"

This is printed in small type, to indicate that the answer is to be

obtained by reflection and examination, and if possible to be given

in the pupil's own words. To frame a proper answer requires much
thought. The preceding verse is referred to as containing the an-

swer; and it is as follows :

—

" For in Christ Jesus neither circumcision availeth any thing, nor

uncircumcision, but a new creature."

Now, the word rule does not occur here, nor is there any allusion

to any definite rule ; nor is it, indeed, easy to form from the language

of the writer, in words, a precise rule of conduct by which we are to

walk. We must now begin to study and examine and compare.

The teacher, therefore, takes his helps, if he needs them, or applies

his mind, in dependence on divine influence, to ascertain for himself

the true meaning and intent of the apostle's language. The pupil

also takes his two or three hours on Saturday evening or Sabbath

morning, or in some portion of the week, and (aided by his parents

or elder brothers and sisters) gives diligence to ascertain what rule

is meant in this connection.

The prevailing sentiment of the fifteenth verse, and indeed the

general tenor of the whole passage is, that regeneration (or a new
creation in the image of Christ, as evidence of faith in him) is the

great distinction between one man and another ; and to all men, Jews

and Gentiles, as many as walk with God, as new creatures in Christ,

glorying in his cross only, and crucified by it to the world, the apostle

desires that mercy and peace may abound.* The "rw/e" maybe
considered as signifying either more generally the whole word of

God, which is the complete and perfect rule of faith and life ; or that

doctrine of the gospel or way of justification and salvation by faith in

Christ, without the works of the law, represented under the figure of

a new creation, to which he had just referred.!

The rule or canon means what is laid down in the preceding

* Scott. t Henry.
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the present time in the Western Valley, at least one evan-

gelical minister to every thirteen hundred souls ! If this

is a just estimate, we might expect a much more general

verses, viz., that redemption is through the sacrifice of Christ, and

that circumcision and uncircumcision are equally unavailable, and

that none can be saved without being created anew. This is the

grand canon or rule in Christianity.*

This rule or canon may, therefore, mean either the doctrine of

justification by the righteousness of Christ, (the subject of this

epistle ; the truth the apostle had been explaining, vindicating, and

confirming ; and to depart from which is going out of the way of

truth ; and an abiding by it, is walking in it, and is a good rule and

standard by which to distinguish between truth %nd error, for what-

ever is contrary to that article of faith cannot be true ;) or else it may
be the rule delivered in the preceding verse, declaring circumcision

and uncircumcision to be of no avail in salvation, but a new creature

;

and to ivalk according to this ride is to renounce all trust in and de-

pendence upon any outward things ; to believe alone in Christ for

righteousness and life ; to live by faith upon him, and to walk in

newness of life under the influences of his Spirit and grace.

Here, then, we have a very plain answer to the main question,

What ride is meant? It is the rule implied in the preceding verse,

viz., the rule or law which is involved in and inseparable from, the

new creation ; or in a concise form, the rule of regeneration.

What that rule is, and what are the fruits of obedience to it, form

the subject of the next question in small print, and the answer is con-

tained in the passage of Ephesians, to which the pupil is referred,

and which describes more minutely the nature and results of this new

creation.

"For ye were sometimes darkness, but now are ye light in the

Lord,—walk as children of light. (For the fruit of the spirit is in all

goodness, and righteousness, and truth.) Proving w^hat is acceptable

unto the Lord. And have no fellowship with the unfruitful works

of darkness, but rather reprove them.

It is very plain, then, what the rule is, and how those walk

and live who conform to it. But still farther to illustrate and

enforce the truth thus drawn out, the pupil is referred to another

passage of the same epistle on which the volume is based, and

• Clarke.
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prevalence of religious habits and sentiments than we find

in these States ; and we must account for any disappoint-

ment of such expectations, from the fact, that but a small

proportion of the population avail themselves of the bene-

fits of the gospel ministry; and that few, if any communi-

ties, in the forming process, are so far of one mind as to be

willing to unite for such a purpose. Prejudices or predilec-

which of course has already been the subject of studious investiga-

tion.

"Knowing that a man is not justified by the works of the law, but

by the faith of Jesus Christ, even we have believed in Jesus Christ,

that we might be justified by the faith of Christ, and not by the works

of the law; for by the works of the law shall no flesh be justified."

We have now spread out before us the subject-matter of one main

and three subordinate questions of this lesson. This subject-matter

is supposed to be, (as it certainly ought to be,) in a good degree fami-

liar to the mind of the teacher, and, to some extent, to the mind of

the pupil. When they meet in the Sunday-school, the duty of the

teacher is to ascertain whether the pupil has a just apprehension of

the truths which are thus presented to the mind. And to do this,

sundry questions are asked, an answer to which will determine the

degree and accuracy of his knowledge. And we need not say, that

the common and approved system of teaching throughout the whole

circle of arts and sciences is in accordance with this plan.

The Union Questions are not designed (nor is any other question

book) to provide against the necessary results of ignorance, inatten-

tion and indifference. If a pupil has acquired no knowledge, it is

idle to put questions to draw out from the mind what is not there ;

but we submit to any intelligent Sunday-school teacher, whether the

questions we have copied, taken in connection with the tdxts to which

they relate, do not furnish abundant matter for the aaost direct and

pungent and impressive instruction of which the human mind is

capable ?

The substance of the instruction is, that those who walk in new-

ness of life, and depend not on works, but on the righteousness of the

Lord Jesus Christ for salvation, shall have peace and mercy. Is not

this religious instruction ? Is it not a doctrine which the Spirit of God
uses to convert and sanctify and save souls ? Let the reader judge.

c2
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tions of this kind are not easily relinquished, even when,

to retain them, involves the sacrifice of religious instruction

and associations altogether. And hence we argue, that if

we would reach the generation that succeeds, and inculcate

deeply on their minds the principles of our common faith,

it must be done in their childhood ; so that whatever par-

ticular system of belief they may embrace at maturity, they

shall have the incontrovertible truths of the gospel to guide

and govern them.

One of our missionaries, in visiting 423 families, found

2799 persons in all, and of these 1788, or nearly two-

thirds, were children. Of these families 287 were attached,

in various proportions, to some one or other of the evan-

gelical denominations, and of course held, in common, the

principal doctrines of the Protestant faith. It is evident,

we think, that a Sunday-school missionary from a Union

Society, with Union books, would have peculiar advantages

for beginning a good work in such a district of country,

with any prospect of success. If he can collect a quarter

or even a fifth of the 1788 children, and give them whole-

some instruction in the great doctrines which are held by

287 of the families, and send them home with Bibles and

Testaments and Hymn Books, and entertaining and in-

structive reading books, he will be very likely to secure an

amount of good not otherwise attainable.

A clergyman mentions the organization of a church in

Iowa Territory, consisting of seven members, who had

emigrated thither from four different States of the Union,

and belonged to five different Christian denominations ; and

he laments, " the difficulty of keeping together, and building

lip churches composed of such discordant materials." By
3Ueh representations, (from ministers of the gospel them-

selves,) we are prepared to receive with confidence the

general testimony of our Western friends, that " in their

1
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present condition, Sabbatli-schools, well conducted, on the

principles of our Union, afford the best, if not the only prac-

ticable means of bringing Bible truth to bear on the minds

and consciences of the children, as well as of many adults."

In consequence of an opinion advanced with considerable

boldness, and received by some persons with apparent fa-

vour : viz., that efforts to establish Sabbath-schools, unJess in

connection with the gospel ministry, must be abortive
;
your

board have instituted some inquiry respecting this point, the

result of which confirms us in our previous conviction, that

the Sunday-school, so far from being incapable of great

and permanent good without a previous church organiza-

tion and established ministry, is one of the most important

agencies that can be employed to prepare the way for their

introduction ; inasmuch, as in the absence of those institu-

tions, it is admirably adapted to train a community to reli-

gious habits and observances.

The details of information on this subject would unrea-

sonably encumber our report, we will therefore take the

opinion of a single individual,* long and well-known at the

East as well at the West, and it may be regarded as the

substance of the whole.

" The question is sometimes asked, and asked in a way and in a

tone discourag'ing- to Sunday-school efforts, 'whether Sabbath-schools

can be got up and can prosper, except in connection with a settled

ministry.' Or, in other words, shall we wait in any particular place

or neighbourhood, till we can obtain a settled minister before we

commence a Sabbath-school ? As I have resided now more than

seven years in this State, and have been deeply interested in Sabbath-

school instruction, having extended my acquaintance among ministers

and churches of all denominations ; having addressed during the last

season more than fifty Sabbath-schools, parents, teachers, and children,

besides many public meetings of ministers, in all which I have been

cordially received as a friend of the Bible, and advocate fo? Sabbath-

* John Adams, Esq., for many years the Principal of PhilEps's Aca-

demy, in Andover, (Mass.)
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schools upon the Union plan—surely, with this experience and means
of knowledge, I may be permitted to state a few facts in relation to

this whole subject.

" In Illinois there are some bright spots favoured with many privi-

leges, social, literary, and religious. In these, each denomination

has its own Sabbath-school. This is well. We would not disturb

this arrangement, especially where all meet in the ' Monthly Concert

for Sabbath-schools' in Christian fellowship. But these places are

comparatively few in a State almost as large as all New England.

The inhabitants are from all parts of Christendom, of all denomina-

tions, with their prepossessions and prejudices. Now this being the

case ^11 over the State, it is evident that there can be no Sabbath-

schools at all, except in those favoured spots, only on the ground of a

plan of 'Union.' I will state a particular case. In a place not fifty

miles from Jacksonville, there is a settlement of about eighteen or

twenty families, scattered along the edge of timber, contiguous to a

rich and beautiful prairie. All these settlements have been made in

the course of five or six years. Their houses are poor, made of logs,

their accommodations miserable, furniture scanty, but abundance of

food, for the soil is rich and wonderfully productive. They have no

school-house or meeting-house. They are destitute of books, cannot

read or write ; children growing up in ignorance, the Sabbath is pro-

faned ; they have no taste for reading ; mental cultivation is un-

known to them. Now, shall we wait till they become improved, till

they are inclined to settle a good minister? And then, of what de-

nomination must he be,? Before answering this question, we will call

at each house and inquire. Upon such visitation, we find three fami-

lies are Irish Catholics, no Bibles, inclined to believe whatever their

priests have told them ; and that their religion is the only true reli-

gion, and that all others are heretics. Two families are from Scot-

land, strong, unyielding Scotch Presbyterians ; some Baptists ; three

or four families from England, and holding the doctrines of the esta-

blishment. Other families are from Kentucky, Tennessee, and other

States, of various denominations, and some infidels or skeptics, who

are not for any kind of religion. I now ask the question again, *0f

what denomination must the minister be V Shall we wait till all are

agreed, till all can unite ? How long will it be, how many years

must pass away before such a union can take place ? How long

shall we wait before each denomination can have its own Sabbath-

school ? But while in this state, one of your missionaries visits them.

He visits every family, conciliates (as far as may be) their opposi-
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tion, says nothing sectarian, excites no prejudice, but wishes them to

take the Bible for their guide, and to teach it or have it taught to

their children. He then invites them all to meet him on the next

Sabbath at some place designated, for the purpose of organizing a

Sabbath-school for the children, and a Bible-class for adults. Parents

must bring their Bibles, and thcif children with them. More than

eighty persons assemble, as special invitations have been given to

all. The missionary, after a short devotional service, states to the

people the object of the meeting. 'Although you have your prefer-

ences as to modes and forms, there is but one Bible,—the book of

God ; only one plan of salvation, and that is clearly spread out on

the pages of the Bible ; so that not only persons of common intellect,

but even children can understand it.' After forming a Sabbath-

school and a Bible-class with great unanimity, he says, 'to encourage

you, and as a bond of union, I here present you with a Sabbath-

school library worth ten dollars, as a present from an unknown

friend, and also several religious tracts, and evangelical volumes.

Also I have given to each Sabbath-school scholar (who has none) a

copy of the New Testament, and by your receiving it, you pledge

yourselves to study it much, and to be a constant and punctual at-

tendant on the Sabbath-school which has just been formed.'

"It will not be long, we may be confident, before there will be a

school-house, a day-school, prayer-meetings, conference-meetings, a

church organized, and the gospel preached, and, with God's blessing,

souls saved ! Who then will say—wait ? No, no ! The Sabbath*

school enterprise must be sustained. Send us some more ministers,

if they come with a missionary spirit, more Sabbath-school missioa-

aries, for there are hundreds of places in Illinois similar to the one I

have described, some even in a w'orse condition. Send us on Sab-

bath-school libraries, Tracts, Bibles, Testaments, &c., &c. All these

are very necessary in helping forward the good cause, and without

these but little good can be accomplished at present. I must now
close, bespeaking the prayers, the continued persevering prayers, of

all who feel deeply for the well-being and salvation of children.'*

Our correspondence with the London Religious Tract

Society and the London Sunday-school Union continues to

be of the most friendly character, and we trust will become

more and more useful to both countries.

Your Board take pleasure in acknowledging the con-

5
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tinued and valuable contributions from Sunday-school

Missionary Associations, and we cannot but regard it as a

most appropriate and laudable effort which is thus made to

impart of their abundance to those who have need. The
Sunday-school thus becomes a self-propagating good, and

the rellex as well as direct influence of such benevolent

exertions cannot be too highly estimated. It is in connec-

tion with such benevolent devices, that the spirit of missions

may be most successfully cherished. It is desirable, how-

ever, that missionary efforts should be confined to those

objects, in which Sunday-schools generally may be sup-

posed to take a special interest ; and if we allow the instruc-

tion, excitement, and effort in this connection to be rather

the fruit of faithful scriptural leaching, exhibiting itself in

settled principles of benevolence, than the effect of any

temporary machinery or excitement, the best results may

be anticipated.

We have no fear that Sunday-school teachers will make

more of this theme than it deserves ; for it is so intimately

and inseparably connected with personal religion, with the

conscience, with the heart, with the principles and motives

of daily conduct, with the present and endless responsibili

ties of man as a subject of the Divine government, that to

discuss it, to analyze it, and to urge it home upon the affec-

tions and sympathies of all, is to inculcate and enforce the

great doctrines of the New Testament.

As Sunday-school teachers, their grand aim is to diffuse

a knowledge of the gospel. The great fact of this divine

revelation, viz. that Jesus Christ came into the world to

save sinners, and that he actually offered himself a sacrifice

for sin, so that those who believe on him shall not perish^

but have everlasting life—is fitted, under promised influ-

ences, to awaken and sanctify and save our ruined world.

It is our first duty to open this wonderful truth to the
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tender minds of the children in our classes, and to make

it the commanding and absorbing theme of attention, in-

quiry and wonder. We are to do this with great simplicity

and humility, and to prove the value and power of the doc-

trine by its inlluencc over our own hearts and lives. We
are to teach our children in season and out of season, that

to live for Christ, and to give up our own will and pleasure

and preferment and wealth and health, nay, even life itself,

for the sake of testifying love, gratitude and trust towards

him, is but our reasonable service. They are to be taught

his precepts; to be made familiar with his example; to ex-

amine and compare his doctrines; and, in a word, to be

" filled with the knowledge of his will." And as teachers

we are bound to lead them forward in acts of self-denial

towards themselves and good-will towards others. We are

to show them practically the operation of gospel principles

;

to accustom them to try every purpose and deed by this

test :
" What would my divine Redeemer have done, had

he been in my place ?"

If this outline had been faithfully filled up by one hun-

dred thousand of our Sunday-school teachers, we should

have had by this time a very dififerent standard of living and

giving from any w^e now see ; and so far as it shall be filled

up now and henceforth, the effects will be seen some teji or

fifteen years hence in striking contrast with the present

state of things.

In passing through extensive districts of the South

and West, we find a general similarity in the moral con-

dition and prospects of the population. Families dwell at

a distance from each other, often several miles apart,

and days and weeks pass without any interview or in-

tercourse. The occupations in which they are engaged

absorb their time and thoughts. The children who are old

enough to labour are made profitable, and those who are
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not, are usually suffered to grow up with as little care and

thought as possible. When the Sabbath comes, there is

nothing to distinguish it from the rest of the week. No
social example nor influence constrains them to regard the

day as unto the Lord, nor even reminds them of its return.

There is usually no family arrangement for religious im-

provement. And with such downward inclinations as ours,

it is no marvel if the heart becomes insensibly estranged

from an appropriate employment of the consecrated hours,

and soon finds itself entirely loosened from the whole-

some restraints of the Sabbath.

At intervals of fifteen or twenty miles we find mills or some

other point of attraction, which also draws a store or grocery,

two or three mechanics' shops, perhaps a post-office, and a

little cluster of dwelling-houses. In such a neighbourhood

there is sometimes found a rude school-house, built at the ex-

pense of two or three public-spirited men, and occupied du-

ring some portion of the year for a school. Here we have

the central point of a great good. This school-house is not

opened for secular purposes on the Sabbath ; and if it is

not used for preaching, it may easily be obtained for Sun-

day-school purposes. It will be ascertained, on inquiry,

that once in two, four, or six weeks, there is preaching at

this place, and on the intervening Sabbaths at similar points

within the space of some twenty or thirty miles around

:

and a few families may be so situated that by laudable ex-

ertion they may travel to these various points, and thus

enjoy the ministrations of the gospel with considerable re-

gularity. But not so with the great proportion of families :

they must spend the many intervening Sabbaths with little

excitement to, or opportunity for, religious improvement,

and it will be passing strange if their religious habits and

exercises do not become irregular, formal, and of little

worth.
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In such neighbourhoods as we have now described, the

means of sustaining any rehgious institutions or observances

are very scanty. In visiting the families, we may hope to

find in some of them a Bible—would that there was a copy

of the sacred volume in all, and satisfactory evidence that

it is read and loved ! In some of them, too, we shall find

a copy of the religious periodical which is published by the

denomination to which the father or mother, or both, were

or are, nominally or by profession, attached. It is at least

as common, however, to find that such a paper is sent by a

distant friend or relative, after it has had a thorough home-

reading, as that it is ordered by the family. This paper

often furnishes the sum and substance of the year's reading,

and the opinions and reflections of the members of the fam-

ily are formed, almost entirely, under its influence. Hence

the great importance of maintaining in these papers an ele-

vated tone of piety, and a supreme regard for those great

and glorious truths of our holy religion, in respect to

which the majority of Protestant Christendom agree. To
send into such a family a weekly supply of bitterness, rail-

ing and sharp contention, is, in the last degree, unjust and

cruel. It should be added, that in many families no trace of

religious influence is to be found. Tales of romance and

folly, which are so profusely scattered, and which seem to

be carried by magic power into every corner of the wil-

derness, supply all their intellectual and moral aliment.

With the help of a religious paper and the strength of

early habits and associations, it may be possible for such

families as we have described, to retain some of the out-

ward observances of rehgion, but we need not say how
sad is the condition of the children, if they are left to

obtain, from such a source, a religious training. It is

morally certain, that unless help arises from some other

quarter, they will come to years of maturity without
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the fear of God, or any preparation for the duties and trials

ofhfe.

But suppose we collect, on the vacant Sabbaths of the year,

some 20 or 30 of the children of the place. It may be a very

rude organization, and the qualifications of the teachers may
be quite inferior ; but if there is one individual in the place

who knows more than those children know, that individual

has a blessed work before him, to which he should give all

diligence until it is accomplished. With a few Testaments

and Hymn Books, and a very limited number of library

books, (involving an expense not beyond three, or at most

five, dollars,) that school-house may be made a place of at-

traction for children and youth from many miles around

;

and it will be found, after due tinre, that parents will attend

w^ith their children, and it will result, at last, in the building

up of an intelligent Christian neighbourhood, with all the

institutions of the gospel established on a sure foundation.

We have within our own borders, and speaking our own

language, and of course directly accessible, probably one

AXD A HALF MILLIONS of children and youth, who are quite

destitute of the means of moral and religious instruction.

The Sunday-school furnishes an agency for reaching a gi'eat

proportion of them with the best of moral influences, at an

expense not exceeding 25 cents a head per annum ! Is it

sound philosophy to let such a generation pass through the

most susceptible period of its life, and not attempt a gene-

ral systematic effort to extend these influences to it ? The

American Sunday-school Union is endeavouring, with

scanty means to be sure, to give to each of this vast mul-

titude of opening and inquiring minds, an affectionate and

trustworthy guide, and to put into the hands of each a Bible

or Testament, and also some entertaining and instructive

book—the reading of which may be had for nothing. In

an agency so simple and direct in its working, and so open
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and palpable in its results, why should not the society enjoy

all the support and co-operation it needs ? Why should

our preventive scheme be turned aside, with less than is

given to any one of the various and excellent institutions

whose object is chiefly remedial ?

Other methods of evangelizing the popular mind are in

much repute, and are engrossing a large share of public at-

tention and charitable contributions. We hope they will

be prosecuted with spirit and under every advantage. It

would be impracticable, if it were desirable, to divert the

current of sympathy from the new and exciting plans of

good towards which it so strongly inclines to run. We
apprehend, however, that after the trial, it will be admitted

that no plan, of human device, is more efficient and econo-

mical than that which opens a fountain of scriptural know-

ledge upon a destitute and neglected spot, and insures there

a perennial stream of Christian influences. To distribute the

Scriptures and other religious books from house to house,

is comparatively an easy and rapid process. It may be

carried to almost any extent in our country without meet-

ing any of the obstacles which render it so difficult and

important a service in some of the countries of Europe.

But the question will, by and by, return, whether some

more steady, stationary and continued influence is not in-

dispensable to any general and thorough improvement of

those portions of society whose benefit is especially sought.

It is obvious, we think, (and we are sustained in the opi-

nion by those who have the best opportunity to know,) that

(in the absence of the gospel ministry) the faithful incul-

cation of scripture truth, from week to w^eek, by Chris-

tian friends and neighbours, upon the minds of children and

youth, promises a greater ultimate benefit than can be ex-

pected from any transient foreign influence employed upon

adult society, or upon the community in the mass. We
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may well be grateful to God that his people are inclined to

compassionate the ignorant and those that are out of the

way, and to send them, in any form, the means of instruc-

tion and salvation. And we are content to leave it to His

wise providence and to the light which experience will fur-

nisli, to determine to what extent and with what success one

or another of the good devices of His people shallbe executed.

The friends of Sunday-schools, at least so far as our

society has claimed to represent their views, have never

asked for them a higher place than their ascertained im-

portance would justify. We have ever regarded them as

entirely auxiliary or supplementary to the family and pas-

toral relations—and as but a part of the grand agency for

extending the blessings of education and religion. Among
their leading advantages the following should be always

kept in mind.

1. The schools being opened on the Sabbath, an -attend-

ance upon them is an excellent preservative from the fool-

ish and sinful pursuits by which that sacred day is so often

profaned. Few children who are in the habit of regular

and punctual attendance at a well-regulated Sunday-school

are found among the despisers of the Sabbath.

2. The personal influence of an intelligent Christian

friend, who is willing to give his time and services as a

teacher, is very great and valuable. In many cases children

have no such friend at home nor among their relatives ; and

numberless instances have occurred, in which the friend-

ship of a Sunday-school teacher has been continued, to the

great advantage of the pupil, for many years after his con-

nection with the school has ceased, and even to the end

of hfe.

3. The Sunday-school teachers' opportunities to im-

prove and elevate many of the families in which their

pupils reside, by visiting them and supplying them with
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means and motives of self-improvement, are very valuable.

The character of whole neighbourhoods has oftentunes

been entirely cha»ged by such an agency.

4. Tiie religious instruction which is given in the course

of Sunday-school exercises, though much of it is of an

elementary character, must be regarded as among the most

important features of the institution. Many thousands of

children and teachers have received in these schools their

first abiding impressions of truth and duty, and it has

pleased the God of all grace, to make their connection with

Sunday-schools, in myriads of instances, directly instru-

mental in bringing them into his visible kingdom.

o. The wide distribution of books from the Sunday-

school library is another means of inestimable good.

These books, embracing a great variety of subjects, and

prepared with special reference to the wants and capacities

of children and youth, are without any exception (so far as

the publications of the American Sunday-school Union are

concerned) useful, instructive, and entertaining. They are

freely circulated without expense to the readers—and are

read not only by the thousands upon thousands who receive

them from the school, but by parents, brothers and sisters,

friends and neighbours, who casually take them up. One
instance, illustrative of a class, occurs to us at this moment,

in which a person who was watching with a sick neighbour,

happened to see on the bureau one of the publications of

the American Sunday-school Union, which a child had

brought from the Sunday-school library, and the reading

of it was blessed to her hopeful conversion. And several

other instances have occurred very lately through the read-

ing of ''The Great Change" and ''The Way of Life.'*

The cases to which these remarks refer were out of the

proper range of Sunday-school influences—they were indi-

rect results.
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C. The agency of Sunday-schools in forming and pre-

serving rehgious habits and associations, where the stated

ministrations of tiie gospel are not enjoyed, should not be

forgotten in this connection, though they are elsewhere

more particularly recognised. The organization of a

church, the building of a house of worship, and the settle-

ment of a gospel minister, have very often been traced di-

rectly to the influence of an humble Sunday-school.

7. In all places where a good Sunday-school has been

established, the people have been cordially united in testi-

fying to its valuable influences and results—and we may
well suppose that these influences and results would be

valuable in proportion to the destitution of other means of

religious culture.

8. By combining the influence of Christians of various

denominations, we are enabled to obtain free access to

those communities where a variety of religious views pre-

vail ; and yet we fearlessly assert, that not a single truth

of our holy religion, which the Holy Spirit is known to

employ for the conversion of souls, is suppressed or quali-

fied in our publications.

The foregoing observations apply to the benefits which

Sunday-schools confer on their pupils ; but there is another

miportant point of view in which to regard them.

There are in the United States, at a moderate estimate,

one hundred thousand Sunday-school teachers. It is worth

an inquiry how far the country is indebted to this institu-

tion for its reflex influence upon this vast portion of its

inhabitants : for the Sunday-school, while it directs its in-

fluence first upon scholars, has an indirect but mighty agency

in regard to teachers. We cannot examine the subject in

detail here, but we may say generally, that the system tends

to benefit Sunday-school teachers, in the following, among

other ways.

6 d2
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1. They are led to study the Scri])tures. Without this,

they cannot conduct the ordinary instructions of a class.

Where there are no better motives, teachers will make
themselves familiar with the lessons for tlie sake of theirown
credit. Others are actuated by higher and purer induce-

ments. We have been acquainted with many teachers, of

both sexes, whose habit it was to give as much time and

thought weekly to this sort of preparation, as many minis-

ters do to the principal sermon of the Sabbath. Some are

known to devote a portion of every day to such studies. And
we bless God for the belief, that there are many thousands

among the laity, wdio are zealously pursuing biblical inqui-

ries, which directly tend to make them blessings to the

communities of which they are a part. To put an ignorant

person to teaching one more ignorant than himself, is to

give him a wonderful advantage and excitement to acquire

the needful knowledge—and the truths which he is expect-

ed to teach are not, like the truths ofhuman science, difficult

to learn. They are so simple and so comprehensible, that

what is easily acquired by a mind comparatively mature in

years, will be a great deal to teach to a little child.

2. They are led to make religion a matter of persocial

concern. It is true, all our Sunday-school teachers are not

believers in Christ. But many are such, and of the re-

mainder, every year many are addedfto the church. There

is no one class of persons of whom so large a proportion

become professors of Christianity. This is a fact verified

by the undeniable statistics of all denominations. It may
therefore be alleged, as established by experience and ob-

servation, that he who becomes a Sunday-school teacher

does, in a peculiarly hopeful manner, put himself within the

influence of the means of grace.

3. They are put in the way of becoming active philan-

thropists. In one way or another, every teacher is drawn
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out of his privacy, and gradually allured to the work of

doing good. He has access to the ignorant, the poor, and

the afflicted, and is called upon to relieve them. Where
there is any faithfulness in visiting through the week, there

are occasions offered for practising on the gospel princi-

ples of mercy. In many, who would otherwise have been

content to sit at home, the Sunday-school has engendered,

and matured, and kept alive a habit of beneficence. And it

is no small favour to our land, that thousands are simul-

taneously learning these lessons.

4. T/ieij are prepared to hefaithful and competent heads

of Christian families.' He who can teach one child, can

teach another. Only the most ordinary and obvious quali-

fications limit this general statement. Teaching is an art,

and is learned by practice. A large proportion of Chris-

tian parents in any country are uninstructed in the best

modes of training their children. Thousands who are now,

week after week, patiently and humbly giving instruction

to youth, are fitting themselves, in the best manner, (and in

the only manner accessible to them,) for duties, the proper

discharge of which involves the temporal and eternal inte-

rests of unborn millions. Blessed is the land which has a

host of parents, thus prepared

!

5. They are improving their mental powers. All study,

especially stated stud}^ has this eifect. Ten years of Sun-

day-school teaching, faithfully employed, may be reckoned

fairly equivalent, in respect to mental discipline, to three

years' regular study in a literary institution. Knowledge is

acquired on various collateral subjects. The habit of atten-

tion, and of patient, concentrated thought, is cherished.

Mental discipline is exercised. Hence the general intelli-

gence of a community must be elevated by the Sunday-

school system, independently of its direct operation on

hundreds of thousands of pupils. To this must be added
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that study of character which necessarily attends upon

every form of instruction, when employed in a rational

manner.

An English clergyman of considerable celebrity says,

that with the w^hole educational apparatus of Europe full

in his view, he hesitates not to assert that the British Sun-

day-schools, sustained at a millionth part of its expense,

possesses a value which infinitely exceeds it ; and he adds

that all the nations of continental Europe cannot furnish a

body of persons equal, in point of numbers, know^ledge,

piety, character, and usefulness, to that of the Sunday-

school teachers of England. If no less may be said of the

Sunday-school teachers of our country, w^e certainly occupy

a post of mighty influence. And what is there to dis-

courage or dismay us ? Why should we not exert that in-

fluence over every juvenile mind on this continent? The
past is crowded with tokens of divine approbation, and the

interests of generations unborn are sensibly to feel the

consequences of improving or neglecting our Sabbath op-

portunities.

And in addition to all this w'e might advert to the direct

influence of our Sunday-schools in building up the church

of the Redeemer, and in enlightening and sanctifying the

world. We may exemplify this position by tw^o or three

individual instances, as it is from them alone that the com-

bined power of the institution can be estimated—and they

shall be instances that have come to our knowledge within

a few months.

The following testimony was given by a distinguished

English clergyman* at a public meeting in London in

May last

:

" I know a little town in the West of England, which has sent out

three ministers, four missionaries, four missionaries' wives» two home
missionaries, and two Lancasterian school-masters, the whole of

^ * Rev. J. Smith.
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whom were either teachers or scholars in the Sunday-school. I know
a town also, in the West of Yorkshire, which has sent into the Wes-
leyan connection seventeen or eighteen regular ministers and mis-

sionaries, more than two-thirds of whom were employed as teachers,

or educated at first as scholars, in the Sunday-school there. The
humble individual who now addresses you is one of those. And if I

was at all disposed to refer to individuals, I might just bring before

your attention, I was going to say, the angelized author of Mammon.
And there is a certain barber in Bristol, who is not a little proud to

tell you, when you step in, that Dr. Harris was once a scholar in his

class."

Another distinguished clergyman* of the estabhshed

church, on another public occasion, in London, a short

time since, used the following language :

"He would be a very short-sighted statesman, indeed, who should

think, that these (Sunday) schools do little for the education of the

people. Depend upon it, that in these schools they have the ele-

ments of all moral and intellectual improvement communicated to

them. Trace these children in after life, and you find them in the even-

ing school, gathering the instruction the Sabbath 4iad not conveyed.

Trace them in after life, and you will see them increasing their know-

ledge ;
you will find them associating not with the worthless, but

with those whose superior manners and capacities can advance their

interests and improve their minds. You will find, too, that they

often become intelligent and well-instructed members of society; all

this improvement having begun in the Sunday-school. If there

were to be any blow given to that remarkable system of Sunday-

schools that has risen up by the spontaneous efTorts of the people, to

obtain instruction, by no patronage even afforded by those more ad-

vanced in society, it seems to me that ultimately, even as regards the

intellectual culture of the people, a great mischief would be inflicted

on society. It is mainly by the strengthening of the hands of those

who have given time, thought, and money, to the instruction of the

ignorant, on week-days and Sundays, because they felt a desire

for their present and future welfare, that I conceive any enactment

for supplemental instruction will have the greatest prospect of suc-

cess."

And on the same occasion the following remarkable tes-

• Hon. and Rev. Baptist Noel. I
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timony was given voluntarily by a citizen residing in the

vicinity of Manchester

:

" I AM NOT ONLY A MILL-OWNER, BUT ALSO A MAGISTRATE ; AND 1 CAN

BEAR THE HIGHEST TESTIMONY TO THE FACT, THAT THE GREAT RULING

PRINCIPLE WHICH PRESERVED OUR TOWNS AND DISTRICTS FR03I FIRE AND
DESTRUCTION DURING THE PAST YEAR, WAS THE PRINCIPLE OF RELIGION

COMMUNICATED IN SuNDAY-SCHOOLS."

We have space for but two items of interest on this

topic from our own records.

One relates to the results of Sunday-school instruction

in Lowell, (Mass.) From a report of the Union, which em-

braces ten out of the fourteen religious societies of the

place, it appears

—

"That the number of scholars connected with the ten schools, at

the time of making the report, was 4,396, and the number of teachers

was 433, making an aggregate of 5,369. The number who joined

the schools during the year, was 3,770 ; the number who left was

15,129. About three-fourths of the scholars are females. A large

proportion of the latter are over fifteen years of age, and consist of

girls employed in the mills. More than Jive hundred of these scholars

have, during the past year, become personally interested in practical

piety, and more than six hundred have joined themselves to the

several churches."

The second item we derive from an historical sketch of

the Sunday-school attached to the Brick Church in Ro-

chester, N. Y. The following paragraphs embrace the

prmcipal facts :

"In a period of 16 years, more than four hundred teachers have

been engaged, and over three thousand different children taught

:

nearly one thousand dollars have been contributed by teachers and

scholars for the education of heathen children, and for our library,

and for the clothing of destitute children. Four hundred and thirty

persons from the school have united with this church, (126 teachers

and 304 scholars,) besides many that have gone to other places, car-

rying with them an influence that will long be felt.

"The expense of all this mighty influence, which has but just

commenced, has not cost the church more than thirty dollars a year,

wiiich would be less than ten cents a year to each scholar. There
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are scholars in the school that have been taught sixteen years at ten

cents a year, which would amount to but one dollar and sixty cents, for

more than two whole j-ears of Sabbaths, or about seventy-five cents

for the same amount of time that in any of the cheapest kind of select

schools would cost not less than twelve dollars, and even the twelve

dollars, as every parent thinks, is money well expended. There are

two teachers that have taught more than eight hundred Sabbaths, or

more than two whole years ; four more over five hundred Sabbaths.

Had these teachers received but twenty-five cents a day, for the last

sixteen years, it would have amounted for Sabbath teaching (to say

nothing of time spent during the week in preparing, visiting, &c.,) to

more than five thousand dollars!"

We have often adverted to the great importance of sup-

plying children and youth of all ages and classes with co-

pics of the Holy Scriptures, or at least, of the New
Testament, and we have heen constrained to believe, that

the agency of Sunday-schools for the general distribution

of the sacred volume might be made very efficient, as it

certainly would be ver}' economical. The A?nen'ca?i Bible

Societij has wisely adopted the principle of doing its work,

as far as practicable, through local auxiliaries ; but there

are instances, (many hundreds, if not thousands,) in which

Bibles and Testaments are greatly needed, and must be had

promptly, or they will come too late. In new countries,

the means of intercourse, and all the arrangements of so-

ciety, are so imperfect, that a rigid conformity to the wisest

regulations is quite impracticable. And to meet such

emergencies as we have in mind, the American Bible So-

ciety has very generously placed at our disposal a supply

of Bibles ar^d Testaments, which will be replenished from

time to time, as occasion may require. It will, therefore,

be our practice in establishing a new school, to see that

each child of suitable age and acquirements has free access

to a copy of the sacred Scriptures, or at least, the New
Testament. It becomes important, also, that those Sun-

day-schools which have pupils destitute of a copy of the
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Bible or New Testament, and unable to supply their own

wants, should bestir themselves at once. Let the exact

condition of the school in this particular be represented to

the proper ofliccr or agent of the auxiliary Bible Society,

within whose district the scliool falls ;—and if, for any

cause, the needful supply is not furnished, we shall be ready,

upon notice of the fact, to forward such a supply by the

first convenient opportunity.*

"^Respecting the wide destitution of the Scriptures among children

and youth, we have a flood of testimony, and our facilities for dis-

tributing them are very obvious.

An investigation was made in Jasper county, Ga., some two or three

years since to see how many of the common-schools were supplied

with the Bible. The county has about (5000 or 7000 whites and

about 1000 white children at school some parts of the year. But

among 700 children in the central parts of the county only 90 Tes-

taments or Bibles were found.

One says, "If I had one thousand, or even two thouscmd jVeic Tes-

taments, I could distribute them all in the coming season without any

additional expense, giving a copy to every Sunday-school scholar who
may be too poor to purchase."

Another says, " / want thousands of Testaments, to put into the

hands of as many thousand children, gathered into Sunday-schools,

where there is no Bible Society, no stated preacher of the gospel, and

an almost entire destitution of books."

The third says, " Who can calculate the amount of good that will re-

sult from a thousand Testaments, put into the hands of a thousand

children, as a present of an unknown frietid, as a pledge that they will

study them much, and be constant and punctual attendants at the

Sabbath-school!! ^ow is the time for action in the West. The

enemy is coming in like a flood. But oh, the Sabbath-school ! the

Sabbath-school! God will bless the Sabbath-school! Here I feel a

confidence, which I do not feel in regard to many other subjects. Is

not the faithful Sabbath-school teacher doing the very thing which

Christ has commanded him to do, and which he knows is pleasing

to Him ? Why then shall he not take courage, and pray with more

c(^ofidence, in the full expectation that his labour will not be in

rain !

!"

7 E
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Sunday-school visiters, superintendents and teachers

must be persuaded to give the most careful heed to this

subject, and not to suffer a single twelvemonth to pass, and

leave any pupil, in regular attendance on a Sunday-school

and able to read, unfurnished with a copy of the Scrip-

tures, or at least of the New Testament. There is

BREAD ENOUGH AND TO SPARE, AND WHY SHOULD THEY
PERISH WITH HUNGER ?

In connection with this topic, the Board would earnestly

commend to the attention of the Society and its friends,

this interesting feature in our system, viz. : the diffusion

OF scripture knowledge. As the organization of the

first Bible Society, (novv known as the British and Foreign,)

was suggested by the necessities of a Sunday-school, so it

would seem that Sunday-schools are to be among the most

efficient instruments, of human device, for propagating the

truths which the Scriptures reveal. That some peculiar

and powerful agency is requisite for this purpose, no ob-

serving person can deny. Novel and extraordinary posi-

tions, touching the circulation and reading of the Bible,

have been taken by various portions of the community;

and in some of our most influential cities the doctrine has

been defended with much earnestness, that children are to

be educated without the Bible ; that to teach its principles

and precepts, or even to read it as a daily exercise in pub-

lic schools, is a violation of the compact under, and by

virtue of which such schools are established.* It is to bo

* We subjoin an extract from a speech of the Rev. Dr. Yeomans at

a late meeting of the American Bible Society, as a valuable testi-

mony on this subject.

" We have a theory of education which contemplates the univer-

sal instruction of the people. We propose by this to lay the hand

of mature intelligence and wisdom on the growing mind, and form

it by the principles on which it is to act in all its future stages. We
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feared, that the manner of using the Bible in most common
schools, has been such as to advance, but in a very slight

degree, the religious knowledge or improvement of the pu-

pils ; and that few, comparatively, can trace, to such an ac-

wish to anticipate a generation of character and influence, and become

ourselves virtually the actors in future scenes through what will then

constitute the min" of the country. Our theory of education is, in

some parts of the Union, applied to hopeful practice. But we feel

sad apprehensions when we hear of high examples in which the Holy

Scriptures are rejected as a book for daily use in schools. Your
society proceeds on the just presumption that the Bible is to reach

the minds of all the people ; and especially the minds of the young,

in all their pursuits, and all their experience ; that all men every-

where are to feel its power ; and that its principles are to be incorpo-

rated with the elements of thought and feeling throughout the nation.

Will a Christian people countenance a plan of general education which

proscribes the Holy Scriptures ? Can ive be satisfied with a system of

mental training which puts out of our school-books the language of

our comnaon Christianity ; which keeps God out of all the thoughts

of the young ; and which sets up a virtue opposed to Christian holi-

ness, or beside it, as the aim and perfection of the moral man. Ex-

perience abundantly admonishes oui; generation of the difficulty

of establishing new principles in the human rnind after the pro-

cess of its formation is finished. What ! will you diligently sift

out of the material of which you are forming a nation's character,

that only substance on which you profess to rely for the glory and

the solid worth of your production 1 Must we educate a race of

infidels to change them afterwards into Christians ? Shall we weave

first, without religion, the web of a nation's intelligence and morality,

and then attach religion to the surface as a nap ? The superficial

garment will not endure. The robe of our virtue will become thread-

bare. If you expect Christianity to do its part in . forming the

character of a nation, you must weave it in. The Bible must be in

our schools, where the " education that forms the common mind" is

oing on ; and there its principles must be inculcated with the rudi-

ments of other science. Then we shall have hope. Our system of

general education becomes a mighty and far-reaching instrument for

the moral elevation of the people. Then the word of God will have
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quaintance with it, any abiding impression of truth, or duty.

Nevertheless, the right and propriety of using it in these

schools, and the importance of making it appear to be, as

it is in truth, the great fountain of all wisdom and know-

ledge, cannot be yielded without yielding the stronghold

of Christian liberty. Our Sunday-schools should be espe-

cially excited, by the late discussions oruthis subject, to

give pre-eminent importance to the inculcation of Scripture

truth to all ages and classes.

The first thing is, as has been already intimated, to see

that the pupils are supplied with the Scriptures. It is high

time, we think, that Sunday-schools and Sunday-school

associations should take some efficient measures to accom-

plish this objeet. It is evident that the labouring oar must

be taken by them. We cannot expect that the agents and

distributors employed by Bible Societies will come into

our schools to ascertain their destitution, unless they think

that Sunday-school teachers have no proper idea of the

use and value of the sacred volume. Perhaps it may not

be uncharitable to presume that in many cases Sunday-

school teachers are engaged in supplying copies of the

Scriptures to distant places and persons, while many chil-

dren and youth in their own schools, and peradventure in

their own classes, have not a copy of their own, nor free

access to one in the family where they live.

The second thing is to make each member of the school

familiar with the truths which the Scriptures reveal. If

we had a voice to reach at once the ear of every Sabbath-

free course, run, and be glorified throughout the land. It is as an

instrument of education that the Holy Scriptures do their mightiest

works in the earth. They rose on the wings of learning out of the

darkness of the middle ages. And now, give them only their place

among the means of common education, and their fruits will ev^er be

manifest and o-lorious as their own truth."
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school teacher in Christendom, and could utter but one

sentence with it, it would be

"SEARCH AND TEACH THE SCRIPTURES."
Give every child and youth within your reach, at the earli-

est period, a thorough, intelligible knowledge of the Scrip-

tures. Familiarize their minds with sacred history, biogra-

phy, geography ; with the parables and miracles, doctrines

and precepts, prophecies and promises, encouragements and

warnings of the inspired volume. Accustom their minds

to run to that source of light and knowledge as instinctively

as a little child runs to its mother, or the panting hart to

the water-brooks. ' We may safely rest our appeal on this

subject upon simple experience. It is enough for our pur-

pose to look over the published records of piety, (wliich of

themselves would make a library of many thousand vo-

lumes,) and see how the truths which are revealed only

in the Bible, have sustained, enlightened, comforted and

guided the Christian pilgrim > even to the very gates of the

heavenly city. This mass of undisputed testimony all bears

up, and triumphantly maintains this simple position, that

the Scriptures are from God ; and this of itself makes

the intimate knowledge of them of unutterable importance.

It is a fact, too, which stands out prominently on the

face of the testimony to which we have adverted, (and we
should never lose sight of it,) that the doctrines on which

the souls of m.en rely in the extremity of need, are the

simplest and most universally admitted doctrines. An ex-

amination of the subject would show this conclusively.

Let any man read the history of believers in all periods of

the Christian church, and especially observe what truths

and doctrines supported their souls, and filled with light

and joy their passage to the grave ; and he shall find that

they were the truths and doctrines which little children can

learn and understand, and about which Protestant Chris-

e2
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tians have no controversy. Let these be taugjit every-

where to all children, rich and poor, high and low, learned

and ignorant. Let no man or woman feel above or below

the exalted office of spreading the knowledge of these

saving truths in every neighbourhood and settlement in our

country. All have something to do ; and something will

BE LEFT undone, WHILE EVERY ONE IS NOT DOING ALL HE

CAN.

There is a great deal more plain and admitted truth in

the Holy Scriptures than the most zealous and laborious

teacher can possibly inculcate upon any generation of

children ; and it would be well for us to betake ourselves

more frequently to the study and contemplation of those

truths which are open to the simplest comprehension, and

on which the lowliest believer relies as the foundation of

his eternal hope.

It is emphatically the great duty of the Sunday-school

teacher to fix his mind intently on these prominent points

of the Christian faith, which are above and beyond contro-

versy—familiarizing himself with the scope of each and

with the bearings of one upon another, so that he shall be

fully persuaded and settled in his own mind—and then so

to present the simplest evidences, illustrations and deduc-

tions, as to convey to his pupil's mind the impressions of

his own. To do this wisely and effectually, (so far as

means are concerned,) is to answer the great design of Sun-

day-school teaching. There is a general, vague knowledge

of the sacred volume, obtained by reading it as a school-

book, or in family worship, or for personal edification,

which is quite insufficient for the pui^oses of a teacher.

To be a skilful and apt Bible teacher, requires patient,

systematic, long-continued study. We are persuaded that

Sunday-school teachers often fail to accomplish what they

very earnestly desire, because their object is too genei'al
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They depend too much upon somctliing the school, as a
school, is to bring to pass, whereas each individual teacher

should feel that one-tenth or one-twentieth of the success

of the school, and- of its inlluencc in forming the religious

character of a generation (so far as human agency is con-

cerned) depends on his individual intelligence and atten-

tion. For it is obvious, that the labour and success of

each teacher, at every session of the school, bears a certain

proportion to the whole labour and success of the session.

If the school, as a whole, knows more of truth and duty at

the close of this Sabbath than it did at the close of the last

Satbath, the improvement has been the result of individual

effort. Some particular teacher or teachers must have im-

parted to one or more children some new knowledge of

revealed truth.

We cannot dismiss this topic without reminding our

friends and helpers of their obligations to stand fast in the

liberty with which Christ has made them free.

Our blessed religion teaches us that we are to stand or

fall, each to his own master. If we put our trust in any

rites or ceremonies—in any faith or practice—in any priest

or sacrifice, other than those which the Holy Scriptures

clearly sanction and require, it is at our own peril. We
have the same light which others have. The source of

wisdom and grace is accessible, alike to the high and the

low, the ignorant and the learned. If there is any distinc-

tion, it is in favour of babes; of wayfaring men, of the

weakest and least of all. It is the glory of the Re-

deemer s kingdom that it brings the gospel—not the

traditions and commandments of men, nor the rites and

ceremonies of a vain superstition—but the GOSPEL in

its divine purity and simplicity—to the POOR. We are not

at liberty to take our faith, or form our opinions, upon the

faith or opinions of others. The Bible lies open for all to
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read, and its saving truth is so plain and intelligible, that

none need err in the apprehension of it. This is a glorious

liberty, and we are to account to God for the use we make

of it. If there are those v.ho would encroach upon it, or

abridge or embarrass us in the use of it, such " we must

RESIST steadfast unto the end."

It is not our province, nor do we desire to mingle in

the strife of words and wits, that is making such sad

havoc with the confidence, sympathy, and brotherl3^-love

which we are taught by our Saviour to regard as charac-

teristic of Christian intercourse. We are advocates of

Union, if it were only for the sake of union, aside from

its immediate and remote advantages in the propagation

of the gospel. We deprecate every thing that alienates in

the slightest degree, brother from brother in the family of

^hrist. Especially is it to be deplored, that in this period

of extraordinary excitement and inquiry on rehgious sub-

jects, there should be any hinderance to the harmony and

concurrence of all who hold the cardinal doctrines of the

Reformation. We need all the strength which Christian

union can supply, to withstand the bold incursions of

worldlincss, superstition, and arrogance.

As Christian laymen, belonging to various denomi-

nations we have associated for the purpose of endea-

vouring to establish Sunday-schools wherever there is

a destitute population, and for the farther purpose of

supplying instruction and reading, which shall inculcate the

essential truths of our common faith, without reasonable

ofifence to any one touching matters of unessential im-

portance. In all our plans and measures, we act in fur-

therance of the great design of the gospel ministry and the

establishment of the church of Christ. Wherever we suc-

ceed, the gospel ministry gains essential and permanent
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support, and the cause of the Redeemer finds new and

faithful friends.

In our individual relations we uphold (and in our as-

sociated capacity we are far from opposing) the clForts of

the various denominations of Christians to defend and pro-

pagate, by all lawful means, their respective views of truth

and order. We would not, if we could, interfere with,

depreciate, or abridge these efforts. They can be wisely

and efficiently prosecuted without trespassing on the com-

mon right.

But we find that as Episcopalians, Methodists, Baptists^

Presbyterians, Reformed Dutch, Congregationalists, we
can maintain the integrity of our relations to our re-

spective churches and communities, while we can unite to

teach the truth that Christ taught, and as plainly as he

taught it. For, be it always remembered, that if we differ

respecting the true construction of some of " the gracious

words that proceeded out of his mouth," we then say only

just what He said, leaving those who read or hear to judge

of His meaning. In the doctrines of the supremacy of the

inspired Scriptures, as the rule of faith and duty—the lost

state of man by nature, and his exposure to endless pun-

ishment in a future world—his recovery only by the free,

sovereign and sustaining grace of God, through the atone-

ment and merits of a divine Redeemer, and by the influence

of the Holy Spirit—the necessity of faith, repentance and

holy living, with an open confession of the Saviour before

men, and the duty of complying with his ordinances of

Baptism and the Lord's supper—in these doctrines we
find the essential and leading truths of the Christian sys-

tem ; in the reception of these doctrines we agree, and with

God's help, we endeavour to teach and inculcate them on

all whom we can properly reach.

AVe do not seal up the sacred volume and require our

8
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felloe" men to believe what we or other falUble men have

said, or ^ay say, of its contents. We open it wide in the

broad sun-iight, and ask all mankind to come and read and

think and decide for themselves what the Lord their God
requires them to believe and to do. We seek to put the

Bible into the hands of all the children and youth in the

country. We would teach them to read it every day—to

keep it open and study it with reverence and delight, and

meditate upon it as they sit in the house and as they go by

the way. We do not put any human authority above it

nor by the side of it, but immeasurably below it. We do

not believe that any man or body of men, since the days

of the Apostles, have had any gifts or graces which clothe

their teachings or interpretations with any authority bind-

ing upon the conscience or judgment of others. Their

diligent study of the Bible—their humble waiting upon

God for the teachings of his Spirit, and their devout and

holy lives, of course commend their opinions to our respect

and deference. But the Bible is the oxly rule of faith

and duty, and every man is required, on divine authority

and at the peril of his soul, to search the Scriptures, and

see what they testify of Christ and his doctrines. Hence

to OPEN THE Bible to all the rising generation of our

country is the grand and glorious object of the American

Sunday-school Union. We unite ,for this purpose, and

blessed be God that w^e can unite ; that as a body of

Christians, without distinction of sect, or creed, or custom,

we CAN AND DO kneel together before the throne of our

common Lord and Saviour, and implore, with one heart

and voice, upon ourselves and upon the work of our hands.

His gracious favour. We can and do inculcate the great

truths of the Christian faith on which we rely for our own

salvation, upon the minds and the hearts of the ignorant,

the neglected, the unthinking and vicious myriads that
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throng our ckies and rise up, like a dense cloud, all over

the newly formed settlements of the land. We can and

DO scatter far and wide,—through the agency of thousands

upon thousands of our teachers, and our millions of Bibles

Testaments, and other religious books, circulating from

week to week among a million of children and youth, and

through the families and neighbourhoods in which they

dwell, the free and boundless blessings of the gospel.

These are all great purposes, and in their furtherance

the American Sunday-school Union has been enabled to

do much already,—incomparably more than its most san-

guine promoters anticipated. Its past achievements are

rather the evidences of its capacity than the results of its

energy. And if the principle which is wrought into the

very joints and marrow of the Society

—

"union for the

ADVANCEMENT OF THE COMMON GOOD" is WOrth all We
claim for it, it deserves a much more liberal and earnest

co-operation than it has ever yet received, from all the

friends of civil and religious liberty.

May we not hope that our brethren and coadjutors

throughout the country, will regard with new interest, and

support with new zeal, the work w^hich is given us to do ?

If done at all, it must be done at once ; and to do it use-

fully, it must be done thoroughly.
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RECEIPTS

Of the Amtrican Sunday-school Union, from March 1, 1S43, to

March 1, 1844.

To cash on hand, March 1, 1843 $82 71

Amouut received at the Philadelphia Depository and branches, and

from agents for sales of books, &c., and in payment of debts 56,260 77

Donations received during the year 14,343 29

170,712 77
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EXPENDITURES

Of the t^merican Sunday-school Union, from March 1, 1843, to

March 1, 1844.

By charges to ihe Doxatiow Account, viz., Salaries, and expenses
of missionaries, and agents, clerk hire, &c §7,919 84

Philadelphia Sunday-school Union 1,200 00
Donations to Sunday-schools of libraries, &c 4,684 72
Discount on uncurrent money, rents, freight, postage, advertising,

printing, &c 517 96
Charges to the Book Department, in salaries of secretary, editor,

superintendent of bookstore, book-keeper, salesman, clerks and
labourers 6,1 19 19

Loans paid off 1,274 00
Interest on loans, and discount on uncurrent money 2,069 47
Miscellaneous books, including Bibles and Testaments 3,956 49
Binding 15,664 47
Printing 6,280 09
Colouring 256 83
Stereotyping 1 ,764 1

Paper 14,594 86
Lithographic printing. 898 33
Copperplate printing 216 13
Wood engraving, steel and copperplates, copyrights, maps, &c 887 18
JBtraps, boxes, and library cases » 361 33*

Newspapers and advertising 102 05
Ruling, blank books and stationery 28 03
Duties and custom-house charges 38 21

Freight and porterage 196 62
Postage 340 42
Insurance 324 25
Taxes, $335 75; water rent, §21 00 356 75
Alterations and repairs 66 80
Painting and glazing 32 93
Twine, nails, and tools 36 40
Fuel and light 114 22
Stoves, pipes, &c.. 9 90
Floor-cloth and carpeting 116 61

Platform scales 20 00
Commission for collecting, &c 25 70
Step-ladders and desk 13 35
Whitewashing, marking-ink, brooms, brushes, and incidental ex-

penses 27 02
Balance of cash on hand 198 53

f70,712 77
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